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INTRODUCTORY
NOTE.
THE distinctive title of the work here published is tdunakiy&caturddhydyikd, 'gaunaka's Treatise in Four Chapters.' We have for it,
however, only the authority of the signatures to the different portions of
the manuscript containing the treatise; no reference to the latter by
name has yet been discovered, so far as I am aware, in any other work
of the Sanskrit literature. As regards the gender of the word, whether
feminine or neuter, there is some question. In the signature to the first
section (pdda) of the first chapter (adhydya), it is styled caturddhydyikd,
as also at the close of the first chapter. With this accords, farther, the
name, caturddhydyi-&hdshya,given to the commentary in the signature
of chapter IV, section 1, and at the close of the whole work. The
neuter form, and the ascription to (aunaka, are found only in the final
signature, which reads as follows (unamended): iti p&unakiyamhcaturddhydyike caturthah pddah: caturddhyayibhdskya samdptahi..* The treatise was first brought to light, and its character determined, by Roth
(see the Preface to his Nirnkta, p. xlvii). It was recognized by him as
being what is indicated by our title, a PrhtiAkhya to a text of the
Atharva-Veda. That it has any inherent right to be called the Pratia&khya to the Atharva-Veda is not, of course, claimed for it; but, considering the extreme improbability that any other like phonetic treatise,
belonging to any of the other schools of that Veda, will ever be brought
to light, the title of Atharva-Veda Pr&ti?akhya finds a sufficient justification in its convenience, and in its analogy with the names given to the

* Weber(Cat.Berl.MSS.,p. 87; Ind.Literaturgeschichte,
p. 146) callsthe treaa
different
of
emendation
the
name
dhydyikd-eachby
given in the manuscript:I
do not see the necessityof departingfromthe authorityof the latter.

tise caturadhydyikd; and Miller (Hist. Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 139, etc.) styles it cdtura-
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other kindred treatises by their respective editors, Regnier, Weber, and
Miiller.* Any special investigation of the questions of the authorship
and date of our treatise, its relation to the other Praticakhyas and to
the present received text of the Atharva-Veda, and the like, is reserved
for the commentary and the additional notes: it will be sufficient to say
here, in a general way, that it concerns itself with that part of the Atharvan text which is comprised in its first eighteen books, and with that
alone, and that it covers the whole ground which the comparison of the
other treatises shows us to be necessary to the completeness of a Prati(&khya, differing from any of them not more than they differ from one
another.
The manuscript authority upon which the present edition is founded
is a single codex (Chambers collection, No. 143; Weber, No. 361), belonging to the Royal Library of Berlin, a copy of which was made by
me in the winter of 1852-3; it contains, besides the text of the Praticakhya, a commentary upon it, by an author not named, which styles
itself simply caturddhydyi-bh&shya,'Commentary to the Four-chaptered
Treatise,' as already noticed above. It is briefly described in Weber's
Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit Manuscripts (p. 87-8). The signature
at the end is as follows (with one or two obvious emendations): Frir
astu: lekhakap&thakayohsubham bhavatu: ricandikydai namah: 'rirdmah: samvat 1714 varshe jydishthapuddha 9 dine samdptalikhitam
pustakam. The date corresponds to May, 1656; but it must, as in
many other cases, be doubtful whether this is the date of the manuscript in our possession, or of the one from which this was copied; in
the present instance, the latter supposition may be regarded as decidedly
the more probable. Most unfortunately,considering the extreme rarity
of the work, the manuscript is a very poor one. Not only is it every
where excessively incorrect, often beyond the possibility of successful
emendation; it is also defective, exhibiting lacunae at several points.
Some may be of opinion, then, that the publication of the Pratiqakhya
upon its authority alone is premature, and should not have been undertaken. This would certainly be the case, were any other copies of the
work known to be in existence: to neglect to procure their collation
before proceeding to publish would be altogether inexcusable. But, so
far as is hitherto known, the Berlin codex is unique. No public or private library in Europe, nor any in India accessible to Europeans, has
been shown to possess a duplicate of it. For assistance in procuring a
second copy, I made application some years since to Prof. Fitz-Edward
Hall, then of Benares, whose knowledge, experience, and public and
private position made him the person of all others most likely to be of
service in such a way; and he was kind enough to interest himself zealously in my behalf in searching for the work: but entirely without success; while he collected for me a mass of valuable materials respecting
* PraticAkhyadu Rig-Veda. Par M. Ad. Regnier,etc. Published in the Journal
Asiatique,Ve s6rie, Tomes vii-xii, Paris, 1856-58.-Das Vajasaneyi-Prati9Akhyam.
Published by Prof. AlbrechtWeber, in his Indische Studien, Vol. iv, Berlin, 1858.Miiller's edition of the Rig-Veda Pratigakhya ircludes only the first six chapters,
one third of the whole, and forms part of his text-edition of the Rig-Veda itself,
which also remains a fragment.
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the other Pr&tiqakhyas,for that of the Atharva-Veda nothing could be
found. Considering, then, the faintness of the hope that additional
manuscripts would later be obtainable, and considering the peculiar
interest of this class of works-well attested by the triple publications,
within a few years past, of Regnier, Weber, and Miiller-and the desirableness of placing as speedily as possible before the eyes of scholars the
whole material furnished by them, in order to the greater force and conclusiveness of the results which some are already hastening to draw from
them for the literary history of India, it has seemed best to publish the
treatise without farther delay. Several circumstances deserve to be
noted as supporting this decision, by diminishing the disadvantages
arising from the scantiness and poorness of the manuscript material. In
the first place, as regards the lacunae, they are, with two exceptions, of
insignificant importance, and do not either cause the loss of a rule or
render its interpretation doubtful: while, in the two instances (both
occurring in chapter III) in which one or more rules are lost, the loss at
least lies within the limits of a certain definite subject, and, though much
to be regretted, is of no great extent or essential consequence. As concerns, again, the corruption of the readings, it is to be observed that the
commentary is generally filll enough to establish the true version of the
rules, and yet, at the same time, too poor and scanty to render its own
restoration important. The general method of the commentator is as
follows: he first states the rule, then restates it in the baldest possible
paraphrase,merely supplying the lacking copula, and adding the specifications, if any, of which the presence is inferrible from previous rules;
next follow the illustrative citations; and finally, the rule is given once
more, along with the one next following, which is euphonically combined with it, and of which the paraphrase and illustration then follow
in their turn. As an example, I cite here in full rule i. 7, with its commentary, beginning from the final repetition of the next preceding rule:

r
:

r
4V-?n4R ;'iq*n
a:l l

:

1ri sifhf:
1T

I

Fdir:

aw-

Thus we have everywhere (unless, as is sometimes the case, a few
words have dropped out from the copy) a threefold repetition of each
rule, and its true form is almost always restorablefrom their comparison,
notwithstanding the corruptions of the manuscript. If, now, the commentary were as full and elaborate as those of the other known PratiC(khyas, it would have been alike trying and unsatisfactory either to
endeavor to edit it, or to disregard it: while, as the case actually stands,
it has itself attempted so little that we care comparatively little to
know precisely what it says. Wherever its usual meagre method is
followed, accordingly, little attention will be found paid to it in the
notes. Nor has it seemed to me otherwise than a needless labor to
notice, except in special cases, the corrupt readings of the manuscriptand this the more especially, as my distance from the original renders
it impossible to test by a renewed collation the accuracy of my copy.*
* Prof. Weber has had the kindness to
verify for me, during the progress of
publication,sundry passages, of special importance or of doubtfulreading, which I
took the liberty of submitting to him.
VOL. VII.
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The citations from the Atharvan text are also given in their correct
form, without farther remark; since, whatever the disguise under which
the manuscript may present them, it has generally been not difficult for
one familiar with the Atharvan, and in possession of a verbal index to
its text, to trace them out and restore their true readings. There are a
few notable instances in which the commentator abandons his customary reticence, and dispreads himself upon the subject with which he is
dealing: and in such cases the attempt is made to follow him as closely
as the manuscript will allow. Much more frequently than he ventures
to speak in his own person, he cites the dicta of other authorities;
occasionally referring to them by name; more often introducing his
quotations by a simple apara aha, 'another has said;' and very frequently making extracts without any introduction whatever, as if of
matter which might lawfully be woven in as an integral part of his own
comment. The work, if it be a single work, from which these anonymous citations are made, is written in the common floka, and is seemingly of the same general character with our treatise itself; or a kind of
metrical Pratigakhya to the Atharva-Veda; wearing, however, more
the aspect of a commentary than does the metrical Praticakhya to the
Rig-Veda.
What has here been said of the commentary applies only to that
part of it which ends with the third section of the fourth chapter: the
concluding section, on the krama-patha, is of an entirely different character, as will be explained at the place.
While thus but imperfectly aided by the native commentator, I have
enjoyed one compensating advantage over those who have undertaken
hitherto the publication of works of this class, in that I have been able
to avail myself of the results of their labors. Had it not been for their
efficient help, much in the present treatise might have remained obscure,
of which the explanation has now been satisfactorily made out; and I
desire here to make a general acknowledgment of my indebtedness to
them, which I shall have occasion to repeat hereafter in particularcases.
I have thought it incumbent upon me to refer, under every rule, or in
connection with every subject treated of, in the work here published, to
the corresponding portions of the other Pratigakhyas, giving a briefer
or more detailed statement of the harmonies and discrepancies of doctrine which they contain. To the Rig-Veda PratiCakhya reference is
made primarily by chapter (patala) and verse (ploka),* the number of
the rule cited being then also added, according to the enumeration of
both Regnier and Miiller; the latter (in the first six chapters only) in
Roman figures, the former in Arabic. The Vajasaneyi Pratiqakhya is
cited from Weber's edition, already referred to, and according to his
enumeration of its rules. For my ability to include in the conspectus
of phonetic doctrines the Taittiriya Pratiqakhya of Karttikeya, I have
to thank Prof. Hall, as above acknowledged; the excellent manuscripts
of the text and of the text and commentary (tribhdshyaratna)which
he procured for me will be made, I trust, to help the publication of that
* In the firstchapter,of which the verses are numbereddifferentlyby Miller
verses,the referandRegnier,the formercountingin the ten prefixedintroductory
ence is accordingto Regnier: to find the correspondingverse in Miiller, add ten to

the numbergiven.
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treatise in the course of the next year, either by myself or by some one
else. The mode of reference to the Thittiriya Pratiqkkhya which has
hitherto been usual I have abandoned. The work is divided into
twenty-four chapters (adhydya), which are classed together in two sections (prarna), each of twelve chapters: and Roth-as also Weber, following his example-has cited it by section and chapter, omitting any
enumeration and specification of the rules into which each chapter is
divided. But the prapna division is of as little account as the corresponding division of the Rik Pratiqakhya into three sections (adky&ya);
and there appears to be no good reason why this treatise should not be
cited, like those pertaining to the Rik, the White Yajus, and the Atharvan, by chapter and rule simply; as I have done. To PAnini's grammar
(in B1fhtingk's edition) reference is also frequently made-in all cases,
it is hoped, where the comparison would be of any particular interest.
The special relation exhibited by our treatise in many points to the system of general grammar whereof Panini is the authoritative exponent
would perhaps have justified a more detailed comparison; but I have
both feared to be led too far, and distrusted my ability to draw out the
correspondences of the two in a perfectly satisfactory manner. To
determine in full the relations of PAnini and the PrAtiqakhyas, when
the latter shall have been all made public, will be an important and a
highly repaying task for some one more versed than I am in the intricacies of the Paninean system.
The peculiar method, so commonly adopted in our treatise (e. g. i. 64,
65, 85), of applying a rule to the series of passages or words to which
it refers, by mentioning only one of them and including the rest in an
"etc." (ddi) which is to be filled out elsewhere-or the familiarly
known garna-methodof P&nini-and the remissness of the commentator, whose duty it was to fill out the ganas, but who has almost always
failed to do so, have rendered necessary on the part of the editor a
more careful examination of the Atharvan text, and comparison of it
with the Pratiqakhya, than has been called for or attempted in connection with any other of the kindred treatises. It has been necessary to
construct, as it were, an independent Pratikakhya upon the text, and to
compare it with that one which has been handed down to us by the
Hindu tradition, in order to test the completeness of the latter, fill
up
its deficiencies, and note its redundancies. The results of the comparison, as scattered through the notes upon the rules, will be summed up
in the additional notes, to which are also relegated other matters which
would otherwise call for attention in this introduction. In examining
and excerpting the text, full account has been taken of the nineteenth
book, and of those parts of the twentieth which are not extracted
bodily and without variation from the Rig-Veda. References are made,
of course, to the published text of the Atharva-Veda ;* if a phrase or
word occurs more than once in the text, the first instance of its occurrence is given, with an "e. g." prefixed.
Readings of the manuscript which it is thought desirable to give are
generally referred by numbers to the bottom of the page.
* Atharva-Veda Sanhita,
herausgegeben von R. Roth und W. D. Whitney.
Erster Band. Text. Berlin, 1856. roy. 8vo.
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The occurrence, here and there in the notes, of emendations of the
published text of the Atharvan calls for a few words of explanation here.
The work of constructing the text was, by the compelling force of circumstances, so divided between the two editors that the collation of the
manuscripts, the writing out of a text, and the preparation of a critical
apparatus,fell to myself, while Prof. Roth undertook the final revision of
the text, and the carrying of it through the press after my return to
this country. Such being the case, and free communication being impossible, occasional misconceptions and errorscould not well be avoided.
Moreover, the condition of the Atharvan as handed down by the tradition was such as to impose upon the editors as a duty what in the case
of any of the other Vedas would have been an almost inexcusable liberty-namely, the emendation of the text-readings in many places. In
so treating such a text, it is not easy to hit the precise mean between
too much and too little; and while most of the alterations made were
palpably and imperatively called for, and while many others would have
to be made in translating, there are also a few cases in which a closer
adherence to the manuscript authorities might have been preferable.
Farther, in the matter of modes of orthography, where the usage of the
manuscripts was varying and inconsistent, our choice was Ilot always
such as more mature study and reflection justify. Whenever cases of
any of these kinds are brought up in connection with the rules and illustrations of the Pratiakkhya, I am free to suggest what appears to me a
preferable reading or usage. In referring to the manuscripts of the
Atharvan, I make use of the following abbreviations (which are also
those employed in the margin of the edited text, in books xix and
xx): 1st, sanhita MSS.: "B." is the Berlin MS. (Ch. 115, Weber 338),
containing books xi-xx; "P." is the Paris MS. (D. 204, 205), and contains the whole text, and books vii-x repeated; "M." and "W." are
manuscripts of the Bodleian library at Oxford, M. in the Mill collection,
and W. in the Wilson: M. is a copy of the same original, by the same
hand, and in the same form, as P., and it lacks the part of the text which
is found double in the other: W. lacks book xviii; "E." is the East India
House manuscript, Nos. 682 and 760; "H." is in the same library, No.
1137, and contains only books i-vi; "I." is the Polier MS., in the British Museum: a copy made from it for Col. Martin is also to be found in
the East India House library, Nos. (I believe) 901 and 2142. 2nd, pada
MSS. These are all in the Berlin library. "Bp." is Ch. 8 (Weber 332)
for books i-ix, and Ch. 108 (Weber 335) for books x-xviii: these are two
independent manuscripts, but are included under one designation for
convenience's sake, as complementing one another. "Bp.2 " is Ch. 117
(Weber 331) for book i, and Ch. 109, 107 (Weber 333, 334) for book v,
and books vi-ix: the two latter are accidentally separated parts of the
same manuscript, and stand also in very close relationship, as respects
their original, with Bp. (Ch. 8): the other is independent. Of book xix
there is no pada-text to be found, and probably none was ever in existence: and the pada MSS. of book xx are only extracts from the Rik
pada-text.
The mode of transcription of Sanskrit words is the same with that
which has been hitherto followed in this Journal.

ATHARVA-VEDA

CHAPTER

PRATICAKHYA.

I.

CONTENTs
:-SECTION I. 1-2, introductory,scope of the treatise; 3-9, soundswhich

may occur as finals; 10-13, aspirates, nasals, surds, and sonants; 14-17, description of accents; 18-28, description and classificationof sounds according to their
place and organ of production; 29-36, do. accordingto the degree of approximation of the organs; 37-39, the r and I vowels; 40-41, diphthongs.
SECTION
II. 42, visarjaniya; 43-48, abhinidhdna; 49-50, conjunctionof consonants; 51-54, quantity of syllables; 55-58, division into syllables; 59-62,
quantity of vowels.
SECTION
III. 63-66, abnormalalterations and interchangesof sounds; 67-72,
occurrenceof nasalized vowels; 73-81, pragrhya vowels; 82, treatment in padatext of pragrhya vowels followed by iva; 83-91, occurrence of long nasalized
vowels in the interior of a word.
IV. 92, definition of upadhd; 93, what makes a syllable; 94, only
SECTION
an unaspiratedconsonantallowed before an aspirated; 95, mode of application
of rules respecting conversion of sounds; 96, special case of accent; 97, special
cases of omission of pluti before iti; 98, conjunctionof consonants; 99, yama;
100, ndsikya; 101-104, svarabhaktiand sphotana and their effect; 105, cases of
pluti.

Fr n I

qf

n

iPRHl

-wII]IqtIl4i

-FT

3Tvt,rrIrlllyU

1. Of the four kinds of words-viz.
noun, verb, preposition,
and particle-the
qualities exhibited in euphonic combination
and in the state of disconnected vocables are here made the
subject of treatment.
Here is clearly set forth the main object of such a treatise as we are
accustomed to call a prdtif&khya: it is to establish the relations of the
combined and the disjoined forms of the text to which it belongs, or of
the sanhitd-text

and the pada-text:

sandhyapadydu

might have been

directly translated 'in the sanhitd and pada texts respectively.' The
ultimate end to be attained is the utterance of the sacred text (fdkh4,
'branch' of the Veda), held and taught by the school, in precisely the
form in which the school receives and teaches it. The general material
of the text must, of course, be assumed to be known, before it can be
made the subject of rules: it is accordingly assumed in its simplest and
most material-like form, in the state of padas or separate words, each
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having the form it would wear if uttered alone, compounds being also
divided into their constituent parts, and many affixes and inflectional
endings separated from their themes; and the Pratiqakhya teaches
how to put together correctly this analyzed text. An essential part of
such a treatise is also its analysis, description, and classification of the
sounds of the spoken alphabet, as leading to correctness of utterance,
and as underlying and explaining the complicated system of phonetic
changes which the treatise has to inculcate. These two subjects-a
theoretical system of phonetics, and the rules, general and particular,
by which pada-text is converted into sanhitd-are the only ones which
are found to be filly treated in all the Pratiqakhyas; although none of
the treatises confines itself to them alone. Thus, our own work gives
in its fourth chapter the rules for the construction of the pada-text
itself, as does also the V&jasaneyiPrhtigakhya; and likewise, in the
final section of that chapter (which is, however, evidently a later appendix to the work), a brief statement of the method of forming the
krama-text, of which it has also taken account in more than one of the
rules of its earlier portions: and the Pratiakkhyas of the Rik and the
Vajasaneyi have corresponding sections. Nor are the instances infrequent in which it more or less arbitrarily oversteps the limits it has
marked out for itself, and deals with nmatters which lie properly beyond
its scope, as will be pointed out in the notes. A summary exhibition of
these irregularities, and a comparative analysis of the other Praticakhyas, will be presented in an additional note.
As the PrAticakhya deals with words chiefly as phonetic combinations, and not as significant parts of speech (as Worter, ' vocables,' not
Worte, 'words'), their grammatical character is unessential, and the
distinction of the four classes made in the rule is rather gratuitous:
the names of the classes do not often occur in the sequel, although our
treatise is notably more free than any other of its class in availing itself
of grammatical distinctions in the statement of its rules. For a fuller
exhibition of the fourfold classification of words as parts of speech, see
Rik Pr. xii. 5-9, and Vaj. Pr. viii. 52-57.
In illustration of the term sandhya, the commentator says: "words
that end thus and thus take such and such forms before words that
begin so and so." To illustrate padya, he cites rule 8, below-a by no
means well-chosen example. To show how it is that the treatise has to
do only with the qualities of words as exhibited in sanhitd and pada,
he cites an instance of what must be done by a general grammarian in
explanation of a derivative form, as follows: sandhyapadyacviti kim
artham: lidham ity atra ho-dha-tvam: paracaturthatvam: (MS.padaca?)
shtund-shtu-tvam: dho-dhe-lopodirghatvam iti vaiyakaranena vaktavyam: 'why is it said "the qualities in sanhita and pada"? Because
the general grammarian must say, in explanation of lidha, "here applies the rule ho dhah (Pan. viii. 2. 31), that for the change of the following letter into its aspirated sonant, the rule shtund shtuh (Pan. viii.
4. 41), the rule dho dhe lopah (Pan. viii. 3. 13), and that for the lengthening of the vowel."?' These rules teach the formation of the participle lidha from the root lih, through the following series of changes:
lih-ia, lidh-ta, lidh-dha, lidh-dha, li-dha, lidha; and they are for the

i. 2.]
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most part taken directly from Panini, or at least correspond precisely
with his rules; only, in the second case, paracaturthatvam takes the
place of Pan. viii. 2. 40, jhashas tathor dho 'dhah; and, in the last case,
dirghatvam stands for dhralope pitrvasya drgho 'nah (Pan. vi. 3. 111).
Whether the commentator thus deviates arbitrarily or through carelessness from the letter of the great grammarian'srules, or whether he cites
from some other authority, anterior to or independent of Panini, and
with whom the latter agrees only in part, is a question of which the
solution need not be attempted here: while the former supposition may
appear the more probable, the other, in the present state of our knowledge, respecting the relations between Panini and the Prtti!ckhyas and
their commentators, is not to be summarily rejected as impossible.

^frr^FT f-wwruim
'Mw 11I11
2. Farther, that respecting which general grammar allows
diversity of usage is made subject of treatment, to the effect of
determining the usage in this 9dkhd.
This is a broadly periphrastic translation of the rule, which reads more
literally: '"thus and thus it is here"-to this effect, also, that which
is allowed to be diversely treated in the general language (is made the
subject of the rules of the treatise).' The commentator's exposition is
as follows: evam iha iti ca: asydam dkhdydar tat prdtijiam manyante.
yaro ' nundsike ' nundsiko ve 'ti vibhashaprdptam sdmdnye: kirh sdm&nyam: vydkaran.am: vakshyati: uttamd uttameshv iti: '"thus it is
here:" in these words also: i. e., in this fdkhd they regard this as
matter of precept: by the rule (Pan. viii. 4. 45) "the letters from y to
s may or may not be made nasal before a nasal," a choice of usage is
allowed in general grammar-s&ndmnyameans vy&karana,'grammar'but the Pratiqakhya is going to say (ii. 5) "mutes other than nasals
become nasals before nasals."' The rule is somewhat obscure and difficult of construction, and the commentary not unequivocal, substituting, as before, an illustration in place of a real exposition of its meaning,
but I am persuaded that it is fairly rendered by the translation above
given. Miiller, having occasion to refer to it, gives it somewhat differently, as follows (p. xii): ' what by the grammatical text books is left
free, that is here thus and thus: so says the Prati&akhya." But this
leaves the ca unexplained, and supposes the iti to be in another place,
making the rule to read rather evam iha vibhdshdprdptamsdmdnya iti;
nor does it accord with the commentator's exposition. It seems necessary, in order to account for the ca, to bring down prdtijnam as general
predicate from the preceding rule; and the iti must be understood as
pointing out that the Pratigakhya says evam iha, 'so and so is proper
here,' respecting any matter which the rules of grammar leave doubtful.
The rule is properly neither an addition to, nor a limitation of, the
one which precedes it, but rather a specification of a particularly important matter among those included in the other; for the Pratitakhya
does not overstep the limits of its subject as already laid down, in order
to determine points of derivation, form, etc., which general grammar
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may have left unsettled; nor does it restrict itself within those limits
to matters respecting which general usage is allowed to vary: it does
not at all imply or base itself upon the general science of grammar and
its text book, but is an independent and a complete treatise as regards
its own subject.
Of which fdkhi of the Atharva-Veda this work is the Pratiqakhya,
it gives us itself no information whatever, nor does it even let us know
that it belongs to the Atharvan. The name by which it is called, however, leads us to suppose that it was produced in the school of the Q(unak.cs, which is mentioned in the Caranavyuha among those of the
Atharvan (see Weber's Indische Studien, iii. 277-8). Its relation to
the only text of the Atharvan known to be now in existence will be
made the subject of an additional note.

3. A letter capable of occurring at the end of a word is called
padya.
This is simply a definition of the term padya, which, in this sense, is
peculiar to the present treatise; it is not found at all in either of the
Yajur-Veda Pratikakhyas, or in Panini, and in the Rik Priticakhya it
means ' member of a compound word.' The term signifies, by its etymology, 'belonging to a pada, or disjoined word' (in the technical
sense), and it is evidently applied specifically to the last letter of such a
word as being the one which is most especially affected by the resolution of sanhitd into pada.
As instances, the commentary cites a series of four words, ending
respectively in guttural, lingual, dental, and labial mutes, which he gives
also repeatedly under other rules; viz. godhuk (p. go-dhuk: e. g. vii.
73. 6), virat (p. vi-rat: e. g. viii. 9. 8), drshat (ii. 31. 1), trishtup (p.
tri-stup: e. g. viii. 9. 20).

4. Any vowel, excepting ?, may occur as final.
The Rik Pratiqakhya treats of possible final letters in xii. 1, and excepts the long .r-vowel, as well as 1, from their number. The latter is
also excluded by the introductory verse 9 to the first chapter, as given
by Miller (p. x). The Vajasaneyi Pratiqakhya also pays attention to
the same subject, in i. 85-89, and its rule respecting the vowels (i. 87)
precisely agrees with ours. It farther specifies, however (i. 88), that r
is found only at the end of the first member of a compound, which
is equally true as regards the Atharvan text.
The illustrations brought forward by the commentator are brahma
(e. g. i. 19. 4), c&lad(ix. 8. 17), nila (not found in AV.), dadhi (in dadhi-van, xviii. 4. 17), kumart (x. 8. 27), madhu (e. g. i. 34. 2), v&yit(only
in indravdyiu,iii. 20. 6), kartr (no such case in AV., nor any case of
this word as member of a compound: take instead pitr-bhih, e. g. vi.
63. 3; pitr-lokam, xviii. 4. 64), cakshate (e. g. ix. 10. 26), asydi (e. g.
ii. 36. 1), vdyo (e. g. ii. 20. 1), tdu (e. g. iii. 24. 7).
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5. Also I and visarjaniya.
The instances given by the commentator are bdl (e. g. i. 3. 1), and
vrkshah (e. g. iv. 7. 5). The word b&l, an onomatopoetic exclamation,
is the only one in the Atharvan ending in I-excepting the similar
words pal and phal, in xx. 135. 2, 3, a part of the text of which our
treatise takes no account. Both the other Praticakhyas (R. Pr. xii. 1;
V. Pr. i. 86) omit l from the number of possible finals, no word in
their texts, apparently, ending with it.

6. Of the mutes, the first and last of each series.
That is to say, the unaspirated surds and the nasals, or k, t, t, p, and
ai, n, n, m; c and n being excepted by the next following rule. In
speaking of the mutes, our treatise follows the same method with that
of the other Pratiqakhyas, calling the surd, the surd aspirate, the sonant,
the sonant aspirate, and the nasal, of each series or varga, the "first,"
" second," " third," " fourth,"and ' last" of that series respectively. The
Vaj. Pr. alone also calls the nasal by the name "'fifth."
The commentator gives no instances under this rule: they may be
added, as follows: pratyak (e. g. iv. 18. 2), vashat (e. g. i. 11. 1), yat
(e. g. i. 2. 3), tri-stup (e. g. viii. 9. 20); arvdn (e. g. iii. 2. 3), brahman-vatim (vi. 108. 2), asman (e. g. i. 1. 4), teshdm (e.g. i. 1. 1). The
guttural nasal, n, appears only as final of masculine nominatives singular
of derivatives of the root anc; the lingual, n, only in a few instances,
at the end of the first member of a compound, where, by a specific
rule (iv. 99), it is left in the pada in its sanhita form (the VYj. Pr. [i. 88]
expressly notices this as true of its text): t is found almost only as
euphonic substitute of a final c, j, sh, or p (vit-bhyah, iii. 3. 3: in the
onomato poetic phat [iv. 18. 3], it doubtless stands for either sh or c;
bat [xiii. 2. 29], the only other like case, is doubtful): k and p are also
comparatively rare, and especially the latter.
The V&j.Pr. (i. 85) gives the same rule, comprising with it also the
one here next following. The Rik Pr. (xii. 1) forbids only to the aspirates a place as finals; but the phonetic rules of its fourth chapter
imply the occurrence only of surds at the end of a word: see the note
to rule 8, below.

q ^qq,T:I1u11
7. Excepting the palatal series.
The commentator mentions all the palatal mutes, c, ch, j, jh, n, as excluded from the final position by this rule; but it properly applies only
to c and n, the others being disposed of already by rule 6. The Vaj.
Pr. (i. 85) specifies c and 7i: the Rik Pr. (xii. 1) speaks, like our rule,
of the whole class.
VOL. VII.
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It does not belong to the Pratiqakhya, of course, to explain into what
an original palatal is converted when it would occur as a final.

T i 11
Tfr
8. That the words thus declared to end in first mutes end
rather in thirds is (Qaunaka's precept, but not authorized usage.
That is to say, gaunaka prescribes that those words which, as noted
in rule 6 above, and as implied throughout the rest of the treatise, have
for their final letters the unaspirated surd, must be pronounced with the
unaspirated sonant instead: but, although the sage to whom the treatise
is ascribed, or from whom the school to which it belongs derives its
name, is thus honored by the citation of his opinion, the binding authority of the latter is denied. With regard to the question whether
a final mute is surd or sonant, opinions seem to have been somewhat
divided among the Hindu grammarians. Panini (viii. 4. 56) does not
decide the point, but permits either pronunciation. The Rik Pr. (i. 3,
r. 15, 16, xvi, xvii) cites Gargya as holding the sonant utterance, and
gakatayana the surd: it itself declares itself for neither, and at another
place (xii. 1), as already noted, treats both surd and sonant as allowable:
its phonetic rules, however (iv. 1), being constructed to apply only to
the surd final. If the Rik Pr. were actually, as it claims to be, the work
the rule of our treatise now under consideration would lead
of a&unaka,
us to expect it to favor unequivocally the sonant pronunciation. The
Vaj. Pr., as we have seen above (under r. 6), teaches the surd pronunciation. The Taitt. Pr., liberal as it usually is in citing the varying opinions of the grammarians on controverted topics, takes no notice whatever of this point; but its rules (viii. 1 etc.), like those of all the other
treatises, imply that the final mute, if not nasal, is surd.
It would seem from this that the sound which a sonant mute assumed
when final in Sanskrit (for that an original surd, when final, should
have tended to take on a sonant character is very hard to believe)
wavered somewhat upon the limit between a surd and a sonant pronunciation: but that it verged decidedly upon the surd is indicated by the
great preponderance of authority upon that side, and by the unanimous
employment of the surd in the written literature.
In his exposition of this rule, the commentator first gives a bald
paraphrase of it: pratham&nt&nipaddni trtitynttdn 'ti f&unakasyd
"c&ryasyapratijn&nambhavati: na tu vrttih; adding as instances the
words already given (see under r. 3), godhuk, virdt, drshat, trishtup;
he then, without any preface, cites two or three lines from his metrical
authority, which need a good deal of emendation to be brought into a
translatable shape, but of which the meaning appears to be nearly as
follows: "mutes other than nasals, standing in pausa, are to be regarded as firsts: a word ending in a first may be considered as ending
in a third, but must in no case be actually so read (compare Uvata to
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R. Pr. iii. 8, r. 13, cc), owing to the non-exhibition of authoritative usage
in its favor" (MS. mdvas&ndnikdnspartan padydn [ddyd&n?]ananundsikdn: prathamdn trtlydn [prathamdntam t.rtfy&ntar7?]vidyat na tu
pathet kva cit: vrtter ananudarfandt).

9. Also adhispar~am.
The meaning and scope of this rule are exceedingly obscure, and the
commentator so signally fails to throw any light upon it, that we can
hardly help concluding that he did not understand it himself. His exposition, without any amendment, is as follows: adhisparpa ca pratijnd
aaunakamatdt]
[jddin m 'vasitdn sparcdn padycn anundsikdn: trtfydn
nam bhavati: na nu vrltih: kim adhisparpd nama: vakshyati: yakdrashI have to thank
vakdrayor lefavrttir adhisparfam gdkatdyanasya ...*
Prof. Weber for the highly probable suggestion, made in a private communication, that the words jddtn to matat, or those enclosed in brackets, have strayed into the commentary, out of place; so that the true
reading is adhisparamh ca pratijidnam bhavati: na tu vrttih: 'adhisparcam also is a dictum of (Qaunaka,but not authoritative usage.' The
interpolated words form part of a verse, and are apparently identical or
akin in signification with the verses cited under the preceding rule: a
restatement of the same thing, in slightly different terms, and so, we
may conclude, by a different authority. To explain what adhisparfa
means here, the commentator simply cites rule ii. 24, in which the same
word occurs again: a rule which informs us of the opinion of (ikathyana, that final y and v, the result of euphonic processes, are not omitted
altogether, but imperfectly uttered as regards the contact (adhisparcam),
the tongue and lips, in their pronunciation, not making the partial contact (i. 30) which is characteristic of the semivowels. But how can the
use of adhisparfam in that rule, as an adverb, give a hint of its meaning here, where it seems to be treated as a noun ? Are we to understand that it is taken as the name of that peculiar utterance of y and v,
and that our rule means to say that the mode of utterance in question
is also a teaching of (aunaka, but not authoritative ? This is scarcely
credible: it does not appear hereafter that (aunaka had anything to do
with that utterance, which is sufficiently put down by the positive rules
of the treatise against it, nor would its mention here, in a passage
treating of padyas, be otherwise than impertinent. Or is adhisparfa
to be interpreted as the name of a slighted or imperfect utterance, and
did (aunaka teach such an utterance as belonging to a final mute,
which wavered, as it were, between sonant and surd? This appears
somewhat more plausible, but not sufficiently so to be accepted as at all
satisfactory: there is no question of a difference of contact of the
* Here, as also in the citation of the rule ii
5, under rule 2 above, the whole
series of illustrative citations from the Atharvan text, as given by the commentary
under the rules themselves, are rehearsed: I have omitted them as superfluous.
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organs (spar;a) in such a case, and it is one to which the prescription
of abhinidhana (i. 45) applies.*
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10. The second and fourth of each series are aspirates.
The term ashman, literally 'heat, hot vapor, steam,' is in the grammatical language applied to designate all those sounds which are produced by a rush of unintonated breath through an open position of
the mouth organs, or whose utterance has a certain similarity to the
escape of steam through a pipe: they are the sibilants and aspirations
or breathings (see below, i. 31). In the term soshman, 'aspirated mute,'
and in its correlative antishman, 'unaspirated mute' (i. 94), ushman is
to be understood not in this specific sense, but in that of 'rush of air,
expulsion of unintonated breath.' To this rule correspond Rik Pr. i. 3
(r. 13, xiv) and V&j. Pr. i. 54, the latter being also verbally coincident
with it. The Taitt. Pr. has nothing analogous, and does not employ
the terms soshman and anutshman.
The commentator merely adds the list of surd and sonant aspirates
to his paraphrase of the rule, citing no examples.. For the sonant palatal aspirate, jh, the Atharvan text affords no example. He next cites
a verse from his metrical authority: sasthdnair ishmabhih p.rktas trtiyi.h
pratham&dca ye: caturthal ca dvitiy&d ca sampadyanta iti sthitih;
'thirds and firsts, when closely combined with flatus of position corresponding to their own, become fourths and seconds: that is the way.'
The most natural rendering of sasthandir fshmabhih would be 'with
their corresponding sUshmansor spirants;' but this is hardly to be tolerated, since it would give us, for example, ts and ds, instead of th and dh,
as the dental aspirates. This view is distinctly put forth, however, as
regards the surd aspirates, by another authority which the commentator
proceeds to cite at considerable length: the first portion, which alone
bears upon the subject of our rule, is as follows: "another has said,
'the fourths are formed with h :"' (now begin the olokus)" some knowsucing ones have said that there are five 'first' mutes; of these, by the
cessive accretion of secondary qualities (guna), there takes place a conversion into others. They are known as 'seconds' when combined with
the qualities of jihvd&mltya, ?, sh, s, and upadhmaniya. The same,
when uttered with intonation, are known as 'thirds:' and these, with
the second spirant, are known as 'fourths.' When the 'firsts' are pronounced with intonation, and through the nose, they are called 'fifth'
mutes. Thus are noted the qualities of the letters." The remaining
verses of the quoted passage treat of the combination and doubling of
consonants, and I am unable in all points to restore and translate them.
* I add Weber's conjecture: " possibly-' as regards contact also' the view of
into
Cqunakais only a pratijadnam, and not vrtti; that is, when the padyas enter
sandhi, they are to be converted into trtiyas beforenasals (e. g. tad me, not tan me):
but this is only pratijiiduam, not vrtti." I cannot regard this as the true explanation, since we have no doctrine of aunaka's,to the effect implied, anywhere stated,
and since sparfa is not, so far as I am aware, ever used of the contact or concurrence of one sound with another.
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11. The last in each series is nasal.
The term anun&sika in this treatise means simply 'uttered through
the nose,' and is applied to any sound in the production of which the
nose bears a part: see rule 27, below. In ii. 35, it is used of the I
into which a nasal is converted before an 1: in all other cases of its
occurrence, it designates a nasalized vowel, or what is ordinarily known
as the independent and necessary anusvdra. Our treatise stands alone
among the PratiiAkhyas in ignoring any such constituent of the alphabet as the anusvdra, acknowledging only nasal consonants and nasal
vowels. For a comprehensive statement of the teachings of the other
treatises respecting nasal sounds, see Roth, Zur Litteratur und Geschichte
des Weda, pp. 68-82.
The Rik Pr. (i. 3, r. 14, xv) and VYj. Pr. (i. 89) describe the nasal
mutes as anunasika; as does also the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 30), including with
them the anusVara.
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12. In the surd consonants, the emission is breath;
13. In the sonant consonants and the vowels, it is sound.
In this case and the one next following, two or three rules are stated
and explained together by the commentator; that the division and enumeration is to be made as here given, is attested by the statement at
the close of the section respecting the number of rules contained in it.
The PraticAkhya here lays down with entire correctness the distinction between surd and sonant sounds, which consists in the different
nature of the material furnished in the two classes to the mouth organs
by the lungs and throat: in the one class it is mere breath, simple unintonated air; in the other class, it is breath made sonant by the vocal
.chordson its passage through the throat, and thus converted into sound.
The same thing is taught by two of the other treatises: see Rik Pr.
xiii. 2 (r. 4, 5), and Taitt. Pr. ii. 8, 10: the V'aj. Pr. gives no corresponding definition, nor does it use the terms aghosha and ghoshavant,
but adopts instead of them the arbitrary and meaningless designations
jit and mud for the surds, dhi for the sonants (i. 50-53). No one of
the treatises confuses itself with that false distinction of "hard" or
" strong,' and "soft" or "weak," which has been the bane of so much
of our modern phonology.
The word anupraddna means 'a giving along forth, a continuous
emission,' and hence, 'that which is given forth, emitted material:'
compare Taitt. Pr. xxiii. 2, where anupraddna, 'emitted material,' is
mentioned first among the circumstances which determine the distinctive character of a sound. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 2) uses instead prakrti,
'material.'
Our commentator gives the full list of the sonant letters: the vowels
in their three forms, short, long, and protracted (pluta), the sonant
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mutes, the semivowels, h, and, by way of examples of the sonant yamas
He then cites again a verse
(see below, i. 99), those of g and gh.
from his metrical authority, as follows: vyanjanam ghoshavatsamhjnnam
antasthd huh parau yamau: trayas trayap ca vargdntya aghoshah
fesha ucyate; 'the consonants termed sonant are the semivowels, h,
the two latter yamas, and the three last of each class of mutes: the
rest are called surd.' There is one striking anomaly in this classification; namely, the inclusion among the sonants of h, which in our
pronunciation is a surd of surds. The Sanskrit h is, as is well known,
the etymological descendant, in almost all cases, of a guttural sonant
aspirate, gh: are we then to assume that it retained, down to the
time of establishment of the phonetic system of the language, something of its sonant guttural pronunciation, and was rather an Arabic
gh(in than our simple aspiration? or would it be allowable to suppose that, while in actual utterance a pure h, it was yet able, by a
reminiscence of its former value, to exercise the phonetic influence of
a sonant letter ? The question is not an easy one to decide; for, while
the latter supposition is of doubtful admissibility, it is equally hard to
see how the h should have retained any sonancy without retaining at
the same time more of a guttural character than it manifests in its
euphonic combinations. The PratiqAkhya which treats most fully of
the h is that belonging to the Taittiriya Sanhita: we read there (ii. 4-6)
that, while sound is produced in a closed throat, and simple breath in
an open one, the h-tone is uttered in an intermediate condition; and
(ii. 9) that this h-tone is the emitted material in the consonant h, and
in "fourth" mutes, or sonant aspirates. I confess myself unable to
derive any distinct idea from this description, knowing no intermediate utterance between breath and sound, excepting the stridulous tone
of the loud whisper, which I cannot bring into any connection with
an h. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 2, r. 6) declares both breath and sound to be
present in the sonant aspirates and in h, which could not possibly be
true of the latter, unless it were composed, like the former, of two
separate parts, a sonant and a surd: and this is impossible. The Taitt.
Pr., in another place (ii. 46, 47), after defining h as a throat sound,
adds that, in the opinion of some, it is uttered in the same position of
the organs with the following vowel; which so accurately describes the
mode of pronunciation of our own h that we cannot but regard it as
an important indication that the Sanskrit h also was a pure surd aspiration.
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14. In a given key, a syllable uttered in a high tone is called
acute;
15. One uttered in a low tone is called grave;
1 MS.rT4,so that, but for the followingverse,it wouldbe very doubtfulwhat
was meant.
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16. One carried from the high to the low tone is called circumflex.
The word samdnayame signifies literally 'on the same pitch:' yama
has this sense once in the Rik Pr. (xiii. 17), and several times in the
Taitt. Pr. (xv. 9, xix. 3, etc.). The specification which it conveys is
omitted in all the other treatises, probably as being too obvious to require statement. The meaning evidently is that the acute and grave
pronunciations are bound to no absolute or fixed tones, but that, wherever one's voice is pitched, a higher tone of utterance gives the acute,
a lower the grave. Our treatise, the Vaj. Pr. (i. 108, 109), the Taitt.
Pr. (i. 38, 39), and Panini (i. 2. 29, 30) precisely accord in their description of the udatta and anudatta accents: the Rik Pr. (iii. 1) tries
to be more profound, describing the cause rather than the nature of
their difference, and succeeds in being obscure: its definition of them,
as spoken "with tension and relaxation respectively," would teach us
little about them but for the help of the other authorities. As regards
the svarita, the definitions virtually correspond, though different in
form: the TAitt. Pr. (i. 40) and Panini call it a samdhara, or 'combination,' of the other two; the Vaj. Pr. (i. 110) says that a syllable possessing both the other tones is svarita; the Rik Pr. (iii. 2), that a syllable is svarita into which the two other tones enter together. The term
dkshipta, used in the definition of our treatise, is difficult of explanation.
It corresponds with the term dkshepa,by which in the Rik Pr. (iii. 1)
the accent in question is characterized, and which Regnier translates
"addition," Miiller "a clinging to, continuance, persistence (anhalten),"
and Roth (Preface to Nirukta, p. lvii) nearly the same (aushalten, 'persistence, perseverance'); while Weber (p. 133) renders our dkshiptam
"slurred, drawled (geschleift)." Regnier's translation is supported by
the analogy of the corresponding expressions in the other treatises, nor
would it imply too great an ellipsis in the connection in which it stands
in his text; but to understand the participle here in a corresponding
sense, as meaning 'exhibiting the addition of the other two to each
other,' could hardly be tolerated. Uvata's commentary explains dkshepa by tiryaggamana, which would admit of being rendered 'a passing
through, or across, from one to the other;' and I have accordingly
translated dkshipta as having the sense of 'thrown, transferred, or carried from one to the other of the two already mentioned.'
The words uddtta and anuddtta mean literally 'elevated' and 'not
elevated'-that is to say, above the average pitch of the voice. Svarita is more difficult to understand, and has received many different
explanations, none of which has been satisfactorily established. I have
myself formerly (Journ. Am. Or. Soc., v. 204) ventured the suggestion
that it might come from svara, ' vowel,' and mean 'vocalized, exhibiting
a conversion of semivowel into vowel,' as would be necessary, in order
to the full enunciation of the double tone, in the great majority of the
syllables which exhibit it: but I am far fiom confident that this is the
true explanation. The accent is once called in the T&itt. Pr. (xix. 3)
dviyama, ' of double tone or pitch.' The three Sanskrit accents, uddtta,
anuddtta, and svarita, so precisely correspond in phonetic character
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with what we are accustomed to call acute, grave, and circumflex, that
it has not seemed to me worth while to avoid the use of these terms in
treating of them.
The commentator gives only a paraphrase, and no explanation, of
these rules, which he states and treats together, as I have done. As
illustrations of the accents, he cites amdvdsyd' (e. g. vii. 79. 2) and
kanyad (e. g. i. 14. 2), both circumflex on the final syllable, and the
words prd' 'mu' ca roha, which are not found in the Atharvan: but the
reading is probably corrupt, and the phrase meant may be prajd6' ca
roha (xiii. 1. 34); this would furnish instances of the udatta and anuddtta-although, indeed, not better than a thousand other phrases
which might have been selected.
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17. Half the measure of a circumflex, at its commencement,
is acute.
Our treatise, with which the Vaj. Pr. (i. 126) precisely agrees, contents itself with this description of the svarita or circumflex, and we
must commend their moderation. The other two treatises give way
more or less to the characteristic Hindu predilection for hair-splitting
in matters unessential, and try to define more particularly the degree of
elevation of the higher portion, and the degree of depression of the
lower. Thus the Rik Pr. (iii. 2, 3) describes the higher portionwhich it allows to be either a half-mora or half the whole quantity of
the syllable-as higher than udatta or acute, while the after portion is
indeed anuddtta or grave, yet has the udatta pitch. The Taitt. Pr.
(i. 46) notices the doctrine held by our treatise as that of some teachers, and also remarks (i. 47) that some regard the whole syllable as a
slide or continuous descent from the higher to the lower pitch. Its
own doctrine (i. 41-45) is that, when the svarita follows an udatta, its
first half-mora only is higher than udatta, its remaining portion being
either the same as udatta, or lower, or the same as anudatta.
We have in this part of the work only the general description of the
accents: a more detailed treatment of them, as they arise and as they
affect one another in the combinations of the continuous text, is given
in the third section of the third chapter (iii. 55 etc.).
The commentator merely cites, as offering instances of the circumflex
accent, the following words: amdvasya' (e. g. vii. 79. 2), kanyd' (e. g.
i. 14. 2), dhanyam (e. g. iii. 24. 2), &caryfah(e. g. xi. 5. 3), rajanyah
(e. g. v. 17. 9), nyak (vi. 91. 2), kv&(e. g. ix. 9. 4), svvah(e. g. ii. 5. 2):
they all appear again, as instances of the jdtya or original svarita, under
iii. 57.
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18. In the mouth there are differences of producing organ.
This rule is simply introductory to those that follow, respecting the
place and mode of production of the different sounds of the spoken
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alphabet. As regards each of these, two circumstances are to be considered: the sthdna, or 'position,' and the karana, or 'producer.' The
distinction between the two is laid down by the commentator twice
over, in identical phrase, under rules 19 and 25: kim puna4 sthanam:
kirh karanam: ... yad upakramyate tat sthanam: yeno !pakramyatetat
karanam; ' what, again, is " position," and what "organ"? that is position to which approach is made; that is organ by which approach is
made.' The Taitt. Pr. has a similar definition in its text (ii. 31-34)-.:
" in case of the vowels, that is position to which there is approximation;
that is organ which makes the approximation: in the case of the other
letters, that is position upon which contact is made; that is organ by
which one makes the contact." That is to say; two organs are always
concerned in the production of a sound, and by their contact or approximation the sound receives its character: of these, the more immovable one is called the sthdna, or place of production, and it is from
this that the sound derives its class designation; the more movable or
active one is called the karana, or instrument of production. The
sthdna does not require to be stated, since it is implied in the very
name of the sound; but, lest it should chance to be erroneously imagined that all the sounds are produced by one and the same organ at the
places indicated, we are expressly taught the contrary in this rule, and
the treatise goes on to specify the different organs.*

19. Of the throat-sounds, the lower part of the throat is the
producing organ.
That is to say, as the commentator goes on to explain, the upper part
of the throat, as place of production, is approached by the lower part
of the throat, as instrument of production. As the sounds constituting
the class, he mentions a, in its short, long, and protracted values, h, and
the visarjaniya. The same sounds are defined as kanthya by the Rik
Pr. (i. 8, r. 38-40, xxxix-xli), which also notices that some call h and
visarjaniya " chest-sounds" (urasya). The Vaj. Pr. (i. 71) declares them
formed in the throat, but (i. 84) by the middle of the jaw as organ-a
strange description, and not very creditable to the accuracy of observation of its author. The Taitt. Pr. (ii. 46) reckons only h and visarjaniya as throat-sounds, and then adds (ii. 47, 48) that some regard h as
having the same position with the following vowel, and visarjaniya as
having the same position with the preceding vowel. This latter is the
most significant hint which any of the PratiSakhyas afford us respecting
the phonetic value of the rather problematical visarjaniya, indicating it
as a mere uncharacterized breathing, a final h. There is an obvious
propriety in detaching these two aspirations and a from the following
class of " gutturals," k etc., in which the Paninean scheme (under Pan.
* The meaning i under the title karannain the
Bohtlingk-Roth lexicon-viz.
"Aussprache, Articulation"-is accordinglyto be struck out: Weber's translation
of the word, also- "Hervorbringungsweise,
' method of production'"-is both inaccurate and peculiarly cumbersomeand unwieldy.
VOL. VII.
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i. 1. 9) ranks them, as they receive no mrodifynigaction from any of the
mouth organs: and the authority who called the aspirations chestsounds may also be commended for his acuteness, since in their production it may even be said that the throat has no part: it is only, like the
mouth, the avenue by which the breath expelled from the chest finds exit.
The commentator quotes a verse again, of which the general drift is
clear, although I have not succeeded in restoring its readings so as to
translate it with closeness. It speaks of the diphthongs as also containing an element of throat-sound, and says that they, as well as the
nasal mnutes,are declared to have a twofold position.

20. Of the gutturals,. the base of the jaw is the producing
organ.
The namejihvanimullya,by which the class of sounds here spoken of
is called, means 'formed at the base of the tongue ' I retain for then,
however, the brief and familiar appellation of " gtturals." They are
stated by the commentary to be the r vowels, short, long, and protracted, the guttural mutes k, kh, g, gh, n, the jihvamuilya spirant, or
that modification of visarjaniya which is exhibited before the surd gutturals k and kh (intimated by him by means of an illustrative instance,
purushah khanati: the phrase is a fabricated one,,not occurring in the
Atharvan text), and the vowel I (also intimated by an example, ktptak
[x. 10. 231). Precisely the same series of sounds is stated by the Rik
Pr. (i. 8, r. 41, xlii)' to constitute the class of jihvdmamlyas. The Vaj.
Pr. declares the same, with the exception of the I-vowel, to be formed
at the base of the tongue (i. 65) by the base of the jaw (i. 83). The
Taitt. Pr. (ii. 35, 44) includes in the class only the guttural mutes and
spirant, and reverses the relation of position and organ, making the jaw
the former, and the tongue the latter. This is evidently the more natural way of defining the mode of production of the class, and the more
analogous with the method of our own treatise elsewhere, as in the
cases of the throat-letters, palatals, and labials, the lower and more
mobile of the two organs concerned being taken as the producer. But
the usage of naming the class fromnthe sthana seems to have required
that the jihv&amulabe declared the sthana, and not the karana, of the
sounds of which the well established name wasjihvamufliya. By hanumula, 'root or base of the jaw,' must be here understood, it should seem,
the posterior edge of the hard palate, which might well enough be regarded as the base of the upper jaw, or of the bony structure in which
the upper teeth are set. It is, in fact, by a contact produced at this
point between the roof of the mouth and the nearest part of the upper
surface of the tongue that our own gutturals, k and g, are uttered. That
the r-vowel should be included by the Pratiqakhyas among the guttural
sounds, instead of among the linguals, where its euphonic value so distinctly places it, and where it is arranged in the Paninean scheme, is
very strange, and would point to a guttural pronunciation of the r in
certain localities or among certain classes; a guttural r is a well recognized constituent of many modern alphabets. The definition of the
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?-vowel as a guttural by part of the authorities is probably explainable
by its occurrence only in the root kZp, after a guttural, where it might
naturally enough be so far assimilated as to take on something of a
guttural character, being removed to a point considerably posterior to
that in which the common I is uttered. The Vaj. Pr. (i. 69) and the
Paninean scheme make it dental. The jihvdamliya spirant and its
compeer, the upadhmdniya or labial spirant, are nowhere expressly
mentioned in our treatise, but are apparently necessarily implied in ii.
40, and are regarded by the commentator as forming part of the alphabet which the work contemplates. It does not seem probable that they
were important modifications of the neutral breathing, the visarjaniya.
The commentator again closes his exposition with a verse, which,
with some doubtful emendations, reads as follows: jihv&muilamrvarnasya kavargasya ca bhdshyate; yap 1 cai 'va jihvadmuliyalvarnap ce 'ti
te snrtdh2: 'the root of the tongue is declared the organ of the rvowels and the k-series; also the spirant which is jihvdmuliya, and the
I-vowels are so explained.'

21. Of the palatals, the middle of the tongue is the producing
organ.
The sounds composing this class are stated by the commentator to be
e, &i, y, c, c, ch, j, jh, n, and the vowel i, in its short, long, and protracted values. In this enumeration, he follows the order of the half
verse which he goes on to quote, as follows: talv aiyacacavargdndm
ivarnasya ca bh&shyate: 'the palate is explained to be the place of production of &i, y, c, the c-series, and the i-vowels.' The same sounds
are specified by the Rik Pr. (i. 9, r. 42, xliii) as palatals, and are described by the Vaj. Pr. (i. 66, 79) as formed upon the palate, by the
middle of the tongue, precisely as by our treatise. The Taitt. Pr. (ii.
36) furnishes the same definition of the c-series and (ii. 44) of c, but
holds (ii. 40) that y is formed upon the palate by the middle and end
of the tongue; and, as in other cases, it does not include any vowels in
the class.
The ancient Sanskrit c and j can hardly have been so distinctly compound sounds as our ch and j (in church,judge), or they would have been
analyzed and described as such by the phonetists. At the same time,
their inability to stand as finals, the euphonic conversion of t and following p into ch, the Prakritic origin of c and j from ty and dy, etc.,
are too powerful indications to be overlooked of their close kindred
with our sounds, and deviation from strict simplicity of nature. That
the p was our sh, or something only infinitesimally differing from it, we
see no good reason to doubt: and certainly, those who hold to the English ch and j pronunciation for the mutes cannot possibly avoid accepting the sh pronunciation for the sibilant.
It has already been noticed above (under r. 10) that one of the palatal
mutes, jh, does not once occur in the Atharvan text.
I yac.
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22. Of the linguals, the tip of the tongue, rolled back, is the
producing organ.
The sounds composing this class are sh, and the t series, or t, th, d,
dh, n; so says the commentator, and fortifies his assertion by adding
the half verse miurdhasthanaih shakarasya tavargasya tathd matam.
They are known in all the Pratiqakhyas by the same name (R. Pr. i. 9,
r. 43, xliv; V. Pr. i. 67, 78; T. Pr. ii. 37, 44), and the Vaj. Pr. and
Taitt. Pr. describe them in the same manner with our treatise, even to
using the same verb to express the action of reverting or rolling back
the tip of the tongue into the highest part of the mouth cavity. The
semivowel and vowel r are in the Paninean scheme, and in our customary classification of the Sanskrit alphabet, also reckoned as linguals;
and, as the euphonic laws of the language show, with entire propriety,
since it is in no inconsiderable measure under the assimilating influence
of the r that the others have come into the alphabet, or won their present
degree of extension in the spoken system of sounds. The only letter of
nearly corresponding position in our modern European alphabets is the
r, which in English, at least, is ordinarilypronounced smoothly over the
tip of the tongue within the dome of the palate, although not at a
point so far back as would seem to be indicated by the term nmurdhan.
This word means literally 'head, caput,' and hence an exact translation
of its derivative miurdhanya would be 'capital,' and this would be the
proper name by which to call the class, if the term had not in English
another well recognized meaning as applied to letters. Miiller (p. xviii)
holds murdhan to be used directly in the sense of 'dome of the palate'
(Gaumendach), and Weber (p. 108) accepts the same meaning for firas,
but it seems to me exceedingly doubtful whether words which mean so
distinctly ' head,' as usually employed, can, without limiting addition, be
taken as signifying a certain region in the mouth: especially when we
see the Vaj. Pr. (i. 30) once use bhrrmadhya, ' the middle of the brows,'
in a corresponding sense, and the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 3) mention the mouth
(mukha) along with the "head" (firas) among the organs which give
form to sound. Mitrdhan must be taken to mean ' dome of the palate'
indirectly, if at all, in so far as that is the highest point in "the head"
which the tongue is capable of reaching. Miiller proposes "cacuminal"
as a name for the class; a far from unsuitable term, but one which has
not found acceptance, perhaps as being rather cacophonous. The name
employed by Bopp and many other later grammarians,"lingual," seems
as free from objection as any other. "Cerebral" does injustice to the
Hindu grammarians, and obtrudes offensively a false and absurd theory.

u tftTr II^ai
I Ht
23. Of sh, the trough-shaped tongue is the producing organ.
Our treatise is the only one which singles out sh from among the
other lingual letters, to make it the subject of a special description.
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Both the commentator and his metrical authority regard the sh as included in the class which the last rule describes: we are to regard this,
then, only as a specification which so far modifies the description already
given. It is very possibly a later interpolation in the text of our
treatise. The commentary, as usual, offers no explanation of the word
dronikci,which does not occur elsewhere in the grammatical language.
It is a derivative from drona, 'wooden tub or trough,' and is explained
in the BShtlingk-Roth lexicon as " the tongue bent together in the form
of a trough," which is undoubtedly the true rendering. It can hardly
be claimed that this rule adds to the distinctness of our apprehension of
the character of this sibilant, which is clearly enough exhibited by its
relation to the other lingual sounds: it is not our sh-which is rather,
as above noticed, the palatal p-but such a sibilant as is formed by reverting the tip of the tongue into the dome of the palate; much more
nearly resembling our sh than our s, because uttered at nearly the same
point with the former, only with the tip, instead of the broad upper
surface, of the tongue: an s can only be produced pretty close behind
the upper teeth.
As an instance of this sibilant, the commentator cites the phrase shad
ahuh fitItn shad u mdsah (viii. 9. 17).
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24. Of the dentals, the tip of the tongue thrust forward is
the producing organ.
The commentator makes this class include 1, s, t th, d, dh, and n,
citing again a quarterverse to the same effect: danta 1 lasatavarganam.
The Vaj. Pr. adds the I-vowel to the class, which it defines (i. 69, 76)
as formed at the teeth by the tip of the tongue. The Rik Pr. (i. 9, 10,
r. 44, 45, xlv, xlvi) composes the class of 1, s, and r, besides the t-series,
and calls them dantamuliyas, 'letters of the roots of the teeth.' The
Taitt. Pr. (ii. 38, 42, 44) defines the same letters, except r, as formed
dantamuleshu, 'at the roots of the teeth,' the t-series and s by the tip
of the tongue, and I by its middle part. The description of the two
latter authorities is undoubtedly the more accurate, since the contact
by which our "dentals" are produced is not upon the teeth themselves,
but just at their base or behind them: between the tip of the tongue and
the teeth, where no close contact is possible, are brought forth the English th sounds. What makes in all cases the peculiar character of an I
is that in its production the tongue is in contact with the roof of the
mouth in front, but open at the sides. The Taitt. Pr., then, in defining
the I as produced by the middle of the tongue, doubtless refers to the
part where the escape of the breath takes place, while the others are
thinking only of the part by which the contact is made.

25. Of the labials, the lower lip is producing organ.
1 dantyd.

2 -oshthyam;as also in morethanone instanc in whatfollow.
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That is to say, as in the case of the throat sounds (r. 19, above) the
upper surface of the throat was regarded as the passive organ, or position, and the under surface as the active organ, or producer, so here the
upper lip is passive organ, and the lower lip active: or, as the commentary phrases it, "the upper lip, the position (sthina), is approached by
the lower lip, the producer (karana)." The labials are, according to
the commentator, the diphthongs o and au, in the normal and the protracted form, the p-series, or p^ph, b, bh, m, the upadhmaniya spirant
(which is not named, but indicated by an example, purushah pibati:
the phrase is not found in the Atharvan), and the vowel u, short, long,
and protracted. That the semivowel v is omitted here is doubtless the
fault of the copyist only, since the sound is not provided with a place
elsewhere. The verses cited from the metrical treatise are as follows:
sandhyakshareshu varneshu varnantam oshthyam ucyate: upadhman{yam uk&rovah pavargas tathadmataih:1 in the diphthongal sounds, the
final sound is called labial; the upadhm&anya,u, v, and the p-series are
also so considered.' The Rik. Pr. (i. 10, r. 47, xlviii) agrees with our
treatise; the Vaj. Pr. (i. 70, 80, 81) also defines the same sounds as
in
produced upon the lip, and by the lip,* but then adds farther that
the utterance of v the tips of the teeth are employed: the same specification as to the v is made by the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 43 : its commentator explaining that in the utterance of that letter the points of the upper teeth
are placed on the edge of the lower lip); and the latter treatise also,
as in other cases, omits the vowels and diphthongs from the class. The
descriptions of v given by the two Prati(akhyas of the Yajur Veda, as
w.ell as that offered in the Paninean scheme (which declares its organs
of utterance to be the teeth and lips), leave no room to doubt that at
their period the v had already generally lost its original and proper value
as English w-as which alone it has any right to be called a semivowel,
and to rank with y-and, doubtless passing through the intermediate
stage of the German w, had acquired the precise pronunciation of the
English v. Whether the silence of the Rik and Atharvan PrhtiCakhyas
on this point is due to their prior date.,or to a local or scholastic difference in their utterance of the v, or to the fact that, in view of the exclusively labial euphonic character of the sound they were willing to
overlook the peculiarity of utterance distinguishing it from the other
labials, I would not undertake to decide: but should consider the first
supposition the least possible, and the second the most probable, of the
three.
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26. Of the nose-sounds, the nose is producing organ.
The commentary paraphrases ndsikyahI by nasikasthand varn&d,
1 pavarga? ca tathd matah.
Weber misundertands rule 80, samanasthdnakaranandsikycdushthydh,to signify that the nasals and labials have the same sthdna and karana with one another:
the meaning evidently is that, in each of these two classes of sounds, sthdna and
karana are the same organ: in the one case, they are both the nose; in the other,
both are the lips.
*
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'sounds which have the nose as their place of production,' and cites,
without farther explanation, as instances, brahma (e.g. i. 19. 4), paydtasi
nm: that is to say, the ndsikya
(e. g. i. 9. 3), ?
f rj and n, n,t, n,
(see below, i. 100), anusvdra, the yamas (see below, i. 99), and the
nasal mutes. A verse from the metrical authority follows, sustaining
this exposition: ndsikye ndsikd sthanaiz tathd 'nusvara ucyate: yamA
vargottamd&c 'pi yatho 'ktah cai 'va te math; ' in the case of ndsikya,
as likewise of anusv&ra,the nose is called the place of production; the
.yamas, and the finals of the several mute series are also understood to
be as explained.' But there are grave objections to be made to this
exposition. In the first place, the nasal mutes have been expressly declared above (i. 11) to be anundsika, and the anundsikds are the subject, not of this rule, but of the next. Again, this treatise, as already
noticed, acknowledges no anusvdra, and regards such syllables as the
second of paydnsi to contain nasalized or anundsika vowels, which also
fall under the next rule. We can hardly doubt that the commentator
has here allowed himself to be misled by the authority on which he
relies, and which may have treated the nasals in a manner essentially
different from that of our treatise. The sounds to which the rule is
meant to apply must be merely the ndsikya and the yamas. This conclusion is supported by the authority of the Rik Pr., which (i. 10, r. 48y
xlix) gives the name of nose-sounds (ndsikya) to the ndsikya, yamas,
and anusvdra ;* and also by that of the Vaj. Pr., which (i. 74) declares
the same sounds to be formed in the nose, and pronounces (i. 80)' their
place and organ of production to be the same, only specifying farther
(i. 82) that the yamas are uttered "with the root of the nose.' The
doctrine of the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 49-51) is less definite and distinct: it
states that the nose-sounds are uttered with the nose, or else with the
nose and mouth both, when their organ varies according to the varga
or mute series to which they belong.

27. Of the nasalized sounds, the mouth and nose together
are the producing organs.
The commentator explains anundsikdh by anuntsikasthdnd varndh,
'sounds which have for their place of production the anundsika.' I
know of no other case in which anundsika is treated as the name of
any part or organ in the mouth, and cannot but regard this paraphrase
as an unintelligent and mechanical continuance of the same mode of
explication which has been correctly applied to the class appellations in
the preceding rules. Without any statement of what sounds are to be
considered as referred to in this rule, the commentary cites the following illustrative instances; dve ca me viiyatiS ca (v. 15. 2); tisraf ca me
triinac ca (v. 15. 3); catasraf ca me catvdriniac ca (v. 15. 4); puman
* The commentaryof one of Miller's manuscripts(see p. xix), by a noteworthy
agreement in misinterpretation with our own, tries to bring in the nasal mutes also
as belonging to the class.
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pu?nsah (e. g. iii. 6. 1); tatra pumsuvanam (vi. 11. 1): they are cases,
wanting both in brevity and variety, of the nasalized vowels only. But,
besides the nasal vowels, the rule must be intended to describe the
character of the nasal semivowel I (ii. 35), and of the nasal mutes
(i. 11). In the production of all these sounds, the mouth bears a part
not less essential than the nose: each of them requires a given position
of the mouth organs, to which the expulsion of the breath, in part or
in whole, through the nose, then communicates a nasal quality.
The corresponding definition of the Rik Pr., "a nasal sound is produced by the mouth and nose together," does not occur until the latter
portion of that treatise (xiii. 6, r. 20). The Vaj. Pr. (i. 75) gives an
equivalent explanation; the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 52) says, with equal justice,
"nasal quality is communicated by the unclosing of the nose"-of
course, in any given position of the mouth organs.
A verse is again cited by the commentator, as follows: mulkhandsike
ye varnd ucyante te 'nundsikalh: samdn&syaprayatn&ye te savarnd iti
smrtdh; 'the sounds uttered in the mouth and nose together are called
nasalized. Those produced by a like effort of the mouth are styled
similar.' The term savarna,'similar,' applied to sounds differing in
quantity only, and not in quality, is used but once in our treatise (iii.
42), and is not defined by it: the cited definition is almost the same
with that of Panini (i. 1. 9): that of the Vaj. Pr. (i. 43) is more explicit: the other treatises, like our own, employ the word without taking the trouble to explain it.
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28. Of r, the roots of the teeth are the producing organs.
By the 'roots of the teeth' must be understood, doubtless, the bases
of the upper front teeth, at which, according to the Rik Pr. (i. 9-10)
and the Taitt. Pr. (ii. 38, 42), the whole class called in our treatise
simply " dentals" (see rule 24, above) is produced. It seems strange to
find them here called the karana, instead of the sthana, of r, and we
are almost ready to assume a break in the anuvrtti of the term karana,
and supply sth&nain place of it; and the more especially, as the cited
verse favors the substitution: rephasya dantamildni pratyag v& tebhya
krtitani yathdkramam; 'of r, the place
ishyate: iti sthdndni varn&n&diz
is taught to be the roots of the teeth, or a point close to them: thus
have the places of the sounds been set forth in order.' The commentator farther adds: apara dha: hanumuleshu rephasya dantamulesku
vd punah: pratyag vd dantamulebIhyormrdhanya iti cd Spare; 'another
has said: "the place of r is at the roots of the jaw, or, again, at the
roots of the teeth, or close behind the roots of the teeth: others say
that it is a lingual."' A considerable difference of opinion among the
Hindu phonetists respecting the position of the r is indicated by these
citations and by the teachings of the different phonetic treatises. The
Rik Pr., as we have seen (under rule 24), includes it with the other
dentals, as dantamdiliya, but adds (i. 10, r. 46, xlvii) that some regard it
as gingival. The Yaj. Pr. defines it as produced at the roots of the
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teeth (i. 68), by the tip of the tongue (i. 77); the T;itt. Pr. (ii. 41),
by the tip and middle of the tongue, at a point close behind the roots
of the teeth: the Paninean scheme alone reckons it as murdhanyay
'lingual.' The separation of r and r from one another, and of both
from the lingual class, is the strangest and least defensible feature in the
alphabetic classification of the Praticakhyas. By its effect in the euphonic system of the language, r is clearly a lingual, and can hardly be
supposed to have been uttered otherwise than as our smooth English r
is uttered, with the tip of the tongue reverted into the dome of the
palate, to the lingual position. In this position, however, it cannot be
vibrated or trilled; and it is possible that in the laborious and somewhat artificial pronunciation of the Vedic schools it was, for greater
distinctness, thrown farther forward in the mouth, to the teeth or near
them.
As instances of the r, the commentator cites Faradahpuriccih (ii.13.
3), pund raktamhvasah (not in AV.), pund rupdaNi(i. 24.4), jaghtnu rakshansi (iv. 37.1), agni rakshansi (viii. 3. 26), agnz raksha. (xii. 3. 43).

29. In the case of the mutes, the organ forms a contact.
From this contact (sparfa) of the organ with the place of production, the mutes (sparta) derive their name.
The Rik Pr. (xiii. 3, r. 9) gives the same definition, with the addition
that the organ is also asthitam, 'not stationary.' The Taitt. Pr. (in ii.
33, 34, cited above, under i. 18) implies a contact in the case of all
sounds excepting vowels and spirants (ii. 45), not laying down any distinction between the complete contact of the mutes, and the imperfect
one of the semivowels.
The commentator cites a verse which establishes a noteworthy exception to this rule: svaramadhye dadhdu yatra pdianam tatra varjayet:
mrduprayatnav uccdry&v id& midhath nidarraanam; 'where d and dk
occur between two vowels, there one must avoid a close contact; they
are to be uttered with a gentle effort: instances are idd (v. 12. 8) and
midharm (puru-midham, iv. 29. 4).' This corresponds, if it does not
coincide, with the conversion of these letters in a like case into a lingual I, unaspirated and aspirated, usual in the Rik and in some schools
of the White Yajus, and taught by the Rik Pr. in i. 11, 12 (r. 51, 52,
lii, liii), as resting upon the authority of Vedamitra, and by the Vaj. Pr.
in iv. 143 as the doctrine of some teachers. Our verse does not indeed
point out that the relaxation of the contact takes place at the sides of
the tongfue, and that the resulting sound is hence of the nature of an 1;
but this is altogether probable.

30. In the case of the semivowels, it is partially in contact.
That is to say, the organs are so nearly approximated that their position may be called an imperfect contact. The Rik Pr. (xiii. 3, r. 10)
VOL. vii.
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calls it duh.sprshtam,' imperfectly or hardly in contact.' The Taitt. Pr.,as just remarked, does not distinguish the degree of contact of the semivowels from that of the mutes.
The name by which the semivowels y, r, 1, v are called-namely
antahsth&,'intermediate, standing between'-is generally explained as
indicating that the sounds in question, in the arrangement of the alphabet, stand between the mutes and the spirants. The Bohtlingk-Roth
lexicon, however (sub verbo),defines it to mean 'occurring only in the
interior of a sentence, never at its end.' This latter interpretation is
exceedingly unsatisfactory: in the first place, the definition would be as
true of the spirants and aspirates as of the semivowels; in the second
place, it would not be true of the 1; in the third place, no letter could
be called antahsthd in this sense which could occur at the beginning of
a sentence, as all the semivowels do. But the other explanation also
seems too indefinite and indistinctive. Is it not more likely that these
sounds were named "intermediate" in reference to the mode of their
formation, as being neither by a complete contact, like the full mutes,
nor by an open position, like the vowels ? The name antahstha would
then be virtually accordant with our own "semivowel."

iM 11
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31. In the case of the spirants, it is also open.
The final ca of the rule indicates, according to the commentator, that
ishatsprshtam is also to be inferred from the preceding rule: in the
formation of the spirants (p, sh, s, and h are specified by the commentary as constituting the class), the organ is both in partial contact and
open-a rather awkward way of saying, apparently, that its position is
neither very close nor very open. The Taitt. Pr. (ii. 44, 45) declares
that the spirants, in their order, are uttered in the positions of the
mutes, but with the middle part of the producing organ opened. The
Rik Pr. (xiii. 3, r. 11) includes the vowels, anusvdra, and the spirants
together, as produced without contact, and with the organ stationary.
In the absence of a varnasam&dmnya, 'list of spoken sounds,' or
'alphabet,' such as the other Pratiqhkhyas give (Rik Pr., introductory
verse, and i. 1, 2; Vaj. Pr. viii. 1-31; Taitt. Pr. i. 1-10), it is not easy
to assure ourselves how many spirants the treatise acknowledges, and in
what order it would assume them to stand. As we have already seen,
the commentary accepts the jihvdmnulya and upadhmdniya, which are
nowhere expressly mentioned in the text, but of which the existence
seems necessarily implied in ii. 40. The class of spirants is then probably composed of h (visarjantya), h, hk (jihv&mmullya),r, sh, s, and hp
(upadhm&dnya). The Rik Pr. (i. 2, r. 10, xi) includes in the class these
seven, along with anusvdra; the Vaj. Pr. (viii. 22), only , sh, s, h; the
Taitt. Pr. (i. 9), the seven of our treatise, with the exception of visarjaniya.

32. In the case of the vowels also, it is open.
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The commentator understands, and doubtless correctly, that vivrtarn
only, and not ishatsprshtam also, is implied in this rule by inference
from the preceding. He adds the whole list of vowels, both simple
vowels and diphthongs, in their short, long, and protracted (pluta) form.
The Rik Praticakhya's doctrine respecting the vowels was cited under
the last rule. The Taitt. Pr., in its rules ii. 31, 32 (cited above, under
i. 18), implies that in the utterance of the vowels the organs only approximate, and do not touch one another.

33. Some consider it as forming a contact.
That is, the commentator says, some maintain that in the utterance
of the vowels the organs are in contact; others, that they remain open.
The former opinion is too obviously and grossly incorrect, one would
think, to be worth quoting. No one of the other treatises favors it in
any degree.

34. In the case of e and o, it is very widely open.
The word eke, 'some,' is no longer in force, but this and the two following rules are more detailed explanations of our treatise itself under
its own rule 32. For the pronunciation of the Sanskrit e and o, see
below, under rule 40.
The commentator cites, as instances of these diphthongs, eke taranti
(vi. 122. 2), oko asya (v. 22. 5).

35. And even more so, in the case of d.
The a-sound (" Italian a," as in father) is unquestionably the most
open of all the sounds of the alphabet, the only one in the utterance of
which all the mouth organs are removed, so far as is possible, from the
path of the intonated breath, which is thus suffered to stream forth
wholly unimpeded and unmodifiedc

^T^;IIit1k
w^-~Fft
36. The a is obscured.
The modes of utterance of the short a, of the r-vowel, and of the
diphthongs e and o, taught by the Pratiqakhyas, are matters of special
interest in their phonetical systems, as helping to characterize the period
in the history of the language represented by these treatises. Neither
of the sounds in question has fully retained, down to their time, that
value which general considerations, and the euphonic system of the
Sanskrit language, show to have been the original and proper one. As
regards the short a, it was no longer generally spoken with the full
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openness of &, or as its correspondent short sound. See what Weber
says upon the subject, under VAj. Pr. i. 72-which rule, like the final
one of Panini's grammar (viii. 4. 68), prescribes that the short a is to
be treated throughout as if coincident in quality with long &--a prescription which implies, of course, that in actual pronunciation it was
different. Whatever degradation from its pure open quality the a had
suffered must have been, it seems to me, in the direction of the neutral
vowel (English "short u," in but, son, blood), which has so generally
taken its place in the modern pronunciation of India, rather than toward an e or o, as suggested by Weber. The term samvrta, 'covered
up, enveloped, obscured' (antithesis of vivrta, 'opened'), very well expresses the quality of this neutral sound, which differs from a only in
not having the mouth freely opened for its utterance, and which does
not, like e and o, call for a placing in position of any of the mouth
organs. The Taitt. Pr. does not separate a from a, but says of both
(ii. 12) that they are to be spoken "with the lips and jaws not too much
approximated, and not too widely parted"-a description too indefinite
to derive any distinct idea from. The Rik Pr. also fails to note any
difference of quality between the long and short values of this vowel.
But it is very doubtful whether we are to regard the silence of these
two treatises upon the point in question as any evidence that they are
of notably earlier date than the others, as Weber seems inclined to do:
their peculiarity is much more likely to be due to a local or a scholastic
difference of pronunciation, or they may have simply disregarded, as of
little account, the discordance of quality between a and &.
The commentary gives, as furnishing instances of short a, the words
afvah (e. g. ii, 30. 5), ajah.(e. g. iv. 14. 1), and agnih (e, g, i. 7. 4).

37. The r-vowels are combined with an r,
In the grammatical language of our treatise and of the Taitt. Pr.,
varna appended to the name of a short vowel causes it to include also
the long and protracted (pluta) vowels of the same quality: it is a designation of the quality, without distinction of quantity. The Taitt. Pr.
(i. 20) gives a special rule establishing the usage. Thus rvarna means
rkra,
kra, ra, and r3kara.
The commentator gives no explanation of this rule: he simply repeats it with an added bhavati, and then cites a couple of phrases conbarhih (xviii. 4. 51),
taining the r, viz.: idam pitrbhyah pra bhar&nmi
and putrair bhratrbhir aditih (vi. 4. 1). But he next proceeds to quote
from his metrical authority a few verses which are more to the point;
they read as follows, with the exception of the first and last lines, which
are corrupt:....
^rvaranesvaramatra yd tasya madhye 'rdhamatray4:
repho bhavati samhsprshtoyath4 'ngtylya nakhanhtathd: suitremanir ive
'an r is combined with a half-more
'ty eke trne krimairive 'ti ca:....
1

ca canorah.

rvarnasya madhyeyugapac
2 ane-namdtrasyddhdydhprafleshe I ubhayar api.
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in the middle of the vowel mora in the r-vowel, just as a nail is with
the finger; like a pearl on a string, some say; like a worm in grass, say
others.' With this accords quite nearly the doctrine of the Rik Pr.,
which says (xiii. 14) that r forms part of the r-vowel, and is found in
the middle of it. Neither treatise attempts to define what eonstitutes
the remainder of the vowel. In the analogous rule (iv. 145) of the
Vaij.Pr., that remainder is (if the rule is in this point correctly interpreted by Weber, which is doubtful; my own manuscript of the commnentaryis too corrupt just here to be made anything of) declared to be
of the character of a; so that, according to Weber, .r= -4++ . The
Taitt. Pr. does not, any more than the Rik Pr. in the earlier and more
genuine part of its text, take any notice of the presence of heterogeneous elements in the r and I vowels; it only says (ii. 18) that in their
utterance the jaws are somewhat closely approximated, and the tip of
the tongue brought near to the parts immediately above and behind
the row of teeth. The etymological and euphonic character of the
sound in question is simply that of a vocal r, an r which is employed
with the value of a vowel, as r has been and is employed in other languages in different parts of the earth; and there seems no good reason
for regarding it as having originally deviated in mode of pronunciation
from the semivowel r. But it is clear that, at the time of the PratiCakhyas, the Hindus had begun to find that difficulty in its utterance and
use as a vowel which caused its entire disappearance in the later forms
of the language, and has made of it in the mouth of the modern Brahmans the syllables ri and rz. If I may judge from experiments made
in my own mouth, the bringing of the r far enough forward in the
mouth to be trilled would render very natural, and almost unavoidable,
the slipping in, before and after it, of a fragment of the neutral vowel,
our u in but, the "obscure (sathvrta) a" of our treatise: of this character, it can hardly be doubted, would be what elements the sound contained which were not r.

<0^yr^1:^r f ^riu
88. Of the long and protracted forms of the vowel, the first
mora is so combined.
The commentary paraphrases thus: dlrghaplutayos tu pirvd m&trd
sarsprsshtarepham rvarnam bhavati; which is a palpable blunder for
sa,isprshtarepha bhavati: i. e. if the vowel is extended so as to occupy
tw-o or three moras, the r-element which it contains is not prolonged,
but is found only in the first mora: the whole remainder of the sound
is .composed of the other element. The Rik Pr. says in like manner
(xiii. 14) that the r is found only in the former half of long r, and is
either shorter or of the same length with that which enters into r.
Two instances of the long r are given by the commentator as illustrations: they are kartrn akshasva (x. 1. 14), and pitrfir upe 'mam
(xviii. 4. 40).
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39. The I-vowels are combined with 1.
This doubtless means what is more clearly and unequivocally stated
by the Rik Pr. (xiii. 14, r. 35): that when, in such combinations as those
which have just been described, I takes the place of r, the result is the
I-vowel. The other two treatises, as we have seen above, treat the two
vowels together, in the same rules. The use of the term Ivarna in the
rule would seem to imply the possible occurrence of the long and protracted forms of the vowel, which are, on the other hand, impliedly
denied in rule 4 above; they are also ignored by the Taitt. Pr., as they
are by the Rik Pr. in its proper text (i. 1, r. 1); while the prefixed introductory verses to the latter treatise, and the Vaj. Pr. (viii. 7), acknowledge them.
The commentator cites, as instances of this vowel, pancadafena klpta.h
(viii. 9. 15), and sinzvdalyaczklpat (vi. 11. 3): the Rik. Pr. (xiii. 14, r. 35)
notices the fact that the I occurs nowhere excepting in the root klp.
He then adds a verse from his^metricalauthority: rvarne ca rvarne1 lah
praflishtap ca yada tayoh: I1 iti tad ichanti prayogarh tadvido jandh;
the general meaning is clear enough, but the verse needs amending to
be made translatable.

%
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40. The diphthongs are composed of combined vowels; their
treatment is that of a simple vowel.
The term sandhyakshara means literally 'syllable of combination ;' it
is the usual name for a diphthong in all the treatises excepting the Taitt.
Pr. The correlative sam&nakshara, 'homogeneous syllable,' is but
rarely used, as indicating the simple vowels, when it is necessary to distinguish them from the diphthongs (in our treatise, only in iii. 42).
The diphthongs are vowel sounds which, though not simple and homogeneous, yet form but a single syllable, and are treated as if they were
simple sounds. They are e, o, ai, au. The two former would be more
properly written ai, au, since the euphonic processes of the language
clearly show these to have been their original values, each containing a
short a as its first element, followed by an i or an u respectively. That
they should be so readily composable of a and i, a and u, in the accidental and momentary combinations of the phrase, and especially, that
they should be so regularly resolvable into the same sounds, if they did
not actually contain those sounds, is not to be credited. The same evidence proves the other two to be made up of long a, with i or u following.
The mutual relation of e (ai) and ai must have been nearly that of our
I and aye. In the Prakrit languages, however, e and o have gained the
pronunciation of the e in they and o in note; they have become sounds
intermediate between, instead of made up of, a and i and a and u; and
they have acquired short values as well as long. As e and o they are likewise pronounced in the usage of the modern Brahmans. But even at the
1 Ivtarno.
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period of the PrIticakhyas, and in the phonetic systems of the Vedic
schools, they no longer had uniformly their original value. From the
present rule, indeed, no such inference could be drawn; but the one which
next follows establishes a distinction in value between them and di, &u.
The Rik Pr. (xiii. 15, r. 38) predicates doubleness of position of all the
four, and goes on (r. 39) to cite qakatayana to the effect that a forms
half of each, and i and u the remaining half: but it adds (r. 40) that e
and o, by reason of the fusion of their parts, have not a sound in which
the separate components are distinct. This might, however, be fairly
enough said of our own ai and au (in pine, house). The Vaj. Pr. (i. 73)
defines only &i and au as composed of two different elements (the commentary explains them to be -a+ lIe and ,a+-lo1o respectively), and
directs them (iv. 142) to be treated as simple sounds, without seeing any
reason for giving the same precept as to e and o. The Taitt. Pr. is not
less explicit: it says of o (ii. 13, 14) that in its enunciation the jaws are
to be neither too nearly approached nor too widely sundered, while the
lips are to be closer than in a; of e (ii. 15-17), that the lips are to be
somewhat protracted, the jaws pretty closely approached, and the middle part and end of the tongue in contact with the upper rows of teeth
(jambhen); and finally (ii. 28), that in e, as in i, the middle of the tongue
is brought near the palate. More distinctive descriptions of our e and o
could hardly be given: there is evidently no thought at all of the combination of two phonetic elements into one in them. On the other
hand, ai and au are defined with equal clearness (ii. 26-29) as containing each the half of an a (which some held to be of closer position
than the ordinary a), followed by one and a half times i and u ift the
two cases respectively.

41. Not so, however, with di and du, in a rule of positio;.The commentator's paraphrase is dikaraukarayoh sthanavidhane ekavarnavad vrttir na bhavati. What the meaning and value of the rule is,
is not altogether clear I can see no other application of it than to forbid the inclusion of ai among the palatals only, and of au among the
labials only, since they are both throat-sounds as well. By implication,
then, e and o would admit of being ranked as merely palatal and labial;
but the commentary to rule 19, above, treated these, as well as the others,
as of double position, and as containing an element of throat-sound.
A verse is added in the commentary, as follows: dikadrdukarayap'
c&
'pi purvd mdtrd pard ca yd: ardhamdtrd tayor madhye samhsprshiaiti
smrtdh. The last pada is corrupt, and I am too uncertain of the scope
of the verse to venture to amend it: perhaps the meaning is that, while
the beginning and end of di, for instance, are clearly a and i, a mora in
the middle of the sound is of a mixed character.
This rule ends the first section of the first chapter: the signature is
caturadhydyikadya prathamasyd 'dhydyasya prathamah pddah: sutra
41: ekacatv&riAfat. This is the only case in which the number of rules
reckoned is assured by being expressed in words as well as in figures.
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42. Visa2janiya is abhinishtdna.
The commentator vouchsafes no explanation of the rule, but merely
paraphrases it, as follows: visa?janiyo varnah: abhinishtano bhavati;
and adds, as instances of visajanizya, agnih (e. g. i. 7. 4) and vrkshah
(e. g. iv. 7. 5). The term abhinishitna does not form part of the grammatical language of the Praticakliyas or of Pan.ini: among the former,
it occurs only in this place: a rnle of the latter (viii. 3. 86) determines
its derivation and orthography, and the instances given in the commentary show its equivalence with visarjanlya; the Bohtlingk-Roth
lexicon also refers (sub verbo) to several vocabularies which contain the
word, giving it the same meaning. More significant is its occurrence
several times in the grhya-suitras(as cited in the lexica of BohtlingkRoth and Goldstiicker), also with the signification visarqa.* It looks
as if it had belonged to an earlier grarmmaticalterminology than that
of our treatises, and had been retained merely as a reminiscence of
something formerly current: its introduction into our text is otherwise
quite unexplained, and, so far as can be seen, without significance.
Probably it is an ancient name of visarjantya or visarga, crowded out
of use by the latter terms. The Bohtlingk-Roth lexicon gives it, with
reference to this passage, the meaning "an expiring or vanishing sound
(ei verkEingenderLaut)," but this is merely a conjecture, and by no
means so well supported by the etymology of the word (which would
suggest rather 'a sounding forth, a resonance') as to be placed beyond
the reach of question. Panini's rule must be taken as conclusive respecting the derivation and form favored in his time, or by his school;
but the analogy of the words abhinidh&na,abhinihita, abhinihata, abhinipdta cannot but sulggest abhinishthana as the true form, coming fiom
the toot stha with the prefixes abhi and ni. This would not, however,
relieve the obscurity investing the primitive meaning and application of
the term; an obscurity which also attaches, in some measure, to the
word visarjaniya and its more modern representative visarga.
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43. The holding apart of a consonant is abhinidihdna; it is
pinched, quite weakened, lacking breath and sound.
* That the word ever means 'a sound of the alphabet in general,' as stated in
both the lexicons,seems to me very doubtful: I have not access to all the authorities
referred to by B6htlingk-Roth,but the commentaryto Painii, abhinishtdnovarnah,
does not necessarily imply any thing of the kind, but may rather mean 'an abhinishtdna letter;' while, in the citation given by Goldstiicker as an instance of the
general meaning, it evidently signifies visarga: dirghdbhinishtdindntan,' (a name)
ending in a long vowel or in visarg.' If the other cases relied on are not less
equivocal than these, the general definition' sound' must be rejected.

Atharva-VedlaPraticdikhya.
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We have here one of those subtleties of phonetic aiialysis which
are such marked characteristics of the Hindu science. In order to any
satisfactory understanding of it, we must call in to our aid theoretical
considerations, as the dark and scanty expositions of the grammatical
treatises and their commentators are insufficient. The phenomenon
forming the subject of the rule evidently is or includes a defective pronunciation or indistinctness of utterance, and the two next rules teach
us that it affects a mute which is followed by another mute, and one
which stands as final. In what does the peculiarity of utterance of such
a letter in such a position consist? A imute is a sound produced by a
complete closure of the organs of articulation in some defined position,
entirely cutting off the escape of breath through the mouth; and it is
by the breaking of the closure with the utterance of a following open
sound that the mute is itself made audible. In speaking a p, for in-'
stance, so long as the lips are kept compressed, there is no audible
sound; but as soon as the contact is severed with the expulsion of either
unintonated or intonated breath, in the passing of the voice to the
utterance of some other sound, the p is clearly beard. A sonant mute,
as a b, is less absolutely a dumb letter before the breach of the contact,
because it includes an expulsion of resonant breath from the throat into
the cavity of the mouth during the closure of the organs, and this resonance is sufficient to indicate imperfectly the character of the contact.
A nasal mute, as mn,is yet less dependent upon the explosion for its distinctness of utterance, since it implies a free flow of sonant breath
through the nose, and so is continuous and even quasi-vocalic in its
nature; yet even the nasals, and still more the sonants, are explosive
letters, and do not have a perfect utterance unless the contact is broken.
A following vowel, of course, discovers them most completely; yet any
open and continuable letter, as a semivowel or a sibilant, answers the
same purpose, and in the syllables pya, psa, for instance, we feel that p
is fairly enunciated. If, however, one mute letter follows another, the
explosion of the former cannot properly occur; the organs are supposed
to pass from one position of complete contact to another, without any
intervening open sound: the former mute is imperfectly uttered. A
like thing takes place when a mute is final, or when there is no following open sound to break the contact with : we then have only that very
imperfect hint of its pronunciation which is given by the formation of
the contact upon the preceding open sound. We are accustomed, indeed, in order to give distinctness to a final mute, to unclose the organs
again after making the contact, thus whispering after it, as it were, a bit
of a vowel; and the absence of this unclosure is remarked by phonetists as a peculiarity of the pronunciation of some dialects of spoken'
Chinese, rendering their final mutes almost inaudible: it is hardly possible, too, to make one mute follow another so closely that there shall
not slip out, in the transfer of the organs from one contact to the other,
a bit of breath or sound, which greatly helps to make the former of the
two audible: and of both these inorganic or involuntary additions or
insertions we shall see hereafter that the Hindu theory takes note: but
they do not wholly remedy the theoretic imperfection of the utterance.
That the indistinct pronunciation thus described is the abhinidhana of
VOL.
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the Hindu theory, or at least the central and most important fact of
those comprehended under that name, seems to me tolerably certain,
although it must be confessed that there are difficulties attending such
an explanation: none, I think, that may not be done away by supposing
that the Hindus had not made a complete physical analysis of the phenomenon, and hence that their descriptions of it partake of vagueness
and inconsistency; and also, that they have brought together under the
name abhiniadhdnathings not entirely accordant, although analogous, in
character. The difficulty of the subject is sufficiently attested by the
doubtful and discordant views taken of it by those who have had occasion hitherto to examine it, as Miuller, Regnier, Weber, Goldstiicker
(s. v. abhinidhdna). An alternate view to which I have myself been
somewhat attracted is that by the abhiniddhna is meant the instant of
silence which intervenes between the closure of the organs for the first
mute, and their opening for the second: that theHindu theory regards,
in the wordapta, for example, the utterance of the p as complete by
the closure of the lips upon the preceding d, and that of the t as complete by the unclosure of the tongue before the following a, while the
brief interval of suspended utterance separating the two acts is abhinidhdna. This, better than anything else, would give meaning to the
first word of our rule, "a holding apart of the consonants," and would
accord well enough with the rest of the description, translating the last
term 'deprived of both breath and sound.' Fatal objections, however,
to this explanation are: the treatment of the phenomenon as something
affecting the former consonant, not interposed after it; the difficulty of
assuming any such interval of silence in the case of a concurrence with
sonant and nasal mutes; and the non-applicability of the theory to the
case of a final consonant. The term vyanjanavidhdranam must therefore be understood as used simply in antithesis to the sarityuktamof
rule 49: whereas, in other cases of concurrence of consonants, there is
actual combination, with partial assimilation of the latter to the former
(rule 50), here each is held apart from the other as distinct. This, it is
true, applies only to the concurrence of consonants, and not to a final;
but it is allowable to regard as contemplated in a general description or
designation of a phonetic phenomenon its principal case only, although
not to adopt an explanation of the phenomenon itself which should
shut out any of the cases included by it. If I am not mistaken, the
term abhinidhdna has also a similar meaning. Etymnologically,and by
its use in other than grammatical senses, it should signify, as a neuter
noun, simply 'a setting down against' the following letter, as distinguished from an actual combination with it. That it is used in our
treatise as a masculine is somewhat surprising, but cannot be regarded
as an error of the manuscript. The word seems to be taken almost in
the sense of abhinihita, as denoting the sound affected by the process
rather than the process itself, and so to be attracted to the gender of
varnah or sparpah: the explanations which follow it in the rule, it will be
noticed, apply rather to the altered letter than to the alteration. The
Rik Pr. (vi. 5, r. 17, cccxciii) treats the word as neuter, and defines it
' a repressing
clearly as a process: sahdhdranah sahvaranayh ca vdcah,
and obscuring (holding together and covering up) of the voice.
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Our own commentary, as is its wont in difficult cases, leaves us here
altogether without valuable aid. It simply paraphrases the rule, adds
the dicta of a couple of other authorities, and closes with a verse; as
follows: vyanjanavidh&ranamabhinidhdno bhavati: pidita ca pv&sanldbhydm : apara aha : vyanjanavidhdranam abhinipdto matro japano
bhavati pzditaf ca cvasandddbhydm: apara dha: vyanjanavidhdranam
abhinipdto matro japane gurutd bhavati:' antahpade padadte vd ptditah
sanna eva tu: avakrshtatara sthdn&d avasannatarac ca sah: htna$ ca
cvdsandddtbhy&ayo yatr&rthobhidhiyate. I will not attempt to translate the passage, as I could do so but in part, and as it seems incapable
of throwing any valuable light upon the subject in hand. The most
noteworthy circumstance about it is its presentation of abhinipdta, 'a
falling down against,' as a synonym of abhinidhdna.
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44. A mute suffers abhinidlina before a mute.
The phraseology of the rule would be the same, if abhinidhdna were
here intended to be taken adjectively, as conjectured above, and if it
were meant to say that 'a mute before another mute becomes abhinidhdna.' The commentary merely cites as instances the three words
brhaldbhih,samidbhih, marudbhili, of which only the last is found in
the Atharvan (p. marut-bhih, e. g. ii. 29. 4).
The cases in which abhinidhdna alone ensues (only accompanied in
part by duplication, according to iii. 28 etc.) are those in which a mute
is followed by another mute (and, if itself non-nasal, then by another
non-nasal) of the same or a succeeding series. Followed by a mute of
a preceding series, it suffers also the intervention of sphotana, by ii. 38;
if followed by a nasal, a yama is interposed, by i. 99. In an additional
note at the end of the work will be presented a conspectus of all the
consonantal combinations occurring in the Atharva-Veda, with an exhibition of the forms assumed by them according to the phonetic rules
of our treatise.
The Rik Pr. (vi. 5, r. 17, cccxciii) pronounces not only the mutes, but
also the semivowels, except r, to suffer abhinidhdna when followed by
mutes. This would, however, in the Atharvan text, add
only the
groups Ik, gl, Ip, Iph, lb, Im, and vn to those which by our own treatise
admit the modification, so that the extension of the rule is meant virtually to include merely the 1, a letter which our rule 46 shows to be
regarded as especially liable to abhinidahna. The I requires so marked
a contact of the tongue at its tip that the omission of the breach of that
contact by a following open letter may well enough have been felt
the Hindu phonetists as needing to be looked upon as abhinidhdna. by

45. Also at the end of a word, or of the first member of a
compound.
The commentator paraphrases as follows.: paddnte atagrahe ca spar-
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fasya sparSe paratah: abhinidhdno bhavati: but it is clear that the
specification sparfe paratah, ' before a following mute,' has no business
here: that case is included in the preceding rule, and the present precept applies to the pronunciation of a final as a final, without any reference to what may follow it. This appears partly from the nature of tile
case, partly from the analogy of the corresponding rule in the Rik Pr.
(vi. 5, r. 18, cccxciv), and partly from the cited illustrations of the cominentator himself: the words given by him under the preceding rule
would be cases of avagruha in the puda-text, and, of those which he
presents under this, the last two are instances of ava.qrahabefore vowels.
His citations are tan: vah: yah: dev&ndm(xi. 1. 5), ap su (e. g. i. 6. 2),
sdlal:rkn-iva (ii. 27. 5), and khalvdn-i a (ii. 31. 1).
The rule of the Rik Pr., already referred to, api cd 'vasane, ' also in
pausa,' is coincident in meaning with our own. The Taitt. Pr. takes no
notice whatever of the doctrine of abhinidh&na,nor does the Vaj. Pr.
directly. The latter, however, preselts a couple of rules which are worthy of remark, as having to do with the same general subject. In i. 90,
91, it teaches that when a final mute stands either in pausa or before a
following word, there takes place a release or separation of the organs
of production, the passive and the active organ, or stihna and karana;
that is to say, the contact is dissolved (Weber, and Goldstiicker following
him, have failed to apprehend the true meaning of the phenomenon described). This dissolution of the contact, in the case of the mute in
pausa, is what was referred to above as taking place in our ordinary
pronunciation after a final contact-letter, in order to make the mute
more distinctly audible: as occurring before another word, it is analogous with the sphotana of our treatise (ii. 38), and the dhruva of the
Rik Plr (vi. 11), although having a different sphere of occurrence from
both of them, as they from one another: it is a formal release of the
organs of articulation from the position belonging to the close of one
word, before they take up that belonging to the beginning of another,
in order to the more distinct separation of the two independent members of the sentence.

46. L suffers abhinidhdna before spirants.
The only spirants before which I is found actually to occur in the
Atharva-Veda are c and h: the commentary cites instances of both,
as follows: fatabalfd vi roha (vi. 30. 2); sa ganmishyatibalhik&n(v. 22.
9); vihalho n&ma(vi. 16. 2); nor are the combinations to be met with
in the text in any other words than those here quoted. The rule and
its comment are of particular interest as settling authoritatively the
reading of the word balhika, 'of Balkh,' which, owing to the customary
carelessness of the scribes, in not distinguishing Ih firom hi (our own
manuscripts vary between the two), has often been read and explained
as bahlika.
L is also noted by the Rik Pr. (vi. 6, r. 20, cccxcvi) as suffering abhinidhdna before spirants, according to the 'akaladoctrine, which is not
that of the treatise itself. By the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 16) it is regarded as to
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be treated in the same manner as r in a like position. J before a spirant suffers svarabhakti,or the insertion of a vowel-fragment, according
to all the other Praticakhyas (see below, rule 101); and the treatment
of the Vaj. Pr. is virtually, though not formally, the same. The doctrine, then, of the Vaj. Pr., in admitting a svaruhhaktibetween I and a
spirant, would differ little from that presented in the Rik Pr.-which
(by vi. 11) would admit a dhruva, or (by vi. 13, r. 47, ccccxxii) even a
svurabhukti,after the abhinidhana of the I-except by omission of the
abhinidhdna, of which, as already remarked, it nowhere takes any notice; but our own treatise, by prescribing abhinidhana, and not allowing
even sphotana after it, differs quite notably from the others. I must
confess myself unable to explain why either I before a spirant, or the
nasals before h, as taught in the next rule, should suffer or be regarded
as suffering the obscuring process of abhiridhana.

47. Also the guttural, palatal, and dental nasals before h.
The instances cited by the commentary, in illustration of this rule,
are as follows: pratyoti hi (iv. 19. 7); gan hi (a fabricated case: the
lingual nasal never occurs before h in the Atharvan text); krimtn hantu
(ii. 32. 1); amurnhetih (vi. 29. 1).
The only consonants ever found to precede h in the Atharva-Veda
are r, 1, n, and n. The first case, rh. is one of svarabhakti (i. 101); the
second, Ih, falls under the preceding rule; the other two are provided
for by this rule, which is moreover, like many others in the treatise,
cast in a theoretical form, or made more general than the requirements
of the text justify. Since, according to the theory of this PratiSakhya
(see ii. 9), no nasal ever occurs immediately before a sibilant, rules 46
and 47 might have been cast together into the form: "the nasals and I
suffer abhinidhana before the spirants."
The cases which this rule contemplates are in the Rik Pr. (vi. 7, r. 23,
cccxcix) included in a much more general precept of the 9akalas, viz.,
that all the mutes except m, when final and followed by initial spirants
or y, r, and v, suffer abhinidhana.

48. Abhinidhdna is also called dsthdpita.
I translate in obedience to the commentator, who says: asthtdpitasamjnaf ca bhuvati: abhinidhdnaf ca: etany evo 'daharandni; 'it both
receives the name asthapita and abhinidhana: the instances are those
already given.' Unfortunately, this alternative title for the phenomenon
which we have found so obscure does not notably help our comprehension of it: the word admits of being translated, in accordance with the
explanation of abhinidhana offered above, 'made to stand up to, or
against;' but it may also be rendered ' stopped,' that is, silenced,' and
so may favor another theory of the phenomenon.
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49. Any other combination of consonants is conjunct.
That is to say, all other combinations of consonants than those specified in rules 44-47 as accompanied with abhinidhdna are simply samyukta, 'yoked together, conjoined;' the precise nature of such conjunction being defined by the next rule. The commentator says: atah anye
vyanjanasamhdhayuhsamyuktd bhavanti: anye abhinidhandt paddntaspa2rca7h: antahsthoshmasupadddishu2 ca samyujyante: ' other combinations of consonants than these are conjunct; other final mutes than
abhinidh&na,before semivowels and sibilants commencing a word, are
conjoined with them;' and then, instead of citing from the text any
actual cases, he goes on to put the series of words with which we are
already acquainted, godhuk, vir&t,drshat, trishtup (see rules 3, 8), in
lengthy and tedious succession, before y&ti, vayati, rathe, Pete, shande,
and s&ye. This by no means exhausts all the possible cases to which
the name samyukta applies; nor has there been any restriction of abhinidh&nato cases of contact between a final and an initial, as the commentator's language would seem to imply.
This rule has the appearance of restricting the term samyoga to such
combinations of consonants as are not accompanied with abhinidhdna.
But such is not its meaning, at least as regards the general usage of the
treatise: sahyoga is employed everywhere in the more general sense
expressly attributed to it by a later rule of this chapter (i. 98).
Nothing is to be found in the other Pratiahkhyas corresponding to
this rule and the one next following.
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50. The latter half-measure of the first constituent has the
same organ of production with the second constituent.
The term pur)varupa is not elsewhere found in our treatise with this
meaning, although it occurs twice in a like sense in the Rik Pr. (ii.
12, iii. 7). The construction of the rule is also irregular,and its ellipsis
of pararitpena or parena at the end (parena is added by the commentator in his paraphrase) is bolder and more obscure than is usual elsewhere. These anomalies may be owing to the fact that the rule is
taken in its present form and extent from some other treatise, and a
metrical one. Weber (p. 127) has noted that it forms a half-cloka, and
it is actually cited as such by the commentator, along with the other
pahalf-verse, as follows: purvarupacya mdtradrdhamsam&nakaraonam
ram: pratyayena bhavet kdryam etat saTmyuktamishyate; 'the latter
half-measure of the first element must be made to have the same organ
of production with the succeeding element; such a combination is regarded as conjunct. We can hardly help, however, both here and in
the rule, assuming a different meaning for karana from that which it
I

paddntdt spar;ah.

2
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has elsewhere in our treatise, and usually also in the other kindred
works, and translating it rather 'mode of production' than 'organ;'
and this is an additional indication of the foreign origin of the rule
itself. The only instances given by the commentator are such as do
not show any difference of organ between the two constituents of the
conjunction: they are vatsdu virdjah (viii. 9. 1), stomd dsan (xiv. 1. 8),
and ayamTvaste (xiii. 1. 16). Of the accuracy of the physical observations which could discover any actual assimilation of the first element
of these and other similar combinations, in its final portion, to the latter, I find it hard to say much in praise: I am unable to discover that
any part of the t in vatsdu becomes an s, or any part of the s in vaste
a t, any more than the s and t respectively become converted in part
into the following vowels du and e.

51. A syllable containing a short vowel, excepting before a
conjunction of consonants, is light.
The distinction of syllables, as regards their metrical value, is properly into light (laghu) and heavy (guru); long (dirgha) and short
(hrasva) are terms to be used of vowels only. The neuter gender of
the terms in the rule is to be explained by their agreement with aksharam, 'syllable,' understood.
The Rik Pr. (xviii. 19, r. 37) and the Taitt. Pr. (xxii. 15) have rules
closely agreeing with this. The former also adds (xviii. 20, r. 42, 43)
that a short vowel with a consonant makes a light syllable, but without
a consonant one still lighter-an unpractical and useless distinction.
The Vaj. Pr. has no passage corresponding to our rules 51-54, but remarks, rather out of place, in iv. 105, that vowels which precede a conjunction of consonants or a final consonant, or which stand in pausa,
are of double quantity; a loose and inaccurate statement, as compared
with those of the other treatises, since it is the value of the syllable,
and not the quantity of the vowels, that is increased in the cases mentioned.
The commentator gives as illustrations the indifferent words dadhi
and madhu, which we have had already (under i. 4), and shall meet
with many times more.

52. Any other is heavy.
That is, as the commentator goes on to explain, those syllables are
heavy which contain a short vowel before a group of consonants, or a
long vowel, or a protracted (pluta) vowel. As instances of the first
case, he gives takshati (takshati, ix. 10. 21) and rakshati (e. g. viii. 9.
13); of the second, sfldh (viii. 6. 10); of the third, bhiuyd3iddam (ix.
6. 18).
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. i. 4 (r. 20,
21, xxi, xxii) and xviii. 19 (r. 36, 37), Taitt. Pr. xxii. 14, Vaj. Pr.
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iv. 105. The Rik Pr. farther adds (xviii. 20, r. 40, 41) tliat, while a long
vowel is heavy, it is yet heavier if accompanied by a consonant.

lte11
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53. Also a syllable containing a nasalized vowel.
The commentator's illustrative citations are tlhe same which he has
already once given us, under rule 27; it is unnecessary to repeat them

liere.

The other treatises have the same rule (R. Pr. i. 4, r. 21, xxii, and
xviii. 19, r. 38; T. Pr. xxii. 14), but with the difference that the former,
admitting the anusvara as a separate constituent of the alphabet, declares a vowel followed by antcsvara to be heavy.

54. And at the end of a word.
The comllmentatorsimply paraphrases the rule, and adds one of his
staple lists of illustrations, viz. yodhuk etc. (see under i. 3). The Vaj.
Pr. (iv. 105, cited under r. 51, above) holds a like doctrine. The Taitt.
I'r. (xxii. 14, 15) restricts the heaviness to such final syllables as end
with a consona,nt,as our own commentator would seem to do by the
instances lie cites. It is not meant, of course, that in the combinations
of the phrase the final syllables of words are heavy, but in the disjoined
or pada-text, where each final is followed by a pause, or at the end of a
verse or phrase. The Rik Pr. makes no mention of this case.
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55. Consonants belong to the following vowel.
This and the three succeeding rules concern the division of words into
syllables, and the assignment of the consonants they contain to the
proper vowels. It is a matter of pretty pure theory; the only practical
bearing it can have must be in determining whether such and such a
consonant shall receive one or another accent, as being that of the preceding or of the following vowel: and this itself must be almost unmixed theory, since it can hardly be claimed that even sonant consonants share at all in accentuation: certainly they do not do so consciously. The teachings of the different Pratic'akhyas are very nearly
accordant upon the subject, and this general introductory rule is equivalently stated by all (R. Pr. i. 5, r. 23, xxiv, and xviii. 17, r. 32; V. Pr.
i. 100; T. Pr. xxi. 2).
The commentator gives as instances again dadhi and madhzt,which
are to be divided da dhi and ma'dhuz.

56. The first consonant of a group belongs to the preceding

vowel.
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The commentator here does his work very unsatisfactorily: he fabricates his illustrations, instead of drawing them from the Atharvan text,
giving atra sati, ddravati, pradravati, and he does not note for us the
fact that, in the combinations which he presents, the former consonant
is to be doubled, by iii. 28, and then inform us to which of the two
products of duplication the precept of the rule applies. In the Rik Pr,
(i. 5, r. 25, xxvi; also xviii. 18, r. 34), the name sanzyogddibelongs to
the second letter, as being the first of the original combination or sakyoga, while the one preceding it is specifically the product of the duplication (kramaja): and the treatise allows it to be counted either with
the preceding or following syllable: thus, either at'tra or att'ra. The
Vaj. Pr. (i. 102) calls the first consonant of the group as it stands after
duplication samyogddi, and unites it with the former syllable: and in
the same sense, probably, the term is to be understood in our own
treatise and in the Taitt. Pr. (xxi. 4): we are to write and divide at' tra
sati, ad dravati, prad 'dravati.
The commentary adds: apara dka: hasayamainpurvasye 'ti, of which
the meaning is obscure and the pertinence questionable. If it has to
do with the disposition of the yama, it ought to come in under rule 58
or 104.

57. As does also a final consonant.
The commentary offers once more godhuk etc. (as under i, 3).
The equivalent rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. xviii. 17 (r.
32), Vaj. Pr. i. 101, and Taitt. Pr. xxi. 3.
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58. And one generatedby kramaafterr and h,
The commentator offers no explanation of the rule, merely adding to
it, in his paraphrase,the words pfirvasvarasya bhavatif and proceeding at
once to give his illustrations. These are the same which appear again
under iii. 31, and also, in part, under i. 100: they are for the most part
words which do not occur in the Atharvan text, and, being much corrupted, are in more than one case of doubtful reading, A comparison
of the illustrations under some of Panini's rules (viii. 3. 26, 27; 4 46)
is of important use in restoring their true form. They are arkah, arca
(so under Pai. viii. 4. 46; MS. artha, arcco), varta4 (MS. gartte, vartto),
bhargah (MS. bhagnaI, bhagah: found in AV. only at xix. 37. 1), prdhnah, pArvdhnah, apardhnah (ix. 6. 46), apa hmalayati (MS. apa brahma
layati, apa hyalati), vi hmalayati (MS. under iii. 31 vi hyalati), apa
hnute (omitted under i. 100), vi hnute (omitted here), and brahma (e.g.
i. 19. 4). In all these words, the consonant following the r or the h is
doubled, by iii. 31, and the former of the two, which is regarded as the
one that owes its existence to the krama, or duplication, is to be reckoned as belonging to the preceding syllable. Thus we are to read and
VOL. vii.
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divide ark kah, arcc, vart' tah, bharg-gah, prdhn *nah,purv -v&hn*nah,
apardhn' nah, apahm malayati, apahn nute, brahm ma.
The rule i. 104 of the Vaj. Pr. corresponds in meaning with this,
although more general in its form; the Taitt. Pr. (xxi. 5) teaches that
a consonant not combined immediately with a vowel belongs to the
preceding syllable, which would leave only the final member of any
group to be attached to the following vowel: there are some exceptions
made, which need not be noticed here. In the Rik Pr., the simple and
frequent case of a consonant doubled after an r does not seem to be
provided for at all: its rule (i. 5, r. 26, xxvii) is constructed only for a
case in which the consonant following the r is itself succeeded by another: one is tempted there to reject the commentator's interpretation,
and understand the rule to mean "two consonants are reckoned as belonging to the preceding vowel, when there is duplication of the second
of a group:" this would make it accord with our own.

59. A short vowel is of a single mora.
The commentator gives us again, as instances, dadhi and madhu.
The word translated 'mora' is mdtrd, 'measure' a term common in
this sense to all the Prati~akhyas. It is the fundamental measure,
which cannot itself be defined by anything else. Only the Rik Pr.
(xiii. 20) attempts to fix the length of the short, long, and protracted
vowels, by comparing them with the cries of certain birds.
The corresponding definitions of the other treatises are Rik Pr. i. 6
(r. 27, xxviii); Vaj. Pr. i. 55, 56; Taitt. Pr. i. 33.

60. The consonants are of the same length.
The commentator's illustrative instances are again dadhi and madhu.
All the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 7, r. 34, xxxv; V. Pr. i. 59; T. Pr.
i. 37) agree in assigning but half a mora as the length of a consonant.

frs \I\> T!:IIg
61. A long vowel has two moras.
The commentator's instance is aFdl (ix. 3. 17).
There is no discordance among the Praticakhyas upon this point:
compare Rik Pr. i. 6 (r. 29, xxx); Vaj. Pr. i. 57; Taitt. Pr. i. 35.

62. A protracted vowel has three moras.
The instance cited is idd3m (ix. 6. 18). All the cases of protracted
vowels which the Atharvan text contains are rehearsed below, in rule 105.
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Compare the accordant rules of the other treatises in Rik Pr. i. 6
(r. 30, xxxi); Vij. Pr. i. 58; Taitt. Pr. i. 36.
With this rule ends the second section of the first chapter. The signature in the manuscript is prathamasya dvitiyah pddah: 62.

II ^ II
63. The final of shash and puras becomes u before daga and
ddga respectively, with substitution of a lingual for the following initial.
That is to say, shash before dafa becomes she, and the daca becomes
dara, making the compound shodasa; and puras with dada, in like
manner, forms purodd&a. The commentator cites from the text the
words themselves merely, viz.: shodaram (iii. 29. 1), purodadau (e. g.
ix. 6. 12). Neither of the words is analyzed, or restored to its theoretically regular form, by the pada-text; and our treatise, accordingly, according to its own programme, has nothing to do with them: and the
same is true of the words referred to in the three following rules.
These two words, with others of somewhat analogous character, are
treated in the Vaj. Pr., iii. 39-46.

64. In the root k.rp, 1 is substituted for r.
The whole commentary upon this rule is lost, and only its repetition
before the next rule remains. Apparently, the copyist has carelessly
skipped from the repetition of the rule in the commentator's paraphrase
to that with which, as usual, the whole exposition closes. The loss is
of very insignificant consequence: the missing passage would probably
have afforded us some instances from the Atharvan text of verbal forms
or derivatives of the root klp or kalp, which are frequent there. The
rule may be taken as the assertion of an opinion that the original form
of this root is karp; an opinion rendered plausible by the derivative
noun krp (see the next rule), and by the analogy of the root kar, of
which the other seems to be a secondary form. With it corresponds
Panini's rule viii. 2. 18; none of the other Prati(&khyas offers anything
equivalent. If our treatise has set itself to note the words in which a
I appears in the place of a more original r, it should not pass over the
words in which the root car becomes cal, as avicdcala, punicali, etc.,
glaha and glahana, which are hardly to be separated from the root grah,
udumbala (viii. 6. 17), etc.

65. Not, however, in the words rtpadetc.
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This is the first instance in our treatise of a rule stated in this form,
the words or phrases to which the precept contained in the rule refers
being conceived to form a series, or gana, of which the first only is
given in the rule, and the others comprehended in an et cetera. The
form of statement is characteristic of the Atharva Praticakhya and of
Panini, and of them only: the Vaj. Pr. employs it but once (v. 38),
the others not at all (R. Pr. iv. 39, where, for convenience's sake, a list
is thus referred to in one verse which is given in full in the next, furnishes but an accidental and insignificant analogy). It would seem to
be the business of a commentator to give the list in full, but the author
of our commentary evidently does not think so, for he very seldom, if
the gana have any extent, presents us more than specimens from it.
Here, he gives krpa pavaka (xviii. 4. 59), and krpat svah1 (vii. 14. 2:
the reading doubtless is a corrupt one, and should be krpd svah, as is
read by both the Sama and Yajur-Vedas, in their corresponding verses);
also krpanah (krpanah, xi. S. 28), and its derivative kdrpanyam (not
found in AV.). If these two words, which come from altogether another root, actually belong to the gana, it should contain also krpamdnasya (v. 19. 13) and akrpran (xviii. 3. 23).
With this and the preceding and following rules are to be compared
Pan. viii. 2. 18, and the v&rtikasupon it.

66. In pddam argulim etc., r is substituted for 1.
The instances given by the commentary as coming under this rule
are fafre pddam aigurim (iv. 18. 6 and v. 31. 11), sahamtirdn anu
daha (v. 29. 11), y&hi mayuraromabhih(vii. 117. 1), and aFvasya varah
parushasya v&rah (x. 4. 2). The gana should also include panca&gurih
(iv. 6. 4), svangurih (vii. 46. 2), anangureh (viii. 6. 22), and perhaps
tirya (for tilya, from tila: iv. 7. 3): angurim also occurs again in xx.
136. 13, As counter-instances, to show the necessity of constructing a
gana, of a limited number of instances, the commentator cites angulibhyo nakhebhyah(ii. 33. 6), and bdl&ste prokshanih santu (x. 9. 3).
It is not in accordance with the usage of our treatise elsewhere to
give, in citing a word or phrase in a rule, another form than that which
it actually has in the text: we should have expected here q i,q[fid?.
The form ity evam ddi, instead of simply &di, is found once more, in
ii. 29.
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67. In case of the loss of a n or m, the preceding sound be-

comes nasalized.
The cases of elision of n and m are taught below, in ii. 32-34, which
.see for illustrations. The commentator offers here only the words
krapasvih.
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vih4atih (e. g. v. 15. 2) aid paydiisj (e. g. i. 9. 3)-which are very ill
chosen, since, though each offers ani exaDnpleof a nasalized vowel, neither exhibits an elision of an original nasal mute, according to any rules
contained in this tireatise.
Correspondin)grules to this and the following one of our tr-eatiseare
offered by the other Pihaticikliyas: see Rik Pr. iv. 35 (r. 79, ccxcix);
VAJ.Pr. iii. 129, iv. 3 ; rAiitt. Pr. xv. 1: there are sorrmedifferences of
application, but chiefly dependent upon the different modes of treatinent of thte nasal muntesadopted by the different authorities, which
will be explained in tlieir place.

68. Also in case of their conversion into y, r, or a spirant.
The instances given by, the commentary are as follows: rathadniva
ivac(ii. 27. 5), khalva. iva (e. g. ii. 31. 1)-iin all
(v. 13. 6), sadla&?rkabi7,
these cases, the final n is first, by ii. 27, converted into the spirant visair,anmiya,the latter- thten changed, by ii. 41, into y, and this finally, by ii.
21, dropped altogyether; so that we have the successive steps rath&an
ivat,
iva, ralaidt;7'ly
iva, r-athar iea-farther-, ,rtuinrrtubhih (not found
r?atha'T'h
in AV.), riAnlr at s?jate vap' (vi. 36. 2), mo shit panyinrabki (v. 11. 7
the commentator repeats the fir-stword in its pada form, mo iti, at the
end of the citation), and dasyu'7d2r
uta bodhi (iv. 32. 6)-ia these inst.ances, the final n, by rule ii. 29, becomes r, and, the preceding vowel
being nasalized, rt'n ut is converted inito rtei7r ut.
As the n must always be converted into the spirant visarjaniya before
it becomes y, it seemsesuper-fluousto make separate mention of the latter
in the rule. The comimentatoor
apparently feels this objection, and ventures for once a defence, as follows: ?'shmanograhandt siddhe punargraiwnena kim,: nityatvaln na syat: rt t17r at 'n,jate Vi; 'wh?wen the
matter is made cer-tainby the use of the terUmsilnan, why any faritlher
mentiona?it is because this does not apply to all cases, as is sliown by
the instance rlud7r at srjate vacLp' I do not see the point of this defence:
it does, indeed, explain the mention of r-in the riule,but it has nothing
to do with that of y.
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69. And in case of the combination of a nasalized vowel with
a preceding vowel.
The only cases cited by the commentn
ary are those of the combination of the initial vowel of ahifn,
final vowel, by simple
awith a pr?ecedingr
fuisionor?by the elision of the iniitialat; they are: vbhadvupani.fu(pada
upa-a~iqu)prathiama pibvac (iv. 32. 7), somasya ',Afo(vii. 81. 3), and ye
v niraupya.otle
vnha yo yua
'?hcavaI (ix. 6. 14).
Compare Rik Pr. xiii. 10 (r. 226),V'aj. Pr. iv. 51, Thitt. Pr. x. 11.

70. In the passage purusha 6a abhu?uaan,
the vowel is nasal before the pause.
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The passage rcferred to is x. 2. 28: sarv&di'cahpurushaca' babha/v&a,
where, in a case of doubt and questioning. the final a of babhutvais both
protracted and nasalized. The pada-text reads simply purushuh: a:
babhl'rd'a3: and there would be no call for such a rule as that given
here, but for the requirements of the krama-text, in which babhiata,as
the last word in a verse, must silffer parildra (iv. 117), or repetition
witll iti interposed, and in which it might be made a question whether
the nasality of the vowel shouldLor should not be preserved before tile
iti. This rule teaclhes us tlhat the nasal quality is lost before tlhe it, as
rule 97, below, teacles also with respect to the protraction ; and the
same tllings are taught once more by iv. 120, 121. The three last
kramapadas of the verse will be, then: purusha a babhAuvda':d babhltvdC.3: babhuve'ti bubh/ivdi),3.

71. Of the r-vowels, the part following the r receives the
nasal quality.
We have seen above, in rules 37 and 38, that the r-vowel is regarded
as composed of a piece of a r, with a fragment of vowel sound preceding anld followillg it, and that, when it is long or protracted, the rquality is lound only in the first mora. hIere we learn that, when such
a vowel is nasalized, tle nasal quality does not affect the r, but only the
part of a vowel which follows it. Any one nmayperceive, however,
upon trying the experiment, that there is no physical difficulty in the
way of nasalizing thie r itself, supposino the r-vowel to be properly accordant in prolnunciationwith that letter tlroughout.
The commentator cites bhu'mi,.drnham
acy?utoim
parayishnu (v. 28. 14),
drnAhaprat,adn (vi. 136. 2), and janan drhnantam (xii. 2. 9). The instances, as in imany other cases, are wantilng in variety and in completeness: as an example of the lolng vowel nasalized, we may take pitrir
vtpe'mrain,already cited under rule 38: no case of the protracted vowel
nasalized occurs in tlhe text.
The other treatises offer nothing corresponding to this rule.
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72. U is nasalized when standing alone, before iti.
In the pada-text of the Atharvan, as in those of the other Vedas, the
particle utis always written ti* iti. In this rule, its nasality in such a
situation is noticed: in tile rule next succeeding are tauoht its long
quantity and its exemption from conversion into a semivowel before the
following vowel.
Tlhe tlerm aprkta means 'uncombined with any other letter:' it is
said also of the particles d and o (=- + ?) in rules i. 79, iv. 113, below.

73. In the same situation it is also long, and pragrhya.
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The term pragrhya means, by implication, that the vowel to which
it applies is not liable to the ordinary changes of sandhi, viz. fusion
with, or conversion into a semivowel before, a following vowel. I say,
by implication: for only in the Taitt. Pr. (which uses, however, not
pragrhya, but the related term pragraha) does the pronouncing a vowel
pragrhya exempt it from change; all the other treatises find it necessary
to teach by a specific rule (see iii. 33, below, and the quotations there
given) that the vowels declared to be pragrhya are not subject to euphonic alteration. The whole proceeding is somewhat analogous with
that by which the Rik Pr. teaches the conversion of visarjaniya into r;
first rehearsing all the cases in which the conversion takes place, and
pronouncing their visarjaniya to be rephin or riphita, and then finally
declaring the riphita visarjaniya convertible into r. The word pragrhya
is explained by Bohtlingk-Roth to mean literally " to be held apart, or
isolated," i. e., from the combinations of sandhi.
Any satisfactory reason why the particle u should be treated in this
peculiar manner by the framers of the pada-text is not readily apparent.
There are but few cases in our text in which it assumes a long form in
sanhitd (viz. eight instances: they are given under iii. 4), so that it can
hardly be said to exhibit any special tendency to protraction; it nowhere
assumes a nasal quality in the combined text; and it has hardly a trace
of a proper pragrhya character: if, indeed, it be preceded by an uncombined vowel and followed by another vowel, it remains uncombined
with the latter (by iii. 36, which see: only three such cases occur in our
text); but, on the other hand, if preceded by a consonant, it combines
regularly with a following vowel (of this also there are only four cases
in AV.: see ii. 37). It seems as if the protraction must have been
made in order to give the word more substance as an independent pada
in the disjoined text, it being the only instance of a single short vowel
possessing such a value; and as if the nasalization and addition of iti
were intended to mark it more distinctly as an exceptional case, requiring a differenttreatment in the sanhitd-text. Panini (i. 1. 17, 18) allows
it to be read either u or fin.
The treatise now goes on to detail the other cases of pragrhya final
vowels.

74. Final i and A are also pragrhya, in a form
having a loca-

tive sense.

The instances cited by the commentator are ashtri padarh krnute
agnidhane (vi. 27. 3: the Rig-Veda, in the corresponding passage, has
the proper locative form, ashtrydm), ato jataso dhdrayanta urvi (xviii.
1. 32), maht no vdtdh (xviii. 1. 39), and tanu daksharn4 suvatdm
25. 5). This last, however, is a doubtful case, since the word tanu (iv.
may
quite as plausibly, or more so, be taken as nominative dual, 'their very
selves.' A more unequivocal case of t is mdyf in xviii. 4. 4, and it is
the only one which I have noted in the text. There is also a
single
case of a locative in i not given by the commentary: it is abhihruti,
in
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vi. 3. 3. As counter examples, of final i and u in other than a locative
sense, and therefore not pragrhya, the commentator offers dhitz vd ye
(vii. 1. 1), tasy&'meusarvd (xiii. 4. 28). Of cases analogous with the
former of these, where the i represents an instrumental case, there are
several others in the text, as vii. 48. 1, 77. 1; ix. 9. 8.
The pada-text carefully notes these locatives in i and u as pragrhya,
in the usual manner, by writing an iti after them: thus, ashtri iti, urvi
iti, tanu iti, etc. The commentator, in citing the several passages,
under this and the following rules, always repeats at the end of each
citation the pragrhya word, in its pada form, or with iti appended: I
have omitted such repetitions, as unnecessary here.
A corresponding rule in the Rik Pr. is found in i. 18 (r. 72, lxxiii):
also in Panini, i. 1. 19. The Vaj. Pr. notes no such cases as those to
which this rule applies: and the Taitt. Pr., instead of classifying and
defining the pragrhya terminations according to their grammatical
values, describes them all in an entirely empirical way (in iv. 1-54), by
their position and surroundings, whence its rules do not generally admit
of detailed comparison with those of the other treatises.

75. The same vowels, t and ', are pragrhya as dual terminations.
The commentator's illustrations are kena parshniz bhrte (x. 2. 1),
indravayu ubhdu (iii. 20. 6), ubhdv indrdgni a bharatdm (v. 7. 6).
Corresponding rules are Rik Pr. i. 18 (r.'71, lxxii) and Vaj. Pr. i. 93;
both of them include also the cases noted by our treatise in the next
following rule.

76. As is also e.
The commentator cites atra dadhete (v. 1. 3), rodhacakre vavrdhete
(v. 1. 5), sam pitardv rtviye (xiv. 2. 37).
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77. Also the words ctsme, yushme, tve, and me, when accented.
The specification "when accented" is, of course, meant only for the
two latter of the words named, as the others would never occur otherwise than accented. Of the four, yushme and me never occur in the
Atharvan text: tve is found once, in a Rik passage (AV. v. 2. 3 ==RV.
x. 120. 3), and also, according to the manuscripts, in viii. 9. 9, twice repeated, and each time written in the pada-text tve iti, as a pragrhya:
but the accent and the addition of iti are hardly to be regarded otherwise than as a blunder of the tradition, since the word is evidently the
enclitic or accentless tva of the Vedic language: no forms of this enclitic pronoun are found elsewhere in the Atharvan. The fourth, asme,
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is also hardly an Atharvan word. It is found in three Rik passages, viz.
iv. 21. 1 (RV. vi. 28. 1), xviii. 1. 3 (RV. x. 10. 3), 42 (RV. x. 17. 8): in
another passage (iv. 31. 3), where the Rik (x. 84. 3) reads asme, all the
Atharvan manuscriptshave asmd'i, which has been altered to asme in the
edition, in obedience to the requirement of the sense, and the authority
of the Rik reading. Another precisely similar case is xix. 40. 4 (RV. i.
46. 6). The only passage where the Atharvan gives asme independently
is v. 1. 3, where all the manuscripts except P. and M. (copies of the
same original, by the same scribe) agree in reading it (pada asme iti):
here also, however, the edition reads asmd'i.
The commentator cites no instances, but says nigame yushmadbhyd
vibhakterittvam ishyati: yushmdkam: asmdkam: tvam aham itiprdpte:
asme yushme tve me iti ca vibhaktyddefah kriyate.
The Rik Pr. (i. 19, r. 73, 74, lxxiv, lxxv) notes asme, yushme, tve, and
amf as pragrhya: the third, tve, when accented, and not a member of a
compound word. The Vaj. Pr. (i. 96, 97) notes asme, tve, and me, the
latter when accented. Asme and tve are dealt with in Taitt. Pr. iv.
9, 10.
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78. Also amt, as plural.
The examples cited by the commentator are ami ye yudham (vi. 103.
3), amt ye vivratdh (iii. 8. 5), and ami ara,re (not found in AV.). To
explain the addition of the specification "as plural," he gives a counterexample, pamy atra, which is plainly one of his own fabrication; nor
can I find that the text contains anything which should render that addition necessary. The Vaj. Pr. says (i. 98) "ami, when a word by
itself;" the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 19, r. 73, lxxiv; Taitt. Pr. iv. 12)
see no reason for appending any such limitations.

79. Also a particle consisting of an uncombined vowel, unless
it be d.
This rule is meant to apply solely to the particle o, composed of d and
u, which is found in two passages of the text, viz. o cit sakhayam (xviii.
1. 1) and prdata havir o shu (vii. 72. 2), both of which are cited by the
commentator: the pada-text writes the o in the usual manner of a
pragrhya, viz. 6 iti. To explain the addition of "unless it be " to the
rule, the commentator cites punar e 'hi vdcaspate(i. 1. 2), where the padatext reads, of course, a': ihi.
The form of this rule is not a little strange: why o should thus be
made an exception from the next rule, and why, when there is no other
particle, except d, composed of a single vowel, it should be treated as if
one of a class, it is very difficult to see: we cannot help suspecting here
the influence of the general grammar: compare Pan. i. 1. 14, the virtual
correspondence of which with our rule is as close as possible. The Rik
Pr. (i. 18, r. 69, Ixx) has a similar precept.
VOL.
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80. Also one ending with o.
That is to say, as we must infer from the preceding rule, and as the
commentator fills out the ellipsis, a nipata or 'particle,' having o for its
final. This is a strangely inaccurate description: it was bad enough to
have the upasarga or preposition a treated as a nipdta by the last rule,
when combined with u: but here we have nouns, verbs, prepositions,
and particles all confounded together under the same name. The particles, it is true, greatly preponderate in number and in frequency: thus
we have atho (about 130 times in the whole Atharvan text), mo (15
times), no (12 times), uto (7 times), and iho, yado, ango, evo, dosho (once
each); but of prepositions we have o and upo (twice each), and pro
(once); of verbs, vidmo, datto, atto (once each); and of nouns (pronouns), teno (twice), yo, and ?o (once each). In the form of the rule is
perhaps to be seen again the influence of the general grammar: compare
Pan. i. 1. 15. The other treatises are not open to the same criticism:
the Rik Pr. (i. 18, r. 70, lxxi) declares pragrhya a final o, except of the
first member of a compound; and the Vaj. Pr. (i. 94, iv. 89) constructs
its rule in very nearly the same manner.
As regards the actual pragrhya character of these words, there are,
among the nearly 200 instances of their occurrence,but 11 cases in which
they stand otherwise than before a consonant or an initial a, and so have
an opportunity to exhibit that character distinctly. These cases are: before a, xx. 127. 13; before i, vi. 14. 3, xiv. 2. 4, xx. 130.17, 18; before u,
xi. 6.7, xii. 1. 7, 9; before e, ii. 9.1, vii. 56.5, ix. 8.7. In xx. 130.19, and
only there, an initial a is absorbed by such a final o; on the other hand,
in iv. 9. 3, the metre shows that such an absorption of an initial a must
be made in reading, though it be not so written. In teno (ix. 1. 20) and
yo (xi. 4. 9), the metre shows that the combined particle u must be separated from the final of the original word, and that the two must be
read tena u and ya' u.
The examples given by the commentary are dosho gaya (vi. 1. 1),
ango nv aryaman (vi. 60. 2), atto haviisshi (xviii. 3. 44), and datto asmabhyam (xviii. 3.14).
81. Also a

ocative ening

in the same letter, beore

an i

81. Also a vocative ending in the same letter, before an iti

not belonging to the text.
Literally, 'before an iti not coming fiom the rshis,' or authors of the
hymns: that is to say, before the iti by which, as already remarked, a
pragrhya word is followed in the pada-text. The vocatives in o, firom
themes in u, are not in a single instance treated as pragrhyas in the
sanhita of the Atharvan, but are always eaphonically combined with
the following vowel.* In the pada-text, however, they are invariably
* The cases are not numerousin which such a vocative occurs elsewhere than in

or beforean a; they are as follows: befored, v. 13.5;
pausa,beforea consonant,
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written as if they were pragrhyas, with the usual iti annexed. The
object of this rule, then, is to teach that they are exempt from euphonic
combination only in the pada-text, while in other situations they are to
be treated according to the general euphonic rules (iii. 40, ii. 21). The
Vaj. Pr. (iv. 89) has a rule corresponding with that of our treatise;
it, however, seems to be inconsistent with a previous rule (i. 94), which
teaches that a final o is pragrhya in general, and not before the iti of
the pada-text alone. The usage of the sanhitd-text is in accordance
with the later rule, and not with the earlier, so far as I can judge from
the passages which correspond with those of the Atharvan referred to in
the marginal note: I am surprised that Weber has not taken any notice
of this discordance between the text and the Pratigakhya. The Taitt. Pr.
(iv. 6) says that o is pragraha when it is not the product of sandhi, and
is followed by a or a consonant-which is a rather absurd way of saying that it is not pragraha at all in sanhita; since before a consonant
its pragrhya character could not, and before a need not, appear. The
Rik Pr., after declaring the o of the vocative pragrhya (i. 18, r. 68, lxix),
is obliged later (ii. 27, r. 52, clvii) to except it from the rule thatpragrhyas are exempt from euphonic change, and to place it under the
control of rules previously given for its combination with succeeding
vowels. Finally, Pan.ini (i. 1. 16) gives a rule precisely corresponding
to ours, but gives it upon the authority of C9akalya. This whole state
of things is something very peculiar. Why, when the o of vdyo is
really no more exempt from change than the e of agne, should it be regarded by all the pada-texts as a pragrhya, causing so much trouble to
the different treatises to explain its treatment ?
The commentator cites, as examples of the rule, tvayy udite pre "rate
citrabhdno: citrabhdnoiti (iv. 25. 3), yuvam vdyo savitd: vdyo iti (iv.
25. 3), and manyo vajrin: manyo iti (iv. 32. 6). As counter-examples,
to show that the vowel is unchangeable only before the iti of the padatext, he gives vaya utaye (iv. 25. 6), manya idita (iv. 31. 4), and babhra
d me prnuta (v. 13. 5).
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82. In artn' iva etc., the iti follows the iva.
This is a rule which concerns only the writing of the pada-text itself,
and so, as dealing with a matter lying outside of the proper sphere of a
Prati9akhya, is extra-judicial, and has no correspondent in either of the
other treatises. It grows out of the difficulty, in a few special cases, of
combining two methods of writing usual in the pada-text. This text,
in all the Vedas, always combines the enclitic particle iva, ' as if, like,'
with the word to which it is attached, as if forming a compound with
it, giving up often, in favor of this combination, the division which
before i, vii. 4.1; before i, iv. 31. 4; before u, vi. 68. 1, vii. 26. 8 (bis); before u,
iv. 25. 6. In iv. 32. 1, the final o absorbs a following initial a; everywhere else, it
and the following a both remain unchanged.
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would otherwise be made of a preceding compound: thus, uda-dhim
(iv. 15. 6), but udadheh-iva (i. 3. 8). When, now, the iva happens to
follow apragrhya word, like artnt, which ought to be followed in the
pada-text by iti, in order to bring to light its pragrhya quality, what is
to be done ? shall we separate the two parts of the compound word-a
thing unheard of elsewhere-and introduce the iti between them, writing artnt iti 'vd "rtni-iva? or shall we allow the iti to lose its proper
function, but still be retained at the end of the compound, in order to
call attention to the pragrhya quality of the first member of the latter,
and write artnt ive 'ty artni-iva? The second of these two alternatives
is the one adopted by all the pada-texts, and the one which our rule
here teaches us to choose. The Atharvan text offers but four such
cases, which, for once, are all cited by the commentator; they are as
follows: artnz ive 'ty artni-iva (i. 1. 3); gharmadughe ive 'ti gharmadughe-iva (iv. 22. 4); nrpati ive 'ti nrpati-iva (viii. 4. 6); yame ive 'ti yame-iva (xviii. 3. 38).*

83. A nasalized vowel occurring in the interior of a word is
short.
Here we have the general fact laid down, and in the following rules,
to the end of the section, are stated the exceptions to it. The Rik Pr.,
in one of its later books (xiii. 7-10), treats the same subject, and the
commentator is at much pains (see Regnier's note to r. 22) to explain
its introduction into the Pratigakhya, into whose proper province such
a matter does not enter. Our own commentator seldom troubles himself about little inconsistencies and redundancies of this kind, which are
exhibited by all the treatises; they aid in the general purpose of a
Pratiqakhya, which is to preserve the traditional text of the school
from corruption. Thus, the Taitt. Pr. presents (xvi. 1-31) a complete
conspectus of all the nasalized vowels, short and long, found in its text
in the interior of a word, and again (xiii. 8-14), a detailed exhibition
of all cases of occurrence of the lingual nasal, n.
The commentator cites a third time the whole series of instances
given above, under rule 27, and repeated by him under rule 53.

84. In neuters plural it is long.
The commentator gives, as examples, parinshi yasya sambhard&h
(ix.
6. 1), yajunshi hotra brumah (xi. 6. 14), atto havinshi (xviii. 3. 44).
An equivalent rule is found in the Rik Pr. (xiii. 7, r. 22), which farther specifies that the theme ends in a spirant, and that the long vowel
precedes the terminations si and shi. The Taitt. Pr., ignoring all help
* I havegiven the wordshere in the full form in whichthe pada-textpresents
in his citations,leaves off the repetitionof the compound,
them: ourcommentator,
writing simply drtni ive 'ti, etc.
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from grammatical categories in the construction of its rule, as is its
custom, says (xvi. 14) that a, 1, and u are nasal before si and shi at the
end of a word.

85. Also in pdisu, madsa, etc.
The commentator cites pansun akshebhyah(vii. 109. 2), mdnsam mansena (iv. 12. 4), inahpayena(vi. 129. 1 [should be Adnhapena the manuscripts blunder somewhat over the word, but W. E. and H. read distinctly fa,napena]), and 7ila bhumir apmd pdnsuh (xii. 1. 26). To the
words thus instanced I have only to add pdnsure (vii. 26. 4), which may
perhaps be regarded as virtually included in pansu.
The form of this rule is quite peculiar, in that it cites two words,
instead of one, as heading of the gana.
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86. Also in a desiderative form from the roots han and gam.
Of desiderative forms from the root han the text furnishes usjighhnsati (e. g. iv. 18. 3) and ji.qh&nsan(vi. 99. 2). From gam we have no
such forms, unless, in xii. 4. 29, 30, we are to amend yada sthama
jighadrsati into jig&nsati, which would very much improve the sense, if
I am not mistaken. Could we trust implicitly to the Pratigakhya to
include in its rules no forms not actually to be found in the Atharvan
text, this passage would be a sufficient warrant for making the alteration
suggested: but that is not the case, as the very next rule, for instance,
notably shows. The reason why these two roots are thus put together
as the subject of such a grammatical precept may be to be sought in the
general grammar; compare the equivalent rule in PAnini (vi. 4.16),
which offers also the same technical term, san, for a desiderative form.
The commentary offers as examples the word jighansati (e. g. iv. 18.
3), and the passage spoken of above, yad& sthdma jighansati; and,
although our manuscript here reads, like those of the text, jighdasati,
the absence of any other citation or fabricated illustration of desiderative forms from gam gives a degree of color to the conjecture that our
commentator may have meant to give jigan.sati.
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87. As also from the roots dn, mdn, and ddn.
Of these three roots, only mdn offers in the Atharvan text any forms
falling under this rule. The commentator cites one of them, mim&asamdndh (ix. 1. 3): the others are mimaisamdnasya (ix. 6. 24), mim&dsitasya (ix. 6. 24), and amimdisanta (xii. 4. 42). The form mansta (xi.
2. 8), as not being of desiderative origin, does not properly belong
here, but, if genuine, should be included under rule 85: it may be a
corruptedreading for mansta; we have the correspondingsecondper-
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son, mansthas, in ix. 5. 4, and there also a part of the manuscripts
(P. W. I.) read m&isth&ah. For &anand dan the commentator evidently had no genuine instances at command, and he fabricates Af&znsati, diddnsati. Here also it is a suspicious circumstance that a rule of
the general grammar (Pan. iii. 1. 6) groups these three roots together:
although, it is true, for a different purpose from that which calls forth
our rule.
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88. Also in a strong case from a theme in vanis.
The strong cases (pancapadf, 'five words or forms') are the masculine nominatives singular, dual, and plural, and the accusatives singular
and dual. The suffix vans is that which forms the perfect active participle: it is called in Panini by the same name as here, vasu. The
commentary cites as instances pareyiv&disam(xviii. 1. 49), pravifivdiisam
(iv. 23.1), uttasthivd?sa.h (vi. 93.1), and papivwdnsah(vii. 97. 3).
u i11
rj 11^
89. As also from a theme in iyans.
That is to say, in a strong case of a comparative of the ancient formation, or that produced by adding the primary suffix tyans to the, generally gunated, root. The commentator gives as examples preyan, freydasdau, reyansah; but the only strong case of this word occurring in
the Atharvan text is $reydnsam (xv. 10. 2).

90. As also from the root vid.
There are two damaging objections to be made to this rule: in the
first place, it ought to be brought in, if at all, after rule 88, in order
that vasvantasya as well as pancapady&mmay be implied in it by inference from its predecessor; and in the second place, there is no
need of any such precept at all, since there is no good reason why
vidvdn, the word to which it alone applies, should not be considered a
vasvanta, and therefore regarded as disposed of by rule 88. The Hindu
theory, indeed, does not regard vidvdn as a perfect participle, and Panini
(vii. 1. 36) is obliged to teach that in it the perfect participial suffix is
substituted for that of the present participle; and probably it is out of
this circumstance that the introduction of the rule here in question has
proceeded: yet, the substitution having been made, vidvdn would have
to be deemed and taken for a vasvanta, one would think, even by the
Hindu theory itself.
The commentator gives all the strong forms of vidvdn, of which only
a part, however, are to be found in the Atharvan, and then winds up
with an actual citation; as follows: vidvdn (e.g. ii. 1. 2), vidvdasdu,
vidvdnsah, vidv&dsam (e. g. ix. 9.4), vidv&dsdu; vidv&asai vrdtyam
(e.g. xv. 2. 1).
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91. As also from pumans.
The commentary instances the five cases of pumahs to which the name
paicapadz belongs; only one of those to which the rule actually applies
occurs in our text: pumdn (e. g. i. 8. 1), pumd&sdu,pumdiasah,pumdtn
sam (e. g. iii. 23. 3), pumdnsdu. Then he adds a counter-example, to
show that the rule is meant for the strong cases alone: pu?hsi vdi reto
bhavati (vi. 11. 2).
Here ends the third section of the first chapter: the signature in the
manuscript is prathamasya trttyah padah: 91.

92. A sound preceding a final sound is called its tupadha.
This is simply a definition of the term upadha, and, to illustrate the
rule, the commentator cites the two later rules, namyupadhasya rephah
(ii. 42) and dkaropadhasya lopah (ii. 55), in which the term is employed.
The Vaj. Pr. (i. 35) has precisely the same definition. In the Rik Pr.
the word has a more general use, as 'preceding letter or word' (upa-dh&,
'a setting against or next to'): it is probably on account of this less
restricted signification current in some schools that the two treatises
first spoken of deem it necessary to limit the term by a specific definition. The Taitt. Pr. does not employ it at all.

93. A vowel is a syllable.
The precise scope of this rule it is not easy to determine; it seems
to be rather a general and theoretic doctrine than a precept which
enters in any active and practical manner into the system of rules of
our treatise. The Vaj. Pr. and Rik Pr. have similar rules, and that of
the former (i. 99) is expressed in identical terms with our own; it receives an easier interpretation than ours by being placed at the head of
the rules for syllabication, which correspond to our rules 55-58, above.
The Rik Pr. (xviii. 17, r. 31) states more fully that a vowel, whether
pure, or combined with anusvdra, or combined with consonants, is a
syllable; as also (i. 4, r. 19, xx) that both the short and the long vowels
are syllables; making the former declaration an introduction to the
rules for syllabication and quantity, and the latter, to the briefer treatment of the same subjects in the first chapter. W7emay perhaps regard
our rule as a virtual precept that the accentuation, which in later rules
(iii. 55 etc.) is taught especially of the vowels, extends its sway over the
whole syllable: or, on the other hand, that the accents, which in rules
14-16 above were declared to belong to syllables, affect especially the
vowels. With the subject of accent the commentator seems, at any
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rate, to bring it into special connection. Omitting his usual explanatory
paraphrase (a small loss: it would doubtless have been svaro 'ksharam
bhavati), he proceeds at once to give an exposition, of which a part
occurs again at the close of the third section of the third chapter; it
reads, unamended, as follows: kim aksharasya svaryamdnasya svaryate:
arddhaim hrasvasya pddo dirghasye 'ty eke: sarvam iti fdnkhamitrah
(under ii. 6 and iii. 74, fan'khamitrih): aksharasydi 'shd dhdnarn (vidhdna) vidyate yad yad virasvar&bhdvah(yad yad vifvaribhava: the
passage goes no farther under iii. 74): svaram aksharam ity dhuh: svardd anyat vyanjanam sarvaia prthak varnasdmdnyar dvyaktdmjyate
budhadih. I translate, in part, as follows, not without some misgivings:
'what part of a circumflexed syllable is circumflexed ? some say, half a
short one, quarter of a long one: (ankhamitri says, the whole: here is
found no rule for a syllable [hrasva and drrgha are said of vowels only:
see note to r. 51, above]; since, in each case, the vowel alone is contemplated [??]: now the vowel is declared to be the syllable ....,' and
hence, perhaps, what is taught of the vowel must be understood to be
said of the whole syllable. Yet all this would appear to be rendered
unnecessary by the rules for syllabication, which, as we have seen, hardly
have a meaning if they do not imply that each consonant shares in the
accentuation of the vowel to which it is declared to belong.

94. The sound preceding an aspirate becomes a non-aspirate.
The proper application of this rule, within the sphere of the Pratiqakhya, is only to cases of the doubling of the first or second consonant
of a gr'oup,by the varnakrama, as taught in rules iii. 26 etc., yet its
forin of statement is general, and there can be no doubt that it should
apply to all cases arising in the course of derivation and inflection, and
that forms such as mnrdhdhi,containing a double lingual sonant aspirate, are strictly excluded by it. Such forms, as is well known, occur
in almost all the Vedic manuscripts, and those of our own text offer
several instances of them ;* which, however, we have not hesitated to
amend in the printed text (except in ii. 5. 4, where the correction has
been accidentally omitted) to ddh.
Corresponding rules in the other Prati:akhyas are: Rik Pr. vi. 1 (r.
2, ccclxxix), and xii. 3 (r. 9); Vaj. Pr. iv. 106; Taitt. Pr. xiv. 5: that of
the Vaj. Pr. and the former one of the Rik Pr. are restricted in terms
to the cases of duplication arising under the rules of the varnakrama;
the others are general precepts, like our own.
The examples given by the commentary are such as illustrate the apof
plication of the rule to forms of derivation and inflection, as well as
6.
x.
vii.
74.
iddhamn
are
dugdham
g.
(e.
4),
(sam-iddham,
krama; they
* The details are as follows: ii. 5. 4, all the MSS. dhdh; vii. 46. 1, all do.;
vii. 97.7, E. 1. do., the rest dh; xi. 1. 29, Bp. dh only, all the rest dhdh; xi. 1. 81,
first time, all dhdhA:second time, Bp. dh, the rest dhdh; xii. 2. 19, B. dhdh, all the
rest dh; xviii. 3. 42, all dhdh; xviii. 4.1 do.; xviii. 4. 56 do. The true reading,
ddh, is not given in a single instance by any of the MSS.
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31), nanv a ruruddhre (iv. 31. 3: ordinary reading rurudhre; but in
this instance, as occasionally elsewhere, the pada manuscript obeys the
rules of the krama, and gives ruruddhre), yo daddhre (xviii. 3. 63,
dadhre), valagari vd nicakkhnuh (x. 1. 18, nicakhnuh). The commentator then once more commences his citations from his metrical authority,
and gives the verse prathamdf ca dvitiydndh sarhyogepratyanantaram:
trtiyap ca caturthdndm etat sarvatra lakshanam; 'first mutes are substituted for seconds, when directly preceding the latter in a group; and
thirds in like manner for fourths: this is a rule of universal application.'

qli rlr

lr:
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95. Conversion is according to propinquity.
That is to say, when any sound is ordered to be changed into another,
of any class or description, we are to convert it into that one which is
nearest to it, in situation or in character. The commentator, after his
customary repetition of the rule, by way of paraphrase,with the bare addition of bhavati, proceeds, without any farther explanation, to cite three
rules in the interpretation of which it needs to be applied. The first
of these is ii. 31, to the effect that n before a mute is converted into a
letter of the same position with it: which, by this rule, must be understood, m being a nasal, to mean the nasal letter of the series, and not
either of the non-aspirate or aspirate surds or sonants. The second is
ii. 40, by which the visarjaniya is to be made of like position with a
following surd mute, and, by our rule, still a spirant of like position
with the latter. The third example is iii. 39, which prescribes the conversion of a vowel into a semivowel; and this semivowel, by our rule,
must be that of the same class with the vowel: we are not to change i
into v, or u into r, etc. There arg other rules to which the present
precept applies; so, in explaining the one next preceding, it may be
looked upon as determining the non-aspirate into which the duplication
of an aspirate is converted to be surd or sonant according as the aspirate
is surd or sonant (a matter which, in the other treatises, is expressly
prescribed in the rules themselves, and not left for inference): and possibly its bearing upon that rule is the reason why it is introduced here,
rather than elsewhere in the treatise. Similar prescriptions are found
in the Rik Pr. (i. 14, r. 56, lvii) and the Vaj. Pr. (i. 142).

96. In khanvakhdai and khdimakhda3i, the i following the d is
unaccented.
This is a special rule, evidently intended to guard against an apprehended mispronunciation. The two words in question (iv. 15. 15) are
meant for imitations of the croaking of frogs, and are probably for khanvakhdi, khdimakhdi, with protraction (pluti) of the final syllable: and
it is feared that, without particular caution, the final i will be made to
VOL. VII.
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share in the irregular accent which falls upon the protracted vowelt
both words being doubly accented, on the first and third syllables.*
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97. In avagd and a babhuvdai, with iti, the e is not protracted.
The commentator, after paraphrasing the rule, adds simply avaFe 'ti,
babhive 'ti. The two passages referred to are found at xii. 4. 42 and
x. 2. 28, and they read, in the pada and sanhit&texts, as follows:
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They are not analogous cases, as regards the action of the present
rule, since one of them actually contains an iti, while, in the other, no
iti follows the protracted vowel in either the sanhitd or the pada texts,
but only in the krama-text (see the note to rule 70). All the sanhitd
manuscripts, however, observe the precept of our treatise in making the
combination of avad 3 with the succeeding word, and accordingly its
protraction, which is assured by this rule and by i. 105, and which is
exhibited by the pada-text, entirely disappears in sanhit--a strange
imperfection of the latter text, and one which, if it did not exhibit itself
in all the manuscripts, we should be very loth to introduce, upon the
sole authority of this rule of the Praticakhya.
By Vaj. Pr. iv. 88, a final pluta vowel retains its pluti before iti, and
iti bathe closing krama-pada of our second verse would be babhuivd&n
bhuvdn, instead of babhuve'ti babAuvdn. Neither of the other Vedic
texts appears to present any case analogous with the other one which
forms the subject of our rule.
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98. Consonants not separated by vowels form a conjunction.
With this definition of a samyoga, a conjunction or group of consonants-which, as already noticed, is much more comprehensive than
that which would seem to be implied in the definition of samhyukta
given above, in rule 49-agree those of the other treatises (R. Pr. i. 7,
r. 37, xxxviii; V. Pr. i. 48: T. Pr. offers nothing corresponding).
The commentator's paraphrase of the rule, with the accompanying
examples, forms a verse, as follows: vyanjandny avyavetani svardilh
* E. I. and H. read the first word khanvakhd'3i,with a single accent only, and
the printed text has-wrongly, as it seems to me-followed their authority instead
of that of the other manuscripts: and also, by some inexplicable oversight, signs
of accent have become attached to the pluti figures, as if the preceding d's were
circumflex,and the following i's acute. The line ought to read as follows:
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eahyogo bhavati: agnir indra ca tushtaf ca vrkshah plaksho nidarpanam. The word tushta is not found in the Atharvan, nor plaksha, excepting in the form plakshat (v. 5. 5).

99. After a non-nasal and before a nasal mute, in the same
word, is made the insertion of yamas, suited to each case.
The commentator treats this intricate subject with the utmost possible brevity, merely paraphrasing the rule, as follows: samanapade 'nuttamdt sparpdt: uttame paratah sparse yamdir vyavadhdnam bhavati:
yathdtsarkhyam:-and adding as instances sapatnam (vii. 109. 3), fradhndti (not found in AV.; the word most nearly resembling it is crathndnah [xiv. 1. 57], for which it may not impossibly be a false reading of
the manuscript), yajnah (e. g. iv. 11. 4), and grbhndti (MS. grhndti,
which is no example of a yama: the only form in the AV. admitting
yama is grbhndmi [iii. 8. 6]). Unfortunately, we cannot be permitted
to dismiss the subject in such an off-hand manner, but must endeavor
to ascertain, by the aid of the other treatises and of phonetical theory,
what these yamas are.
We have already seen (under rule 43) that the euphonic system of
the Praticakhya does not allow one mute to follow another by a simple
consonantal conjunction, but regards the former of the two as suffering
a modification which robs it of part of its distinct quality. Now we have
the farther direction, which must be taken as to that extent limiting the
former, that, within the limits of a simple word, if the latter consonant is
nasal and the formernot so, there is interposed between the two a yama,
or 'twin' to one of the other letters. This is all that our treatise says
of the yamas: none of its other rules mention them, although one or
two may be regarded as referring to them, and are so interpreted by the
commentator-from whose explication of rule 26, above, we have learned
that they are of nasal character. The Taitt. Pr. is not more explicit:
it merely says (xxi. 12, 13): "after a mute not nasal, when followed by
a nasal, are inserted, in each several case, nose-sounds (nasikya): these
some call yamas." The Vaj. Pr., where it teaches the occurrence of the
yamas (iv. 160), calls them vicheda, 'separation,' a word which it does
not elsewhere employ; its doctrine is: " within a word, a non-nasal before a nasal suffersseparation"-that is, it is to be inferred, a separation
or division of itself into two parts, which are as twins to one anotherand the yamas have elsewhere been stated to be nose-sounds (i. 74), and
formed by the root of the nose (i. 82). The Rik Pr. is decidedly more
elaborate in its description. After stating (i. 10) that the yamas are
nose-sounds, it goes on to say (vi. 8-10) that the non-nasal mutes, before following nasals, become their own " twins "-that is to say, if we
rightly understand it, each becomes a pair of twins of its own nature;
what is left of the original mute being one of the pair, and its nasal
counterpart the other; the latter being especially the yama, or the twin
which is added to make up the pair. The yama is then declared to be
similar to its original (prakrti); or, it is said, there is an audible utter-
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ance in the mouth, of the same quantity with the yama; but the office
of the suffixed sound is not diverse from that of its original. All this
seems intended to be very explicit, but it is so far from being perspicuous that it has led both the editors of the Rik Pr., or allowed them to
fall, into the very serious error of supposing the yama to be something
prefixed to the non-nasal mute, instead of interposed between it and the
following nasal. Phonetic analysis does not, as it seems to me, help us
to recognize the yama of the Hindu grammarians as any necessary accompaniment of the utterance of a mute and nasal, but will lead us to
a plausible explanation of what they must have called by the name.* A
nasal is a sound in the production of which there is an expulsion of intonated breath through the passages of the nose, at the same time that
the mouth organs are closed in the position in which an ordinary mute
is uttered; in any language, then, there will naturally be as many nasals
as there are classes of mutes, and the unusually complete alphabet of
the Sanskrit language recognizes and distinguishes them all. If, now,
we pronounce a t before a following m, as in dtma, the t, in the first
place, suffers abhinidhdna, losing the explosion which is essential to its
full utterance: the organs pass, without intervening unclosure, from
the dental contact to the labial contact, by which latter the m is produced, with expulsion of sound through the nose. By taking sufficient
pains, we can make the nasal utterance so closely simultaneous with the
labial explosion that nothing shall be audible except the t and the m.
But we may also commence the nasal sound a perceptible interval before the explosion, and we shall even be most likely to do so in a labored
utterance: if it be made to begin after the labial position is taken up,
the nasal resonance is merely a preface to the m, and a dwelling upon it
before the explosion: but if we utter sound through the nose before
transferring the organs from the dental to the labial contact, we give
origin to a kind of nasal counterpart to the t, as a transition sound from
it to the m. If this is not the yama of the Hindu grammarians, I am
utterly at a loss to conjecture what the latter should be. The theory
which recognizes it might be compared with that which, in rule 50,
above, taught a general assimilation of the former consonant of a group,
in its final portion, to the latter; it is still more nearly analogous with
the surd which, by ii. 9, is inserted between a final nasal and a following
sibilant: this arises, like the yama, by an exchange of the emission (the
anupradana) belonging to the former letter for that belonging to the
latter before the transfer of the organs from the one position to the
other; and the t thus introduced, for example, between a n and a 8
has just as good a right to be called the yama or counterpart of the
former letter, as has the n inserted after t before m. That the utterance
of the intermediate sound thus described is not necessary, and can
readily be avoided, is no objection to our interpretation of the Hindu
theory: in the studied explicitness of the scholastic utterance, and with
a phonetical science which delighted itself with subtleties, and of which
the strong tendency was to grow from descriptive into prescriptive, such
* ThatMiiuller
pronouncesthe theory(p. cxxii)"perfectlyclear andphysiologimustgo fornothing,consideringhis entiremisapprehension
cally comprehensible"

of the situation and characterof the yama.
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transition sounds would naturally enough rise to a distinctness and a
generality of occurrence much beyond what they were originally entitled to. A much more serious difficulty is, that the theory of the
yama allows its occurrence between an aspirate mute and a nasal:
and we should suppose that the unclosure and brief emission of unintonated breath constituting the aspiration would form an impassible
barrier between the two letters, the nasal utterance being unable to
precede it, and the position of contact of the former letter to follow
it, so that no nasal counterpart to the former letter could be uttered.
I see no way of getting over this difficulty, excepting by supposing
an inaccuracy in the analysis of the Hindu phonetists: a serious charge,
it may seem, but one of which I should be glad to see them relieved
by any other intelligible explanation of the yama. If the whole theory
of the phenomenon were more solidly founded and more accurately
worked out by them, I should not think they need have explained it in
a manner to cause their interpreters so much perplexity. The perplexity,
indeed, is not confined to the modern expositors: the ancient commentators themselves (see Miiller, p. cxxiii) seem to have been somewhat in
doubt as to how many different yamas there are, whether twenty, one
for each of the non-nasal mutes, or a smaller number. The orthodox
doctrine of the Rik Pr. seems to be that of twenty: but its commentator says that there are only four; one for all the first mutes, one for all
the seconds, and so on; and the commentary to Taitt. Pr. xxi. 12 supports the same view.* This latter view, however, appears to me peculiarly indefensible: I cannot at all see how the nasal counterparts of
the tenues of the five mute series should be identical with one another;
nor, on the other hand, how they should be physically different from
the yamas of the following mutes of each series respectively; although
it might well enough be loosely said, considering their title of " twins,"
that there are as many of them as of the sounds to which they sustain
that relation. Physically, it would seem necessary that a nasal transition-sound between two mutes should be of the nature either of the
first or of the second: if of the second, and that second a nasal, it
would be indistinguishable from it; if of the first, it would be identical
with the nasal of that series (except as being abhinihita, or wanting the
explosion), and so the same for all the mutes of the series. The doctrine of our own treatise upon this point is not entirely clear, since its expression, yathdsarhkhyam,'according to their number,' might possibly
be taken as referring either to the non-nasal or to the nasal mutes: yet
it is, without much doubt, to be understood of the former; and we are
to allow theoretically the existence of twenty yamas, although only
thirteen of them-viz. those of k, kh, g, gh, c, j, t,t, th, d, dh, p, bAtoccur in the Atharvan text.
* Weber(p. 125) suggeststhat the discordance
amongthe authoritiesuponthis
that, in speakingof the yamas,
point may have grown out of the circumstance
thoseof a single series of mutes are sometimestaken as representatives
of the
wholeclass,andtreatedas standingfor themall. Thisseems very plausible;but
we can hardlyacquitthe later expositorsof havingbeen misledby this usageinto

the belief that there are only four yamas, and not twenty.
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In the examples which he gives under this rule, the commentator
does not attempt to write the yamas. Above, under rules 13 and
26, where the yamas were instanced, they were-taking those of the
guttural mutes as representatives of the class-written by the mutes
with an anusvdra sign above: viz. ti ri
5w; the anusvdra being evidently intended here exceptionally to indicate the nasal quality of the
consonant itself, and not of the following vowel. The method of the
commentary to the Rik Pr. (see Miller, p. xix) is the same, or, in other
manuscripts,

I
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and this last mode Weber (under i. 80) con-

jectures, with much plausibility, to have arisen from writing the guttural nasal : under the other letters, since this would be the most accurate method which the alphabet renders possible of writing the non-nasal
and its nasal yama.
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100. After h is inserted in like manner a ndsikya before a

nasal mute.
The commentator paraphrases with hakdrdt n&sikyena sam&napade
vyavadhdnam bhavati; and adds as illustrations a part of the words
already once given, under rule 58: viz. prdhnah, purvdhnah, apardhnah,
apa hmalayati, vi hmalayati, vi hnute, brahma.
The Taitt. Pr. (xxi. 14) teaches the insertion of a n&sikyaafter h and
before a following nasal in terms nearly equivalent to those of our
own rule. The Rik Pr. (i. 10, r. 48, xlix) and the Vaj. Pr. (i. '74, 80)
describe its mode of pronunciation, as a nose-sound; and the latter, in
its latest portion (viii. 28), speaks of it again among the constituents of
the spoken alphabet; but, strangely enough, neither of them gives any
rule respecting its occurrence.
What the sound may be which is thus taught to form the step of
transition from the aspiration to a following nasal, it is hard to say with
confidence. I can only conjecture it to be a brief expulsion of surd
breath through the nose, as continuation of the h, before the expulsion
of the sonant breath which constitutes the nasal. The pure aspiration
h is a corresponding surd to all the sonant vowels, semivowels, and
nasals of the alphabet: that is to say, it is produced by an expulsion
of breath through the mouth organs in any of the positions in which
those letters are uttered; it has no distinctive position of its own, but
is determined in its mode of pronunciation by the letter with which it
is most nearly connected. Thus the h's of ha, of hi, of hu, and those
heard before the semivowels w and y in the English words when and
hue, for instance, are all different in position, corresponding in each
case with the following vowel or semivowel. H is usually initial in a
word or syllable, and is governed by the letter which succeeds, and not
by that which precedes it: but where it occurs before another consonant in the middle of a word-which is always its position in the Vedas
before a nasal-the question may arise whether it shall adopt the mode
of utterance of the letter before or after it: whether in brahma, for example, we divide brah ma and pronounce the h in the position of the
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a~ or brahma, and in the position of the m, through the nose. According to the Hindu method of syllabication (see rule 56, above), the
former is the proper division, and the Hindu phonetists doubtless regarded the h as belonging with and uttered like the a; and noticing at
the same time the utterance, scarcely to be avoided, of at least a part
of the h in the position of the m, they took account of it as a separate
element, and called it ndsikya.
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101. After a r, and before a spirant which is followed by
a vowel, is inserted a svarabhakti, half a short a: some say, a
quarter.
102. Before any other consonant, the svarabhakti after r is a
quarter or an eighth of a.
The two rules are stated and explained separately in the manuscript,
but I have put them thus together for the convenience of treating the
whole subject of the svarabhakti at once.
The term svarabhakti signifies a 'fraction or fragment of a vowel,'
and the theory evidently is, that a r cannot be pronounced in immediate
combination with any following consonant: there must always be
slipped in between them a little bit of a transition-vowel, varying in
length, according to different authorities, from a half to an eighth of a
mora, and longer before a sibilant or h, if these be followed in turn by
a vowel, than before other consonants; while in quality it coincides
with the a-that is to say, undoubtedly, with the a samvrta (rule 36,
above), or the neutral vowel. The theory is this time, at least, perfectly
intelligible, and any one may readily convince himself by trial how very
easy it is to introduce such a vowel-fragment after a r, if he pronounce
the latter far enough forward in the mouth for it to require to be trilled
-and perhaps especially, if he be one to whom the smoother utterance
of the r, farther back, is more natural. The reason for distinguishing
the case of a following spirant-and that, too, only when followed by a
vowel-as requiring a longer insertion, is not so clear, and I confess
myself unable to discover the pertinence of the distinction: it is, however, a marked and important one to the apprehension of the Hindu
phonetists, as will appear by a comparison of the teachings of the other
treatises.
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 16) restricts the occurrence of anything like svarabhakti to cases in which a spirant is the second member of a group,
and is itself followed by a vowel; but it allows it both after a r and
a I (see above, under rule 46), and moreover defines it as being the r
and the I-vowels respectively. Considering, however, that the same
authority defines these vowels as ending each with quarter of an a (see
a'bove,under rule 37), its description of the character of the insertion
cannot be regarded as differing essentially from that of our own treatise.
The doctrine of the Taitt. Pr. is very nearly the same: it teaches (xxi.
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15, 16) that when r and a spirant form a group, a r vowel-fragment
(rephasvarabhaktih) is inserted, except when the spirant is subject to
duplication (i. e., is not followed by a vowel) or is followed by a "first"
mute: while the commentary explains that a fragment of that vowel
which is akin with the r, or the r-vowel, is meant. According to the
Rik Pr. (vi. 13, 14), the svarabhakti, which is described as being like
the r-vowel (rkdravarnd), is inserted between a r and a following consonant when the former is preceded by a vowel: if the following consonant is a spirant, and itself followed by a vowel, the svarabhakti is
the longer one, which had before been defined (i. 7, r. 33, xxxiv) as
being a half-mora in length; in other cases, the shorter one, of half this
length (i. 7, r. 35, xxxvi), is interposed. The accordance of this with
the doctrine of our treatise is as close as possible. But the Rik Pr. also
allows a svarabhakti between a sonant letter and a following mute or
spirant; and it then farther cites the views of different authorities, of
whom some deny the existence of the svarabhakti altogether, others
permit it only after a r, and others only before a spirant not duplicated
(this is very nearly the doctrine of the VYj. Pr. and TAitt. Pr.), pronouncing it to agree in character with either the preceding or the following vowel.
As we shall see hereafter (under iii. 46), the manuscripts of the
Atharvan acknowledge the virtual correspondence of the r followed by
the longer svarabhakti with the r-vowel, by writing the r instead of r,
where the former comes before a spirant, and should be, by iii. 46, converted into r after a or a.
Our commentator gives us, under rule 102, the instances aryam4
(e. g. i. 11. 1), parva (i. 12. 2), and dharmand (e. g. vi. 132. 1)-the manuscript not attempting to write the interposed vowel-fragment. Under
rule 101 he cites no examples, but, after the baldest possible paraphrase
of the rule, proceeds to quote from other authorities, as follows: apara
dha: rkdrasvarabhaktih: ishmasu svarapareshv ardhdkdravarmovyaftjanam fesha iti: ' another has said, "a vowel-fragment of the r-vowel;"
"before spirants followed by vowels is heard half an a-vowel; the rest is
consonant."' These appear to be the dicta of two different teachers.
Next follow several verses, a part of which are of a character which
would render their introduction under rule 37, above, more appropriate,
while one line, the second, belongs rather under rule 98; they read:
rephdd anyad rkdre yat tasyd 'rdham pirvasasvaram: vacanena vyavetdndm samiyogatvamviAanyate: rvarne 'pi tu rephasya cd 'rdhamdtrd
pratijiiaya: ardhamdtrda svaram vidydt sa cdi 'vanmkriyate punah:
tdn hrasvobhayatah kurydd yathd mdtrd bhaved iti: darpo varshami
tatha rtavah:1 barhif cd 'tra nidarfanam: etdm rtiih vijdntydt svarabhaktir yadd bhavet; 'half of what there is in the r-vowel different
from r is of the same character with the preceding vowel. Of consonants separated by audible sound, the conjunction is destroyed. In the
r-vowels there is, by express rule, half a inora of r; half a mora is to
be recognized as vowel, and that, again, is thus managed: put the parts
upon both sides of the short vowel, so as to make out a mora: exam?i -MS. tathdtasah.
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ples are darpa, varsha, tatha rtavah, barhih: know this to be the way
when a svarabhakti is to be produced.' I trust that either the commentator or the manuscript, and not the translator, is responsible for the
inconcinnity of this passage.

103. Of the latter value is sphotana.
That is to say, if I do not misapprehend the meaning of the rule,
sphotana, like the shorter svarabhakti,has a quarter or an eighth the
quantity of a short a: or it may be that the emphatic eva would restrict
the reference to the latter value, the eighth, alone. The commentator,
as so often, gives not a particle of assistance in comprehending the rule.
He simply paraphrases,as follows: tad eva sphotano vyanjako bhavatiexplaining sphotana by its synonym vyanjaka, 'manifester'--and then
cites the same instances of sphotana which are given later, under ii. 38.
For the doctrine of sphotana, see the rule last mentioned, and the note
upon it. The subject is not disposed of here, because the sphotana,
unlike the other insertions treated of in this part of the work, arises
only in the combinations of the phrase, when a final mute comes in
contact with a following initial mute of an earlier series or varga.

104. These belong to the preceding vowel, and do not effect
the dissolution of a conjunction of consonants.
There is something wrong with the commentary to this rule; apparently we have a repetition of a part of the commentary to rule 102,
with the loss of what should properly be given here: it reads as follows: pzUrvapirvasvaraihca tad bhavati: samhyogasyaca vighatah yat
tat rephdt akdrasya caturthamT
vd bhavaty ashtama?hv : aryamd parva
dharmand. It furnishes us, it will be seen, no hint as to how far back
the teachings of the rule apply. I presume, however, that they may
be properly considered as extending themselves to all the phonetic insertions taught in rules 99-103: all these, in the division of the word
into syllables, are to be reckoned as belonging to the preceding vowel,
and sharing in its accent; and whereas it might seem that the insertion
of the vowel-fragment, and of its kindred sphotana, dissolved the conjunction of the consonants between which they were inserted-since,
by rule 98, a conjunction of consonants can only subsist where there is
no interposition of vowels-the contrary is expressly declared to be
true. This would regard pirvasvaram as belonging to some such word
as argam understood, and used in an indistinctive or collective manner
of all that precedes. It may be, however, that the specification applies
only to svarabhakti and sphotana, and that the neuter singular form of
purvasvaram is owing to its agreement with one of the words denoting
the quantity of those insertions, caturtham, ashtamam, etc. The Rik
Pr. specifies only of the svarabhakti (i. 7, r. 32, xxxiii) that it
belongs
VOL.
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to the previous syllable; the VYj. Pr. (i. 103) says the same thing of
the yama alone; while the Taitt. Pr. (xxi. 6) teaches that the svarabhakti belongs to the preceding syllable, but (xxi. 8) that the yamas and
ndsikya go with the following one. The Rik Pr. alone, besides our
treatise, thinks it necessary to say (vi. 10, r. 35, ccccxi) that the svarabhakti does not dissolve the conjunction: in the Vaj. Pr. it is left to be
pointed out by the commentator (see Weber, p. 217).
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these are the cases of protracted vowels.
105 ........:
I have taken the liberty of separating by a stroke the different passages rehearsed in this rule; the manuscript puts them all in sandhi
together. One or two of the signs of protraction have also been restored which the manuscript has accidentally omitted. On the other
hand, I have retained the sign of protraction given by the manuscript
to the second case in the last passage but one, avape3'ti (the MS. writes
avafeti3), although it is not written by the sanhitd codices of the Atharvan text, and is forbidden by rule 97, above. Finally, I have added the
accent marks which belong to each passage.
The commentator does not give any paraphrase of the rule, nor does
he repeat it at the end of his exposition, yet I cannot question that it
is actually the closing rule of the chapter, and not a gratuitous appendix
of the commentator's own addition. He discourses respecting it more
liberally than usual, in this wise: kimarthah paripdthah: ita uttaram
adhikam: etdvat sv&rtho pi: bahuvidhds trividhdh plutayo bhavanti:
svarapard abhinishtdnapard vyanjanapar&h: tdsda yah samandksharaparas td itdv aplutavad bhavanti itdv aplutavad bhavanti; 'for what
reason is this enumeration made ? because any other instance than these
is in excess: within these limits the protracted vowel is pointed out by
its own meaning (?). Protractions are various; namely, of three kinds:
those which affect a syllable ending in a vowel, in visarjaniya,* and in
* For the use of the ternmabhinishtdna for visarjaniya-of which this is, I believe, the only case which our commentaryaffords-see rule 42, above, and the
note upoa it.
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a consonant, respectively;* among these, those which affect syllables
ending in simple vowels assume their unprotracted form before iti.'t
No other reason, it would seem, is to be sought for the rule than that
here given: it is intended to insure the absence of protraction in any
other instances in the text than those here given; in all of which, the
protraction is due to the requirements of the sense, and is not merely
euphonic or accentual. A somewhat similar enumeration is made by
the Vaj. Pr. in ii. 50-53, and, at the same time, directions are given as
to the somewhat anomalous accentuation of the several cases. In Rik
Pr. i. 6 (r. 31, xxxii), also, are mentioned the only three instances of
protraction to be found in the Rig-Veda, all occurring in the latter part
of its tenth book.
Our text and commentary say nothing respecting the accentuation of
these words, except as regards the final i in the two instances contained in the first passage, for which see rule 70, above. From this we
may perhaps conclude that the other protracted words offer no anomalies of accent. There is, however, some discordance among the manuscripts as to their treatment, which it may be well enough to notice
here. Of the first passage (iv. 15. 15) we have already spoken, in the
note to rule 96. In ix. 6.18, all the manuscripts excepting I. read
bhuyd3h, without accent, and our printed text has followed their authority: but I cannot consider this reading as anything but an error,
possibly arising from a blundering confusion of the word with the
verbal form bhuyas, from the root bhu: we ought to read, with I.,
bhlya3 h. In x. 2. 28, Bp. and E. accent the protracted syllable, babhtuva'3n: and this accent is somewhat supported by the analogy of the
first &ds'3tin Rig-V. x. 129. 5: but the case is still more nearly analogous with V&j.-S.xxiii. 49, a' vivead3n, and Rig-V. x. 146.1, vindati3i,
and hence the reading of the published text is much the more likely to
be correct. In xi. 3. 26, all the manuscripts except P. and M. accent
which is accordingly the best supported reading. In xii.
pratyincdam,
5. 50 is only to be noted that the pada manuscript in the second instance omits the sign of pluti, but doubtless by a clerical error merely.
The iada-text everywhere writes the vowel in its protracted form, and
adds the sign of protraction, not immediately after the vowel, but after
the final consonant of the syllable, and sometimes with a stroke, or even
a double stroke, interposed.
Except in the first passage, which contains an imitation of animal
sounds, we have in all these protractions only cases of doubtful questioning as between two alternatives, of hesitating indecision, of mtmansd,
as it is called once in the text (xii. 4. 42).
The signature of the chapter is caturddhyayikayd&h ca prathamo
'dhydyah samdptah: 13. The figures expressing the number of rules
contained in it are obviously corrupt, but how they are to be amended,
unless by simply altering them to 105, I do not know. That they mean
113, and that any part of the last section is lost, is not at all probable:
I discover nowhere in the section any signs of a lacuna.
* These terms I translate rather according to the evident requirement of the
sense than as they would seem naturally to mean.
t This is virtually a restatement of rule 97, above.
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11.

I. 1, introductory; 2, final mutes before sonants; 3, do. as
finals; 4, do. before surds; 5, do. before nasals; 6, do. before sibilants; 7, do. before h; 8, t before s; 9, nasals before sibilants; 10, n before ?; 11, do. before
sonant palatals; 12, do. before linguals; 13, t before p and 1; 14, do. before palatals and linguals; 15, dentals after palatals and linguals; 16, do. after sh; 17,
F after dentals; 18, loss of an initial s; 19, do. of r before r; 20, do. of a mute
after a nasal and before another mute; 21, do. of final y and v after a vowel;
22-23, exceptions; 24, i(Akatiyana'sview of this combination; 25, insertion of a
sibilant after pum; 26, do. after n before a surd palatal, lingual, and dental; 27,
final dn before a vowel; 28, do. before v, in a special case; 29, insertionof r after
final in, un, rn; 30, exceptions; 31, m before mutes; 32-33, do. before semivowels and spirants; 34, n in like position; 35, m and n before 1; 36-37, m retained before semivowels; 38, sphotana; 39, karshana.
SECTIONIL 40, visarjaniya before a surd; 41-42, do. before a vowel; 43, do.
before a sonant; 44-50, do. converted into r after a and d; 51-52, exceptions;
53-54, as converted to o; 55-59, loss of final visarjanzya.
III. 60-61, special cases of irregularsanddhiof final visarjaniya; 62,
SECTION
conversionof visarjaniya into a sibilant before initial k and p of the second member of a compoundword; 63-80, do. of an independent word.
SECTION IV. 81-101, conversion of final or initial a into sh; 102-107, ex-

CONTENTS
:-SECTrON

ceptions.

1. The following rules are to be understood as of force in the
combined text.
The first chapter of the treatise has disposed of all matters of general
phonetic theory, and laid down such rules as apply to words in their
disjoined and independent form, and we now enter upon the consideration of those changes which may and must occur when the padas of the
disjoined text are put together into the form of sanhitd. This rule is a
general heading (adhikara) belonging to the second and third chapters.
The other treatises have equivalent or corresponding headings; the
Rik Pr. at the head of its second chapter, the YVj. Pr. of its third, the
T&itt. Pr. of its fifth. We shall see, however, that our treatise does not
everywhere strictly limit itself to what concerns the conversion ofpada-

text into sanhitd.

2. Finals not nasals become, before sonant consonants and
vowels, unaspirated sonants.
Considering that, by i. 6, only the first and last of each series of
mutes can occur as finals, this rule might have said prathamdndm, 'first
mutes,' instead of anuttamdndm, 'mutes not nasal;' both this and the
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following rules, however, seem constructed in view of the disputed
character of the final non-nasal mute, and of the doctrine of ?aunaka
himself that it is a media, and not a tenuis (see i. 8). The corresponding rule of the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 117) is expressed in a precisely equivalent
manner: those of the Rik Pr. (ii. 4, r. 10, cxiv, and iv. 1, r. 2, ccxxi)
and Taitt. Pr. (viii. 1, 3) use the term prathama, even although, as already
noticed (under i. 6), the former work in theory recognizes the mediceas
possible finals.
The commentator's examples are as follows: yad yatra vifvam (ii. 1.
1); yad ydmamhcakruh (vi. 116. 1); tasmdd vdr ndma (iii. 13. 3); vevishad vishah (v. 17. 5); yad rdjdnah (iii. 29. 1); suhasto godhug uta (vii.
73. 7); sa virdd rshayah (viii. 9. 8); and two which are not to be found
in the Atharvan, and of which the latter, at least, is evidently fabricated: viz., tad abhitam and trishtub atra.

qw
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3. And at the end of a word they are surds.
This, in view of i. 6, is a superfluous precept, and its introduction is
only to be accounted for by the considerations adverted to under the
last rule.
The commentator cites once more his standard assortment of final
mutes, viz. godhuk etc. (see under i. 3).

4. As also before surd consonants.
Also an unnecessary specification; since final surds do not require to
become surds before succeeding initial surds, but simply remain unchanged. Only the VYj. Pr. (iv. 118), among the other treatises, gives
an equivalent precept.
The commentator instances in illustration vdk ce 'ndriyam ca (xii. 5.
7), virdt prajdpatih (ix. 10. 24), and trishtup pancadafena (viii. 9. 20).

3rrr orHi 11
u 11
5. Before nasals they become nasals.
The Pr&ticakhyas are unanimous in this requirement: compare Rik
Pr. iv. 1 (r. 3, ccxxii), VYj. Pr. iv. 120, Taitt. Pr. viii. 2. PAnini, as has
already been noticed (under i. 2) allows either the unaspirated sonant
or the nasal before a nasal, while manuscript usage is almost, if not
quite, invariably in favor of the nasal.
The commentator cites in illustration the following passages from the
Atharvan text: rdhanmantro (p. rdhak-mantrah) yonim (v. 1.1); ya
uddnan nydyanam (vi. 77. 2); arnav&nmahatas pari (i. 10. 4); madughan madhumattarah (i. 34. 4); madhyan nicdih (iv. 1. 3); and ya stdyan manyate (iv. 16. 1); and finally, as the text affords him no instance
of a final p before a nasal, he fabricates a case, out of words more than
once employed by him elsewhere in a similar way, viz. trishtum nayati.
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6. Before f, sh, and s, they become aspirated surds.
On this point there is by no means an agreement of opinion among
the different Prati akhyas. The doctrine of the Taitt. Pr. (xiv. 12)
accords most nearly with that of our treatise, only omitting its restriction to the case of a final before an initial; and the same view is by
our commentator mentioned as held by (ankhamitri, (akatayana, and
Vatsya: his words are: apaddntdndm api ?ashaseshudvitydc bhavanti:
iti pdnkhamitri-pakatdyana-vatsyh :1 tasyd agnir vathsah;2 '9ankhamitri, (akatayana, and Vatsya say that mutes even when not final become "seconds" before c, sh, and s; as in the instance tasyd agnir
vathsah (iv. 39. 2).' The Taitt. Pr. (xiv. 13) adds that Vadabhikara*
teaches the conversion of the mute into an aspirate only before a sibilant not of the same class :t and the doctrine of the TAitt. Pr. in this
form, as modified by Vadabhikara, is by the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 119) ascribed
to 9aunaka, the putative author of our treatise and of the Rik Pr.
The Rik Pr., ignoring all these views, and itself holding, like the Vaj.
Pr., that the mute remains unchanged before the sibilant, remarks only
(vi. 15, r. 54, ccccxxx) that some regard a tenuis before a sibilant as to
be aspirated, unless it be a final. Finally, a vdrttika to Pan. viii. 4. 48,
as noticed by Weber (p. 249), ascribes to PAushkarasadi the doctrine
which our commentator attributes to the three other grammarians mentioned, and which is also taught by the Taitt. Pr.-viz., that a mute in
any situation becomes aspirated before a sibilant. This comparison of
conflicting views is exceedingly curious, and it cannot but inspire us
with some distrust of the accuracy, as well as completeness, with which
the Hindu grammarians report one another's views.
The commentator, instead of citing from the text any genuine cases,
proceeds to repeat a part of the cases which he has already once manufactured (under i. 49), in illustration of a samiyuktacombination of consonants, by putting his four words, godhuk etc. (see under i. 3), one after
another, before fete, shande, and saye; and the manuscript uniformly
fails to write the aspirate, except in the case of drshat. The cases
which actually occur in the Atharvan text are ks (e. g. iii. 1. 4), tf (ix.
5. 21), ts (e. g. viii. 9. 9; but, by rule ii. 8, it is to be read tts), ts (passim), and ps (in avagraha; e. g. ap-su, i. 6. 2); ksh and pp are found
only in the interior of words. The manuscripts of the Atharvan read
always the simple surd before the sibilant, and in the printed text we
have of course followed their authority rather than that of the Prati9akhya. Weber (p. 250) notices that a single Berlin MS. of the Vajasaneyi-Sanhita writes the surd aspirate before a s not followed by a
consonant.
I
2 vatsah.
fadkhamitifdkatdyanasyavdtsy.dh.
* My manuscripts vary, as to the reading of this name, between vddabhikdra,
bddabhtkdra,and bddavikdra: Weber (p. 78) calls it once vdtabhikdra.
I Weber says (pp. 245, 250) "only before a sibilant of the same class;" apparently misled by an error of his manuscript.
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7. After final non-nasal mutes, h becomes the aspirated sonant
of the preceding letter.
The Rik Pr. (iv. 2, r. 5, ccxxiv) and Vaj. Pr. (iv. 121) agree precisely
with our treatise upon this point; and the same doctrine is attributed
by the Taitt. Pr. (v. 38) to Plakshi, Kaundinya, Gautama, and Paushkarasadi. The Taitt. Pr. (v. 39-41) goes on to state that in the view
of some the h remains unchanged; while the Mimansakas, and (aityayana etc. (the "etc." means, according to the commentator, Kauhaliputra, Bharadv&ja,sthavira-Kaundinya,and Paushkarasadi [sthavira-Paushkarasadi ?]) hold that an aspirated sonant* is inserted between the final
surd and the h. Panini's rule (viii. 4. 62), as is well known, allows the
h either to remain unchanged, or to become the sonant aspirate; and
there is but a very trifling phonetical difference between the two modes
of treatment.
The illustrative citations of the commentator are ud dharshantdm
maghavan (iii. 19. 6), ud dharshaya satvandm (v. 20. 8), uddharshinam
munikeFam(viii. 6. 17), kad dha ninam (xviii. 1. 4), prthivyam astu yad
dharah (xviii. 2. 36), tejasvad dharah (xviii. 3. 71).
el
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8. After t is inserted t before s.
The same phonetic precept is found in the Taitt. Pr. (v. 33), comnbined with a part of that contained in our next following rule: t, it is
said, is to be inserted after t and n, when they are followed by s and sh.
The Rik Pr. (iv. 6, r. 17, ccxxxvi) also gives it as the view of certain
teachers that t and n, when followed by s, receive the appendix of a t.
The commentary quotes from the text virdt svardjam (viii. 9. 9),
prtandshdt suvirah (xi. 1. 2), and trifatdh shat sahasrdh (xi. 5. 2), which
are the only examples of this combination presented by the Atharvan.
In the first of the three, P. reads tts, in its second copy of the book,
and by the emendation of a second hand: the other manuscripts give
here, as do all of them in the other two cases, simply ts; and the
printed text follows their authority.

#pT:
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9. After n, n, and n are inserted k, t, and t before q, sh, and s.
The form of this rule is a little ambiguous, since we might be left by
it to query whether, for instance, after n, was to be inserted k before ?,
t before sh, and t before s, or only k before all the three sibilants--in
other words, whether the transition-sound should adapt itself to the
character of the following or of the preceding letter. The commentator
* Weber
(p. 261), by a lapsus calami, says " the unaspirated sonant."
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either does not notice, or does not deign to relieve, this difficulty; he
offers no explanation of the rule, and, in the instances which he cites,
the manuscript persistently omits to write the transition-sound. For
phonetic reasons, however, it cannot be doubted that the latter is determined by the preceding letter, and that after A is to be uttered a k, after
nt a t, and after n a t, before all the sibilants. By no means all the cases,
however, which the rule theoretically contemplates, are found actually
to occur in practice. The guttural nasal, A, precedes s six times in the
Atharvan (iv. 11.8. vi. 51.1. xiii. 1.56; 2.3; 3. 16. xviii. 1.29), but
is never found before f or sh: the manuscripts do not in a single instance write the transitional k, nor have we introduced it in the published text. The lingual nasal, t, never occurs as a final, except before
v, in the cases treated of in rule iv. 99. The case of n before p is provided for by rules 10 and 17, below; n before sh is found three times
in our text (viii. 9. 17. xiii. 1. 4; 3. 6), and nowhere do the manuscripts
write a t between them (it is done by the edition, however, in the last
two cases); n before s occurs times innumerable, and the usage of the
manuscripts with respect to the sandhi is exceedingly irregular; there
is hardly an instance in which they all agree together either to reject
the t or to insert it, nor is any one of them consistent with itself in
its practice. In the edition, therefore, we have followed the authority
of the Prati:akhya, and the sandhi is always made nts (except in one
instance, viii. 5. 16, where the t has been omitted by an oversight).
The insertion of these tenues after the nasals is a purely physical phenoinenon, and one which is very natural, and liable to occur in any
one's pronunciation. There is to be made, in each case, a double transition in utterance: from the sonant nasal to the surd oral emission, and
from the close to the partially open position of the organs. If, then,
the former is made an instant earlier than the latter, if the nasal resonance is stopped just before, instead of exactly at the same time with,
the transfer of the organs to the position of the sibilant, a tenuis of the
same position with the nasal becomes audible. It is, as already remarked
under i. 99, the counterpart of the nasal yama, asserted by the Hindu
phonetists to be heard between a mute and following nasal. It is also
closely analogous with the conversion of np intonch, as will be pointed
out below (under rule 17).
The commentator, by way of examples of the combinations taught
in the rule, puts pratyan and gan before pete, shande, and sdye respectively (the MS., as already noted, always failing to write the transitionsound), and then quotes from the text two actual cases: viz. shad dhuh
pitdn shad u mdsah (viii. 9. 17), and tant satydujadh(iv. 36.1).
The Rik Pr. does not itself teach these euphonic insertions, but
merely records it as the opinion of some authorities (iv. 6, r. 16, 17,
ccxxxv, ccxxxvi) that k is inserted after A before a sibilant, and t after
n before s. The Vaj. Pr. so far agrees with our treatise as to prescribe
n
(iv. 14) the insertion of k after and t after n, before s, adding (iv. 15)
that Dalbhya is of the contrary opinion. The TAitt. Pr. (v. 32, 33)
inserts k after n, and t after n, before both s and sh, and so precisely
accords with our own rule, only omitting such cases as are unnecessarily
and vainly provided for in the latter.
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10. Before g, n becomes n.
This rule is incomplete, except as taken in connection with rule 17,
below, along with which, accordingly, it will be here treated. The
commentator's illustrations are two of those which are given under rule
17, viz. asmaci chatruyatim abhi (iii. 1. 3), and divi shac chukrah (xviii.
4. 59).

11. As also before a sonant palatal.
That is to say, before j; since jh, as already noticed, never occurs, and
ft is never found as initial.
This is another rule as to the observance of which the usage of the
Atharvan manuscripts is quite various; and it may almost be said here,
as of the insertion of t between n and s, that there is not a passage in
which all the codices agree either to make or to neglect the assimilation.
We find written in such cases either anusvdra, or n, or n; yet the first
is notably the most frequent, and in the printed text has been made, in
obedience to the authority of the Prati9(khya, the universal usage. It
might perhaps have been better, in order to avoid ambiguity, to write
the palatal nasal expressly, instead of intimating it by the employment
of the nasal sign over the preceding vowel: yet the cases are few in
which a final f so written could be mistaken for one which arises from
the assimilation of a final m.
The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 9, ccxxviii; V. Pr. iv. 92; T. Pr.
v. 24) prescribe the conversion of n into n before any following palatal;
and the Rik Pr. and Taitt. Pr. include the palatal sibilant in the same
prescription, their rules thus corresponding to our 10th and 11th together. In the Atharvan, n does not occur anywhere before an original
ch, and n before c is treated in a later rule (ii. 26). The manuscripts of
the Rig-Veda (see Miller, p. lxxxvii) show the same irregularity in their
treatment of final n before a palatal which has been noted just now as
characterizing those of the Atharva-Veda: but the editor does not appear to have attempted to carry out any principle in the readings which
he has adopted.
The commentator cites avapa;yan jandndm (i. 33. 2), trnahdn janant
(v. 8. 7), praishyaf janam iva (v. 22. 14), and vivdhdf jndtin (xii. 5. 44).

12. Before a lingual mute, n becomes ;.
As no lingual mute is found at the beginning of any word in the
Atharvan, any more than in the other Vedas, this rule is as unnecessary
as is the inclusion of n along with the other nasals in rule 9 of this
chapter, and as is more than one rule or part of a rule in that which is
52
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to follow: such specifications are made merely for the sake of a theoretical completeness. None of the other kindred treatises has a corresponding precept.
The commentator fabricates, as illustrations of the rule, bhavdndzyate,
mahdn diyate.'
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13. Before g and 1, t becomes of like position with those letters
respectively.
There is no discordance among the different treatises with regard to
the combination of t with either f or 1, although there are differences
in the precise mode of statement of the rules. The corresponding precepts are Rik Pr. iv. 4 (r. 10, 11, ccxxix, ccxxx); VYj. Pr. iv. 12, 93;
Taitt. Pr. v. 22, 25. The sandhi of t with p is not complete without
the addition of rule 17, below, which see.
The commentator cites one instance for each part of the rule, viz.:
ucchishte(p. ut-fishte) ndma (xi. 7. 1), and ghrtdd ulluptam (v. 28. 14).
There follows a slight lacuna in the manuscript, the copyist heedlessly
passing, as we may plausibly conclude, from the tak&rasyaof the final
repetition of this rule to that of the paraphrase of the next, thus overleaping the latter altogether, so that it has to be restored from its final
repetition before rule 15. We may restore as follows, indicating by
brackets the portion omitted: ghrtdd ulluptam: takdrasya [pakdralakdrayoh parasasthdnaf catavargayof ca: catavargayoc ca takdrasya]
parasasthdno bhavati. We have had occasion once before (under i. 64)
to note such an omission, and more than one additional instance will
appear hereafter. Here, nothing of any consequence is lost.
.f.
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14. As also, before palatal and lingual mutes.
One part of this rule, again-viz. that relating to the lingual mutesis altogether superfluous; and it has no correspondent in any of the
other treatises. The assimilation of t to a following palatal is taught
by them all (see R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 10, 11, ccxxix, ccxxx; V. Pr. iv. 92;
T. Pr. v. 22, 23).
For the palatal combination, the commentator instances uc ca tislhha
(ii. 6. 2), and yajjdmayah (xiv. 2. 61); and we may add brhacchancdh
(iii. 12. 3). For the lingual combination, he fabricates the examples
agnicit tikate, somasud diyate: compare those given under the corresponding rule of Panini (viii. 4. 41).
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16. A dental mute following these in the same word is assimilated to them.
bhavdrniyate,mahdrniyate.
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This rule, in its extent as given, is an infringement of the limits laid
down in i. 1 as those of a Prati&Akhya,and also of those laid down in
ii. 1 as those of the chapter: and a more notable one, as it concerns in
part the very case which is cited in the commentary to i. 1 as an illustration of what it does not belong to a Praticakhya to treat; the instances here quoted in the commentary for the assimilation of a dental
to a preceding lingual-they are mutdhaamitrdh (vi. 67. 2), and teshddm
vo agnimudhndrm (vi. 67. 2)-are precisely analogous with the one
there given, and our rule teaches only one out of the series of changes
which such a word must undergo, as drawn out in full by the commentator in his exposition. The only practical application of the precept
is one which is not recognized, or at least not illustrated, by the commentator; namely, to those cases in which an initial s followed by a t
or th is, by later rules (ii. 90 etc.), converted into sh: the following
dental then becomes by this rule a lingual.
In illustrating the other part of the rule, that which prescribes the
assimilation of the dental to a preceding palatal, the commentator first
states, vdrttika-like, the restricted form in which alone it applies-cavargiydn nakdrasya ca, 'following a palatal mute, a n is assimilated'-and
cites yajnena yajnam (vii. 5. 1), somaya rdjne (ii. 13. 2), and somasya
rdjiah (vi. 68. 1). He might have added yacnyaya krnute* (xii. 4. 30),
the only instance in the Atharvan of a like assimilation after c.
The other treatises, combining the practical part of this rule with the
one next following, teach that t and th are everywhere converted into t
and th after sh (see R. Pr. v. 3, r. 11, cccxxviii; V. Pr. iii. 78; T. Pr.
vii. 13, 14).

16. And even in a different word, after sh.
That is to say, a dental following sh is assimilated to it, and becomes
lingual, not only when both letters occur within the same word, but also
when the sh is final, and the dental the initial of an independent word.
The commentary cites cases of the assimilation in the same and in
separate words-viz. shashtih (e. g. v. 15. 6) and shannavatih-but the
former belongs under the preceding rule, and the other is such a case
as never occurs in the Atharvan. The precept was evidently only intended for such combinations as bahish te (i. 3. 1), in which, by the rules
contained in the fourth section of this chapter, an original final s becomes lingualized, and the following t is assimilated to it.
The corresponding rules of the other Pratic&khyas have been already
referred to.
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17. After a dental mute, f becomes ch.
This rule, taken in connection with rules 10 and 13, above, deter* The reading of the printed text, ydncydya,is an error of the press.
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mines the form to be assumed by the combinations t+c and n+ . Exception may fairly be taken, however, to the method in which the
change is taught. By the other rules referred to, t and n are to become
c and f before c: and if those rules are first applied, there will be no
dental mutes for c to follow; while, if the present rule be first applied,
the others are rendered wholly or in part superfluous,by the non-occurrence of c after t and n. In the case of t there comes in the still farther difficulty that rule 6 of this chapter has converted it into th, so
that a part of rule 13 is thereby also rendered incapable of application.
These are incongruencies such as the authors of the Pratickhyas are
very seldom guilty of. What is the intention of our treatise is, indeed,
sufficiently clear: the combination of t and f is to produce cch, by the
conversion of the former into c and the latter into ch; and the combination of n and p, in like manner, is to produce ich. The Rik Pr. (iv.
4, 5, r. 9, 11, 12, ccxxviii, ccxxx, ccxxxi) teaches the same changes, only
adding (r. 13, ccxxxii), that 9akalya would read instead cf and n?.
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 93, 94) also agrees, only exempting the F from conversion into ch when it is followed by a mute. The Taitt. Pr. prescribes
(v. 22, 24) the change of t and n into c and n before ?, and (v. 34, 35)
the conversion of ; into ch when preceded by any mute excepting m,
VAlmiki (v. 36) also excepting p, and Paushkarasadi (v. 37) denying the
conversion when p is followed by a consonant, and denying in this case
also the conversion of the preceding n into n.*
The commentator cites examples only of the combination of n and ?;
they are devdil chlokah (xviii. 1. 33), asman chatruyatim abhi (iii. 1. 3),
and divi shaii chukrah (xviii. 4. 59): as an example illustrative of the
other part of the rule, we may take drdc charavydh.(i. 19.1). In the
orthography of this class of combinations, we have followed in the
printed text the authority of the manuscripts, which, with hardly an
exception, write simply ch, instead of cch. This orthography is also, to
my apprehension, a truer representation of the actual phonetic result of
combining t with p. That these sounds fuse together into a ch is very
strong evidence that the utterance of the Sanskrit surd palatals did not
differ materially from that of our ch (in church etc.); and I conceive
that the constant duplication of the ch and jh (wherever the latter occurs) between two vowels is to be looked upon simply as an indication
of the heaviness of those consonants, and of their effect to make the
preceding vowel long by position. The c and j, though strictly compound sounds, are too easy combinations to occasion position: in this
respect they resemble the aspirate mutes, which are likewise really
double in their nature: but they are too heavy to bear the farther addition of even so light an element as the aspiration without acquiring
the quantity and phonetic value of double letters.
The conversion of nf into nch, on the supposition of the compound
nature of the palatal, as made up of a mute and a sibilant element, would
be almost precisely analogous with that of ns into nts, as taught in rule
9, above, and would be readily and simply explainable as a phonetic
process.
* Paushkarasadiwould read neither pdpiydn chreyase nor even pdpiydi preyase,
but pdpiydn freyae: this is misunderstoodby Weber (p. 238).
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18. After the preposition ud, the s of the roots sthd and stambh
is dropped.
The commentary cites the only cases from the root sthd, occurring in
the Atharvan text, to which the rule properly applies; viz. md ghoshd
ut thuh (vii. 52. 2), tatas tvo 't thdpaydmasi (x. 1. 29), and ut thapaya
sidatah (xii. 3. 30); in each instance, the pada-text reads the ., leaving
the irregular and mutilated sandhi for the sanhitd to make. Wherever,
however, the preposition receives the accent, and enters into a more
intimate combination with the root, as in the participle utthita, the padatext (by iv. 62) does not separate the compound, or restore the original
8, but reads the same form which appears in sanhitd. Of this kind is
also the only example of the root stambh combined with the preposition
ud which our text presents, viz. satyeno 'ttabhitd (xiv. 1.1), where the
pada reads uttabhitd, and not ut-stabhit&: the passage is cited by the
commentator.
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 95) notices the loss of s from the root stambh, but,
as Weber remarks with surprise, omits all mention of sthd. The Taitt.
Pr. (v. 14) includes these cases in a more general rule, that s is dropped
when preceded by ud and followed by a consonant.

19. R is dropped before r.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. iv. 9 (r. 28,
ccxlvii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 34, Taitt. Pr. viii. 16.
The r which is thus dropped must itself, of course, be the product of
euphonic processes taught elsewhere (ii. 42, 43). The protraction of a
preceding short vowel when a r is thus dropped is prescribed in a later
rule (iii. 20).

r
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20. After a nasal, a non-nasal mute is dropped before a nonnasal.
This rule, also, is hardly in place as a part of the Pr&ti?akhya,unless
it be meant that in the words to which it applies the non-nasal mute is
not to be omitted in the pada-text. The most frequent cases occurring
under the rule are those of forms of conjugation coming from roots exhibiting a nasal before their final mute, and formed by affixes commencing with a consonant: as, from indh, indhe instead of inddhe, for indh-te; from chind, chintam instead of chinttam, for chind-fam; from anj
dntam instead of diktam, for anj-tam; from yuifj, yuhdhi instead of
yungdhi, for yunj-dhi, etc. In all such cases, however, the pada manuscripts, as well as the others, omit the intermediate mute, nor is it at
all likely that they ought to do otherwise: the rule is one properly of
supererogation, yet finding a sufficient excuse in the peculiarity of the
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mode of utterance which it inculcates, and in the desirability that this
should be noticed in the grammatical text-book of the school. Neither
of the other known Pr&tiqakhyas teaches the same omission, or even
notices it as prescribed by any authority.
The citations of the commentator are pantir atra (fabricated: no
such case in AV.), pantam chandah (xii. 3. 10), and sapatndn me bhaindhi
(x. 3. 13). As counter-examples,to show that the omission takes place
only after a nasal and before a non-nasal mute, he instances ta.sy v&yur
vatsah (i.e. vattsah: iv. 39. 4), utso vd tatra (i. e. uttso and tattra: vi.
106. 1), apsarasah sadhamadam madanti (i.e. appsarasah: xiv. 2. 34),
and nuddma enam apa rudhmah (i. e. ruddhmah: xii. 3. 43).
The Atharvan manuscripts are quite consistent in observing this rule,
although there are cases in which one or another of them preserves the
mute of which the omission is here directed. In the published text, it
is uniformly followed-with, I believe, but one accidental exception, viz.
anuprayuhnktdm(xii. 1. 40): and here, for once, all the manuscripts
happen to agree in retaining the k.

21. Final y and v, following a vowel, are dropped.
This rule applies, on the one hand, to the y and v of the syllables ay,
av, dy, dv (the latter, however, being excepted by the following rule),
into which, by iii. 40, e, o, &i, and au are converted before a vowel;
and, on the other hand, to the y into which, by ii. 41, visarjaniya theoretically passes before an initial vowel. An equivalent rule is found in
the VAj. Pr., at iv. 124. The teachings of the Taitt. Pr. upon the subject are found at x. 19-03: that treatise is here, as on so many other
points, especially liberal in the citation of the opinions of discordant
authorities. According to it, y and v are dropped when preceded by a
and d; Ukhya, however, maintaining the contrary; Sahkrthyadenying
the loss of v; Macakiya allowing the elision of both when followed by
u or o; Vatsapra holding that they are not lost altogether, but only
imperfectly pronounced. The treatment of final diphthongs and visarjaniya by the Rik Pr. does not include the exhibition of a final semivowel which requires to be got rid of, and hence it has no precept corresponding with the one now in question.
The commentator instances ka dsai janyah ke var&h(xi. 8. 1), ushnena v&ya udakene" 'hi (vi. 68. 1), asyd ichann agruvdi patim (vi. 60. 1),
sa u eva mahdyamah (xiii. 4. 5), and t&imd &pah(xv. 15. 7). In these
passages, ke, vdyo, and asydi are converted into kay, vdyav, and asydy,
by iii. 40, prior to the elision of the semivowels: while sah, tdh, and
imah are in like manner, by ii. 41, converted into say, t&y, and imdy.
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22. But v is not dropped after d.
That is to say, final dv before a vowel-the result of the change of
an original au, by iii. 40-remains dv, being subject to no farther
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change. This rule is uniformly observed in the sanhitd of the Atharvan, excepting in a couple of cases in book xix, which book the Pratiqakhya does not recognize as forming part of the Atharvan text: these
are pddd ucyete (xix. 6. 5), and citrd imarvrshabhau (xix. 13. 1). The
commentator's examples are dvdv imdu vdtdu vdtah (iv. 13. 2), indravdyfuubhdv iha (iii. 20. 6), and ubhav indragni d bharatam (v. 7. 6).
The Vaj. Pr. teaches the loss of the v of dv as well as of av (iv. 124),
but adds (iv. 125) that some would retain the v excepting when followed
by u, o, and du. The doctrines of the Taitt. Pr. have been stated in
full under the preceding rule. The Rik Pr. (ii. 9, 10, 11, r. 25, 28, 31,
cxxix, cxxxii, cxxxv) holds the view referred to by the Vaj. Pr. in its
latter rule: o and du, according to it, become av and dv before any
other than a labial vowel; before a labial, a and a.
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23. Nor in gavishti and gaveshana.
These are the only words found in the Atharvan in which the diphthong o is the final of the first member of a compound before a following vowel, and in such a case, as we might expect, the fuller pronunciation is retained, and the v preserved. The commentator cites ishumantarhgavishtau (iv. 24. 5: p. go-ishtdu), and gaveshanah sahamdnah (v.
20. 11: p. go-eshanah). Other like cases, as gavdcir and gavish, occur
in the twentieth book of the text, but with that book the Pr&ticakhya
has nothing to do.

24. According to (akatayana, there takes place in these cases
an attenuated utterance of y and v, as regards the contact.
The commentator gives us no help whatever as regards the interpretation of this difficult rule: he simply paraphrases it, as follows: lefavrttir bhavati adhisparfanh fdkatdyanasya, and then proceeds to repeat
all the illustrative citations given above under rule 21. The other
treatises, however, throw a good deal of light upon its meaning. The
word lepa, 'diminution, attenuation, mutilation,' occurs in the same connection in the TAitt. Pr., in a rule already quoted (under ii. 21), which
states that Vatsapra holds, not the omission, but the lepa, of final y and
v after a and d; and the commentary there explains lefa by luptavad
uccdranam, 'an utterance of them as if they were omitted.' In the
Rik Pr., too, lefa is once found, in the chapter treating of faulty pronunciation (xiv. 5), and is set over against pidanam-lecena vd vacanam
pfdanarh vd, which Regnier translates "a pronunciation attenuated or
pressed (i. e. too forcible)." Panini (viii. 3. 18) attributes to 'akatayana
the same doctrine as regards the pronunciation of final y and v-vyor
laghuprayatnatarah ?dkaatdyanasya,'the utterance of y and v, according to Qakatayana, is to be made with slighter effort.' (akatayana,
then, is to be understood as holding, like Vatsapra, that the final semivowels are not to be omitted altogether, but slightingly and imperfectly
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uttered, the partial contact (i. 30) which is characteristic of them not
being completely made. The citation by the commentator of the whole
body of examples belonging to ii. 21 under this rule shows that he regards the latter as referring to all the cases included in the former; and
its position after rules 22 and 23 would indicate that it applies to the
combinations treated in those rules also. The scholiasts to Panini restrict
(akatayana's doctrine to y and v when preceded by bho, bhago, agho,
and a: but the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 126) refers to him as exempting only the
word asdu from the treatment prescribed for y and v in every other
case-which treatment, however, it does not specify to be attenuation
instead of omission.
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25. The m of pum becomes visarjaniya before a surd mute
not followed by a spirant, except in puica etc.
This is a rule very hard to get along with. In the first place, it is
altogether unnecessary and uncalled for, since, of all the words to which
it is intended to apply, but a single one, punpcalf, is found in the Atharvan text, and that one is written by the pada-text precisely as in sanhitd,
and so requires no explanation from the Pratigakhya. But we have
noted, and shall have still to note, many cases in which the treatise deals
with irregularities of derivation or combination, even though they are
not reduced to regularity by the pada-text, so that we need not be much
surprised to find the formation of puhnfcalitaught. Another difficulty
is that, instead of simply disposing of the case which the text presents,
the treatise gives to the rule a general form of statement, applicable to
all possible cases. Yet even this is supported by its usage in several other
instances, in which it affects a theoretic completeness suited to a general
rather than to a special grammar; and the precise virtual accordance
of our rule, with the exception of its last word, apunpcddishu, with one
contained in Panini's grammar (viii. 3. 6), is a sufficient explanation of
the form of statement adopted. The addition of the word apunacddishu remains the last and the worst difficulty, and I must confess myself
unable to give a satisfactory solution of it. The commentator furnishes
no help as regards it; his treatment of the whole rule is as follows: he
first repeats it, inserting merely the omitted copula bhavati after visarr
janiyo, and gives as illustrations puhskdmd, punsputra, and punrcali
(e. g. xv. 2. 1: the other words cited, here and hereafter, as already
remarked, do not occur in AV.; these are all found, with punskokila, in
the scholia to Panini): he then asks " why does it say 'before a mute ?"'
and cites in reply punhydnam; farther, "why 'before a surd mute?"'
reply, because of pumddna (puiddsa? Pan., puiddsa and pumhgava);
again, "why 'before one not followed by a spirant " reply, because
of pumkshura (Pan., puihkshira and purhkshura); and finally, apuhncddishv iti kim: pun:corah; 'why " excepting in puhpca etc. ?" because of
such cases as punicora.' But punhcora, 'he-thief,' is as regular an in-
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stance of the application of the rule as punskdmd or punpcali; nor
does it seem possible to find in apunfcddishu itself any form which
constitutes an exception to the previous specifications. I can only conjecture that the reading is corrupt, and was corrupt before the commentator set himself at work upon it, and that his explanation was as unintelligible to himself as it is to us. The specification may have been
intended for such words as purnkhydna, which constitutes an actual
exception to the rule, and it is cited as such in Bohtlingk's note to
Panini viii. 3. 6, as from the Siddhanta-Kaumudi.
It deserves to be remarked that the introduction of the word visarjaniya into the next following rule tends strongly to show that the one
now under discussion is an interpolation: otherwise the term should be
understood in the rules which succeed, by implication from this, and
should not require to be again specified.
The conversion of the m in pum into visarjaniya of course includes,
by i. 68, the nasalization of the preceding vowel, and also the adaptation of the visarjaniya to the following consonant, by ii. 40, 62, etc.

26. N becomes visarjaniya before surd palatal, lingual, and
dental mutes not followed by spirants.
That is to say, virtually, a sibilant is inserted before the mute, of the
same class with the latter, and the n itself is replaced by the nasalization of the preceding vowel. Here, again, the mention of linguals is
superfluous,no cases arising in the text to which this part of the rule
should apply. The commentator fabricates his whole series of examples
illustrating the application of the rule, viz.: bhav&dncinoti, bhavdhn
chddayati, bhavansh tzkate, bhavdhs tarati, bhavdns tatra. To explain
the reason of the specification "surd" contained in the rule, he cites
two actual cases, brhan dakshinayd (vi. 53. 1), and ndi 'ndn namasd
parah (vii. 7. 1), which show that no such conversion is made before a
sonant or nasal mute. But farther, to explain the addition of the restriction " not followed by spirants," he resorts again to fabricated instances, bhavdn tsaru, mahan tsaru: this time with good reason, since
no such cases occur in our text, and the restriction, so far as concerns
the Atharva-Veda, is superfluous,and is only inserted, like the specification of the lingual along with the palatal and dental mutes, in order to
make the rule theoretically more complete.
The insertion of a sibilant between a final n and an initial c (as in
parvatdna ca, i. 12. 3) is made in the Atharvan uniformly, without a
single exception, and, owing especially to the frequency of the particle
ca after a nominative or an accusative in n, the cases are very numerous:
of n before ch the text affords no example. A like insertion of s before t
(th never occurs as initial) is not rare (the text presents sixty-seven cases),
but the exceptions-which the treatise notes in rule 30, below-are also
tolerably numerous: they are all given in a marginal note farther on.
The doctrine of the Vaj. Pr. on the subject of these insertions corresponds precisely with that of our own treatise; its rules (iii. 133, 134),
VOL, VII.
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however, omit the unnecessary mention of the lingual mutes, and restriction to mutes not followed by spirants, although they retain the
equally unnecessary mention of ch and th. The exceptions are given
in detail (iii. 142-144); among them are to be found no cases of n
before an initial c. The Taitt. Pr. gives a general rule (v. 20) for the
insertion of the sibilant before c, and then (v. 21) rehearses all the cases
(seven in number) in which it does not take place. The insertion before
t is noted in another place (vi. 14), and all the cases of its occurrence
(only eighteen in number) are there enumerated. The Rik Pr. (iv. 32
etc.) catalogues all the words before which the sibilant is added, as well
before c (iv. 32, r. 74, ccxciii), as before t (iv. 33, r. 76, ccxcv): such
words in the Rig-Veda are not very numerous; its usual method of sandhi
is n-c and n-t simply. The Rik presents, on the other hand, a few cases
(five) in which a sibilant, converted to visarjaniya, is inserted after n
before an initial p (R. Pr. iv. 34, r. 78, ccxcvii, ccxcviii).
It is sufficiently evident that this insertion of a sibilant after a final
n before a surd mute is no proper phonetical process: the combination
of the nasal and following non-nasal is perfectly natural and easy without the aid of a transition sound, nor can any physical explanation be
given of the thrusting in between them of a sibilant, which only encumbers the conjunction. Some other reason must be sought for the
phenomenon: nor is such a reason difficult to discover. The historical
rather than phonetical origin of the r which is appended (see rule 29,
below) to a few accusatives plural in the Vedic language before a vowel
has been long since pointed out by Bopp (see his shorter Sanskrit grammar, ? 82b); and a kindred explanation of the conversion of an into ad'
before a vowel (see rule 27, below) was added by him in his Comparative Grammar (see the second edition, i. 468, 478, 479). He has refrained from tracing the insertion of a sibilant before c and t to the
same cause, doubtless, because of the numerous instances in which the
insertion is made after a word which is not entitled by origin to a final
a. But nothing is more natural than that an insertion originally organic,
but of which the true character was forgotten, and which had come to
seem merely euphonic, should considerably extend its sphere of occurrence, and should be by degrees, and more and more, applied to cases
to which it did not historically belong. Now a very large majority of
the words ending in n are accusatives plural and nominatives singular,*
* That Tmight not seem to speak at random upon this point, I have looked
through half of the Atharvan text, or books i-ix, and have noted the characterof
every word terminating in n which is to be found therein, The result is set forth
in the following table:
63
an
Vocatives in
Accusatives plural in dn 520
19 82
in
tn 40
tn
62
64
in
Locatives in
8 630
14 78
an
.rn
Nominatives singular in an 143
Verbal forms in an 138
an 117 260
5 143
dn
890
Total
Total
303
It is thus seen that the forms to which a final s originally belongs outnumberthe
others almost precisely in the proportionof three to one, or constitute three-quarters
of the whole number of words ending in n.
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to both of which cases comparative grammar clearly shows that a final
s belongs as case-ending; and I can entertain no doubt that the whole
phenomenon of the insertion of the sibilant arose from its preservation
in these forms, and from the inorganic extension of the same mode of
combination, by analogy, to the much smaller classes of vocative, locative, and verbal forms. The same conclusion is favored by the aspect
of the phenomenon of the insertion of s between n and t, as it presents
itself in the text of the Atharva-Veda. Although the insertion is there
made after other forms than those originally entitled to a final s, it is
rare after such forms in a ratio four times greater than that of the rarity
of the forms themselves: that is to say, while these are in number onethird of the others, the insertions after them are only one-twelfth as
numerous. And, on the other hand, although the insertion is sometimes
omitted after nominatives singular and accusatives plural, it is omitted
five times as often, in proportion, after the final n of other forms than
these. For a detailed and classified statement of all the passages in
which the sibilant is either inserted or omitted after a final n before an
initial , see the appended marginal note.*

27. The final n of upabaddha etc., when preceded by d and
followed by a vowel, becomes visarjaniya.
This process includes two additional steps, taught elsewhere in the
* Cases of the sandhi with insertionof s between n and t: I. Accusatives
plural.
1. in in: i.8.4. ii.12.7; 25.4. iii.2.5. iv.19.4; 22.1; 36.3. v.8.8. vi.112.2.
vii. 97. 3. viii. 6.7. x. 3. Ib, 16. xi 1. 6,10, 26; 5. 2, 4, 7; 6.17; 9. 22, 24; 10. 23.
xii. 3.40, 53. xviii. 1.47; 2. 34; 3. 68; 4.39,86,87. xix. 27.4 (ter); 28. 2; 35. 3,5;
36. 5; 49. 3; 66 I. 2n
.
in: ii. 211. . in
inun: viii. 8. 8. x. 7.42. xi. 1. 20. xix.
6.14. 4. in rn: iv. 27.2. II. Nominativessingular. 1. in an: vii. 13.1; 18.2. xiii.
1. 32, 39. xvii. 10. xviii. 2. 20. 2. in dn: ix. 2. 19-24. xii. 1. 18. xiii. 2. 29; 4. 44.
xvii. 16. Il. Vocatives singular in an: v. 22. 5. IV. Locatives singular in in: xi.
8.10. V. Verbal forms in an: xix. 19. 10. xx. 135.6,7.
Cases of the sandhi without insertion of s: I. Accusatives plural. 1. in dn:
vii. 38. 3. 2. in in: xviii. 2. 15, 18. 3. in un: vii. 84. 3. II. Nominatives singular.
1. in an: xiii. 2.33. xiv. 1. 5. xix. 28.4. 2. in dn: iv. 32. . xviii. 2.32. xx. 128.
14. III. Vocatives singular in an: i. 14. 3. vii. 9. 3. IV. Locatives singularin in:
i. 15. 2; 35.3. v. 28.4. vii. 43. 1. x. 3.17. xiv. 2. 48, 49. V. Verbal forms in an:
i. 11.2. iii.9.2; 22.3. iv. 7. 7; 14.1; 35.2. x. 10.24. xi. 5.2. xiv. 2.14.
That is, in tabular form:
withs.
without8.
Accusatives plural in
40
dn
1
in
1
2
4
In
1
rn
1 46
0 4
Nominatives singular in an
6
3
dn
1 116
3 6
Total
62
10
Vocatives singular in
an
1
2
Locatives singular in
in
I
7
Verbal forms in
3
an
9
Total
6
18
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treatise,beforethe combinationis complete,and the finalsanhit&form
reached. The conversionof the n into visarjaniyaitself implies,by i.
becomes
68, the nasalizationof the precedingvowel,so that upabaddhdn
then the visarjaniya, by ii. 41, becomesy beforethe folupabaddhdnih;
lowing vowel: upabaddhdnyiha; and lastly, by ii. 21, the final y is
rejected,and we obtainupabaddhdi'iha. This seemsa cumbrousand
artificialprocess,yet it is in part well-foundedand correctlycarriedout.
All the casesin whichthis loss of a finaln occursare accusativesplural
or nominativessingular,which originallypossesseda finals afterthe n,
and the loss of the n before the sibilant,with accompanyingnasalizaof the sibilant
tion of the precedingvowel, and then the disappearance
itself, as in other casesafter & and before a vowel, are unquestionably
the causeof the sandhias it finallypresentsitself. Ourtreatise,then, by
bringingin the visarjaniyaas a step in the process,and treatingof this
combinationin intimateconnectionwith those relatedones which form
the subjectsof rules 26 and 29, has a decided theoreticadvantageover
either of the other Pratiqckhyas. The Rik Pr. (iv. 26, r. 65, cclxxxiv)
prescribessimplythe omissionof the final,excepting at the end of a
pada, afterwards(iv. 26, 27) specifyingthe cases in which the omission
takes place even at the end of a pdda, and finally(iv. 30, 31) those in
which it does not take place even withina pdda (there are only eleven
such cases). The Vaj. Pr. (iii. 141) and the Taitt. Pr. (ix. 20) come
one degree nearerto the methodof our treatise,by convertingthe n
into y before its elision,and both give in detail (V. Pr. iii. 145-149,
T. Pr. ix. 23-24) the exceptionalcasesin whichthe n remainsunchanged.
The-commentatorcites only the first five instanceswhich the text
asi (i.
contains,viz.: upabaddha/ihd" vaha (i. 7. 7), pdsaittha mahdan
20. 4), yo asmdn'abhid&sati(e. g. i. 19. 3), and sarvdn mac chupathdni
adhi (e. g. ii. 7.1). More than a hundredcases occurin the Atharvamusthavebeena tolerablystout
Veda, so that the gana upabaddhddayah
one. I add in a marginalnote a completelist of the cases,classified.*
To give with the same detailthe exceptionsto the rule, or the cases
in which finald&nremainsunchangedbefore a vowel, wouldbe quite
useless. They are very frequent,by far outnumberingthe instancesof
the loss of the n-thus, in the first fourbooks of the text, againstthirteen instancesofAn beforea vowel,we have forty-oneof an, and twelve
of these between two pddas-and they are found indifferentlyin all
possible situations,so that it is quite impossibleto lay down any rule
* I. Aecusatives plural: 1. before a: i. 19.3; 21. 2. ii. 7. 1. iii. 8. 3. iv. 19. 5,7.
v. 5.9; 18.11; 20. 8. vi.15.1,2; 41. 3; 54. 3; 69.2; 72. 1; 75.83; 76.4; 77. 1;
113.2; 121.4; 129.2. vii.9.2; 27.1; 57.1; 65.1; 109.4. viii.3.6,20; 4.14; 9.
24. ix. 1.19; 2. 25; 4. 24. x. 2. 22, 23; 5. 41; 6.19, 30; 7. 7; 10. 6. xi. 1. 29; 9.
17, 22, 24; 10. 23. xii. 1.25; 2. 12; 3. 15 (bis), 18; 4. 31. xiii. 1.63; 2. 5, 18, 21.
xiv. 1.45,556; 2.5, 10. xviii. 1.45; 2.11,13,15,18; 4.58,61. xix. 6.8; 13.8; 26.
3; 32.7; 36.4; 50.4. xx.127.7; 128. 4,5; 136.15. 2. before d: ii. 25.4. vi.
28.2. xviii. 3.55. xix. 59.2. 3. beforei: i.7.7. ii.27.5; 31.1. v. 8.1; 13.6;
23. 8. vi. 22.83. vii. 117. 1. 4. before u: iv. 34. 7. vi. 59. 2. viii. 9. 23. ix. 9.
15, 19 (bis). x. 3. 13, 14, 15. xii. 3. 16, 40. xviii. 2. 21. S. before r: viii. 8. 7.
xviii. 1.18. 6. before e: xi. 1.4.
II. Nominatives singular: 1. before a: i. 20.4. iii. 16. 5. vii. 91.1. viii. 5.22.
xiii. 2. 29 (ter). xviii. i. 24. xx. 128.4, 8. 2. before i: vii. 92. 1. viii. 4. 2. 3. before u: xviii, 1. 22,48 (bis).
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respecting them. The loss of the n with nasalization of the vowel is
evidently an old-style sandhi, going out of use, and no longer appearing
except sporadically. It is interesting, as regards this sandhi and that
taught in the preceding rule-which have both, as explained above, the
same historical origin-to note the relations of the Rik and the Atharvan usage to one another and to the practice of the classical Sanskrit.
The insertion of the s, which has become a necessary proceeding under
the modern euphonic rules, is almost universal in the Atharvan, and
comparatively rare in the Rik: the conversion of n into anusvdra, of
which the general Sanskrit grammar knows nothing, is only infrequently
observed in the Atharvan, while it is made in the Rik with but few exceptions.

28. In the passage vrkshdn vandni, n is converted into visarja.nya before v.
The commentator cites the passage, vrksh&divan&ni sam cara (vi.
45. 1), which is the only one of its kind in the text. A few such instances, of the loss of n before semivowels, with nasalization of the preceding vowel, are found in the Rik and White Yajus, and are noticed in
their PratiqAkhyas (see R. Pr. iv. 28, r. 68, cclxxxvii, and V. Pr. iii.
135, 136).
The commentary, to explain why the rule does not read simply
vrkshdn iti vakdre, says sopapadasya grahanam etdvattvdrtham: iha md
bhut: vrkshdn v&to vrkshdn vaydh; 'the citation of vrkshdn along
with its following word is for the purpose of restricting the action of
the rule to this particular case: the conversion is not to be made in the
passages vrkshdn vatah and v.rkshdnvaydh.' These counter-examples,
however, are fabricated: no such passages occur in the Atharvan. Nor
is the citation of vandni in the rule necessary, although excusable enough:
a v follows vrkshdn in no other passage of the text, except in xii. 1. 51,
where it is separated from it by an avasdna, and so exercises upon it no
euphonic influence.

29. Preceded by an alterant vowel, n becomes r in the passages rtuir ut srjate vaz etc.
All the vowels except a and d are called ndmin, as tending to produce
the nati, or conversion, of a following s into sh. The Rik Pr. (e. g. i.
17, 20) has the same term; see Regnier's note to i. 17 (r. 65, 66): the
Vaj. Pr. uses instead bhdvin.
The Pratikakhya is to be reprehended here for not treating the cases
to which this rule applies in the same manner as those coming under
the preceding rules, by prescribing the conversion of n into visarjaniya,
and leaving it for rule 42, below, to change the latter into r. In fact,
the first two words of the rule are superfluous,and might advantageously

be omitted. The originof this peculiarand rather uncommonsandhi
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is clearly the same with that of those which form the subject of rules
26 and 27. Only nine cases of it occur in the Atharvan: of these,
three are cited by the commentary, viz.: rtuinr ut srjate vafp (vi. 36. 2),
mo shu panzir abhi (v. 11.7), and dasyunr uta bodhi (iv. 32.6); the
others are the word rtun three times before a (vi. 61. 2, 3. vii. 81.1),
and pitrn three times before u (xviii. 2. 4, 23; 4. 40).
The Rik Pr. (iv. 29, 30) prescribes the insertion of r after in and Qn
everywhere before a vowel, except at the end of a pada (and once even
there), and in a single instance after rn. The same sandhi is also made
in half a dozen instances before y, v, and h. The Vaj. Pr. specifies (iii.
140) the few passages in its text where the conversion of n to r occurs
after i and ui; and the Taitt. Pr. (ix. 20) puts the conversion of an to
din and of in and un to inr and uir into the same rule together.

;T NIflTT11
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30. Exceptions are the passages sam airayan tdm etc.
By the position of this rule, the gana samdirayant&dayas ought to
include exceptions to all the preceding rules, beginning at ii. 26. Since,
however, the rules 27-29 apply only to certain specified cases, it is difficult to see the necessity of specifying any exceptions to them, and we
cannot help conjecturing that the present precept belongs to rule 26
alone, and should properly come in next after it, as rule 27. The first
passage of the gana, sam dirayan tam vy urnuvantu (i. 11. 2), is the
first instance which the text presents of a n directly preceding t without
the interposition of a sibilant, and the commentator goes on to cite the
two next succeeding cases of the same character, viz.: kulapd rajan
tdm u te (i. 14. 3), and asmin tishthatu yd (i. 15. 2): the three happen
to be typical examples of the three principal classes of cases-verbal
forms, vocatives, and locatives-in which we should not expect to see
the sibilant inserted, since the forms did not originally end in a sibilant.
For a complete list of the exceptions to rule 26, see the final marginal
note to the exposition of that rule.
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31. M; before a mute, becomes of like position with the latter.
The Rik Pr. (iv. 3, r. 6, ccxxv) adds the restriction visthane, 'before
a mute of another class,' which is a matter of course, and does not need
specification; and both it and the other treatises (V. Pr. iv. 11; T. Pr.
v. 27) state distinctly what is implied in our rule by i. 95, that the sound
into which the m is converted is the nasal of the same class with the
following mute. The commentator gives the following instances, writing
always an anusvdra for the nasal into which the m is converted: san
kdaayami vahatum (xiv. 2. 12), udgdan jitvah (xiv. 2. 44), tan dayamdnam (fabricated: no such case in AV.), san nas tebhih (ii. 35. 2), san
tdih pafubhih (iv. 36. 5), san nashtena (vii. 9. 4), san tvaydi 'dhishimahi
(xiv. 2. 17), and md tva vrkshah sam badhishta (xviii. 2. 25). The manu-
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script reads farther fdhtas tan nedd 'ntahpade tavarge prakrty&: durndmnth sarvdh. The beginning of this is probably an additional citation,
but, if it be so, it is so corrupted in reading that I am unable to trace
it out. The rest is a restriction applied by the commentator himself,
vdrttika-like, to the action of the rule: ' in the interior of a word, m remains unchanged before a dental: e. g. durndmnih sarvdh (iv. 17. 5).'
It is unnecessary to remark, however, that the Praticakhya has nothing
to do with explaining the m of such a word, and that the commentator's
emendation of his text is therefore impertinent; it is also bungling,
since such a varttika, if constructed at all, should be made to apply,
not to a dental only, but to a lingual, in such words as aryamnd.

AfP
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32. Before semivowels and spirants, it is omitted.
This omission, by i. 67, carries with it the nasalization of the preceding
vowel. The commentator's examples are vrkshamhyad qdtvah(i. 2. 3),
pitaram varunam (i. 3. 3), samrrddhayantahsadhurdh (iii. 30. 5), pard
hatam (viii. 4. 1), sam
'dya devd vrjinahmrnwntu (viii. 3. 14). ny oshatamh
subh.tyd (iii. 14.1), and bhavasi samhsamrddhyd (xii. 3. 21).
The Rik Pr. (iv. 5, r. 15, ccxxxiv) converts m into anusvdra before
the spirants and r, but treats it before y, 1, and v (iv. 3, r. 7, ccxxvi) in
the same manner as our treatise (rule 35, below) before I alone. The
Vaj. Pr. (iv. 1, 3, 9) teaches precisely the same doctrine, but refers (iv.
4) to Kacyapa and (akat.yana as holding that the m is dropped. The
Taitt. Pr. (xiii. 2) declares, like our own treatise, the m to be lost, but
only before the spirants and r; before all the other semivowels it converts it (v. 28) into the nasalized semivowel, agreeing in this with the
Rik Pr. and Vaj. Pr.; it also notices, however (xiii. 3), the view of the
Ath. Pr. as held by some authorities.

33. In the interior of a word, it is omitted before spirants only.
As examples of the loss of m in the interior of a word before spirants, the commentary presents the whole list of examples-due ca me
vin,atif ca etc.-already given above, under i. 27, and repeated under
i. 53 and i. 83. As counter-example, we have patir yah pratikdmyah
(ii. 36. 8) alone. Instances of m before r in like position would not be
hard to give-e. g. tdmradhimrdh (x. 2. 11)-but it is found before I
only in root syllables, as in malimlucam (viii. 6. 2), and before v only in
the case which forms the subject of rule 37, below.
Both this rule and the next concern matters with which the Pratiqhkhya properly has no concern. Accordingly, the Rik Pr. (iv. 3, r. 7,
ccxxvi) disposes of them simply by specifying that m is altered before
an initial semivowel, excepting r (in connection with which, in the later
rule, it omits to repeat the specification), and the Taitt. Pr. says nothing
upon the subject. But the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 2) gives a precept which includes both the rule we are treating of and the one which follows it.
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34. As is also n.
The commentator's citations to illustrate this rule are those already
once given, under i. 84, including the words parinshi, yajfnshi, and
havfishi, and, to show that n is not altered in the interior of a word
before semivowels, he farther quotes tdudi ndmd 'si kanyd (x. 4. 24).
As instance of n before v within a word, we may take tanvah (e. g. i.
1.1): before r and I it is found only when final.
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 2) is the only other treatise which contains a rule
corresponding with this.

3^1d^hf<FiTrf ,,f%R 113Yi
35. Both m and n, before 1, are converted into a nasalized 1.
The commentator quotes from the text, as instances of m before 1,
tanil* lokam (iii. 28. 5), aviet lokena (iii. 29. 3 etc), pratimd?l lok&k
(xviii. 4. 5); and, as instances of n before 1, durgandhiAl lohitdsydn
(viii. 6. 12), and sarvdnl lokn (e. g. iv. 38. 5).
It is perhaps to be regretted that the editors of the published text
did not follow this rule of the Priticakhya with regard to both m and
n. The manuscripts, however, are almost unanimous in reading only a
single I after an original m, with a nasal sign over the preceding vowel
(there are but two or three cases, if I recollect aright, of a doubled I),
and their authority has in this respect been followed. Where an original n has disappeared, on the other hand, the manuscripts follow, not
without some exceptions, the directions of the Pr&tiqakhya, and we
have done the same, also without absolute uniformity.
The three other kindred works (see R. Pr. iv. 3, r. 7, ccxxvi; V. Pr,
iv. 9; T. Pr. v. 28, 29) agree with one another, and disagree with our
treatise, in converting m before all the three seinivowels y, I, and v into
those semivowels nasalized; as regards the treatment of the n, there
* The lack of suitable type renders it necessary to represent the sandhi, in transcribing the instances, in this imperfect way: properly, no n should be written, and
the sign of nasality should be set above the first I itself. It will have been noticed,
also, that (for the same reason) the general method of transcriptionadopted for the
nasal sounds is not in accordance with the theory of the Prati9akhya. The latter
knows no anusvdra,and nothing intermediate between a nasal mute and a nasalized
semivowel or vowel. We ought, then, in our transcription,to write, on the one hand,
in every instance a nasal adapted in class to the following mute, as has been done
in the examples under ii. 81-only, if we choose, taking the liberty to substitute a
dotted r and m in case of the assimilationof those letters, according to rules ii. 10,
11, 31-and, on the other hand, in cases falling under rules ii. 27, 29, 32, etc., to

writea vowelwith a nasalsign aboveit. The distinctionmadein ordinaryusage

between the simple dot and the dotted crescent, as nasal signs, is purely arbitrary,
and having but a scanty and
founded on nothing in the theory of the PrAtiAkkhya,
uncertainsupport from the Atharvan manuscripts: some of the latter occasionally,
or even generally, attempt to use the dotted crescent for a nasalized vowel, and the
dot for a nasal mute, but for the most part they employ the latter indiscriminately
for both classes of cases.
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is a universal accordance (compare R. Pr. iv. 4, r. 81 ccxxvii; V. Pr, iv,
13; T. Pr. v. 25, 26).

36. An exception is the m of sam before the root rdj.
The only words coming under the action of this rule are samrdj1
samrdjii, and sdmrdjya: verbal forms from the root raj with the prefix
sam are not found in the text. The commentary cites samrdd eko vi
rdjati (vi. 36. 3), samrdjiy edhi pvapureshu samrajny uta devrshu.
nandnduh samrajny edhi samrdjny uta fvaprvda (xiv. 1. 44). The derivative sdmrajya (p. sdm-rajya) is found once only (xiv. 1. 43).
The other treatises duly notice the same exceptional case (see R. Pr,
iv. 7, r. 23, ccxlii; V. Pr, iv. 5; T. Pr. xiii. 4); the Taitt. Pr. alone attempting to give the rule a more general form, and declaring sam and
sam not liable to change when followed by rd: it is strange if the
treatise do not thus lay itself open to the imputation of an error; our
own text, at any rate, has such forms as samhrddhayanta}(iii. 30. 5).

37. As also, before a v which is the result of sandhi.
The passage here referred to, and cited by the commentator, is sam
v asnd 'ha dsyam (vi. 56. 3), where the particle u, following sam, is converted into v by iii. 39. There are two closely analogous cases-- am v
astu-in the nineteenth book (xix, 10. 7, 9), which this rule is not constructed to cover, since the Atharvan text recognized by our treatise
consists only of the first eighteen books of the present Atharva-Veda.

38. In case of a combination in the inverted order of the
mute-series, there takes place sphotana, provided the former is a
final.
Weber (p. 267) regards viparyaya as signifying here simply 'difference,' but it does not seem to me possible to give the word so general
and indefinite a meaning, and the whole treatment of the subject by
the two Prati9qkhyas goes to show, at least by negative evidence, that
the cases contemplated by them are only those in which a mute of one
series (varga) enters into combination with one of a preceding series,
so that, in the group, the natural order of the series appears inverted.
The precept of the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 162) is to the effect that it either is or
is not an error of pronunciation to utter a guttural after another mute
with sphotana. This is in appearance a narrowing of the sphere of
occurrence of the sphotana to no small extent, as compared with our
treatise: but it is almost only in seeming; for, allowing the exception
made in the next following rule, there are but two combinations requiring sphotana to be found in the Atharvan in which a guttural is not the
54
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second member, and each is represented by but a single case, and one
of the two is in the nineteenth book of the text: they are pch (trishtupchanddh,vi. 48. 3), and bj (trishtubjagatydu, xix. 21. 1). The commentator to the Vaj. Pr. (Weber, p. 266) defines sphotana to be "the
separated utterance of a close combination of consonants" (pindibh4tasya samtyogasyaprthag ucctdranam); our commentator gives no such
explanation, merely paraphrasing the rule as follows: vargan4mhviparyaye sphotanah sandhyo bhavati: pdurvenaced vir&mo bhavati: but the
text itself has already (see i. 103) defined sphotana to be a quarter or
an eighth of a short a-doubtless a salvrta a, or the neutral vowel.
There can be no doubt, then, that the sphotana is that very brief unclosure of the organs which we often, if not ordinarily, allow to take
place between two mutes standing in conjunction with one another, and
of the former of which we desire to make clearer the pronunciation.
In passing from a t to a k, for instance, while it is possible by an effort
to make the release of the t-closure and the formation of the k-closure so truly simultaneous that nothing whatever shall escape from
the mouth during the transfer, it is more natural to let so much breath
slip out between as shall render audible the unclosure of the dental position, and so far relieve the imperfect or abhinihita utterance
of the t, rendering it comparatively clear and distinct (sphuta). This
insertion is then properly enough called sphotana, 'that which makes
clear, distinct, or evident:' we have noticed above (under i. 103) that
the commentator gives it also another kindred name, vyanjaka, ' manifester.' It is, under other circumstances of occurrence, very nearly the
same with that release or separation of the passive and active organs of
production which the Vaj. Pr. (i. 90) prescribes after the pronunciation
of a final mute in the pada-text, so that the next word may begin with
a new effort. That the Hindu theory allows sphotana in the combination of the phrase only in case two mutes meet in the inverse order of
the vargas to which they belong has something of arbitrariness in it,
yet is not without foundation; for it may be noted, I think, that it is
perceptibly harder to change from a contact farther forward in the
mouth to one farther back, than to make a like transfer in the contrary
direction, without allowing any intervening escape of breath or sound:
and the order of the vargas follows the advance in the mouth of the
place of formation.
The commentator cites, as instances of the occurrence of sphotana,
vashatkdrena (p. vashat-kdrena, e. g. v. 26. 12), avatkam (p. avat-kam,
ii. 3. 1), ejatkah (p. ejat-kah, v. 23. 7), trishtitb gayatri (xviii. 2. 6), and
yad gyyatre (ix. 10. 1). Of other combinations than these, the text
presents pk (anushtup katham, viii. 9. 20), tkh (e. g. utkhidan [p. ut-khidan], iv. 11. 10), and dgh (e. g. padghoshdih [p. pat-ghoshdih], v. 21.
8). Whether combinations of the dental nasal with a following guttural mute are to be regarded as coming under the rule, and admitting
sphotana, is rendered at least doubtful by our commentator, who goes
on to say: "why does the rule say purveena?because of such cases as
kramdn ko asydh (viii. 9. 10)." It is evident from this that he would
understand pu'rva as equivalent here to anuttama, ' not last in a muteseries,' i. e. 'non-nasal.' This seems to me, however, a very forced in-
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terpretation, and unsupported by the usage of the word elsewhere, in
this or in the other Prati$akhyas. The V&j.Pr. makes no such exception of the nasals, nor is it noticed in the verse-from the same metrical
treatise, doubtless, which has often been found cited above-with which
the commentary on the rule closes: vargadn&dm
samnipdte
viparit4nd&m
nibodhata: vyavdyi sphotandkhyas tu yad g&yatrenidarFanam; 'know
ye that in the collocation of the series in their inverted order there takes
place an insertion called sphotana: yad gayatre is an instance of it.' I
am disposed, then, to look upon the exclusion of the nasals from the
operation of the rule as a later gloss, foisted in upon the rule itself.
There is by no means a lack of reason for making the exception; since
the nasals are accompanied throughout their utterance by a free emission of intonated breath through the nose, and are by it made so distinctly audible that there is felt no impulse to give them additional
clearness by the insertion of such a sound as sphotana. If the interpretation of the commentator be rejected, we shall have to add to the
list of groups given above as coming under the action of the rule not
only nk, of which an instance has already been cited, but also nkh (e. g.
kepdn khadantah, v. 19. 3), ng (e.g. vidvdn gandharvah, ii. 1. 2), and
ngh (e. g. devan ghrtavatd, iii. 10. 11). To the specification of the rule
that the consonant followed by sphotana must be a final, the commentary brings up the counter-example venor adgd iva (i. 27. 3), where the
group dg, although composed of a dental before a guttural, suffers no
such interposition. The term virdma, which is used once or twice also
in the technical language of the other Pratigakhyas, has the same signification with avasdna, and denotes a pause accompanied with a suspension of euphonic influences; such as takes place in the ordinary text
only where there is a sign of interpunction, or at the end of a sentence
or paragraph, but in the Tada-text is found after every word, and even
between the two separated parts of a compound word.
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39. But not in the case of a lingual before a palatal; here
there takes place a prolongation of the time: and this they call
karshana.
That is to say, when a t comes before a c, or a d before aj (the only
two cases which can occur under the rule), there is no separation of the
two consonants by unclosure and reclosure of the organs, but the effect
of the contact is merely to lengthen out the time employed in uttering
the group: the name applied to this prolongation, karshana, ' tractio,
drawing out, extension,' is not elsewhere met with in the grammatical
literature. The commentator cites as examples shat ce 'mdh, (iv. 20. 2),
shat ca me shashtic ca (v. 15. 6), and shad jdtd (viii. 9. 16): they are
the only instances of these combinations to be met with in the Atharvan text, except one in the nineteenth book (shat ca, xix. 47. 4).
It is easy to see the physical ground of this exception to the rule pre-
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scribing sphotana. The same close relationship with respect to place of
utterance which causes the final palatal to pass often into a lingual,
instead of reverting to the guttural out of which it originally grew,
causes the lingual, in coming before the palatal, to virtually double it
only. The transfer of position of the organs is too slight and easy to
necessitate the emission of an intervening sound.
This is the last rule in the first section of the second chapter. The
manuscript this time omits to specify the number of rules contained in
the section, and adds simply dvitzyasya prathamah pddah.
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40. Visarjaniya, before a surd consonant, becomes of like position with the following sound,
That is to say, applying rule i. 95, it is converted into the spirant
(ushman) corresponding in position with the following letter. Thus,
before c and ch it becomes ?; before t and th, sh; before t and th, s;
before f, sh, and s, it is changed into each of those letters respectively;
before k and kh it becomes jihvamuliya, and, before p and ph, upadhmdniya-these last two spirants being, as already noticed, clearly implied in this rule, although nowhere referred to by name as belonging
to the scheme of spoken sounds recognized by the treatise. Visaijaniya itself, then, would only stand, in sanhitd, before a pause. The
theory of the Praticakhya, however, is not at all the practice of the
manuscripts, and the latter, rather than the former, has been followed
by us in the printed text. In none of the Atharvan codices is any
attempt made to distinguish the jihvdm liya and upadhm&niyafrom the
visarjantya-and, as we cannot but think, with much reason: since the
division of this indistinct and indefinite sound into three different kinds
of indefiniteness savors strongly of an over-refinement of analysis. Nor
do the manuscripts-except in a few sporadic cases, and without any
agreement among one another as regards these-convert visarjaniya into
a sibilant before a sibilant. In the final revision of the edited text, the
rule of the Praticakhya in this respect was begun to be followed in the
interior of a word (see ii. 3. 3, 5; iii. 21. 2; iv. 17. 2), but was soon
neglected again, and the text in general shows visarjaniya before a sibilant in all situations. The rule that the visarjantya is to be dropped
altogether before a sibilant followed by a surd mute-a rule which is
laid down by the Rik and Vaj. Prati'ckhyas, and not by our own, but
which is rather more usually, although with very numerous and irregularly occurring exceptions, followed in the Atharvan manuscripts-has
been uniformly carried out in the edition; although many will doubtless
be inclined to think with me that, considering the varying usage of
the manuscripts, it would have been better to follow the authority of
the Pratikakhya, and so to avoid the ambiguity occasionally arising from
the omission of the final spirant.
The commentator's illustrative citations are as follows: before gutturals (kavarge: he prefixes in each case such a specification to his classes
of examples), antahIkofamiva (i. 14.4); before palatals, yap ca dvishan
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(i. 19. 4); before linguals, vrkshash tikate (a fabricated instance: no case
of this conversion is to be found in AV.: the same example occurs
under Pan. viii. 3. 34); before dentals, mayas tokebhyah (i. 13. 2), avis
tokdni (v. 19. 2), balhikan va parastardm (v. 22. 7), yujas tujejan&h (vi.
33. 1), yathd pasas tdyddaram (vi. 72. 2), pr'd 'vantu nas tujaye (vii. 49.
1), trayastrinhena jagati (viii. 9. 20), makhas tavishyate (xviii. 1. 23);
before labials, tatah pari prajatena (vi. 89. 1); before s, vdtabhrajds stanayan (i. 12. 1 : edition -jd stanayan, and this time with the assent of all
the MSS. except E.), arussrdnam (ii. 3. 3: I. aruh.srdnam,and, in verse 5,
I. and H. do.; all the others, in both cases, arusranam; pada aruh-srdnam), vivratds sihana (iii. 8. 5: all the MSS. except H., vivratdh sthana),
ati tdurgds srotydh (x. 1.16). Instances for c and sh are not given.
The Vaj. Pr. (iii. 8, 11) gives as taught by Cakatayana the doctrines
of our treatise-namely, that visarjaniya becomes a sibilant before a
sibilant, and jihv&muliya and upadhmanzya before gutturals and labials
-while it states (iii. 9) that 9akalya leaves visarjantya unchanged before a sibilant, and itself, not deciding that point, maintains the visarjaniya before gutturals and labials. Before palatals and dentals, it prescribes (iii. 6, 7) the conversion into c and s: of the hypothetical case
of an initial lingual it takes no notice. Before a sibilant followed by
a surd mute, it rejects the visarjaniya altogether (iii. 12), as already
noticed. The Rik Pr. likewise treats at considerable length the changes
which our treatise compresses into a single rule. It first (iv. 10, r. 31,
32, ccl, ccli) gives rules which agree in all points with our own, only
excepting the case of a mute followed by a sibilant, and, later, that of a
sibilant followed by a surd mute, before which (iv. 12, r. 36, cclv) the
visarjaniya is to be struck out. But it then goes on (iv. 1], r. 33, 34,
cclii, ccliii) to permit the retention of the spirant unchanged before gutturals, labials, and unaltered sibilants, and even, finally (iv. 12, r. 38,
cclvii), to pronounce this the approved usage before gutturals and labials.
The Taitt. Pr. also (ix. 2, 3) agrees with our treatise, only excepting ksh,
before which visarjaniya is to remain unaltered. It then rehearses the
varying opinions of other authorities: Agniveqya and Valmiki (ix. 4)
hold that the spirant maintains its identity before gutturals and labials,
while others (ix. 5) who allow it in these cases to become jihvdmulidya
and upadhmdniya, leave it unchanged before sibilants-it being specified, however, that of this number are not Plakshi and Plakshayana.
The omission before a sibilant followed by a surd is mentioned (ix. 1)
as the doctrine of KAndamayana.
The discordance of opinion among the ancient Hindu grammarians
as to the treatment of visarjaniya before surd letters is thus shown to
have been very great, the only point upon which they all agree being
its conversion into s and c before dentals and palatals-or, more properly, the retention of the original sibilant in the former position, and its
conversion into the nearly related palatal sibilant, by assimilation, in
the latter. The assimilation to a following sibilant must, it should
seem, be regarded as a more primitive mode of pronunciation than the
retention of-or, more properly, conversion into-visarjaniya, which
latter has become exclusively prevalent in the later language. It is possible, too, that the so-called guttural and labial spirants may have had
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more of the sibilant character than the mere breathing visarjanzya, and
so have been intermediate steps between the latter and the original
sibilant.
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41. Before a vowel, visarjaniya becomes y.
This is an intermediate step to the total disappearance of the spirant,
by ii. 21, and it is very hard to say whether the conversion into y is a
matter of grammatical theory only, or whether it gives account of an
actual process of phonetic transition. The rule is limited by the one
which follows it, and then farther by ii. 53, so that all which remains of
it is that visarjantya is lost when following d and preceding a vowel,
and when following a and preceding any other vowel than a. The
commentator's citations, illustrating these two cases, are yasyd upastha
1rv antariksham (vii. 6. 4: p. yasyh : upa-sthah), madhyandina ud
g&yati (ix. 6. 46), abhipafyata eva (x. 8. 24), and sa apah (not found in
AV.: perhaps the reading is corrupt, and va 4pah [iii. 13. 7] or na dpah
[xii. 1. 30] is the passage intended).
The Taitt. Pr. (ix. 10) gives its general rule in a form closely corresponding with that of our own. The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 36) also makes the
conversion of the spirant to y before elision, but restricts it formally as
well as virtually to the case of a visarjaniya preceded by a and a. The
Rik Pr. (ii. 9, 10, r. 24, 27, cxxviii, cxxxi) follows a peculiar method: it
assumes no conversion into y, nor does it declare the spirant omitted,
but teaches that when the latter is preceded by a long vowel, not subject
to conversion into r, and followed by a vowel, it becomes d; and when
in like circumstances but preceded by a short vowel, it becomes a.
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42. If preceded by an alterant vowel, it becomes r before a
vowel.
The alterant vowels, as already noted (under ii. 29), are the whole
series excepting a and d.
The commentator's citations are agnir dsinah (ix. 7. 19), vdyur amitrdndm (xi. 10. 16), ?syd 'ha?hmanyor avajy&m iva (v. 13. 6), and tair
amitrdh (v. 21. 8).
The other treatises (R. Pr. i. 20, r. 76, lxxvii, and iv. 9, r. 27, ccxlvi;
V. Pr. iv. 35; T. Pr. viii. 6) combine into one this rule and the following.
There is here another lacuna in the manuscript: immediately upon
the citation tdir amitrdh follow tasyd agnir vatsah and the other illustrations of the conversion of visarjantya preceded by an alterant vowel
into r before a sonant consonant, and then follow the words ghoshavati
ca, before the rule dvah etc. It is evident that the copyist has leaped
over the rule ghoshavati ca, together with its own paraphrase, the final
repetition of the preceding rule, and perhaps some of the illustrative
citations belonging to one or both of them. There is no reason whatever to suppose that anything more than this is omitted, or that any
rule is lost altogether.
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43. As also before a sonant consonant.
The remaining citations of the commentator are tasyd agnir vatsah
(iv. 39. 2), aqner bhgaah stha (x. 5. 7), ardtiyor bhrdtrvyasya (x. 6. 1),
and tdir medino angirasa.h (x. 6. 20).
It has been already noticed that the other Prati9akhyas unite this
rule with the preceding.

44. Also is changed into r before a vowel or sonant consonant

the viarjanzya of avah, kah, akauh,ca vi vah, and abibhah-except in the case of a pronoun.
In this and the following rules, as far as the 49th inclusive, are treated
the words whose final visarjaniya represents an original r, and not s,
and in which, accordingly, the r is liable to reappear before a sonant
initial, even though a or d precede. The Rik Pr. and Vaj. Pr. deal
with this class of words in a somewhat different manner. The former,
in the concluding part of its first chapter (i. 20-26) rehearses all the
words of which the final spirant is rephin or riphita, 'liable to pass into
r,' and then, in a later chapter (iv. 9), prescribes the conversion into r
of the riphita visarjanfya before sonants. The VAj. Pr. gives a like list
(i. 160-168), and a like precept for the alteration (iv. 35). The Taitt.
Pr., like our own treatise, disposes of the whole matter at once (in viii.
8-15). The words of the class are quite differently combined in the
different Praticakhyas, so that any detailed comparison is impracticable:
thus, for instance, the words treated in this rule of ours are found scattered through Rik Pr. i. 21, 22, 23, 26, VYj. Pr. i. 161,164, 168, and
Taitt. Pr. viii. 8, 9.
The cases to which the rule refers are instanced by the commentator,
as follows: suruco vena dvah: dvar ity dvah (iv. 1. 1), sarasvati tam iha
dhdtave kah: 'kar iti kah (vii. 10. 1), acam nirrtyd akah: akar ity akah
(ii. 25. 1), sataf ca yonim asatap ca vi vah: var iti vah (iv. 1. 1), and
yam parihastam abibhar aditih putrakdmya (vi. 81.3). It will be noticed that the commentator repeats each word to which the rule applies,
with iti interposed, except in the last case, where the r appears in sanhita. This is in accordance with the usage of the pada-text of the RigVeda, but not with that of the Atharvan, which in no single instance*
performs parihdra of a word ending in a riphita visarjaniya; and we
must accordingly regard the repetitions as taken from the krama-text,
which would give such a form to the words in question, as standing at the
end of a line. In the case of vi vah, we have the preceding word ca also
extracted, in order to limit the rule to this particular passage, or, as the
commentator has it, etdvattvdrtham (compare note to ii. 28). The cases
* Excepting in the twentieth book, whose
pada-text is shown by this and other
peculiarities to be merely a putting together of extracts from that of the Rik.
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intended to be thus excluded must be such as vi vo dhamatu (iii. 2. 2),
but they are sufficiently provided against by the final specification of
the rule, "when the word is not a pronoun," and I do not see how the
citation in the text of both the ca and the vi can escape the charge of
superfluity. As counter-examples, illustrating the necessity of the final
specification, the commentator cites hiranyavarnd atrpam yadd vah: va
iti vah (iii. 13. 6), and yatre 'dam vepaydmi vah (iii. 13. 7): he does not
choose to notice the fact that these cases are also excluded by their
lacking a preceding ca vi; and he gives no instances of kah as a pronoun, as it was his duty to do. All the other treatises distinguish the
kah whose final is riphita by calling it anuddtta, 'unaccented,' which
compels them then farther to specify the cases in which the verbal form
kah (kar) happens to be accented.
The term sarvanaman, 'all-name,' used to denote a pronoun, is an
ingenious and interesting one; it is not found in either of the other
treatises, but is employed by Panini. Ndman, 'name,' includes substantives, adjectives, and pronouns; but while the two former, being
descriptive of quality, are restricted in their application to certain objects or classes of objects, a pronoun may be used of anything indifferently; it is a title of universal applicability.

45. Also that of dvdh and vah.
The commentator cites prathamd dvah: dvar iti dvdh (ix. 3. 22), tasmdd var nama (iii. 13. 3), and divyam ghrtam vdh: vdr iti vdh (xviii.
1. 32); repeating, as under the previous rule, the final words of the
half-verses, as they would be repeated in the krama-text.

IlaP7 Ti: 11usk
46. Also that of ahd1z, except it be from the root hd.
An equivalent and, one would think, preferable form for this rule
would have been harater ahdh, 'ahdh when coming from the root har
(hr).' The commentator's examples are indras tan pary ahdr ddmnd
(vi. 103. 2, 3), iha rashtram d 'hdh (xiii. 1. 4: the commentator, or the
copyist, omits to add ahdr ity ahdh), and agnish tad d 'hah (vii. 53. 3:
here is added ahdr ity ahdh, but it is out of place, the word not standing in pausa; perhaps the parihdra has slipped away from its proper
place after the preceding citation to this: but then the word following
ahah should also have been quoted in the last passage, and it should
read agnish tad a 'hdr nirrteh). As counter-example, to show that
ahdh from the root hd forms no exception to the general rule respecting
a visarjaniya, the commentator cites ahd ardtim (ii. 10. 7).

47. Also that of the vocative singular of a noun whose dual
ends in rdu.
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The commentator first cites three phrases, of which the first two are
not to be found in the Atharvan, and the third belongs under the next
following rule-viz. dhatar dehi, savitar dehi, punar dehi (xviii. 3. 70:
but possibly the three phrases form a single passage together, and are
a genuine citation from some other text)-and then adds two genuine
and appropriateinstances: bhamemdtar ni dhehi (xii. 1. 63), and tvacam
etdim vifastah: vifastar iti vi-.astalh (ix. 5.4). He goes on to give
counter-examples: first, to show that the conversion into r takes place
only in a singular vocative, he cites a passage-ddivyd hotdra uirdhvam
(v. 27. 9)-containing a plural vocative from a theme of the same character; and second, to show that a vocative of such a theme only is
treated in the manner described, he cites the vocative singular of a
theme in as, which has sdu and not rdu in the dual, viz. tavishasya pracetah: praceta itipracetah (iv. 32. 5); adding pracetahsdudvivacandntam.
Here, as in more than one other instance, our treatise shows a greater
readiness than the others to avail itself of the help of grammatical categories in constructing its rules: all the other PratiSakhyas laboriously
rehearse in detail, one by one, the words which are here disposed of as
a class, in one brief rule.

48. Also that of antah, punah, prdtah, sanutah, and svah,
when indeclinables.
The final specification is intended only for the first and last words
of the series, antah being possible as nominative singular of anta, and
svah of sva. The commentator illustrates as follows: antardavejuhutd
(vi. 32. 1), punar mdi " 'tv indriyam (vii. 67. 1), prdtar bhagampfshanam (iii. 16. 1), sanutar yuyotu (vii. 92. 1), svar no 'pa tud (ii. 5. 2). As
counter-examples, to show the necessity of the specification "when
indeclinables," he gives yo nah svo yo aranah sajdtah (i. 19. 3), samagrah
samantah: samagra iti sam-agrah: samanto bhuydsamn:sarnanta iti
sam-antah (vii. 81. 4: the commentator thus gives the krama-text for
the passage samagrah samanto bhfy&sam).
The other treatises exclude the noun dnta by defining the accent of
antdh, and the Rik Pr. treats svah in the same way-a method which
renders necessary considerable additional limitation and explanation.
Fr
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49. And that of svah, also in svarshdh.
The commentator cites the passage, ;psham agriyah svarshdh (v. 2. 8).
The reason of the word ca in the rule, he says, is that the following
letter is a surd; and he adds that the spirant becomes r only in sanhitd,
the pada form being svaI-s&dh:this last is rather a gratuitous piece of
information.
.
50. Also that of ahah, when neuter.
VOL. VII.
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The examples quoted from the text are yad aharahar abhigachdmi
(xvi. 7. 11), and ahar ma 'ty apiparah (xvii. 25). As counter-examples,
to show that the final is liable to become r only when the word is neuter, we have samaho vartate (not in AV.), and dvddaFdho'pi (xi. 7. 12).
The passages in which the other Praticakhyas take note of this irregular change of ahas are Rik Pr. i. 26 (r. 103, civ), Vaj. Pr. i. 163, and
Taitt. Pr. viii. 8, 13.
The next rule furnishes exceptions to this one.
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51. But not before a case-ending, or the words rlipa, rdtri,
and rathartara.
As examples of ahah before case-endings, the commentator gives us
achobhydmand ahobhih,but the latter of them (xviii. 1. 55: p. ahah-bhih)
is the only instance of the kind which the Atharvan text contains. For
the compound ahordtre he cites two cases, ahordtrabhydrhnakshatrebhyah (vi. 128. 3), and ahordtre idam brumah (xi. 6. 5): it is a word of
frequent occurrence. For the combinations of ahas with following ruapa
and rathamtara are quoted yad aho ruipdhni
drAyante, and yadd 'ho rasdma giyate,. neither of which passages is to be found in the
tharmtarah?
Atharvan. It is a very suspicious circumstance that a vdrttika to a
rule of Panini's (viii. 2. 68) mentions the same three exceptions which
our rule gives: and it is very probable that our treatise in this case, as
in several others, has constructed its rule so as to include all the cases
noted as occurring in general usage; and hence, that the two phrases
quoted are not necessarily to be regarded as having constituted a part
of the Atharvan text for which the Pr&tigakhyawas composed.
The Rik Pr. (iv. 13, r. 40, cclix) makes exceptions only of ahobhik
and ahordtre; the Vaj. Pr. (i. 163) excepts cases in which ahah is followed
by bh; the Taitt. Pr. (viii. 13, 14) teaches the conversion of the final
of ahah into r when it is not the final member of a compound, nor followed by bhih or bhydm.
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52. Nor is the visarjantya of uidhah, amnah, and bhuvah convertible into r.
This rule is utterly idle in our treatise, since no precept has been
given which should in any way require or authorize the conversion into
r of the final of these words. The original form of uIdhas,however, is
2dhar, as is clearly shown by the comparison of the kindred languages
(ol&a,o Euter, udder), and by its treatment in the Rig-Veda; and the
Rik Pr., accordingly (i. 22, r. 97, 98, xcviii, xcix), has to give rules respecting it. Neither of the other treatises takes notice of it or of either
of the words here associated with it. All three, however, are noted by
Panini (viii. 2. 70, 71), as words which may or may not, in Vedic use,
change their final into r; and thb instance there cited for bhuvah,bhuvo
vipveshu bhuvaneshu,looks as if it were meant to be the same which
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our commentator gives, viz. bhuvo vi*veshu savaneshu yajiiyah, and
which is not to be found in the Atharvan. The commentator farther
cites for bhuvah an actual Atharvan passage, bhuvo vivasvdn anvdtatdna
(xviii. 2. 32); but even here it would hardly be necessary to understand
the word as having the same meaning as in the mystic trio bhur bhuvah
svar, with which the later religious philosophy amuses itself. For ftdhah
and amnah, the examples quoted are yo asyda dho na veda (xii. 4. 18),
and ye amnojatan marayanti (viii. 6. 19: the only case).

53. When preceded by a, visarjanzya becomes u, before a following a.
And this u, of course, combines with the preceding a, so that the ak
becomes o, as is directly taught by the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 12, r.
33, cxxxvii; V. Pr. iv. 42; T. Pr. ix. 7). The instances cited are paro
'pe 'hy asamrddhe (v. 7. 7), and paro 'pe 'hi manasp&pa(i.v 45. 1). For
the treatment of the following initial a, see iii. 53, 54.
This rule is much mutilated by the copyist, both in its first statement
(akdro 'kare) and in its final repetition (akdropadhasyokdre),so that its
true form is only restorable from the commentator's paraphrase, which
reads akaropadhasya visarjantyasyo 'kdro bhavati: akare paratah. Evidently the triple recurrence of the syllables kdro, kdro, &kre bothered
the copyist's weak head, and he stumbled from the one to the other of
them in an utterly helpless manner.

54. As also befope a sonant consonant.
The commentator's illustrations are tathd saptarshayo viduh (iv. 11. 9),
tad vdi brahmavido viduh (x. 8. 43), and tasyam naro vapata bijam
asyd?m(xiv. 2. 14).
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iv. 8 (r. 25,
ccxliv), Vaj. Pr. iv. 41, and Taitt. Pr. ix. 8.
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55. When preceded by a, it is dropped.
That is to say, it is so treated in the position defined in the last rule,
before a sonant consonant; the case of ah before a vowel was included
in ii. 41, above. The commentator cites anamvdavivakshavah(ii. 30. 3),
dhird deveshu (iii. 17. 1), and ekafatar td janatd yd bhumih (v. 18.
12),
which last passage contains three cases of the application of the rule.
The corresponding rule of the Vaj. Pr. is found at iv. 37, that of the
Taitt. Pr. at ix. 9. The Rik Pr. (iv. 8, r. 24, ccxliii) teaches that the
visarjaniya (along with its preceding vowel, of course) in such a case
passes into a--which is a peculiar way of saying the same thing.
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56. As also in 9epaharshanim and vandane 'va vrcsham.
The commentator cites the two passages: oshadhimhfepaharshantm
(iv. 4. 1: p. pepah-harshantm)and vandane 'va vrk8sham(vii. 115. 2: p.
vandanah-iva). The former is a striking case of arbitrariness in etymologizing on the part of the authors of the pada-text, for there is
neither necessity nor plausibility in treating the compound as if made up
of pepas and harshana: the former member is evidently ;epa, which in
the Atharvan is much the more common of the two forms of this word.
And as for the other case, of elision of the visarjaniya before iva and
contraction of the two vowels into a diphthong, it is equally surprising
to find this one singled out to be so written, from among the many
in the text which are to be so read. For the contraction of a final syllable, ending either in an original s or m, with the following particle of
comparison iva, so that the two together form but two syllables, is the
rule rather than the exception in the Atharva-Veda. Out of 59 instances in the text, in which a final ah occurs before ira, there are only
13 in which the metre shows the sandli to be regular: in 46 cases we
are to read e 'va; am iva is contracted in the same manner 25 times
out of 40; dh iva, only 4 times out of 19; im iva, 3 times out of 5;
ih iva, 7 times out of 10; uh iva, 6 times, or in every instance the text
contains; um iva, only once out of 3 times: and there are single sporadic cases of a similar elision after the terminations eh, au, an, ad, ud,
which would pass without notice, as mere irregularities of metre, were
it not for their analogy with the others I have mentioned, but which,
considering these latter, are worth adverting to, as illustrations of the
same general tendency.
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57. As also in eshah and sah, before a consonant.
The instances selected by the commentator are esha priyah (ii. 36. 4),
and sa sendm mohayatu (iii. 1. 1).
All the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 4, r. 11, 12, cxv, cxvi; V. Pr. iii. 15,
16; T. Pr. v. 15) include syah in the same rules with eshah and sah:
the word, however, nowhere occurs in the Atharvan text.

;T Ftr4vE 11r 11
58. But not in the passage sas padsh.ta.
The passage, adharah sas padishta. (vii. 31. 1), is cited by the commentator. It is one which occurs in the Rig-Veda also (iii. 53. 21), and
is noticed by its Praticakhya (iv. 20, r. 58, cclxxvii).

59. Visarjanfya is also dropped in dirghdyutvdyaetc.
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Besides the word drrghdyutvdya (e. g. i. 22. 2: p. dtrghdyu-tvdya),
which is of frequent occurrence in the Atharvan, the commentary cites
atho sahasracaksho tvam (iv. 20. 5: p. sahasracakshoiti sahasra-caksho),
and barhishadah (xviii. 1. 45, 51 : p. barhi-sadah). In all these cases, it
will be noticed, the lopa of the visarjaniya is made in the pada-text, as
well as in sanhitd, as is directed in a later rule (iv. 100). In the two
first, there is an actual substitution of the themes dyu and cakshu for
the usual dyus and cakshus; in the other we are to assume, rather, that
the final of barhis is lost in making the sandhi, and we have a right to
be surprised that the pada-text does not give us barhih-sadah.
Here ends the second section of the second chapter: the signature
is: 59: dvitiyasya dvittyah pidah.
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60. The visarjantiya of duh becomes u before dd9a, and the
following dental is replaced by a lingual.
That is to say, duh becomes di, and dd@a,ddca, making dud&fa.
The passage containing the word is cited by the commentator, as follows:
yena dudade asyasi (i. 13. 1); and he adds sanihitdydmity eva: durdd;a iti duh-ddae; this is the form the word would assume in the kramatext: the pada reads simply duh-ddfe. The theme of the word is
rather dida&pthan duddfa.* The commentator says farther: apara
tdha: dhadndaddfadabhayeshu lapyeta upadhdydp ca dirghah. tavargiyasya tfrvarqiya iti: dusd.alah: didabhah: dudihyah: ava dtddhyojahi;
'another says, before dha, ndpa, ddfa, and dabha, the visarjaniya is
dropped, the preceding vowel is lengthened, and a lingual substituted
for a dental: thus, duiddfah, [dunadah]. dudabhah, duidhyah; ava dudhyo jahi (Rig-Veda i. 94. 9).' Of these words, only the one mentioned in our rule is found in the Atharvan; the others occur in the
Rik, and are the subject of a rule of its Pratigakhya (v. 24, r. 55,
ccclxxi). A part of them are also noted by the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 41, 42).
The Atharvan has duh-naFa (v. 11. 6), but treats it according to the
regular methods of combination, making durna?a in sanhitd.

61. Before cun, it becomes t.
This is intended merely as an explanation of the mode of formation
of the word ducchund, which is accordingly to be regarded as passing
through the stages duh-funt, dut-fund, and hence (by ii. 13, 17) ducchund. Two instances of its occurrence are cited: duchund7hgrimam
(v. 17. 4), and tad rdshtram h/antiduchund (v. 19. 8). As the pada-text
does not analyze the word, but writes it simply duchund, this rule is
properly superfluous, and we have a right to wonder that it was intro* It is
quite probable,however,that ddcain the rule means,not 'the theme
ddca,'but 'the rootdd.'
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duced into our treatise, rather than, with Weber (p. 187, 188) to be
surprised that nothing like it is found in the Vaj. Pr.
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62. In a compound, it becomes s before k and p, excepting in
the case of antcth, sadyah, Freyah, and chandah.
The citations given in illustration of the rule are adhaspadam (e. g.
ii. 7. 2: p. adhah-padam), pibasphdkam (iv. 7. 3: p. pibah-phdkam),namaskdrena (iv. 39. 9: p. namah-kacrena),and yo vipvataspanir uta vifvatasprthah (xiii. 2. 26: p. visvatahpd&ih; vifvatah-prthah). With regard to the second of these, I would remark that its treatment by the
pada-text, and its citation under this rule, seem to depend upon a false
etymology, inasmuch as its final member is plainly not phdka, but
sphdka, a word allied with sphdna and sphdti, repeatedly met with elsewhere: in the combination pibah-sphaka, then, the final of the first
member has disappeared, according to the rule of the Rik Pr. and VYj.
Pr. (spoken of above, under ii. 40) for the loss of a visarjaniya before
a sibilant followed by a surd mute. The commentator then cites in full
the passages illustrating the exceptions, viz. antahkofam iva (i. 14. 4),
antahpatre rerihatim (xi. 9. 15), sadyahkrih (xi. 7. 10), ?reyahketah(v.
20. 10), and chanda.hpakshe(viii. 9. 12). Next follows what has the
appearance of being another rule, with its commentary; parahparah:
para iti cd "mreditasamdsena sakaro bhavati: tvatparahparah ; 'parahparah: the visarjaniya of parah also does not become s in a compound
of repetition: e. g. tvat parahparah (xii. 3. 39).' This is not, however,
regarded by the commentator as a rule, since after it he gives, as final
repetition before the next rule, our rule 62, samdse .... chandasdm. It
is also evidently not to be reckoned as a rule, on account of its interrupting the anuvrtti, or implication by inference from the preceding
rule, of visarjaniyat sakdro bhavati, which continues to the end of the
section. It must be looked upon as a vdrttika, or secondary limitation
by another hand, of the rule under which it is introduced. Respecting
the propriety of its introduction, moreover, there may be question.
The only other case of the kind occurring in the text is parushparuh
under
(e. g. i. 12. 3), which, as we shall see, is cited by the commentator
rule 80, below: as it ought not to be if it belongs under our present
rule. It may be, then, that such cases of repeated words are not regarded as distinctly enough compounded to be entitled to the unqualified name samdsa, 'compound.'* They seem, however, to be treated
as regular compounds by the other Pratihkkhyas, and our own padatext makes no distinction between them and the rest, writing paruh-paruh precisely like vata-jhi, for example.
Our manuscripts are not consistent or unanimous in their mode of
treatment of the class of compounds to which this rule relates, one or
more of them, in several instances, retaining the final visarjaniya of the
* The same thing appears from their separate mention in the fourth chapter (iv.
40), as if not included among regular compounds(iv. 9).
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first member, instead of changing it into the sibilant: in a single case
(dyuhprataranah, iv. 10. 4), they all agree in so doing: we have, however, regarded this coincidence as accidental, and adopted in the published text the reading which the Pratiq&khyarequires.
Rule ii. 81, below, directs the conversion into sh, after an alterant
vowel, of the dental sibilants prescribed by this and the following rules
of the section.
The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 14, r. 41, cclx; V. Pr. iii. 29; T. Pr.
viii. 23) give the same general precept for the conversion of visarjaniya
into a sibilant before k and p,; and detail the exceptions in following
rules.
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63. The visarjan?ya of niA, duth, avih, and havih becomes s
before k and p, even elsewhere than in a compound.
The particle duh never appears in the Atharvan text except as compounded with other words, but it would seem from this rule that the
compounds which it forms are not entitled to the name samdsa. The
commentator cites as examples dushkrtam (e. g. iv. 25. 4) and dushpitam (not found in AV.; take instead dushpratigraha [x. 10. 28], the
only like case which the text affords): both are also given in illustration of the corresponding rule of Panini (viii. 3. 41). Dushkrt and
dushkrta are the only words in our text in which duh is followed by k.
The preposition nih becomes nish before k only, and, excepting a single
case (nishkrttah, ii. 34. 1), only in verbal forms and derivatives of the
root kar: the commentator cites one of them, viz. kushthas tat sarvarh
nish karat (v. 4. 10). But it occurs three times before k and p in the
accidental combinations of the phrase (viz. nih kravyddam, xii. 2. 16
[B. I. nish kr?]; do. xii. 2. 42; nih prthivy&h,xvi. 7. 6), and the mannscripts almost without exception read there nih, which has been adopted
in the edition as undoubtedly the true reading. Avih occurs only in
connection with forms of the root kar (sometimes not immediately combined with them): the commentator instances dvish krnushva rupfini
(e. g. iv. 20. 5), and dvish krnute rupdni (not found in AV.). Havih becomes havish but once, in the passage havish krnvantah parivatsarinam
(iii. 10. 5), which the commentator cites: it evidently forms here a kind
of half-compound with kar. For this word the commentator is himself
obliged to instance an exception, as follows: tato 'pa vadai': havih puroddpam; 'from this is to be made the exception havihpurodadam
(xviii. 4. 2).' The rule is evidently not entitled to much credit as a
clear and complete statement of the phenomena with which it is intended to deal.

ft: iI^ 1
64. As is also that of trih.
The only case in the text coming under the rule is apdlam indra trish
patvd (xiv. 1. 41): the commentator cites it, and adds also trish kratvd,
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trish prakdrena, not found in the Atharva-Veda. The Rik Pr. treats
the same case in iv. 24 (r. 63j cclxxxii).

65. As also a visarjanlya, except that of karnayoh, before
kuru, karam, karat, Arnotu, krti, and Ikrdhi.
The cases to which this rule is meant to apply are of very different
frequency of occurrence, and the rule itself is of very different degrees
of accuracy as concerns the forms mentioned. For kuru, the commentator cites pitrbhyaf ca namas kuru (xiv. 2. 20), the only instance in
which this rare form (found elsewhere only at xi. 9. 1, and its repetitions
in the same hymn) is preceded in the pada-text by visarjaniya. For
karam we have cited subaddhdmamutas karam (xiv. 1. 18): also the
only instance. For karat, the instance sammanasas karat (vii. 94. 1) is
given: the text also affords jaigidas karat (xix. 34. 2, 10; 35. 5), and,
besides this, only nish karat (e. g. ii. 9. 5). Under krnotu, the commentator remarks krnotv ity atra tridhdtve 'ti vaktavyam, 'under krnotu
it should have been noted that the change occurs only in three cases:'
and he proceeds to cite the three cases, viz. dirghaamdyush krnotu (vi.
78. 3), agnish krnotu bheshajam(vi. 106. 8), and manish krnotu devajeaih
(x. 6. 31). In all these passages, however, the manuscripts read, without dissent, visarjaniya before the k, and the edition has followed their
authority (except in vi. 106. 3, where, by some oversight, sh has been
introduced). Other instances in which krnotu has an unaltered visarjaniya before it are tolerably numerous,* and nowhere among them does
a single codex read s or sh. The next word, krti, is one which, for a
double reason, has no right to a place in the rule: in the first place, it
occurs nowhere except in compounds; and secondly, it converts into a
sibilant only the preceding visarjaniya of nih and havih, and so would be
sufficiently provided for by rule 63, even if not adjudged to fall under
rule 62. The commentator cites for it tasya tvam asi nisltkrtih (v. 5. 4).
Finally, krdhi actually shows a marked tendency to preserve the original
final sibilant of the preceding word, and does it in numerous instances :f
the commentator cites two of them, viz. anamitramrpuras krdhi (vi. 40.
3), and se 'manhnish krdhi purusham (v. 5. 4: this belongs rather under
rule 63); the only exception is that noticed in the rule, and cited by
krdhi (vi. 141. 2). Besides
the commentator, viz. mithunar karnaayoh.
these, we have, of forms from the root kar, tiras karah (iv. 20. 7), which
the commentator cites under rule 80, below, but which has as good a
right to be specially noted in this rule as one or two other of the cases
the latter contains. Not much can be said in praise of the way in
which the rule is constructed.
The other Prati9akhyas (R. Pr. iv. 15, r. 43, cclxii; V. Pr. iii. 22, 28,
31; T. Pr. viii. 25, 26) treat these cases in nearly the same way: whether
with no greater accuracy, I cannot say.
* They are vi.40.1,2; 53.; 73.3; 83.1; 104.3, vii. 32.1; 33.1; 51.1; 91.
1. viii. 8.4. ix. 2.7; 4. 2. xi.1. 6. xii. 1.1,43.
4
Ihk). vi.40.8; 74.8; 136.2. vii.
f They are i.13.2; 26.4; 34.1, v.. .4(1.

20.2; 26.3. viii.5.17. xix.8.6.
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66. Also the visarjaniya of tatah before pari, When the latte?
is followed by bralhma.
The case referred to, and cited by the commentator, is tatas pari bdamant (i. 10. 1). As counter-examyle, to show that it is only before
brahma that the change takes place, is quoted tatah panriprojatlena(vi.
89. 1); one other such case is afforded by the text, but in the nineteenth
book (xix. 57. 6). A similar case, in which the suffix tafhbecomes tas
before pari, is sindhutas pari (iv. 10. 4 and vii. 45, 1); the Prhti~&khya
takes no notice of it, if it be not intended to be included in the gan&c
with which the section cohcludes (ii. 80).

r
67. Also the v'isarjan'ya of an ablative before ppZri,excapt ir

ahivebhyahpan-ietc.

The Rik Pr. (iv. 15) and YA1l.Pr. (iii. 30) give the additional specification that the pari must be at the end of a p6d1ajor before.a pause,
and the addition of that restriction to our own rule would have made
it accurate, and obviated the neoessfty of the gdqa. The instances and
counter-instances are both tolerably numerous, and are detailed in a
marginal note.* The commentator cites, as instancesi kushtho himavouatas
pari (xix. 39. 1), jdtarh himavalas pari (iv. 9. 9 and v. 4. 2), and vid~y'uto
jyotishas pari (iv. 10. 1); and, as counter-instance, the passage head-ing
the gaiz, prdivsm ahgebhya) pary "cara
ntam (ii. 34. 5). The instance
first cited is the only one anywhere to be found, in the text or in the
commentary of our treatise,-which seems to come from the ni-neteenth
book of the present Atharvan text. but I do not regard its occurrence
as by any means to be taken for an evidence that that book constituted
a part of the commentator's Atharva-Veda; it is to be explained rather
as a slip of his memory in quoting, or as a reading of one of his kushtha
hymns, differing from that of our text.

f,C{fricefl1-t 4 E ITII
68. Also that of divah beforep.Et1zivi?,
ex1cept wQien the latter
is followed by the root sac.
The commentator cites two of the passages to which the rule relates,
viz. divas prthivy antariikshatsamudr&t (ix. i. i), anD divas prehivim,
abh/iye ssjanti (iv. 27. 4). The text affords three others, viz. vi, 100.3;3
*

Cases of an ablative in s before pari at the end of a pdda : i. 10. 4. iv. 9.

9;
10. 1I; 5. 1O.,v. 4. 2. vi., 11I1.3. vii. 38.-2 83. '. viii.4. 5. x. 1. 3,2. xi. 2. 4. xiv.
2.44. xix.39. 1,5.
Casesof an ablativein Abeforepari nt at the end of a pdda: ii. 34.5. vi. 125,
2 (bis). vii.66. 1. viii: 9.4. ix. 4. 1-0. x. 7. 26. xiii. 1. 26M mix.3. 1; 35. 4 (bia); 44.
8,9; 45.5; 5-7.6.
VOL. vTI.
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125.2. xix. Si 1. The only counter-instance'is that mentioned in the
rule,,and given in full by the- commentator, viz, a yuati divah pt'(Aivtrh
,sacante(xii. 3,.26).,
The Rik Pr. (iv. 20, r. 57, cclixvai) adds the restriction that the conversion into the sibilant occurs only when divah beg'insa plda. This
would be correct also, if made a part of our own rule. The other two
treatises do not apparently note any such cases as occurring in their texts.

69. As also before prsh(7ha.
The commentator cites a single case, divas prslithe dkdv'amdna7hqu.parnam (xiii. 2. 37). The others are iv. 14. 2. xi. 5. 10. xii. 2. 12. xiii.
4. 1. xviii. 1. 61. To show that only diva/.'is subject to this change of
its final before pl'shtha, the commentator instances MArnzya74
pjshthe
vada (v. 20. 6).
The origrinalsibilant of diva-s also maintains itself before p in two
other cases, viz, divas putrdu (viii. 7. 20) and divas payu14(xix. 44. D).
With the latter our treatise has nothing to do: the former it lets fall,
apparently, into the burathrumof the gaina which closes the subject and
the section (r.ule80).
Compare Rik Pr. iv. 22 (r. 61, cclxxx), and VAj. Pr, iii. 23.
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70. Also that of yaht before padz, except when gavtm and
a.syd6 precede.
Nearly all the pmssagesof the text to which the rule relates are cited
by the commtentator; they are diryo gandkarvs bhuvanas&/ayas pati4
ya.s paii4 (ii. 2. 2), and dh&lt
(ii. 2. 1), nqrddd gandkdarvobkuvcmnasya
-vidhdtdbhuvanavyayas patii (v. 3. 9): to be added are only banri*ayad
bMavan*syas patih (xiii. 3. 7), and ydni rak4ra bhuvanamyayas patih
(xix. 20. 2). The exceptions are also cited, as follows: gavdihiyaI4patih
(ix. 4. 17), and drlhqh4yurasyd ya4 patii (xiv. 2. 2). One cannot but
think that a better form for the closing restriction of the rule would
have been " whenever bhuvanasya precedes."
These cases are not distinguished by the Rik Pr. and Vaj. Pr. from
those coming under our next rule.

itrs it
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71. Also the visarjJanyaa of a genitive, exceptingthat of 9acy64,
becomies s before pad.
ThteCasesconmingunder this rule are almost innumerable,and it would
be a waste of labor to specify them in full. The comientator cite6 fot-,
vriz.vdcas patilh (e. g. i. 1. 1), usshaspatiih (xvi. 6. 6), braknzanasptifi
(e. g. vi. 4. 1), and jagatatspatih (vii. 1'7. 1). The only exception is that
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which the rule mentions; the commentator cites it: aratydh facyah
patli (xiii. 4. 47).
'The other treatises bring together all the cases of conversion into a
sibilant betbre pati, and give their rules a more empirical form (see R.
Pr. iv. 15, r. 42, cclxi; V. Pr. iii. 34; T. Pr. viii, 27).

72. Also that of iddyah before pada.
The passage is ida&yspadam (iii. 10. 6). The commentator gives a
counter-instance-h(astinyah padena (vi. 70. 2)-to show that only the
genitive iddydh&
undergoes this change before pada.
That the rule is not so framed as to include also the closely analogous
case idas pade (vi. 63. 4), the only other one in the text where an original final sibilant is preserved before pada, gives reason to suspect that
the verse containing it was not in the commentator's Atharva : a suspicion which is supported by the peculiar mode of occurrence of the
verse, at the end of a hymn with the subject of which it has nothing to
do. It looks as if it had been thrust in at the end of vi. 63, because in
the Rik text (x. 191) it preceded the verses of which vi. 64 is composed.
Compare Rik Pr. iv. 17 (r. 49, cclxviii), and V&j.Pr. iii. 22, which
note both the cases.

f?r: fTif
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73. Also that of pituh before pitar.
The commentator cites yas tdni veda sa pilush pi& 'sat (ii. 1. 2), and
a similar phrase is found once more in the text (at ix. 9. 15). On the
other hand, we have three cases in the eighteenth book (xviii. 2. 49; 3.
46, 59) in which pituh stands before pitarah, and, by the unanimous
authority of the manuscript, mamintainsits visarjaniya. We must suppose either that the Pratigakhya and its commentator overlooked these
passages, or that they did not stand in the text contemplated by them,
or that they stood there with the reading pitush pitarah.
The Rik Pr. notes a similar case at iv. 25 (r. 64, cclxxxiii).
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74. As also that of dyauh, in the same situation.
The commentator instances dy&ush pitar ydvaya (vi. 4. S*), and
* The manuscripts vary somewhat in their reading of these words, both as re,gards the sibilant and the accentuation: only I. gives the sh which the Mlatigafkhya
requires; the rest have h. Bp. and I. accent d/d'nxhi,the otlers dyqdush. l'lhere
caln le no question that the latter is the true method: the word must be d(ivided
into two syllables in reading, and the vocative accent of an initial syllable beltogs
only to the former of the two: thus. di'dush; which, when written together as a
single syllable, becomes, of course, dyAdush. One or two other like cases are found
in the text.
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dyaush pitar nyaxii adhard& (not found in AV.). At iii. 9.1, where
the two words occur again in connection, all the MSS. excepting I. and
H. give dyadush,and the edition reads the same. At iii. 23. 6, every
codex presents dy&uh,which was accordingly received into the edited
text: and the same reading was adopted at viii. 7. 2, where the same
line occurs again, although two of the MSS. (W. and I.) there have
dyaush. It might have been better, considering the discordance of the
manuscripts, and the consequent inferior weight of their authority, to
allow the Pr&tikakhyato determine the reading of all'these passages.
Like cases occurring in the Rik and Vajasaneyi are treated in their
Praticakhyas (R. Pr. iv. 23, 24; V. Pr. iii. 33).

Tg:

Wr#t
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75. Also that of dyuh before prathama.
The passage is cited by the commentator: dyush prathamamprajdm
posham (iv. 39. 2, 4, 6, 8), but, in every case of its occurrence, the manuscripts read without dissent dyuh. The edition, however, has in this
instance followed the authority of the Pratia&khya,
l

rTFqsi
lqr4rII t11

76. As also before pra, when followed by the roots mush or
jAv.

The two passages to which the rule relates are md na ayush pra moshih (viii. 2. 17), and dlrqham dyush pra jivase (xviii. 2. 3). In both
passages., however, all the manuscripts read dyvh-as does our own
conmmentary,in citing them-and the printed text does the same. As
counter-example,the commentator brings forwardjivdndm dyuh pra tira
(xii. 2. 45); other cases are viii. 2. 2 (where P. reads dyush both times)
and xix. 32. 3.

qjitFjI 'wf
TdT 11tO11
77. Also that of paridhi] before patAti.
The passage is yathd so asya paridhish patdti (v. 29. 2, 3), and the
manuscripts are unanimous in supporting the reading prescribed by the
Pratisakhya.

78. Also that of nivatah before prndti.
That is, in the passage yd vipvd nivatas prdti (vi. 22. 3), as is read
by all the MSS.

mana before
79. Also that of a11
79. Also that of manaf before pdpap

ii. 81.]
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The commentary cites the passage: paro 'pe 'hi manasptpa (vi. 45.
1). The pada-text regards manaspdpa as a compound, writing it marnh-pdpa. Its separate mention by the Praticakhya would seem to indicate that the latter regards the two words as independent; since, as a
compound, it would fall under rule 62, and would need no special
notice. The accentuation does not help to settle the question, and the
sense is nearly as good one way as the other.

1H l"1%:
lII II :'
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80. Also that in rdyasposha etc.
Under this rule, the commentator instances only three cases, viz.
rdyas posham (e. g. i. 9.4), parush paruh (e. g. i. 12. 3), and md pifdcam
tiras karah (iv. 20. 7): the latter has been already remarked upon, as
not less entitled to be included in rule 65 than some of the cases to
which that rule relates. There are to be found in the text quite a number of other like cases, not provided for in any of the foregoing rules;
they are as follows: divas putrdu (viii. 7. 20) and divas payah (xix. 44.
5), already spoken of under rule 69; idas pade (vi. 63. 4), referred to
under rule 72; adhamas padishta (viii. 4. 16: see R. Pr. iv. 20); dvishatas pddaydmi (xi. 1. 12, 21 ); pas putrdsah (xii. 3. 4) and mahas putrdsah (xviii. 1. 2), of which the latter is a Rik passage, and noted in its
Pratiakhya (iv. 21); rajasprthu (xiii. 2. 22: see R. Pr. iv. 19); and
Firas krtam (xiii. 4. 40). In all these passages, the testimony of the
manuscripts is unanimous in favor of the sibilant: in iv. 34. 8, a part of
them (P. M. W. E.) read dhenush kdmaduqhd; and in more than one
instance elsewhere, one or two manuscripts give a s or sh, instead of
visarjaniya, before an initial p or k. Unfortunately, it is impossible to
tell what is the teaching of the Praticakhya with regard to any such
cases; we do not even know how accurately it or its commentators had
noticed and noted the instances which their text contained. There is
no apparent reason why the single cases noted in rules 66, 72, 77, 78, 79
should not have been left to go into the gana, if a gana was to be established, and neither the accuracy nor the method of the treatise, in dealing
with this class of phenomena, is worthy of unqualified commendation.
The eightieth rule ends the section, of which the signature is: 80:
dvitiyasya trltyah pddah.

1rITiTh T itITr: II II
7'
81. In all these cases, s becomes sh, when preceded by an

alterant vowel.

The commentator says: yad etat: samdse sakdrah kapayor ananta
ity anukrdntah: atra ndmyupadhasya sakdrasya shakdro bhavati: etdeny
evo 'ddharandni: ndmyupadhasye 'ti drashtavyam: ita uttarar yud
anukramishydmah; 'the meaning is that, from the rule "in a compound" etc. [ii. 62] onward, in every case, a s preceded by an alterant
vowel becomes sh: the illustrative instances are those already given:
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the specification "when preceded by an alterant 'vowel" continues in
force, as we go on farther from this point.' That is to say, the action
of the present rule is retrospective as well as prospective, and extends
to all the cases in which the conversion of visarjaniya to s takes place
according to the rules of the preceding section, as also to the eases
which are now farther to be specified.; and that, whether the s to which
the rules relate is original, or comes from visarjianya by rule ii. 40 etc.
The subject of this whole section is the nati of the dental sibilant, or
its conversion into the lingual, sh. The .same phenomnenonis treated in
Rik Pr. v. 1-19, VYj. Pr. iii. 55-82, and Taitt. Pr. vi. 1-14. The grouping of the cases is so different in the different treatises that any detailed
comparison of rule with rule is only occasionally and partially practicable.
-.,

82. Also in the root sah, when it takes the form s.t.
The commentator cites, as cases coming under this rule, turdshd6 (ii.
5. 3), prashdt (not in AV.), prtandshdt (e. g. v. 14. 8). fatriish&nnishdt
(v. 20. 11), abhishdd asmi vivd.shAt (xii. 1. 54). As counter-example,
to show that it is only when sah becomes sdt that the change of sibilant
takes place, he instances prasahanam, which is not found in our text.
That sddbhditameans 'when it becomes s&t,' and not 'when it becomes
ah,' appears from the instances amitrasdha and atrdsaha (see under
iii. 23), in which, although the vowel of the root is lengthened, the sibilant remains unaltered. If ashddha occurred in any earlier book than
the nineteenth (it is found only at xix. 7. 4), the rule would have to be
altered, or else sad in sadbhuttawould have to be understood as meaning both sdd (sdt) and sadh. There is no real necessity for any such
rule as this, since all the words to which the commentary regards it as
relating have precisely the same form in pada as in sanhitd. But there
is a graver objection to the rule than its dispensability: it is quite out
of place where it stands. In the first place, it treats of an initial a,
while the treatise otherwise puts off such cases until after all those of a
final s are disposed of; and, much worse, it interrupts the anuvTrti of
ndmyupadhasya, which must necessarily take place from rule 81 to
those that follow; since, in the majority of the cases which it concerns,
the sibilant is preceded by long d. Either there is here an unusual degree of awkwardness and inconsistency of method on the part of the
author of the treatise, or the rule is an interpolation.
The later rules iii. 1 and iv. 70, which deal with the same irregularly
formed words from different aspects, are to be compared.

88. Also before a taddhita-suffix beginning with t
As instances, the commentator first gives sarpishtaram, yojusharan,
vapushtaram-not one of which words occurs in the Atharvan, wbile
the first two are found as examples under the corresponding rule of

ii. 85.]
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PAtini (viii. 3. 101)-and then vapushtamam(vapushtame,p. vapuh-tame,
V. 5. 6: I have noted no other similar case in the text). As counterexample, to show the necessity of the restriction "before a taddhitasuffix," he cites aqni8 takmdnam (v. 22. 1); to show that of "beginning
with t," he gives sarpissdt, yajussdt, vapuessdt, which are not in the

Atharvan, while the first of them, again, is an example under Panini's
rule just referred to.
The correspondingrule of the Rik Pr. is at v. 16 (r. 31, cccxlviii), and
Taitt. Pr. vi. 5 includes one or two similar cases. Neither, however,
gives a grammatical definition of the phenomenon, like that of our
treatise.

84. Also before formsof the secon personal prooun, except84. Also before forms of the second personal pronoun, except'
ing in tais tvam etc.
Those forms used as " substitutes for yushmat," or as cases of the pronoun of the second person, before which the conversion of final s into sh
takes place in the Atharvan, are tvam, tvd, and te: the cases are enumerated below.* The commentator cites, as instances, five of them, viz.
bahish te astu (i. 3. 1 etc.), rtubhish tvd vayam (i. 35. 4), dydush tvdipitd
(ii. 28. 4), tdbhishtvam asman (ix. 2. 25), and tdish te rohitah (xiii. 1. 35).
As examples from the gqanaof exceptions, he offers tdis tvam putram (iii.
23. 4), vadhris tvam (iv. 6. 8), and pavastdis tv&(iv. 7. 6). This ganln.I
have not thought it worth while to take the trouble to fill up, deeming
it of more interest to give the complete list of the cases in which the
change of the sibilant did, rather than of those in which it did not, take
place. The former are, I believe, the more numerous of the two classes.

85. Also before tat, tdn agra, etc.
The forms of the third personal, or demonstrative, pronoun before
which a final s, after an alterant vowel, is converted into sh, are tam, tat,
and tdn. The cases, which are not numerous, are detailed below.t The
commentator cites four of them, viz. agnish tad dhotd (e.g. vi. 71. 1),
agnish t&aagte (ii. 34. 3), vdyush tan agre (ii. 34. 4), and nish tam bhaja
* Before tvam: ix 2. 25. xi. 9. 6. Before tvd: i. 22.
3; 35.4. ii. 28. 4. iii. 29.8.
v.28. 5, 13. xiv. 2. 59-62. xviii. 4. 9. xix. 27. 1 (bis); 34. 6: 37.4; 46. 1. Before te:

i.3.1-5.

ii. 1.4;

29.6.

iv. 6.6.

v. 25.9;

28.5.

vi.92.3;

111.2.

vii. 53.2;

74.3.

viii. 2. 13. ix. 4.10. x. 9. 2. xii. 1.18. xiii. 1.35. xiv. 2. 3. xviii.4. 9, 15. xx. 133.2.
At iii. 10. 10, all the sanhitd MSS., without exception, give rtubhya.shtvd, which
was deemed, however, much too anomalous and unsupported a reading to be received into the edited text.
t Before tamr:iv. 22. 2. Before tat: i. 32. 2. vi. 71.1, 2. vii. 53. 3. x. 9. 26.
xviii. 3. 55. xix. 59. 2. Before tdn: ii. 34. 3, 4. xviii. 2. 28. There is a single case,
moreover, in which all the sanhitd MSS. read sh after a: viz. nash tebhih,ii. 35. 2;
but this reading has been rejected in the edition, as ah evident blunder, apparently
growing out of a confusionwith the participle nashtebhih.
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(iv. 22. 2). He also adds two examples of another class, viz. dushtano
(p. dustano iti duh tano: iv. 7. 3), and nishtakvarim (p. nih-takvarim:
v. 22. 6). The rule must be meant also to include gobhish tarema (vii.
50. 7). The word dushtara (vi. 4.1) would seem to come properly
under it, but its treatment by the pada-texts (it is written dustara, not
duh-tara) indicates, I should think, that the Hindus regarded it as an
irregular compound of duh and stara, from the root star (str); hence
it would fall under the next rule, or else under rule 98.

86. Also before strta, sva, and the root svap.
But three cases occur under this rule, one for each of the words mentioned in it: they are anishtrtah (p. anih.strtah: vii. 82. 3), nishva (p.
nih: sva: vi. 121. 1 and vii. 83. 4), and the frequently occurring dtshvapnyam (p. du.h-svapnyam: e. g. vi. 46. 3), with which goes its derivative
ddushvapnyam (p. dduh-svapnyam: iv. 17. 5). The commentator cites
them all, excepting the last; the second of them he gives in its connection, thus: duritarhnishvd 'smat. All these words* have in the edited
text been written in a similar manner, with but a single sibilant, as I
have here cited them, and as they are given by the commentary in our
manuscript. This does not, however, appear to be the way in which
the Praticfkhya intends that they should be written, for it prescribes
that the final visarjaniya or sibilant sholld be converted into sh before
the initial s; not that there should be a dropping out of either sibilant.
Yet the PratiC&khyaalso is defective as regards its treatment of them;
for, while it has directed above (ii. 16) that a dental mute (tavarqfiya)
be converted into a lingual after final sh in the preceding word, it has
given no such rule respecting the dental sibilant. If we follow our
treatise, then, implicitly, we shall write anishstrtah, nish svd, dushsvapnyam, which are barbarous and impossible forms. The manuscripts
write, without dissent, anishtrtah4and nishva; as regards dushvapnya,
their usage is very irregular; they vary with the utmost inconsistency
between that form and duhshvapnya,in no single instance writing dushshvapnya. While, therefore, we are compelled to look upon anishshtrtah, nish shva, and duskshvapnyam as the forms which the Pratia&khya intends to sanction, we cannot but hold the editors justified in
following for the two former cases the unanimous authority of the
MSS., and in making the third conform to them. To dushtara reference has been made under the preceding rule, as a case akin with these,
but differently treated, in that one of the two sibilants has been rejected:
on account of this irregularity, doubtless, it is treated as an anomalous
case by the pada-text, and left undivided.
The Vaj. Pr. (iii. 71) adopts and sanctions the form duhIshvapnya:
the Rik Pr. (v. 1, r. 1, cccxviii) requires, like our treatise, dushshvapnya,
although the manuscripts,as noticed by Miller, usually read dushvapnya.
* Except in the passagevi. 121.1, wherethe edition,by a reprehensible
inconsistency,readsnih shva.
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87. Also the s of a suffix, after an alterant vowel, k, or r.
This rule, like the corresponding one in the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 57), is not
precisely in place in a Pratic&khya, which has nothing to do with the
processes of derivation in connection with which its application must be
made: hence the other two treatises present nothing analogous to it.
The commentator illustrates it by citing phdlaj jatah karishyati (x. 6. 2),
iyakshamdnd bhrgubhih (iv. 14. 5), and havisha " 'hdrsham enam (iii.
11. 3). He explains ka in the rule by kavargat, 'after a guttural,' probably in view of the requirement of some authorities (see under ii. 6)
that the k should become kh before the sibilant.

88. Also that of straishuya.
This word occurs but once in the text, in a passage cited by the commentator: strdishuyam anyatra (vi. 11.3: p. strdisuyam). Why, among
the words mentioned in iv. 83, it should be singled out to be made thus
the subject of a special rule, is not at all clear. The position of the
rule, too, thrust in between the two closely related rules 87 and 89, and
disturbing their connection, is in a high degree awkward, and calculated
to inspire suspicions of an interpolation.

89. Even when a n has been lost.
This rule attaches itself immediately and closely to rule 87, from
which it has been blunderingly separated by the intrusion of rule 88.
It is intended to apply to such cases as yajunshi, havinshi, where, by
ii. 34, there has been a loss of n before the ending si, accompanied, by
i. 67, with nasalization of the preceding vowel, when the ending itself
is converted into shi after the alterant vowel, although the latter is nasal.
Among the other treatises, the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 56) alone gives a similar
precept. The illustrative citations of the commentator are the same
which he has already twice before given, under i. 84 and ii. 34.

i- :f i oi
rq
tlllTat
90. Also that of a root, after a preposition.
This is a very general precept, and the instances of its application in
the text, in forms of conjugation and of derivation, are quite numerous.
The commentator selects as illustrations but two: vrksham yad gdvah
parishasvajdnd anusphuram (i. 2. 3: p. pari-sasvajdndh; anusphuram
is an exception to the rule, akin with those detailed in rule 102, below),
and vishitam te vastibilam (i. 3. 8: p. vi-sitam). As counter-examples,
to show that it is only after a preposition that the initial s of a root is
VOL. VII.
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regularly converted into sh, the commentator fabricates a couple of
cases, viz. dadhi sincati, madhu sincati; the former of them appears
also among the counter-examples under the corresponding rule of Panini
(viii. 3. 65). The proper exceptions to the rule are detailed below, in
rules 102-107.
The Taitt. Pr. (vi. 4) has a general rule like this of our own treatise,
for the change of an initial s after a preposition: the other two PratiAkhyas rehearse the cases in detail (see R. Pr. v. 4-10; V. Pr. iii.
58-70).

5p1?rF11
Ps11
91. As also after a reduplication.
The commentator is more than usually liberal in his citations under
this rule; he gives us sushidata (i. 26. 4), abhi sishyade (v. 5. 9), a sushvayantz (v. 12. 6; 27. 8), sishdsavah sishdsatha (vi. 21. 3), tat sishasati
(xiii. 2.14), and sushuve (xiv. 1. 43). In all these cases, as in all others
of the same kind which the text affords, the pada-text gives the dental
sibilant unchanged; thus, susaudata,sisyade, etc.
This class of cases is not treated by itself in the other Pratigcakhyas.

Wm;R~hl~r'll
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92. And that of the roots sthcdsah, and sic, even when an a
is interposed.
There is, owing to the imperfection of our manuscript, a slight doubt
as to the precise reading of this rule, the copyist, as in one or two other
cases which we have already had occasion to notice, having skipped a
line of his original, or from one kdra to another and later one, whereby
we have lost part of the original statement of the rule and nearly the
whole of its paraphrase; the final repetition of the rule before the one
following being also slightly defective. I restore the mutilated passages
conjecturally as follows, noting within brackets the parts supposed to
be omitted: sthdsahisicindm akdra[vyav&ye 'pi: sthasahisicindm upasargasthdn nimittdd akdravyavdye'pi dhdtusakdra]sya shakdro bhavati:
...... sthdsahisicindm akdravyav&[ye]'py abhydsavyavaye'pi sthah.
Of the cases to which the rule relates, the commentator instances
three; viz. abhy ashthrTh vifvdh (x. 5. 36 and xvi. 9. 1), tena devd vy
ashahanta (iii. 10.12), yend 'kshd abhyashicyante (xiv. 1. 36). For the
root stha the text affords us two other examples, adhy ashthdt (x. 10.
13) and adhy ashthdm (xii. 1.11). These are actually all the cases occurring in the Atharvan in which the three roots named in the rule are
preceded by prepositions ending in alterant vowels, with interposition
of the augment-except the anomalous form vy dsthan (xiii. 1. 5), where
the irregular initial a is read in pada as well as in sanhitd, and which
does not come under the present rule, since there is an interposition of
dkdra, not akdra.
Similar cases are noted by the other treatises (see V. Pr. iii. 64; T.
Pr. vi. 3).
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93. And that of the root stha, even when the reduplication is
interposed.
Two cases are cited by the commentatorunder this rule,viz. sapta
sindhavo vitashthire (iv. 6. 2), and brahmapururufpamvi tashthe (ix. 10.
19). In the latter passage, the edition gives erroneously vi tasthe: two
of the manuscripts (W. and E.) read vi cashte; the others have, correctly, vi tashthe (or, by a carelessness very common in the codices, vi
tashte: E., for instance, never distinguishes shth and sht from one
another): the pada-text presents vi: tasthe. We have in two other passages (ix. 9. 2. xiv. 2. 9) adhi tasthuh (not tashthuhl); this apparently
constitutes an exception to the rule which has escaped the notice both
of the treatise and of the commentator: possibly, however, the adhi is
not in these passages regarded as standing in the relation of upasarga
to the root stha, since it does, in fact, belong rather, in a prepositional
relation, to preceding ablative cases, than to the verbal form as its prefix: and this is the more clearly indicated by its retaining its independent accent before the accented verb.

94. As also after parama etc.; but not after idpka.
The commentator's explanatory paraphrase is as follows: paramadibhyah putrvapadebhyahanapdke uttarapadasthasya sak&rasya shakaro
bhavati; ' after parama etc., as former members of a compound, excepting adpke, the s of the second members of the compound becomes sh'
This does not, in terms, restrict the rule to cases of the root sthd in
composition, implying an anuvrtti of sthah from the preceding rule:
yet we can hardly doubt that it is properly to be so restricted, and the
commentator himself gives examples only from the root stha: they are
parameshthi (e. g. iv. 11. 7: p. parame-sthl), bhuvaneshthah (ii. 1. 4: p.
bhuvane-sth&h),madhyameshthah (ii. 6. 4: p. madhyame-sthdh), and
angeshthah (vi. 14. 1: p. ange-sthah). The exception, as noted by hin,
is apdkesthdhprahsinah (viii. 6. 14: p. dpake-sthadh). These are all
the words in which sthd is compounded with a locative ending in e;
and, considering the form of the rule, it is probable that only such compounds were intended to be included under it: if the other compounds
in which the s of sthd is lingualized (viz. rayishth&,rayishthana, girishthd, pathishtha, goshtha, and gavishthira-of which the last is read in
pada as in sanhitd, while the others are separated, with restoration of
the dental sibilant) had also been aimed at, the exception bhutristhdtra
(iv. 30. 2: p. bhuri-sthatra) would likewise have required notice.
The form of statement of the gana, paramebhyah instead of paramddibhyah, is quite peculiar.

5. also
As

atr

11a

aa

95. As also after apa and savya.
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There is still anuvrtti of sthah: the s of the root stha becomes sh
after apa and savya. The cases are separately noticed, because in them
the change takes place irregularly after a, instead of after an alterant
vowel. The commentator cites the two passages: apashthdc chrngdt
(iv. 6. 5: p. apdshthdt), and savyashthad candramdh (viii. 8. 23: p.
savya-sthdh).

96. Also that of stoma and soma after agni.
The commentator instances ydvad agnishtomena (ix. 6. 40: p. agni-stomena), and agntshomdv adadhuh (viii. 9.'14: p. agnishomau). As
was the case with the last rule, the two words to which the precept
relates are of different character, the one necessarily requiring the rule,
in order to determine its sanhit&reading, while the other might have
There is yet another
been safely left unnoticed by the Pratiakhya.
case in the Atharvan text, which would seem to call for inclusion in
this rule: it is agnishvdttdh (xviii. 3. 44: p. agni-svdttah). We can
hardly suppose that it was intentionally omitted here, to be included in
the gana of rule 98, below: either it must have been overlooked by the
maker of the treatise, or the verse which contains it (it is also a Rik
verse; see RV. x. 15. 11) was not in his Atharva-Veda: that it was,
however, contained in the text recognized by the commentator, is
shown by the fact that he several times (under i. 80, 84 and ii. 34) cites
the phrase atto havinshi, which forms part of its second line.
The commentator gives, as counter-example, abhi somo avtvrdhat (i.
29. 3).

11
gt;i 11
97. Also that of su.
The commentary furnishes the following examples: idam u shu (i. 24.
A shu (vii. 6. 2), anya Pishu (xviii. 1. 16),
4), tad A shu (v. 1. 5), mahimm
stusha u shu (xviii. 1. 37), and tyam P shu (vii. 85. 1). Other cases are:
after A, v. 6. 4; after u (the same particle not lengthened), vii. 73. 7;
after mo, v. 11.7. xviii. 3. 62; after evo, vi. 84. 3; after o, vii. 72. 2;
after vidmo, i. 2.1. These are all the instances in which su follows in
the Atharvan the particle u, or a word whose final is combined with the
latter. On the other hand, in the only passage in the text (prthivi su:
xviii. 3. 51) in which it follows an alterant vowel of another character,
it remains unchanged. Our rule, then, is defective, and should have
been restricted either by the specification of the alterant vowels to
which the effect upon su is limited, or by a mention of the exception.
The other treatises are less general, and hence, it may be presumed,
more accurate, in their treatment of the change of this particle (see
R. Pr. v. 2, 3; V. Pr. iii. 59, 60, 61; T. Pr. vi. 2).

98. Also after tr etc.
98. Also after tri etc.
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Here is another of those convenient ganas, set as a catch-all for whatever cases may not have been otherwise provided for, and rendering it
impossible for us to ascertain the precise degree of accuracy with which
the authors of the treatise examined and excerpted their text. The
commentator cites three passages, ye trishapt&h(i. 1.1: p. tri-saptah),
goshedhdm(i. 18. 4: p. go-sedhdm),and raghtushyado'dhi (iii. 7. 1: p. raghu-syadah): he also, in his paraphrase,limits the application of the rule
to cases of this character, in which an alterant vowel at the end of the
first member of a compound comes before an initial s of the following
member. Of such cases, besides those falling under rule 90, above, and
those which are specially referred to in the rules preceding and following this, or which are mentioned in connection with them, I have
noted in the Atharvan text the following: dhrshntushena(v. 20. 9: p.
dhrshnu-sena), sushtuti (e. g. vi. 1. 3: p. su-stuti), purushtuta (vi. 2. 3:
p. puru-stuta), rshishtuta (vi. 108. 2: p. rshi-stuta), gabhishak (vii. 7. 1:
p. gabhi-sak), prthushtuka (vii. 46. 1: p. prthu-stuka), sushumran(vii. 46.
2: p. su-simran), anushtup (e. g. viii. 9. 14: p. anu-stup), trishtup (e. g.
viii. 9. 14: p. tri-stup), trdishtubha (ix. 10. 1: p. trdistubha), trishandhi
(e. g. xi. 9. 23: p. tri-sandhi), ratishdc (e.g. xviii. 3. 20: p. rdti-sdc), and
divishtambha (xix. 32. 7). Exceptions will be given below, under rule
103.

99. Also that of the root sad, after a word ending in r.
The commentator instances hotrshadanam (vii. 99. 1: p. hotr-sadanam), and pitrshadandh pitrshadane tvd (xviii. 4. 67: p. pitr-sadandh
etc.). To these may be added pitrshad (xiv. 2. 33: p. pitr-sad); and in
ndrshada (iv. 19. 2: p. ndrsada) is also implied nrshad.

^
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100. As also after barhi, pathi, apsu, divi, and prthivi.
The instances are, as cited in the commentary, barhishadahpitarah
(xviii. 1. 51: p. barhi-sadah), pathishadi nrcakshasd (xviii. 2. 12: p.
pathisadi iti pathi-sadi), apsushado py agntn (xii. 2. 4: p. apsu-sadah),
ye devd divishadah (x. 9. 12: p. divi-sadah), and prthivishadbhyah (xviii.
4. 78: p. prthivisat-bhyah).
We have reason to be surprised that the root sad is treated in this
manner, being made the subject of these two separate rules. If the
compounds into which it enters as final member are to be excepted from
the general gana of rule 98, we should expect to find it directed that
the s of sad should always be lingualized after an alterant vowel, as is
actually the case. Not only is there, by the method adopted, a loss of
that brevity which treatises of the sutra class are wont to aim at almost
as their chief object, but there is also a loss of completeness: the only
remaining compound of sad of this class, sushad (e. g. ii. 36. 4), is left
out, to be provided for in the general gana. Or is it possible that su is
regarded as falling under rule 90, as if a proper upasarga or preposi-
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tion? If so, the forms into which it enters would be sufficiently provided for; since, excepting in the cases noted in the later rules (102
etc.), it always. lingualizes the initial s of a root, while it has no effect
upon that of a preposition or adverb, as in susaha (vi. 64. 3: p. su-saha)
and the numerous compounds in which it is followed by sam, as susarrabdha.

101. Also that of the root as after hi and divi.
The commentator cites two of the cases falling under this rule, viz.
dpo hi shthd (i. 5. 1), and ye deva divi shtha (i. 30. 3): to which I add
divi shan (xvii. 12 and xviii. 4. 59). The commentator then notes an
exception which had escaped the authors of the treatise-prefacing it
with tato 'pa vadati, from this rule is made the exception'-vimuco hi
santi (vi. 112. 3): it is, in fact, the only case of the kind which the text
affords-unless hi satyah. (i. 10. 1) is to be regarded as also falling under
the rule, satya being an evident and acknowledged derivative from the
root as.
Thus ends the Praticakhya's tale of the conversions of final or initial
s into sh; what remains of the chapter is only a rehearsal in detail of
exceptions to the rules already given. But there are still left in the
Atharvan text a few instances of the same conversion, which can hardly
be regarded as included in any of the preceding rules, since they are
analogous with none of the other cases there treated of: unless something has been lost from this final section of the chapter-of which
there are no indications-the treatise-makers and their commentator
must lie under the imputation of having been careless enough to overlook them. The passages referred to are as follows: ad u shtenam (iv.
3. 4), tam u shtuhi (vi. 1. 2), ni sha hiyatdm (viii. 4. 10), and cid dhi
shmd (xviii. 1. 33). There would be little plausibility in a claim that
the verses containing these passages were not included in the AtharvaVeda accepted by the school to which the treatise belonged, or that
the readings of the school were different. And certainly, neither of
these things could be maintained with regard to svarshdh (v. 2. 8: p.
svah-s&h), since the conversion of the final visarjan?ya of its svah int.
r has already been made the subject of a special rule, while nevertheless
the Praticakhya contains no precept directing us to read it otherwise
than svarsdh. The word would fall under the analogy of rule 87, but
its final syllable could by no means be reckoned as a suffix (pratyaya).
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102. The s of the roots sarp, sarj, sparf, sphurj, svar, and smar
is not changed into sh according to the preceding rules.
This is evidently a rule of kindred sphere with rule 106, below, and
the two might well enough have been combined into one, which should
teach that a root containing a r, either semivowel or vowel, was not
liable to the changes prescribed in this section. The corresponding
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rules in the other treatises have nearly this form (R. Pr. v. 11, r. 23,
cccxl; V. Pr. iii. 81; T. Pr. vi. 8). As so stated, it would require the
notice of but a single exception, vi shparat (vi. 56. 1 and x. 4. 8). As
the rules now stand, they are slightly inexact, for in neither of them are
included anusphuram (i. 2. 3), atisara (v. 8. 2 etc.), and pratisara (e. g.
ii. 11. 2), although other forms of the root sar are contemplated in rule
106.
The commentator's illustrative examples are as follows: vi srpo virappin (not in AV.; take instead parisarpati [v. 23. 3]; there are an
abundance of such cases in the actual text), atisrshto apda vrshabhah
(xvi. 1. 1), vispr.ah (perhaps a corrupted reading for uparisprpah [v. 3.
10], the only case our text contains), vapyamdnd 'bhi sphulrjati(xii. 5.
20), vidathd 'bhisvaranti (ix. 9. 22), nirrtho yaf ca nisvarah (xii. 2.14),
and prati smarethdm tujayadbhih (viii. 4. 7).

103. Nor that of gosani etc.
The instances which the commentator has chosen to give from this
gana are gosanim (iii. 20. 10), vi stmatah (iv. 1.1), abhi sishyade (v. 5.
We cannot but be surprised
9), and anu suttuT savitave (vi. 17.1-4).
that the first of these words was chosen to head the gana; it is no
proper exception to any of the foregoing rules; the only one under
which it would have any claim to come is rule 98, and there its simple
exclusion from the gana to which alone the precept is calculated to
apply would be sufficient warrant for its reading. The third instance is
a fair exception to rule 90, besides being an instance under rule 91.
The second and fourth are, like the first, no legitimate cases for a rule
like this, since vi and simatah, anu and suitum,are disconnected words,
which only accidentally come together in the arrangement of the sentence: if all such cases are to be taken note of, the gana will be considerably and unnecessarily extended. Of actual cases having claim to
constitute together a gana of exceptions, the text does not furnish a
great number: I have noted, besides the three words mentioned under
the last rule, antisumne (vii. 112. 1), pratispadanam (viii. 5. 11), visalyaka
(e. g. ix. 8. 2), abhisatva (xix. 13. 5), and pr&tisutvanam(xx. 129. 2: the
reading is very doubtful). As good a right as gosani to inclusion in
the gana have also bhuiristh&tram(iv. 30. 2), and bahusuvari (vii. 46. 2).

104. Nor that of the root skand, after adhi and abhi.
The cited instances are adhi skanda virayasva (v. 25. 8), and abhiskandam mrgt 'va (v. 14. 11). As counter-instance, the commentator
brings forward ekacatam vishkandhani (iii. 9. 6), which is a blunderunless, indeed, the commentator's grammatical system derives skandha,
'shoulder,' from the root skand. An actual example of the kind he
seeks to give is parishkanda (xv. 2. 1 etc.).
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105. Nor that of the root star, after pari.
The commentator cites pari strnihi pari dhehi vedim (vii. 99. 1), and
paristaranam id dhavih (ix. 6. 2). As counter-example,he can find only
vishtri jdtah (iv. 34. 1). Vishtdrin doubtless comes from the root star;
yet, as the pada-text does not analyze it, but writes it in its sanhitd form,
it might have been neglected, and the root star added to those rehearsed
in rule 102, with which it evidently belongs.

106. Nor one that is followed by r.
The examples offered in the commentary are sisrat&mndrz (i. 11. 1),
parisrutah kumbhah (iii. 12. 7), and pra bhdnavah sisrate (xiii. 2. 46):
the first and third are exceptions to rule 91, the second to rule 90.
The text furnishes a number of other cases, which it is unnecessary to
rehearse here, as there are no counter-exceptions.
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107. Nor in abhi sydma prtanyatah.
The passage, as cited by the commentator, is vayam abhi sydma prtanyatah (vii. 93.1*): as a quite peculiar case, it is properly enough made
the subject of a special rule. To show the necessity of citing in the
rule the following word, prtanyatah, the commentator brings forward
vihvdhprtand abhi shydma (xiii. 1. 22).
The signature of the chapter is as follows: 16: iti dvitiyo 'dhydyah
samdptah. The number which should inform us how many rules are
counted in the chapter is again unfortunately corrupt, and we are left to
conjecture as to how it should be amended. I see no reason to suspect
the loss of a rule or rules in the manuscript.

CHAPTER

III.

I. 1-25, lengthening of final and other vowels in sanhitd.
CoNTENTS:-SECTION
when finalor in combination
with
SECTION
II. 26-28, doublingof consonants

otherconsonants;29-32, exceptions;33-36, vowelsexemptfromeuphoniccomof d betweentwo vowels;
bination;37, nasalsdo.; 38, methodof combination
into
of final vowels into semivowels;40, do. of finaldiphthongs
39, conversion
vowel and semivowel;41-52, fusionof final and initialvowels; 53-54, absorption of initiala afterfinale ando.

* All the MSS. except W. read shydma, which has accordinglybeen received
into the edited text.
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SECTION
III. 55-64, different kinds of svarita accent; 66-74, occurrenceand
modificationsof the several accents in the combinationsof the phrase.
SECTION
IV. 75-85, conversionof the dental nasal n into the lingual n; 86-95,
exceptions; 96, anomalous insertion of a sibilant in a single case.
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1. Before the root sah, when it ends in dt, the vowel is
lengthened.
In this rule, ddanta has virtually the same meaning as sdd.bhtta in
rule ii. 82. It would not do to say "before sah when it becomes sdh,"
because of the words amitrasdha and abhimdtishdha,in which, though
the vowel of the root is lengthened, the preceding final remains unchanged. The illustrative citations of the commentator are precisely
those already given, under ii. 82, including the two words, example and
counter-example, pr&shdt and prasahanam, which are not found in the
Atharva-Veda.
This rule also belongs in the category of the supererogatory, since in
none of the words to which it relates does the pada-text afford a different reading from that of the sanhitd. There would be just as much
reason, so far as we can see, for a rule prescribing the prolongation of
the a in the root sah itself-and. that, in fact, is what the Vaj. Pr. (iii.
121) does, while it takes no notice of the change of the preceding
vowel.
The Rik Pr. devotes three chapters (vii-ix) to the subject of the
irregular prolongation of vowels. In the Vaj. Pr., the same subject
occupies the sixth section of the third chapter, and one rule in the
seventh (iii. 95-128); in the Taitt. Pr., the third chapter: the latter
treatise inverts the form of statement adopted by the others, and details
the cases in which a vowel which is long in sanhitd must be shortened
in pada. The method in which the different works combine and put
forth the phenomena of prolongation is so different, and so little would
be gained by any detailed comparison of their teachings, that I shall
for the most part content myself with this general reference.

2. Also is lengthened the a of ashta, before pada, yoga, paksha, parna, danshtra, and cacra.
Compounds of ashta with parna and darshtra are not to be found in
the present Atharva-Veda, nor are we necessarily to conclude, from
their being mentioned in the rule, that any such occurred in the text
recognized by the makers of our treatise: it is more likely that they
have here, as in some other cases, detailed all the instances of the pro-

longation which they had noticed, without being particular as to their
source. The rule, moreover, is an unnecessary one, since the pada-text
everywhere offers the same reading with the sanhitd, as is expressly directed by a later rule (iv. 94).
VOL,VII.
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The citations of the commentary are ashtdpadi caturakshi (v. 19. 7),
ashtdpaRsh4m (ix. 3. 21), ashtayogdih (vi. 91. 1) ashtdparnah, ashtadanshtram, ashtdcakrd navadvdrd (x. 2. 31) and ashidcakrai vartate
(xi. 4. 22).

3. Also a vowel before the root vyadh, when it is without a
suffix.
The commentator's instances are pvtvit (v. 13. 9), and hrdaydvidham
(viii. 6. 18); to these is to be added only marmdvidham (xi. 10. 26),
which, under iv. 68, is also cited in the commentary. By the latter
rule, the pada in all these cases reads precisely like the sanhitd, without
any division of the words, and without restoration of the short vowel.
As counter-example, to show that, when the root takes a suffix, the
vowel preceding it is not lengthened, we have a form of verbal inflection,pravidhyanto ndma (iii. 26. 4), brought forward.

4. The particle u is lengthened in idam 4i shw etc.
Of the passages in which u is thus made long, the commentator cites
six, viz. idam u shu (iL24. 4) tad Ashu (v. 1.5), mahm 4 shu (vii. 6. 2),
anya u shu (xviii. 1.16), stusha ui shu (xviii. 1. 37)kand tyam u shu (vii.
u (v. 6.4),
85. 1); the other cases afforded by the text are pary shu
and para i te (xviii. 3. 7). Were it not for this last case, the rule of
our treatise might have been constructed like that of the V&j. Pr.,.
which says (iii. 109) that u before su is lengthened.
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5. Also the final vowel of oshadhi, except in the strong cases.
Those of the strong cases of oshadhi which the rule would except
are, of course, only the nominative and accusative singular, since the
others would, by the rules of declension, show a gunated or a lengthened
vowel, or a semivowel, in its place. The commentator cites no actual
passages in illustration of the rule, but merely catalogues the forms in
which the long vowel would appear, viz. oshadhibhih (e. g. ii. 10. 2),
oshadhtbhydm (not found in AY.), oshadhibhyah (e. g. vi. 20. 2), oshadhindm (e. g. iii. 5.1), and oshadhishu (e. g. i. 30. 3): as counter-example, he adds iyar ha mahyam tvdm oshadhih (vii. 38. 5). The padatext, in all these cases, reads precisely like the sanhitd.
Since the rule does not restrict itself. to forms of declension, it is
guilty of an oversight in taking no account of the compound oshadhija
(x. 4. 23: p. oshadhi-ja) as a farther exception. In the only other compounds which the text affords-viz. oshadhisarhpita(x. 5. 32: p. osharule of the Pradki-sarhfita), and oshadhfmant (xix. 17. 6; 18.6)-the
is
observed.
ticakhya
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6. And except in the phrase jtvantlm oshadhim.
The commentator quotes the passage a little more fully, jivantim oshadhim aham (viii. 2. 6; 7. 6), and adds that the inclusion of the accompanying word in the rule is intended to limit the exception to this particular passage; citing, as counter-examples, imd& khandmy oshadhim
(iii. 18. 1), and oskadhihm epaharshanim (iv. 4. 1).

:1b II 11
7. The vowel of sddha is long.
The commentator cites for us the only passage in which this particisddhah parastardm (v. 30. 9). The rule is one of the
ple occurs, dac&
most utterly superfluous presented by our treatise, which, of course, has
nothing to do with the mode of formation of such words. Moreover,
if it was inclined to do a work of supererogation as regards them, it
should not have omitted to notice also rldhvd, rfidha, mdkdha,gd4ha,
and other like forms which the text contains. Probably the reason why
this particular one was noticed, and not the others, is that the regular
form, according to the rules of the general grammar, is sodha. Panini
(vi. 3. 113) remarks the occurrence in specific cases of forms like s&dhL..
The compound ash&dhais found but once in the Atharvan, and that in
the nineteenth book (xix. 7. 4).

8. As to the final vowel of rdtri, diversity of usage prevails
This is rather a discreditable confession on the part of our treatise,
whose business it is to settle authoritatively the reading of its school in
all cases admitting of any doubt, that it does not feel equal to dealing
with the irregularities of the word in question. Nothing like it has
hitherto met us, but we shall find several instances in that which follows.
It is also a very unnecessary acknowledgment; for, in the first place,
there was no such rule as this absolutely called for, since the pada-text
everywhere reads all the forms of ratri like the sanhitd; and, in the
second place, there is no great perplexity in the phenomena. In the
nominative we always meet with rdtri, except in a single case (xiii. 4.
30), where rdtris occurs; as accusative, only rdtrim is found, and rdtrim,
which the Rig-Veda has (e. g. i. 35. 1), is never read; as vocative, we
have only rdtri, never radre; and the other forms are, with the
exception of ratraye (viii. 2. 20), such as would come from the theme rdtri.
The commentator, as under rule 5, gives the series of cases rdtribhik
(xviii. 1. 10), rdtribhydm, rdtribhyah, rdtrinar (e. g. iv. 5. 4), and rdtrfshu, only two of which are to be found in our text. As example of the
short vowel, again, he cites an actual case, vrdtya ek&a rdtrim (xv. 13.1).

9. Also as to that of vlcva, before nara, vasz, and mitra.
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Here are quite heterogeneous cases, mixed together in one rule. The
noun visvdnara and its derivative v&divdnara always show the long
vowel, and moreover are read in pada precisely as in sanhitd. Vipvdvasu the pada-text divides, restoring the short vowel: thus, vifva-vasu;
but the long vowel invariably appears in sanhitd. We also find vipvdmitra three times in the text (iv. 29. 5. xviii. 3. 15, 16), and it is each
time written vipvdmitra, without division, by the pada-text. But in a
half-verse which occurs twice in the eighteenth book (xviii. 3.63; 4. 54),
we meet with vicvamitrdh, which the pada divides, vifva-mitrdh.* It
is only, then, in regard to this last word that we need in our rule the
implication of bahulam by inference from the one preceding, and it is
so very difficult to justify the implication, with no ca in the rule to indicate it, and with nothing in any following rule to denote its cessation,
that I am inclined to think that the passage containing viramitrah was
overlooked by the authors of the treatise, or did not occur in the text
they recognized, and that the interpretation of the rule has been modified by the commentator in order to bring it in.
The commentator cites, as instances of the long vowel, vipvdnare
akramata (iv. 11. 7), yd vipvdvasum (ii. 2. 4), and vifvdmitra jamadagne
(xviii. 3. 16); as example of the short vowel, tam arcata vicvamitrdh
(xviii. 3. 63; 4. 54).
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10. Also as to that of 9van before pada.
The commentator cites all the instances of occurrence of the compound of these two words which the text contains, three of them as
examples of the long vowel, and one of the short; they are as follows:
atho sarvaim vdpadam (xi. 9. 10), pvapado makshikdh (xi. 10. 8), and
uta vd cvdpadah (xviii. 3. 55); and, on the other hand, vydghrah Fvapadam iva (viii. 5. 11 and xix. 39. 4), All these forms admit of being derived from a theme pvapad, instead of fvapada, and the last of them
must necessarily come from pvapad. It would be possible, then, to get
rid of the necessity of implying an anuvrtti of bahulam in this rule,
as the commentator does, by regarding it as relating only to the cases
in which pvan precedes pada, and not to that in which it precedes pad.
There is the same strong objection to the inference of bahulam here as
in the preceding rule: that nothing in the rule indicates it, and that
the next one implies not bahulam,but simply dirghah, without anything
to point out the cessation of the former and the resumption of the
latter. Such ambiguity is quite foreign to the usual method of the
treatise.
The pada-text reads, in each of the passages cited, precisely like the
sanhitd, without division of the compound, so that the rule might be
omitted altogether without practical loss.
* The first time, all the manuscripts,without exception, accent vipvdmitrdh,and
the edition follows their authority: in the repetition of the verse, Bp. and M. and
the edited text have viFvamitrdh,B. and P. vipvdmitrdh; this part of the eighteenth
book has been lost in E., and is unaccentedin I. The word is evidently a vocative,
without accent, in both passages.
and the true reading is vifvanmitrdh,
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11. A final alterant vowel of a preposition is lengthened before t of the root dd.
The only two words in the text falling under this rule are apratittam
(vi. 117. 1) and parittah (vi. 92. 2), in which the final i of prati and
pari becomes i before the t which is all that remains of the root dd before
the participial suffix ta. The commentator mentions both, and likewise
nittt, vittd, and parzttih, no one of which is to be found in the Atharvan; nor are his counter-examples, prattam and avattam, Atharvan
words. The rule has a more general form of statement than would be
required if it were constructed only to fit the cases which our text presents: and we may also, indeed, recognize in the fact of its presence at
all the influence of the general grammar: the words to which it relates
are read alike in pada and in sanhitd, and none of the other treatises
has anything corresponding to it: compare Panini, vi. 3. 124.

12. As also before varta etc.
What words we are to assume to be implied in this rule, by inference
from those which precede it, is not entirely clear. The commentator's
understanding of it we are unable to arrive at, for there is here another
slight lacuna in the manuscript: the copyist has jumped carelessly from
the vartcdishu of the first statement of the rule to that of the paraphrase, so that the greater part of the latter is lost. The instances
given in the commentary are abhivartena (i. 29. 1: p. abhi-vartena),and
vifvam anydm abhiv&ra(i. 32. 4: p. abhi-vdra). We may with plausibility conclude from this that we are to imply in the rule not merely
the dirghah, ' conversion into a long vowel,' which belongs to the whole
section, but the specific limitation to a preposition ending in an alterant
vowel, given in the last rule; and that the commentary would read, if
restored, as follows: vartddishu [: upasargasya ndmyantasya vartddishu]
paratah dirgho bhavati. The words, then, to which the rule relates,
would be, besides those already cited: vibarha (ii. 33. 7: p. vi-barha),
abhivarga (e. g. iii. 5. 2: p. abhi-varga), paripasa (v. 14. 3: p. pari-&dsa),
pratibodha (e. g. viii. 1. 13: p. prati-bodha), prattvarta (e. g. viii. 5. 4:
p. prati-varta), anuvrj (ix. 4. 12: p. anu-vrj), pratik&da(ix. 8.6: p.prati-kda), abhivrta (e. g. ix. 10. 7: p. abhi-vrta), parivrta (e. g. x. 8. 31: p.
pari-vrta), samparzvrta (x. 2. 33: p. sam-parivrta), pratahdra (xi. 7. 12:
p. prati-hdra), ntvid (xi. 7. 19: p. ni-vid), abhimodamud (e. g. xi. 7. 26:
p. abhimoda-mud), abhildpalap (xi. 8. 25: p. abhildpa-lap), an4rlidha
(xix. 15. 2), partnah (xix. 48. 1), and nindha (xix. 57. 4)-all which are
separated by the pada-text (except in the nineteenth book, which has
no pada-text), with restoration of the original short vowel of the preposition. In the same category would belong anuiahire (p. anu-jahire),
which is the reading of all the Atharvan manuscripts at xviii. 3. 46, but
which in the published text is altered to anihire, to accord with the
Rik reading of the same passage (x. 15. 8), for which the other seems a
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blundering substitution. In a single word, nihdra (e. g. vi. 113. 2), the
pada does not restore the theoretically correct form, but reads with the
sanhitd: possibly nindha, were there a pada-text for the passage, would
be treated in the same way. There are a few cases where a final a of a
preposition is also lengthened before a root, but in these the pada-text
attempts no restoration of the regular form, and their omission from the
rules of the PraticAkhya would therefore be of no practical importance:
they are prtandha (ix. 3.4), prdvrsh (e. g. xii. 1. 46), prdvrta (e. g. xii.
5. 2); and updnah (xx. 133. 4) doubtless belongs to the same class.
There are, however, still remaining a few compounds in the Atharvan text, the final vowel of the first member of which is lengthened in
sanhitd, and which are not treated of in any of the rules which follow;
so that, if the rule now in hand is to be so interpreted as to exclude
them, no provision would appear to have been made for them in our
treatise; they are samdhandjit (e.g. v. 20. 3: p. saidhana-jit), ukthdmada (v. 26. 3: p. uktha-mada), tarddpati (vi. 50. 3: p. tarda-pati), sahasrdposha (e. g. vi. 79. 3: p. sahasra-posha; at vi. 141.3 we have sahasraposha), &hutivrdh (vii. 32. 1: p. dhuti-vrdh), svdvasum (vii. 50. 3: p.
sva-vasum: RV. reads in the corresponding passage svavasam), naghdrisha (e. g. viii. 2. 6: p. nagha-risha), pavinasa (viii. 6. 21: p. pavi-nasa),
vishfvrt (x. 2. 11: p. vishu-vrt), puix. 7.11:
purtat (e. g. ppururi-tat),
riivrt (x. 2. 11: p. puru.vrt), puruvasu (xiv. 2. 47: p. puru-vasu), and
urginasa (xviii. 2. 13: p. uru-nasa).

13. The a of a reduplication is or is not lengthened.
As instances of the prolongation of a in a syllable of reduplication,
the commentator gives us dddhrshuh (i. 27. 3: p. dadhrshuh), abhivdvrdhe (i. 29. 1: p. abhi-vavrdhe), vdvrdhete (v. 1. 5: p. vavrdhete), and
fitasya vdvrtuh (v. 19. 13: p. vavrtuh). The same prolongation takes
place in the Atharvan in sdsahe (xix. 34. 5) and sdsahdnah (iii. 6. 4),
c&klpat(vi. 35. 3), cdklpuh (ix. 10. 19), and caklpe (e. g. vii. 87. 1), and
tdtrshuh (xviii. 3. 47); and also, in the twentieth book (xx. 127. 3), in
mdmahe. As examples of the short a in the same position, the commentator cites anena vifvd sasahe (i. 16. 3) and sasahe ;atri4n (ii. 5. 3).
The root sah is the only one in which, while the pada-text gives always
the short vowel to the reduplication, the sanhitd sometimes prolongs it
and sometimes leaves it unchanged. Elsewhere we have in sanhit&
either always the long d (and especially often in the forms of vdv.rdh),
or always the short a.
There are also two or three roots in the reduplications of which other
vowels than a, short in the pada-text, are lengthened in sanhild: they
are rirupah (iv. 7. 5), ririshah (e. g. v. 3. 8), and pfiucah (xviii. 2. 4).
The Pratigakhya may intend to include these forms in the gana of rule
21, below, but they would much more properly have been provided for
in the present rule.

14. Note jihiA4d 'ham.
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Or, as the commentator expounds it, there is in this passage a lengthened vowel-viz., that of the first syllable of jihida. The passage is
cited: akratur jfhidd 'ham* (iv. 32. 5: p.jihida). The commentator
regards the word bahulam as still in force from the preceding rule, and
adds, as an instance in which a short vowel appears in the reduplication
of this root, yad vd pitd ptarddho jihfde (vi. 116. 2). But it is evident
that there is no need here of any implication of bahulam, and that all
cases but one of the occurrence of jihida are excluded from the rule by
the citation in the latter of the accompanying word aham.
Compare farther rule iv. 87, which teaches samdpatti of jihida in the
pada-text.

1

1 i

t1

15. And sdhyama.
The commentator quotes from the text: sdhydma ddsam dryam (iv.
32.1 : p. sahy&ma). He does not attempt to prove the implication of
bahulam by anuvrtti from rule 13, although there is just as good reason
for doing it here as under the preceding rule. Compare the converse
of this rule in the next chapter (iv. 88).
There are in the Atharvan text a few causative forms from verbal
roots which show in the first or radical syllable a short a in pada and a
long a in sanhitd, and which are not specially noted in this section,
being left, apparently, to fall into the gan.a of rule 21, below, although
no reference is there made to them by the commentator. They are
ydvaya etc. (e. g. i. 20. 3), from yu; cydvayati etc. (e. g. x. 1 13), from
cyu; vdnayantu (vi. 9. 3), from van; ydmaya (vi. 137. 3), from yam;
and gldpayanta (ix. 9.10), from gld. Directions for the shortening of
their first syllables in pada are given in the next chapter (iv. 91-93).
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16. The final vowels of vidma etc. are lengthened before gara etc.
This rule, together with two later ones of this section (19 and 25)of which the one relates to the final of an instrumental case, and the
other to that of the particle adha--makes up the sum of all that our
treatise has to say respecting the frequent and important phenomenon
of the prolongation in sanhita of a final vowel. The other Praticakhyas treat the subject at great length and apparently with exhaustive
fullness (see R. Pr., chapters vii and viii; V. Pr. iii. 96-128; T. Pr. iii).
As regards our own treatise, we must confess that we can hardly help
questioning the actuality of all its ganas, when we find set up in the
rules such as would have to be of so immense extent as the two here
presented us, which must contain hundreds of words each.t It were
* The edition reads erroneouslyjihidd 'ham,with the
correspondingRik passage.
All the sanhitd manuscriptsof the Atharvan give jihida, and in the pada-text the
word is followed by a figure 4, the usual sign of a samdpanna word, or one which
the pada has reduced from an irregularto a theoretically regular form.
t The longest gana belonging to Panini's grammar,ardharcddayah,contains, in
Bohtlingk's edition, 232 words.
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almost as well, we should think, to turn off the matter with a kvacit, as
is done below, in rule 54, openly confessing inability to master its intricacy and vastness, as to dispose of it thus.
The commentator does not feel called upon to give himself any more
trouble than the authors of the treatise have taken, and he leaves the
two gantas to take care of themselves, after citing three passages by
way of examples, as follows: vidmd parasya pitaram (i. 2. 1), evd rogam
cd "srdvam (i. 2. 4), and evd me prdna md bibheh (ii. 15. 1 etc.). In
filling out the gana, and giving a complete account of the usage of the
Atharvan text with reference to the prolongation of a final vowel, I
shall put together all the cases, including those which belong under
rules 19 and 25, since the same principle evidently governs them all.
The prolongation is so prevailingly a metrical phenomenon in the
Atharva-Veda, called out by the exigencies of the verse, that I shall
arrange my exhibition of it accordingly. There are certain points in
the pdda, whether of eight, of eleven, or of twelve syllables, at which the
long vowel is especially liable to be called forth: these are, 1st, toward
the beginning of the pada, of whatever length, the second syllable; 2nd,
toward the end, the sixth syllable in a pdda of eight syllables, and the
eighth or the tenth in one of eleven or twelve syllables: the protraction evidently tending in the former case to give an iambic movement
to the commencement of the verse, and, in the latter case, to impress
upon it an iambic cadence-which, however, is in the l-syllable pdda
made trochaic by the addition of an odd syllable. A long syllable at
these points, then, I shall regard as regular; elsewhere, as irregular.
I. The pdda of eight syllables (rarely lengthened to ten), usually
forming anushtubh verses, but, less often, combined into gdyatri, pankti,
or brhatt stanzas: these do not require to be distinguished from one
another, since the prolongation depends solely upon the interior construction of the pdda itself, and not upon the mode of combination of
the latter.
1. Protraction of a final vowel in the second syllable of the pada, as
in the example vidmd parasya pitaram (i. 2. 1):
a. Of verbal forms: vidm&(i. 2. 1; 3. 1-5), pibd (ii. 5. 1), and tishthd
(iv. 7.5).
b. Of forms of declension: tena (i. 3. 1-5. iii. 7. 3 ;* 14. 1. iv. 5. 1;
12. 1,2; 24.3; 80. 1,3; 82.3; 91. 1. vii. 38. 2.
7.1. vi. 7.1,2,3;
xviii. 2. 30), and yen&(i. 13. 1. iii. 9. 4. vii. 38. 2. ix. 5. 17. xiii. 2. 21).
c. Of particles: evd (i.2.4; 3.6-9; 11.6. ii. 15. 1-6; 30. 1; 36.4.
iii. 6.3, 6. v. 21.4-6. vi. 8.1,2,3;
17.1-4; 46.3; 58.2; 70.1-3;
141.3. vii. 13.1; 50.5.
85.3; 102.1; 105.1-3; 138.5; 139.4,5;
ix. 1. 11, 12, 13, 16, 17. x. 1. 13; 3. 13-15, 17-25; 6. 33. xi. 4. 19. xii.
4.34; 5.65. xiv. 1.43. xviii. 4.55. xix. 50. 4; 57.1), adhc (i. 28. 4. iii.
20. 1. vi. 65. 1. x. 4. 25. xiii. 1. 30. xiv. 2. 20. xviii. 2. 23), yatrd (iii.
28. 6), and ghd (vi. 1. 3).
2. Protraction in the sixth syllable, or the third from the end of the
pdda, as in imarmvardhayatd girah:
a. Of verbal forms: vardhayatd (i. 15. 2. xix. 1.1, 2), janayathd (i. 5.
* The edition,followingthe authorityof a partof the MSS.,tena.
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3), ilayatd (i. 17. 4), ydvayd (i. 20. 3; 21.4. iv. 19. 7. xii. 1. 32), gamayd
(i. 21. 2), nd&ayd(i. 23. 2, 3), krnutd (iii. 9.1. xii. 2. 34), anadatd (iii.
13. 1), jayata (iii. 19. 7), vardhayd (iii. 20. 1. vi. 5.3; 54. 1), tnayd (iv.
4. 6. vi. 101. 2), shvdpayd (iv. 5. 7), kalpayd (iv. 12. 5), nayatha (iv. 13.
1), jvayathd (iv. 13. 1), chdpayd (iv. 18. 4), dushayatd (vi. 100. 2), dyd
(vi. 103. 2, 3; 104. 2), cakrmd (vi. 114.1; 115. 1. x. 3. 8), mdday& (vi.
130. 4), shyd (vii. 18.1), bhavatd (vii. 60. 7), jaghnimd (x. 4.12), bhajd
(xiv. 1. 25), vdpaya (xviii. 3. 6), cara (xx. 127.11).
b. Of forms of declension: sahasyen& (iv. 5. 1), and bhadrend (vii.
60. 7).
c. Of particles: ivd (vi. 37. 2).
3. Besides cases of the two kinds already noted, we have a few in
which the protraction still favors the iambic movement of the verse,
although not at its two cardinal points:
a. In the fourth syllable of the pdda, as in harinasyd bhiyam kcrdhi:
of verbal forms, parshd (iv. 33. 8), and prnotd (xx. 127. 7); of forms of
declension, dhdmd (vi. 31.3), and harinasyd (vi. 67. 3); of particles,
angd (ii. 3. 2), and achd (iii. 20. 2).
b. In the final syllable of the pdda: of this class we have but two
cases, viz. kalpayd (iv. 12. 5), and angd (ii. 3. 2); and in each passage
the same word occurs in another position, protracted according to the
usual analogies, so that we may regard the irregular protractions in the
final syllable as the effect of attraction.
4. Protraction of a final vowel in such a position that it seems to obstruct, rather than assist, the regular movement of the verse:
a. Protraction in the third syllable of the pdda, as in prathayd s8shane tvam: of verbal forms, Srathayd (i. 11. 3), mrdayd (i. 13. 2; 26.4),
itd (iii. 19. 7), sunotd (vi. 2. 3), jultotd (xviii. 2. 2); of particles, sm&(x.
4. 6).
b. Protraction in the fifth syllable, or in the fourth from the end:
only a single case, ivd (iv. 4. 7, third pdda).*
A summary view of the cases of protraction in the 8-syllable pdda
(including also the very rare 10-syllable pdda) is as follows:
Syllable,

Verbal forms,
Forms of declension,
Particles,
Sum,

Regular.
2nd. 6th.

8 40
26 2
77 1
111

43

154

Indifferent.
4th. 8th.

2 1
2

0
1
2

2
6

8

Irregular.
3rd. 5th.

6 0
0 1
1 0
7

1

Total,
8
II. In the pdda of eleven syllables, with trochaic close; usually forming regular trishtubh verses, but not unfrequently irregularly combined,
especially with jagati pddas, of twelve syllables:
1. Protraction at the commencement of the pdda, in the second syllable: e. g. vidmd tar utsam yata dbabhu'tha.
a. Verbal forms: vidmd (iv. 31. 5. x. 1.20. xiii. 3.21), yukshv&(xviii.
* The editionreads,with a
partof the MSS.,iva.
VOL. VlI.

59
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L. 25), vaha&
(xviii. 1. 30), mrda (xviii. 1. 40), dcya (xviii. 1. 52), Mhavd
(xix. 24. 5), and frudh' (ii. 5.4. xviii. 1. 25).
b. Forms of declension: tend (iii. 16. 5. vii. 20. 4; 79. 1), yend (vii.
12. 1. xviii. 1. 54 ; 4. 44), and ksham&(xviii. 3. 21).
e. Particles : ev& (iv. 39. 1, 3, 5, 7. vi. 72. 1; 74. 3. xii. 2. 25), adh6
(iii. 4. 4. iv. 32. 7. v. 22. 2, 2. vii. 73. 11. viii. 4. 15. x. 2.'7. xii. 3. 2, 9.
xviii. 1. 16, 51; 2. 11; 3. 21; 4. 48, 70), yatra (iii. 28. 5. vi. 22. 2; 120.
3. ix. 9. 22. xviii. 1. 50), atr& (v. 1. 5. ix. 10. 12. xii. 2. 26, 27), adya
(viii. 4. 15. ix. 10. 9), gha (xviii. 1. I1), acha (vi. 39. 2), and smd (xii.
3. 3).
2. Protraction in the cadence of the padda. Here we have two classes
of cases to distinguish, viz., those in which the eighth syllable, or the
fourth from the end, suffers protraction, as in divaq4gacha prati tishtha
parirdih; and again, those in which the tenth syllable, or the last but
one, is made long, as in mA vah susroc camaso drAihatatam.
a. Protraction in the eighth syllable.
a. Verbal forms: vivefcI (i. 12. 3. xi. 4. 20), tishthat(ii. 34. 5. xviii. 2.
'7),bhaja (iii. 4. 2, 4), av&(iii. 16. 3), medayatha(iv. 21. 6), bhard (iv. 32.
3), siadayta (v. 12. 2), s7 a (v. 27. 11), juhutd (vi. 32. 1), rakshd (viii. 3.
19), nahya (x. 9. 1), taratd (xii. 2. 26, 27), nudatd (xii. A2. 30), pacatc%
(xii. 3. 27), bhavatd(xii. 3. 29), s?att (xii. 3. 46), cakr?M (Xviii. 1. 51),
diya (xix. 13. 8), anidavata (xix. 13. 11)
b. Forms of declension: asya' (i. 12. 2), IaniMa (ii. 28. 2. iv. 1. 3.
0
xviii. 3. 22), amrtena (iii. 12. 8), kavyena (v. 1. 5), and martyen(ia
8,

16).

c. Particles: ca (vii. 4. 1. x. 8. 12), adya (vii. 82. 6), an at (vii. 9 7.1).
J.Protraction in the te-nth syllable. This case is comparatively rare,
and is nearly confined to verbal forms, of which we have mrdata (i. 20.
1. xviii.3. 16), bhavet(ii. 6. 3. iv. 32. 7), ad (v. 2. 3), hantana (vii. 77.
2), and drihhata (xix. 58. 4): besides these, we find onflyiha (xix. 56. 6).
3. In the trishtubh a&da,as in the anushtubh, we have in a few oddl
cases the fourth syllabie lenigthened,as in tirah puri' cid arnavaThjaganadn; they are as follows: verbal form, tishthat (xii. 2. 2 7) ; form of
declension, purA~(xviii. 1. 1) ; particle, gha (viii. 1. 3).
4. The irregular protractions are found to take place in the third, the
fifth, or the seventh syllable of the pdda.
a. Protraction in the third syllable, as in uruishya na urujmann aprayuchan: buit two cases occur, viz. urushya (vi. 4. 3), and vyt ayd(ii
1. 31), and in the latter passage the metre is hopelessly irregular.
b. Protraction in the fifth syllable, as in mitraf cid dhi shma'juhurano devda:of this class, we have only cases of particles, viz. prd (ii.
55.vii. 26. 1*), and ahm (xviii. 1. 33).
c. Protraction in the seventh syllable: an example is na yat pur&
cakr~mdkad dha niunam. The words of which the final -is lengthened
in this position are, with a single exception, verbal forms, viz. krn!uthd
(iv. 21. 6), bhara (iv. 22. 6. vii. 73. 19), khida' (iv. 22. 7), crt6 (vi. 63. 2;
84. -3), suva&(vii. 14. 3), riuda (vii. 3.4. 1), and cakrm (xviii. 1. 4, 33).
Of forms of declension, we have janima' (v. 11. 5).
* In both thesepassagesthe printedtext readTs
pra.,withoutany supportfrom
the manuscripts.
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The tabular summary for the 11-syllable pdda is as follows:
Syllable,

Verbal forms,
Forms of declension,
Particles,
Sum,
Total,

Regular.
21d. 8th. 10th.

Indifferent.
4th

10 23 7
7 8 0
36 4 1
53 35 8

1
1
1
3

96

3

Irregular.
.3rd. 5th. 7th.

2
0
0
2

0 10
0
1
3 0
3 11
16

III. In the jagati pada, or that of twelve syllables.
1. Protraction at the beginning of the pdda, in the second syllable,
as in ?ikshd no asmin puruuhuita
y&mani. Here we have, of verbal forms,
yikshai (xviii. 3. 67); of forms of declension, puru (vi. 49. 3); of particles, evd (iv. '23. 2. vi. 97. 1), adhd (vii. 83. 3. xviii. 4. 63), and yadi
(xviii. 1. 21).
2. Protraction in the cadence of the p&da, taking place, as in the
trishtubhpada, at two different points, either at the eighth syllable or
at the tenth; that is, at the fifth or the third from the end.
a. At the eighth syllable, as in asmdkam an4am ud avd bhare-bhare:
of such cases, the text affords us the verbal forms munc& (ii. 35. 3)
krnutd (vi. 55. 3), ruhem&(vii. 6. 3), av& (vii. 50. 4), and ich& (xviii. 1.
16); and the form of declensioff dharmd (vi. 51. 3).
,. At the tenth syllable, as in tdh saptagrdlhr iti Supruma vayam:
here we have only the verbal forms sincathd (vi. 22. 2), dhdrayd (vii.
82. 3), pufrumd (viii. 9.18), veaay&(ix. 2. 25), and stdatd (xi. 1. 12).
3. Of the protraction in the middle of the verse, or at the fourth syllable, there is to be found but a single case, yad ejathd maruto rukmavakshas.h

(vi. 22. 2).

4. Protraction of a final against the requirements of the metre, in
the seventh syllable, or the sixth from the end. Only one unquestionable case can be found, viz. pary u shu pra dhanvd vajasdtaye (v. 6. 4);
with which may be classed grnat&, at v. 27. 9, in a verse of irregular
character, and perhaps rather belonging under the 8-syllable p&da.
The cases of the 12-syliable pdda may be thus summed up:
Syllable,

Verbal forms,
Forms of declension,
Particles,
Sum,
Total,

Regular.
2nd. 8th. 10th.

1
1
5
7

5
1
0
6
18

5
0
0
5

Indifferent.
4th.

Irregular.
7th.

1
0
0
1

2
0
0
2

1

2

There thus appear to be, in the whole text, 268 cases of the protraction of a final vowel to help the metrical movement in the opening or
the cadence of the pada, and 12 which favor the movement in the
middle of the pdda, against 26 which contravene the orderly flow of
the metre. To point out the cases in which protraction does not take
place at the two important points at which it is thus shown usually to
occur, and to establish the laws, if there be any, which determine in
each instance the retention or the change of the short vowel, cannot, of
course, be attempted here.
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It will be noticed that the vowel which is lengthened is almost always
a: the text furnishes us, indeed, but three examples of the protraction
of a final i (ii. 5. 4. xviii. 1. 21, 25), and two of that of u (vi. 49. 3.
xviii. 1. 1)-except the particle u, as taught in rule 4 of this chapter.

17. Before the suffix mant a vowel is or is not lengthened.
The term matu is treated by the commentary as covering both the
suffix mant and its equivalent vant: in fact, he cites instances only for
the latter, as follows: fale 'pvdvatt (iii. 12. 2), apvdvatir gomatih (iii. 16.
7), and afvvavatm pra tara (xviii. 2. 31); and farther, as examples of
the short vowel before the suffix, viravatilhsadam (iii. 16. 7), and ghrta.
vati payasvaty uc chrayasva (iii. 12. 2).
The complete list of words in our present Atharvan text which exhibit in sanhitd a prolongation of the final vowel of a theme before the
possessive suffix vant is as follows: aav&vant(e. g. iii. 12. 2), vararnvant
(iv. 7. 1), maddvant (e. g. iv. 7. 4), samdvant (iv. 18. 1), priyavant (iv.
18. 4), uttardvant (e. g. iv. 22. 5), virydvant (e. g. iv. 37. 5), vrshnyavant
(v. 25. 8), bharguravant (vii. 71. 1), aitavant (ix. 6. 38), rocanavant
(xiii. 3. 10), ishtvant (xviii. 3. 20), kladivant (vii. 90. 3), and vishuvant
(ix. 3. 8). In all these words, the pada-text restores the final vowel of
the theme to its short form, and (by iv. 17) separates the theme and the
suffix by avagraha.* For the suffix mant we have but a single word,
tvishimant (e. g. iv. 19. 2: p. tvishi-mant): and so also for the suffix van
-viz. satydvan (p. satya-van: iv. 29.1, 2)-respecting which I do not
know whether it should be regarded as included under the technical
designation matu. There are a few words in which the long vowel
before the possessive suffix is properly regarded as rightfully belonging
to the theme, and so is left unshortened in the pada-text: such are
dakshindvant, fitikdvant, hladikavant, ulkushimant, and jyotishimant.
Of the words mentioned above, only two-viz. apvavant (vi. 68. 3.
xviii. 3. 61) and viryavant (viii. 5, 1. xviii. 4. 38)-ever show in sanhitd
forms having the vowel short. The former of them is specially noted
in the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 97) as doing so in a single instance.
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18. As also before a suffix beginning with y, in a desiderative

form.

In this rule, the anuvrtti of bahulam is duly indicated, by the insertion of ca. As examples of desiderative forms exhibiting the lengthened vowel before y, the commentator cites adhvariyatdm (i. 4. 1: p.
adhvari-yatdm), vrshdyamdnah (ii. 5. 7: p. vrsha-yamdnah), and fatrf* OurpadaMS.does, indeed,read rocanavant(xiii.3.10), withoutseparation:
but this is, it canhardlybe doubted,a mereerrorof the scribe.
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yatim abhi (iii. 1. 3: p. fatru-yatim): as examples of the short vowel,
he gives ardtiydt (iv. 36. 1: p. ardti-ydt), janiyanti (xiv. 2. 72: p. jani-yanti), putriyanti (xiv. 2. 72: p. putri-yanti), and mrgayuh (x. 1. 26:
p. mrga-yuh)-adding to the last word prabhrtdni ca, which I take to be,
not a part of this or of any other citation, but (with amendment to
prabhrtAnica) a simple expression for ' et cetera;' although the commentator does not anywhere else, I believe, give us such an intimation
that more examples might be had for the seeking. The only ones of
this class which our text farther presents are sukshetriyd and sugdtuyd
(both at iv. 33. 2: p. su-kshetriy : su-gdtuya), besides amitrayu, in the
twentieth book (xx. 127.13). Of cases of the long vowel, we have also
aghdyant (e. g. x. 4. 10: p. agha-yant) and aghdyu (e. g. i. 20. 2: p.
agha-yu: in abhyaghdydnti [v. 6. 9 and vii. 70. 3*] the pada-text leaves
the vowel long, writing abhi-aghdydnti), va?uyd (iv. 33. 2: p. vasu-yd),
Sapathzyant (e. g. v. 14. 5: p. capathi-yant), janiyant (vi. 82. 3: p. jani-yant), amitrdyant (vii. 84. 2: p. amitra-yant: the Rik, in the corresponding passage [x. 180. 3], has the short vowel), kavtyamdna (ix. 9.
18: p. kavi-yamdna), and nipriyayate (xii. 4. 11 etc.: p. ni-priyayate):
satvandyant (v. 20. 1) seems to belong to the same class, but it is written
by the pada with the long vowel, satvand-yan. From the themes amitra
and jani, it will be noticed, come desiderative or denominative forms of
either class, or with both the short and long vowel.
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19. As also the final vowel of an instrumental case.
In the form of this rule there is nothing which continues the implication of bahulam, but such an implication is, of course, unavoidably
necessary, and is made by the commentator. As instance of the long
vowel, he cites yend sahasramnvahasi yend 'gne sarvavedasamn
(ix. 5. 17);
as instance of the short vowel, kena frotriyam dpnoti (x. 2. 20). All
the cases occurring under this rule have been detailed above, in the note
to rule 16: excepting tend and yend, which are tolerably frequent (tend
occurs 24 times, and yena 8 times), we have, of instrumentals with
lengthened finals, only a few sporadic instances, viz. sahasyend, bhadren&,
amrten&,kdvyend, and martyend, each in a single passage. Of other
forms of declension which undergo a like prolongation, the text'affords
us two genitives, asyd and harinasyd; and, as accusative singular, puru
is twice lengthened into puru. Besides these, we find only such forms
as janimd for janimdni, in which the long vowel may be more properly
regarded as thematic and not metrical. This latter class of cases, however, has been reckoned in with the rest under rule 16, because it is so
treated by the pada-text, which writes the final vowel short.f In a
single instance (brahma: v. 2. 8) the sanhitd preserves the short vowel.
* Amendedin the publishedtext to abhyaghdydti.
t Exceptingin two cases, viz. varimd(iv.26. 2), andndmd(ix. 9. 3). I do not
at all understand the reason of these exceptions, and they may possibly be mikreadingsof our padaMSS.; the pada-textreadsndmaat v. 1. 3, and in the Rik
with ix. 9. 8, bothpada andsanhitdgive ndma.
passage(i. 164.3) corresponding
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20. When r is dropped, the final vowel is lengthened.
The other treatises (R. Pr. iv. 9, r. 29, ccxlviii; V. Pr. iv. 34; T. Pr.
viii. 17), with better reason, give this rule in connection with that for
the omission of the final r, which takes place (by ii. 19) only before a
following initial r. The commentator repeats once more the same series
of quotations which he has given already twice before, under i. 28 and
ii. 19, only excepting the first, faradah puritci rdyah (ii. 13. 3): he then,
as if in surprise at his own audacity, asks himself why he has omitted
this; and makes reply that, although it offers an instance of the loss of
a final r, it shows no protraction of the vowel, which was long already.1
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21. Of ndraka etc., the first vowel is lengthened.
The commentator cites only three cases under this rule, viz. ndrakam
(xii. 4. 36: p. narakam), sidanam (e. g. ii. 12. 7: p. sadanam), and dsata
indra (viii. 4. 8: p. asatah). The first word occurs only once in the
Atharvan; the second is found several times, but sadana, with short
antepenult, still oftener; for dsat we have also two other passages in
the same hymn with the one quoted (viii. 4. 12, 13). Besides these,
the word of most frequent occurrence, belonging to the same class, is
purusha, which usually* becomes purusha at the end of a pdda (as
noted by the Vlj. Pr., iii. 118), or where its first syllable has that place
at which a long vowel is especially needed in the cadence of the pdda.
Moreover, the text offers us suyamdn (iv. 27.1: p. su-yamdnt), and suyavasa (e. g. iv. 21. 7: p. su-yavasa), with its compound sAyavasdd (vii.
73.11: p. suyavasa-at). Causative forms, such as ycvaya (p. yavaya),
which the treatise perhaps meant to include in this rule, have been
spoken of above, under rule 15.
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22. Of diddyat etc., the second vowel.
The commentator'sexamples are diddyat (iii. 8. 3: p. didayat), ushAso
viravatih (iii. 16. 7: p. ushasah), and ushdsdnaktd (e. g. v. 12. 6: p.
ushasdnaktd). The latter compound occurs several times in our text:
from the theme ushas we have also once (xiii. 2. 46) the accusative
ushasam (p. ushasam). The only other word of like character which I
have noted in the Atharvan is :rathdya (vii. 83. 3: p. frathaya). A
part of the compounds exhibiting protraction in the final syllable of the
first member, and of which a detailed list has been given above, under
I kim artham idam noddrddhate:puruci rdyah: yady api ralopo dirgha evaiva4.

The readingis very corrupt,but the thingaimedat is, I believe,clear.

* In the Atharvan only usually, and not universally: exceptions are v. 30. 2.
viii. 7. 2. xi. 8. 32. xii. 4. 13. xix. 6. 1, and one or two others.
t The edition reads, with I. and H., suyamdn.
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rule 12, might be regarded as falling under this rule; but as a part of
them also would not, since it is their third syllable that is prolonged,
and not their second, I preferredto give them all together in that place.

23. Of the compounds sdtrdsaha etc., the first vowel of the
second member.
The instances cited by the commentator are sdtrdsdhasya (v. 13. 6:
p. sdtr&-sahasya), amitras&hah (e. g. i. 20. 4: p. amitra-sahah), and vishdsahih (e. g. i. 29. 6: p. vi-sasahih); all of them from the root sah.
The text furnishes another derivative from the same root belonging
under this rule, viz. abhimdtishdhah (iv. 32. 4: p. abhimati-saha!h): the
only other case which I have found is nydyanam (vi. 77. 2: p. ni-ayanam).
The word ukthapasah, which the pada-texts of the Rik and White
Yajus write uktha-fasah, and which therefore receives attention from
their Pratikakhyas (R. Pr. ix. 19; V. Pr. iii. 122), is read in our pada
(xviii. 3. 21) uktha-fdsah.

24. Of rta, the final vowel, before vrdh, varY, and vnz.
The instances cited by the commentator are rtdvrdhah (e. g. xi. 6. 19:
p. rta-vrdhah), rtdvari yajniye (vi. 62.1: p. rta-vart), and rtadvinam
vdifvdnaram (vi. 36. 1: p. rta-v&nam): the same words occur elsewhere
in a few passages which it is unnecessary to specify; they always show
a long vowel in sanhitd and a short in pada, while the other numerous
compounds of rta have everywhere the short vowel only.

25. Also that of adha, excepting when followed by tyam and
dhkih.
The commentator's illustrative citations for adh&, with lengthened
final, are adha yatha nah (xviii. 3. 21), and adhd pitir upa drava (xviii.
2. 23): he also quotes the exceptions mentioned in the rule, as follows:
adha tyarn drapsam (xviii. 1. 21), and adha dhir ajdyata (xviii. 1. 21).
There is, however, yet another case in the text in which the final vowel
is left short, and which has been overlooked both by treatise and commentator: it is adha sydma (xviii. 3. 17). All the passages in which
adhd occurs have been given above, in the note to rule 16. Except in
the single case in which it is followed by dhth, the word always stands
at the beginning of a p&da. The commentator adds from his metrical
authority a verse containing a virtual repetition of the rule: adhe 'ti
vyanjane dirgho va?jayitvd tyadhiparam: svardddv apil sarvatra vyanjane hrasva eva tu; 'adha is long before a consonant, excepting the
cases in which it is followed by tyam and dhih; but before a consonant
preceded by a vowel (?) it is everywhere only short.'
t -MS. svaddrdvayya.
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Very little can be said in praise of the manner in which our treatise,
in this section, deals with the intricate and numerous phenomena of the
irregular prolongation of vowels in the Atharvan text; its statements
are greatly wantifig in accuracy, in completeness, and in systematic construction and arrangement. The form of its general rules, which embrace a great number of cases, is objectionable from indefiniteness: the
cases which are made the subject of its special precepts are chosen
arbitrarily and with little judgment, and in part are such as required no
notice; while, on the other hand, it is doubtful whether one or two
classes of cases are provided for at all: and finally, in several instances
it abdicates altogether the office of a Praticakhya, and, instead of determining the usage of its school as to the points upon which it touches,
leaves them as unsettled as it found them.
As elsewhere in the signature of the separate sections of this chapter,
no statement is made respecting the number of rules which the section
contains: the manuscript says simply trttyasya prathamah padah.

26. At the end of a word, a consonant is pronounced double.
The subject of the duplicated pronunciation of consonants, or of the
varnakrama, as it is sometimes called, is one of the most peculiar in
the whole phonetical science of the Hindus. It is also the one, to my
apprehension, which exhibits most strikingly their characteristic tendency to arbitrary and artificial theorizing; I have not succeeded in
discovering the foundation of fact upon which their superstructure of
rules is based, or explaining to myself what actual phonetic phenomena,
liable to occur in a natural, or even a strained, mode of utterance, they
supposed themselves to have noted, and endeavored thus to reduce to
systematic form. The varnakrama, however, forms a not inconspicuous
part of the phonetic system of all the Praticakhyas, and is even presented
our
by Panini (viii. 4. 46-52), although the latter mercifully allows us
option as to whether we will or will not observe its rules. To present
and compare in full detail the systems of the other authorities in connection with that of our own treatise would take a great deal of room,
and, moreover, could be done at best but imperfectly, since our manuscript, as will be shown below, exhibits a lacuna of some extent and
importance in the midst of its treatment of the subject. I shall accordingly only refer under each of our own rules to those precepts of the
other treatises which are most nearly related to it.
If the first rule of the second chapter is still to be strictly applied,
we must conclude that the makers of the Pratigakhya recognized the
duplicated methods of pronunciation as of force only in the sanhit&patha, and not in the utterance of the disjoined text, or the padap&tha.
This interpretation is somewhat supported by the fact that both the Rik
Pr. (vi. 3, r. 14, cccxc) and Panini (viii. 4. 51) attribute to (akala or
gkalya, the teacher to whom the invention of the padapdtha is generally ascribed, a denial of all duplicated utterance.
As regards our first rule, it is directly in contravention with the doc-
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trine of the other treatises (R. Pr. vi. 2, r. 7, ccclxxxiv; V. Pr. iv. 114;
T. Pr. xiv. 15), which unanimously teach that a consonant is not duplicated in pausa. The commentator's instances are again godhuk, virdt,
drshat, trishtup, the same words which we have had adduced so many
times before (see i. 3 etc): they are accordingly to be pronounced
godhukk, virdtt, drshatt, trishtupp; but the manuscript omits, as in
almost all the examples given under the following rules, to write the
duplicated letter double.
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27. As are also n, n, and n before a vowel, when final and
preceded by a short vowel.
This is a rule familiar to all students of Sanskrit, as being obligatory
in the euphony of the later classical dialect, and not in the older language of the Vedas alone. It is equivalently stated by all the treatises
(R. Pr. vi. 4, r. 15, cccxci; V. Pr. iv. 104; T. Pr. ix. 18, 19), except that
the others omit the needless mention, along with the other two nasals,
of n, which never occurs as a final. Panini's pratydhdra (viii. 3. 32)
includes all the three. Panini and the Taitt. Pr. very properly treat
this doubling of a final nasal as something apart from and unconnected
with the phenomena of the varnlakrama,by teaching it in a different
part of their texts from that which deals with the latter subject; and
in the Rik Pr., also, the rule rather follows next after, than is introduced
among, those which prescribe the other duplications.
The commentator cites, as examples of a final nasal doubled, pratyainn
rnoti (not in AV.), pratyann ud eshi (xiii. 2. 20), udyann ddityah (ii.
32.1), and sugann aste (no such case in AV.: the instance is also given
by Panini's scholiasts). To illustrate the necessity of the restrictions
"when preceded by a short vowel" and "before a vowel," he cites arvda dkuitydcara (iii. 2. 3), and udan jatah (v. 4. 8). Finally, he quotes
from his metrical authority a verse which restates the rule, with examples: ianands tu paddntd ye hrasvapuirvdhsvarodaydh: teshcda dvirbhadvarm
ichanti pratyaih udyann sugann iti.

28. Also the first consonant of a group, after a vowel.
In all the other treatises (R. Pr. vi. 1, r. 1, ccclxxviii; V. Pr. iv. 97;
T. Pr. xiv. 1), this is put at the head of the subject of the varnakrama,
as the fundamental and most important rule.
The commentator gives as instances the two indifferent words agnih
(e. g. i. 7. 4) and vrkshah (e. g. iv. 7. 5), which are to be pronounced
aggnih and vrkkshah. Then follows a lacuna in the manuscript, of some
extent and importance, since it certainly includes one or more rules,
After the two quoted examples, namely, follows visarjaniyah sasthane
ca, of which the two last words constitute a rule which the commentary
goes on to expound in full, while the first, visarjaniyah, is the final repetition of the rule next preceding: and in both of them there is ansuvrti
60
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of na, 'not;' that is to say, the text has passed from giving rules for
the occurrence of the duplication, to giving those for its non-occurrence.
As we have found several times before, where there were lesser lacunce,
that the copyist had skipped carelessly from a word to a like word farther on, so we may suppose the same to have taken place here: agniih
and vrkshah were very probably quoted again as examples under the rule
vi.arjaniyah, and, the copyist's eye falling upon them, he overleaped all
that intervened. It may be, however, that this conjecture is erroneous,
and that the lacuna is of greater extent than would fairly admit of such
an explanation. How many rules it includes, there are no means of
determining: of this chapter we appear to have remaining ninety-six
rules, while its signature states a hundred and five to be the number
contained in it: but, on the one hand, we have not hitherto found reliable the numbers given in the signatures to the chapters; and, on the
other hand, there is still another lacuna, of undetermined extent, in the
fourth section (see under rule 80); and yet once more, we cannot be
absolutely certain that the commentator does not, in one or two cases,
state and expound two or more rules together, as once or twice in the
first chapter (rules 12-13, 14-16). The treatment of the general subject by the other Pratiqakhyas varies so much, as regards fullness of
detail as well as the doctrines held on minor points, that I do not venture to attempt to fill up, by their guidance, the gap which the carelessness of our copyist has left, and I continue without break the enumeration of the rules which still remain to us.
*

*

*

*

*

*
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29. VisarjanIya is not doubled.
The other treatises also exempt visarjaniya from duplication: see
Rik Pr. vi. 1 (r. 1, ccclxxviii), V&j.Pr. iv. 112, and Thitt. Pr. xiv. 15.
As already explained, in the preceding note, it is probable that the
commentator gave again, in order to show that visarjaniya is not doubled
when final (by iii. 26), like any other consonant, the instances agnih and
vrkshah.

30. Nor a consonant which is followed by another of the same
class.
The Rik Pr. makes no such exception as this: the other two treatises,
however, do so, and each divides the precept into two, the one (V. Pr.
iv. 108; T. Pr. xiv. 23) prohibiting the doubling of a consonant when
followed by the same consonant, the other (V. Pr. iv. 113; T. Pr. xiv.
23, last half), when followed by a mute of the same series; the Vaj.
Pr. farther specifying that the following mute must not be a nasal.
The commentator cites as instances a number of words, evidently
without any particular reference to the Atharvan text, although two or
three of them happen to occur there: they are indrah (e.g. i 9. 1),
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candrah (e. g. ii. 15. 3), mandrah (xviii. 1. 30), ushtral, kroshtrah(kroshtre, xi. 2. 2), bhr&shtrum,neshtram, and rtshtram (e. g. iii. 4. 1). Several of them are found also in the scholia to Panini, as illustrations of
his rule (viii. 4. 50) that, according to gakatayana, no duplication takes
place in a group of more than two consonants. The instances are
wanting in variety, as illustrating our text, since they all present groups
of three consonants, while we must suppose our rule to apply no less to
groups of two, and to forbid duplication in such words as antah, asti,
ashta, etc.

31. Nor r and Ih-but the consonant following those two letters is doubled.
The commentator's examples are those which have been already given,
and in part twice, under i. 58 and i. 100, and they need not, therefore,
be repeated here.
The Rik Pr. (vi. 2, r. 4, ccclxxxi) subjects only r to this rule, leaving
h to meet the same treatment with the other spirants; the Taitt. Pr.
(xiv. 4) does the same; the precept of the Vaj. Pr. (iv. 98) is to the same
effect with ours, and so is also that of Panini (viii. 4. 46), except that
the latter here, as elsewhere, merely allows, and does not require, the
duplication.

^T1j1:
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32. Not, however, , sh, and s, before a vowel.
This is an exception, of course, to the latter part of the preceding
rule, since the sibilants would not, by any other precept, be subject to
duplication before a vowel. The illustrations given in the commentary
are none of them from the Atharvan, although a part of them are to
be met with in the scholia to the corresponding rule of Panini (viii. 4.
49); they are karshati, adaryah, akshatarfah, and tatarsha purodacam.
As counter-example, to show that the sibilant is exempt from duplication only before a vowel, we have given us varshshyodakena yajeta,
which is also no citation from the Atharvan text.
The Rik Pr. (vi. 2, r. 10, ceclxxxvii) exempts from duplication any
spirant, when followed either by a vowel or by another spirant. The
Taitt. Pr. (xiv. 16) and Panini (viii. 4.49) precisely agree with our
treatise. The Vaj. Pr. fails to make any corresponding exception.
The manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda, so far as known to me, do
not, save in very infiequent and entirely sporadic cases, follow any of
the rules of the varzmakramaproper (rule 27, as already remarked, is
really of another character), excepting the one which directs duplication after a r; and even in this case, their practice is as irregular as
that of the manuscripts of the later literature. See Weber, pp. 246248, for interesting statements respecting the usages of the codices of
the Vajasaneyi-Sanhita.
1 -MS. tatarpam.
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vowels remain unchanged.
Theraya
33. The pragrhya vowels remain unchanged.
As was already remarked above, under i. 73, the designation of certain vowels as pragrhya, made in the first chapter (rules 73-81), is
not enough to exempt them from the operation of the rules for the
combination in sanhitd of final and initial vowels: it is deemed necessary to add here that the vowels so designated maintain under all circumstances their own proper form. The method of the Rik Pr. and
Vaj. Pr. is the same: see R. Pr. ii. 27 (r. 50, 51, clv, clvi); V. Pr. iv. 84.
The commentator's examples are kena pdrshni dbhrte: pdrshni iti
(x. 2. 1), indravdyu ubhdu: indravdyt iti (iii. 20. 6), and ubhdv indrdgni a bharatdm: indrdgni iti (v. 7. 6). The text offers a single case in
which a final pragrhya vowel is combined with a following initial: it is
nrpati 'va (viii. 4. 6). The same passage is found in the Rig-Veda (vii.
104. 6), exhibiting the same anomalous sandhi, and such exceptional
cases are duly noted by the Rik Pr. (ii. 27, r. 54, clix), as is one of the
same character by the V'j. Pr. (iv. 86). That no reference is made to
the passage in our treatise is possibly to be taken as an indication that
the true Atharvan reading is nrpati iva, as is actually given by E. and I.

FTT r 5T^rari11%ii
34. Also end ehdh etc.
The passage cited in the rule as heading the gana is found at xii. 3.
33, where both sanhitd and pada read end' ehdihpdri etc., the establishers of the pada-text evidently regarding end as the instrumental of
the pronominal root a. To me, however, it seems more plausible to
take the word as accusative plural feminine of the pronoun ena, which
is usually enclitic, but in one or two instances (see the Bohtlingk-Roth
lexicon, sub verbo) is accented, when standing at the head of a pdda.
The form then would be end'h, and the sandhi perfectly regular, and its
treatment as an irregularity would be due only to a misapprehension on
the part of the author of the pada. The other cases cited by the commentator, as composing the rest of the gana, are yathdlman nd 'pagd
asah (i. 34. 5. ii. 30. 1. vi. 8. 1-3), and prthivi uta dyauh (xviii. 1. 5).
The latter is found also in the Rig-Veda (x. 10. 5), and is noticed by its
Pratiq&khya(ii. 39). The other is a somewhat intricate case. As regards, first, the accent of the word-all analogy requires that, as containing a root for its final member, it should be accented upon the last
syllable, apagd'. Thus, indeed, the pada-text actually reads where the
passage first and last occurs; but at ii. 30. 1 it gives apa-gd, and with
this accentuation agree all the sanhitd manuscripts in every instance, so
that this reading has been received into the printed text. Second, as
regards the form-there is not, so far as I can see, any reason why we
should not regard apagd as the theme of the word, and not apaga, and
so consider the form,as found in the text to be apagds, and the sandhi
to be entirely regular. It is true that most of the Atharvan compounds
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into which the root gam or ga enters as final member exhibit it in the
shortened form ga (as durga, suga, svargd), but we have once purogd
(v. 12.11), and in like derivatives from other similar roots, as jan and
pa, the short and long forms exchange with one another quite irregularly (e. g. prathamaja'h, iv. 35. 1, and prathamajdh, iv. 4. 5). I should
be inclined to accuse the pada-text of a similar misapprehension in this
passage with that exhibited in the other. There are one or two other
cases in the Atharvan text which belong more or less clearly under this
rule. In iv. 16.1, all the sanhitd MSS., without exception, read adhishthdtd antikdd iva (p. adhi-sthatd): the edition treats this as a blunder,
and amends to adhishthdtd 'ntikad iva, but it might be possible to regard the passage as offering a case of anomalous sandhi. The theory
of an error in this case, in which all the sanhitd MSS. chance to coincide, is supported by the analogy of the quite similar passage rocand':
asyd, at vi. 31. 2, where P., M., and I. read rocanda asya in sanhitd, while
W., E., and H. give rocand' 'syd, with the Rik, Saman, and White Yajur
Vedas. At v. 26. 8, where the sanhitd manuscripts read rupd' asmin,
the pada has rupa'h: asmin. Unless authority for rupd as a feminine
noun can be found elsewhere, it will probably seem easier to regard
rupd as a briefer form of ripdtni, and the sandhi as an anomalous one.
A like case is vii. 97. 4, sadand akarma, where Bp. is amended by a
second hand from sddan&to sddan&h. An evident instance of pretty
gross blundering is to be seen at xviii. 4. 58, where, instead of pratdrlto
'sh&dsm,as the sense and metre require, and as is read by the Rik and
S&ma Vedas (RV. ix. 86.19; SV. i. 559), all our sanhitd manuscripts
present pratdritd ushdsdm, which the pada also supports by giving
pra-tdritdh.

85. Where y or v has been dropped, the preceding vowel remains unchanged.
That is to say, wherever, by the loss of a final y or v according to
the phonetic rules of the second chapter (ii. 21), a hiatus takes place,
and two vowels are brought into juxtaposition with one another, they
are not combined, but the hiatus remains. Two vowels can be thus
brought together, according to the rules of our treatise, only by the loss
of y and v, a final visarjaniya being converted into y, by the theory
here taught, before its final disappearance. The same prohibition
against applying the rules of combination twice over to the same case
is given by the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 2, r. 5, cix; V. Pr. iii. 3), in
the form of a general precept, governing and restricting the application
of its special rules.
As instances, the commentator cites again the whole series of passages
given under ii. 21, and which I refrain from repeating here.
Although this is a rule of universal application as regards the mode
of writing the text, the metre shows that it was not always observed by
the authors of the hymns: see, for example, ix. 4. 19, 23, where we
have to read brahmanebhya rshabharh dattvd and asmin goshtho 'pa
ptnca nah, instead of br&hmanebhyarshabham and goshtha upa. Such
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cases are not infrequent. In a single instance, too (x, 1. 15), our sanhitd
MSS. make the double combination, reading ayam panthdh krtye 'ti
tvd naydmah, instead of krtya iti (p. krtye: iti);* but the edited text
has restored the latter reading.

86. Also an u forming a word, when it is preceded by a vowel.
That is to say, of course, the particle u-whenever, by the operation
of the euphonic rules, a hiatus is produced before it. There are found
but three such cases in the Atharva-Veda; two of them are cited by
the commentator, as follows: sa u eva mahdyamah (xiii. 4. 5), and sa u
apmdnam asyati (xiii. 4. 41); the third is ayamhvd u agnih (xv. 10. 7).
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 28 (r.
55, clx), Vaj. Pr. iv. 87, and Taitt. Pr. ix. 16, 17: the Rik Pr. also leaves
the u unchanged after a y arising from conversion of an original i, one
such case occurring in its text (praty u adarfi, vii. 81.1), while the
Taitt. Pr. inserts a transition v between the u and the following vowel.

*ft
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87. Also n and m, when the results of euphonic processes.
The commentator fabricates his examples, instead of deriving them
from the Atharvan text: they are nadtm tarati and trishtum nayati.
The former is intended to show that a n which is the result of the assimilation of a final m, by ii. 31, before an initial t, is not liable to a
farther insertion of a sibilant before the t, by ii. 26; the latter, that a m
which grows out of the assimilation of a final labial to a following initial
dental nasal, by ii. 5, is not then, by ii. 31, convertible into n by a second assimilation.
This rule is of the same character with the last but one, and is replaced, or rendered unnecessary, in the other treatises, by the general
precepts there referred to.

38. An d forming an entire word is first combined with the
preceding vowel.
An instance will best explain the meaning of this rule. In the passage which the pada-text writes dhiya : : ihi, if d is first combined with
the following word, it will form e 'hi, and the combination of this with
the preceding word will give dhiydi 'hi: but if the combination of d
with dhiyd be first made, producing dhiyd, the addition of ihi will give,
as final result, dhiye " 'hi. The latter is the true method of making
the two successive sandhis, as we are taught by this rule, and by corresponding rules in the other treatises (R. Pr. ii. 2, r. 7, cxi; T. Pr. v. 3);
* P. only has,by a copyist'serror,krtydi'ti in bothits copiesof the tenthbook.
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which, however, express themselves in a more general manner, declaring
that all sandhis must be made in the order of their occurrence.
The commentator is this time conscientious enough to cite all the
passages illustrating the rule which the text contains: they are dhiye "
'hi (ii. 5. 4), jushasve " 'ndra (ii. 5. 4), stanayitnune " 'hi (iv. 15.11),
kushthe " 'hi (v. 4. 1), udakene " 'hi (vi. 68. 1), and avapafyate " 'ta
(xviii. 4. 37).

39. Before a vowel, an alterant vowel becomes a semivowel.
Instead of citing actual examples from the text, the commentator
prefers to fabricate his illustrations, which are dadhy atra, madhv atra,
mdtrartham,pitrartham: a part of them are identical with those given
in the scholia to the corresponding rule of Panini (vi. 1. 77).
The other treatises have corresponding rules: that of the Vaj. Pr. (iv.
45) being precisely like our own; that of the Rik Pr. (ii. 8, r. 21, 22, cxxv,
cxxvi) being more elaborately stated; and that of the Taitt. Pr. (x. 15)
restricting the conversion into a semivowel to i, I, and u-a restriction
which might with the same propriety have been made by all, since final
u is always pragrhya, and final r nowhere in the Vedas, so far as I am
aware, comes to stand before an initial vowel.

RiRTlPITU:lHr
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40. The diphthongs, in the same situation, become respectively ay, av, dy and dv.
And then farther, by ii. 21, 22, the final semivowels are dropped, except in the case of av, so that of e and o is left before an initial only a;
of di, only &-which vowels are then exempt, by iii. 35, from farther
combination with their successors. The absorption of initial a by final
e and o, and its retention without change after them in some cases, is
taught by rules 53 and 54, below.
The commentator's illustrations are again of his own devising, for the
most part; they are agna dsdm, vdya asam, agna utaye, vdya utaye (iv.
25. 6), asmd ud dhara, asdv ddityah (xv. 10. 7), pvayanam, cdyakah, lavanam, ldyakah, pavanam, pdvakah (e. g. vi. 47. 1). The last six are
examples of applications of the rule which the Prati?akhya does not
contemplate. A few of the instances are identical with those given
under the corresponding rules of Panini (viii. 3. 18, 19. vi. 1. 78).
The Rik Pr. (ii. 9, 10, 11, r. 25, 28, 31, cxxix, cxxxii, cxxxv) converts
di and du directly into a, and e and o directly into a, adding that after
the a and d which come from o and du a v is inserted except before a
labial vowel. The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 46) and Taitt. Pr. (ix. 11-15) precisely
agree with our treatise.

41. In the following rules is taught the fusion of a
preceding
and a following vowel into a single sound.
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This is a general heading or adhikdra for that which is to follow, or
a rule governing the interpretation of the remaining rules in the section.
The technical language of the PrAti9&khyashas no recognized method
of indicating the fusion of two sounds into one, and the form of the
following rules is ambiguous, since rule 44, for instance, literally means,
according to the usual phraseology of the treatise, that a before i becomes
e, and not a with i. Hence the necessity of this special rule of interpretation: it has its correspondents in the V&j.Pr. (iv. 49), and the
T&itt. Pr. (x. 1); while the Rik Pr. (ii. 6 etc.) attains the desired end
by a fuller or less technical mode of statement.

42. A simple vowel, with one of like quality, becomes long.
The commentator's illustrations are again of his own making: they
are dand.dgram,dadhindrah, madhrshnamn,hotSryah, and pit.ryah. For
the last case, indeed, the combination of two r's, no Vedic example
could be found.
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 6 (r. 15,
cxix), V&j.Pr. iv. 50, Taitt. Pr. x. 2.

43. In stmanta, the resulting vowel is short.
A most blundering and superfluous rule! The Atharva-Veda contains no such theme as simanta. In the passage which the commentator cites in illustration of the rule-viz. jinato vajra tvanhsfmantam (vi.
134. 3)-the theme is evidently sirmant,from which we find also a plural accusative, stmatah, at iv. 1.1; it is a parallel form with, and equivalent to, siman, of which the text affords us an accusative singular,
simdnam, at ix. 8. 13. The rule evidently assumes simanta as the
theme, and regards it as composed of siman and anta. Our pada-text,
as might be expected, makes no attempt to analyze the word. The
commentator, after his illustrative citation, adds to the rule a restriction
of his own, quite in the style of a vdrttika to Panini, as follows: simante keraveshte'ti vaktavyam: yo hi stmno antah simdntah sah; ' it should
have been said, "in simanta, when it means the parting of the hair;"
for the extremity (anta) of a boundary (siman) is simdnta.' Since,
however, simdnta does not occur in the Atharvan, the limitation is just
as impertinent as the original rule: more so, it could not well be.

Comparevarttika3 to Pan. vi. 1. 94.
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44. A and d, with i andc, become e.
The commentator's illustrations, as given by our manuscript, are
ravadgomdlendrah,which, however, a comparison of the examples under
the next rule and under the corresponding rule of Pnini (vi. 1. 87)
shows to require amendment to khatvendrah,mdlendrah.
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The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 6 (r. 16,
cxx), Vaj. Pr. iv. 52, and Taitt. Pr. x. 4.
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45. With u and 2, they become o.
The commentator, as so generally in this portion of his work, makes
his own illustrations, viz. khatvodakam, ml&odakam: compare under
Pan. vi. 1. 87.
See the identical rules in the other treatises: Rik Pr. ii. 7 (r. 17,
cxxi), Vaj. Pr. iv. 52, and Taitt. Pr. x. 5.
There is a single instance in the text, in which this rule is not observed, and a +-u are not combined into o, but into au: it is the word
prdudhah (xv. 15.4: p. pra-d.hah). B., indeed, readsprodho, but doubtless only by an error of the copyist. We must suppose, either that the
authors and commentator overlooked this word, or that its pada as well
as sanhit& reading in their text would be prdudhah, or that the passage containing it was not in their Atharva-Veda-of which suppositions,
I should regard the first as the most plausible, and the last as the least
likely.

46. With r and r, they become ar.
The commentator's examples are tasya rshabhasyd 'ingni (ix. 4. 11),
yajnartah (viii. 10. 4: p. yajna-rtah), kandartah (not in AV.), and ndi
'ndn avartih (iv. 34. 3: the pada-text always writes the word avartih,
without separation).
The Taitt. Pr. (x. 8) makes the sandhi in the same manner as our
treatise: the Rik Pr. (ii. 11, r. 32, cxxxvi) and Vaj. Pr. (iv. 48), however, treat it very differently, merely prescribing that both a and d become a before r, without requiring the conversion of the latter into r.
The usage of the sanhitd manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda is in conformity with neither rule; they follow a method of their own, in which
is to be recognized the influence of a doctrine agreeing with or resembling that of our Prati9(khya respecting the svarabhakti, or fragment
of vowel sound, assumed to be thrust in between r and a following consonant (see i. 101,102).
Where the phonetical theory requires the
insertion of the longer svarabhakti, or where a sibilant follows, there the
manuscripts usually and regularly give the vowel r instead of r, reading
iva rshabhah (iii. 6. 4), svasa rshtndm (vi. 133. 4), etc.; before any other
consonant, or where our treatise and the Rik Pr. interpose the shorter
svarabhakti after the r, and the other Pratigakhyas require no insertion
at all (see the note to i. 101, 102), there our manuscripts regularly make
the combination according to the rule now under discussion, writing
rtasya rtena (vi. 114. 1), iva rbltuh (x. 1. 8), sa rc&m (x. 8. 10), etc.
These rules are not, however, altogether without exceptions: there are a
number of passages in which one or more of the manuscripts read the
semivowel r instead of the vowel r before a sh (viz. iv. 4. 8. ix. 8. 14,
VOL. VII.
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15, 16. x. 7. 14a; 10. 10. xi. 1.1, 3; 3.38. xii. 1.6. xiii. 1. 55. xv. 2. 4,
first time), and even a few (viz. x. 7. 14c. xi. 6. 11. xv. 2. 4 (bis); 14. 4.
xix. 9. 13) in which they all agree in so doing; and, on the other hand,
while in the very great majority of cases the r is changed to r before any
other consonant (it is found so changed, in the Atharvan text, before k,
g, c,j, ch, t, d, n, dh, and bh), there are a very few instances (viii. 10. 4.
xviii. 2. 31; 3. 24) in which one or more manuscripts leave it unaltered,
and even two (x. 1. 12; 5. 30, before g and k) where they unanimously
read r.* As regards the orthography of the sandhi in the published
text, accordingly, three courses were open to the editors: first, to follow
the rule of the Pratiqckhya, and to convert the initial vowel everywhere into the semivowel; second, to carry out consistently the general
principle derivable from the practice of the manuscripts, writing always
r before a sibilant, and r before any other consonant; and third, to be
governed everywhere by the authority of the manuscripts where they
were unanimous, and, where they disagreed, to give due weight to the
principle just referred to, in choosing between their discordant readings.
Unfortunately the edition has adopted none of these courses, but, while
adhering with tolerable closeness to the manuscript readings through
the early part of the text, gives everywhere only r from the beginning
of the eighth book onward, thus introducing the rule of the Rik and
White Yajur Vedas, and following neither the PratiaQkhya nor the
manuscripts of the Atharvan. The details given above, however, will
show what are the readings of the manuscripts in any' given passage.
It is worthy of remark that the manuscript of our commentary, like
those of the Atharvan text, writes r in the first instance cited (tasya
rshabhasya), and r in all the rest.
There is a single passage of the text requiring special notice, as exhibiting in the sanhita manuscripts an entirely irregular sandhi of final
a with initial r: it is at xviii. 2. 31, where the a of suseva is left unshortened before rkshakanm,B. writing supevd rkshdkam, and all the
others suieva .rkshtkam. Probably the reading is corrupt, or the words
wrongly analyzed by the pada-text: perhaps we have to correct and
divide suaeva : drkshlkam.

Vqq* Ilf

1
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47. Also in uparshanti etc.
The words and forms contemplated by this rule are exceptions to the
one next following, according to which we should have updrshanti etc.
The commentator cites in illustration the passages yd hrdayam uparshanti (ix. 8.14), ydh p&drve uparshanti (ix. 8. 15), and yds tirafcir
uparshanti (ix. 8. 16); and these are the only cases of the kind pre* The lingual sibilant, sh, is the only spirant before which a sanditi of final a or
d with initial r is made in the Atharvan text: the text does, indeed, containa single
passage in which such a combination should properly take place before p-viz. kramasva rpaiva rohitam (iv. 4. ')-but the traditionhas most palpably and grossly misunderstood and blunderedover the phrase, and the pada writes it krdcma:svdrpah-iva: rohitam, instead of krdmasva: r'pa-iva rohitam.
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sented by the text, so that the "etc." at the end of the rule is quite
superfluous as regards the Atharvan. In the passages cited, the pada
reads upa-rshanti, and the sanhitd manuscripts, as already noticed in
the last note, vary between uparshanti and uparshanti, W. even giving,
in the second and third cases, uparishanti.

48. The a or a of a preposition, with the initial r or f of a
root, becomes dr.
The commentators illustrations are of his own fabrication, and in
part are to be found under the corresponding rule of PAnini (vi. 1. 91):
they are updrshdti, prdrshdti, updrchati, prdrchati, updrdhnoti, and
prdrdhnoti. The only case arising under the rule in the Atharva-Veda
is d rchatu, at ii. 12. 5. Our treatise might, then, like the Vaj. Pr. (iv.
57), have restricted the operation of the rule to the preposition &. The
T&itt. Pr. (x. 9) states the principle in the same general form in which
it is here given.

49. As does also that of the augment.
This rule, of course, in a treatise whose subject is the sandhyapadydu
gunau of words (i. 1), is out of place and superfluous. It has no correspondent in any of the other treatises, and its chief interest and value
to us lies in its presenting a term for ' augment'-bhutakarana, 'maker
of past meaning'-which is elsewhere unknown, at least in the Pratictkhya literature.
The commentator cites, in illustration of the rule, sa drdhnot (iv. 39.
1 etc.); and also, as counter-example, showing that it applies only to
the augment, katamd sa rcam (x. 8. 10).

tBiemleT^q";:
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50. With e and di, a and d become di.
Again the commentator gives us only fabricated illustrations, which,
with the help of the scholia to the corresponding rule of Panini (vi. 1.
88), are readable as follows: khatvdirakd, maldirakd, khatvditikdyanah,
.
ml&ditikdyanah.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 7 (r. 18,
cxxii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 55, Taitt. Pr. x. 6.

51. With o and du, they become du.
The commentator this time presents us two actual citations from the
khadvdiragdh:
mdldiragd4:khadvebhikdyamdnasah:
mdlditikdyamdnah.
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text, viz. brahmdudanampacati (xi. 1. 1: p. brahma-odanam),and tasydu
'danasya (xi. 3. 1); but then adds a fictitious case, brahmndupagavah,
which occurs also in Panini's scholia (to rule vi. 1. 88).
The corresponding ruies in the other treatises are Rik Pr. ii. 7 (r. 19,
cxxiii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 55, and Taitt. Pr. x. 7.

52. In 9akalyeshi etc., the result has the same form with the
latter constituent.
The commentator cites under this rule the following cases: fakalyeshi
yadi vd tejanitram (i. 25. 2: p. ?akalya-eshi), anamivd upetana (iii. 14.
3: p. upa-etana), arvdci gdur upe 'shatu (vi. 67. 3), and upeshantam
udumbalam (viii. 6. 17: p. upa-eshantam). Of these cases, the first
would equally admit of being regarded as a case of regular sandhi, and
analyzed as fakali-eshi: the second is analogous with the combinations to which rule 38 of this chapter relates, the preposition d being in
sanhitd combined with upa, and then the resulting upd with itana. Of
this kind, the text presents one additional instance, in upeyimd (x. 1.
10: p. upa-eyimd; it is made up of upa-&-dyimd): it is the only passage falling under the rule which the commentator does not give.
Similar cases are noted by the Rik Pr. at ii. 36, 37, by the Vaj. Pr.
at iv. 53, 54, and by the Taitt. Pr. at x. 14.
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53. After a word ending in e or o, an initial a becomes one
with the preceding vowel.
The commentator cites a few instances of this exceedingly common
sandhi (the occurrence of which will be more particularly treated of
under the next rule), as follows: te 'vadan (v. 17. 1: the instance, however, may perhaps be given as one fabricated, and not as a citation from
the Atharvan text; it is found in the sclolia to Pan. vi. 1.115), te 'kravan (as is read both here and under iii. 55; perhaps we are to amend
to te 'krnvan, but that also is not to be found in the Atharvan), so 'bravit
(xv. 3. 2), yo 'sya dakshinah karnah (xv. 18. 3), and so 'rajyata (xv. 8. 1).
The physical explanation of this combination is exceedingly difficult.
The Rik Pr. (ii. 12, 13, r. 33, 34, cxxxvii, cxxxviii) and VAj. Pr. (iv. 58),
as well as Panini (vi. 1. 109), treat it in the same manner as our treatise,
as a union of a with the preceding diphthong, or its absorption by the
latter. The Taitt. Pr. alone (xi. 1) teaches an actual loss or omission of
the a.

54. Sometimes the a remains unabsorbed.
The commentator quotes from the text, in illustration, the passage
ye agnayah (iii. 21. 1), and adds sahasrarcam ide atra, which is not found
in tie Atharva texit.
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With this rule and the preceding our treatise makes short shrift of a
subject which occupies long passages of the other Prati:akhyas (R. Pr.
ii. 13-26; V. Pr. iv. 58-82; T. Pr. xi. 1-xii. 8), and has cost their authors a vast deal of labor. The saving is made, however, at the expense
of its reputation and value as an authority for the readings of its text,
since it does not determine the sanhitd form of one of the many hundred passages in which initial a comes in contact with final e or o. There
is not in the whole work another so discreditable confession of unwillingness or inability to cope with the difficulties of an intricate subject.
In endeavoring to make some systematic exhibition of the usage of
the Atharvan text with reference to this sandhi, I have been able, after
more than one trial, to devise no better scheme of presentation than
one founded upon a comparison of the actual written usage of the text
with the requirements of the metre. If there is any rule or system of
rules, of a more formal character, underlying and determining the very
various phenomena-which I cannot but seriously doubt-I have been
unable to discover any trace of it. The tabular conspectus, then, is as
follows-the lines distinguishing the cases in which the metre appears
to require the retention of the a unabsorbed, as a separate syllable,
from those in which its absorption is demanded, in order to make the
verse of proper length; and the columns showing how often the a is by
the manuscripts omitted and retained respectively:
In written text:
omitted.
retained.

262
I. Where metre requires omission,
II. Where metre requires retention:
198
of
a, at beginning pdda,
102
b, elsewhere in pdda,
300
562
Total in metrical part of text,
192
III. In unmetricalpassages,
Total in whole text,
744

Tota

41

293

1004
1045
28
1073

1304
1597
220
1817

39
965

Upon examining this table, it will be seen, in the first place, that in
the unmetrical portions of the Atharvan text the greatly prevailing
method of making the sandhi is that which is followed in the Sanskrit
literature proper, viz. by omission of the a: the proportion of omissions
to retentions is that of 7 to 1. In the metrical portions, on the other
hand, the more common custom is to retain the a, the retentions being
to the omissions nearly as 2 to 1. When we come to inquire farther
what was the usage of the makers of the hymns, we find that the proportion in favor of the retention of the a as a separate syllable is considerably greater, or almost as 4+ to 1. There is, then, considerable
discordance between the written and spoken usage in the metrical part;
and yet this discordance appears in great measure at a single point, or
where the final e or o of a pdda precedes the initial a of another pdda.
In this situation-where, if ever, we should expect the traditional and
written reading to correspond with the original spoken form of the
verse-the recorded text usually leaves out the a, and mars as much as
it can the metrical form of the verse: the proportion of omissions to
retentions is here as 5 to 1; and in the Rig-Veda, so far as I have
observed, it is still larger: there can be but very few instances in the
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earlier portions, at least, of that text, where the custom of omission of
a at the beginning of a pdda is not followed. Making exception of
this special case, it may be said that the usage of the written text follows in the main the requirements of the metre--although with not
infrequent exceptions, which in the case of the required omissions make
somewhat less than a sixth of the whole number, and in the cases of
required retention, considerably less than one-ninth.
There are, of course, a number of doubtful cases, where the metre is
irregular and obscure, or where it might be restored either with the
omission or the retention of the a as a separate syllable: but, rather
than form of them a separate class, I have determined and ranked each
case according to my best judgment; and the general relations and bearings of the scheme are not, I am sure, perverted by any errors I may
have committed.
Here, at the end of the second section of the chapter, the manuscript
says again simply trtiyasya dvitiyah pddah.
The proper subject of the next section is the calling forth or modification, in connection with the combinations of the phrase, of the accents
already laid down and defined in the first chapter (i. 14-17). With
this, however, is also connected a distinction and nomenclature of the
different kinds of svarita or circumflex accent which the theory of the
school recognizes: and the latter subject is even allowed in part to take
precedence of and overlie the former, in such a manner as to render
their joint presentation confused and imperfect, as will be pointed out
in detail below. By way of introduction to the section, and before
stating and explaining its first rule, the commentator gives us the following four verses :* shad eva svaritajatdni lakshanah pratijdnate: purvar purvamhdrdhataram mradiyo yad yad uttaram :-abhinihitah prd,lishto jdtyah kshdiprac ca td ubhdu: tdirovyaijanapddavrttdv etat
svaritamandalam:-sarvatlkshno 'bhinihitas tatah prdclishta ucyate:
tato mrdutardu sv&rau j&tyah kshdiprac ca t&vubhdu :-tato mrdutarah svdiras tdirovyan-janaucyate: pddavrtto mrdutara iti svdrabaldbalam; 'those skilled in distinctions recognize six kinds of circumflex
accent, and no more. Of these, each preceding one is harder, each succeeding one is softer: viz., the abhinihita, the prd:alishta, and the jdtya
and kshdipra, these two; farther, the tdirovyanjana and pddavrtta:
this is the series of circumflex accents. The abhinihita is entirely sharp;
next is ranked the pr&dlishta; the next pair, of softer character, are the
jdtya and kshdipra, these two; the tdirovyanjana is called softer than
these; the pddavrtta is still softer: thus are laid down the relative
strength and weakness of the circumflex accents.' We have here evidently the schemes of two different authorities, which accord quite
closely with one another; the only difference being that the former
seems to rank as equal the two accents last mentioned. Indeed, the
commentator goes on to add, in accordance with this, apara dha: tdirovyanjanapddavrttdu tulyaurtti iti; 'another says, "the tdirovyaijana
to the Vaj.
* The last two of these versesare also cited in Uvata'scommentary
Pr.: see Weber,p. 189.
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and pddavrtta are of like quality."' Other authorities, however, construct the scale somewhat differently: thus the Vaj. Pr. (i. 125) makes
the order run as follows: abhinihita, kshdipra (with which the commentator declares the jtya to agree in rank), praflishta, tdirovyanjnna,
tdirovirrnma(see below, under rule 62), and padavrtta; while the Taitt.
Pr. (xx. 9-12) declares the effort of enunciation (prayatna) of the kshdipra and jdtya, together with the abhinihita, to be harder, that of the
praplishta and pratihata (see under rule 62) to be softer, and that of
the tdirovyanjana and pddavrtta to be yet less (alpatara). The Rik
Pr., like our own treatise, takes no notice of these alleged differences
of utterance among the different kinds of circumflex. It is not, however, without good reason that our commentator gives himself the
trouble to state them, since their recognition can hardly have been
without its important influence upon the division of the svarita into its
numerous forms. The three arrangements quoted above agree, it will
be noticed, in ranking the forms of the independent svarita above those
of the enclitic, but are discordant as regards the relative position of the
members of each class; and this may serve to us as a significant indication that the differences of secondary rank are of but trifling consequence. Precisely what is meant by "sharp" (tikshna) and "hard"
(drdha) on the one hand, and "soft" (mrdu) on the other, is not very
clear: but that the proper circumflex, which arises upon the combination into a single syllable of an original acute and an original grave
element, is more strongly marked and distinct in its quality of double
pitch than that circumflex which is only enclitic, need not be doubted.
After this preliminary exposition, the commentator goes on to add
ud&ttahpu'rvah: paro 'nuddttah: svaritah sandhih; 'an acute preceding; a grave following: their combination circumflex.' I am not altogether confident that this is not the first rule of the section, since, as
we shall see, the two rules which follow are defective in form, and need
some such predecessor. Considering, however, the faulty construction
of the whole section, the limited applicability of the words in question
as an adhikdra or heading for that which follows, their inconsistency
with rule 66 below, and the absence of the paraphrase and repetition
which ought to follow them, if they are a rule, I have not ventured to
regard them as a part of the treatise; they are more probably an addition of the commentator, intended to supply the deficiency of the next
two rules.

nrS flsTf1H14 y1n
e1(1^(t 1qr^t-q rFit
55. When an a is absorbed by a preceding final e or o, the
resulting circumflex is abhinihita.
This is by no means a close version of the rule as it stands in the
text; literally translated, it reads as follows: 'final e and o; following
them, an a: that is abhinihita.' The construction presents a grammatical difficulty. If akdra, ' the sound a,' is not here used as a neuterand such words are elsewhere only masculine-the form akdram must
be understood as an accusative, and can only be construed as dependent
upon paratah, used prepositionally, and taken as meaning 'before' in-
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stead of 'after,' so that we must translate 'final e and o before an a:
that is abhinihita:' and to treat paratah thus seems to me hardly admissible.* The commentator does not help us much, but, if I rightly
apprehend his meaning, he treats the word as a neuter nominative; his
paraphrase reads ekdirukardu padantctu uddttdu paratah akdramhlpadddi anuddttam sa abhinihitah svaro bhavati; 'e and o, final, with acute
accent; after them, a, initial, unaccented; that becomes an abhinihita
accent (or vowel).' But passing over this difficulty, as of inferior consequence, since the virtual meaning of the phraseology is clear, we find
another and a graver one in the fact that the form of the rule seems to
imply that the occurrence of this svarita has been already sufficiently
taught, and that nothing remains but to give it a name; while nevertheless the treatise nowhere informs us under what circumstances a circumflex accent arises in connection with the meeting of a final e or o
and an initial a, or even that it arises at all. Its doctrine must be, of
course, the same which is taught in all the other treatises; namely, that
when an initial unaccented or grave a is elided after or absorbed into a
final diphthong which itself has an acute accent, its own accent is represented in that of the resulting diphthong, reducing the latter from
acute to circumflex. This case of circumflex, as well as that which
forms the subject of the next rule, is an exception under rule 66 below,
which teaches that a vowel resulting from the fusion of elements whereof
one is acute, is itself acute: it ought, accordingly, to be specifically described and taught as such an exception. The admission as a rule of
the words referred to above as used by the commentator before the
statement of the precept now under discussion-viz. 'an acute preceding; a grave following: their combination circumflex'-would not satisfactorily relieve the difficulty, because this would be equivalent to setting
up over against rule 66 another general rule opposed to it, without
establishing in any way the relation between them. We can hardly
avoid supposing that the constructors of this part of the treatise have
not been skilful enough, or careful enough, to combine the two subjects
of the section in such a manner as to give completeness to both. The
Vaj. Pr. (iv. 59) and TAitt. Pr. (xii. 9) give rules for the occurrence of
the abhinihita circumflex in connection with those for the absorption of
the initial a, and define and name the accent elsewhere (V. Pr. i. 114;
T. Pr. xx. 4), when treating of the general subject of accent: the Rik
Pr. deals with both matters together, but with clearness and precision,
first prescribing the svarita (iii. 7, r. 12, cxcix), and then later (iii. 10)
giving it its distinctive appellation.
The names of the different kinds of svarita are chiefly derived from
those belonging to the euphonic combinations in connection with which
they arise. These latter, however, are not expressly given in all the
treatises. Thus, the Rik Pr. alone (ii. 13, r. 34, cxxxviii) calls the absorption of initial a into preceding final e and o the abhinihita sandhi
* The commentatoruses paratah very often, in paraphrasingthe locative of precedence, but always puts it after the locative: thus, in the first rule of this chapter,
aahdu, 'before the root sah,' is explained by sahdu paratah; and so in scores of
other cases.
1 akdtra.
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while the Vaj. Pr., as well as our own treatise, agrees with it in applying to the resulting circumflex the title of abhinihita. The Taitt. Pr.
(xx. 4) has for the same accent the slightly different name abhinihata,
which is palpably an artificial variation of the other.
As examples of the abhinihita circumflex, the commentator gives us
precisely the same series of phrases as under rule 53 above, viz. te 'vadan, te 'kravan, so 'bravit, yo 'sya dakshinah karnah, so 'rajyata. In a
few cases (which are detailed below, in a marginal note*), our Atharvan
manuscripts fail to give the circumflex to an e or o, originally acute,
which has absorbed an unaccented a, and leave it acute; but these are
evidently to be explained simply as perpetuating original errors of transcription, and as requiring at our hands the emendation which they
have not received from the native copyists.

Uqat: m:11R1
56. The circumflex arising from the fusion of two short i's is
prdglishta.
Praflishta or praflesha is the name given by the Rik Pr. (ii. 7, r. 20,
cxxiv) to all those cases of combination in which two vowels, or a vowel
and diphthong, are fused together into a single vowel or diphthong:
that is to say, to those of which our treatise treats in the latter half of
the preceding section (rules 42-51). A svarita accent arising in connection with such a combination is by all the other treatises called pra:lgshta. The manuscript of our own treatise, both text and commentary,
varies between the two forms prdflishlta and prdkflishta, more often reading the latter; which, however, has seemed to me too anomalous, not to
say too monstrous, a term to be permitted to stand. The Rik Pr. (iii.
8, r. 13, cc) informs us that a single teacher, Mandukeya, held that the
praflishta svarita arose in all cases of a praprleshacombination where
the former element was acute and the latter grave, and it is well known
that the gatapatha Brahmana follows this rule of accentuation throughout. Panini (viii. 2. 6) also permits it, whenever the unaccented latter
element is the initial of a word-that is to say, everywhere in the combinations of the phrase. But the predilection of the Sanskrit for the
circumflex accent is much too weak to allow of so frequent an occurrence of it as the general acceptance of this rule would condition, and
all the Pratikakhyas lend their authority to the usage prescribed in our
rule 66 below, that a combination into which enters an uddtta vowel is
itself uddtla, the acute element raising the grave to its own pitch. All,
however, allow the exception which forms the subject of the last rule,
* The passagesare x. 10.10 (bis). xi. 3.49 ; 10.23. xii. 3. 58 4. 35, 47 (here,

however, 1. gives s6 instead of s6, and B. has been amended to the same reading).
xv. 14. 3 (B. and P. apo). xvi. 4. 3. xviii. 4. 15. The edition has generally corrected
the accentuation in these cases; but in three passages-viz. xi. 10. 23. xii. 3. 58.
xviii. 4.15-the erroneousreading of the manuscriptsremains. Once, by a contrary
error,the codices generally agree in giving the circumflex to a final o, while leaving
the a unabsorbed after it: thus, yajoi ajdyata (xiii. 1.48), but I. and E. (the latter
by emendation) give the consistent reading yajno 'jdyata, which has been received
into the edited text.
VOL. VII.
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and all but the TAitt. Pr. allow also that which is treated of in this rule:
if i and i, both short, are fused together into a long vowel, this vowel
has the prdplishta svarita: thus, i'. The illustrations cited by the com''dam (vii. 18. 1), and
mentator are abhi 'hi manyo (iv. 32. 3), bkindht
difi 'tadh(xi. 2. 12 etc.).* But the arising of the circumflex is expressly
restricted to the case in which both the i's are short: if the former of
the two is long, it is very natural that, as the more powerful element, it
should assimilate the weaker grave vowel, and make the whole compound acute. Thus ent'-iva becomes ent 'va, not eni' 'va (v. 14. 11);
mahi'.: iydm becomes mai' 'yam (ix. 10. 12), etc. Such cases, especially
of iva following an acute final i', are not uncommon.t The cases in
which a long unaccented i, on the other hand, is preceded by a short accented i, are exceedingly rare; there is but a single one in the whole.
Atharvan text, and it is cited by the commentator as a counter-example
under the present rule, as follows: ma' vaniT md' vd'ca?hno vi' "rtsih
(v. 7. 6: p. vi :irtsih); he adds, paro dirghah: iha asmat prdlishto na
bhavati; 'the latter of the two i's is long: hence here the prdFlishta
accent does not arise.' We should, however, expect that in such a
compound, especially, the circumflex would not fail to appear; for if, inthe fusion of i and i, the grave accent of the second element is represented in the accentuation of the resulting long vowel, by so much the
more should this be the case in the fusion of i+ I, where the second
element is the stronger. The teachings of accentual theory are so obvious and explicit upon this point that it is hardly possible to avoid the
conclusion that the Hindu grammarians, in establishing their system,
overlooked or disregarded the combination i+i, on account of its
rarity, and that the accent of the cases later noted was made to conform to the rule, instead of the rule being amended to fit the.cases.
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 133), indeed, makes a special exception of the word
vc'kshita (p. vi-ikshita), allowing it the praflishta circumflex which all
such compounds palpably ought to have: whether the text of the
White Yajus contains any other examples of the class, besides the one
cited under the general rule (iv. 132: hi' "m, from hi :zm; the same
passage is the only one given under the corresponding rule in the Rik Pr.
[iii. 7, r. 12, cxcix]), Weber does not inform us. It is not easy to see any
reason in the nature of things why a combination of two u's should not
be subject to the same law of accent as that of two i's. This, however,
is another very rare case; in the whole Atharvan not a single example
occurs, nor have I happened to meet with any in the Rig-Veda; that
this is the reason why the Prati9akhyas generally take no notice of any
praplishta accent arising from such a combination is altogether probable. It is not a little remarkable,then, that the Taitt. Pr. takes no note
of the fusion of two i's as giving rise to a svarita, but (x. 17) prescribes
it for the case in which, by a praflesha combination, fu is formed, and
applies (xx. 5) to this alone the name praflishta: the instances cited in
* The other instances which the text affords are to be found at iii. 11. 2. v. 22.
7. vi. 92.3; 123.2; 126.3. vii. 26.7; 73.7. xi. 3.18. xii. 3.34,41. xv. 2.3. xviii. 2.
41. xix. 44.7.
t In the Atharvan, we have them at iv. 38. 6. v. 14. 11 (bis); 20. 11. vi. 6. 3. vii.
62.1. ix. 2.6; 4. 2; 10.12. x. 1.14, 32. xi. 5.1. xiv. 2. 31,44.
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its commentary are s4' 'znyam iva, s8' 'dgtd&, m&sf' 'ttishthan, and
diks8kh'padaddhti.
Our commentator discourses upon this rule at more than his usual
length. After the citation of the examples and counter-example, with
the remark upon the latter, which have already been given, he goes on
as follows: at< 'va yah: ati 've 'ty ati-iva: tairovyanjana ity eshah:
ikdrah prdkflishto yadd syad udattah pitrvah paro 'nuddttah sa prdkflishtah svaryata eva nityaoi sandhijamhsvaritar na 'nyad dhuh: divi
'va cakshuh: diva 'va jyotih: divt 've 'ti divi-iva; 'in the passage att
'va yah (ii. 12. 6)-where the krama-text would read ti 've 'ty dti-iva
-the circumflexof the f is tdirovyantjana'(see rule 62, below). ' When
an t is the result of prmalesha, the former element being acute and the
latter grave, that result ofpraflesha is always made circumflex. No other
circumflex accent is declared to arise from the sandhi. Instances are div'
'va cdkshuh (vii. 26. 7), div' 'va jyotih (vi. 92. 3), where the krama-text
reads divli 've 'ti divi-iva.' I am not quite sure that I have correctly
interpreted all of this, but its significance is evidently of the smallest.
Precisely the same objection lies against the form of this rule as
against that of the preceding: that, whereas it ought to be a definition
and a prescription, it is in fact merely nomenclatory.

TWIi:
Ili t1
5
57. A circumflex which follows a conjunction of consonants
ending with y or v and preceded by an unaccented vowel, or

which has no predecessor, is the jdtya.
The meaning of the term jdtya is 'natural, original, primitive:' the
circumflex syllables to which it is applied are those which have that
accent in their own right and always, independently of the combinations of the sentence. The long, lumbering, and awkward account of
it which the rule offers may be divided into two parts: that which is
necessary to its distinction from the enclitic svarita, which, by rule 67
below, ordinarily follows any acute syllable, and that which is added to
describe the kind of syllable in which it is invariably found to occur.
The former part is contained in the words "preceded by an unaccented
vowel, or having no predecessor," the enclitic circumflex being only
possible as succeeding an acute. The other part is " after a conjunction
of consonants ending with y or v :" that is to say, no syllable in Sanskrit has an independent circumflex accent except as it results from the
conversion of an original accented i or u (short or long) into its corresponding semivowel y or v before a following dissimilar vowel; thus
kanyia represents an earlier kani-a, svar an earlier sui-ar,and the like.
The jdtya svarita, then, precisely corresponds in origin and in quality
with the ksh&ipra,the one next to be described, and differs from it only
in period, arising in connection with the combination of syllables into
words, rather than of words into a sentence.
The definition or description of the jatya circumflex given by our
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treatise is after all imperfect, since it fails properly to distinguish the
jdtya from the kshdipra. Such kshdipra accents as are instanced by
abhytrcata (vii. 82. 1), nv etena (v. 6. 5), and the like, answer in every
particular to the defined character of the jdtya. The word pade, 'in
an independent or uncombined word,' or something equivalent, needs
to be added to the rule. Such a limitation is not omitted from the description of any of the other treatises. The Rik Pr. (iii. 4, r. 7, cxciv)
defines all the other kinds of svarita first, and describes this as the one
which remains, and which occurs in an uncombined word; the Vaj. Pr.
(i. 111) gives a definition nearly corresponding to our own, but much
more concisely expressed, and omitting the specification corresponding
to our apfirvanhvd, ' or which has no predecessor' which the commentator is therefore obliged to supply. Finally, the Taitt. Pr. (xx. 2) agrees
quite closely with our treatise in the form of its definition, only adding
the item noticed above as omitted here; but it calls the accent nitya,
'constant, persistent,' instead of j&tya.
The commentator, after a simple repetition of the rule with the appendix of svaro bhavati to fill out its ellipsis, adds in illustration the
same series of words which he has given us once before, under i. 17:
they are, as instances of the jdtya circumflex preceded by an unaccented vowel, anmvdasyd',kanya', dhany'am, acdryah, and rdjanyam;
of the same in an initial or unpreceded syllable, nyan, kva, svah.

t1 1rwi-e71 14tr

i i:

t11T11

58. The circumflex arising upon the conversion into a semivowel of an acute vowel before a grave is the kshdipra.
The name kshdipra is given by the Rik Pr. (ii. 8) to the combinations
taught in our rule 39, above, or to those in which i, i, u, 4, and r become respectively y, v, and r before a following dissimilar vowel: the
term comes from kshipra, ' quick, hasty,' and marks the sandhi as one
in which there is a gain of time, or a hastened, abbreviated utterance
of the semivocalized vowel. All the treatises (R. Pr. iii. 7; V. Pr. iv.
47; T. Pr. x. 16) teach that in such a case, when the former element
of the compound is acute and the latter grave, the resulting syllable is
circumflex; and all (R. Pr. iii. 10; V. Pr. i. 115; T. Pr. xx. 1) apply
to the circumflex thus arising the name of the combination, kshdipra.
Our own rule is this time free from the ambiguities which we have had
occasion to notice in the definitions of the abhinihita and prdflishta
accents, and would admit of being interpreted as a precept as well as a
definition, as follows: 'in the case of the conversion into a semivowel
of an acute vowel before a grave, there arises the circumflex called
kshdipra.'
The commentator cites two actual cases of the kshaipra circumflex,
viz. abhyarcata (vii. 82.1: p. abhi: arcata) and vidvhagah (vi. 125. 1:
p. vidz-anigah), and fabricates two others, viz. mdtrartham, pitrhrtham
(i.e.. mntr'-artham etc.).

59. And even in the interior of a word, in a strong case.
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It may be questioned whether this rule is merely nomenclatory, or
also prescriptive; whether its meaning is that the svarita which appears
in the finals of the strong cases of certain words whose themes are
oxytone is to be accounted as kshdipra and not jdtya, or that a circumflex of the kshdipra variety arises when the accented final vowel of a
theme, in the strong cases, is converted into a semivowel before the
case-ending. The same question comes up also in connection with the
two following rules. But I presume that they are all to be understood
as precepts, and to be reckoned along with the other cases in which
our Pr&tiakkhya turns aside to meddle with matters lying without its
proper sphere. Not one of the other treatises offers anything corresponding; they would all, apparently, class as jdtya the circumflex
accents here treated of, not distinguishing them from the others which
occur within the limits of a word, or in the uncombined text. The
rules, however, are not without some interest, as showing that the
authors of our work appreciated the entire analogy which the circumflex accents with which they deal have with the ordinary kshdipra.
Thus nadyas is equivalent to nadi'-as, as nadyasti would be to nadi' asti,
while nadya'i, nadyd's represent nadi-a'i, nadi-d's; the terminations of
the strong cases showing no trace of that tendency which is exhibited
by the other case-endings to draw away upon themselves the accent of
the final vowel of the theme: compare tud&ntam,tudantau, tudarntas,
with tudata', tudat6s, tudatas.
The commentator cites from the text, by way of illustration, nadyo
na'ma stha (iii. 13. 1), pippalyah sdm (vi. 109. 2), and rudatyah purushe
hate (xi. 9. 14); and also, as counter-example, to show that the circumflex arises only in a strong case, tdyd sahasraparnyd' hr'dayam (vi. 139.
1). Instances of both kinds are of not infrequent occurrence. In a
small number of cases-viz. karkarydh (iv. 37. 4), prddkvam (x. 4. 17),
and viliptydm (xii. 4. 41)-all the manuscripts give an acute accent to
endings of the class to which the rule refers; these are, however, evident errors, and should properly have been amended in the edited text.
The commentator closes his exposition, as so often elsewhere, with a
verse which is a virtual re-statement of the rule, but its form is so corrupt that I refrain from attempting to restore and translate it.

-^hiirfin

^rf

11\0 I

60. Or also throughout the declension, if the final of the
theme is u.
The manuscript reads in this rule ukdrasya, 'if the final is u,' but
the facts seem to require the amendment to a, and the method of writing of our copyist is too careless to make his authority of much weight
against it. The rare termination i has power usually to hold its own
accent, even before the ending of a weak case, and the resulting final
syllable thus becomes circumflex. The commentator's instances are
tanv&'(e. g. i. 33. 4), tanve (e. g. i. 3. 1), utt&nayof camvoh (ix. 10. 12),
a It reads: antoddttdnadi
nydydhrasvandmicat tathd: apaficapadydivacanam uddttahkshdipraucyate.
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and vadhvva ca vdstram (xiv. 2. 41). The only other cases afforded by
the text are tanvas (gen. or abl.: e. g. ii. 29. 1), tanvd'm (at i. 18. 3, and
one or two doubtfil places in the nineteenth book), and asisvas (x.
10. 23). But there are also sundry exceptions to be found in the
Atharvan, which the commentator has not failed to notice and record;
he says: tato 'pavadati, 'from this rule one must make the exceptions,'
urvdrvd' iva (vi. 14. 2), prddkva'h (x. 4. 5), ?vaprvad'i (xiv. 2. 26), and
pvap'vd'h (xiv. 1. 44); to which is to be added vadhva'i (xiv. 2. 9, 73).
All these exceptional forms, it will be remarked, have a heavy ending,
while of those which exhibit the circumflex accent the ending is light
in every instance but one (tanvadn). The words bdhv6s (e. g. vii. 56.
6) and irvos (xix. 60. 2) are instances-and, if my search has been
thorough, the only ones which the text presents-of like forms from
themes in u, which are not to be regarded as contemplated by the rule.
?
'_
11
11
.1
61. Also in o.nyoh.
That is to say, in the single word onyoh the final syllable has a kshdipra svarita, though the form is a weak case, and not from a theme in &.
The commentator cites the passage onyohykavikratumn(vii. 14. 1), the
only one in which the word occurs. The Atharvan affords one other
like case, viz. kalydnyc'i (vi. 107. 3), unless we are to assume there an
error of the tradition represented by our manuscripts, which seems to
me more likely.

62. A circumflex between which and the preceding acute
vowel consonants intervene, is the tdirovyanjana.
Literally, "one separated by consonants is tdirovyanjana.' There is
here a notable change of subject and of implication. We have passed,
without any warning, from considering the necessary or independent
circumflex to treating of that which is enclitic only, arising, according
to following rules (rules 67-70), in an unaccented syllable which is preceded by an acute, and not again immediately followed by an acute or
circumflex. Our treatise and the Rik Pr. (iii. 9, 10) subdivide the enclitic circumflex into two forms only, the tdirovyanjana, where the circunflexed syllable is separated from the acute by one or more consonants, and the pddavrtta (the Rik Pr. calls it vdivrtta), where a hiatus
intervenes. The V'j. Pr. (i. 117, 119) and the Taitt. Pr. (xx. 6, 7) also
teach the same accents; but the former distinguishes under the t&irovyanjana a sub-form, tairovirdna ('having a pause between'), as occurring when the acute is parted from its enclitic circumflex not only by
consonants but by the avagraha, or pause which separates the two parts
of a compound word: thus, in praja'-vat, for instance, the enclitic accent of vat would be the t&irovirdma,while in pra-jd'ndm that of ndm
?--MS.cvacurah.
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would be the tdirovyanjana simply. The tdirovirdma, then, can occur
only in the pada-text. The Taitt. Pr. takes no notice of this pada
accent, but allows the name tdirovyanjana only to a circumflex which
follows an acute in the same word: if the acute syllable is a final, and
the circumflex an initial, the latter is to be denominatedpratihata (xx. 3):
thus, in tdtra, the enclitic svarita of tra would be tdirovyanjana; in
tdt te, that of te would be prdtihata.* The practical importance of
these numerous and varying subdivisions of an enclitic accent must be,
as we cannot but think, very insignificant.
The commentator's examples of the tairovyanjana accent are iddcz
devah (ii. 12. 2) and iddm indra (ii. 12. 3): it is, in both instances, the
initial syllable of the second word which is made circumflex by the influence of the preceding acute. According to the Taitt. Pr., both
would be cases of prdtihata.
I

tc

n

FT; II k^ II

63. Where there is a hiatus, the circumflex is pddavrtta.
As was noticed in the last note, the Rik Pr. calls this accent vdivrtta,
'arising in connection with a hiatus.' The term pddavrtta is evidently
a mutilated substitute for padavivrtta or pddavaivrtta, 'arising in connection with a hiatus between two words.'t
The commentator illustrates from the Atharvan text with yd'h krtyd'
digirasi'r yd'h krtya' surri'r yd'h krtyd'h svaydankrtdyd' u cd 'nyebhir
d'bhrtah (viii. 5. 9): here are three cases of the pddavrtta circumflex,
viz. in the syllables dng and as, following the first and second occurrence
of krtya', and in the particle u, following the last yd'.

64. Where there is a division between the two parts of a compound word, the accent is of the same character.
This rule is far from possessing all the explicitness that could be desired; two or three different interpretations of it seem admissible. In
the first place, it may be understood to apply only to a class of cases
falling under the preceding rule, the implication of vivrttau being continued; it would mean, then, that when in the division of a compound
word a hiatus is made between the acute final of the former member
and the grave initial of the latter member, the enclitic circumflex accent
of the latter is to be ranked as a pddavrtta, just as if the hiatus caused
by the avagraha had been due to the operation of the ordinary rules of
euphony. This interpretation is supported by the character of the
citations made by the commentator to illustrate the rule; they are as
follows: ukshd-annaya: vaSd'-anndya (iii. 21. 6), yajna-rtah (viii. 10.
* Roth (preface to his Nirukta, p. lxv) and Weber (p. 135) regard the tdirovirdma
and prdtihata as identical, but I do not see how this is possible.
t The definitionof the Taitt. Pr. (xx. 6) brings out this derivationmore distinctly

thanourown; we read-there
padavivrttydm
pddavrttah.
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4),* fatd-odand (e.g. x. 9. 1), fatd-dyush& (iii. 11.3,4), and dirgh&-dyushd and dirghd-dyushah (not to be found in AV.: we have, however, the nominative dilrqhd-dyuh,at xiv. 2. 2, 63): in all these compounds, the enclitic svarita of the vowel following the sign of division
is pddavrtta. But the rule as thus interpreted seems of very little use,
since such cases might be regarded as falling under the preceding rule
without any special direction to that effect. The commentator does
not include the word vivrttdu in his paraphrase,and the fact that his
citations are all of one class is far from conclusive against the intended
comprehension of the other classes also under the same precept. If
the implication of vivrttdu be rejected, and avagrahe be taken to mean
'in any case of the separation of the two parts of a compound,' whether
accompanied by a hiatus or not, there will, however, still remain a question as to the signification of savidhah, ' of the same character.' Does
it refer only to pddavrttah, and shall we assume that the enclitic circumflex of an initial syllable after a pause of separation, or avagraha,
is always to be reckoned as pddavrtta, the pause having the same effect
in all cases as a hiatus-so that in fatd-vrshnyam (i. 3. 1 etc.), sdm-.rutam (i. 3. 6), a'-bhrtdh (i. 6.4), and the like, the syllables vr, fru, and bhr
would be pddavrttaz Or does it refer also to t&irovyanjana,and shall
we understand that, notwithstanding an avagraha, the accent of a following syllable remains just what it would be were there no such pause;
a hiatus conditioning a pddavrtta, and the intervention of consonants
Of these three pos(as in the examples last quoted) a tdirovyanjana?
sible interpretations, I am inclined to favor the last; and especially, as
it is supported by the authority of the Rik Pr., which lays down the
general principle (iii. 15, r. 23, ccx) that where syllables are separated
by avagraha, their accentuation is the same as if they were connected
with one another according to the rules of sandhi.

fzwvr fSFiIri
7 tII
i3prrIIr

It I rI
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65. Of the abhinihita, pradlishta, jitya, and kshdipra accents,
when followed by an acute or a circumflex, a quarter-mora is
depressed: this the wise call vikampita.
The reason of this rule cannot be made evident without a somewhat
detailed exposition of the laws laid down by the Hindu grammarians
as regulating the rise and fall of the voice in connection with the consecution of the accents. In the first chapter (i. 14-17) we had merely
a brief definition of the three tones of voice in which a syllable may
be uttered: the low or grave (anuddtta), belonging to unaccented syllables, the high or acute (uddtta), which is the proper tone of an accented
syllable, and the circumflex (svarita), combining a higher and a lower
* The pada manuscriptreads yajna-r'tah, but such an accentuationis contrary to
all analogy, and would in itself be in a high degree suspicious; and it is fully convicted of falsity by the citation of the word as an instance under this rule.
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pitch within the limits of the same syllable, and, as we have seen, always
resulting, as an independent accent, from the fusion of two originally
separate elements, of which the one was acute and the other grave. If
this were the whole story, the subject of accent in Sanskrit would be
of no more intricacy and difficulty than in Greek: nor even of so much,
since in Sanskrit neither of the accents is restricted as regards the place
which it may occupy in the word; and we should only have to note
and learn upon which syllable, and with which accent, each word in the
language was uttered, and what were the few simple rules which govern
the combinations of accented and unaccented syllables in the phrase.
A great complication, however, is introduced into the system, in the.
first place, by the rule, taught by all the Hindu authorities (see our rule
67, below), that an originally grave syllable, when it follows an acute,
receives an enclitic circumflex: that is to say, that the voice, when once
raised to the pitch of acute, does not ordinarily come down with a leap
to the level of the grave, but makes its descent in the course of the next
following syllable; or, to illustrate by an instance, that we do not say
a'mit'trdn, but amit'trdn.* To this rule is made the important exception (rule 70, below), that the syllable which would otherwise receive
the enclitic circumflex maintains its character of grave, in case an acute
or circumflex comes next after it: the theory being, apparently, that
the voice prepares itself for rising to the acute pitch by sinking before
it: it must, if possible, mount from the station of a syllable wholly
grave. Thus we have, as the mode of utterance of amitrdn pdri and
amitrd ka amittr ri, pa
a'mi'trdn.nkva. Now comes the farther
complication, in which all the Praticakhyas agree (see rule 71, below),
that the unaccented syllables which follow a circumflex, although regarded as having the value of grave, are yet pronounced at the pitch of
acute: that is to say, that, in pronouncing prshaddjyadpanuttdnamn,we
say prsha.ddjYaP'Pra'nutt nam, and not prsha-ddj'yapPra'nuzt.dnam.
This grave accent with the tone of acute is in the Rik Pr. (iii. 11) and
Taitt. Pr. (xxi. 10) called the pracaya (the word means 'accumulation'):
its theoretical ground I find it exceedingly difficult to discover. But it
evidently stands in close relation-whether as cause or as effect, I would
not attempt to say too confidently-with a somewhat different description of the character of the circumflex. The first portion of the latter
accent, namely, is by the Rik Pr. (iii. 2, 3) declared to be uttered, not
at acute pitch, but with a yet higher tone, and its later portion at acute
pitch. The Taitt. Pr. (i. 41-42) gives the same account of a circumflex
that immediately follows an acute, although, as we have seen (in the
note to i. 17), liberally citing the discordant opinions of other authorities. These two treatises, then, would require our pronunciation to be
pr.sha'ddj-aPPra'nut'ta'ndm, Neither our own work nor the Vaj. Pr.
gives such a definition of the circumflex; and yet the theory of the
* In writingthese instances,1 follow the rules for the divisionof the syllables
given in the firstchapterti. 65-58); andalso,in ordernot to misrepresent
them,I
makethe duplications
of the varnakrama
(iii. 26-32), but omit any attempt to designate abhinidhdna,yama, etc.
VOL. Vii.
63
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pracaya accent, to my apprehension, so manifestly recognizes and im.
plies it, that I cannot believe otherwise than that its statement is omitted
by them, and that it really forms a part of their system. If the voice
has already, in the utterance of the enclitic svarita,:sunk to the actual
grave pitch, it can scarcely be believed that it should be called upon to
rise again to the level of acute for the utterance of the following unacented syllables: while, on the other hand, if the circumflex be removed
bodily to a higher place in the scale, and made to end at acute pitch,
the following grave syllables might naturally enough be supposed to
run on at the same level. Hence I regard the form of the word last
given as representing the mode of its pronunciation which must be
assumed to be taught by the theory of our treatise, as well as by that
of the others. If, now, the grave syllables succeeding a circumflex are
uttered at acute pitch, how shall an actual acute, occurring after them,
be distinguished from them? Provision for this case is made in the
rule, common to all the treatises (see our rule 74, below), that the grave
which next precedes an acute or circumflex is not of acute tone, but
remains grave. Thus, putting an acute syllable after the word which has
been employed in illustrating the pracaya accent, we should have prshaddjydpranuttdn&mma' pronounced as prsha'ddj 'YaP nranut't'ndm'm&.
Thus is assured to the voice a low syllable from which to rise to the
following acute, just as where the enclitic svarita, before an acute or circumflex, was given up for a grave pronunciation. Analogous with these
two cases is that which forms the subject of the rule at present under
discussion. It is constantly happening that an acute syllable follows
one which has an independent circumflex, which cannot, of course, like
the enclitic, be converted to grave out of complaisance to its successor.
If, however, it were left unaltered, the distinction of the following acute
from a pracaya anuddtta would be endangered. If ye 'syd'm sthd prai, it might
ti'cyad' difi should be uttered Yessyams'thaypra tic d
be understood as ye 'sydamstha pra? etc.; while the sinking of the circumflex syllable ye to the level of the anuddtta pitch-as Yes.sym etc.
-would mark the following syllable as truly uddtta or acute. But that
the avoidance of such ambiguities was the sole, or even the principal,
reason for the depression of tone taught in the rule is rendered improbable by the fact that the same is prescribed also before an independent
svarita, which latter could not, even without any alteration of tone in
the preceding syllable, be confounded with an enclitic svarita or with
any other accent. The depression is more probably owing to the theoretical requirement that the voice should, when possible, always rise to
the utterance of a real acute or circumflex from the lowest or anuddtta
pitch: which is satisfied by the retention of the anuddtta quality before
an uddtta or svarita in a syllable which would otherwise become enclitic
svarita or pracaya anudatta, and by the lowering of the final portion of
an independent 8varita in the same position.
The equivalent rule of the Rik Pr. (iii. 3, r. 5, cxcii) is given in connection with the first definition of the svarita accent: this is to be of
the pitch of uddtta in its latter portion, unless an uddtta or svarita fol-
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lows, in which case it is anuddtta. The commentary informs us that
the depression to anuddtta pitch is called kampa, a term connected with
the vikampita of our rule (both come from the root kamp, 'to tremble').
An interpolated verse at the end of the third chapter of the Rik Pr.
(iii. 19) restates the same precept, in terms closely corresponding with
those of our treatise. The Vij. Pr. (iv. 137) says, in like manner, that
before an uddtta or svarita the latter portion of a svarita is farther depressed. It is upon the authority of the Vaj. Pr. (i. 60) that the term
anumatra, literally minute measure,' used in our text, is interpreted to
signify the definite quantity of a quarter-mora. The same phenomenon
of kampa is treated in the Taitt. Pr. (xix. 3 etc.), but with peculiar
complications of theory which it is not necessary to explain here.
The commentator offers instances of each of the kinds of circumflex
mentioned in the rule; they are as follows: of the abhinihita, y6 'bhiydtah (xi. 2. 13), ye 'sy'm (iii. 26. 1 etc.), so 'rtham (the Atharvan contains no such phrase, nor can it be a genuine instance, as artha has the
acute on the first syllable, and the accentuation of the two words combined would be so 'rtham; it is altogether probable that the reading is
corrupt, and that the phrase intended to be cited is so'bhv&m [xiii. 4.
25]: this is the nearest approach to the other which our text furnishes,
and is moreover an instance of a circumflex before a circumflex, which
the commentator would be likely to seek); of the prdplishta, bhindhi'
'ddm (vii. 18. 1), difi' 'tah (xi. 2. 12 etc.); of the jdtya, amdvdsyd' sv&ah
(these two words do not occur in juxtaposition in the Atharvan: we
have amdvasyd' madmat vii. 79. 2, and e. g. svar na at ii. 5. 4); and of
the kshaipra, nadyo nd'ma stha (iii. 13. 1), pippalyah sdm (vi. 109. 2),
and rudatyah puirushe hate (xi. 9. 14): they are to be pronounced
ru-dat yapPu' 'shehate, bhin.dh'dam,Yo'6ta.h etc.
Whether the Hindu grammar is much the gainer by this intense
elaboration of the accentual theory may fairly be questioned: whether,
indeed, it has not lost more than it has gained by the exaggeration, and
even the distortion, in more than one particular, of the natural inflections of the voice. To me, I must acknowledge, it seems clear that
those ancient grammariansmight better have contented themselves with
pointing out in each word the principal accent and its character, leaving
the proclitic and enclitic accents, the claimed involuntary accompaniments of the other, to take care of themselves; or, if they could not
leave them unnoticed, at least stating them in a brief and general way,
as matters of nice phonetic theory, without placing them on a level
with the independent accents, and drawing out a complete scheme of
rules for their occurrence. The obscurity and false proportion given by
them to the subject of the Sanskrit accent has availed to donfuse or
mislead many of its modern investigators: and we find, for instance,
our modern Sanskrit grammarians explaining the independent circumflex as originated by the fusion of an acute with an enclitic circumflex,
in which fusion the former accent gives way to the latter, the substance
to its own shadow! The Pratiq&khyas,it will be noticed, countenance
no such explanation, but describe the real circumflex as arising from
the combination of an acute with a following grave element.
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The designation of the accents in the Atharvan manuscripts is somewhat various, and requires a brief explanation. The Rik method of
designation is now familiar to all students of the Vedic department of
the Sanskrit literature, and is perfectly adapted to the theory of the
accent as above set forth; all syllables uttered at grave or anuddtta
pitch have a horizontal mark below them: a svarita or circumflex syllable, whether its circumflex be independent or enclitic, has a perpendicular stroke above; all syllables spoken with acute or uddtta tone are left
unmarked, whether they be proper uddtta or accented syllables, or only
pracita anuddtta, grave in value but acute in pitch. An example is the
verse (xi. 10. 19) from which some of the illustrations given above have
been drawn:

f=P^

FTrvH^-w
Im

trishandhe tdmasd

p.sIaddjyd.ran

STIT I

tvdm amitrdn pdri
n

m' 1m'sh

vtraya,
11ocI

m&d'mi'sha& moci kad cana.
prshaddjy6pran.uttndrh
The agreement between theory and method of designation here is,
indeed, so close as reasonably to awaken suspicion whether the latter
may not have exercised some influence upon the former. This mode
of marking the accented syllables, now, has been adopted in the edited
text of the Atharvan, although not followed throughout by a single one
of our Atharvan manuscripts. In these, the circumflex, whether independent or enclitic, which follows an acute is usually marked within the
syllable itself, sometimes by a dot, sometimes by a horizontal line; the
independent circumflex after a grave, generally by an oblique line drawn
upward and across the syllable, but often by a convex line below it.
The grave syllable is marked as in the Rik, or, quite as often, by a dot
instead of a horizontal line below. The different methods are interchanged in several cases within the limits of a single manuscript, and
as some of their features are incapable of being represented in printing
without complete suits of type prepared expressly for the purpose, no
one can call in question the right of the editors to substitute the Rik
method.* But there is one other case, namely that which forms the
subject of the rule to which this note is attached, which gives trouble
in the designation. A svarita immediately preceding an uddtta cannot
receive simply the usual svarita sign, lest the following syllable be
deemed a pracaya instead of uddtta. The method followed in such a
case by the Rik is to append to the circumflexed vowel a figure 1 or 3
-1 if the vowel be short, 3 if it be long-and to attach to this figure
* Lesser and occasional peculiaritiesof the manuseript usages are passed over
without notice: it may be farther remarked,however, that E., throughout a great
part of its text, marks the acute syllables with the perpendicular line above, in
addition to all the other usual signs of accent. The peculiar svarita signs of the
White Yajus (see Weber, p. 138) nowhere appear.
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the signs both of svarita and of anuddtta. Instances, in part from the
examples already given, are:

dict' 'tth
?

I

nadyo nd&ma
1

rudatya&h
prwushe
-.

I

I

gharmo 'bhi' 'ndhe
bhd&.o'psv antah
devy' ushasah
(xi. 3. 18),
(x. 5. 15).
(x. 8. 30),
What is the reason of this style of writing the vikampifa syllable, we
are left to find out for ourselves; the i'rtiiqkliyas teach us only
the modes of utterance. In seeking to explain it, we may first note
the method pursued in the text of the Sama-Veda, which is always to
protract the vowel of the syllable, lengthening it if short, and adding
the usual sign of protraction or pluti, the figure 3. This suggests to
us, as not wanting in plausibility, the conjecture that the two Rik signs
have a similar meaning, and are marks of protraction, the I indicating
the mora or part of a mora by which the short vowel is regarded as increased, and the 3 the protracted or pluta value, to or toward which
the long vowel is raised il pronunciation; the cause of the prolongation lying in the necessity of carrying the vowels concerned to a lower
pitch of voice, which leads to an extension of their quantity-even
though the theory of the Praticakhyas known to us does not recognize
any such extension. The attachment to the figure of the signs of both
svariia and anuddtta tone of course denotes that the syllable, although
circumflex in its general character,descends, unlike the other circumflex
syllables, to the full level of anuddtta pitch, indicated by the lower
horizontal mark. This Rik method of notation of vikampita syllables
has also been followed in the published Atharvan text, along with the
rest of the system to which it belongs. As to the Atharvan manuscripts, they are not infrequently careless enough to omit the figure
altogether, and when they write it, it is in almost all cases a 3, whether
the vowel to which it is appended be long or short.* In about twenty
passages,t they follow the method of the Sama-Veda, and prolong the
vowel of the syllable: this has, however, been restored to its short
form in the edition, except in three instances (x. 1. 9. xiii. . 15; 3.
16). It will, I presume, be generally acknowledged that, in this condition of the manuscript authorities, the editors followed the safest course
in accepting and carrying out consistently the Rik method of designation of the class of cases under discussion.
* In the second half of the text, or in books x-xx, I have noted but a
single pas-

sage whereall the MSS.read1 aftera shortvowel,andbut threeothersin which

that figure is given by more than a single authority: its occurrenceis in general entirely sporadic; it occasionallv appears alio, in place of 3, after a long vowel.
t The details are as follows: all lengthen the vowel at vi. 109. 1. x. 1. 9. xii. 4.4;
6.21. xiii. 1.15; 3.16. xix.44.8; one or more make the same prolongation at ii.
13. ; 33. 5. vi. 97. 1; 109. 2; 120. 3. viii 4. 18. x 8. 30. xii. 5. 63. xvL 6.6. xviii.
1.3; 2.24. xix. 3.2.
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66. A vowel produced by combination with an acute is itself
acute.
That is to say, when two simple vowels, or a vowel and a diphthong,
coalesce and form a single vowel or diphthong (by rules 42-53, above),
in case either of the two was acute, the resulting syllable is acute. The
rule is a general one, and suffers only the two exceptions which form
the subject of rules 55 and 56, above: namely, that e and d, when they
absorb a fbllowing a, become e and o, and that i+i become i'. The
corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iii. 6 (r. 10, cxcvii),
YJj. Pr. iv. 131, and TAitt. Pr. x. 10 and xii. 10.
The series of passages given by the commentator in illustration of
the rule is the same which was furnished under rule 38, above: viz.
"
dhiye 'hi (dhiyd' : 4 : ihi), jushasv " 'ndra (jushasva: ' : indra), stanayitnune " 'hi (stanayitnund : a': ihi), kushthe " 'hi (kashtha : ': ihi),
vdakene " 'hi (udakena : a' : ihi), and dva pafyate " 'ta (dva :pa?fyata:
& : ita). The instances are ill chosen, so far as regards variety of combination; but they illustrate sufficiently the fact that, whether the acute
element is the former or the latter of the two combined, the accent of
the result of fusion is alike acute. It might have been well to offer
also examples of the extreme cases in which a final acute & assimilates
and renders acute a following diphthong, such as patd'udand (?atd-odand: e. g. x. 9. 1) and ihati 'vd (ihad:evd: e. g. i. 1. 3): such combinations with di and du the text does not contain.
The other treatises give the rule (R. Pr. iii. 6, r. 11, cxcviii; V. Pr. iv.
130; T. Pr. x. 12) that when a circumflex is combined with a following
grave, the result of the combination is circumflex. A like rule is needed
here also, in order to determine the accentuation of such cases as tanvd'
'ntdriksham (xvii. 13: tanvd': antdriksham), pathye 'va (xviii. 3. 39:
pathy&'-iva),etc., and its omission must be regarded as an oversight.
.

r.

67. A grave syllable following an acute is circumflexed.
This is the rule prescribing the enclitic svarita, the position of which in
the accentual system has been sufficiently explained in the last note but
one. It is, as we have seen above (rules 62, 63), subdivided into the
two kinds called itirovyafijana and pddavrtta, according as one or more
consonants, or only a hiatus, intervene between the acute vowel and its
successor. The commentator gives here only the two instances of the
tdirovyai,jana which he had already cited under rule 62.
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iii. 9 (r. 16,
cciii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 134, and T&itt.Pr. xiv. 29, 30.

Sf Pq"^lHijrrTr
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68. And even in the disjoined text, within the limits of the
same word.
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The term vydsa, excepting here and in rule 72, is not met with anywhere in the Hindu grammatical language. Our commentator, according to his usual custom, spares himself the trouble of giving any explanation of it, or even of replacing it in his paraphrases by a less
unusual synonym. The instances adduced, however, in illustration of
the rules, and the general requirements of the sense, show clearly that
it means the disjoined or pada text. By their adhikdra (ii. 1), all rules
in the second and third chapters should apply only to the sanhit, or
combined text; hence it must here be specifically taught that in pada,
as well as in sankitd, the syllable following an acute is encliticallv circumflex, if the latter be in the same word with the former, and so not
separated from it by a pause or avasdna. The examples given under
the rule are ayitam (e. g. viii. 2. 21), amr'tam (e. g. i. 4. 4), and lntdriksham (e. g. ii. 12. 1); in these words, the syllables tam, tam, and rik
have the tdirovyanjana variety of the enclitic circumflex, and they are
t
, and not
ir
t _tmi_
I;t
I
ti{
accordingly written aar
A corresponding rule is to be found in the Rik Pr. at iii. 4 (r. 6, cxciii).

qs

-

qII1k it

69. As well as where there is a separation of a compound
into its constituents.
That is to say: although, in the pada-text, the pause which separates
each independent word from the one following it breaks the continuity
of accentual influence, so that a final acute of the one does not render
circumflex the initial grave of the other, yet the lesser pause of the
avagraha, which holds apart the two members of a compound word,
causes no such interruption; on the contrary, an acute at the end of
the former member calls forth the circumflexed utterance in the first
syllable of the latter member. The commentator offers us rather a monotonous series of illustrations, namely su-sa7hmitoh (vi. 105.2), su-yatah
(vi. 111. 1), su-rtam (vii. 72. 3), si-drdham (x. 2.3), su-bhrlam (e.g. vi.
39. 1), and su-hutam (e.g. vi. '71.1): these are to be pronounced and
written srT irr:r i s dr: etc., and not rs fFr: i g s rt: etc.
The Rik Pr. (iii. 15, r. 23, cox) and Vaj. Pr. (i. 148) lay down the
principle that avagraha makes no difference in the accentuation of the
syllables which it separates; both, also (R. Pr. iii. 16, V. Pr. i. 148),
except the rare cases in which each of the parts of a compound has
an acute accent; such as are, in the Atharvan, pari-dhdtavd'i (ii. 13. 2)
and tdnfi-ndpd1(v. 27.1). Tn such words as the latter, the VAj. Pr. (i.
120) calls the circumflex of the syllable preceding the pause by a special
name, tdthabhdvya.

4;flflT

d
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70. Not, however, when an acute or circumflex syllable succeeds.
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A syllable originally grave remains grave before a following uddtta
or avarita, even though preceded by an uddtta, and hence, by the last
rules, regularly entitled to the enclitic circumflex. The proclitic accent
thus appears,in the estimation of the Hindu phonetists, to be more powerful than the enclitic, and the law which requires the voice to plant
itself upon a low pitch in order to rise to the tone of acute or independent circumflex to be more inviolable than that which prescribes a
falling tone in the next syllable after an acute. The commentator illustrates by citing Fparna d'pah (i. 6. 4), yo asyd vitpvdjanmanah(xi. 4. 23),
and asyd sutdsya svah (ii. 5. 2): the syllables na, as and vif, and s.
and syas, which by rule 67 would be circumflexed, are by this rule reinstated in their anuddtta character, and must be written with the anuddtta sign below: thus, T Trv4: ah
t
,:.
rdr si.
a
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Rik Pr. iii. 9 (r.
.16, cciii, last part), Vaj. Pr. iv. 136, and Thitt. Pr. xiv. 31. Cases of occurrence of the accent called by the Vaj. Pr. tdth/dbhdvya(as noticed
under the last rule) constitute in the other systems an exception, which
is apparently not admitted by the school to which our PratiqAkhya
belongs,

tirrilr<

3Tr< rd:

l (l

71. A grave following a circumflex has the tone of acute.
The position and relations of this rule in the accentual system have
been sufficiently treated of in the note to rule 65. All the other treatises (R. Pr. iii. 11, r. 18, ccv; V. Pr. iv. 138, 139; T. Pr. xxi. 10) lay
down the same principle, stating also distinctly what must be regarded
as implied in our precept, that not only the single grave syllable which
immediately follows the circumflex receives the acute utterance, but
those also which may succeed it, until, by rule 74, the proximity of an
acute or circumflex causes the voice to sink to the proper anuddtta tone.
The Rik Pr. and Taitt. Pr. use the term pracaya, ' accumulation, indefinitely extended number or series,' in describing this accent, the latter
employing it in its ordinary sense, the former giving it as the name of
the accent.
The commentator cites from the text, as instances, devir dvdro brhatir
vi~vaminvdh (v. 12. 5), and md'dhvi dha,'tdrd vidathasya satpati (vii.
73. 4): each passage presents a whole pracaya, or accumulated series, of
syllables having the accent prescribed by the rule. Such syllables are,
as has been already pointed out, left unmarked with signs of accentuation in the written texts, like the proper acute syllables whose tone they
share: thus, 4kd
d Ii s f d f
r
fdol:
Next follow two rules, identical in form with rules 68 and 69 above,
and, like them, prescribing the application of this principle in the padatext also. They are covered by the same rules of the other treatises
which have already been cited.
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72. And even in the disjoined text, within the limits of the
same word.
That is to say, in pada as well as in sanhit,d those unaccented syllables which follow in the same word a circumtflex,whether independent
or enclitic, are uttered at the pitch of acute; and they are correspondingly marked in the written texts. The commentator's examples are
uru gu'laydh (v. 13. 8) and kdkaJ'tikdm(x. 2. 8): these are uttered and
written r_sT~TTT: i chcrfil,ch , and not _ siTrrT: 1chClr'

73. As well as where there is a separation of a compound
into its constituents.
That is to say, again, the avagraha, or pause of division, does not interfere with the influence of a circumflex, any more than (by rule 69)
with that of an acute, upon the following unaccented syllables. The
commentator gives us the examples v&an-vatih(xi. 9. 15), svah-vaat
(xviii.. 120), and dpmann-vati(xii. 2. 26), which we are to read and write
s Ts&Tf:i i:45tS t i u4is rift", and not sifTs ar5 : I r4: s a5't i ty

74. But the syllable immediately preceding a circumflex or
acute is grave.
This rule applies only to those originally anuddtta syllables which
would otherwise, under the action of rule 71, be spoken with the uddtta
tone, as following a svarita. It is, as has been already pointed out,
closely analogous in character with rules 65 and 70, above, and has a
like theoretic ground. The commentator illustrates it by citing the
passages ajas tad dadr$e kv&(x. 8. 41), idda devdh frtuta ye (ii. 12. 2),
and iddm indra frnuhi somapa ydt (ii. 12. 3), where the syllables fek,
ta, and pa-which, though properly unaccented, would be pronounced
at acute pitch, like their predecessors, by rule 71 -are depressed to the
level of grave, in preparation for the succeeding circumflex or acute.
MnT zI i f4
We write, accordingly, wr,< t
,i :5r:
UW ~
This rule is common to all the systems: compare Rik Pr. iii. 12 (r.
20, ccvii), Vaj. Pr. iv. 140, and Taitt. Pr. xxi. 11.
As, at the beginning of this section, the commentator gave us an introduction to it, composed mainly of citations from unnamed sources,
so here, at the end, he appends a postscript, chiefly made up of the
dicta, upon points connectcd with accentuation, of authorities to whom
vJi.. vM.
64
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he refers by name. He first says: asvarani vyaijandni svaravantH'ty
dnyatareyah; 'the consonants are destitute of accent: "they are accented7"says Anyatareya' Upon this point our treatise nowhere distinctly declares itself, but, as already noticed (under i. 55), its rules of
syllabication may be naturally interpreted as implying that the consonant which is assigned to a particular syllable shares in the accentuation
of its vowel. The Vaj. Pr. (i. 107) states this explicitly. Next we
have: EkiWsamdhehlsvaritam bhavati: pu'rvarApam ity dnyatareyah:
uttararutpar fdnkhamitrih; 'what part of a combination is circumflexed (or accented) . "the former constituent," says Anyatareya; "the
latter constituent," says yankhamitri.' In the absence of any illustrations, I am at a loss to see to what kind of combinations this question
and its answers are to be understood as applying. Next follows a passage which we have had once before, in the commentary on i. 93 (see
the note to that rule); it reads here as follows: kim aksharasya svaryamdnasya svaryate: ardhah hrasvasya pddo drgqhasye'ty eke sarvam iti
dnikhamitriraksharasydi 'shd vidhd na vidyate: yad yad vifvaribhava.
A renewed consideration affords me no new light upon this passage.
Finally, we read rgardharcapaddntandvagrahavivrttishumdtrdkdlaklah4,
which appears to me to have to do with the determination of the length
of the different pauses occurring in the recitation of the Veda; namely,
the pauses at the end of a half-verse, between two words in the padatext, between two parts of a divisible compound (also in pada-text), and
where a hiatus occurs in sanhitd; but I have not succeeded in restoring
any intelligible and consistent reading of the passage. The Vaj. Pr.
(v. 1) and Rik Pr. (i. 6, r. 28, xxix) declare the pause of division of a
compound, or the avagraha, to have the length of a mora; the Taitt.
Pr. (xxii. 13) recognizes four pauses (virdma): that at the end of a
verse, that at the end of a pada or disjoined word, that of a hiatus, and
that of a hiatus within a word (as praiugam), declaring them to have
respectively the length of three moras, two moras, one mora, and a
half-mora.
The signature of the pada or section is trttyasya trttyah pddah.

:qtltqhI'

,

l1. eI

4 Lt

i'q

II

75. After r and r, r, and sh, within the limits of the same
word, n is changed to n.
This rule is an adhikdra, or heading, indicating the subject of the
section, and making known what is to be implied in the following rules.
It might properly, then, have been left by the commentator without
illustration, like ii. 1. He prefers, however, to cite from the text the
passages pari strnzhi pari dhehi vedim (vii. 99.1) and paristaranam id
dhavih (ix. 6. 2), which offer instances of the lingualization of the nasal;
and he also adds koshanam and toshanam, which are not Atharvan
words. As counter-examples, to show that the nasal is converted only
if the preceding cerebral is found within the same word, he gives svar
nayati, prdtar nayati, which are also fabricated cases; compare the
similar ones in the scholia to Pan. viii. 4. 1.
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The Rik Pr. introduces the same subject with a precept (v. 20, r. 40,
ccclvii) which also includes our next rule and a part of 89 below. The
leading rules of the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 83) and Taitt. Pr. (xiii. 6) are in close
agreement with ours.
_
f'lOkmll'r
76. In drughana etc., the same effect takes place after a cause
which is contained in the former member of a compound.
The commentator paraphrases pirvapaddt by the expression which,
for the sake of clearness, has been substituted for it in translating, viz.
pirvapadasthdn nimittat. His cited illustrations are drughanah (vii.
28. 1: p. dru-ghanah), sitd grdmanyah (iii. 5. 7: p. grdma-nyah), rakshohanamvdjinam (viii. 3.1: p. rakshah-hanam),brhaspatipranuttdndm
(xi. 10.
(viii. 8. 19: p. brhaspati-pranuttdnam),prhshaddjyapranuttdndm
19: p. prshaddjya-pranuttdndm), and durnihit&ishinim (xi. 9. 15: p.
durnihita-eshinim). The latter case, we should think, is one of somewhat ambiguous quality, since in the form of the word, as given by the
pada-text, there is nothing to show that dur stands in the relation of
purvapada, or former member of a compound, to nihita, they being unseparated by avagraha. The same objection lies against the two preceding instances; but also the much more serious one that they are
examples properly belonging under rule 79, below, the converted n
being that of a root after a preposition.
The other examples of the action of this rule afforded by the Atharvan text are pardyana (e. g. i. 34. 3: p. pard-ayana), vrshdyamdna (ii.
5. 7: p. vrsha-yamdna; the uttarapada is here a suffix of derivative
conjugation), paripdna (e. g. ii 7. 7: p. pari-pdna), vrtrahanam etc.
(e. g. iv. 28. 3: p. vrtra-hanam), durnafa (v. 11. 6: p. duh-napa), trindman (vi. 74. 3: p. tri-n&man),purundman (vi. 99. 1: p. puru-ndman),
urunasa (xviii. 2. 13: p. uru-nasa), and sahasranztha(xviiL 2.18: p. sahasra-nitha). We have also a few cases of a class analogous with the
last one given by the commentator, where the principle is precisely the
same, although, in the actual division of the words, the avagraha falls
elsewhere than between the converting lingual and the nasal: they are
suprapana (iv. 21. 7: p. su-prapdna; our pada-manuscript, to be sure,
reads here, but doubtless only by an error of the copyist, su-prapdna),
suprdyana (v. 12.5: p. su-prayana), and anupraydna (vii. 73.6: p. anu-prayana). Some other words, which would otherwise have to be noted
under this rule, are made the subject of special precepts later in the
section (rules 82-85).
The general rule of the Rik Pr., as already noticed, includes this of
ours as well as the preceding. By the Vaj. Pr. and Thitt. Pr., the cases
are stated in detail.

-Mchtl1
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77. The n of ahan is changed after a former member of a
compound ending in a.
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PAnini's rule, viii. 4. 7, is precisely coincident with this, and the illustrative citations of its scholiasts are in good part those which our conmentator gives us, and which are all strange to the Atharvan: they are,
as examples of the rule, prdhnai., purvdhnah, and, as counter-examples,
nirahnah, paryahnah, and durahnah. Our text has only the two examples aparahnah (ix. 6. 46: p. apara-ahnah) and sahasrahntyam (e. g. x.
8. 18: p. sahasra-ahnyam), and furnishes no counter-examples at all, so
that the rule evidently finds its justification in the observed phenomena
of the general language, and not in those of the Atharva-Veda.

_

II
,c
78. Also is liable to be changed the n of a case-ending, that
fs

of an dgama, and the final n of a prdtipadika.
This rule is the exact counterpart in form of Panini's rule viii. 4, 11,
and the technical terms which it contains are undoubtedly identical in
meaning with those there given: agama is an augment or inorganic
insertion;* prAtipadika is a theme of regular derivation, ending in a
krt or taddhita suffix. The commentator's instances are as follows;
for the case-ending ina, svargena lokena (not in AV.), vardhenaprthivr
samviddnd (xii. 1. 48); for the dgama n, ati durgdni vipvd (vii. 63. 1:
p. duh-gdni); for the final of a theme, ndi 'nam ghnanti parydyinah (vi.
76. 4: p. pari-dyinah),
The other treatises have nothing corresponding to this rule, which is,
indeed, an unnecessary one, as a Prati?akhya usnally takes the words
of its text in their pada-form, without going farther back to enquire
how they came to assume that form. Such a word as vardhena, where
pada and sanhitd read alike, is not regarded by the others as calling
for any notice: those analogous with the other instances cited might
have been ranked as falling under the preceding rule. Parydyinah is,
it may be remarked, the only word of its class which the text presents,
excepting pravdhinah, in book xx (xx. 127, 2), and durg ni also stands
alone in its class; nor have I noted a single instance of such a compound
form as would be svah-gena or duh-gena, where the alteration of the
case-ending in the second word would be made in the reduction of pada
to sanhitd.

79. Also that of a root after a preposition, even in a separate
word.
That is to say, even when the words are not connected together as
parts of a compound. The commentator gives us a single instance
where the cause of conversion stands nanapade, and two in which it
stands pfirvapade; they are apah pra iayati (ix. 6. 4), yd eva yajnfaapah
praniyante (ix. 6. 5: p. pra-ntyante), and jtvdm rtebhyahpariWyamdndm
* The Iihtlingk-Roth lexicon, upon the authority of this rule, erroneouslymakes
it signify suffix.'
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(xviii. 3. 3: p. pari-n1yam&ndm). Instances of a somewhat different
character, where the preposition lingualizes the initial n of the root in
sanhita and not in pada, although in the latter text no avagralhaseparates the two words, have been already given above, under rule 76.
The text presents us pranutta in like combinations also after vdibadha
(iii. . 7) and sayaka (ix. 2. 12); and we have farther, in pada, su-praniti (e.g. v. 11. 5), and par&naydt* (xviii. 4. 50). The initial n of a
root is almost always cerebralized by the preceding preposition in the
Atharvan, even when (as at ii. 7. 1, ix. 2. 17, x. 4. 26, etc.) the augment
intervenes: the only exceptions are the combinations of nabh with pra
(vii. 8. 1, 2), and of nart with pari (e. g. iv. 38. 3) and pra (e. g. viii. 6.
11). It is unnecessary to detail, therefore, all the rather numerous instances of the change.
The cases forming the subject of this rule are not classified together
by the other Pratiyakhyas.

lT I

iT: I o II

80. Also that of ena, after pra and pard.
The commentator cites nearly all the examples which the text affords:
they are prdi 'nii ch,rnthi (x. 3. 2), prai 'nan vrkshasya (iii. 6. 8: the
same verse has, in its first p&da, prai 'nan nude), and pardi 'ndn devah
(viii. 3.16). As counter-example, to show that it is only after the two
prepositions mentioned in the rule that ena exhibits the lingualization
of its nasal, is farther cited pary endn pranail (ix. 2. 5).
Here follows a lacuna, apparently of considerable extent. Where
this rule should be repeated, before the one next succeeding, we read
prapardbhydamernaydmansi
navatef ca; and the sequel shows that navatef
ca is a rule by itself, while what precedes is the mutilated remnant of
another. This, aided by the implication in navatef ce, and by the text,
which offers us the passage to which the rule was evidently intended to
refer, we are enabled to restore with tolerable certainty to its true forn,
as punar uzaydmasi: what has become lost in the interval, we can only
conjecture.

Perhaps the treatise next took note of another case which

the text affords of the lingualization of the nasal of ena, viz. a jabhdrdi
'n&m (v. 31. 10). Possibly there followed also a mention of the passage as.rjannir enasah (ii. 10. 8); but this is very questionable, as the
reading itself is doubtful.t But it is beyond question that a part of
the omitted passage had reference to the not infrequent change of the
n of nah in sanhitd into n after a lingual near the end of the preceding
word: this is much too common to have been passed over without notice,
and the class of cases is too large and distinct to have been thrown
* This is a caseof entirelyanomalousdivisionand accentuation.We should

expect upa-satipdrdnaydt, like anu-samrprdydhi
(xi. 1. 36) etc.; but the pada reads
upa-sdm: pardnaydt, and all the sanhita MSS. agree with it as regards the accent;
it can hardly be otherwise than an error of the tradition: see below, under iv. 2.
f It is given by M. W. H. and I.; but P. (if I have not been careless enough to
omit to note its reading) and E. have enasah, and the printed text has followed
their authority.
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under any of the other rules of the section. The statement might be
put into the form of two rules, as follows:
nfni;z

t4;TI

'The n of nah is lingualized after pra and pari. As also, after dpfr,
urushya, grheshu, and Viksha.'
Under the first rule, the cases would be i. 2. 2; 7. 5. ii. 4. 2, 6; 7. 3,
4. iii. 16.3; 20.2.3. iv. 10.6. v. 7. 3. vi.37.2. vii. 2.1; 5.5. xi.2.20.
xii. 2. 13; 3. 55-60. xiv. 2. 67. xix. 34. 4, 5. Under the second, the
passages are a ir na urjam (ii. 29. 3), urushyd na urujman (vi. 4. 3:
E. na), asamdtimhgrheshu nah (vi. 79. 1: E. nah), upahgto grheshu nah
(vii. 60. 5: E. nah), and ?iksha no asmin (xviii. 3. 67). Where nah follows grheshu, the edition reads both times nah, without conversion,
although the manuscript authority for the lingual nasal is precisely
what it is for the same after urushyd, E. alone dissenting. At iv. 31. 2,
a part of the manuscripts (P. M. W.) read sendnir nah, but the edition
properly follows the prevailing authority of the others (E. I. H.), and
gives, with the Rig-Veda (x. 84. 2), nah. I have noted a single case
where the Atharvan reads nah, while the Rik, in the parallel passage,
has nah: it is vii. 97. 2 (RV. v. 42. 4).
It is altogether probable that a whole leaf, or a whole page, of the
original of our copy of the text and commentary (or possibly, of the
original of its original), is lost here, with as many as three or four rules.
Fortunately, it is in the midst of the rehearsal of cases of a certain
kind, which rehearsal can be made complete without the aid of the
treatise: so that the loss is not of essential consequence.

81. Also that of naysmas4 after punah.
The passage referred to is tanhtvd punar naydmasi (v. 14. 7): all our
sanhitd manuscripts agree in giving the lingual nasal. Whether I have
given the form of the rule correctly is not quite certain, a portion of it
being lost altogether, as was pointed out in the last note.

82. As also that of the root nu.
The word to which alone the rule relates is punarnava(p. punah-nava),
for which the commentator cites three passages, viz. candramaS ca punarnavah (x. 7. 33), ya rohanti punarnavdh (viii. 7. 8), and punar d 'gdh
punarnavah (viii. 1. 20). The authors of our treatise, then, must have
derived nava, ' new,' from the verbal root su,4 to praise,' instead of from
the pronominal word nu, 'now.'

83. Also in pairydna.
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The commentator instances but a single phrase in illustration of the
rule, viz. pathibhih purydnaih (e. g. xviii. 1. 54: p. puh4-ydndih). There
is small reason to be seen for singling out this word in' order to make it
the subject of a special rule, and the same is true of those treated in
the two following rules: they might all have been as well left to fall
into the gana of rule 76.

ITIr: Itrii
84. Also that of durndman.
The commentator extracts from the text three of the passages in
which this word occurs, viz. durndmnth sarvah (iv. 17. 5), durnlnzdm
tatra ma grdhat (viii. 6. 1), and durnadm ca sunamd ca (viii. 6. 4).
The pada writes duh-naman.

'-"A1 14 I cI
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85. Also after an r at the end of the former member of a
compound.
The commentator's examples are devaydnah pitrydn&h (vi. 117. 3:
the pada form of the word is everywhere pitr-ydna), pitrydndiih samhva
d rohaydmi (xviii. 4. 1), and nrmand nama (xvi. 3. 5: p. nr-mandh).
The text firnishes but a single other word falling under the rule, and
that in the nineteenth book; viz. nrpdna (xix. 58. 4).
It is worthy of note that Panini has a rule (viii. 4. 26) which precisely corresponds with this, and that his scholiasts quote the same two
words in illustration of it.

RT

I
I
Tfrrllod

86. But not that of the root m,.
The commentator brings forward all the illustrations of the rule
which the text contains-they are pra minij janitrim (vi. 110. 3), pra
minanti vratdni (xviii. 1. 5), and pra mindti samgirah (xviii. 4. 60)excepting one in the nineteenth book, praminama vrat&ni (xix. 59. 2).
The rule itself is to be understood, it may be presumed, as giving exceptions to rule 79 above: yet the latter would seem to apply only to
conversions of the nasal of a root itself, and not of the appended conjugational syllable.
The manuscript reads minanti instead of mindti, and the final repetition of the rule before its successor is wanting.

ITItIr

11t
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87. Nor that of bhdnu.
This rule is entirely superfluous. Of the two cases cited under it by
the commentator, the first, citrabhdno (iv. 25. 3), could fall under no
rule for lingualizing the dental nasal excepting 76, and from that it
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would be excluded by absence from the gana to which alone the precept
applies; the other, pra bahdnavahsisrale (xiii. 2. 46), cannot be forced
under any rule that has been laid down.
The Rik Pr. (v. 22, r. 49, ccclxvi) and Vaj. Pr. '(iii. 91) also note
bhdnu as a word whose nasal is not subject to be changed to a lingual.

I:I If
lt
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1

88. Nor that of the root hi after pari.
The Atharvan text furnishes but one such case, which the commentator quotes: it is parihinami medhayd (viii. 4. 6). As counter-example,
the commentator brings up pra hinomi dtiram (xii. 2. 8); but here, as
well as in the other cases where the forms of the same verb exhibit a
lingualized nasal after pra, the pada-text also (by iv. 95) shows the same.
A strict application of rule 79, then, to the nasal only of a root itself,
would render this rule also unnecessary.
The Rik Pr. (v. 22, r. 50, ccclxvib) has a corresponding precept.

<rf,1h1

II

89. Nor a final n, nor one conjoined with a mute.
The commentator's illustrative instances are pushan tava vrate (vii. 9.
3), salkrandanah (v. 20. 9), and pdfo granthih (ix. 3. 2). To the first
part of the rule would need to be made the exceptions noted at iv. 99,
but that, by the operation of that precept, they are made to read in pada
as in sanhitd, and so are withdrawn from the ken of the Praticakhya.
The first part of this rule is included in the general precept for the
conversion of n as given by the Rik Pr. (v. 20, r. 407 ccclvii); which
adds later (v. 22, r. 47, ccclxiv) that the n is not altered if combined
with y or a mute. The Vaj. Pr. also divides the two parts of our precept (iii. 88, 92), but specifies only a dental mute as preventing the
conversion of the nasal by combination with it. The Taitt. Pr. (xiii.
15) includes in one rule this of ours and also 91, 93, and 94 below.

;9 : r
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90. Nor that of the root nag, when it ends in sh.
This rule is precisely the same with one of Panini (viii. 4. 36), and
it belongs rather to the general grammar than to a Prati(&khya of the
Atharvan, since our text does not furnish a single case to which it should
apply. The examples which the commentator gives are in part those
which are found also in Panini's scholia: they are pranashtah, parinashtah, nirnashtah, and durnashtah. A counter-example, durrnapam
cid artv&k(v. 11. 6), he is able to bring up from the Atharvan.

T
F-T ;q Ch'
91. Nor that of the root han, when its vowel has been omitted.
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The commentator offers the two following examples: vrtraghnah stomdh (iv. 24. 1), and indrena vrtraghnd medi (iii. 6. 2); and the counterexample rakshohanamivajinam (viii. 3. 1), which has already figured as
example under rule 76 above. Unless sparpayukta, in rule 89, meant
only 'combined with a following mute,' which is very unlikely, the
present precept is superfluous, as merely specifying a case already sufficiently provided for elsewhere.
P1nini (viii. 4. 22) looks at this matter from the opposite point of
view, and teaches that the n of han is lingualized whenever it is preceded by a. The Taitt. Pr. (xiii. 15) mentions the case along with
others, in a comprehensive rule.

92. Nor that of the root kshubh etc.
This, again, is coincident with one of Panini's rules (viii. 4. 39), and,
so far as kshubh is itself concerned, is out of place in the Prati9akhya
of the Atharva-Veda: for not only does this Veda contain no derivatives from the root to which it should apply (we find only vicukshubhe
[vii. 57. 1] and kshobhana[xix. 13. 2]), but also, if such forms as kshubhndti (which the commentator gives as an example under the rule), kshubhnitah, etc., did occur, their reading would be sufficiently determined
by rule 89, above. The commentator fills up the gana with parinrtyantyor iva (x. 7. 43), madhund prapindh (xii. 3. 41), and pari nrtyanti
kefinih (xii. 5. 48): to these are to be added other forms of the root
nart after pari and pra, and forms of nabh after pra-as already noted,
under rule 79.

93. Nor when there is intervention of f, s, or 1.
The instances cited in the commentary are kah pr.nim dhenum (vii.
104. 1), garbhe antar ad.ryamdnah (x. 8.13), and savitd prasavdndm
(v. 24. 1). For the intervention of 1, no case is brought up, nor do the
Rik Pr. and Taitt. Pr. make any account of this semivowel as ever coming in to hinder the conversion of the nasal. The VYj. Pr., however,
does so, and cites an instance, nijarjalpena (in which, however, there is
intervention also of a palatal). The latter treatise (iii. 94) and the Taitt.
Pr. (xiii. 15) throw together into one this rule of ours and the one next
following: the Rik Pr. gives a separate precept answering to each (R.
Pr. v. 21, r. 44, 42, ccclxi, ccclix).

94. Or of palatal, lingual, or dental mutes.
The commentator gives the examples upe 'ho 'paparcand'smin goshtha upa prnca nah (ix. 4. 23), reshaydi 'nan (xi. 1. 20: this, however, is
no example under the rule), yathd 'so mitravardhanah(iv. 8. 6), and ta?h
vartanih (vii. 21. 1).
VOL. YII.
65
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The correspondingrules of the other Pr&tiq&khyashave been referred
to above (under rule 93).
The physical explanation of the effect of the sounds mentioned in
these two rules to prevent the lingualization of the nasal is obvious:
they are all of them such as cause the tongue to change its position.
When this organ is once bent back in the mouth to the position in
which the lingual sibilant, semivowel, and vowels are uttered, it tends
to remain there, and produce the next following nasal at that point,
instead of at the point of dental utterance; and it does so, unless thrown
out of adjustment, as it were, by the occurrence of a letter which calls
it into action in another quarter.

C4lgtIjgII
rIT~rT(T
95. Or of a word, unless it be d.
As an example of prevention of the lingualization of n by the interposition of a word or words, even though composed only of such sounds
as would not in the same word produce such an effect, the commentator
gives us parQ 'me gdm aneshata (vi. 28. 2). As an illustration of the
specified exception, that d may so intervene, and the conversion yet
take place, he gives parydnaddham (xiv. 2. 12: p. pari-dnaddham),
which is, I believe, the only case of the kind afforded by the text.
The construction of the other rules relating to this general subject in
the remaining Prati9akhyas is not such as to require them to make the
restriction here taught. PAn.ini,however, takes due note of it (viii. 4.
38), but omits to except the preposition d, so that (unless he makes the
exception by some other rule which I have not observed) he would read
parydnaddha.

96. Note tuvishtamah.
This word occurs only once in the Atharvan, in a passage cited by
the commentator,as follows: indrah patis tuvishtamah (vi. 33. 3). The
pada-text reads tuvi-tamah, so that there takes place, as the commentator says, an inorganic insertion of s (sakdrdgamah). The same word
is found more than once in the Rig-Veda, but is written by the padatext tuvih-tama, so that there is nothing irregular in the sanhitd form,
and it requires and receives no notice from the Rik PrAtirakhya. It is
a legitimate matter for surprise to find the rule thrust in in this place,
in connection with a subject to which it stands in no relation whatever:
we should expect to meet it in the second chapter, along with rules 25
and 26 of that chapter, or after rule 30, or elsewhere. Its intrusion
here, and the indefiniteness of its form, cannot but suggest the suspicion of its being an interpolation, made for the purpose of supplying
an observed deficiency in the treatise.
The commentator, after citing the passage containing the word, goes
on to say: sahhitdydm ity eva: tuvitama iti tuvitamah:1 anadhikdre
but doubtless
1 The MS.writes,in everycase, tuvittamain the commentary,
only by a copyist'serror.
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s4tranirdepah: sstrdrthas tardydaga ca carctparihdrayor vacanam md
bh6d iti; 'this is the form only in sanhitd; the krama reads tuvitama
iti tuvi-tamah: in the absence of an explanatory heading, the rule simply points out the form; and the significance of the rule is... (): in
cared and parih&ra [repetitions of krama] the reading is not to be so
made: that is the meaning.'
The signature of the chapter is as follows: 105: iti trtiyo 'dhyyah.
If its enumeration is to be trusted, our two lacunce (unless some parts of
the introduction and postscript of section iii are to be accounted as rules)
have cost us nine rules.

CHAPTER

IV.

CONTENTS--SECrIONI. 1-2, combinationof prepositionsin pada-text with following verb; 3-6, exceptions; 7, separation by avagraha of such combinations;
8-12, do. of the constituents of compound words; 13-30, do. of suffixes of derivation from primitive words; 31-34, do. of case-endings from themes; 35-40,
do. of other suffixes and constituents of compounds; 41, do. of iva from the preceding word; 42-46, do. of the constituents of words doubly compounded.
SECTION
II. 47-48, absence of avagraha before suffix mtant etc. in certain

cases; 49-50, absenceof divisionby avagrahaof certaincopulativecompounds;
51-54, do. of other compounds;55, do. of vrddhiderivativesfromcompound
with the negativeprefix; 57-72, do.of othercomwords; 56, do.of compounds
pounds and derivatives.
SECTION
III. 73-77, generalrules for restorationin pada-textof originalor

normalformsof words; 78, their applicationin krama-textalso; 79-93, rules
for restorationin certaincasesandclassesof cases; 94-100,exceptions.
SECTION
IV. 101-109,necessityof the krama-textandof its study; 110-126,
rules for constructionof krama-text.

Our three preceding chapters have covered the whole ground which
a comparison of the other treatises shows it to have been the bounden
duty of a Pratiqakhya to occupy, and in this final chapter are brought
up matters which might have been left unhandled without detriment to
the character of the work as a complete and comprehensive phonetic
manual for the school to which it belonged. Its first three sections,
namely, teach the construction of the pada-text: whereas we have
hitherto assumed this text as established, and have been taught how to
construct the sanhitd upon its basis, we now look upon the body of traditional scripture from just the opposite point of view, and, assuming
the sanhit&,receive directions for forming the pada from it. No other
of the kindred treatises thus includes in its plan the construction of the
pada-text; the VYj. Pr. is the only one which takes up the matter at
all: devoting, indeed, the whole of one of its chapters, the fifth, to an
exposition of the rules determining the use or omission of the avagraha,
or pause of separation between the two parts of a compound word,
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which is the subject of our first two sections, but leaving untouched the
subject of our third section, or the restoration of words to their normal
form in pada, which is not less indispensable than the other to the
formation of the text. As regards the fourth section and its theme,
the krama-text, their correspondences and relations will be set forth
when we arrive at the place.
As was the case with the third section of the foregoing chapter, our
commentary offers us here a long introduction, containing about twenty
?lokas, to the subject of the chapter. It is prefaced with the following
words: sam&dsaagrahavigrahdn
pade yatho 'vdca chandasi cdkatdyanah:
tathd vakshyami catushtayamrpadamhnma&khydtopasarganipatdnam
;*
'as &akatayanahas set forth for the Veda the combination, division,
and disjunction of words in pada, so will I set forth the quadruple word
-noun, verb, preposition, and particle' Next follows a definition of
each of these four classes of words, and then an exposition of the rules
according to which they are to be regarded as compounded with one
another, as they occur in the connection of continuous text, illustrations
of the principles stated being drawn from the Atharvan text. Finally is
given a list of the twenty upasargas or prepositions, and a designation of
their accentuation, which is also followed by a list of the upasargavrttini,
or words which are treated as if they were prepositions-such as achd,
tirah, purah, hin, etc. The verses are in one or two places very corrupt, and their precise meaning is sometimes doubtful: hence, in order
not to interrupt the progress of our treatise by too long an interlude, I
defer to an additional note, at the end of the work, a presentation of
their text and an attempt to translate them.

1. A preposition is compounded with a verb when the latter
is accented.
This is the well-known usage of all the Vedic pada-texts, at least so
far as they have been brought to general knowledge. With a true appreciation of the slightness of the bond which connects a verb with its
prefix, the constructors of the disjoined text have ordinarily treated the
two as independent words: unless, indeed, by the laws of accentuation
of the sentence, the usually enclitic verb retains its accent, in which case
the preceding preposition in turn loses its accent and becomes proclitic;
and the two are then written together as a compound. The commentator
cites, as instances of verbs thus compounded, pari-y.nti (i. 1.1), sam-dbharah (i. 9. 3), and sam-srdvanti (i. 15. 3). He adds, upasargavrttibhif ca, 'the same is the case with the words which are to be treated
as if prepositions,' and cites yam : ardte :purah-dhatse (v. 7. 2), and
ym : ammf iti :purah-dadhire (v. 8. 5). That our treatise itself, in mak* With the slight alteration of yatho 'vdca to yathd "ha, we should have here
three equal successive pddas of a metrical verse: but the impossibility of forcing
the last compound into any such metrical form, as a fourth pdda, renders it very
doubtful whether this is anything more than a curious coincidence, and whether
the words are not meant for simple prose.
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ing no special reference to such ambiguous words, means to regard
them as to all intents and purposes actual upasargas, is altogether probable. As counter-example, to show that the preposition is not compounded with the verb when the latter is unaccented, the commentary
offers ydtu-dhldndn : vi: ldpaya (i. 7. 2).
The rule of the Vaj. Pr. (v. 16) is to the effect that avagraha is used
between a verb and a preceding preposition, when the latter is unaccented. This is in some degree a better form of statement, since the
loss of accent in the preposition is rather the cause of its combination
with the verb than the latter's acquisition of a tone.

*?r#t i~TTrri II kII
2. If there be more than one of them, they are compounded
even with an unaccented verb.
If more prepositions than one are compounded with an unaccented
verb, only one of them, the one next the verb, is accented, the others
becoming proclitic. In such a case, the constructors of the pada-text
have very properly combined all with the verb, instead of simply putting
the prepositions together, since it is not the relation of the former to
the latter preposition that costs the former its accent, but rather their
common relation to the verb: we have not a compound preposition,
but a duplicate verbal compound. A later rule (rule 7, below) teaches
us that in such a combination the first of the prepositions is separated
by avagraha from the rest.
The commentator gives as illustrations the compounds ut-dvasyati (ix.
6. 54), sam-cicinushva: anu-samprdydhi (xi. 1. 36), and upa-sampdrdnaydt* (xviii. 4. 50). He adds, as under the last rule, upasargavrttibhip
ca, and illustrates with acha-d'vaddmasi (e. g. vii. 38. 3) and abhi-hirik.rnota(xii. 3. 37).
I do not find any corresponding precept in the Vaj. Pr., although the
cases which it concerns are not such as would properly fall under the
rule of that treatise already referred to.

3. Disjoined from the verb, however, are such as are used
without significallce, or to set forth the object, or such as are
in the cases abhi vi tanu etc.
otherwise connected-namely,
The Sanskrit language, much more than any other of the Indo-European family, has, throughout its whole history, maintained the upasargas
or prepositions in their original and proper character of adverbial prefixes, directing the action of the verb itself, and not belonging especially
to the object of that action, or immediately governing its case-relation.
Even in the Vedic dialect, where the preposition admits of being widely
* The citation of this word here and under rule 7 shows that its true
pada-form
is as here given, and not as it has been noticed above (under iii. 79) that ourpadaMS. actually reads.
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separated from its verb, it yet, in the great majority of cases, belongs
distinctly to the verb, and not to any noun. But, while this is true as
a general rule, there are yet cases, in the Vedic as well as in the more
modern classical Sanskrit, where the preposition has detached itself
from the verb, and is to be construed more intimately with the object
of the action. Even here, it more often follows the noun, as auxiliary
to its case-ending, and so occupies an intermediate position between
adverb and preposition, something like the German adverbs of direction
in such phrases as aus dem Walde heraus, in den Wald hinein, or like
the German an in ich blicke ihn an, as compared with the at in our
nearly equivalent expression "I look at him." Whenever it happens
that a preposition thus attached to a noun comes, in the construction
of the sentence, to stand before an accented verb, or before another
preposition which is connected with a verb, there arises an exception to
the two foregoing rules, and such exceptions are made the subject of
this and the two following rules: the first of them deals with such cases
as grhd'n: t2pa:prd: siddmi (iii. 12. 9), where the preposition is followed by another accented preposition and an unaccented verb, so that,
by iv. 2, 7, we ought to have upa-prdsiddmi; the second, with such as
yah: vi2vd : abhi : vi-pdpyati (vi. 34. 4), where the following preposition
loses its accent before the verb, and the same rules would require abhi-vipdayati; the third, with passages where a single preposition comes
before an accented verb, and so ought to lose its own accent and enter
into combination with it, so that we should have, instead of ye: dsatah:
pdri :jajynire(x. . 25), pari-jajiiire. The description which our rule gives
of such uses of the prepositions is in near accordancewith that of Panini,
who also (i. 4. 83-98) calls by the name karmnapravacaniya(' concerned
with the setting forth of the object of the action') such prepositions as
are used otherwise than in immediate connection with a verb. He likewise uses in the same connection (i. 4. 93) the term anarthaka, 'nonsignificant,' applying it, according to the scholiast's illustrations, to
adhi and pari when used after an ablative adverb-thus, kutah pari,
'whence'-where they are unessential to the completeness of the sense.
Whether the same term would be applied to the same prepositions when
following a case, as an ablative or locative, I do not know; nor precisqly how it is to be understood in our rule: the commentator gives
no explanation of it, nor of anyayukta, nor does he assign his illustrations to the several items of specification which his text furnishes him.
The term anyayukta probably means 'belonging to another verb,' but
such cases are quite rare in the text: an instance of the kind intended
is perhaps nih stuvdndsya.pataya (i. 8. 3), where the preposition nih belongs to the verb pdtaya, and not to the intervening participle, to which
it would otherwise be attached, with loss of its own accent. P&nini's
karmapravacaniya is comprehensive enough to include all the cases to
which our rules apply.
In filling up the ganas of our treatise, and giving all the cases of a
preposition preceding a verb, but not placed in accentual and compositional relations with it, I shall include together all that would fall under
this and the two following rules, since they evidently form a single class,
and are only formally distinct from one another:
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Of adhi, with an ablative case (or, rarely, an ablative adverb), ii. 7. 3.
viii. 9.4 (bis). ix. 5.6; 9.18. xiii. 1. 42; 3.2. xix. 56.1; with a locative
case (or locative adverb), i. 3. 6; 32. 4. ii. 1. 5. viii. 9. 19. ix. 5. 4, 8;
xii. 3.36. xiii.1.37; 3.
9.2; 10.7. x. 7.1,12; 8.41. xi. 7.8,9,14.
6, 18. xiv. 1. 1; 2. 48. xviii. 4. 3: anu with an accusative, ii. 34. 3. vi.
97. 3; 122.1. viii. 9. 12. x. 5. 25-35. xi. 8.11, 19-22, 24, 27. xii. 2. 21.
xiii. 2.40; 3.1. xv. 6.1-9; 9.1; 14.1-12. xviii. 4. 28. xix. 13. 6; 44.
10: antar with a locative, i. 13. 3: abhi, with an accusative, iii. 21. 5.
iv.1.3. v.19.4. vi.34.4. viii. 2.4; 3.9. ix.10.6. xii. 1.29, 33; 3.8,
12, 30, 52. xviii. 3. 2 ;* with an ablative, viii. 6. 22 ;t with a locative,
xviii. 3. 40 :t d with a locative, xviii. 1. 59; upa with an accusative, iii.
21.1, 9. xix. 56. 3; pari with an ablative, ii. 34. 5. x. 7. 25. xii. 3. 53.
But these prepositional or quasi-prepositional uses of the upasargas
are of less importance to give in detail, because they are liable to occur
in any part of the sentence, and their treatment as exceptions to the
first rules of our chapter is a result of their accidental position in contact with a verb. There are other passages, considerably less numerous,
where the prefixes, although evidently belonging to the verb, have an
adverbial signification which is so far independent that they maintain
their separate accent before an unaccented verb, or before another verbal
prefix. The one most often thus treated is abhi, which is found before
pra at iii. 1. 2; 2. 5. iv. 8. 2; 32. 7. xviii. 3. 73, and before other upasargas at i. 1. 3. viii. 4. 21. ix. 9. 3: upa occurs only before pra,? at i.
28. 1. iv. 31.1. vi. 37. 1. xviii. 2. 53: a, also before pra alone, at iii. 4.
5. vi. 35. 1. xviii. 4. 49: apa, at iv. 31. 7; 32. 5: pari, at iii. 2. 4: ava,
at vi. 65. 1 (p. dva: d'-yatd : dva etc.): anu, at xiii. 4. 26 : sam (perhaps
to be connected with the following instrumentals), at xviii. 2. 58: and
ud, at xii. 1. 39-where, however, it is difficult not to believe the manuscript reading erroneous, and requiring amendment to ut-dnrcuh.
In a single phrase, sah sam sravantu (i. 15. 1. ii. 26. 3. xix. 1. 1), the
preposition sam, being repeated for emphasis before the verb, is both
times accented, and so is left uncombined. At vi. 63. 4, in a like repetition, there takes place a combination, with accentuation only of the
former word-thus, sdm-sam : it, etc.; and, at vii. 26. 3, the repetition
of pra is treated in the same manner.
A briefer, and, we should have supposed, a more acceptable manner
of disposing of all the cases to which these three rules relate, would
have been to prescribe that when an upasarga maintained its own accent
before an accented verb or another upasarga, it did not undergo combination with them. Such exceptions to the general rules for combination
are treated by the Vaj. Pr. in rules 5 to 10 of its sixth chapter.
The commentator's cited illustrations are iha : evd : abhi : vi : tanu (i.
1. 3), sm : sdm : sravantu (e. g. i. 15.1), su :prd : sadhaya (i. 24. 4),
* In someof these passages-viz. iii. 21.5. xii. 3. 12, 30-the special connection
of abhiwiththe nounis but the faintest,andthe casesarehardlyto be reckonedas
belongingin thisclass.
t Here,too, the prepositionbelongsratherwith the verbthanwith the noun.
t Thisis a combinationunsupported
by otherpassages,andhardlyto be borne:
for abhiis doubtlessto be readadhi,with the Rig-Veda(x. 13. 8).
? Except in the anomalouscombination upa: vandydh,at xviii. 4. 65.
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and upa :prd: agdt (i. 28. 1). The third is a case having no proper
analogy with the others, since su is not at all a verbal prefix; I have
taken no account of it in drawing out the above statement.

^UllrFzi'cq?J'Ull, ^

II II

4. In abhi vipa9ydmi etc., the former preposition is disjoined.
The cases falling under this rule-those of a preposition retaining
its accent and independence before another preposition which is itself
made proclitic and combined with a following accented verb-have been
detailed in the preceding note. The commentator quotes four of them,
viz. yd'vat : te: abhi: vi-pdcydmi (xii. 1. 33), mdnasd : abhi : sam-vidtuh
(iii. 21. 5), yd'vat: sd': abhi: vi-jdngahe (v. 19.4), and ydh: vifvd: abhi:
vi-pdyati (vi. 34. 4). The examples, as in sundry cases elsewhere, are
wanting in variety.

5. In yondv adhy dirayanta etc., the preposition is also disjoined from the verb.
This rule applies to such of the cases detailed in the note to rule 3,
above, as show an accented and independent preposition immediately
before an accented verb. The commentator instances samdne: ydndu:
ddhi : dirayanta -(ii. 1. 5), adhi : tasthuh (ix. 9. 2), ye : dsatah : pdri :
jajitire (x. 7. 25), samudra't: dhi :jajiishe (iv. 10. 2), and pdri: bh'ma :jd'yase (xiii. 2. 3). The citation of the last passage seems to imply
that the commentator regarded bhuma as a verbal form, from the root
bh/; but he can hardly, except in the forgetfulness of a moment, have
been guilty of so gross a blunder.
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6. A .h and babhuva are disjoined, owing to the determination
of the protracted vowel.
That is to say, if I do not misapprehend the meaning of the rule,
owing to the recognition of the final syllable of each word as a protracted one. To what end the precept is given, unless the words referred to (x. 2. 28 and xi. 3. 26, 27) have an irregular accent on the
protracted syllable, I do not see. If accented, they would have a right,
by the first rule of this chapter, to combination with the preceding
preposition; but, the present rule virtually says, they are seen to lose
this right upon a recognition of the fact that the accented vowel is protracted, and that its accent is therefore of an anomalous character. It
has been already noticed (under i. 105) that a part of our manuscripts
accent babhAuvad'3in the latter of the two passages referred to: not
one gives an accent to dfS3h, in either case of its occurrence.

7. The formerprepostion is separate by avagraa.
7. The formerprepositionis separatedby avagraha.
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The avagraha, or pause of separation between the two parts of a
compound word, is defined by two of the Pratigakhyas (as has been
already remarked, in the note following iii. 74) as having the length of
a mora. From here to the end of section II (rule 72), the treatise is
occupied with rules for its employment or omission. And, in the first
place, with however many prepositions a verbal form may be compounded, it is always the first of them that is separated from the rest
of the compound by avagraha. The commentator gives us as examples
the same series of words which we had under rule 2, above, only prefixing to them upa-avditi (ix. 6. 53).

8. In ydtumdvat,also, the former constituent is separated by
avagraha.
I interpret this rule according to the explanation of the commentator,
who regards pu4rvenaas implied in it, by inference from the preceding
rule. It comes in rather awkwardly here, as only prepositions have
been contemplated, thus far in the chapter, as former constituents of
compounds. The commentator adds an exposition of the matter, which
is, however, too much corrupted and mutilated for me to restore and
translate it: it reads matvarthe: vayaim mdvacchabdomanupo makadrasya vakdrah: dkdrdgamah. The word is apparently regarded as being
ydtu-mant, with an added suffix vant, and the rule is designed to teach
us that, instead of being divided yatumd-vat, as we might expect, it is
to read ydtu-mdvat-as our pada manuscripts do in fact present it to us.
The word occurs only at viii. 4. 23.

9. Separation by avagraha takes place also in a compound.
The ca in the rule evidently continues the implication simply of avagrahah from rule 7, and the connection of the text casts upon ydtundvat the suspicion of being an interpolation. A corresponding precept,
samdse'vagrahah, is by the Vaj. Pr. set at the head of its chapter upon
the use of avagraha (v. 1).
The commentator cites, as examples of separable compounds, upa-hutah (e. g. i. 1. 4), bhri-dhdyasam (i. 2. 1), bhuri-varpasam (i. 2. 1),
and bhuri-dhan&h(vii. 60. 4). Whether such words as the first of these,
or the participles of compounded verbs, should be regarded as falling
under the designation samdaa, appears to me doubtful, as they present
the closest analogies with the verbs from which they come. I have included them with verbal forms in filling up the ganas of rules 3 to 5.

10. When a compound is farther compounded with an appended member, the latter constituent is separated.
VOL. VIi.
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The instance which the commentator selects for illustrating this rule
is prajdpatisrshtah (x. 6.19). The word praj& is itself divisible as a
compound-thus, pra-jd (e. g. vii. 35. 3); upon farther adding pati, the
former division is given up in favor of that between the old compound
and its added member, and we have prajd-pati (e.g. ii. 34. 4); and a
similar addition and removal of the pause of separation gives us prajdpati-srshtah: while we might have, did the words occur, the yet farther
change prajapatisrshtah-iva, or prajdpatisrshti-bhih,and prajdpatisrshtibhtih-iva. In no compound is the separation by avagraha made at more
than one point, and it is always the member last appended which is
entitled to separation.
The form of the corresponding rule in the Vaj. Pr. (v. 7) is vastly
preferable to that of our own. That treatise says "in the case of a
compound composed of several members, separation by avagraha is
made of the member last added." This puts the matter upon its true
basis, and accounts for the usage of the pada-text-makers both where
they separate the latter member, and where they separate the former
member, fiom the rest of the compound. We shall see below (rule 12)
that the treatment by our Pratiqakhya of the separation of a former
member is very obscure and imperfect.

11. Also in supravyd.
That is to say, in the word specified the last member is separated
from the rest of the compound, and not the first, as would be more in
accordance with the general analogies of the system of separation.
The passage, the only one in the Atharvan where the word occurs, is
quoted by the commentator: supra-avyda: yajamandya (iv. 30. 6). Suprdvi is divided in the same manner by the pada-text of the Rig-Veda
(e. g. i. 34. 4): it is of obscure derivation and meaning, and whether
the etymology of it which is implied in its analysis as made by the
Hindu grammarians is correct, is at least very doubtful. But whether
composed of su-pra-avi or su-pra-vi, we should expect the pada-text to
write it su-prd&vor su-pravt, and it is the recognition of its anomalous
division which has caused it to be made the subject of a special rule.
The commentator adds a verse about it, which, however, appears to deal
rather with its accentuation than its division: avatehprapurvasya [suprapurvasya ?' tdaabdah [yacabdah?] svaritah parah : suprdvz 'ti trtiydy&ahkshdiprah chandasi svaryate.
The Atharvan reading suprdvyd is at any rate established by this
rule, against suprdvye, which the Rik (x. 125. 2) offers, and which the
connection also appears to require. Possibly the form implies an explanation of the word which seems suggested by the first line of the
verse just quoted, as if from the root av, with the prefixes su and pra,
and with the added desiderative suffix ya, 'with desire to show propitious favor.' Such an explanation, of course, would be futile, being
sufficiently disproved by the accent alone.
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12. If the appended member is indivisible, the former member is separated.
This rule is very obscure, and I am far from feeling confident that my
translation rightly expresses its meaning. The manuscript readings of
its first word, in text and in comment, vary between anirgena, atiigena,
and amigena. If the word really means 'immovable,' i. e. ' indivisible,
inseparable,' we should expect rather aniingyena(compare iAgya in rule
76, below); and possibly the latter may be the true reading: but as
inga also is an acknowledged word, having the meaning 'movable,' I
have not ventured to alter the form presented by the manuscript. As
I have rendered it, the rule would appear to mean only that when to a
word already compounded an inseparable appendix, for instance a suffix,
was added, the division would remain as before-as in su-virat&ydi,
pra-paddbhy&m,and the like-but this is a perfectly simple case, and
one which hardly calls for especial attention and determination. The
commentator's exposition is as follows: aniigeno 'paj&te: aningena viceshalakshanena avikrshitena : dvayoh samThayejate purveydl 'vagraho bha-

vati; ' when a word is farther compounded with an indivisible-that is
to say, with a modificatory appendage which is not taken apart-and
there arises a doubt between two, separation is made of the former.'
My translation of the rule is founded upon my (solnewhat questionable)
interpretation of this paraphrase. The cited illustrations, however, do
not at all support it; they are su-kshetriy : szt-gdtuya (iv. 33. 2), saha-siktavakah

(vii. 97. 6), sa-antardep&h (ix. 5. 37), and su-prajdh (iv. 11.

3). The last three of these are plain cases of separation of the constituent last added from the rest of the compound: the first two are
less unequivocal, since we should rather regard the suffix yd as added
to sukshetra and sugatu, and the more natural division as being sukshetri-yd, sugatu-ya ;* but neither is y& an ani'ngya suffix, as is shown by

the next following word, vasu-yd, and the others detailed in rule 30,
below. The commentator adds a verse of farther exposition, but this
also throws no additional light upon the matter in hand: it is dye yatrd

'vagrahasthane putrvene 'ti parena v&: purven& 'vacfrahas tatra sulkshetri'where there are two places
yd santardecfah s'upraj&c ca nidarfanam;

for separation by avayrahca,either of the former or of the latter member of a compound, separation is there to be made of the first mem-

ber: instances are sukshetriyc,

s&ntardeph,

and suprajdh.'

I do not

see how this statement can be accepted as a correct one; for, of the
compounds consisting of more than two members, the last is even more
often separated fiom the first two than the first fiom the last two : the
point of division being, except in a very few cases of which the treatise
takes special note, determined by the history of the double or triple
compound, upon the principle distinctly laid down in the Vaj. Pr., that
the member last added is the one which must be separated. Thus, in
* The Rik pada (i. 97.
2) actually reads sugdtu-yd,although it divides su-kshetriyd
like our own text.
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the first four books of the text, we have, upon the one hand, rta-prajdta,
madhu-samd.ra, vi-&ydma, prati-abhicarana, mushka-dbarha, brahma-sarhmita,su-sarhnata,svapna-abhikarana, d-uts'iryam, &-vyusham,dyuh-pratarana,?iva-abhimarfana,aksha-parcjaya, and apva-abhidhtni; and,
on the other hand, sarupa krt, saripam-karant, sapatna-kshayana,viskandha-dfishana,sapatna-han, abhimdti-jit, abhifasti-pd, sarlkalpa-kulmala,
o as, and
a.nihotra-hut, dkuti-pra, d?dra-eshin, vijesha-krt, alhibhiiti
abhimdti-sahas. And in the rare cases where three independent words
are fused into a compound by a single process, the last one is separated
from the other two: such are nagha-risha and itiha-asa (xv. 6.4). It
will be difficult, I think, to find any interpretation for our rule which
shall make it other than a bungling and inaccurate account of the phenomena with which it professes to deal. To connect aningena in construction with pu'rvena,and translate 'the former member is separated
from the rest when it is an indivisible word,' although it would satisfy
well enough the requirements of the instances given by the commentator, would only throw us into new difficulties, for it would require us
to read sa-ripakrt as well as sa-antardefa, su-parnasuvana (v. 4. 2) as
well as su-kshetriyd, and the like.*

irf'r 1Triin1
13. Dhd is separated, when a taddhita-suffix.
As instances of the separation of the secondary suffix dha from the
themes to which it is attached, the commentor cites catuh-dhd : retah (x.
10. 29), ashta-dhd :yuktah (xiii. 3. 19), nava-dhd: hitdh (xiii. 4. 10), and
dvddafa-dhd (vi. 113. 3): in the same manner is treated mitra-dhd, at
ii. 6. 4, for which the Vajasaneyi-Sanhita, in the corresponding passage
(xxvii. 5), has mitra-dheye. On the other hand, the text offers a single
exception to the rule, vifvddha (vi. 85. 3), which neither the Pratiakhya nor its commentary notices: it is accented on the penult, while
all the other compounds with dhd accent the suffix itself.
The commentator adds; vyatyayasvafraddirghebhyodhdpratyaye na
'
avagraho bhavati; the suffix dha does not suffer separation after... (?),
sva, frat, and a long vowel: The words svadhd and fraddha, into
which the root dhd enters as last member, are here referred to, and
* The best way,it seems to me, of savingthe creditof our PratiVikhyaas re-

gards its treatment of the subject of double compositionin these two rules, will be
to regard rule 10 as equivalent to Viaj.Pr. v. 7; understandingupajdteas meaning
simply 'added to,' whether by prefixion or suffixion,and parena as signifying* the
later (i. e. the last added) constituent:' and then farther,taking rule 12 to be added
in limitation of 10, and to mean: 'when, however, the added constituent is ineapable of being separated, the division remains as before.' It might well enough be
thought that, in such cases of prefixion as avira-han (from vira-han), or in such
cases of suffixion as su-viratd, vddku-ya,pari-vatsari.na,vi-irtsd, etc., the addition
,of anotherelemeat virtually fused the prior compoundinto one word, and would
be understood as annulling its division by avagraha, unless some direction was
given to the contrary. This interpretation, however, would be contraryto the
authority of the commentator,would require us to understandparena andpurvena
in a differentfrom their usual sense, and would convict rule 11 of being an interpolation, made since the misinterpretationof rule 10.
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perhaps godha (iv. 3. 6); but to what the first item in the enumeration
refers, I have not succeeded in discovering.
The kindred suffix dd remains always attached to the theme to which
it belongs.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 27) forbids the separation of dha from a numeral,
but allows it in other cases: it would read caturdha, ashtadhd, etc., in
pada. The usage of the Rik pada-text also does not entirely correspond wittl that of the Atharvan in regard to the same suffix: thus the
former has bahudha, while the latter separates bahu-dha.

14. Also trd, when it ends in d.
The commentator's examples are deva-tra : ca : krnuhi (v. 12. 2), and
puru-tra: te: vanvatam (vi. 126. 1); and his counter-examples, of tra
inseparable, are yatra : devdh : amrtam (ii. 1. 5), and tatra: amrtasya:
cakshanam (v. 4. 3).
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 9) declares tra separable, and, as our treatise might
just as well have done, regards tra as excluded by the designation of
the form of the separable suffix as trd. The usage of the Rik pada is
also the same with that taught in our rule. Doubtless it is the character of the forms to which tra is attached, as being pronominal roots,
that prevents its separation from them, rather than anything in the
suffix itself. The ablative suffix tas is not separated, even when it follows a word having an independent status in the language, as in abhitas.

qll^t-IT.

II RRI

15. Also thd, when it is combined with a polysyllable.
The commentator's examples are rtu-thd : vi: cakshate (ix. 10. 26),
ndama-th : sa : manyeta (xi. 8. 7); and his counter-examples are adha :
yatha: nah (xviii. 3. 21), and tatha: tat: agne (v. 29. 2). Here, again,
it is evidently not the length of the words to which the suffix is appended, as monosyllables or polysyllables, that determines its separability, but the character of the former as pronominal roots and of the
latter as nominal themes.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 12) details the words after which thd is separable.

1\\\\\
5TRFFFT:
16. Also tara and tama.
The commentator cites, as instances of these suffixes with separable
character, mlddhoh: asmi : mddhu-tarah : madughat : tddhumat-tarah
(i. 34. 4), ut-tamah : asi : oshadhinam (e. g. vi. 15. 1), ahdm : asmi : yacah-tamah (vi. 39. 3), and nrna'm : ca : bhdgavat-tamah (ii. 9. 2). He
adds, according to his usual method of introducing counter-examples:
taratamayoh iti kim artham, 'why does the rule say tara and tama?'
and gives the counter-examples a:vatardsya (iv. 4. 8) and afvataryah
(viii. 8. 22). The citation of these words in this manner, as if they were
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excluded by the very form of the rule itself from falling under its operation, suggests as the true reading and interpretation of the rule taratamapoh, ' tara and tama when unaccented,' giving to the indicatory
letter p the same force which it has as appended to the same suffixes by
Panini (e. g. v. 3. 55, 57). My copy of the manuscript, indeed, gives
me everywhere taratamayoh; but, considering the small difference between y and p when hastily formed, I cannot be confident that the
Hindu scribe did not mean to write the latter letter. But, in the first
place, I find it very hard to admit that our Pratiqakhya would thus use
an indicatory letter as an essential and determinative part of one of its
rules, without giving anywhere any explanation of its value. Other
such appendages to a suffix, corresponding with those which Panini
employs, are, it is true, elsewhere found in the treatise: thus we have
(iv. 20) tdtil, where the I indicates that the syllable preceding the suffix
has the accent; also matu, vatu, and vasu, whose appended u is intended
to show that the suffix receives an augment (agama) n in the strong
cases, and takes the feminine ending z; and the particles u and su are
called, with Panini, un and sun, to distinguish them from the exclamation u and the case-ending su: but the appended letters are nowhere
used as significant. Again, we should expect that the p, if used at all,
would be applied to each suffix, and that the rule would read taraptamapoh (compare Pan. i. 1. 22), which is certainly not its form in the
manuscript. Finally, the admission of the indicatory letter, with its
Paninean signification, would not make the rule complete and accurate,
as stating the usage of our pada-text with regard to the suffixes in question; for, on the one hand, we have ratham-tara (e. g. viii. 10. 13), and
the prepositional comparatives pra-tarmal (e. g. v. 1. 4), vi-tardm (v. 12.
4), and sam-taram (vii. 16. 1); and, on the other hand, there are cases
in which the unaccented endings are not separated from the themes to
which they are attached, and one of these cases is even noted and
specified by the commentator. The latter's discussion of the rule is
fuller than usual, as he seems, for once, to feel the necessity of doing
something to supply the deficiencies of his text; but his effort is only
partially successful, and moreover, his language is so mutilated by the
manuscript that I can make it out but imperfectly. He first asks why
the separation of tara and tama is not made also in katara;and katama,
yatara and yatama (to which we may add itara and dntara), and answers netduche[ndi 'tdu stas?] taratamdv anydv etav akdrddi pratyay&u : aigasyd 'trd 'dimdtram u fishyate lupyate param : svaradd pratyaydv etdu padatvam nd 'tra fishyate; 'these are not tara and tama,
but other suffixes, commencing with a [viz. atara, atama]: in the derivatives in question, the first portion of the theme remains, but the
last is dropped [i. e. yatara=y + atara etc.]: these are two suffixes with
initial vowel: capability of standing as separate padas is not taught of
them.' This distinction of the suffixes as applied to pronominal roots
from those applied to other themes is evidently artificial and false: the
difference is that the roots themselves are not, like derivative themes,
detachable from the suffixes appended to them-as we have seen to be
the case under the two preceding rules. The commentator, changing
his subject, then goes on to say gotamah pratishedho vaktavya.h; Ithe
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word gotama must be noted as an exception to the rule;' and he cites
the passage in which it occurs: yd'u : gtamam : vathah (iv. 29. 6);
adding, by way of explanation, samhjnidydarudhiSabdo dhd tama 'trd
'natifdyane: asamdnah samudrddis tasmdn netyati gotamah. I have
not succeeded in restoring this verse so as to translate it, but so much
of it as applies to gotama may be pretty clearly understood: the word,
as a proper name, is one of common currency, a samjnad,or specific appellation employed without reference to its etymology, and its suffix
tama has no superlative signification; hence there is a propriety in
treating it otherwise than as an ordinary superlative.
There yet remains one word in the Atharvan, viz. uttara, whose treatment by the pada-text requires an exposition which the Prati(akhya
omits. While uttama is always divided-thus, ut-tama-the comparative is variously treated, being sometimes divided and sometimes left
without avagraha. The Vaj. Pr. (v. 2) takes special note of this irregularity, declaring a word formed with tara or tama not separable when
opposed in meaning to 'south;' that is, when meaning 'north'-this
being, as we may suppose, another case of sahmjna. This principle is
so far followed in our text that the word is never divided when it has
the meaning 'north :' but it is also left without avagraha in quite a
number of passages* where it has its own proper signification 'upper,'
or the naturally and regularly derived ones 'superior,' 'remoter,' or
'later.' I can only suppose that the true principle which should determine the separation or non-separationwas misunderstood and misapplied
by the constructors of our pada-text.

vFvt1VII 11
17. Also mant.
The illustrations chosen by the commentator from among the very
numerous examples of this rule presented in the Atharvan text are
madhu-mat (e. g. i. 34. 3) and go-mat (xviii. 3. 61). Exceptions are
noted farther on, in rule 47.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 8) states the principle more broadly, including together all possessive suffixes; among them, most of those which form
the subject of our next rule.

18. Also a taddhita beginning with v.
The commentator cites as examples atri-vat: vah : krimayah : hanmi:
kanva-vat :jamadagni-vat (ii. 32. 3), rta-vdnam (vi. 36. 1), satya-vanam
(iv. 29. 1, 2), afva-vdn (vi. 68. 3), anji-vam (viii. 6. 9), kepa-vth (viii. 6.
23),' marta-vatsam (viii. 6. 26), -vayam (viii. 6. 26), and vadhu-yam
* They are as follows: iii. 5.5. iv.22.6. v. 28.10. vi. 16.4; 118.3; 134.2. viii.
2.15. xi. 8. 18. xii. 1.54.
t The MS. next gives rdnvatah,which I have not succeeded in identifying with
any word in the Atharvan text.
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(xiv. 1. 29). He must have been nodding when he added the last three
words, of which the third has no suffix beginning with v, and the two
others are not formed by suffixes, but by composition. He goes on to
say vijno pratishedho vaktavyah, but what is to be understood in, or
from, vijio, I do not see: the cases of irregular absence of separation
by avagraha which he adduces are druvayah: vi-baddhcth (v. 20. 2),
ubhaydvinam (v. 25. 9), and the three words, of kindred character with
the latter, amaydvi, mekhaldvt, medhadv, no one of which is found in
the Atharvan, although we once have an accusative of the last of them,
medhdvinam (vi. 108. 4).
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19. Also gas, with distributive meaning.
The instances given in the commentary are paru-pah: kalpaya: enam
(ix. 5. 4), and dhama-pah: sthatre: rejante: vi-krtani : rupa-fah (ix. 9.
16); the counter-examples, showing that pas is only separable when distributive, are arkusah (vi. 82. 3) and kzndaah (e. g. iii. 17. 5)-cases
which it was very unnecessary to cite, since their suffix, if they have
one, is fa, not pas.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 9) marks gas, along with other secondary suffixes, as
separable.

1
1l?r

II o II

20. Also tdti.
Panini (e. g. iv. 4.142) calls the suffix tdti by the same name, tdtil,
the appended I signifying, as has been already noticed, that the syllable
preceding the suffix is accented. The Vaj. Pr., in its corresponding
rule (v. 9), calls it simply tdti.
The commentator illustrates with the two passages mahydi: arishta-tdtaye (iii. 5. 5), and havishmantam: ma : vardhaya :jyeshtha-tdtaye (vi.
39. 1).
The related suffix td is never separated from the theme to which it is
appended: tva forms the subject of rule 26, below.

21. Also dyu, after ubhaya.
The commentator cites the examples ubhaya-dyuh: abhi-eti (i. 25. 4)
and ubhaya-dyuh: upa : haranti (viii. 10. 21), and the counter-example
yah : anyedyuh (i. 25. 4); which are the only cases (except a repetition
of the phrase in i. 25. 4 at vii. 116. 2) presented in our text of derivatives-or, more properly, of compounds-formed with dyu or dyus.
The name dyubh or dyubhi, which our treatise gives to the latter, is
a strange one, and not supported by anything in Panini: indeed, the
latter seems never to use bh as an indicatory letter; the general grammar
forms ubhayadyus with the suffix dyus, and anyedyus and its numerous
kindred (see the Bohtlingk-Roth lexicon, under dyus, or Pan. v. 3. 22)
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with the suffix edyusac: one is tempted to conjecture that the authors
of our system may have regarded dyus in these compounds as a contraction for the instrumental plural dyubhis. The reading of the word
is well assured, not only by the text and comment, but also by a cited
verse with which the commentator closes his exposition: it reads anyasyd
dyubhi tv etvamh
sydd anyo vd dyahbhir ishyate: lopa edyubhi cd 'ntyasya
siddho vd 'yam punar dyubhi. This evidently has to do with the formation of anyedyus, accounting for the e which precedes the suffix: but I
can offer no entirely satisfactory restoration of the text.

22. Also matra.
This is most palpably a rule which has its ground in the observed
phenomena of the general language, and not in those of the AtharvaVeda; for although, in the later language, mdtra came to be used in
such a mode and sense as to give some ground for its treatment as a suffix, it is in the Atharvan nothing but a noun, and even enters into composition only with ati, forming the adjective atimdtra, 'above measure,
excessive.' The commentator cites, in illustration of the rule, the two
passages in which this compound occurs, namely ati-mdtram: avardhanta
(v. 19. 1) and ye: dtmdnam ati-matram (viii. 6. 13).

II1T 11 ,
fw FIfk
23. Also ddntm, after viFva
The commentator cites, as example and counter-example,vifva-ddnim
(e. g. vii. 73. 11) and taddnim (e. g. x. 8. 39), the only two Atharvan
words which are formed with this suffix. Here, again, is an instance of
a suffix remaining attached in pada to a pronominal root, while it is
separated from a nominal theme (compare under rules 14-16).

24. Also maya, excepting after s,
A single example of the separation of the suffix maya is cited in the
commentary, viz. faka-mayam : dhumam (ix. 10. 25); and also a single
example of its non-separation, when following a theme ending in s, viz.
anah: manasmayam (xiv. 1. 12).

25. Also ka, after a consonant,
Words in which the suffix ka is appended to a consonant are not at
all frequent in the Atharvan: the commentator brings up two cases, viz.
avat-kam (ii. 3.1) and ejat-kd.a (v. 23. 7), and I have noted but two
others, viz. manah-kam (vi. 18. 3) and aniyal4-kam (x. 8. 25). As counter-examples, where the same suffix, following a vowel, is left attached
VOL. VII.
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in pada to its theme, he gives us tundikah (viii. 6. 5) andlipavitnukdh
(v. 23. 7). Such formations occur by scores in our text.*

V-,
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26. Also tva, in a word accented on the final syllable.
The instances cited by the commentator of the occurrence of this common suffix are mahi-tvd': kcsmdi (iv. 2. 4), amrta-tv&m: dnafuh (ix. 10.
1), and fticayah: cuci-tvdm(xii. 3.28). As counter-example,to show that
the tva is separated only when it receives the accent, is cited dditih:
jdnitvam (vii. 6. 1: the Rik pada, in the corresponding passage [i. 89.
10], has jdni-tvam); and this is the only word of the kind which the
text contains, for at ii. 28. 3, where the edition reads jdnitvdh, all the
manuscripts have janitrdh. The commentator adds a verse respecting his counter-example, as follows: janitvam aditeh param ne 'ngyate
k.rjjanaparatah: itvo vd sydj janas tenapadatvamhnd 'tra fishyate: this
informs us thatjanitva following aditi is not to be treated as separable,
as being formed from the root jan by the suffix itva, which is not taught
to be an ending capable of constituting an independent pada. He then
na bhavati ekaja : tvam:
proceeds to ask the question iha kasmat sanmdso
mahi: tvam; 'why is there no combination in the passages ekaja tvaind
(iv. 31. 3: p. eka-ja : tvdm) and mahi tvdm (not found in AV.); and he
answers by a verse, from the authority, doubtless, which had suggested
to him the query: ekaja tvam mahi tvam ca tad ubhayafmsamasyate [tz
'bhayah na samasyate?]: dmantritarhtayohpirvam yushmada[s?] tvam
param padam; 'in neither of the phrases ekaja tvam and mahi tvam is
there a combination; the former word is there a vocative, and the latter
is tvam from yushmad.' It is clearly a work of supererogation on the
part of the commentator to explain such self-evident matters. But he
is not content even with this; he continues "why is not agrepitva separated "--that is to say, I presume, why is it not divided agrepi-tva, instead of agre-pitva?-and he again cites a verse: taddhite 'vagrahah
jishtah padatvarhnd 'tra fishyate: pibates tarn nibodhata itvam chdndasam ishyate; 'separability is taught only of taddhitas; division into
separate padas is not taught of this case; note that the word comes
from the root pd, 'to drink,' with the Vedic suffix itva.' But, even
were this exposition in itself worth giving, the word to which it relates
does not occur in the Atharvan, nor-judging from its non-appearance
in the Bohtlingk-Roth lexicon-in any other of the known Vedic texts.
We could wish that our commentator had reserved his strength for
points where its exertion would have done us some service.
The suffix tra, which appears in the single word sariskrtatra to fill
the office of tva, is in our pada-text (iv. 21. 4) left inseparable, while the
Rik, in the corresponding passage (vi. 28. 4), interposes the avagraha
before it. Taya, in catushtaya (x. 2. 3), is not separated from its theme.
Of td, notice has been taken under rule 20.
* For example, in the first eight books,from which alone I have excerpted them,
at i. 2. 2; 3.6-9, 9; 11.5; 26.4; 34.2. ii. 8.1; 24.1, 2; 26.6. iii. 11.2; 28.4. T.
18. 8. vi. 29.3; 43. 1; 83. 3; 121.4. vii. 66.6. viii. 6.19, 21 (bis).
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27. Krtva is combined or not, according to its appearance as
an independent word or otherwise.
Krtvas occurs but three times in the Atharvan: twice it is treated as
an independent word, both it and the preceding numeral having an accent; once it is combined with the numeral, the latter losing its separate
accent, and it is thell separated by ava.qrahafrom it. The commentator
cites all the passages, as follows: caclr : ndmah: aslta-kr'tvah : bhav-'y:a:daa
kr'telah(xi. 2. 9), and trih: sapt&: krtvah (xii. 2. 29). After
this, having not yet recovered from the impulse which made him so
fertile of exposition under the foregoing rule, he continues: nanv evam:
katharm: vyavasthitenavikalpena vdfubdenapratipdditatvdt; ' now then,
how is it since a diversity of usage is taught respecting the word, by
the use of the term vda and he makes reply in a lengthy citation from
his metrical authority, which wanders at the end far beyond the limits of
the subject in hand: karoter dafasaptdbhya< twvfabdahkrd vidhiyate:
saakhydya anuddttdyc ashta abdat sama.yate: uddttdd
dada.sapte 'ty
evam pirrvena vigrahah: dhdparyantds tuddhitd ye te 'shte vd 'v(agraho
bhavet: ato 'nyenapadatve 'pi yuvatyddishu taddhitam : dhdtrthdtdtiliSasiddnimtaratamomatup: vamatradyubhi ketvdpi mayakrtveshv avaqrahah. In the last verse we have an enumeration of all the suffixes thus
far treated of as separable.

28. Jdttya etc. are also separable.
As instances of the use of titya, the commentator gives us patujt ya, mrduj&tya, pandita-jdtiya, and fobhan-ajdttya: none of these
words, however, nor any other compounds with the same final member,
are to be met with in the Atharvan text. The general grammar also
treats jttya as a suffix, and Panini's scholiasts (under v. 3.
9) give, as
an example of its use, the first of the instances of our commentator.
The latter farther cites, to fill out the gana of the rule, some of the
compounds of dheya, viz. bkdga-dheyam (e. g. vi. 111. 1), rupa-dheyam
(rupa-dheydni: ii. 26. 1), and ndma-dheyam (vii. 109. 6). What other
frequently occurring final members of compounds it may have pleased
the authors of our treatise to regard as suffixes, and to include in this
gana, I do not know: I have noted no actual suffixes as needing to be
comprehended in it.

a
29.
with and
by a vowel
29. Also
Also a suffix
suffix commencing
commencing with yy and preceded
preceded by a vowel

in a desiderative form; namely, in
participles, denominatives,
and desiderative adjectives.
Not one of the technical terms used in this rule is known to me to
occur elsewhere than in the grammatical language of our treatise. One
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of them, ichd, we have had at another place (iii. 18), and in such a
connection as to show that it is employed to designate the whole class
of words to which this rule applies; the others, then, are specifications
under it, or a classified statement of the cases which it includes. The
same thing is indicated by the commentator, who paraphrasesas follows:
ydddv ichdydbh svarat avagraho bhavati karma0 etc. Karmandma,
then, I have without much hesitation rendered by 'participle;' and
tanm&ninseems to me to mean 'implying the making or doing of that
which the theme indicates,' and so to be applicable to such words as
fatr4iyanti, aghdyanti, where the signification is not simply desiderative: but of this I do not feel altogether confident, and I have at one
time sought in the word a designation of the middle participles having
the termination mdna; prepsu I think must belong to such derivative
adjectives as devayu, fravasyu. The commentator, as usual, fails to
give us any light upon these points: he only cites, as instances of the
separable suffixes to which the rule relates, adhvari-yatdm (i. 4. 1),
agha-yuh (e. g. iv. 3. 2), vrsha-yamdnah (ii. 5. 7), and ratru-yatm : abhi
(iii. 1. 3): and farther, as counter-examples, tat: sisdsati (xiii. 2. 14), to
show that no desiderative suffix is separable unless beginning with y;
and yena::zravasyavah (iii. 9. 4), to show that the suffix beginning with
y must not be preceded by a consonant.
The Vaj. Pr. has a corresponding rule (v. 10), but more briefly expressed.

c1

IIq J
1yY

30. Also yd, when combined
and sddhu.

o'

II

with vasu, ava, svapna, sumna,

Why this rule should be necessary, after the one which precedes it,
and which would include all the cases to which it is intended to apply,
I find it difficult to see. It can hardly be that it was meant to exclude
such words as su-kshetriyd, su-gatuyd, since these have been otherwise
provided for (see under rule 12, above): more probably, forms like
mithuyd (e. g. iv. 29. 7) and urviyd (e. g. v. 12. 5) are to be regarded as
its counter-examples. The Vaj. Pr. (v. 20) also does a like work of
supererogation in reference to sundry words of its text. The commentator repeats the words, but gives nothing of the context of the
passages in which they occur: they are vasu-yd (iv. 33. 2), ava-yA (ii. 35.
1), svapna-yd (v. 7. 8), sumna-yd (vii. 55.1), and sddhu-yd (x. 4. 21).
The second of them is classed with the rest only by a blunder, since it
is evidently avayds, the irregular nominative singular of ava-yaj, and
ought to be written by the pada-text ava-ydh, instead of ava-yd.
The comment closes with another verse: pancdi 'vd 'vagrahdn dha
ydpabde ?dkata&yanah:antoddttah padatvaThca vibhaktyarthe bhavet tu
yd; ' QAkat?yanamentions five cases in which yd suffers separation by
avagraha: it is accented as final, and stands as an independent element,
when used as a case-ending.' I am by no means confident that I have
correctly interpreted the last line.

iv. 34.]
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31. Also bhis, bhydm, and bhyas.
As illustrations, the commentary furnishes panca-bhih: anguli-bhih
(iv. 14. 7), uru-bhydm : te : ashthhvad-bhyam: parshni-bhym : pra-paddbhydm (ii. 33. 5), and asthi-bhyah: te : majja-bhyah: sndva-bhyah: dhamani-bhyah (ii. 33. 6). The case-ending bhyam, as in tubhyam and asmabhyam, is not treated as separable.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 13) puts our rules 31 and 33 into one, declaring a
case-ending beginning with bh separable, when following a short vowel
or a consonant. This would teach the division tu-bhyam,asma-bhyam,
also; but the latter is expressly declared indivisible in another rule (v.
35), and the former was perhaps overlooked.

32. Also su.
The commentator's instances are anha-su (vi. 35. 2), ap-su (e. g. i. 4.

4),1 and vayam: raja-su(vii. 50. 7).

The Vaj. Pr. (v. 14) combines this rule with rule 34, and says that su
is separated when its s is not changed to a lingual.

33. But not after a long vowel.
This restriction applies to both the two preceding rules: no case-ending is separable after a long final vowel, whether this be an original long
final of the theme, or the result of a prolongation according to the rules
of declension. The commentator instances ydbhih : satyam : bhavati
(ix. 2. 25), tdbhih: tvam : asmdn (ix. 2. 25), akshibhym : te: ndsikdbhydm:karn&bhydm (ii. 33. 1), gobhyah:. apvebhyah (iii. 28. 3), and
&su: itar&su (iii. 10. 4).
Compare Vaj. Pr. v. 13, as quoted under rule 31, above.

34. Nor where conversion into a lingual takes place.
This is an exception under rule 32, applying only to the termination
su. The two, as was already remarked, are by the Vaj. Pr. combined
into a single rule (v. 14). Our commentator cites prati : tishtha : dikshu (iv. 14. 9), namasyah : vikshu : zdyah (ii. 2. 1), mdnushishu dikshu
(v. 11. 8), marutah : vikshu (viii. 4. 18), yam : ca vikshu (ix. 5. 19),
pari :paya : vikshu (viii. 3.10), and su-vrjanasu : dikshu (xviii. 1. 46).
I The MS.adds
dup-su,whichI have not beenable to identifywith any Atharvanword. Possiblykrt-su is intended.
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35. Varis is separated after a short vowel.
The commentator quotes from the text the examples cakr-vdn (ii. 35.
3) and papi-vdn (xiv. 1. 3), and the counter-example vidvdn (e.g. ii. 1.
2), and then goes on with a long citation from his metrical authority,
as follows: apade 'vagrahah fishta ikdrena padadind: dhdtvantdc ca
vasdu hrasvdc cakrvan papivan iti: upasarga.xamase'pi vasdv evd 'vagrhyate: kikiinuvdaviFesh(nabhute tdbhydahvidhiyate: vasusvdrthe tayo
lubdham bahulal chandasi 'ti ca: vd tayoh krtoh samdsdc cd 'pajdyeta
vastut(lh: avakare padatvam na purvendi 'vd 'vaqrhyate: ahrasve 'pi
padatvam sydt prdptas tatrd 'py avagrahah: ahrasve chdndasatvdt tu
rutvam dhur manishinah. The meaning of some of these lines is very
clear, and they are seen to cover the ground of our present rule and of
the two following: others are obscure, and need emendation before they
can be intelligently rendered.
The Vaj. Pr. gives but one rule (v. 11) respecting the separation of
the suffix of the perfect participle, combining together the specifications
and counter-specificationsof the three rules of our treatise.

36. And that, even when the form is combined with a prepo.
sition.
The cited illustrations are pareyi-vdasan (xviii. 1. 49), pravifi-vansam
(iv. 23. 1), jakshi-vdnsah :papi-v&dsah (vii. 97. 3), and uttasthi-vansah
vi. 93. 1). The same words (excepting jakshivdnsah, perhaps omitted
by the carelessness of the copyist) were found cited under i. 88, and it
is probably their association there which has caused the inclusion among
them here of the two forms from simple roots, which are of no value
as regards the matter now under treatment. But for this rule, we might
expect pra-vifivdnsam, ut-tasthivdhsam, and so on, like pra-vishtam,
ut-tishthatah, etc. And yet, the separation as here taught is not discordant with the general principle that the last added member shall be
the one which receives avagraha, since we may more properly regard
the participial suffix as combined with the root after the latter's composition with its prefix than before: were ta a separable suffix, we should
doubtless also have pravif-ta, utthi-ta, and the like.

8.4t- 1
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37. But the preposition is separated, when the suffix shows
no v.

That is to say, when the suffix is contracted into ush, in the weak
forms of declension, it is no longer separable, and the avagraha remains
where it was before, between the preposition and the verb; as in the
forms cited by the commentator, d-jagmushah: anu-mate (ii. 26. 2), and
vap: :pra-dadushe: duhe (xii. 4. 35). He adds a verse: yadd prasdra-
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n.am tasya padatva7 ne 'shyate tadd: purven 'vagrahah siddho yatas
taj jiyate padam; 'when the suffix suffers contraction, its capability of
standing as an independent pada is not taught: the former constituent
then maintains the avagraha, as having a superior right to it (?).'

WfrT: T 1T(1
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38. Samanta is divided, when it has the sense of completion.
The commentator gives us, as instances of the separable compound,
pushkarinth: sdmantdh (iv. 34. 5 etc.), and sdm-agrah: sdm-antah: bhuydsam (vii. 81. 4); and, as instance of the separable compound, ydthd :
vrkshdm: libujd: samantdm (vi. 8. 1). But how the word has the sense
of completion any more in the two former cases than in the latter, I
quite fail to perceive. The commentator adds a farther exposition,
which puts the distinction upon a safer, though still an arbitrary,ground:
samanta?hsarvatodrthe'ntoddttamna 'vagrhyate,adyuddttanzavagrhyate:
pirandrtharh pushkarinil samantah; 'samantam, having the sense of
sarvatas, 'wholly,' and accented on the final, does not suffer avagraha;
when accented on the first, and having the sense of completion, it suffers
avagraha, as in pushkarintihsamantdh.'

39. The prepositions vi and sam are separated from the root

an, when the word formed is a name of the breath.

We should have expected this rule to be stated the other way;
namely, that the root an was not separated from pra and apa (in the
compounds prdna and apana, which are always thus written in pada,
without division). This would, on the one hand, be theoretically preferable, since the general rules for division would lead us to expect the
pada-readings pra-dna, apa-ana, vi-dna, and sam-dna, and we therefore
ought to have the first two denied, rather than the last two ratified, by
a special rule: and, on the other hand, it would be practically more
accurate, since udana, which occurs in the combination vyana-uddndu,
is doubtless a separable compound, and is in fact so regarded by the
commentator, under rule 42 below. Why prdna and apdna should not
also be divided, it is far from easy to see.
The commentator gives us the examples vi-.nah: dyuh (xviii. 2.46),
and sam-dnam : asmin : kah (x. 2. 13). To show that it is only after vi
and sam that the avagraha takes place before an, he brings up the counter-example prdnah: apdnah (xviii. 2. 46); and, to show that the compound must be a name of the breath, he cites sanmdnam:astu: vo : manah (vi. 64. 3). The specification prdnadkhy cet, however, is after all
pleonastic, since the adjective samdna, 'resembling, like, accordant,' is
from sa + mdna, not sam + dna.
The Rik and White Yajus treat the word prdna in the same manner
as our text: apdna does not appear to occur in the former Veda, and
in the latter it is (Vaj. Pr. v. 33, comm.) separable. Compare also Vaj.
Pr. v. 36, which deals with samana.
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40. Also are separated kadmyaand a repeated word.
This is a strange rule. In the first place, the Atharva-Veda furnishes
no ground whatever for the treatment of k&myaas a suffix, even though
it be regarded as such in certain combinations in the general grammatical system (see Pan. iii. 1. 9 etc.). We find it only in such compounds
as the commentator instances by citing apraddhah: dhana-kamyd (xii.
2. 51) and anriam : vitta-kamya (xii. 3. 52), which would fall under
rule 9 of this chapter without occasioning any difficulty or hesitation.
In the second place, I can discover no possible reason for combining
together in one rule things so utterly unconnected and incongruous as
the occurrence of this suffix and that of words repeated in an emphatic
or a distinctive sense. The dual termination, however, is our warrant
that we have not here, as in the case of rules 12 and 13 of the first
chapter, two rules written and explained together by the commentator.
The latter cites a single passage containing two words which are dmredita, viz. bhuyah-bhuiya.: pvah.-~vah
(x. 6. 5 etc.).
The V&j. Pr. (v. 18) has the same rule respecting repeated words,
and calls them (i. 146) by the same name. PAnini also employs the
term dmredita (e. g. vi. 1. 99) in a kindred sense.

41. Also iva.
The commentator cites but a single instance-sdldvvrkn-iva (ii. 27.
5)-of this exceedingly frequent case of combination. The V&j.Pr.
notes it at v. 18.

iro7T#t4i#FT
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42. Separation is made between two words which are each of
them separable.
Or, as the commentator paraphrasesit, when two wordsf themselves
separable, are combined into a single word, separation of the middle
member (parvan) is made. His instances are yat: dnjana-abhyaitjanam
(ix. 6. 11), prajd-amrtatvam: uta: dirgham : dyuh (xi. 1. 34), and vydna-udandu : vak (xi. 8. 4); to which we might add indefinitely, not only
copulative compounds, but possessives (e. g. dhrta-yajnakratuh,ix. 6. 27)
and others.
The Vaj. Pr. finds no need of such a rule as this, nor does it seem
imperatively called for, all possible cases being already disposed of by
rules 10 and 12, above. Still less is to be seen the necessity of adding
to it the two which next follow, and which it obviously includes.

. A also,s betw n to cmp
s.
43. As also, between two compounds,
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The sole example furnished in the commentary is aghapansa-duh.ansdbhym : karena (xii. 2. 2).
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44. As also, between a separable word and its repetition.
The commentator cites instances of repeated words occurring in
five successive verses of the Atharvan text, without troubling himself
about the fact that two of them are not separable: they are kurvatim-kurvatim eva (ix. 5. 32), samyatim-saimyatim:eva (ix. 5. 33), pinvatim-pinvatzm eva (ix. 5. 34), udyatim-udyatm : eva (ix. 5. 35), and abhibhavantlm-abhibhavantim:eva (ix. 5. 36). He adds a verse: prthaliniqyasamdse ca madhye kurydd avagraham: samhyatiTmsamyatim
cdi 'va vydnoddn&u nidar?anam; 'separation by avagraha must be made in the
middle of a compound made up of two severally separable words:
instances are samyati7m-samyatim and vydnoddndu.'

Scrl^H^
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45. In vasudhdtara and sahasrasdtama, separation is made after
vasu and sahasra.
The passages are cited by the commentator: vasu-dh&tarah:ca (v.
27. 6), and sahasra-sdtamt : bhava (iii. 28. 4). It is not without reason
that the PraticAkhya takes note of these cases; for, since the suffixes
tara and tama are separable (by iv. 16), and are plainly the last added
members, the words they form should read, in pada, vasudhd-tara and
sahasrasd-tama. Comparatives and superlatives of this particular class,
however, where the suffixes are appended to root words which directly
govern the preceding member of the compound, are treated in the same
manner by the pada-texts also of the Rik (e. g. ratna-dhatamam, i. 1. 1)
and White Yajus, and the latter's Prati(akhya (V. Pr. v. 3), makes special mention of them. The commentator adds: vasudhdtara iti: vasun&ahdhdtrtarah: shashthyantena [arthena?] samasah : samdse avagraho
bhavati: vasuni va dadhati: vasu-dhatarah: samdse avagraho bhavati;
'vasudhdtara: that is, one who is in a high degree a giver (dhadrtara)
of good things; composition is made with a form having a genitive
sense; the compound suffers avagraha: or, vasuldh taras, 'they bestow
good things;' the compound suffers avagraha.' The only item of value
derivable from this exposition is that some authorities regarded vasudh&'tarah as the plural of vasu-dhdtar. It would be, in fact, in its
Atharvan connection, much more easily interpretable in this manner,
but that the accent speaks strongly for the other mode of derivation.
The passage in which it occurs is shown by comparison with the White
Yajus (xxvii. 15) to be curiously misunderstood and corrupted, and the
Atharvan vasudhd'tarah corresponds to vasudhd'tamah of the other
text: we may suppose that the former means to give the plural of vasudhdtar, but gives it the accent which belongs to vasudhd'tarna and its
corresponding comparative vasudhd'tara. The commentator closes his
treatment of the subject with a verse: sanibhyd&h[sddhdbhyd&.?] ca
VOL. VII.
68
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ca
krdantdbhyhd vihitdu taddhitdu pardu: tdbhydia shashthsMsamdse
purvend 'vagrahah smrtah: ' after sd and dhd (?), as krt-endings, taddhitas are declared to follow: in a compound with these having a genitive
meaning, the former member is separated by avagraha.'
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46. Subhishaktamasuffers separation by avagraha before tama.
The commentator cites subhishak-tamdh(vi. 24. 2); we have also the
nominative singular masculine at ii. 9. 5. He adds pobhanahbhishak :
subhishak; 'subhishak means propitious physician;' and then again gives
a verse: bhishajd hi suFabdo 'yam pumrlingena samasyate: upajdtas
tamas tasmdt pFrvend [parend?] 'vagrahah smrtah; 'here su is compounded with the masculine bhishaj, and tama is farther appended:
separation by avagraha is made of the latter.'
I can see no reason at all for any such rule as this: the case specified
is simply one in which the separation by avagraha takes place normally,
according to the general rules, and a score more of precisely similar
cases might easily be quoted from the Atharvan text: instances are
bhdgavut-tama (ii. 9. 2) and bhdgavat-tara (iv. 13. 6), sphdtimdt-tama
(iii. 24. 6), mrtcmanah-tara (vi. 18. 2), and vrtrahAn-tama(vii. 110.1).
The signature of the first section, which closes here, is as follows:
47: caturthasya prathamah pddah: caturddhydyibhdshye caturthasya
prathamah pddah samdptah. We have found but forty-six rules in the
section, but have remarked one (rule 40) which ought to have been
divided and counted as two. Possibly two may have been fused together in it, in order to allow the commentator's introduction to the
chapter to count as a rule, without altering the received number in the
section: but I have neither been willing to allow the rank of a rule to
anything in that introduction, nor ventured to divide rule 40 into two
parts.

47. The suffix mant and its equivalents are not separable
after t and s.
The commentator cites in illustration datvati (e. g. iv. 3. 2), garutmdn
(e. g. iv. 6. 3), marutvdn (e. g. vi. 104. 3), i'rjasvdn (u'rjasvantah,vii. 60.
2), payasv&n (e. g. vii. 73. 5), uirjasvati (e. g. iii. 12. 2), and payasvati
(e. g. iii. 10.1). The only consonants other than t and s which are
found to occur before the suffix vant are n and n, which allow separation; instances are dsan-vat (vi. 12. 2), asthan-vantam (ix. 9. 4), brahman-vatzm (vi. 108. 2), etc. The rule is an exception under rule 17
above; by the Vaj. Pr. (v. 8) it is included with the general rule in one
statement.

48. Nor vant, after ya, ta, and eta.

.Atharva-Teda Prdti~dkhya.
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The commentator's examples are y&vat: te : abhi : vi-pafy6mi (xii. I.
33), tavat sam-ditu : indriyam (iii. 22. 5), and etdvat asya:pracinam
(iv. 11. 8); and his counter-examples, which are hardly called for, are
,84nrta-vat(e. g. v. 20. 6), and apd'shtha-vat(xiv. 1. 29). This rule, also,
is included in V"]. Pr. v. 8, since in each of the words to which it refers
there is an irregular prolongation of the final vowel of the theme before
the suffix.

49. Nor a copulative compound made up of the names of
divinities.
The commentator gives pretty nearly the whole series of such compounds which the text furnishes: they are indrdgnif (e. g. i. 35. 4), indravay4 (iii. 20. 6), bhavarudretu(xi. 2. 14), bhavdparv&au
(e. g. iv. 28. 1),
v&talparjanyd(x. 4. 16), agnislsornd (e. g. i. 8. 2), mitravaruna (e. g. iii.
4. 4), indrdvarun4 (e. g. vii. 58. 1), and indr&soin4(e. g. viii. 4. 1) : to be
added are only som4rudrhfu(e. g. v. 6. 5), indr pushand (vi. 3. 1), and
agnavishnA (vii. 29. 1, 2). A number of verses follow in the commientary, in the usual corrupt condition of text: devatdn&miha dvandve dirghatva7h yadil drpyate: aniAigya, tat2 padaA vacyam agnishomdu
nidaranamr : thus much is clear, and is a virtual repetition of our rule,
but with a restriction to cases in which a long vowel appears at the end
of the first member of the compound, which requires a specification
farther on of the single exception inravdy4; w
hwat follows is more obscure, and I have not been able, with what time I have given to it, to
restore the text to an intelligible form; it r-eads: VasurednahdvandveCpy
avag,rhyarhkathafa padam: dalkatyasye
'rigite nityaA yathA saatynrte
3i.33. 21 tathd: brahmaprajapatis [xix. 9. 121 tv aha na 'vagrhyah ka'd4
ozna: &naizahpratishedhap ca v6yop co 'bhayatah parani: indrav&yv
[iii. 20. 6] ltdishu katharh dirgho yatra tad [na?] d'r yate: dvandvamatrenashedastvamahordtre nidarfanarn.
The rule of the VSj. Pr. (v. 28), which includes also our rules 50 and
52, is to the effect that dual copulative compounds whose first members
end in a vowel are not separable.
m4171 iqe i'
I'111u0I
~'
50. Nor one which shows a long vowel before an initial consonant of the latter member of the compouna&
The instances furnished by the commentator are ishtqphrtam (e. g. H.
12. 4), pitdputrau (vi. 112. 2), kasAmudau (xiv. 2. 4'3), dYavdprthiv1
(e. g. ii. 1. 4), dyav&vib1lJ,2
(xviii. 1. 31), and ush&sanakt&(e. g. v. 12. 6).
T'o these I add ~rundsir4(iii. 17. 5), s4rydm4sau (iii. 29. 5*), s4rydcandramas&u (vi. 28. 3), and yajaii4yajiiyam (viii. 10. 13). To the same
class, of dvandvas exemiptfrom division, belongs pra&napanu(e. g. ii. 16.
1), although it does not show the peculiarities of form which this rule
#4

I yad.
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anityat.

* In the edition, si'ryam0 is a misprint.
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demands, and therefore ought to be made the subject of a special precept: our treatise-makers and their commentator, apparently,have overlooked it. A single counter-example the commentator gives, viz. satydnrte iti satya-anrte (i. 33. 2). He adds a verse: irdmivdpurobhyar1
ca prcakrtyd dirgha eva sah: hrasvasya yatra dtrghatvarh sa dvandvo
nd 'vagrhyate; 'after ird, amivd, and purah [avagraha comes in], for
in those cases the vowel is long by nature; but where a short vowel is
lengthened, there no division by avagraha takes place.' This is a very
blundering statement, so far as concerns the instances given in the
first pdda: purah, of course, could form no copulative compound;
amfva forms none such in the Atharvan, and it also, though a feminine with a long final vowel, as a separate word, always shortens its
final in composition (amiva-catana, e. g. i. 28. 1; amlva-han, e. g. RV.
i. 18. 2); ird too. is found only in the compound ira-kshtrd (x. 10. 6),
which is not copulative.
The implication of dvandva from the preceding rule seems clearly
made by the particle ca in this rule, and is supported by the connection
as shown by the two following rules: the commentator, also, inserts
dvandvasya after yasya in his paraphrase. Such compounds, then, as
viF,vnara, svtvrk, vtrudh, sikara, etc., which are left undivided in the
pada-text on account of the irregularly protracted final of their first
members, must be left to fall into the general gana of rule 54.

51. Nor shodaqin, on account of the interfusion of the two
members of the compound.
Or, it may be, 'on account of doubt'-that is to say, of doubt as to
the form to which the constituents should be restored, their mode of
combination being an entirely anomalous one. It is to be observed,
however, that our treatise has itself (at i. 63) given special directions
as to how shat and following da;a are combined together, so that to the
student of the PrAtiqakhya the pada-reading shat-dafa ought to occasion no difficulty. That the rule reads shodafi instead of shodafa is
surprising, since both words (each in but a single passage) occur in the
text: the commentator cites them, as follows: ishtdpurtasya: shodapam
(iii. 29. 1), shodaf : sapta-rftrah (xi. 7. 11).
The Vaj. Pr. mentions shodaSa in a rule (v. 37) containing a long
list of indivisible words.

52. Nor ahordtre.
The commentator's illustrations are ahordtrdbhydm: nakshatrebhya4
(vi. 128. 3), and ahordtre idaA brimah (xi. 6. 5). The Vaj. Pr. includes
the word in the same rule with shoda;a (v. 37).
There is nothing in the character of either ahordtre or sh6da.fa, so
far as I can discover, which should withdraw them from the action of
rule 50, and render their separate mention necessary.
1 MS. ida.
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53. Nor the root anc: nor former constituents of a compound.
It is, if possible, even more surprising here than at rule 40 to find
two so utterly heterogeneous matters put together in the same rule.
We cannot suppose that the commentator would combine them, in
statement and in exposition, unless he regarded them as composing a
single precept; but, on the other hand, we have not the same warrant
here as in the former case that his division is a correct one: there is
nothing in the form of the rule which would absolutely forbid its simple
division into two parts, without further change-although we should, in
that case, expect rather aficatdu than ancati.
As illustrations of the inseparability of the root anc, we have given
us pr&cih (e. g. v. 28. 11), pratici (e. g. iii. 27. 3), and udicih (e. g. xii. 1.
31). All the compounds with this root are treated as indivisible by our
pada-text: the Vaj. Pr. also (v. 30) declares the root inseparable, with
exception (v. 19) of a single derivative.
To show that, when new members are added to a compound, the
existing division by avagraha of their former members is given up, the
commentator instances a7mhtdti-bhih:
arishtatdti-bhih (iv. 13. 5): compare arishta-tdtaye, cited above, under rule 20. The principle has been
already sufficiently illustrated in these notes, under rule 10. The VYj.
Pr. has nothing corresponding to this part of our rule, which is, in fact,
virtually superfluous, since the directions already given for the separation of a newly-added member might be understood as involving the
suspension of the ancient division.
The commentator ends with a verse which seems to sav precisely the
opposite of the rule of his text: yatro 'bhepratividhye te upajdtomjaram ca yat, jaratd 'vagrahah kdrya rksdmdbhydhdnidarSanam; when
both members are severally separable, both the newly-added and the
ancient, separation by avagraha is to be made of the ancient one: an
instance is rk-sdmdbhydm.' But this is mere nonsense, as it stands, the
word cited being a case where the last-appended element is inseparable,
as following a long vowel (see rule 33, above), and where, therefore, the
division must be suffered to remain between the two original constituents of the compound. If the theme of declension had been rk-sdman,
instead of rksdma, we should have an instrumental dual rks&ma-bhydm,
which would be a true illustration of the rule. One may conjecture
that the last line originally read jare nd 'vagrahah kdrya rksdmabhy6dr
nidarfanam, and that it was amended to its present form by some
copyist who knew that the Atharvan read, not rksdma-bhydm, but rk-sdmdbhydm,but who was careless enough to overlook the discordance
which he thus introduced between the text and its comment.

54. Nor samudra etc.
The whole comment upon this rule is wanting in our manuscript: the
copyist has again carelessly skipped from its first statement to its final
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repetition before the rule next following. This, however, gives us reason
to believe that the commentator had performed his work in his usual
brief and unsatisfactory style, and had done very little toward filling
up the gana. It would have been particularly curious and interesting
to see how many and which of the words contained in the Atharvan
the makers of the PrAtikakhya looked upon as fairly entitled to a division which the constructors of the pada-text had not admitted. The
V&j. Pr. (at v. 37) gives a list of such words for its text, but Weber
finds it, as was to have been expected, both deficient and redundant.
It is by no means easy to draw up a list which shall include all that
ought to be received, and exclude all that ought to be left out; but I
have looked through the Atharvan text with some care for this purpose,
and trust that my filling up of the gana of the text will be found to
comprehend all or nearly all of the matter to which the rule ought to
apply.
There is, in the first place, in this as in the other Vedic texts, a considerable class of compound words exhibiting an irregular prolongation
of the final vowel of the former member, and which the constructors of
the pada-text have chosen to leave unchanged, instead of separating
them by avagraha and restoring the normal quantity of the altered
vowel. Why they should be thus treated, however, in distinction from
the words with which our treatise deals in the first section of its third
chapter, no sufficient reason appears. They are as follows: apdmdrga
(e. g. iv. 17. 6: the word, by V. Pr. v. 21, is divisible), apdshtha (iv. 6.
5: see above, ii. 95), ashthivant (e. g. ii. 33. 5), iddvatsara (vi. 55. 3: cf.
V. Pr. v. 32), ubhayadant (e. g. v. 31. 3: divisible by V. Pr. v. 21), ubhaydvin (e. g. v. 25.9: see above, under iv. 18), ekadafa (v. 16. 11: cf. V. Pr.
v. 37), kakshivant (e. g. iv. 29. 5: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), tatdmaha (e. g. v. 24.
17), dvddapa (e. g. iv. 11.11: cf. V. Pr. v. 15), nardanhsa (v. 27. 3: cf. V.
Pr. v. 37) and ndrd@anss(e. g. xiv. 1. 7), nihdra (e. g. vi. 113. 2: cf. V.
Pr. v. 37), prdndha (ix. 3. 4), prdvrta (e. g. xii. 5. 2: cf. V. Pr. v. 37),
prAv.rsk(e. g. xii. 1. 46), marm&vidh(xi. 10. 26: cf. iii. 3, iv. 68), vipvdmitra (e. g. iv. 29. 5: cf. iii. 9 and V. Pr. v. 37), viSvdnara (e. g. iv. 11.
7: cf. iii. 9 and V. Pr. v. 37) and vaipvdnara (e. g. i. 10.4), vtrudh (e. g.
i. 32. 1), v&dpad
(e. g. viii. 5. 11: cf. iii. 10), fvdvidh (v. 13. 9: cf. iii. 3,
iv. 68), sdranga (e. g. ii. 32. 2), sdrathi (e. g. viii. 8. 23), sfikara (e. g. ii.
27. 2) sfnrtd (e. g. iii. 20. 3), svdvrk (xviii. 1. 32), and hrdaydvidh (viii.
6. 18: cf. iii. 3, iv. 68).
Another smaller class is composed of certain words which have as
their first member a real or an apparent case of declension: such are
anyedyus (i. 25. 4: cf. iv. 21), d&umga(vi. 14. 3), gavishthira (iv. 29. 5:
cf. V. Pr. v. 37), narishtd (e. g. vii. 12. 2: cf. V. Pr. v. 37j, patahmga(e. g.
vi. 31. 3),pitdmaha (e. g. v. 5. 1), madhyamdina (e. g. iv. 11. 12), mdtarifvan* (e. g. v. 10. 8), and piti?mga(xi. 5. 12).
The number is by no means an inconsiderable one of words whose
division seems so naturally suggested by an etymology which is either
incontestable or at least very plausible, that we are reasonably surprised
whichthe edition,hardly
* At v. 2. 9, all the manuscriptshave mataribhvart,
with sufficientreason,has amendedto mdtariari: it is, like the latter, left undivided.
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that they were not divided by the Hindu grammarians. Of these, I
name anavdya (viii. 4. 2), anushthu (xii. 4. 45: probably regarded as
formed by an inseparable suffix), apdna (e. g. ii. 28. 3: cf. under iv. 39),
abhishti (e. g. i. 6. 1), avarti (e. g. iv. 34. 3), avaskava (ii. 31.4), acvatara
(e. g. viii. 8. 22: cf. under iv. 16), asvaga (xii. 5. 45), dghrni (vii. 9. 2),
ddhz (vi. 131. 1 etc.: Rik pada, d-dhi), dnushak (iv. 32. 1), dpri (xi. 7.
19), ayudha (e. g. iii. 19. 5: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), drti (e. g. iii. 31. 2), drpita
(e. g. vi. 112. 3: at viii. 9.19 only, we have d-drpitdni), dpcvisha (xii. 5.
34), asakti (xiv. 1. 26), dsikta (xii. 3. 25: probably the absence of division is here only an error of the manuscript; we have a'-siktam at iv. 7.
1), uttdna (e. g. ix. 9. 14), rtvij (e. g. vi. 2.1), oshadhi (e. g. i. 23. 1: cf.
V. Pr. v. 35), gopd (e. g. iii. 8. 4: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), goptha (e. g. v. 9. 7),
candramas (e. g. v. 24. 10: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), ddydda (v. 18. 6, 14), nyagrodha (e.g. iv. 37.4: cf. V.Pr. v.37), puroddpa (e.g. ix.6.12: see i. 63:
cf. V. Pr. v. 37), prdna (e. g. ii. 12. 7: cf. under iv. 39), prdyapcitti (xiv. 1.
30), vivasvant (e. g. xi. 6. 2), vishtap (e. g. x. 10. 31: cf. V. Pr. v. 41), vishtambha (xiii. 4. 10: cf. V. Pr. v. 41), vishtdrin (iv. 34. 1 etc.). finfumdra
(xi. 2.25), fraddhd (e. g. v. 7.5), sabhd (e. g. iv. 21. 6), samantmrn(vi. 8. 1:
cf. iv. 38), samudra (e. g. i. 3. 8: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), surabhi (e. g. vi. 124.
3: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), sthapati (ii. 32. 4), svadhd (e. g. ii. 29. 7), svapati
(viii. 6. 16), svasti (e. g. i. 30.2), and hdridrava (i. 22. 4). It is not hard
to conjecture,in the case of some of these words, reasons which may have
led to their being treated as exceptional cases, but in many of them no
such reason is apparent, and in a part, at least, we are compelled to
suppose that the composition was fully recognized, and the division
neglected for some arbitrary and unexplained cause. That the four
compounds of pronominal elements cana, nahi, nakis, and mdkis were
left by the pada in their sanhitd form is not to be wondered at: three
of them are noted also by the Vaj. Pr. (v. 35, 37) as indivisible.
There yet remains quite a list of compounds and derivatives, the division of which may plausibly be supposed to have been neglected from
uncertainty of etymology, anomaly of form, difficulty of restoring the
original constituents, or the like: while yet, in most cases, we should
not have been surprised to see the constructors of the pada making an
attempt at their analysis. In drawing up this part of the list, especially,
I may very possibly have omitted to note down solme words of the text
which to another would seem not less worthy of mention than those
given: the series, as collected by me, is akAupra (v. 17. 1), ajagara (e. g.
iv. 15. 7: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), adomada (vi. 63. 1) and adomadha (viii. 2.
18), anadv&h (e. g. iii. 11. 5: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), anrkshara (e. g. xiv. 1.
34), abhziu (e. g. vi. 137. 2), abhra (e. g. iv. 15. 1: cf. V. Pr. v. 34), avadya (e. g. ii. 10. 6), dtura (vi. 101. 2), dmikshd (e. g. ix. 4. 4), ahanas
(e. g. iv. 30. 6), uddrathi (iv. 7. 3), urvapi (xviii. 3. 23), karmdra (iii. 5.
6: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), karpapha (iii. 9. 1), kasarnila (x. 4. 5, 17), kucara
(e. g. vii. 26. 2: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), krkavdku (v. 31. 2), godhd (iv. 3. 6:
cf. V. Pr. v. 37), jdshkamada (xi. 9. 9), dafonasi (x. 4. 17), duchund (e.g.
v. 17. 4: cf. ii. 61), duradabhna (xii. 4. 4, 19), dur/aha (viii. 8. 24), druvaya (e. g. v. 20. 2: cf. under iv. 18), dhivan (iii. 5. 6), padbiTa (e. g. vi.
96. 2), pandaga (viii. 6. 16), prdnada (iv. 35. 5), marydda (e. g. v. 1. 6),
mahiluka (x. 10. 6), ratharvi (x. 4.5), vansaga (xviii. 3.36), valaga (e. g.
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v. 31. 4: cf. V. Pr. v. 35), vifvahd (e. g. vii. 50. 1: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), vydghra (e. g. iv. 3. 1: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), pdndadsrva (xviii. 3. 6), sadyas (e. g.
viii. 10. 21), and svdhd (e. g. ii. 16. 1).
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 37) notes a couple of words as indivisible which are
found divided in the Atharvan: they are upa-sti (e. g. iii. 5. 6) and paviracvant (iii. 17. 3). In like manner, sa?rvatsara, which the Rikpada
does not analyze, is in our text uniformly written sam-vatsara (e. g. iii.
10. 9). One or two other such cases of discordance among the several
pada-texts are pointed out in the notes to the different rules: but there
is, in general, such close agreement among them as to show conclusively
that the pada method of text-analysis, in its details as well as in its
main plan, is the production of a single teacher, or of a single school.
It may be well to add here, per contra, a few of the cases in which
the pada-text makes unintelligible or palpably erroneous divisions of
words: I have noted, as the most striking instances of this kind, anam-gureh (viii. 6. 22), anapa-dyatdm (iv. 17. 6), jighat.svam (ii. 14. 1), go-pana (xii. 4. 10), fam-opya (i. 14. 3), hr-dyota (i. 22. 1) and hr-dyotana
(v. 20. 12). The peculiar form, accentuation, and division of two passages in the fourteenth book--bham : yatih (xiv. 1. 32) and pdtim:
yatfh* (xiv. 2. 52)-is also worthy of remark in connection with this
subject.

III ^ Im
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55. Nor is a member which has suffered vrddhi separable, if it
be monosyllabic and end in a vowel.
The commentator's examples of an inseparable vriddhied initial syllable are sdpatnah (ii. 7. 2), saumanasah (e. g. iii. 30. 7), sdumanasam (e. g.
xiii. 1.19), sdudhanvanah (vi. 47. 3), trdistubham (ix. 10. 1), sdubhagam
(e. g. ii. 36. 1), and saubhdgyam (e. g. xiv. 1. 42). His counter-example, brought forward to show that the inseparable member must have
suffered vrddhi, is su-parnah (e.g. i. 24. 1); to show that it must be
monosyllabic, they are dird-vatah (viii. 10. 29), mdrta-vatsam (viii. 6.
26), and vddhdi-yam(e. g. xiv. 1. 29); to show that it must end in a
vowel, they are nOih-bddhyena:havishd (vi. 75. 1) and dduh-svapnyam:
dduh-jivityam (iv, 17. 5). I add, in the farther illustration of the inseparable class, vdimanasya (v. 21. 1) and prdhrdtdi (viii. 10. 22); of the
separable class, sda&-itya(viii. 10. 6), sdm-rdjya (xiv. 1.43), pdurna-mdst
(vii. 80. 1), sdurya-varcasa (viii. 10. 27), and avdira-hatya (vi. 29. 3).
The rule is, I believe, carefully observed throughout the whole of the
Atharvan text, and the Vaj. Pr. (v. 29) has one precisely corresponding; nor have I noted any cases in which the usage of the Rik padatext was not in accordance with it. Its somewhat arbitrary character,
however, is patent.
The commentator again closes his exposition with a verse: avagrhydt
paddd yarhtu taddhito vrddhimdn bhavet: ekdt vrddhisvardnteshu na
cdi 'vd 'vagraho bhavet: dirdvato m&rtavatsamr
vddhuyam ca nidarfandt.
* In this passage,the printedtext readspdtimyati'h,but withoutany support
fromthe manuscripts.
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A little amendment makes this mean, in restatement of our rule, ' where
a taddhita suffix requiring vrddhi is appended to a divisible word, separation is not made of a member which is monosyllabic and ends in a
vowel.'

56. Nor a monosyllabic member ending in a or d and negain the case of apraydvan etc.
tived-excepting
The form of statement which our treatise has adopted for its rule respecting the separability of negative compounds is not particularly well
chosen. The general usage of the Atharvan pada-text, as regards such
compounds, is as follows. The negative prefix a or an is not itself ever
separated by avagraha from the word to which it is attached: we have
asat, anrta, etc. If, however, the word negatived is already a compound,
the negative prefix is in almost all cases treated like any other added
inseparable element, and leaves the prior division of the compound unaffected: we have pard-jita and apard-jita, vtra-han and avira-han, etc.
A few exceptions to this mode of treatment occur, and with them it is
the province of our rule to deal. The preposition a, with an prefixed,
is always made inseparable: thus we find d-srava, but an&srdva(e. g. ii.
3. 2, 3), and, in like manner, anajanant, anddhrshya, andrambhana,anddishta, and andvrtta. The same analogy is followed by the negative
forms of compounds with sa, and by a single one of those with praviz. aprajasam (e. g. vii. 35. 3)-and by these alone. The Vaj. Pr., then,
which declares (v. 24, 25) the negative prefix inseparable when alone
and when followed by d, leaving other rare and exceptional cases to be
provided for as such, expresses more truly the usage of the text. Our
commentator gives us, first, as illustrations of the rule, the only two
cases of negative compounds with sa which are found to occur in our
text: they are asabandhuh (vi. 15. 2) and asapatnah (e. g. i. 19. 4): the
latter is mentioned by the Vaj. Pr. (v. 37) in its list of indivisible words,
along with asajdta; asabandhu, according to Weber (p. 305, marginal
note), is treated as divisible in the White Yajus.* The commentator
adds aprajdh, aprajdtdh, but neither of the words is to be found in the
Atharvan. As counter-examples,he gives first avi-dvesham:krnomi: vah
(iii. 30. 1), to show that the negatived member must end in a or 4 in
order to be inseparable; secondly, to show that, if ending in a or d, it
must also be monosyllabic, he gives agne: akravya-at (xii. 2. 3); and
thirdly, as evidence that a monosyllabic member ending in the vowels
specified is not separable unless negatived, he cites yah: sa-patnah (i. 19.
4). Finally, he partly fills up the gona, with apra-ydvan (iii. 5. l), apra-mddam (e. g. xii. 1. 7), apra-hitdu (vi. 29. 2), and apra-cankapdh(viii. 6.
16): I have noted in addition only apra-yuchan (e. g. ii. 6. 3). To
close up the exposition, is added the verse ekdksharasavarnadntaiyad
bhavetpadam uttaraml: tat padam nd 'vagrhniydd apraydvddivarjitam;
* In one of the two cases where it occurs in our own text (vi. 54.
8), the pada
divides it, asa-bandhuuh:this, however, is probably a copyist's error.
69
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'if the word following the negative particle be monosyllabic and end in
a vowel homogeneous with it, it is not to be separated, except in the
cases apraydvan etc.'

I r ITAIT 11
uT 11
wmfT
57. Nor are prdnati and prdnianti divided.
The commentator cites yah: prdnati (iv. 30. 4), ydt: ca :prdndti (xi.
4. 10), yena :prdndnti (i. 32. 1), and ydsmdt :prdndnti (xiii. 3. 3). But
the rule is an exceedingly insufficient exposition of the treatment by
the pada-text of the forms of the root an with the prefix pra. Division
is, in fact, omitted only when the verb, and not the preposition, has the
accent; but then, not in the two forms specified only, but also in the
participles-as pranat (e. g. x. 8. 2), pranate (xi. 4. 8), prdnatas (iv. 2. 2),
prdnatl'nt (iii. 31. 9), and prdnatindrm.(viii. 9. 9)-and in the causative,
as prdandyati (xiii. 3. 3). On the other hand, if the prefix takes the
accent, it is disjoined from the verb, according to the general usage in
such cases, and we read prd : ana (iii. 31. 9), and prad: anati (x. 8. 19.
xi. 4. 14). If the root is compounded with apa, also, the same usage is
followed, and we have apdnate (xi. 4. 8) and dpa : anati (xi. 4. 14).
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 33), as acutely amended by Weber, gives a nearly
corresponding precept, although it appears (Weber, p. 303, marginal
note) that the text to which it belongs contains no verbal forms in which
the division requires to be made.

rfp fi

t? 11
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58. Nor are sam and pari separated from the root kar, if the

latter begins with s.
The commentator cites the only words occurring in our text in which
the root kar has the sibilant prefixed to it, in composition with the two
specified prefixes: they are ansklrtatram (iv.21.4), sanskrtam (xi. 1.
35), and parishkrtd (e. g ix. 3. 10).
The doctrine of the Vaj. Pr (v. 43) is the same, so far as concerns
the compounds of sam and kar; but it apparently allows the division
of pari.hlkrta (which also occurs in its text: see iii. 52).

59. Nor is division made in any case where a s is inserted-except in tuvisitama.
The instances which the commentator gives of the insertion of s as
an augment (&dama) between the two members of a compound word,
and of the consequent unresolvability of the compound, are uta.kt'rd-a
(xii. 1. 47), itskfi,rh (e. g. iv. 3. 2). vdinrspd/ah(e. g. iv. 3. 1), and hr'haspdtih (e. g. ii. 13. 2). Their citation under such a precept implies the
acceptance of some such etymological theories of their derivation and
form as are given by the Vaj. Pr. (iii. 49, 51), which explains tas-
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kara and brhaspati as from tat-kara and brhat-pati respectively, with
loss of t and insertion of s, and vanaspati as from vana-pati, with insertion of s; but it is unnecessary to remark that such explanations are
futile: taskara is obscure, and the other two are without much doubt
compounds of pati with the preceding genitive of an obsolete noun,
being analogous with brdhmanasp$ti, vdcds pdti, Fubhdspdti, etc.; and
they would doubtless be separated by the pada-text into two independent
words, like these, but for their frequency of occurrence, and, yet more,
the irregularity of the accent of their former members as genitives of
a monosyllabic theme. The counter-example, which the commentator
also cites-indraJhpatis tuvishtamah(vi. 33. 3: p. tuvi-tamah)-has been
made the special subject of one of our previous rules (iii. 96).

i60

or in vipl
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60. Nor in vi4pati and vi9patn&.
The commentator cites instances of the occurrence of each of these
words-viz. svaptu : vifpatih (ix. 5. 6) and y : vippatni (vii. 46. 3)and adds a verse in explanation of their etymology, as follows: vifpatir
vifpatnt yasya patir viFvasya vicpatih: vafabdo lupyate patyau vifap
va patir vippatih. This gives us our option as to whether we will take
vi!pati to represent vi:vapati or viadm pati: we shall not be slow to
choose the latter. The indivisibility of the compound is doubtless
owing to the rarity of the consonantal conjunction ?p, and the embarrassment which would accompany the restoration of the sanhita form
from a pada-reading vit-pati.

61. Nor is the root dd separated when it begins with t.
We have given us once more, under this rule, the whole series of derivatives presenting the root da reduced to the form of a
simple t which
the commentary to iii. 11, above, presented, and of which
apratittam
(vi. 117. 1) and parittah (vi. 92. 2) are the only ones found to occur in
the Atharvan. The difficulty of making out an
acceptable analysis of
them for the pada-text is reason enough for their
being treated in that
text as indivisibles.
The Vaj. Pr. marks paritta as indivisible at v. 45.
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62. Nor the roots Aan, har, sthd, and stambh, after the preposition ud.
For the combination of han with ud, the commentator cites uddhatch; no such word, however, is to be found in the Atharvan, nor does
any other combination of these elements occur there (except at xiv. 2.
16, where the preposition is separated from the root by the intervention
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of other words). For ud + har, the selected instances are uddhrtd and
uddhriyamdnd (both xii. 5.34), and uddhrteshu* (xv. 12.1). The padatext, however, appears to treat the combinations as inseparable only
where there is actual composition, as in the participles, and as would
also be the case if the unaccented preposition preceded the accented
verb, for we find ut: hara in three passages (iv. 14. 7. ix. 6. 19. xii. 3.
36). For sthd with ud, two cases are cited, viz. utthdtuh (ix. 4. 14) and
utthitah (e. g. vi. 43. 2): it has already been noticed (under ii. 18) that
where the preposition would be, by the general rules of combination,
disjoined from the verb, it is actually so disjoined, and that the pada
accordingly has ut: sthuh, ut: sthapaya, etc., where the sanhitd has ut
thuh, ut thdpaya, etc. For ud+stambh is quoted the only example
which the text affords, viz. uttabhitd (xiv. 1.1).
The V&j.Pr. takes note of this class of cases at v. 38, but says nothing of the roots han and har; nor is any reason apparent why their
compounds should be treated in this peculiar manner. One would have
thought it especially desirable that the pada-text should separate ut-hrta
etc., in order to mark the forms as coming from the root har, and not
from dhar.

iiTrHit
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63. Nor the root dhd, in a form beginning with h.
The commentator illustrates with ye : dagdhdh : ye : ca : uddhitdh
(xviii. 2. 34), and we have also uddhita at ix. 3. 6: no finite verbal forms
of this root as compounded with the preposition ud are found in the
Atharvan. We meet, however, with uddhi once (viii. 8. 22), and our
pada-text leaves it undivided, although it does not fall under this rule,
being composed of ud and dhi.
The same rule in the VAj. Pr. (v. 38) might cover both this and the
preceding one of our treatise; but no such forms as uddhita are there
cited by the commentator.

1 1^ \ii 11
64. Nor is jdspatyam divided.
The commentator cites the only passage in which the word in question occurs: sam :jahpatyam (vii. 73.10). This rule and one in the
next section (iv. 83), taken together, show that the true pada reading
recognized by our treatise is jdh.patyam; our pada manuscript, however, gives jah-patyam, with avagraha. The commentator adds an
attempt at an etymological explanation of the form: jdydpatyam: y&Labdolupyate: patyu : asanturAshmafu dvyakcharojdydh vd jdbhdvah.
Although much corrupted, it is evident that this teaches the same etymology with that given by the Vaj. Pr. (at iv. 39): jdspatya for jdydspatya.
* Ourpada manuseriptwritesall these wordswith simpledh,insteadof ddA:
thus,udkrtdetc.
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65. Nor manushyat.
The commentator cites the passage containing the word--idd manushyat (v. 12. 8)-and adds an explanation, of its form, as follows:
manus?hyavanmanushyat: yapabdo lupyate vakarasya ca yakdrah;
'manushyat is properly manushyavat: ya is dropped, and v converted
into y.' It is unfortunate that, the Atharvan form of the word being
thus fully established, and its treatment having been prescribed by the
Pratigakhya with so much care, it should have been altered in the
edited text to manushvat, even though the latter is theoretically decidedly the preferable reading, and is presented by the Rig-Veda in the
corresponding passage (x. 110. 8).

~iIr
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66. Nor tredha.
This word, which our pada-text, like that of the Rig-Veda (and, I
presume, the other Vedas also), always leaves undivided, is an exception
under rule 13 of this chapter.
The manuscript has a lacuna here, omitting at least the instances
cited under this rule, the first statement of the one next following, its
paraphrase, and perhaps a part of the illustrations belonging to it. It
is impossible to say, of course, whether a rule or two has not dropped
out also, affecting one or more of the words which I have introduced
into the gana of rule 54; but this is not at all certain, nor would the
loss be of much consequence, considering the quality of the rules in
this part of the section.

67. Nor a specific appellative.
The term samjnd is evidently used by our treatise in the same sense
asl by Panini (see Bohtlingk's glossary to Panini, sub verbo) and the
Vaj. Pr. (iv. 96): it might be tolerably rendered by our term "proper
name." The commentator's illustrations-which, as remarked in the
preceding note, follow immediately upon the paraphrase of rule 66,
and are perhaps therefore defective-are aFvatthah : nyagrodhdh (iv. 37.
4: cf. V. Pr. v. 37), kayapalh (e. g. iv. 37. 1), and vipvdmitrah (xviii. 3.
15). He adds: bahulam iti ca vaktavyam; 'it should have been said
that with regard to sahjnd usage varies;' and he gives, as instances of
proper names which are separable, jamadagnydtharvana (not in AV.),
jamat-agne (xviii. 3. 16), bharat-vdjam(iv. 29. 5), pard-para (vi. 65. 1),
and vdma-deva (xviii. 3.16). The amendment is made with exceeding
good reason, for the rule is absurdly comprehensive in its form of statement. It can only be said with truth that the being a sahjnid is a circumstance which rather favors non-division, helping to excuse the padatext from attempting the analysis of an obscure or anomalously formed
word.

W. D. WVhitney,
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68. Nor is the root vyadh separated.
Compounds with this root have already been made the subject of one
of our rules (iii. 3), and it has been there explained that the usage of
our pada-text is to leave undivided such of them as show a protracted
vowel before the root. The commentator cites here two of the three
instances which the Atharvan offers, viz. hrdayavidham (viii. 6. 18) and
marmdcidham (xi. 10. 26). The rule is too broadly stated, and should
have been restricted by him, as was the preceding one: it is only when
a protracted vowel precedes the root that the compound is left undivided; and we have, for instance, vi-vyddhin, abhi-vyddhin (both i. 19.
1), and krta-vyadhani (v. 14. 9).

ii
(i
rn
^yft KciyiR<T
69. Nor the root drf, when compounded with a pronoun end-

iing in a or .
The form of this rule is in one respect very unusual: such a thing as
the filsion into a diphthong of two vowels of which the specification is
desired is elsewhere unknown. If the reading were slightly amended,
to sarvanamnekaratntena,it would answer all the purposes of a rule of
our Pratiqakhya, for the Atharva-Veda presents only a single one of
the compounds which it appears in its present form to contemplate,
viz. idrp (e. g. iii. 1. 2). The commentator, however, paraphrases as I
have translated, and gives the instances tddrk, tdd.rah, y&drk,yddrah,
idrk (iv. 27. 6), and idr?ah.
The Vaj. Pr. (v. 37) instances idrn and anydd.rn among indivisible
words.

fI?lI^t3T II o gI
70. Nor the root sah, when it ends in at.
Under this rule, the commentator gives us once more the same series
of compounds of sah which we have had above, under rules ii. 82 and
iii. 1, and which it is unnecessary to repeat here.
Compare Vaj. Pr. v. 30.

iaU le-M2 11OR 11
71. Nor are indeclinables divided.
As examples of indivisible indeclinables, the commentator offers us
sanutah: yuyotu (vii. 92. 1), prdtah (e. g. iii. 16. 1), uccaih (iv. 1. 3),
ucedt (uccd, xiii. 2. 36), nicaih (e. g. iv. 1. 3), and nicdt (nicd, e. g. i. 21.
2). The rule does anything but credit to the acutelnessof the authors
of the Praticakhya, for no word in the text which would otherwise be
entitled to avagraha is left unresolved on account of its being an indeclinable.
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72. Nor dd, when it means 'region.'
The word d'd, meaning 'region,' comes from the root af, and furnishes no ground for a division by the pada-text: ad', on the other
hand, meaning 'hope, desire,' is a later form of dcas, and comes from
the root ?ans, with prefix d; hence it is divisible. The commentator
cites the words and phrases d'a&bhyah(x. 5. 29), ad'dndm (i. 31. 1),
d'cah: dnu (vii. 9. 2), and finally, by way of counter-example, abhi-dh&vami: ad-Fdmn
(vi. 119. 3).
The signature of the section is merely caturthasya dvitiyah pddah.

I rie^FT fm
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73. Restoration is exhibition of the natural form.
This is simply a definition of the term sam&patti,which I have ventured, instead of transferring, to translate by 'restoration.' It means,
as the next rule will show, the reinstating, in thepada and krama texts,
of that form of a word which is looked upon as the original and normal
one, to the rejection of the anomalies of Vedic orthoepy. It does not
occur in any other of the grammatical treatises, although its correspondent samdpddya (see below, rules 117, 124) is once found in one
of the later chapters of the Rik Pr. (xiii. 11, 12), in a passage so obscure, without the light which the treatment of the subject in our own
PratiSakhya casts upon it, that its meaning has, very naturally, been
misapprehended by the learned editor.

Ir: t
w7q 11i
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74. In the repetitions of the pada and krama texts, restoration of the natural form is made where s has been converted
into sh, n into ., visarjaitya before k and p into s, where a vowel
has been lengthened, t or th made lingual, an element omitted,
or final a1converted into visarjanlya.
Most of the technical terms of this rule meet us here for the first
time, and several of them are not employed elsewhere in our treatise.
Carcd (see iv. 123) designates the repetition, with iti interposed, made
in the pada text of a divisible compound which is also pragrhya, or
which ends in a vowel not subject to the ordinary rules of combination:
for example, satydtn,rte iti satya-anrte (i. 33. 2); parihdra (see iv. 117)
is the like repetition made in the kranma-textof a pragrhya, a divisible
compound, a word requiring restoration to its natural form, and the last
word before a pause. The formlerterm is employed in a like sense by
the V'j. Pr. (e. g. iii. 9); the latter is peculiar to our treatise, being
replaced in the others by pariyraha and sthitopasthita. Uidcdra, 'the
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conversion of visarjaniya into a sibilant before k and p' (by ii. 62 etc.),
corresponds to the updcdra and updcarita of the Rik Pr. (xiii. 12, iv.
14), and dnpada is the term employed by the same treatise (iv. 27) to
designate the conversion into visarjaniya, and consequent loss, of a final
n before a following vowel, as taught in our rule ii. 27. Shatva, natva,
and tutva are of obvious derivation and significance, nor is there anything calling for remark in their form, excepting the u in tutva, which
identifies the term with a Paninean symbol (viii. 4. 41: shtund shtu.h*).
A quite embarrassingquestion now presents itself, in connection with
the part of the text contained in this and the following rules; namely,
with reference to the constitution of the pada-text which they imply.
The actual pada-text of our manuscripts is very sparing in its use of
carcd, or repetition with iti interposed: it avails itself of that expedient
only in the case already referred to as prescribed by iv. 123, or when a
pragrhya is likewise avagrhya. The Rik pada employs it in one additional case; namely, when a word ends in a visarjaniya which is riphita,
or liable to pass into r before a sonant, but which does not actually become r in the sanhitd: it would read, for example, at ii. 32. 1 (where the
Atharvan pada has simply antdh), antdr ity antdh. The VajasaneyiSanhitA is, according to the rules of its Pratiqakhya (iv. 17-22)-with
which, in the absence of any testimony from Weber to the contrary, we
must suppose the usage of the known manuscripts to correspond-very
much more liberal in its employment of the repetition; not only in the
two cases where this is practised in the Rik pada, but also in the case of a
simple pragrhya (thus it says dve iti dve, where Atharvan and Rik
would give simply dve iti), in that of a word which contains a lengthened vowel or a lingualized consonant, and even in that of a mere divisible compound, it performs carcd. In short, it repeats in pada-text
all that is repeated in krama-text, excepting (by iv. 21) su and the final
word of a sentence. The precept of the Vaj. Pr. corresponding to this
one of ours is to be found implied in iii. 18, 19, where direction is given
that in the repetitions of the pada-text the remaining rules of the chapter should not be observed-they being precisely the ones which teach
the changes which our precept specifies in detail. Now when we find
put forth in our treatise, as its leading and principal direction for the
restoration of the natural form in pada, a rule like the one here given,
which classes pada repetitions and krama repetitions together, and corresponds, as regards the pada, so nearly with the Vaj. Pr., we cannot
help suspecting that it contemplates a pada-text in which, as in that of
the Vaj. SanhitS, the repetitions of krama and pada extend over nearly
the same classes of cases. It is actually the fact that, if we allow the
pada-text to be of the form in which our manuscripts give it, there are
but about half a dozen words in the whole Atharvan text to which this
rule and the two following, all together, have any application : while, on
the other hand, the Pratiqakhya is found to give no direction at all for
* Shtu and shatva are also used by the little krama-treatisebelonging to the RigVeda, and called the Upalekha (Upalekha, de kramapitthalibellus. Textum Sanscriticum recensuit, varietatem lectionis, prolegomena, versionem Latinam, notas,
indicem adjecit Dr. Guil. Pertsch. Berlin: 1854. 8vo), to which we shall, in the
sequel, have frequent occasion to refer.
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the use of iti alone in pada after a pragrhya, or for the innumerable
restitutions of natural form which are made in words not repeated. I
find myself, I must acknowledge, hardly able to avoid the conclusion
that this part of our PrAtiqakhya was framed to suit a pada-text in
which all prag1rhyas,divisible words, and words requiring restoration to
normal form, were alike repeated, or suffered cardc: such seems to me
to be the only intelligible and consistent interpretation of its rules.
That the fourth section of the chapter contains a direction for carcd
agreeing with the nature of our extant pada-text, would find its explanation in the evident character of that section as a foreign addition to
the main body of the work; we should have to assume that the school
to which the treatise as a whole belonged, in its present form, framed
its pada-text in the manner there taught, and probably suffered that rule
to take the place of one of another character formerly contained in this
section, and now omitted from it; while yet they did not so recast the
section as to adapt it fully to their new method of construction of the
pada. This may seem a violent and improbable supposition; but it
appears to me, after making every possible attempt to avoid it, to involve less difficulty than the interpretation of the rules of this section
in such a manner as to make them suit the pada-text of the manuscripts.
The true illustrations of our rule, then, would be of the nature of the
following: for the conversion of s to sh, in vasosh pate (i. 1. 2), vasor iti
vasoh; in vidmo shu (i. 2. 1), sv iti su; in vy ashohanfa (iii. 10. 12),
asahante 'ty asahanta: for the conversion of n to n, in pari nah (i. 2. 2),
na iti nah; in prd 'ndikshit (ii. 7. 1), andikshid ity andikshtt: for the
conversion of visa)janiya to s before k and p, in tatas pari (i. 10. 1),
tata iti tatah; in tokebhyask.rdhi(i. 13. 2), tokebhyaiti tokebhyah: for the
lengthening of a vowel, in vidmd carasya (i. 2. 1), vidme 'ti vidma; in
ydvaya (i. 2. 3), yavaye 'ti yavaya: for the lingualization of dental mutes,
in bahish te (i. 3. 1), ta iti te; in vi tafshthe(ix. 10. 19), tastha iti tasthe:
for omission of an element, in ut thuh (vii. 52. 2), sthur iti sthuh: for the
conversion of final n to visarjaniya and its consequent omission, in
mahdin asi (i. 20. 4), mahan iti mahdn.
One other solution of our difficulties, less satisfactory, but also less
violent, deserves to be suggested. If we could omit the words caredparihdrayoh from the rule altogether, leaving the latter to authorize a
restoration of normal form in the pada generally, we could perhaps
make shift to get along with such inconcinnities and omissions as would
still remain-of which the principal would be that the treatise made no
provision for the use of iti after a prao.rhya word, and that it did not
direct what form words should have in the numerous repetitions of the
krana-text.
The commentator, offering no explanation of the rule, gives a series
of compound words in illustration of it, which belong more properly
under the following rules; and to the next, accordingly, I shall take
the liberty of relegating them.
i .
. f-

fetiW
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75. And also, where the cause of the conversion
former member of a compound.
VOL. VII.

70

stands in a
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The commentator'sparaphrase is simply p'rvapadanimittanarh ca shatvddindm samdpattir bhavati; 'and restoration is made of the conversions detailed in the preceding rule when their cause stands in a former
member of a compound.' He cites no examples, but says etany evo 'ddharandni,' the illustrations are those already given:' namely, under the
preceding rule. According to his exposition, then, the present rule
would seem merely an explanatory appendage to its predecessor. But
this is clearly inadmissible: not only ought we to have it, in that case,
combined with the other, so as to form part of it, but, more especially,
it would not contain the particle ca, 'and,' which positively stamps it as
something added to the other. We cannot avoid, as it seems to me,
understanding rule 74 of the abnormal changes of disjoined and independent words, and rule 75 of such as are produced by an altering influence in the prior member of a compound. The illustrations which the
commentator offered under the other rule, and which do, in fact, in good
part appertain to this, are as follows: conversion of s to sh, nishecanam:
nicecanam iti ni-secanam(i. 3. 1 etc.: our pada, simply ni-secanam); conversion of n to n, pardyanam: pardyanam itipard-ayanam (e. g. i. 34. 3:
p. pard-ayanam); conversion of visarjaniya to a sibilant, adha.xpadam:
adhahpadam ity adhah-padams(e.g. ii. 7. 2: p. odhah-padam); prolongation of a vowel, abhtvartena: abhivartene'ty abhi-vartena(i. 29. 1: p.
abhi-vartena); conversion of dental mute to lingual, yo vishtabhndti:
vistabhndti 'ti vi-stabhnati (xiii. 1. 25: p. vi-stabhndti); omission, ;epaharshanim: ;epohar.hanim iti ?epah.harshanim (iv. 4. 1: p. epah-harshanim: see above, ii. 56); and loss of final n, sdldvrkdn iva: sdldvrkdn ive 'ti sdldv4rkdn-iva(ii. 27.5: p. sdldvrkadn-iva). The commentator does not state whether he takes his instances from the pada or from
the krama text: according to the construction of our present pada, they
could only come from a crama; if the conclusion drawn above as to
the original pada contemplated by our text is correct, they may be illustrations of both. In the very rare cases in which the extant pada-text
has occasion to repeat words showing any of the abnormal changes
which the rule mentions, it restores the normal form: thus we have
dustano iti duh-tano (iv. 7. 3: s. dushtano), pratisthe iti prati-sthe (iv. 26.
1, 2 : s. pratishthe), dyushpatni* ity ayuh-patni (v. 9. 8: s. dyushpatni),
vistabhite iti vi-stabhite (x. 8. 2: s. vishtabhite), and pathisadi iti pathi-sadi (xviii. 2. 12: s. pathishadi).
The commentator adds a couple of counter-examples-viz. parirdpi7ramiti pari-rdpinam (v. 7. 2) and sutrdmdtnamiti su-trdm6.nam(vii. 6.
3)-to show that, when the effecting cause of an alteration of form is
in the same member of a compound with the alteration itself, the latter
is not reversed, and the normal form restored, by the repetition and
resolution of the word.
* Our pada-MSS. write the word as I have given it, apparently infiinging the
rule; but I have no question that the sh here is only an attempt to represent the
labial spirant, or upadhmdniya, which the theory of the PrAtiakhlyarequires (by
ii. 40) in sucli a place: another like case is chanda4lipaksheiti chanda-paok."he
(viii.
9. 12: s. chandahpak.he-or, more properly, chandatpekxhe-by ii. 62i). Before the

iti, whereno pauseof avagrahaintervenesbetweenthe two membersof the compound,they are,of course.to be put in simplesandhiwith one another:thus,dustano, fepoharshanin, and, as we ought strictly to read, adhatpadam; we have also
at xii. 1. 38.
sadohavirdhdneiti sadah-havirdhatne

iv. 77.]
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76. And where the compound is divisible.
That is to say, restoration to the normal form is made only in such
compounds as are by the puda-text resolved into their constituent elements. Those words which, although they may be acknowledged compounds, are left undivided on account of special anomalies of form,
retain also their irregularities of orthoepy. The commentator, in his
m,
avagrhyam&ndnn
paraphrase, represents inqydndamby ingyam&&ndndm
'forms which undergo division, or separation by avagraha,' and adds
again etany evo 'd&haran&ni,'the examples are those already given'namely, under rule 74 (here presented under rule 75). Of counter-examples, however, he furnishes two-viz. parishkrta (e.g. ix. 3. 10) and
prinanti (e.g. i. 32. 1)-and then cites a verse which contains two
more: aninqyatvat samapattir eshu nelapadeshu tu: utpanne 'vaqrahe
ca 'tra samdpnattis tathdi 'va ca: suinrtdvad apdshthavad

ity uddharet.

The commentator's own instances belong to the class of those in which
a cause in the former member of the compound produces an effect in
the latter member: the words, if divided, would read pari-skrtd, pra-nanti: in the other two, the irregularities are mainly in the first
members themselves, and, if sunrtd and ap&shtha were resolvable, we
should read (according to the next rule), with restoration, sunrtd-vat,
apastha-vat, instead of, as now, sunrtd-vat (e. g. v. 20. 6), apdiatha-vat
(xiv. 1. 29). The rule, as these illustrations help to show, is not a mere
additional specification to the one preceding, affecting only the cases to
which the other applies: in that case it would have been incorporated
with it, not made to follow it, as an independent precept; but it concerns
all changes occurring in the interior of divisible words, whether in the
former or the latter member, and a part of the commentator's examples,
rehearsed under rule 75, belong to it, and not to the latter.

^Ffq'qqT I Im I ll'
77. In which case restoration is made, even when the word is

farther compounded with another member.
That is to say: a compound which, being divisible by avagraha, is
entitled to restoration of the normal form of its constituent parts,
retains its right even when, by farther composition, the division of its
original nmembersis lost. Examples are given in the commentary as
follows: visita-srupah (vi. 60. 1: s. vishitfarupah), abhi-nihpatan*: apApatat (vii. 64. 1 : s. abhinishpatan),visthit&lh-iva(vii. 115.4: s. vishthitdah
-iva), brha.ipati-pranuttnadm(viii. 8. 19: s. ?pranLttdnd&m),
p.rshaddjyaa-pranuttandm (xi. 10. 19: s. as before), and durnihita-eshinim

(xi. 9. 15:

* Our manuscriptwrites abhi-nishpatan,as do also the manuscriptsof the Atharvan pada-text in the passage cited; but I suppose here, as in the other similar cases
referred to in the note to rule 75, that the sh is an attempt at representingthe
labial spirant: we have the guttural spirant, the jihavdmliya, in like mannerrepresented by sh in abki-nishkyta (x. 1.12) and abhi-nishkdrin (x. 1. 31).

W. D.
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s. durlnhitdishinim). Other instances afforded by the text are viskandhv-dushana (ii. 4. 1), atisth-vant (iii. 22. 6), su-praniti (e. g. v. 11. 5),
durn.ama-cdtana(viii. 6. 3), anu-visicyate (viii. 10. 33), abhimodamud (xi.
7. 26), jdqrat-duh.avapnyarnand svoapne-duh.svapnyam
(xvi. 6. 9), prthivisat-bhyah (xviii. 4. 78), etc. Three exceptions to the rule are made
below, in rule 96, and the text affords one more, as is there pointed
out in the note. The commentator again adds a verse, but it is more
than usually mutilated and obscure; it reads: prakrty& manatvar yad
avagrhyet tathai 'va tat: upatishthantt prapanddiny uddharet.

78. In krama, restoration is nlade of a word which is taken
together with another word than the disjoinable cause of its
altered form.
The commentators paraphraseis krameparena prasamhdhcane
viqrhy&n
nimitt&t; which shows us-what the necessities of the case would of
themselves have pointed out-that the important word to be supplied
with vigrhy&t is, by inference from rule 75, nimitt&t,' the cause of the
altered or abnormal form.' Vi/rhya denotes a word which is altogether
independent, and therefore disjoined from others in the pada-text, a ndndpada, in distinction from avaqgrhya,which means 'divisible into its
constituents (pisrvapada and uttarapada), as a compound.' In the construction of the krama-text, then, where each word is in succession
taken along with its predecessor and its successor, a word which in
sanhitd has an abnormal form, under the influence of the former or of
the latter, retains that form when in the same kramapada with the altering word, but is restored to its natural form when making a kramapada
along with any other word. The commentator cites a couple of passages-apo hi shthd mayobhuvah (i. 5. 1) and pari no v.rndhi (vi. 37. 2)
-but does not write them out in krama form, so as to illustrate the
rule: they would read dpo hi: hi shtha: sthd mayobhuvah, and pari
nah : no vrndhi. As counter-examples, to show that restoration of the
normal form is made in a kramapada only when the cause of euphonic
alteration stands in a separate word, and so is left out of the kramapada, we have given us two passages in their krama-form: prthivya,m
bahih: nisecanamiti ni-secanam(i. 3. 1 etc.),
te: te nishecanarh: nishecanamh
and dyane te: dyana ity d-ayane: tepardyane :pardyane durvd :pardyana
iti pard-ayane (vi. 106.1). Here the sh of nishecanam and the n of
pardyane are maintained wherever the words containing them enter
into a kramapada, and only suffer restoration (by rule 75, above) to s
and n in the repetition or parihdra.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Rik Pr. x. 5 (r. 5),
xi. 21 (r. 44), and Upalekha iii. 3, 4. I do not find in the Vaj. Pr. any
special direction upon the subject.

rm T fFW 1uT 11
79. A lengthened vowel is restored to its natural form before
a pause.
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The illustrative passages are given by the commentator in pada form:
as, dpah.: hi: stha : mayah-bhuvah (i. 5. 1: s. shtha), and parva : a.ya
grabhttd (i. 12. 2: s. asyd). The rule, however, evidently applies not
less to thle krama than to the pada text, and is even intended chiefly for
the former: it is our authority for shortening a protracted final when
it comes to stand at the end of a kramapada, while it is left long when
taken together with its successor: we read hi shtha : sthd mayobhuvah,
and parvd 'sya : asy grabhit&.

80. In catgrdtra, this is done only before the pause of separation.
From rule 74, which prescribes restoration of the normal form of a
lengthened vowel in both parts of a repetition, one might draw the conclusion that the word here in question should be written, when repeated,
caturdtra iti catuh-rdtrah: hence this rule, which teaches the reading
catrcatra iti catuh-rdtrah. Our commentatorcites, in krama-form,
the

passage containingthe word,caturdtraah
pancardtrah:catirdtra iti catuh-ratrah (xi. 7. 11).

81. Restoration is made of alterations taking place at the end

of a word.
The commentator'sparaphraseis padantavikrtdndmh
ca shatv&dzint
samapattirbhavati,which wouldseem to show that he understandsthe
rule as referringto the same series of abnormalalterationswhich was
detailedin rule 74. His illustrations,however,put quite another face
upon the matter: they are pari-eti: rakshan(iv. 38. 5) and abhi-dimi:
devdh(vi. 118. 3). Here the only changesof formwhich have undergone restorationare the regularconversionsof i into y (by iii. 39) before
the following dissimilarvowel. We are thus guided to a differentinterpretationof the rule: whereaswe haveheretoforedealtwith irregular
or abnormalchangesonly, learningunder what circumstances,
in pada
and in kramna,
they become reversed,and the original form restored,
here we are taught that all alterationsmade at the end of a word,by
the ordinaryas well as the extraordinarycombinationsof the phrase,
undergorestorationwhen the wordcomesto stand,in pada or in krama,
beforea pause (virdme,rule 79). It shouldbe remarkedthat the final
repetitionof this rule is wantingin the manuscript,and that we cannot
thereforebe certainthat we may not have lost with it other examples
and fartherexposition,which would have set the meaningof the rule,
or the commentator's
apprehensionof it, in a clearerlight.
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82. Also of forms lingualized by the influence of a reduplication.
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The Pratigakhya now goes on to inform us where restoration must
be made of alterations which have taken place in the interior of a word,
and not under the influence of any cause lying outside of the word
itself. The rules in this portion of the work are in great part the reverse
of others fornerly given, when the subject under treatment was the conversion of pada into savhita. Thus, the present precept is the correlative
of ii. 91, and it is illustrated by precisely the same series of examples;
which, however, are here given in the pada form: thus, susedata (i. 26.
4), ubhi : sisynde (v. 5. 9), d: susvayanti (v. 12. 6), sisadsavah:sisdsatha
(vi. 21. 3), sisdsati (xiii. 2. 14), and susuve (xiv. 1.43).

83. Also of strdishi'yam, ndrshadena,dushtaram,traisltubham,

trdihdyandl, and j3spatyam.
By rule 76, above, no compound was declared entitled to restoration
of the natural form of its constituents, unless it was by the pada-text
treated as divisible. The words here detailed constitute exceptions
under that rule, and have their irregular alterations reversed, even
though (partly by rule 55, and partly by 54, above) they are not avagrhya. Our pada, in fact, reads strdisuyam (vi. 11. 3), ndrsadena (iv.
19. 2), dustaram (vi. 4. 1), tr&istubham(ix. 10. 1: we have also other
forms from the same theme in the same and the following verse), and
trdihdyandt (x. 5. 22 and xii. 4. 16); and jadhpatyam(vii. 73. 10) is prescribed by iv. 64, although, as there remarked, our pada-manuscript
actually gives jdh-patyam.

r11t
qffrnqiFT
rSEPFFTT
84. Also of a reduplication, in a form of the perfect.
The term paroksha, 'beyond the sphere of sight, out of one's sight,'
is also employed by Panini (iii. 2. 115 etc.), along with bhita, 'past,'
and anadyatana, ' not on the present day,' to define the proper sphere
of the perfect tense. We may suppose it here used alone as a name of
the tense as being its distinctive characteristic, since the imperfect and
aorist are also entitled regularly to one or both of the other designations.
The commentator cites, as instances, tat.rpuh(xi. 7. 13: s. ttdrpulh)and
vavrtuh (v. 19. 13: s. vdvrtuh.); and, as counter-instances, to show that
the vowel is not shortened in any other tense than a perfect, he gives
tldapiti (vi. 111. 1) and rrarjiti (vi. 71. 2). The usage of the Atharvan
texts as concerns the reduplication was fully explained under iii. 13, the
only rule in which the subject is treated in the earlier part of the work.
A couple of verses follow in the commentary; they read as follows:
abhyasasya ca dtrghatvamhdirghokiteti drpyate: na tasye 'shtd samdpattir llapiti nidarfanam: yady abhydsasya dirghatvamhnujaddindmca
yanlakoh: savarne ca parokshaydrh na samdpadyete kvacit. I have not
succeeded in amending the text so as to be able to translate the whole

passage.
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85. Also of vadrdhdna etc.
The commentator's instances under this rule are var.rdhdnah-iva(not
found in AV.), sasahih (iii. 18. 5: s. sdsahih), and varrdhdnnh (e.g. i. 8.
4). The gana might be filled up from the material collected and presented in the notes to the first section of the third chapter, but I have
not taken the trouble to put it together, as it is uncertain how much
and what the authors of the treatise meant the precept to cover.

i
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86. Also of the roots krp, rup, and risA, when they are anahva.
I can find nowhere any clue to the derivation and use of anahva, and
the range of the cases to which the rule applies is too narrow for the
induction with any confidence of a definition from them. For the root
krp, either the commentator furnished no instances, or the manuscript
has omitted them: the only derivative from that root, so far as I can
discover, which the rule can have any concern with, is caklpat (vi. 35.
3: p. caklpat); since caklpuh and caklpe would properly fall under rule
84. For the root rup is cited na :rurupah (iv. 7. 5, 6: s. r?urupah); for
the root rish, the two passages enasah: deva : rrishahl (vi. 51. 3: s. ririshah) and md: nah: ririshnh (v. 3. 8: s. rtrishah). The commentator
then asks anahvnammiti kim artham, 'why does the rule say " when
they are anahva;"' and cites, as counter-examples, na : amlmadah: na:
arirupah (iv. 6. 3), md ririshah: nah (xi. 2. 29: this is, however, no
counter-example, but precisely analogous with the two already cited for
the same word), and sinivdli: acitklpat(vi. 11. 3). So far as these instances go, anahva might be understood as designating an aorist form
which has lost its accent; or, virtually, an aorist subjunctive.
The text affords one other word, pupucah (xviii. 2. 4: s. futucah), of
the same class with those treated in this rule. Its omission must be
understood as signifying, either that the verse containing it was not in
the Atharvan text of the authors and commentator of our Praticakhya,
or that their text read, with the Rig-Veda (x. 16.1), socah, or, finally,
that the word escaped their notice.

Si Ic^I lt
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87. Also of jithidd 'ham.
The commentator cites the passage in its pada-form, akratuh :'jihida:
aham (iv. 32. 5). Compare rule iii. 14, of which this is the reverse.

wTTH T
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88. Also of sdhydma.
The commentator cites the passage in its pada-form, sahyAma : ddsam
(iv. 32. 1). Compare the previous rule, iii. 15. He adds a verse or two:
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sahydmnjniya saheh dirghatvamhyad dr?yate: na tasye 'shtd samdpattir
yah Labdo dirgha eta sah: adkhydte'utah.padehrasvo na samdpadyate
punah. The various irregularities of form appearing in, or in connection with, the root sah have been the subject of several previous rules:
see ii. 82, iii. 1, iv. 70.
vm
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89. Also of diddyat.
In the former rule (iii. 22), didayat was made the leading word of a
gana composed of forms exhibiting an irregular prolongation in the second syllable, and we are justly surprised at not finding the statement
here made in a corresponding manner. The commentator, in fact, cites
precisely the same cases as before, in their pada-form-viz. didayat (iii.
8. 3), ushasah: vira-vatth (iii. 16. 7), and ushasdnaktd (e. g. v. 12. 6)just as if the rule read here also diddyddincdm.

90. Also of ndraka etc.
Here we have the precise counterpart of rule iii. 21, above, and the
commentator cites from the text the same three cases, viz. narakam (xii.
4. 36), sadanam (e. g. ii. 12. 7), and asatah: indra (viii. 4. 8).

wl~rq:
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91. Also of the root cyu, in a form containing the causative
affix.
Under this rule the commentator is unusually liberal of his citations:
they are d : cyavayantu : sakhydya (iii. 3. 2), yatha : vdtah: cyavayati
(x. 1.13), angdt-aingt :pra : cyavaya (x. 4. 25), cyavayan : ca: vrkshdn
(xii. 1. 51), devatdh: cyavayantu (xii. 3. 35), and psshd : tvl : itah: cyavayatu (xviii. 2. 54). These are all the cases which the text furnishes
of causative forms from the root cyu: in every instance, the sanlditd
prolongs the vowel of the first syllable, reading cydvayantu etc.

92. As also of the root yu, if the form be a verbal one.
The commentator cites three of the numerous examples of causative
forms from this root, having the long vowel of their first syllable shortened in pada: they are variyah: yavaya: vadham (e. g. i. 20. 3: s. ydvayd), asmat: yavayatam (i. 20. 2: s. yavayatam), and varuna : yavaya
(i. 20. 3: p. yavaya). He does not explain the meaning of the restriction dkhyate added to the rule, nor cite any counter-example. I
can discover no other reason for it than the occurrence of the word
yavayidvnah, at ix. 2. 13: this may have been deemed by the authors
of the treatise to contain the causative ending (kdritdnta) aya, and
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therefore to require the rule to be so framed as to exclude it. But the
word is divided by the pada-text yava-ydvdnah, as if composed of yava
and y&van,from yd: and this seems the best account to be given of it.

93. Also of the roots van, yam, 9rathz,and gldp.
The cases referred to in the rule are cited by the commentator, as
sam: vanayantu.(vi. 9. 3: s. vdnayantu), vi : madhyam:
follows: amumin:
yalmaya (vi. 137. 3: s. yanmaya),madhyamam : rathaya (vii. 83. 3: s.
Frathdya), and na : im : ava : glapayanta (ix. 9. 10: s. glapayanta).
The manuscript contains no final repetition of this rule, but offers,
after the last citation, the words inigyavacca. What to make of these
words I do not precisely know: they may be part of a cited verse, of
which the rest, along with the repetition of the rule, is lost; or they
may possibly belong to an omitted rule: but I can hardly suppose the
latter to be the case, not seeing what the meaning of the phrase should
be, as a rule or a part of one.
The form of our rule 93, it may be remarked, is somewhat unusual:
we should expect at the end of it the genitive plural ending: thus,
?glaptinm.

dl^S:
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94. Ashta is not restored to its natural form.
The commentator gives the same citations as under the corresponding
rule above (iii. 2): they are, in pada-form, ishta,-padi: catuh-akshi (v.
19. 7), ashta-pakshdmn(ix. 3. 21). ashta-parn.ah,ashtd-doanshtrum(these
two are not tbund in AV.), ashta-yogdih (vi. 91. 1), asht&-cukr : nava-dvdrd (x. 2. 31), and ashtd-cakram: vartale (xi. 4. 22). He also interposes, between the first and third examples, ashtd-yonih; but this is a
blunder, for the word is read with a short vowel in both pada and sanhit& (viii. 9. 21), in our Atharvan manuscripts, nor is yoni mentioned
(iii. 2) by the P'ratialkhlya among words before which the final vowel
of the numeral is made long.

95. Nor the root hi.
That is to say-wherever forms of this root, having the conjugational
suffix nu or its lnodifications, show in sanhifd after pra a lingual nasal,
this nasal remains lilgual also in the pada text. The commentator's
examples are prati-prahinmah (x. 1. 5). pra : hinomi : dturam(e. g. xii. 2.
4), and pra: hin.ta : pitrn (xviii. 4. 40).
Rule 88 of the preceding chapter is to be compared. The pada usage
as regards these forims is quite anomalous: I can only conjecture that
it may have been adopted in order to mark the euphonic alteration as
itself of anomalous and exceptional character: there being, so far as I
VOL. VII.
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have been able to find, no other cases in which a preposition lingualizes
the nasal of a conjugational sign.

96 .........:
mentioned.

nor is restoration

made in the words here

The first three of the words detailed in this rule are exceptions under
rule 77, above, or cases in which the normal form is not restored to a
divisible compound, on its being farther compounded with another
member: the pada writes them bodha-pratibodhdu(v. 30. 10: compare
prati-bodha,e.g. viii. 1. 13), kesara-prdbandhayah(v. 18. 11: pra-bandha
is not found in the Atharvan text), and abhi-aghdyanti (v. 6. 9, vii. 70.
3: compare agha-yantam, x. 4. 10). The last three are exceptions
under rule 84, above, being forms of the perfect tense with short vowel
unrestored in the pada-text, which writes them like the sanhitd, viz.
dddhdra (e. g. iv. 2. 7), jdgara (e. g. v. 19.10), and mimdya (v. 11. 3).
The text affords us once mimdya (ix. 10. 21), so that the rule is deficient
in explicitness as regards this form, and should have cited along with it a
preceding or a following word. The other two, panishpadd (v. 30. 16)
and atishthipam (vii. 95. 2), might be regarded as falling under the first
general rule (iv. 74) for restitution of original form; or they might as
naturally, one would think, be looked upon as special cases, falling under
no previous rule, and therefore not needing specification here.
Of the class of the first three cases is sam-nishadya (iv. 16. 2), which
equally calls for inclusion in this rule, unless the reading in our pada
manuscript is a copyist's error, and should be amended to sam-nisadya.

II
rrIJT: sUTH17i ^ (I
97. Nor in prapana, provided only it comes from the root pan.
The commentator cites the only two passages in which this word is
to be found in the Atharvan, namely yena : dhanena: pra-panam : cardmi (iii. 15. 5), and punam: nah: astu :pra-panah (iii. 15. 4). I cannot
in the least understand why any such rule as this should be deemed
called for. There is no rule, and no principle, which should require the
restoration of the n of prapana to a dental form, nor is there any word
in the text which exhibits an element pana whose nasal is lingualized
is
by a previous constituent of a compound. So far as we can see, it
merely the fear lest some one should be stupid enough to mistake the n
for an effect of the preposition pra, and so should commit the blunder
of speaking, in pada, pra-pana, that calls out the precept. Its repetition before the one next following is wanting in the manuscript: possiin
bly, then (as in the case of rule 81, above), we have lost something
the way of exposition or illustration which would have farther enlightened us. In his paraphrase,the commentator says prapana iti paratairaka samdpattir na bhavati; but what paratdiraka is, I do not know.
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98. Nor in idam
s
shu
etc., on account of their forming together (in kcrama) a single word.
The commentator paraphrases padatvdt by tripadatvat, the latter
being apparently a technical designation for those kramapadaswhich, by
rule 113, below, are composed of three words, instead of, as usual, two
only. The rule evidently applies to the krarna-text alone; the pada
reading of the passages referred to does not deviate in any manner from
the usual norm: we have id(am: iu iti: su, etc. But what the point
of the rule is, as concerns the krama-text, I find it rather difficult to
see. The passages cited in illustration by the commentator are nearly
the same with those already twice given, under ii. 97 and iii. 4: they
are idam u shu (i. 24. 4), tad t shu (v. 1. 5), pary i shu (v. 6. 4), nahin
d shu (vii. 6. 2), anya ut shu (xviii. 1. 16), and stusha uf shu (xviii. 1. 37).
According as the abnormal alteration aimed at by the rule is understood to be the prolongation of the u or the lingualization of the sibilant of su, we should add to the series the farther passages vii. 85. 1
and xviii. 3. 7, or vii. 72. 2, 73. 7, and 85. 1. I presume that we must
adopt the former of the two interpretations: the ut,in these passages,
is nowhere to be restored to its short form in the krama, since it cannot
fulfill the condition required by rule 79, and appear before a pause.

99. Nor in brahmanvatT etc.
The commentator cites brahman.vatim(vi. 108. 2), papyat: akshan-v&n
(ix. 9. 15), pfrshan-vatz(x. 1. 2), and vrshanyanti-iva : kanyald (v. 5. 3).
The irregularity which renders necessary the rule is the retention of the
lingual n as final, against the principle of rule iii. 89, above. The last
case cited, however, does not belong with the rest, since the denominative ending, by rule 29, above, is separable only after a vowel, and we
read vrshon.yantyda(vi. 9. 1) and vrshanyatah (vi. 70. 1-3), without avagrahta: hence there is no ground for restoration.

1\ ~ 0011
telq":It1F
100. Nor in dtrgihyutva etc.
The same passages which were cited under the corresponding rule in
another part of the treatise (ii. 59), and no others, are here again given
by the commentator: they are, according to the reading of the padatext, dirghayu-tvaya (e.g. i. 22. 2), sahasracaksho iti sahasra-caksho:
tvam (iv. 20. 5), and barhi-sadah (xviii. 1. 45, 51).
The signature of the section is as follows: 102: caturthasya trtiyah
pddah; so that, unless rule 53 is to be divided into two, or unless the
copyist's count is inaccurate, we have lost, somewhere in the course of
the second and third sections, one of the rules of the text.
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The concluding section of the treatise is occupied, first, with the
recommendation of the study of the krama form of the text, and second, with the description of its mode of construction. The way in
which it is stated and explained by the commentator is altogether different from that hitherto followed. First we have presented us the
whole of the text of the section, separated by marks of punctuation
into the rules which compose it. Then follows the independent statement and explanation of each rule in succession; but not, as heretofore,
according to the set method of restatemlent in paraphrase, brief and
dry illustration by examples, and final repetition: we have, instead of
this, a free exposition, drawn out at considerable length and with some
unction, much more in the style of the known comments upon the
other treatises of the class. This not only authorizes, but compels us to
conclude that the remaining part of the commentary is by another hand
than that which furnished the preceding. And the difference in style
of the text itself no less justifies us in believing that the section was not
an original part of our treatise, but is a later appendage to it. Whether
or not it takes the place of another similar body of rules in the original
Pratigakhya, and was substituted for them as being a fuller and more
satisfactory exhibition of the subject, it would not become us to attempt
to say too confidently: the near agreement of the preceding chapters
in respect to extent (each containing not much more than a hundred
rules) would favor the supposition that it had been tacked on as new
matter to the treatise, carrying with it a new division of the preceding
rules of the chapter into three instead of four sections: the subject of
krama may have been formerly disposed of in a few brief rules forming
part of the last section: but our PrAtiakkhya has in too many of its
previous rules made allusion to or implication of the krama-text (sometimes even naming it and contemplating it alone), to allow our assuming
with plausibility that the construction of that text was not from the
beginning one of the subjects with which the treatise dealt.
The krama is not treated by the Taitt. Pr.; it is disposed of by the
VYj. Pr. in the closing rules of the final section of its fourth chapter
(iv. 179-194), not occupying a whole section. In the Rik Pr. it takes
up two chapters, the tenth and eleventh, each of which is by itself a
complete krama treatise; the former giving (in fourteen verses) a concise
exhibition of the subject, the latter (in thirty-seven verses) setting it
forth with much greater fullness of detail. It is also the exclusive
theme of the Upalekha, of unknown date and authorship, to which
reference has already been made (see note to rule 74, above). The
corresponding rules of all these authorities will be cited or referred to
in connection with those of our own text.

101. Study of the Veda is duty.
In the comment we read three times, instead of the full form of the
rule, vedd dhairmahi(or dharmam) simply; but doubtless by a copyist's
omission. The commentator adds to the rule the more detailed state-
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ment karmaceshabhautdt:veda[dh.yayanarh]dharmam ldhur ydjnikl-because sacrifices are performed by means of the Veda, and sacrifice is
obligatory. He makes reference to a couple of verses or sayings which
inculcate the necessity or advantage of sacrifice, tlhus: svarlquk&mo
ag.hdyat&mity anena mantren.apafdudandstakhyarm[acatdudan7kh#yarm?]
karma krtva s2,a.gam sddh(yed iti y4jnikdmrndnam. He then anticipates and explains rule 104, below, concluding na vind ieddir yajnas
tdyate, 'sacrifice is not performed without the Vedas;' and he winds up
his exposition with vedddhyayanafmdhurma ity tdisttram, ' this is the
first rule.'

*pT' S11F#r hTTfTI I o11 1I
102. On the part of one desiring a condition of light after
death.
Pretya, literally 'having gone forward, having departed, deceased,' is
by the commentator, with many words, explained to mean 'having
quitted this world and gone on to another.' Upon jyotishtvam he discourses as follows: jyotirbhavo jyotishtvam : uktam hi: ye va iha yajadir
drdhnuvans teshdm etdni jyotinshi ydny amuni nakshatrdnz'ti: jyotir
diptibhdv,amity arthantaram. The next rule he introduces by the question, " is it merely the reading that is duty ! the answer is, no: how is
it then ?"

lrrTl':i-Iral ldl
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103. In the manner as handed down by those who understand
the sacrifice.
A y(tjiiika is defined as 'one who studies or understandsthe sacrifice'
(ycijiana adhite yajiam vidur vd). Not merely the study of the Veda,
but its study according to the traditional methods of those versed in
sacred things, is declared meritorious. Amndna is defined by pathana,
'reading,' and the commentator continues: "and how do the ydjnikas
read? 'with the verse svaryak&moaghdyatdm [already referred to, under the first rule of this section] one must secure paradise:' but it is
objected 'that is an act of sacrifice, not a study of the Veda: hence
merit is acquired by sacrifice, not by the study of the Veda:' this, however, is not so "-as the rule which is next to be given is intended to
show.

d^im d
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104. There is no performance
Vedas.

of the sacrifice without

the

Hence, as the Vedas are an indispensable aid to the performance of
that in which duty consists, the declaration that their study is a duty is
one to which no objection can be made (iti niravadyam ved&dhyayanam
dharma iti).
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105. In the sacrifice, again, the worlds are established.
I add the whole argument by which the commentator proves this
pious proposition: dydiir viyad avanis trayo lokd yajne pratishthitdh:
kathamn:nirvdpddisanskrtamhhavir angushtaparvamdtrena cakayd 'vattam antar nidhanasvdhakarana a.gndu hutam jyotirdhumabhdvenapari'ntarikshamr
n.ata. jqotirbhdvenady4ulokamrdmhumabhdvena
punar vr.htibhdvenaparinafam prtlhizvimydai: evarhyajie lokdh pratishthitdl. The
properly prepared sacrifice, duly offered in the fire, becomes light and
smoke: the light goes to the sky, the smoke to the atmosphere, and,
becoming rain, returns again to the earth: thus it reaches all the three
worlds-and, if one chooses to look upon it in that light, establishes
and supports them all.

c-;rltT
FnSi
kqoii
in the worlds.
the
races
As
are
five
106.
The five races, the commentator says, are men: they are established
in the worlds, the worlds in the sacrifice, the sacrifice in the Veda, and
the Vedas are dharmaceshabhAtdh: dharmaddivatamatiddApatkarmani
;eshatdmhca gachanti: which last sentence is corrupt and obscure. From
this, he goes on to point out the necessity of the study of the pada-text,
and, as a help to it, of the Prhtitakhya, anticipating the rule which is
next to follow: "the connection and distinction' of the appellation
(abhidhana) and the subject of appellation (abhidheya) is not, without
the study of the pada-text; the recognition of the terminations is not
assured, without the study of the pada-text: hence, in order to an understanding of the mantra, its pada-text (paddni) must be studied; and,
by one who studies the pada, the Pratihakhya must necessarily be
studied, in order to the resolution of doubts (avafyamhsanmfayacheddya
prdtifdkhyam adhyeyam): and the uses of the study of the pada are
farther set forth in the following rule."

?W_M^T^|^
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107. The study of the pada-text is for the sake of gaining
knowledge of the endings, the beginnings, and the proper forms
of words, and of their accent and meaning.
The commentator explains and illustrates this rule at considerable
length, and by means of examples which are for the most part taken
from our present Atharvan text. First, as he says, we are told that a
rinsing of the mouth with water (udakdcamanam) is prescribed to be accompanied by the pddas of the verse cam no devi (a?i no devydh pdddih: the verse is found at i. 6. 1); and here, without study of the pada,
one fails to know that the first pada ends with e (abhishtaye: in sanhit&,
t i--MS. sarhbadhdu
antanainca.
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it is abhishtaya). The next following example is intended to illustrate
the difficulty, without the pada-text, of finding upon occasion the right
beginning of a word: it reads rtubhyas tvd yaja ity drtavebhyas tvd
yaja ity atrd "kdradi na tu jndyate. The reference here is to iii. 10.
10, rtubhyas tvd "rtavebhyah.... yaje; eight separate recipients of
offering are enumerated in the verse, and it seems intended that, in
liturgical use, tvd yaje, which the verse gives once for all, should be
appended to each separately; this is intimated, though obscurely, by a
prefixed direction: ashtakaydm : rtubhyas tve 'ti 1 vigraham ashtau.
"
Again, without study of the pada, the Vedic forms of words (vdidikdh
.abd&h) are not known: as for instance, afvavatir strdistuyam,2etc.;
in sanhitd they have different forms, viz. afvdvatim (xviii. 2. 31), strdishutyan2 (vi. 11. 3): therefore the pada-text must be studied (adhyeyani
paddni)." The next point made is the necessity of pada study to the
understanding and right application of the rules respecting accentuation: "the brahmayajia etc. (? brahmayajinnddi) are directed to be
made with the employment of the three accents (trdisvaryena): here
one who does not study the pada is unpractised (apravtnah) as regards
the words: here, in the passages brahnm&udanam
pacati (xi. 1. 1) etc., one
is to speak not with the accents, but with monotone, at the pitch of
acute (? tatra brahmdudanamr
pacati 'tyevamddishui'd&ttafrutyd ekacrutyd td na svarena adhiytta): now beware lest there appear here the
fault of a mantra deprived of [its proper] accent. In the Atharvan rites,
excepting the yaga, in the tyings on of an amulet, etc., in the performance
of the sacrifice (? yajhavehe), the employment of the mantras is taught to
be made with the use of the three accents." Finally, the assertion that
study of the pada is necessary in order to the cornprehension of the
meaning of the text is supported with much fullness of illustration: as
instances are cited vi hara (v. 20. 9: this, however, may be no citation,
but part of the exposition), alasald 'si (vi. 16. 4: we could wish that
the pada actually taught us more about this obscure verse), yav&nne
'd addn (vi. 50. 1), ui iti (passitn), sam v dsna 'ha asyam (vi. 56. 3),
tad v asya retah (ix. 4. 4); and farther, with special reference to the
element of accent, ye asmdakamh
tanvam (ii. 31. 5), and svddv' admi 'ti
(v. 18. 7): and the conclusion is "here, and in other instances, one who
does not study the pada would spoil the sanhitd; hence, for these reasons, the pada must be studied." I add the whole text, which in places
is corrupt and obscure, and of which the value is too small to make an
elaborate attempt at restoration necessary or advisable: mantrdrthap ca
padadhyayandd vind najnayate: vakyam hi padafo vibhaktam anuvyanakti: tac ca padddhyayi sandhiThca pade chedam tu caknuydd vibhaktamn:vi hara: alasald'si: yavdn ne 'd adan: un iti: sam v dsnd 'ha
dsyarn: tad v asya retah: ityevam&dishu sunhitdydm ca bhavati: ryajati 'ty atra sanhitikah sa pra kuryat: tatha uddttasvaritodayenavighdtam ajdnan: ye asmadkamtanvam: anyatrd 'pi nihanyeta: svddv admi
'ti: atra ca svaritam kurydt: tatha uddttantasya ptrvapadasyd 'nuddttdddv uttarapade tat tasyd 'ntasthdpattdusvaritam akshamnarthejanasyarthe 'ty anyatrd 'pi tat kury&t: evam ddy anyatrd 'py apadddhyady sanhitdm vindfayet: tasmdd ebhihkaranair avaydadhyeyani: kim ca:
1 IMS. TtumabAlyaltyeti.2M.,bttie,ti1am 2
MS. rtumabhyastyeti.
MS.,bothtimes,trdis&yam.
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108. The study of the krama has for its object the fixation of
both sanhlitd and pada.
The true reading of this rule is a matter of some doubt. Prefixed
to the commentator's exposition, the manuscript gives simply sanhitdddrdhydrtltan., and the commencement of the comnmentimplies or requires no more than that: it might seem, then, that we fladhere only
an addition to the last rule, "the study of pada is in order to the fixation of sanhitd." But this would be a lame conclusion to the argument
of this part of the section, which must be intended finally to bring out
the importance of the krama-text. And as the exposition closes with
pretty clearly assuming as the full form of the rule under treatment
that which is presented above, and s the prefixed text of the whole
section so far favors the latter as to read sanhitdpadaddrdhhydrtham,I
think there can be little question that it is to be received as here given.
The pada, the commentator tells us, must be studied for the sake of
the establishment of the sanhitd. He defines ddrdhya by drdthasya
bhdvah, and cites the rule of Panini which. teaches its formation (varnadrdhddibhyah shyai ca,1 Pan. v. 1. 123). He goes on: "when here,
in the sanhitd, a doubt arises, the student of the pada will give a solution of the doubt. Then what need of a study of the krama? On
this point, it says: 'the study of the krama has for its object the fixation of both sahhild and pada."' What follows is corrupt, and only in
ca bhavati: yarldmanyek'padapart intelligible: saAhitd ca svasahmst.hd
dvip'adac ca pragyrhydvag7rhyasamdehdpanodanamh.
Finally, he introduces the next rule by saying idai cd 'param kdranamhkramddhyayanasya, ' and here follows another reason for the study of krtuma.'

109. And the origination of accent is not seen in pada or in
sanh?td.
That is to say-as we are doubtless to understand it-in the pada we
have before us only the accent of the unconipounded elements; in the
sanhitd, only that of the combined phrase: how the one grows out of
the other is shown by the kramna,wlhichgives everything in both its
separate and combined state. The commentator defines upfrjana by
utpatti, and declares it unperceived in pada (padik&dle),while it actually
takes place in krama (kramakale). As an illustration, he takes .svddv
admi' 'ti (v. 18. 7): here, in pado, we have an oxytone and an unaccented syllable, which form a circumflex, while in the sanhitd the circumfiex farther suffers depression (nighdta, the vikamnpitaof our rule
iii. 65, above), and the circumflex itself only appears in krama (in svddv
admi, where the cause of depression of the svarita is not present):
hence, he concludes, the krama ought to be studied. He adds: "now
comes the description: of what sort, it is asked, is this krama:" the
following rules of the section will answer.
I MS. varnTadrAhdditvdt:
dhyan:
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110. Two words form a krama-word.
The commentator is very brief upon this rule: he says "the study
of krama being now assured (prasiddha), two combined words form a
single krama-word; their combination will be taught hereafter [in rule
122], where it says 'according to the rules' (yath&dastram)."
The corresponding rules of the other treatises are Vaj. Pr. iv. 180,
Rik Pr. x. 1 (r. 2) and xi. 1 (r. 1), and Up. i. 14. With the exception
of the latter, they are more comprehensive than ours, including something of what here is made the subject of following rules. The precept
of the Vaj. Pr. covers our rules 110-113.

qIrr
Ft#rFT

tCTRIuIt11

111. With the final of this is made farther combination of the
following word.
The term antena is explained by avasanena, 'close, end:' we might
have rather expected the reading antyena, 'with the last word of each
krama-word as already defined.' To parasya is supplied padasya, in
the comment, as in the translation. The commentator takes the trouble
to tell us that to the end of this following word is then to be farther
appended its successor, and so on, so that one constructs the krama by
thus successively combining the words of the text by twos. Were this
rule not given, he says, the former one might be erroneously understood
as prescribing that we should form our krama-words by taking first the
first and second words of a verse, then the third and fourth, then the
fifth and sixth, and so on; while this shows us that we are to take the
first and second, then the second and third, then the third and fourth,
and so on. We may take, as an illustration, the last line of the first
hymn of the Atharvan (i. 1. 4 c, d), in constructing the krama-text of
which only this simple and fundamental rule would come into action:
it would read samhprutena :Frutena gamemahi :'gamemahi md : md rutena : rutena vi: vi ardhishi : radhishi 'ti rddhishi (by iv. 117).
The Vaj. Pr. and Rik Pr. combine this rule with the preceding: the
Upalekha (i. 15) states it separately, and in a distincter manner than our
treatise: tayor uttareno 'ttaramh
padam samhdadhydt.

TITiT qtJIT 1lRt
112. A last word is not combined with its successor.
By antagatam, literally 'a word gone to, or standing at, the end,' is
meant, in verse, the closing word of a half-stanza, or one preceding a
pause: in a prose passage, it doubtless indicates a word preceding one
of the pauses of interpunction by which a numbered passage, or verse,
is divided into parts. A pause, which interrupts the ordinary combinations of sandhi, interrupts those of krama also: there is no need that
the krama-text should exhibit the euphonic connection of words which
VOL. vll.
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in sanhita do not euphonically influence one another. The rule, as the
commentator tells us, is intended to restrict the too great extension
(atiprasaktan) of the one which precedes it. That the final word, thus
left uncombined, suffers parihdra, or repetition, is taught in rule 117.
The corresponding rules in the other treatises are Vhj. Pr. iv. 180,
Rik Pr. x. 8 (r. 9), 11 (r. 18), and xi. 21 (r. 44), and Up. i. 16.

3fifrrqw frFmII 11a>%
113. Three words form a krama-word, if the middle one of
them is a pure vowel.
The term aprckta we have met with before (i. 72, 79), as used to
designate a word composed of a single vowel or diphthong, unconnected with any consonant: the commentator, after exposition of its
meaning, paraphrases it by avyainjanamiSra?uddhakevalasvarah'a pure
and entire vowel, unmixed with consonants.' He cites, as an instance,
dhiy : d : ihi (ii. 5. 4): here the krana reading is not dhiya ": e 'hi,
but dhiye" 'hi: to which, by rule 115, would follow again e 'hi, and
then, by the present and other rules, ihy d nah : d nah: na iti nah.
The only ap.rkta words which the text contains are the preposition a,
the particle u (p. Qn'iti: see i. 72, 73), and their combination o (p. o iti:
see i. 79). It is doubtless to point out and call attention to this mode
of treatment of the a in the krama-text, that our Atharvan pada manuscripts quite frequently write a figure 3 after the word which follows
it: thus, in the instance cited, the manuscript gives dhiyd : : ihi: 3,
at i. 1. 2, punah : a : ihi : 3, etc.*
All the krama-systems have this feature: compare Vaj. Pr. iv. 180,
181 (which calls such a krama-word, composed of three members, a trikrama), Rik Pr. x. 2 (r. 3), xi. 2 (r. 3), and Up. i. 17. The two latter
authorities, however, except the compound o, and would have it treated
like any ordinary word. The Vaj. Pr. is obliged to note (iv. 183), as
farther instances of trikramas, mo shu nah and abhi shu nah, where, if
the krama were performed in the usual way, the sanhit& reading of
lingual n in nah would not be capable of exhibition; and like reasons
compel it (iv. 184) to establish, in a few cases, krama-words of four constituents, as urdhva u shu nah. The Rik systems, also, are not a little
complicated by the necessity of attending to such special cases occurring
in their text, and which once cause a krama-word to contain even five
members. The fact that such complicated cases of sandhi do not happen
to be met with in the Atharva-Veda saves our treatise the like trouble.

114. The grounds of this are the fusion of vowels into a single sound, the combination of vowels, prolongation, and lingualization.
* The additionof the figureis usual,but not invariable,in the firstbooksof the
text; later,it is only madehereandthere. The figureis neverinsertedafteru.
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The longer of the two krama-treatises incorporated into the text of
the Rik Pr&tikakhyais the only other authority which gives any reason
why aprkta words should not be independently reckoned in constructing the krama-text. It says (R. Pr. xi. 2, r. 3) that the omission takes
place "for fear of nasalization;" that is, lest the particle should, if suffered to stand at the end of a krama-word,receive a nasal pronunciation.
The entire disagreement of the two explanations offered is noteworthy,
and may be taken as an indication that neither is authoritative, and as
a permission to us to find a better one, if we are able. It seems to me
more likely that the weakness of the vowel-words a and u, unsupported
by consonants, and their liability to disappear in or become obscured
by the final of the word which precedes them, as if they were mere
modifications of its termination, was the cause of their exceptional treatment. A similar suggestion has already been made (see under i. 73) as
to the way in which the pada-text deals with u. The commentator's
exposition of the rule is elaborate, but deficient in point. To illustrate
the item ekadepa, 'vowel-fuision, substitution of one vowel-sound for two
or more others,' he takes dhiyd : : ihi (ii. 5. 4): here, he says, by the
operation of the rule samd&nksharasya(iii. 42), dhiya and a become
dhiya: the a of the latter, combined with the i of ihi, becomes e, and
the result is the one word dhiyehi: ergo, this is the way the combination
mllst be made, otherwise there would be no krama-word (tasmad ity
anena samhdhanenabhavitavyam: anyatha kramapadam eva na sydt).
The conclusion appears to me an evident non-sequitur,a mere restatement of the original proposition. For the second item, he selects the
example ihi: a: nah (ii. 5. 4): here, if we compound ihy a, and a nag,
a vowel-combination (svarasandhih) is made of the i, by the rule svare
ndmino 'ntahstha (iii. 39). How this vowel-combination furnishes a
ground for the krama-word ihy a nah, he does not attempt to point out.
For the third and fourth items, the chosen instance is idam
?: u iti: su
(i. 24. 4). This, too, is to be regarded as (in krama) forming a single
word. The following text is corrupt, and I subjoin it, instead of attempting a restoration and translation: tasyd ca na samdhih: tathd hi:
idamushvadishv asanhitikam dirghatvam: carce 'sya tripadasya madhyabhdvad ishyate: idamushv ity evambhutasydi 'va rupdkhyadtydm avasyam tripadam vaInakramena na bhavatitavyam: atrai 'vd 'padatvam:
tad api tripadamadhyavayavam. The prolongation of the u in this and
similar cases would indeed seem to furnish a reason for the construction
of the krama-word out of three members, since the long vowel could
not properly appear if the particle were made the final of one such
word and the beginning of another; but I am unable to see how the
lingualization of the sibilant should have any effect in the same direction, since there would be no difficulty in reading u shu as a krana-word,
if the u were treated in the ordinary manner.

115. A and o are made to begin a word again.
That is to say, after d and o have been included, as middle members,
in a triple krama-word, they are again taken as initials of the word next
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following. The commentator's examples are gopAyatd " 'smackam:c
'smdkam (xii. 3. 55 etc.), dhiye 'hi: e 'hi (ii. 5. 4), and havir o shu o
shu: o ity o (vii. 72.2).
The same usage, as concerns d, is taught also by the other treatises:
compare Vaj. Pr. iv. 182, Rik Pr. x. 8 (r. 11) and xi. 18 (r. 34), Up. iv. 13.

tieEl+* 9ft15mr 7sll>
116. Uis merely to be repeated.
The mode of repetition of the particle is taught in the next rule but
one. This rule is, as the commentator explains it, intended to forbid
the combination of u (like d and o) with the next following word to
form a new krama-word (anyayoganivrttyarthah). As an example, he
gives us sa u siryah:'n' ity in iti (xiii. 4. 5).

117. Repetition with iti interposed, or parihdra, is to be made
of pragrhyas, of words admitting separation by avagraha, of
those requiring restoration to the natural form, and of those
standing before a pause.
The commentator simply expounds this rule, without bringing up any
instances to illustrate it. The kinds of words specified are to be repeated, or spoken twice, in the krama-text (kramakdle), the name of
the double utterance being parihdra: and this parihdra is to be made
with interposition of iti: having performed one of the two utterances,
one is to say iti, and then repeat the word.
The mode of repetition is, as has already been noticed (under iv. 74),
called in the Rik Pr. by the related name parigraha (e. g. R. Pr. iii.
14). The Vaj. Pr. (iv. 187) styles it sthitopasthita, which title is also
known to and defined by the Rik Pr. (x. 9 and xi. 15). The Up. (iv. 12)
knows only parigraha. The forms to be repeated are, according to the
doctrine of the V&j.Pr. (iv. 187-193), a divisible word (avugrhya), one
in the interior of which appears a prolongation or a lingualization, a
pragrhya, a riphita of which the r does not appear in sanhita. and a
word preceding a pause (avasdna). The first and the last three of
these classes are, indeed, treated in the same manner by all the other
authorities (compare R. Pr. x. 6-8, r. 7-9, and xi. 13-14, r. 25; Up. iv.
4-11); but, as regards the words which in sanhitd undergo an abnormal alteration of form, there is a less perfect agreement among
them. The Rik Pr. and Up. specify as requiring repetition in krama
initial
(besides sundry special and anomalous cases), words having their
vowel prolonged, and those in the interior of which there is a change
not brought about by external influences-that is to say, due to euincludes
phonic causes within the word itself. Whether the Vaj. Pr.
among the repeatable words those having a prolonged initial, or whether
any eases of this kind occur in the text to which it belongs, I do not
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know. Our own krama-system, it will be noticed, while in one respect
more chary of the repetition than the others, in that it repeats no
riphita words, in another res}ect is vastly more liberal of its use, applying it in the case of every word which requires restoration firoman abnormal to a normal form, according to the rules given in the preceding
section of this chapter. There is no limitation made, either by the text
or by the commentary, of the term stmdpcdya; so far as I can see,
every word in the text which undergoes in sanhita ayv of the changes
detailed in rule 74, above, must suffer parihara. The Atharvan krama is
thus made a nlore complete and elaborate index of the euphonic irregularities occurring in its text than is that of either of the other Vedas.
By way of introduction to the following rule, our commentator says,
at the close of his exposition, that the words mentioned in this precept
have their repetition made with a single iti: we are next to be told that
in the repetition of the particle u two are required.

T;l lTT;:11Tu11
118. The particle u requires two iti's.
That is to say, when u is repeated, each occurrence of the word is
followed by iti, and we have un ity ui iti. None of the other treatises
supports this reading: all would prescribe simply n ity ^n.

(
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119. The reason of this is its nasalization and protraction.
The commentator explains as follows: "the nasalization of this particle u when followed by iti is taught by the rule ukarasye 'tdv aprktasya [i. 72]; if, then, it should not be distinguished by (ddriyeta) a
second iti, it would be deprived of its nasal quality-as also of its
protraction [since this also, by i. 73, is prescribed only before iti]. Therefore, considering its prescribed nasality and protraction, u must always
be repeated with a double iti."

ii 9,0
^o
11
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120. A protracted vowel is, in repetition, to be treated as if
unprotracted.
The commentator's exposition is: plutap cd !plutavac ca parihartavyah : aplutena tulyatdimprdvahitavyah :pariharakale :purushah: : babhuvln3: atra d ity akarah plutah : sa aplutavatd parihartavyal : d babhuvdn3 iti babhuve'ti vaktavyam; ' a protracted vowel is to be
repeated
as if it were unprotracted; i. e., it is to be reduced, in
parihara, to
with
an
equivalence
purushah:
unprotractedvowel: thus, in the
a: babhuv&n3(x. 2. 28), the a is a protracted a: itpassage
must be repeated
along with [or, in the form of] an unprotracted a; we must read 4 babhuvdii3 iti babhAve'i.' The reading of the manuscript is unfortunately corrupt at the end, where the required krama-formis to be given:
the scope and intent of the rule will be examined under the one next
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following, which also concerns only the passage here cited by the
commentator.

T:ii

q}srr ?F 11RaR11

121. And a nasal vowel, in its first occurrence, is to be made
pure.
I again add the whole comment: yalhpurvam anundsiko drshtah sa
parihdrakdle fuddhar krtvd parihartavyah: etad evo 'ddharanam: atrdi
'va purusha d babhutvdn3ity avasdne: iti: avasdne a iti psirvam anundsiko drshtah fSuddhahparihartavyah: babhkve'ti babhuivdn; 'the vowel
first seen as nasal is, il parihdra, to be repeated pure [i. e. free from nasality]: the instance is the one already given: here, the vowel first appearity avaing as nasal before the pause-by the rule purusha d babhkvd&i
sdne (i. 70)-is to be repeated pure: thus, babhuve'ti babhuvan.' The
most obvious and natural understanding of this would be that the nasalization is only to be retained in the first utterance of the word, and that
in parihara, by this and the preceding rules, both protraction and nasality should be lost altogether; so that the krama would read a babh4'ti babhuva. But the rules in the first chapter to which
vda3: babhurve
the commentator refers expressly require the nasality to be retained
before a pause, and forbid the protraction only before iti, so that they
would appear to teach babhuve'ti babhhvfia3; which, as we see, is the
actual reading of the commentator under this rule, while, under the preceding, the reading is too corrupt for us to understand what he intends
to give us. The best manner, as it appears to me, of reconciling these
apparent discrepancies is to take pusrvahin the present rule as belonging with the predicate instead of the subject, and as indicating the
former of the two occurrences of the repeated word in parihdra, thus
making the translation such as it is given above; and farther, assuming
the same thing to be implied also in rule 120, the repetition, or parihdra, there referred to, being, in a restricted sense, the occurrence of the
word before iti: the Upalekha employs parigraha, in part, in the same
sense.* It may be, however, that we ought to confess a discordance
between the teachings of our treatise here and in the first chapter, and
to understand the krama reading here prescribed to be babhuve'ti babhAva-or, if purvah be interpreted in the manner proposed, babhu've'ti
babhlvani. A like case occurring in the Rig-Veda (x. 146. 1) is, according to the Upalekha (vii. 9, 10: the Rik Pr. seems to take no notice of
it), to be treated in the manner laid down in our first chapter: vindaWhat
tii3, for vindati, is in krama to be read vindati 'ti vindatina.
is the doctrine of the Vaj. Pr. in a similar instance has been mentioned
in the note to i. 97.

a
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122. The successive combination of words into krama-words
is to be made according to the general rules of combination.
* See Pertsch'spreliminary
note to chapterv.
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The commentator expounds this rule in a clear and pertinent manner.
He says: "it has been said in a former rule [iv. 111], 'with the final of
this is made farther combination of the following word:' there, howno
ever, the method of combination is not taught (samhdh&navidhanam
'ktam): wherefore the present rule is here added. The term yathd&stramnmeans 'according to the several rules (yad yac chdstram):'
whatever mode of combination of separate words is taught in the padafdstra (yad yat padasdstre paddndm sarhdhdnalakshanamuktam), that
has force also here in the formation of each single krama-word. This
is expressly stated, in order to guard against the danger of understanding a krama-word to be composed of disconnected vocables (? kramapadatvdd anyafabdafahkayo 'cyate): this must not be the case."
The VAj. Pr. has no precept corresponding to this, evidently regarding it as clearly enough implied in the general direction that two words
"are to be combined" (sad dadhati: iv. 180) to form a krama-word.
It is, however, distinctly laid down by the other treatises (R. Pr. x. 5,
r. 6, and xi. 21, r. 44; Up. iii. 3-5).

123. The pada-repetition of a divisible pragrhya is to be made
in the manner of that of krama, with separation by avagraha in
the latter recurrence of the word.
The commentator begins with explaining prag.rhydvagrhya to be a
determinative and not a copulative compound (yasnsinn avaqrghyatvam
[prayrhyatvam ca] ekasminn eva yugapad bhavati), and goes on as follows: ' such a word, in its pada-repetition (carc&ydm),is to be treated
as in kramna:carcd means twofold utterance (dvirvacanam): that takes
place in the pada-text (padakdle) just as in the krama-text (kramakale);
that is, one repeats (pariharet) the form of the krama-text. In krama,
both prayrhyas and divisibles suffer repetition; in pada (padeshu), on
the other hand, only a divisible pragrhya is repeated. In such a repetition, how is separation by avagraha made ? The rule says, 'with separation by avagraha in the latter recurrence of the word:' that is, the
latter or second recurrence of the word is to receive avagraha, and not
the first: for example, virupe iti vi-riupe(x. 7. 6, 42)."
The usage of both our Atharvan pada-text and that of the other Vedas
in regard to cared, or repetition, has been filly set forth in the note to
iv. 74, above, as also the doubt which may reasonably be entertained
whether the usage here taught, and followed in the extant manuscripts,
is that which the rules of the preceding section contemplate.
The prescription in this rule, and in this alone, of the employment
of avagraha in separating the constituents of a compound word when
it appears for the second time in the repetition, after iti, seems necessarily to imply that, in the repetitions of krama, separation by avagraha is
not to be made at all, either before or after iti, but that we are to read,
for instance (i. 1. 1), ye trishaptdh: trishapt&hpariyanti: trisaplt iti
trisaptdh : pariyanti viwvd: pariyanti 'ti pariyanti, etc. To regard the
specification uttarasminn avagrahah of our rule as in such manner re-
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trospective as to reflect its prescriptive force, through kramavat, back
into the rule for krama-repetition, or parigraha-understanding the
meaning to be, 'in pada-repetitions, the second recurrence of the repeated word is to suffer division by avagraha: as is to be the case also in
kranwa-repetitions'-would be, I should think, much too violent. Nevertheless, the Rik Pr. (x. 10, r. 16, and xi. 16, r. 31) and Upalekha (iv. 3)
distinctly teach that the avagraha is to be used in the repetition of compound words, after iti. I cannot find that the Vaj. Pr. prescribes the
separation either in pada or in krama, although it is regularly made
by the commentator on that treatise in the examples which he cites, and
Weber passes it over without remark.

124. Words requiring restoration, if occurring before a pause,
are to be spoken in their sanhitd form.
The three last rules of the section and of the treatise concern the
treatment of such words as, while they stand at the end of a half-verse,
or in any other situation before a pause, also exhibit in sanhita some
abnormal peculiarity of orthoepy which, by the rules of the preceding
section, requires restoration to the natural form. A word of this class,
instead of being combined with its predecessor into a krama-word, and
then repeated, is, before its repetition, to be spoken once more in sanhita
abhi sishyade
form. The commentator takes the example sd vrkshd&n
(v. 5. 9: p. sisyade, by iv. 82), and, without writing it out in full in the
krama form, says that we must utter sishyade again, and then repeat it,
sisyada iti sisyade. He adds: "so also may be brought forward as instances (ud&hdrydh) pranitaye (vi. 23. 2: p. pra-nitaye) and all other
like words, having the cause of alteration within their own limits."
This last restriction, as we shall see, he insists upon more distinctly
under the next following rule.
This special point is left untouched in all the other krama-treatises.
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125. Of this, furthermore, the name is asthdpita.
Weber (p. 283) regards punah here as a part of the title, which he
understands to be punar&sthdpita. This would not be in itself unlikely,
but it is not favored by the commentator, who, both here and under
the following rule, treats asthdpita alone as the term designating the
word to which the rule relates. He omits punah altogether, in his paraphrase of the present rule, as being superfluous: tasya sanhitdvad vacanasya: dsthdpitam ity evah samjnfdbhavati. He then goes on to state
more at large the restriction hinted at under the last rule: namely, that
a word which is samdpddya, or liable to restoration, as being altered at
its commencement by the influence of the preceding word, is not to be
treated in the manner prescribed by these rules: "that is to say, where
cause and effect (nimittan&imittike) are in one word; for instance,
sishyade: here the conversion into sha produced by the reduplication
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holds over, owing to the fact that the reduplication and the altered
sibilant are in the same word. But this is not the case in the passage
striya&ranu shicyate (vi. 11. 2), [or, in pada form] tat: striydm : anu
sicyate: here no repetition in the sanhitd form takes place [or, the repetition does not take place in the sanhita form: iti na sanihitdvadbhavati]; and why ? because cause and effect are declared to stand in two
separate words: anu is a prqposition; it produces conversion into sh
by the rule upasarg&tetc. (ii. 90), and that conversion is heard (rutzah)
in a separate word; here, then, let the process not be performed (? tendtramidibh t): for this reason is this explanation made." It might still
seem doubtful, after all this lengthy exposition, whether such a word as
sicyate was regarded by the commentator as not to be separately spoken
at all, or as to be separately spoken, only not in sanhitd form, as follows:
striyan anu anu shicyate : sicyate : sicyata iti sicyate; but the latter interpretation seems to me the more probable.

f
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126. That is a krama-word of a single member, and is also to

be repeated.

The commentary upon this rule is not so clear as the rule itself seems
to be, without comment or explanation: it reads as follows, with only
the most obvious emendations: parihartavyaf ca sa dsthitasahmjnapad.rca! [asthdpitasahjirndikapadah
?]: yo 'sdu sanhitddvirvacanenanirdipyate: 2nimittandimittikayorbhinnapadasthatvdt: sa parihdryap ca bhavati. If the intent of this is to limit the application of the rule to
those words whose cause of alteration is situated in a preceding independent word, it can hardly be accepted. What follows is still more
corrupt and less intelligible: saAhitdvad viddci bahulam iti ya? chandast
'ti: varndlopdgamahrasvadirghaplutadtmaneshdparasmdi vibhashd api
yanti.
Finally, to close up the commentary, two verses are given us, but so
much mutilated that hardly more than their general sense (and even
that only in part) is recognizable: natak1budhya nacapdstra drshtyd
yathamnnanamanyathd n&i'va kurydt: &mndtamparishannasya fdst:ram
drshto vidhir vyatyayah pArvafdstre: dmndtavyam andmndtam prapdthe 'stmin rkvacatpadam: chandaso parimeyatvdt parishannasya lakshanam: parishannasya lakshanam iti.
The signature of the chapter and of the work has been already given
in the introductory note, but may be repeated here: iti cdunakiyecaturddhydyike caturthah pddah: caturddhydyibhdshya?h samdptanm: crir
astu: lekhakap&thakayoh?ubhamhbhavatu: crpicandikdcydi
namah: frirdmah: samvat 1714 varshe jy&ishthapuddha 9 dine samdptalikhitam
pustakam. I may also be permitted to add the propitiatory heading
of the manuscript, which was, by an oversight, omitted to be given
in its proper place: it reads om namah sarasvatydi namah: om namo
brahmaveddya: athdigirasah. The last word is, as I cannot doubt, a
copyist's error for atharvdngirasah.
VOL. VI.
73
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

1. Analysis of the Work, and Comparisonwith the other Prdti?dkAyas,
So far as concerns the agreement or disagreement of the other Pr$ti:akhyas with that of the Atharva-Veda in respect to the doctrines
taught in the latter, the comparison has already been made in detail in
the notes to the text. I have thought, however, that it would be advisable to append here a systematic view of the contents of our treatise,
and a brief statement of the correspondences of the rest,,in order to
exhibit more clearly the sphere of the former, and to show how far
those of the latter coincide with it, and how far they cover more or
less grounq than it occupies.
INTRODUCTORYAND EXPLANATORY.

I.

Introductory,object of the treatise, i. 1, 2; definition of terms, i. 3, 42, 43, 48, 49,
92, iv. 73, 126; interpretationand application of rules, i. 95, iii. 38.
II.

PHONETICS AND EUPHONY: PRODUCTION, CLASSIFICATION,PROPERTIES, AND COMBINATION OF SOUNDS.

1. Simple sounds: formationand classificationof consonants,i. 10-13, 18-31; do.
of vowels, i. 27, 32-41, 71; quantity of vowels and consonants, i. 59-62; accents,
i. 14-17.
2. Sounds in combination, and resulting modifications: possible finals, i. 4-9, ii.
3; final vowels not liable to euphonic change (pragrhya), i. '3-81, iii. 33; syllable,
i. 93; division of syllables, i. 55-58; quantity of syllables, i. 51-54:-kinds of independent circumflexaccent, iii. 55-61, 65; kinds of enclitic do., iii. 62-64; evocation and modificationof accents in words and sentences, iii. 67-74:-conjunction of
i. 43-47; yama, i. 99, 104; ndsikya,
consonants, i. 49, 50,94, 98, ii. 20; abhinidhadna,
i. 100, 104; svarabhakti,i. 101,102,104; sphotana, i. 103,104, ii. 38; karshansa,ii
39; euphonic duplicationof consonants (varnakrama),iii. 26-32.
III.

CONSTRUCTIONOF COMBINED TEXT, OR SANHITA.

Prolongationof initial, final, and medial vowels, iii. 1-25:-combination of inal
and initial vowels and diphthongs, iii. 39-54, ii. 21-24, i. 97; resulting accent, iii.
55, 56, 58, 65, 66; resulting nasality, i. 69; final vowels not liable to combination,iii.
38-36:-combinations of final and initial consonants: final non-nasalmutes, ii. 2-8,
13, 14, 38, 39; final nasals, ii. 9-12, 25, 26, 28, 30-37, iii. 37, i. 67; final semivowels,
ii. 19, 21-24, iii. 20; final visarjaniya, ii. 21, 24, 40, 43-52, 54-59, 62-80; initial consonants, ii. 7, 15-18:-final nasal before a vowel, ii. 27, 29, i. 68, iii. 27; final visarjaniya before a vowel, ii. 41, 42, 44-53, 56 :-lingualization of t and th, ii 15, 16;
do. of n, iii. 75-95; do. of s, ii. 81-107:-insertion of s, iii. 96.
IV.

CONSTRUCTIONOF KRAMA-TEXT.

Importance of krama-text, iv. 108, 109; its construction, iv. 110-122, 124-126,
74-100, i. 70, 97.
V.

CONSTRUCTIONOF DISJOINED, OR PADA-TKXT.

Importance of pada-text, iv. 107; combinationor separation of verb and preposition, iv. 1-7; do. of suffixes, iv. 13-37, 46-48, 53, 65, 66; do. of compounds,iv. 8-12,
21, 22, 27, 28, 38-45, 49-64, 67-72; restoration of the original form of words, iv.
74-77, 79, 81-97, 99, 100; repetition in pada, iv. 123; special cases, i. 72, 73, 81,
82; enclitic accent in pada, iii. 68, 69, 72, 73.
VI.

SUNDRIES, SPECIAL CASES, ETC.

Study of Veda recommended, iv. 101-109:-special irregularitiesof formation,
i. 63-66, ii. 25, 60, 61, iii. 7, 43; special case of accent, i. 96; list of protracted
vowels, i. 105; quantity of nasalized vowels in interior of word, i. 83-91.
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In regard to the matters embraced in the first of the general divisions
here laid down, it may be said that our treatise is much more curt and
concise, and more ready to pass without notice what may be assumed
as already known, than either of the others. Definitions of terms are
far from numerous, and the whole department of paribhdsha, or explanation of modes of phraseology, of extent, bearing, and application of
the rules, and the like, which in all the other Pratikakhyas occupies
considerable space, is here almost wholly wanting. This is in part
owing to the simpler and less artificial mode of arrangement adopted
in our work.
In the division of Phonetics and Euphony, the discordances among
the different authorities affect chiefly matters of detail, and are not of a
character to call for notice here. The other three treatises include or
imply a list and enumeration of the sounds of the spoken alphabet,
which is wanting in our own. All, also, after treating the subject of
the formation of articulate sounds in the outset in a manner nearly
according with that here followed. return to it in their later and less
genuine chapters, and discuss it anew with a straining after greater
theoretic profundity. The niceties of consonantal combination, as abhinidhdna etc., make nearly the same figure in all the four: for minor
differences, see the notes on the text. The Rik Pr., to its specification
of possible finals (which is wanting only in the Thitt. Pr.), adds that
also of possible initials, and of compatible or conjoinable consonants
(xii. 1-4).
Under the head of the conversion of pada-text into sanhitd, the authorities differ only on minor points, or by the treatment of special cases
appertaining to the text with which each has to deal.
Thus far, the subjects treated are those which no Pratiqakhya can
pass over in silence: those which remain are not essential to the completeness of a work of this class, and are accordingly found altogether
wanting in one or more of the treatises. Thus, the IVth general division, the construction of the krama-text, is not touched upon in the
Taitt. Pr., and the parts of our own and of the Rik Pr. which concern
it are open to the suspicion of being later accretions to the text. The
Vth division, the construction of the pada-text, receives still more scanty
attention, being entirely passed over in the Taitt. Pr., and represented
in the Rik Pr. only by a few scattering rules relating to special cases,
analogous with those found in the earlier chapters of the Ath. Pr.; only
the VYj. Pr. joining the latter in treating it at large, although in a less
complete and elaborate manner.
A more detailed comparison will be necessary under the last head,
that of miscellaneous and extra-limital additions to the body of the
work, of matters more or less akin with its proper substance, and auxiliary to its object, yet omissible without detriment to its completeness
as a Praticakhya. As concerns the study of the Veda, the first subject
mentioned in our analysis, the Rik Pr. offers a very interesting chapter
(xv. 1-16) on the mode of instruction followed in the schools of Vedic
study; the VYj. Pr. recommends Vedic study (viii. 35-42), and tells (i.
20-26, viii. 32-34) who should pursue it, and under what circumstances.
All the other treatises give explanations of single irregular and excep-
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tional words and forms, of which the list will be more or less extended
according as we include in it all those words which the pada-text does
not analyze, or only such as are of especially anomalous character. The
Rik Pr. alone among them (i. 6) catalogues the few protracted vowels
occurring in its text. Like our treatise, it also teaches (in a late chapter, xiii. 7-10) when interior nasalized vowels are long: the Taitt. Pr.
(xvi. 1-31) goes farther, and laboriously catalogues all the nasalized
vowels contained in its text, short or long, which are not the result of
euphonic combination. Of this same class of appendices, which are
designed to call attention to points in the text where especial liability
to error is held to exist, are the following: the Rik Pr. (ii. 5) gives a
list of instances of hiatus within a word; the VYj. Pr. attempts (in part,
in a bungling manner, and with very sorry success) to point out words
which do not end with visarjantya (iv. 26-32), which contain one y or
two (iv. 149-159), or single, double, or triple groups of consonants (vi.
25-30); the Taitt. Pr. adds to its list of nasalized vowels only (xiii.
8-14) that of words showing an original lingual n. The VAj.Pr. (iii. 1,
viii. 50, 51) defines a word, and both it (i. 27, viii. 52-57) and the Rik
Pr. (xii. 5, 8, 9) distinguish and define the parts of speech, while all
the three give a list of the prepositions (R. Pr. xii. 6, 7; V. Pr. vi. 24;
T. Pr. i. 15): and the Vaj. Pr., after its fashion, carries the matter into
the domain of the absurd, by laying down (viii. 58-63) the divinities
and the families of rshis to whom the several classes of words, and even
(viii. 47) of letters, belong. The Rik Pr. (x. 12, xi. 12) and VSj. Pr.
(iii. 148, iv. 77, 165-178,194) treat of the samaya or saThkrama,the
omission of verses or phrases which have already once occurred in the
text. Such omissions are abundantly made in all the manuscripts of
the Atharva-Veda, sanhitd as well as pada, but the Pratiqakhya takes
no notice of them. The Rik Pr. has a chapter (xiv. 1-30) on errors of
pronunciation, from which, by careful comparative study, important information on phonetic points may be drawn. It also, in its three closing
chapters (xvi-xviii), treats with much fullness the subject of metre,
which no one of the others even hints at. The Taitt. Pr. devotes a
single brief chapter (xviii. 1-7) to the quantity and accent of the auspicious exclamation om. The Vaj. Pr. has an interesting, although
rather misplaced, series of rules (vi. 1-23) respecting the accentuation
of verbs and vocatives in the sentence, and also makes a foolish and
fragmentary attempt (ii. 1-45, 55-64) to define the accent of words in
general. With its rules respecting the ritual employment of different
tones and accents (i. 127-132) is to be compared what the Taitt. Pr.
(xxii. 12, xxiii. 12-20) says of tone and pitch. The VYj. Pr., finally,
remarks briefly and imperfectly (iii. 17, 137, 138) on the omission in
the Vedic dialect of certain terminations.
It is thus seen that the Atharva-Veda Pratiqakhya does not greatly
differ in its range of subjects from the other treatises of its class; being
somewhat less restricted than the TAitt. Pr., and somewhat less comprehensive than the remaining two, the V&j.and Rik Pr&tigakhyas. Its
style of treatment is marked by sundry peculiarities, of which the most
striking and important is the extensive use which it makes of ganas in
the construction of its rules. It is this which has enabled it, while in-
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eluding so much, to be at the same time so much the briefest of the
four works. This approximates it, also, to the character of the general
Sanskrit grammar, as finally and principally represented to us by PAnini.
The close connection between the two is farther shown by many other
circumstances which have been pointed out in the notes upon the text
-by the contemplation in numerous rules, both general and special, of
phenomena of the general language rather than those of the Atharvan
vocabulary alone, by a more liberal introduction of grammatical categories than any other of the Prati:akhyas makes (the Taitt. Pr. is its
antithesis in this respect), and by the exhibition (not the use, as significant) of some of the indicatory letters employed by Panini himself. It
is very sparing of its references to the opinions of other authorities,
Caunaka and (akatayana being the only grammarianswhom it cites by
name. The latter of the two appears, both from the text and the commentary, to have stood in an especially near relation to the authors of
our treatise. yaunaka, although his opinion is rejected in the only rule
where his name appears, is yet mentioned in a way which may be regarded as implying his special importance as an authority; it being
thought necessary to teach expressly that his dictum upon the point
referred to is not binding. There is nothing, at any rate, in the mode
of the reference, which should militate against the claim apparently
implied in the name of the work, that it represents in the main the
doctrines of a (aunaka, and belongs to a school which derives its name
fromnhim.
Whether the peculiarities pointed out are of a nature to determine
the chronological relation of our treatise to the other Pratiq(khyas is a
difficult and doubtful question. The discussions of this point hitherto
made appear to me nearly barren of any positive results. They are
all more or less based upon the assumption that the appearance in a
Prati&akhya of a later phase of grammatical treatment or of grammatical phraseology is an unequivocal evidence of later composition. That
this is so is not readily to be conceded. Since Prati(akhyas are no
complete grammatical treatises, but only the phonetical text-books, and
the manuals of rules for conversion of pada into sanhita, belonging to
special schools, and since they imply a vastly more complete grammatical science than they actually present, it is not to be denied that any
one of them might include more or less of the form and the material
of that science, as its compilers chose, or as the traditional usage of
their school required. Thus, for instance, there would be no implausibility in supposing that the Taittiriya Praticakhya, though so much
more limited in its grammatical horizon than those of the Vajasaneyi
and Atharvan, was actually composed at a later date than either of
them, and deliberately adopted the method of treating its material according to the letter rather than the meaning, as being better suited to
the character of a Pratigakhya, which concerns itself only with phonetic form, and not with sense. If such a supposition admits of being
proved false, it can only be so by a more searching and wary investigation and comparison than has yet been made, or than is possible before
the full publication and elucidation of all the treatises. It is very doubtful whether any one of the Pr&ti9akhyashas escaped extensive modifi-
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cation, by alteration, insertion, and addition, since its first substantial
construction. The fact that in the Rik Pr. all that is essential to make
out such a treatise is contained in the first half, or chapters i-ix, is
strongly suggestive of the accretion of the later chapters, and the character of more than one of them lends powerful support to such a suggestion. That the Vaj. Pr. has suffered interpolation and increment is
the opinion of its editor, and we cannot help surmising that its weakest
and most impertinent portions, especially those in which the expression
seems intended to conceal rather than convey the meaning they cover,
are the work of a very late hand. None of the other treatises is disfigured by such features. In point of dignified style, and apparent
mastery of the material with which it deals, the first rank belongs unquestionably to the Rik Praticakhya; with what inaccuracies and deficiencies it may have to be reproached, its editors have not ascertained
for us: a careful testing of the rules by the text whose phenomena they
were meant to present in full will have to be made for all the treatises
before their comparison can be rendered complete. The results of such
a testing as regards the Atharva-Veda are to be found scattered everywhere through the notes upon the text, and do not need to be summed
up here. I fulfil, however, a promise previously given (note to i. 1), by
making summary reference below to the rules in which our treatise oversteps the limits of the subject which it is treating, or of the sphere of
such a work as it professes to be, or in which it contemplates euphonic
combinations and words not to be found in its text.
Treatment of matters purely concerning the pada-text, in the portions properly devoted to sanhit&,is made in rules i. 72, 73, 81, 82, iii.
64, 68, 69, 72, 73: a like thing is done for the krama-text at i. 70, 97,
iv. 74 etc., 98. Combinations not Atharvan are had in view at i. 47, ii.
9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 26, iii. 27, 46; words not Atharvan, at i. 77, 86, 87, ii.
25, 51, iii. 2, 92, iv. 28, 62, 69. The bounds set in the first rule of the
work are transgressed, by the inclusion of matters of word-formation
and derivation, and the explication of forms which have no other qualities in pada than in sanhitd, at i. 63-66, ii. 18, 33, 34, 52, 59, 60, 61,
82, 87, 89, iii. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8-11, 43, 49, 57, 59, 60, 61, 75, 78, 87, 90.
Among these last cases, a few are palpably and grossly out of place;
but the greater part may be explained and excused by supposing that
the pada-text implied by the Pratiqakhya is an ideal one, which our
established and recorded pada-texts nearly approach, but do not altogether coincide with.
2. Relation of the Prdtipakhya to the existing Text of the Atharva- Veda.
In attempting to determine the relation of our treatise to the only
known text of the Atharva-Veda, by the help of the citations which
the former contains, it is necessary, of course, to consider as one the
text and its commentator, since the gana-method pursued by the treatise
relieves it from quoting more than a small part of the words and paseven with the help of
sages to which it was intended to apply. And
the commentator, since he fills out the ganas but in part, we are able to
find references to no more than a portion of the phenomena of the text
to which the view of the makers of the Prti akhya was directed. This
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state of things deprives our investigation of much of the definiteness
and certainty which it ought to possess, and which would attend a similar examination of any other of the Pratic&khyas by means of its Veda;
yet it is desirable even here to make the comparison, which will be
found not barren of valuable results. The index of passages in the
Atharvan text cited by the Pratiqakhya and its commentary, to be
given later, furnishes in full detail the principal body of the material of
investigation; and from that we derive at once the important information that to the apprehension of the Praticakhya the Atharva-Veda comprehended only the first eighteen books of the present collection. The
two single apparent references to passages in book xix, the one made by
the commentator (under ii. 67), the other by an authority whom he
cites (under iv. 49), are of no account as against this conclusion: the
absence from the rules of the treatise of any notice of the numerous
irregularities of the two closing books, and the want of other citations
in the commentary than the two equivocal ones referred to, are perfectly
convincing. This testimony of the Pratiqakhya, moreover, agrees en-tirely with that which we derive from a consideration of the character
of those books and the condition of their text: no pada-text of book
xix and of those portions of book xx which are not taken bodily from
the Rig-Veda is known to be in existence, and it is not at all likely that
there ever was one; the text could hardly, in that case, have become so
corrupt. The citations run through all the other books of the Atharvan; they are more numerous, as was to be expected, in the earlier
books, and in parts of the text they are but thinly scattered; yet no
extended portion of the first eighteen books can with plausibility be
supposed not to have lain before the commentator for excerption. As
regards single passages, there is room for more question: although our
lack of the complete ganas greatly interferes with a full discussion of
this point, we are able to discover phenomena in the existing text of
which the Praticakhya, even as at present constructed, plainly fails to
take notice. Some such cases of omission the commentator himself
has perceived, and calls attention to,* but those which have escaped
his notice also are much more numerous.t Many, probably the greater
part, of these are to be set down to the account of the authors of the
treatise, as results of their carelessness or want of accuracy: but that
all of them can be thus disposed of does not appear to me likely; it
seems a more probable supposition that in our authors' Atharvan single
passages and single readings were wanting which are met with in the
present text. The question, however, hardly admits of a positive solution: it would aid us not a little in coming to a conclusion upon it, did
we know precisely what is the completeness and accuracy of the other
treatises, as tested by their respective texts.
Differences of reading offered by the manuscripts as compared with
the Pratia&khyaform another main branch of the evidence bearing upon
the question under consideration. That which I have collected, how* See under ii. 63, 65, 101, iii. 60, iv. 16, 18, 67.
t All, so far as my own search for them has been successful,have been set down
in the notes on the text, above: see under ii. 63, 72, 93, 96, 97, 101, 102, iii. 5, 12,
13, 25, 33, 45, 61, 80, iv. 13, 16, 39, 50, 57, 63, 68, 86, 96.
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ever, is not of decisive character, and hardly furnishes so much ground
for suspicion of a discordance between the present text and that of the
authors and commentator of our treatise as was derived from the citations. That the manuscripts neglect the refinements of Vedic orthoepy,
such as the yana, ndsikya, svarabhakli, and sphotana, and the duplications of the varnakrama, is a matter of course. Other theoretical niceties
of a similar character, as the aspiration of a final mute before a sibilant (ii.
6), and insertions between a mute and sibilant (ii. 8, 9), we are equally
prepared to see neglected in the written text, and we should not think
of founding upon their absence the suspicion that the manuscripts represented the Veda of another school. Some peculiarities of euphonic
combination-the insertion of t between n and s (ii. 9), the assimilation
of n toj (ii. 11), the omission of a mute between a nasal and another
mute (ii. 20), the conversion of m to nasal I before I (ii. 35), the retention
of visarjaniya before a sibilant and following mute (ii. 40)-have been
noted as followed or disregarded by the copyists of our codices with
utter irregularity and absence of rule. Their treatment of a or d before
r (iii. 46) is a more distinctive trait, and may possibly rest upon a difference of scholastic theory. Their writing of dhdh or dh for ddh (i.
94) is of no significance, being more or less common in all Vedic MSS.,
while opposed to all sound phonetic theory and doctrine. Nor do I regard as of importance the great discordance of the manuscript treatment
of the visarjaniya with that which the Prati akhya teaches (ii. 40)-viz.
the neglect of the guttural and labial spirants, and the retention of
visarjaniya, instead of its assimilation, before a sibilant: all the written
Vedic texts, so far as I know (with, at least, but rare and unimportant
exceptions), follow in these respects the usage of the later language,
and not the requirements of the Vedic phonetic grammars. A few
single cases have been pointed out in the notes, where all or nearly all
the manuscripts give readings of words differing from those which the
rules of the treatise require: but most of these* are of a kindred class
with those last noted, or concern the conversion or nonconversion of
visarjaniya into a sibilant, and are therefore of doubtful value: upon
such points our Atharvan manuscripts, closely connected as they are
with one another in origin, not unfrequently disagree. These being set
aside, only two or three indubitable cases of violation of the Praticakhya rules in the existing dakhd of the Atharvan remain,t and these
admit of ready and plausible explanation as errors of copyists.
We come now to consider the remaining department of the evidence,
or that afforded by the references and citations in the text and commentary which furnish words and phrases not to be found in the extant
Atharvan text. Such references and citations are very numerous, occurring in or under nearly a fifth of the rules which the treatise contains.t Much the greater part, however, of the considerable body of
* See under ii. 62, 73-76, 80, 86, 98,107, iv. 75, 77.

+ See under iii. 16, 79, iv. 64.
t See the notes toi. 4,14-16, 20, 25, 28, 44, 47, 49, 52, 56, 58, 65, 68, 77, 78, 86,

87, 89-91, 98; ii. 2, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 25, 26, 28, 31, 40, 41, 47, 50-52, 63, 64,
74, 82, 8, 86, 90, 102; iii. 1, 2. 5,8, 11, 20,27, 30, 32, 37, 39,40,42,44-46, 48, 50, 51,
53, 54,55, 58, 64, 75,77, 78, 90,92; iv. 18, 26, 28, 56, 61, 62, 67, 69,85.
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non-Atharvan material thus presented us is recognizable at first sight as
of no force to show any discordance between the Atharva-Veda of the
Pratia&khya and that of the existing manuscripts. It is, as has been
often pointed out in the notes, a peculiarity of the authors of our treatise
to give their rules a wider scope than the vocabulary of the Atharvan
requires, in many instances contemplating and providing for combinations of sounds which are found nowhere in the whole body of the
Vedic scriptllres, and for which, accordingly, the commentator is obliged
to fabricate illustrations. Moreover, even where the Atharvan furnishes
numerous or innumerable examples of the application of a rule, the
commentator sometimes prefers to draw upon his own fancy, instead of
citing its text (notable instances of this are to be found especially under
iii. 42-50). This being the case, it is evidently impossible to draw any
distinct and certain line of division between what may be cited from an
Atharvan text not agreeing with the one which we possess, and what is
derived from other sources. But there are a certain number of sentences,
among those given by the commentator, which have more or less clearly
the aspect of genuine citations from a Vedic text; and although some
among them might be regarded as instances of carelessness on his part,
he quoting by memory from another source than his own Veda, we
cannot plausibly extend this explanation to them all: it must remain
probable that in part, at least, they were contained in some hitherto
unknown fakh4 of the Atharva-Veda. The sentences referred to are
as follows: pra 'mA ca roha (i. 14-16), pund raktamhvasah (i. 28, ii. 19,
iii. 20), rtunr rtubhih (i. 68), ami a?a?re (i. 78), tad abhitam (ii. 2),
dhatar dehi savitar dehi punar dehi (ii. 47), samaho vartate (ii. 50), yad
aho rgpdni d.r$yante(ii. 51), yadd 'ho rathahmtaramsdma giyate (ii. 51),
bhuvo vipveshu savaneshu yajniyah (ii. 52: found in Rig-Veda, x. 50. 4),
avish kcrnuteripan.i (ii. 63), dyaush pitar nyarin adhardhi(ii. 74), vi s.rpo
virappin (ii. 102), tatarsha puroddpam (iii. 32), varshyodakena yajeta
(iii. 32), sahasrarcam id.e atra (iii. 54), svargena lokena (iii. 78), mahi
tvam (iv. 26), jamadagnydtharvana (iv. 67), and vavrdhdnah-iva (iv.
85). In two instances these citations are directly referred to in a rule
of the text (ii. 51): in all the other cases where the treatise itself mentions or implies words not found in the Atharvan,* it seems to me unnecessary to see anything but the tendency of the rule-makers to give
their rules a wider bearing than the nature of the case required.
The identity or near correspondence of many of the fabricated illustrations furnished by the commentator with those given by the scholiasts to Panini has been remarked in many instances,t and is a very
noteworthy circumstance, as adding a new proof to those already elsewhere given of the more intimate relation of the grammatical system
of our treatise than of that of any other of the Pratiqakhyas with the
general Sanskrit grammar; and also, as indicating the antiquity and
the persistence in use of at least a part of the examples selected to illustrate the Paninean rules.
* They are i. 77, 86, 87, ii. 25, iii. 2, 92, iv. 28, 62.
f See under i. 68, ii. 14, 25, 40, 52, 63, 83, 90, iii. 27, 30, 32, 39, 40, 44, 45, 48, 50,
51, 53, 77, 90, iv. 28; analogies might also be pointed out in Panini for the exam.
ples under i. 49, 98, ii. 6, 9, 26, iii. 42, and a more thorough and careful search than
I have made would doubtless bring to light additional correspondences.
VOL. viI.
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3. The Consonantal Combinationsof the Atharva- Veda, and their Phonetic Form according to the Rules of the Prdticdkhya.
In the course of the notes upon certain portions of the text of the
PrAtiqakhya, I found it highly desirable, or almost necessary, to ascertain how many consonantal combinations of certain classes were to be
found in the Atharva-Veda, and with what frequency they occurred. I
was hence led to draw out a complete list of all the combinations of
consonants which the text contains. Later, in examining and comparing with one another the nicer points in the phonetic theory of the
treatise, particularly those which the written alphabet does not attempt
to represent, I thought it worth while to make a practical application
of all the phonetic rules to the collection of combinations already drawn
up, writing each one out in the form which the rules would require it
to assume. The result is the following scheme, which has seemed to
me of sufficient interest to be worth appending to the present work.
To make out a complete list of the consonantal groups of our text is a
work only of time and patience: to determine in every case what is the
Pratiqckhya's doctrine as to its true phonetic form is less easy, since it
involves the application of rules which sometimes appear to trench upon
each other's spheres, and of which the reconciliation cannot always be
satisfactorily effected. I have not, however, been willing to assent to
the opinion which Weber (p. 247) expresses, that any of the modifications prescribed are absolutely inconsistent with, and exclude, one another. It is not easy to see how, in that case, the phonetical treatises
should present them side by side without any apparent misgivings, and
without notifying us that the application of certain ones exempts us
from the necessity of making certain others. At any rate, I shall here
follow as accurately as I can all the directions which our PrAti<akhya
gives, expressing now and then such doubts as may suggest themselves
respecting the mutual limitations of the rules: if the resulting combinations sometimes look strange, intricate beyond measure,and unutterable,
the fault will lie with our Hindu authorities.
One circumstance deserves to be specially noted here: namely, that
the loss of a rule or rules from the midst of the passage of the Pratichkhya treating of duplication (see under iii. 28) doubtless loads our list
with a few more doubled consonants than it should properly bear. I do
not venture, however, to fill out the lacuna by conjecture: a suggestion
or two will be made farther on as to what the lost rules may in part
have contained.
I. Groups not liable to phonetic modification. These are, a, of two
consonants: cy, chy, jy, ts, pv, by, bhv, my, yy, 1, 11,xk, xkh, cc,?ch, cy,
;;, sht, shth, shn, sAsh, st, sth, sn, ss,, (p, ph; /, of three consonants:
tsm, tsy, tsv, xkl, xkr, xksh, ccy, pm, ppy, C?r,ppl, Vv, shty, shtr, shtv,
shthy, shny, shnv, sty, str, stv, sthy, ssk, sst, ssth, ssn, ssp, ssm, ssy, ssr, ssv,
qpr, cppl; y, of four consonants: Xkshv,shtry, sstr.
This class, it will be noticed, is composed of combinations containing
two consonants of the same organ (sasthdna), where, by iii. 30, no duplication is made-the constitution of the group being, at the same
time, not such as to necessitate abhinidhdna, or any of the euphonic
insertions taught at i. 99-104. To the groups containing, in the
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printed text, a final visatjanilya as their first member, I have given the
form required by the PrAtiChkhya at ii. 40, representing (after Miiller's
example) the jihvdmaiiya spirant by x, and the upadhmdlnya by q', as
I have also done in one or two isolated cases in the notes on the text.
II. Groups suffering abhinidhana only (by i. 44). These are as follows: a, of two consonants: kk, gg, ggh, , ukA, sig,iqA, niL, cc, cch,,
*ic, iich, iij, ddh, nth. nd, ndqh,tt, tth, dd, ddh, nt, nth, nd,ndhI, na,p, bb,
mp, mph, mb,mbh, mm; jl, of three consonants: kksh, ukr, kik,fikv, uksh,
,Akhy,9.qy, iigr, Aigl,itghr, cchr, cchl, cchv,jjy, gjjv,iichy, iichr, Achl, iichv,
Injy,ddhtyl,ny, tty, ttr, ttv, ddy, ddr, ddv, ddhy, ddhr, ddhv, nty, atr, stv,
nts, ndy, ndr, ndv, ndhy, ndhr, ndhv, nny, mpr, m.pl, mps, mbr, mbhr,
minml;y, of four consonants: Aikshn,Aikshv,ntry, ntst, ntstk, ntsp, ntsv,
ndry.
All these groups are of such a character that, by the rule already referred to (iii. 30), they are not subject to duplication of their initial
consonant; which latter, however, by i. 44, must, as being followed by
another mute, undergo the weakening process of abhinidhana. Representing, as I propose to do, this weaker utterance by a type smaller and
set a little lower, the pronunciation will be kk',kksh, ,AksAn,etc.
III. Groups suffering duplication only: Ist, with duplication of first
consonant; a, groups of two consonants: yv (as yyv), 1k, ig, ip, iph, 1b,
Im, ly, iv, vn, vy, vr, pz, pp, pm, pr, Ei, pv, shk, shp, shm, shy, shv, sk, 8p,
spA, sn, sy, sr, sv; fl, eof three consonants: igv (as ligv), pcrv,r'vy,shkr,
shpr, shmiy,spAy,smy, svy ;-2nd, with duplication of second consonant;
au, groups of two consonants: hy (as hyy), Ar, hi, hv; fi, of three consonants: hvy (as hvvy).
IV. Groups suffering duplication and abhinidhadna. 1st, with abhinidh&nazof one consonant; a, groups of two consonants: ky (as kky), kr,
ki, kv, ksh, khy, gy, gr, gi, gv, ghr, ghv, uty,Av,jr, jv, ty, dy, dr, dv, dAy,
dhr-,dAy, ny, nv, ty, tr, tv, thy, thy, dy, dr, dv, dAy, dhr, dAy, nly, nr, nv,
py, pr, pl, pp, ps, br, bi, bAy, bAr, mty, mr, ml, ip, lA; fl, groups of
three conasonants:kshn~(as kkshn.),kshm, kshy, kshy, gAy v, r,ty
dvy, dvr, dhry, nvy, nvr,psy; y, of four consonants: ksghmy(as kkshmy);
-2nd, with abhinidhana of two consonants; a, groups of two consonanits: kc (as kkc), kt, kth, kp, gj, gd, gdh, gb, gbh, n')j,At1,
hd1,ldA, An,Ap,
%M,Ah,f t, tp, db, dbh, inn, sin, tp, tph, dg, db, dbh, np, nb, nbA,nm, nh, pt,
bj, lxi, bdh, inn, mn; ~, of three consonants: kty (as kicty), ktr, ktv,
kthy, kpr, gdhy, gdhv, gbhy, A'ty,Atv, Adhy, Apr, ttv, tpr, dbr, dbhy, inay,
tpr, tpi, dbr, dbhy, dbhv, apr, aps, nbr, nbhr,nmny,
pty, ptv, bdhv,mny.
V. Groups suffering onie or both the above modifications, with interposition of yaina. 1st, with yama and double abhinidha&na;a, groups of
two consonants: j$ (as tj~) n, tAn,dn, dhn, pm; fl, of three consonants:
ciiy (as cC_y),jiy, tny, dhny. stAn (as stkh-jn);-2nd, with yama of second consonant, and triple abhinidhadna:Aghn (as ifigh~hAn),
jjh, n-jiii;3rd, with duplication of first consonant, yama, and triple abhinidha&na;,
a, groups of two consoniants: An(as kkkn),kn, kin, kAn,gn, gin, ghn, jm,'
nin, tin dmndAim,
pn, bAn,bAn; j, groups of three consonants: kny (as
kk-kny),gny, ghny, diny, pny ;-4th, with duplication of first consonant,
yama of second, and quadruple abhinidhadna:ktAn (as kkththn).
The Vaj. Pr. (iv. II11) has a rualeexpressly prohibiting duplication of
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the first consonant in a case like the last, where a consonant suffering
yama follows it. Such a precept is very possibly one of those lost in
the lacuna exhibited by our MS. after iii. 28; and I should hope that
the Prati?akhya might have extended the exemption from duplication
also to any consonant of which yama is made, thus including our 3rd
division, and allowing us to say simply kkn, etc. There were enough of
duplication, one would think.
VI. Groups suffering one or more of the above modifications, with
interposition of ndsikya; viz. duplication of second consonant, n&sikya,
and abhinidhdna; a, groups of two consonants: hn (as h"nn),hn, hm;
/, groups of three consonants: hny (as h"nny),hny.
VII. Groups suffering the interposition of svarabhakti only: 1st, of
the longer svarabhakti: rp (as r0?), rsh;-2nd, of the shorter; a, of
three consonants: rjy (as rjy), rts, rsht, rshn; f, of four consonants:
rtsy (as r'tsy), rshny.
I have assumed that, in the last class of cases, the rule forbidding the
duplication of a consonant before another of the same class prevailed
over that prescribing the duplication after the r. In the absence, however, of any direction as to this point in either the text or its commentary, I am by no means confident that my understanding is the true one.
VIII. Groups suffering svarabhakti, together with one or more of the
preceding modifications. 1st, with svarabhakti (shorter) and abhinidhdna: rtt (as r't) ;-2nd, with svarabhakti and duplication; a, with
longer svarabhakti: rh (as r?hh); b, with shorter; a, groups of two
consonants: ry (as r'yy), rl, rv; f, groups of three consonants: rvy (as
r'vvy), rvr, rpv, rshm, rshy, rshv, rhy, rhr, rhv ;-3rd, with svarabhakti
(shorter), duplication, and abhinidhdna; a, groups of two consonants:
rk (as r'kk), rg, rgh, re, rch,, r rn, rt, rth, rd, rdh, rn, rp, rb, rbh, rm ;
f, groups of three consonants: rksh (as r'kksh), rgy, rgr, rny, rty, rtr,
rtv, rdy, rdr, rdv, rdhy, rdhr, rdhv, my, rpy, rbr, rbhy, rbhr, rmy ; y,
groups of four consonants: rkshy (as r'kkshy), rtvy;-4th, with svarabhakti (shorter), yama, and double abhinidhdna: rtn (as rttn), rdhn ;5th, with svarabhakti, duplication, yama, and triple abhinidhdna: rtm
(as r'tttim).
Two or three of these combinations are liable to the doubt expressed
after the last class. It may also excite a question whether r and h are
to be duplicated when following one another: I have, however, in classifying such groups, interpreted the first part of rule iii. 31 as meaning
'r and h are not liable to duplication when either is the first consonant
of a group:' this would leave each free to be doubled when preceded
by the other.
IX. Groups liable to sphotana, together with some of the preceding
modifications: viz. to duplication, double ablinidhdna, and sphotana;
a, groups of two consonants: t'k (as ttsk), t'k, tkh, d'g, dgh, p'k, p'ch, bg,
b:j, nk, n'kh, n'g, n'gh; f, groups of three consonants: t'kr (as ttskr),
t'kv, t'ksh, d-gr, n'kr, n'ksh, n'gr.
With regard to the question whether the groups commencing with
n are to be ranked in this class, see the note to ii. 38. If denied sphotana, they would fall under IV. 2. a.
It would seem most natural to regard a mute as relieved by sphotana
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of its modification by abhinidhdna; and if any of these subtle euphonic
changes mutually exclude one another, the two in question must certainly do so. It is not absolutely impossible that the Hindu grammarians may have regarded the name sphotana itself as implying suspension
of abhinidhdna, and so have saved themselves the trouble of specifically
teaching the fact of such suspension: yet I cannot think this likely,
and so have combined the modifications as they are given above. The
admission of a nullifying effect in the sphotana would remove merely
the abhinidhdna of one consonant; changing, for instance, ddggto dd8g.
It remains only to take notice of a peculiar class of cases, where a
final surd mute comes to stand before an initial sibilant, and their combination undergoes (according to the rules ii. 6, 8, 9) certain euphonic
modifications, which are not usually represented in the manuscripts or
in the edited text.
X. Combinations of a final surd mute with an initial sibilant. 1st,
with aspiration of the surd: t's (as ths), t'sy, t'sr, t'sv, t'str;-2nd, with
aspiration, duplication, and abhinidhdna: k's (as kkhs),t'c, p's, kXsth,
p'sv;-3rd, with insertion and abhinidhdna: t's (as tts), t'sv, ns (as ks),
n'sh.
Akin with a part of this last class is the combination of n and s, with
insertion of t; I have not brought it in here, because the inserted letter
is regularly given in the printed text. It might be made a question
whether all these inserted mutes are not liable to be converted into
aspirates by the action of rule ii. 6, so that we ought to speak tths,
nkhs, fnhs, etc. But, considering the want of explicitness of the treatise
upon this point, and the uncertainty whether the inserted mute is properly to be regarded as appended, in the character of a final, to the
former word, I have thought myself justified in adopting for the combinations in question the simpler mode of utterance.
In order to facilitate the determination, with regard to any given
group, of its occurrence in the Atharvan text and of the phonetic form
to which the rules of the Praticakhya reduce it, I add an alphabetical
list of all the groups, each followed by its theoretic mode of pronunciation, and by a reference to a passage of the text where it occurs. As
in the preceding examples, a sound which has suffered abhinidhdna is
marked by a smaller letter; a yama, or nasal counterpart,has a straight
line above it; the ndsikya is expressed by a superior n; the two svarabhaktis, shorter and longer, by a heavy dot and a little circle respectively; the sphotana, by a superior s. Where a group has the phonetic
form given it only when composed of final and initial letters taken together, the division between final and initial is made by an interposed
period.
I. Groups of two consonants:
kk (kk: iv. 19. 6), kc (kkc: i. 6. 3), knc(kkkfn:viii. 10. 18), kt (kkt: i.
23. 1), kth (kkth: i. 10. 3), kn (kkkn: i. 23. 1), kp (kkp: i. 14. 1), km
(kkkm: i. 25. 1), ky (kky : ii. 33. 2), kr (kkr : i. 12. 1), kl (kkl: ii. 33. 3),
kv (kkv : i. 27. 1), ksh (kksh: i. 2. 3), k's (kkhs: iii. 1. 4); khn
(kkhk'n:
v. 31.8), khy (kkhy: iii. 3. 2); gg (gg: ii. 36. 7), ggh (ggh: iii. 19.
6),
iv
15.
iv.
i.
,j (gj:
2), gd (ggd:
3.1), gdh (ggdh: 10. 2), gn (gggn: i. 6.2),
bh iii. 6.6), gm (ggm: ii. 2. 3), gy (ggy: vii.
gb (ggb: iii. 27. 6), gb (ggbh:
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44. 1), r (ggr: i. 10.1), gl (ggl : iv. 4. 7), gv (ggv : iv. 19. 5); ghn (gghn:
i. 28. 4), ghr (gghr : iv. 3. 1), ghv (gghv: xix. 55. 5); i/k (nk: i. 12. 2),

nikh (nkch: iv. 10. 1), ng (ng:

i. 12. 2), ngh (noh: iv. 11.10),

n (nn: V.

22. 2), hj (nnj: v. 4. 8), nt (nnt: xvii. 17), nd (nnd: xiii. 2. 20), lidh
(atdh: i. 25. 1), hn (Annn:ix. 1. 3), Ap (nnp : xii. 2. 1), Mnt(nnm: v. 1.
1), ity (liy: v. 26. 12), nv (nniv: iii. 4.1), n's (nks: iv. 11.8), nh (nnhi
iv. 19. 7).
cc (cc: iv. 1.3), cch (cch: iii. 12.3), cy (y : i. 3. 6); chy (chy : ix. 5.4);
i. 7. 6), jm (jjjm: iii. 30. 6), jy (jy: i. 1. 3) jr
i. 11. 4), jn (j:
(jj:
'
(jjr: i. 7. 7), jv (jjv: iii. 24. 2); nc (c: i. 4. 1), Ach (inch: iv. 8. 4), nj
(i: i.2.4).
t'k (ttk: iv. 18. 3), tt (ttt: i. 11.), tp (ttp: v. 14. 8), tm (ttim: viii.
ix. 5. 21), t (tts: xi. 1. 2); ddh
(
6. 15), ty (ty: xix. 44. 6), t :tth
ii.
(ddh: vii. 97. 7), db (ddb: vi. 96. 2), dbh (ddbh: xii. 2. 48), dy (ddy:
2. 1), dr (ddr: xi.'7. 1'1), dv (ddv: iii.l 11. 5); dhy (ddhy: i. 18. 4), dhr
(ddhr: vii. 95. 3), dhv (ddihv: viii. 8. 11); nth (nrth: x. 9. 15), nd (nd:
ii. 7. 3), idh (ndh: xix. 29. 6), n (nnn: v. 20. 11), nm (nnm: i. 13. 3),
ny' (nny: i. 9. 2), nv (nv: i. 13.4).
tk (ttsk: i. 24. 2), t-kh (ttskh: iv. 11.10), tt (tt: i. 9.1), tth (tth: i. 8.

i.
4), tn (tin: i. 9. 2), tp (ttp: i. 12. 2), tph (ttph: vi. 124. 2), tm (ttim:
18. 3), ty (tty: i. 7. 4), tr (ttr: i. 1.1), tv (ttv: i. 7. 6), ts (ts: i. 15. 3),
t's (ths: i. 13.3); thn (thihn: ii. 30. 1), thy (tthy : iii. 4. 7), thv (tthv: xiii.
2. 22);

dg (ddg: i. 27. 3), d,g (ddSg: i. 2. 3), d-gh (ddSgh: v. 21. 8), dd

(dd: i. 28. 1), ddh (ddh: i. 7. 7), dn (ddn.: vii. 45. 2), db (ddb: ii. 29. 1),
dbh (ddbh: i. 20. 1), dm (ddnm: i. 2. 1), dy (ddy: i. 1. 1), dr (ddr: i. 3.
8), dv (ddv: i. 2. 2); dhn (dhAdnn:i. 14. 1), dhm (dhdAhm: i. 22. 1), dhy
i. 4. 1); n'k (nn/k: i.
(ddhy: i. 8. 2), dhr (ddhr: iii. 12. 2), dhv (ddhv:
14. 2), n-kh (nnskh: v. 19.3), n'g (nnrg: ii. 1.2), n'gh (nnsgh: iii. 10.11),

nt (nt: i. 15.2), nth (nth: i. 27. 1), nd (nd: i. 7.1), ndh (ndh: i.4..3),
nn (nn: i. 7. 5), np (nnp: i. 25.1), nb (nnb: v. 26. 6), nbh (,nbh: ii. 9.4),
nm (nnm: i. 10.4), ny (nny: i. 2.1), nr (inr: ii. 35.2), nv (nnv: i. .1),
nsh (ntsh: viii. 9. 17), n's (nts: viii. 5. 16), nh (nnh: i. 12. 2).
p'k (ppsk: viii. 9. 20), pych (ppch:

vi. 48. 3), pt (ppt: i. 1.1),

pn

i.
(pppn: ii. 11.1), pp (pp: iii. 17.5), pm (ppm: iii. 31.1), py (ppy:
14. 3), pr (ppr: i. 7. 2), p1 (ppl: iii. 6.7), pv (pv: iii. 2. 5), pC (ppp:
vi. 2. 2), ps (pps: ii. 2. 3), ps (pphs: i. 6. 2); b'g (bbug: xviii. 2. 6), bj
viii. 4. 1), bj (bbsi: xix. 21. 1), bd (bbd: ii. 24. 6), bdh (bbdh: v. 18.

(bbj:
.
bv (byv:xiii. 1.
4), bb (bb: xix. 21. 1), br (bbr: i. 6. 2), bl (bbl xi. 9. 19),
bhr
4.
3),
bhn (bbhbAn:iii. 8. 6), bhn (bbhabhn:x. 3. 3), bhy (bbhy: i.
(bbhr: i. 1. 1), bhv (bhv: v. 2. 7); mn (mmtn:ii. 36. 2), mn (mmnn:ii. 25.

15);

mbh (mbh: i.
4.
2), mp (mp: iii. 26. 5), mph (mph: x. 6. 6), mb (mb: i. 1),
ii. 24. 3), ml
mr
30.
iii.
mm
(mmy:i.
11.2),
1),
my
(mmr:
6.2),
(mm:
(mnml: viii. 6. 2), mv (mv: vi. 56. 3).

69.
yy (yy: i. 1. 3), yv (yyv: i. 11.4); rk(r-kk: iii. 3. 2), rg (r-gg: vi.
2), rgh (r.ggh: i. 22. 2), rc (r'cc: i. 2. 3), rch (r'h: xx. 34. 12), rj (r,: i.
2. 1), rn (r'?n: i. 10. 4), rt (rtt: i. 28. 2), rth (r'tth: i. 7. 6), rd (r-dd: i.
22. 2), rdh (r,ddh: i. 9. 3), rn (rinn: i. 1. 3), rp (r'pp: i. 2. 1), rb (r-bb: i.
1. 1), rbh (r"bbh:i. 11. 2), rm (r-mm: i. 4. 1), ry (r'yy: i. 3. 5), rl (r,ll:
i. 18. 1), rv (r'vv: i. 2. 2, rf (r?F: iv. 4. 7), rsh (r?sh: i. 5.4), rh (r?hh:
i. 8. 4); k (lk: v. 17. 4), lg (llg: ii. 36.1), lp (lip: iii. 8.1), lph (11ph:
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x. 2.1), lb (llb: iv. 2. 8), Im (llm: ii. 30. 3), ly (lly: vi. 11. 3), 11(11: ii.
32. 5), 11(11: iv. 38. 5), Iv (llv: ii. 31. 1), lI (Ilp: vi. 30. 2), Ih (llh: v. 22.
5); vn (vvn: vi. 2. 3), vy (vvy: i. 3. 1), vr (vvr: ii. 1. 1).
Xk (xk: i. 4. 3), Xkh (Xkh: i. 6. 4); pc (pc: i. 5. 4), pch (pch: ix. 3. 14),
fn (,pn: i. 11. 4), pp(ppp: iv. 5. 6), pm (pCm: i. 2. 2), py (py: i. 7. 5), pr
(p,r: i. 1. 2), p1 (ppl: i. 31. 3), pv (pv: i. 1. 1), pc (p: i. 5. 2); shk
(shshk: i. 11. 3), sht (sht: i. 3. 1), shth (shth: i. 2. 4), shn (shn: i. 13. 4),
shp (shshp: i. 1. 2), shmn(shshm: i. 12. 3), shy (shshy: i. 14. 1), shy (shshv:
i. 2. 1), shsh (shsh: xi. 5. 2); sk (ssk: i. 13. 2), st (st: i. 1. 2), sth (sth: i.
16.1.), sn (sn: v. 5. 8), sp (ssp: i. 1. 1), sph (ssph: iv. 7. 3), sm (ssm: i. 1.
4), sy (ssy: i. 2. 2), sr (ssr: i. 2. 4), sv (ssv: i.2.2.3), ss (ss: i. 4. 2); pp
(qpp:i. 1.1), qpph(qpph:iii. 15. 4).
hn (hnn: ii. 34. 5), hn (h"nn: ii. 33. 3), hm (hnmm:i. 8. 4), hy (hyy:
i. 8. 4), hr (hrr: iv. 15.14), hl (hll: xviii. 3. 60), hv (hvv: i. 4. 3).
II. Groups of three consonants:
kksh (kksh: xix. 24. 2), kty (kkty: i. 12. 3), ktr (kktr: iii. 30. 6), ktv
(kktv: iv. 31. 4), kthy (kkthy: vi. 9. 1), kthn (kkehthn:xx. 136. 4), kny
(kkkny: i. 23. 3), kpr (kkpr: ix. 1. 10), kshn (kkshn: ii. 33. 3), kshm
(kkshm: vii. 89. 1), kshy (kkshy: i. 8. 3), kshv (kkshv: ii. 2.1), ksth
(kkhsth: xx. 134. 3); gdhy (ggdhy: iv. 33.1), gdhv (ggdhv: v. 18. 10),
gny (gggny: ix. 1. 12), gbhy (ggbhy: x. 6. 12); ghny (gghhny: iii. 30. 1),
ghry (gghry: xii. 2. 4); nkr (ikr: v. 20. 9), nkl (nkl: vi. 138. 1), nkv
(nkv: x. 7. 1), nksh (nksh: i. 5. 4), nkhy (nkhy: iv. 16. 5), ngy (ngy: iv.
37. 2), Agr (ngr: xiv. 1. 38), Agl (ngl: iv. 38. 3), nghn (inghhn: vi. 76.4),
ighr (Aghr: xiii. 1. 46), nty (innty: xiii. 3. 5), ntv (ntv: xviii.. 60),
idhy (nndhy: viii. 3. 6), npr (nnpr: x. 8. 19), nvr (nnvr: xv. 18. 5).
cchr (cchr: iii. 12. 2), cchl (cchl: x. 2. 1), cchv (c,chv:xviii. 3. 18), cny
(ccny: xii. 4. 30), jjn (jgn: ii. 12. 7),jjy (jjy: vi. 61. 1),jjv ('jv: iii. 11. 8),
jny (j.ny: xiv. 1. 44); ichy (nchy: xi. 9. 17), ichr (nchr: iv. 8. 3), ichl
(nchl: xviii. 1. 33), ichv (ichv: xi. 10.23), njn (nj'n: iii. 14. 4), njy (ry:
i.9. 1).
ttv (tttv: iii. 4.1), tpr (ttpr: xi. 4. 12), t'sv (ttsv: viii. 9. 9); ddhy
(d4hy: xi. 1. 31), dbr (ddbr: xi. 8. 30), dbhy (ddbhy: iii. 3. 4); ndy (ndy:
vi. 138. 2), nny (nnny: vi. 77. 2).
t'kr (ttskr: ii. 12. 6), t'kv (ttkv: ix. 9. 17), t'ksh (tsksh: ii. 8. 2), tty
(tty: v. 6.10), ttr (ttr: vi. 107. 1), ttv (ttv: i. 23. 4), tny ([tny: ii. 12.1),
tpr (ttpr: ii. 34. 2), tpl (ttpl: v. 5. 5), try (ttry: ii. 8. 2), trv (ttrv: vi. 40.
2), tsm (tsm: vii. 52. 2), tsy (tsy: xi. 3. 37), t'sy (thsy: iii. 13. 4), t'sr
(thsr: xii. 4. 34), tsv (tsv: ii. 5. 4), t'sv (thsv: iii. 3. 1); d'gr (dcd8gr:ii. 10.
6), ddy (ddy: iv. 19. 6), ddr (ddr: ii. 10. 1), ddv (ddv: vi. 107. 2), ddhy
(ddhy: xii. 2. 3), ddhr (ddhr: vi. 87. 3), ddhv (ddhv: iv. 14. 2), dbr (ddbr:
i. 32. 1), dbhy (ddbhy: ii. 33. 5), dbhv (ddbhv: xviii. 4. 26), dmy (dddmy:
v. 23. 13), dvy (ddvy: iv. 19. 6), dvr (ddvr: vii. 90. 1); dhny (dhdfiny: iv.

1. 1), dhry (ddhry: iv. 29. 4); n'kr (nn8kr: ii. 31. 2), n'ksh (nn!ksh: x. 4.

8), n'gr (nnsgr: viii. 7. 11), nty (nty: i. 3. 7), ntr (ntr: i. 3. 6), ntv (ntv:
i. 4. 2), nts (i^ts: viii. 6. 8), ndy (ndy: ii. 14. 2), ndr (ndr: viii. 8. 9), ndv
(ndv: ii. 11. 3), ndhy (ndhy: vi. 25. 3), ndhr (ndhr: iv. 16. 7), ndhv

ndhv: v. 13. 7), nny (nny: v. 5. 5), npr (nnpr: i. 10. 2), nps (nnps: x. 3.
14), nbr (nnbr: i. 29.1), nbhr (nnbhr: v. 22.12), nmy (nnmy: xi. 10.13),
nvy (nnvy: iv. 3.1), nvr (nnvr: xv. 3.1).
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pty (ppty: i. 28. 4), ply (pptv: iv. 5. 6), pny (ppiny: iv. 9. 6), psy
(ppsy: x. 9. 7), p-sv (pp/zsv: i. 4. 4) ; bdhv (bbdhv: i. 8. 2) ; mny (mnmIy:
iv. 7. 5), mpr (mpr: i. 7. 4), mpl (rnpl: ii. 33. 4), mps (mps: x. 5. 43), mbr

(mbr: i. 8. 4), mbhr (mb/r: vi. 120. 2), mml (mml: vi. 66. 3).
rkish (r"kk/sh:xviii. 2. 31), rgy (r*ggy: ix. 2. 14), rgr (r-ggr: iii. 2. 5),
rjy (rjy: vii. 22. 1) m?zy(r-nny: ii. 25. 1), rtt (r'tt: ii. 7. 5), rtn (r'tin: i.
1. 3), rtma(r'tt7m: iii. 8.6), rty (rTtty:iii. 31. 2), rtr (r'ttr: x. 1. 30), rtv
(r.ttv: i. 4. 3), rts (rots: v. 7. 1), r-dy (r.-ddy: vii. 6. 1), rdr (r'ddr: vii. 28.
: vi. 94.
iv. 39. 1), rdhy (r'ddhyd
1), rdv (r.ddv: v. 12. 5), rd/n (r-dh&-/zn:
3), rd/zr (r-ddhr: vi. 88. 1), rdhvn(roddhv: iii. 26. 6), my (r'nny: ii. 14. 3),
: i. 12. 4), rbhr
rpy (r*ppy: ix. 2. 22), rbr (r'bbr: iii. 20. s), rbhy (r'bbhyb
(r.bbhr: v. 1. 1), rmy (r"mmy:iv. 5. 5), rvy (rWvvy:iii. 17. 3), rvr (revvr:
i. 16. 1), rpcv(r',pv: ii. 33. 3), rs/t (r/sht: iv. 18. 7), rshn (res/zn: x. 2. 1),
rs/m (r'shshm: iii. 4. 2), rshy (rs/zshy/: vi. 18. 1), rshv (rs/hshv: xviii. 3.
2), r/y (r/hhy: iii. 1. 2), r/r (r/hhr: xii. 5. 29), r/v (r'hhv: vii. 56. 3);
Igv (Ilgv: xii. 3. 32).
Xkl (xkl: ii. 2. 5), Xkcr(zi/r: ii. 32. 1), ilksh (Xlksh/:ii. 8. 5); gcy (fcy:
x. 1, 13), Prv (prv: xiv. 2. 26), pcvy(fpvy: viii. 3. 15), ppm (pmm:v. 31.
8), ?FY(Gpy: v. 5. 8), ppr (.pr: iii. 17. 2), fpl ( v.l:v 20. 7), pv (p'rv:
viii. 5. 11); shkr (shshkr: ii. 34. 1), skty (s/zy: i. 12. 1), shtr (shtr: viii.
2. 27), s/ztv (sIhtv: i. 22. 3), s/zt/zy (s/zt/zy: i. 9. 3), 8/zn (s/zny i. 3. 1),
shnv (s/znv: iii. 19. 5), s/zpr (s/zs/zpr:iv. 10. 4), s/zmy (s/zs/zmy: ii. 32. 3);
sty (sty : ii. 32. 3), str (str: i. 8. 1), stv (sty: i. 10. 3), st/zn (stAhin: iv. 12.
xi. 3. 9), smy (8smy: iv. 32. 6), svy
1), sthy (st/zy: iv. 12. 3), sp/zy (sRsp/zy:
(ssvy: v. 28. 10), ss?k(88/c: ix. 7. 3), sst (sst: i. 8. 3), sst/z (8st/z: i. 31. 2),
s8nl (88n : vi. I115. 3), ss8p (ssp: iv. 16. 4), ssm (ssm : v. 22. 10), ssy (3sy:
ii. 10. 7), ssr (ssr : ii. 3. 3), ssv (vsv: i 19. 3); cppr(qppr: i. 7. 5), qpl (coppl
ix. 7. 12).
hni~ (/z,#,y: x. 8. 18), /zny (/znnny:vi. 110. 3), /zvy (/zvvy: iv. 17. 2).
III. Groups of four consonants:
v. 20. 1), Aiks/zv(,Akcs/z:iii.
ks/zmy (kks/zmy:i. 18. 1), idcs/zn (;k1s/zn~:
12. 6) ; t-str (t/str: vi. 11. 1), ntry (ntry: ii. 31. 4), ntst (ntst: iH.35. 2),
'ntst/z (ntst/z: vo2. 4), ntsp (nttsp: viii. 3. 7), ntsv (ntsv: iv. -5.1), ndry.
(ndry: x. 2. 9); r/cs/y (rkk1s/zy:vii. 85. 1), rtvy (r"ttvy: viii. 10. 22), rts.y
r/zny (ros/zn.y:vi. 24. 2); lks/zv (/cs/zv: viii. 3. 7), a/ztry
r"tsyx.12)
s/ztry: iv. 1. 2), astr (88tr: Vii.95. 3).
There is no group of five consonants in the Atharva-Veda: if, however, the order of two words in i. 8. 1 had been reversed, we should
have had a group of six, viz. ntstry (puminnt stry akca4). The fact deserves to be remarked here, although familiar to all students of the
Vedas, that by no means all the groups of four and three consonants,
or even of two, were, in all the cases of their occurreince,actually such
groups to the mak-ers of the hymins: in a majority of the passagres
where a y or v follows two or three other consonants, and very frequently where they follow a si-ngle consonant oinly, they are, as the
eaaesla
metre shows, to be read as i or u, or f or A, cntttn
bles. Those combinations which seem most difficult of enunciation are
thus often relieved of a part or the whole of their harshness. Rarely
(as, at v. 28. 10), an apparent group of three consonants is to be resolved
into two separate syllables.
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4. Longer Metrical Passages cited by the Commentator.
In the notes on the text, I have passed over two extracts of considerable extent, made by the commentator from unnamed sources, and I
now offer here the text of them. The first is found under rule i. 10; it
runs as follows:
apara dha: caturtho hakdrene 'ti:
I. 1. panc&i 'va prathaman sparpdn &hureke mantshinah,
tesh m qgunopasamhcaydd
dnyabhdvyamipravartate.
2. jihvdmuliyaasahasa upadhmdniyapancama&h,
etair gutndihsamanvitd dvitiya iti tan viduh.
3. ta eva saha ghoshena irtiyd iti tan viduh,
ushrnana ca dvitiyena caturtha iti tdn viduh.
4. prathamndhsaha ghoshena yadc syur anundsikdh,
tdn ahuh pa~camdn sardan,s tathd varnagunqh smnrtd4.
5. na tu hi vyanjanasamdhir asam'yogobhavetpunah,
samyogaf ca prasajyeta kramo vdcyah punar bhavet.
6. dvitvaprdptif caturtheshu hakdro hy atra kdra,
'sti sasthdne tannivdrandt.
dvitiyeshu tu tan nd&
7. pippalyddishu yad dvitvarh svardc chabdavidhihkrtaI,
jnapakanc ca dvitiydndm dvitvaprdpter iti sthitih.
8. gunam&trdnu tatrdi 'shdm apurnamhvyanjanamakvacit,
apurne vya4jane kramah samyogac ca kuto bhavet.
9. prthaksattvdni pacydmas tulyalihgdni kdni cit,
na tesham lingasdmdnydd ekatvampratijdyate.
10. sattvaprthaktvdd dvdilirgyam yad eteshu nibodha tat,
tathdi 'va paicavargena gunamdtrena tulyatd.
The other passage is the commentator's introduction to the fourth
chapter:
samdsdvagrahavigrahdnpade yatho 'vaca chandasi Ecdkat&yanah;tathd vakshydmi catushtaya7 padar ndmdkhydtopasarganipadt&nam.
II. 1. khydtarhyat kriydvdci n&masattvdkhyam ucyate,
nipdtd&c&dayahsarval upasargas tu prddayah.
2. ndma n&mnd'nuddttena samastam prakrtisvaram,
na yushmadasmadvacandnina cd "mantritam ishyate.
3. n&md'nudattam prakrtisvaro gatir anucco vd ndma cet sydd
ud&ttam,kriydyoge gatih purvah,'
samdso yavanto 'nuccdh samarthdns tdn samasyate.
4. yatrd 'neko 'nuddtto 'sti parap ca prakrtisvarah,
dkhydtam nama v ayatsyt sarvam eva samasyate.
5. sopasargarhtu yan nicdih puSrvamvd yadi vd param,'
uddttena samasyante tathdi 'va supratishthitam.
6. uddttas tu nipato yah so 'nudlttah kvacid bhavet,
samasyante tathd vidhim itihiso nidarfanam.
7. naghdrishdm susahe 'ty evamadiny ud&haret,
sahe 'ty anena 'nudattam param nama samasyate.
8. anuddittenaco 'ddttam svabhdvoyatra co 'cyate,
sahasuktavakah santardeFdh ratakrato nidar?anam.
cadayo satva.
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9. anuda'ttogatir' madhye pu'rvaparduprakrtisvardu,
pArvena vigrahas tatra purushe 'dhi samAhit4h.
10. uddtttnugatir yatra 'nudattam para& padam,
pftrvena vigrahas tatra saih subhityt nidarfanam.
11. yatro 'bheprakrtisvare pi'rva7'hyac ca paraih ca yat,
sarvam eva samasyate.
varjayitva "dyudatt&dni
12. nd "khyat&nisamasyante na cd "kkhy6ta7h
ca nama ca,
ndma ndmno 'pasargdtistu sambanzdh&rtha4&'
samasyate.
13. na yushmiadasmaddde;da
anudatta padat pare,
samasyante kcaddcana.
neinzopasargagatibhih~'
14. mam anu pra te pra vdm ityevam4diny udalharet,
etadarpconudattaniidam asya talhdeiva ca.
15. namopasa-rgagatibhih'samasyante kcadacana,
brhann esham ya enamhvanim dtyantipary endn pary asye 'ti
nidarfanarn.
16. anudatto gatih sarvatihsamnastahsvarit&dibWih,
sarnsravyena4durarmanya dcdr-ye'Ii nidarcanam.
1'7. pra-part,-ni-sam-a-dur-nrr-avd-'dhi-pari-vini
ca,
-sV-'d-apa' ya updi-'nu-pratir vtinfatih.
aty-abhy-api
18. ekadkshaa uddttd ddyudattds talk 'pare,
abhfE'ty anta upasarga4 kriy6yoge gatis tathd.
19. ddyudatlt dapcdi'tesh4ra uccd ekekshara nava,
vifipater upasargain&mantoddttas tv 'abhi 'ty ayam.
20. acha-'ram-astam- ha-sta-Ia'idag17-tirah-purah'-punar-nzamah9-kshiti- vtti"'- phal-hi-iN-srug"- vashat-prddur'"- uld-kakajd-sv4h4-svadh&-prat-8varalaIe
'ty upasargavrttfni yvathastatasvarani.
Of this passage, the preliminary sentence (or verse) has been already
translated, in the introductory note to the fourth chapter. The first
verse gives a definition of the four parts of speech-or rather, a definition only of the verb and noun, the prepositions and particles being
referred to as the two series commencing respectively with pra and ca
(compare P'ian.i. 4. 57, 58, and the lists of prepositions in the other
PrAtiqkhyas). Thenceforward, from the second to the sixteenth verse,
inclusive, the extract is occupied with giving directions for the combination or non-combination,in the pada-text, of the various parts of speech,
as they stand in juxtaposition with one another in connected disconrse.
The text of the Veda is assumed as existing in an utterilydisjoined state,
each independent element being known in its phonetic form (including
its accent), and as such and such a part of speech; and the attempt is
made to,define the cases in which the elements form compounds with
one another. The problem, however, is evidently much too extensive
and difficult to be so br-iefly solved-if, indeed, any solution of it is
possible without taking into account also the inflectional forms of the
nouns and verbs-and the system of rules laid down is only fragmentary: but I have not taken the trouble to test them by the text, so as to
1
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determine where their deficiencies lie. The second verse informs us
that a noun which has its natural accent is compounded with another
which is unaccented, except in the case of an enclitic pronoun of the
first and second persons, or a vocative: thus we must combine tri: sapt&'h(i. 1. 1), atad:vrshnyam (i. 3. 1), into tri-saptd/h', ata-vrshnyam.
The next verse and the one following treat of the combination of nouns
and verbs with prepositions and other words employed as prepositions:
these receive here and in what follows the name gati, which Panini also
(i. 4. 60 etc.) uses. Verse five has for its subject such compounds as
are instanced by s'pratishthitam (xii. 1. 63: p. sui-pratisthitam). The
sixth verse applies to compounds into which a particle enters as a constituent, and cites itihasdh (xv. 6. 4: p. itiha-asdh) as an example; and
the first line of the next verse adds the farther instances naghArisha'm (viii. 2. 6; 7. 6: p. nagha-risha'm) and s4saha (vi. 64.3: p. su-saha).
Hence to the end of verse 8, compounds with saha (and its substitute
sa) are defined, the chosen illustrations being sahdsuktavakah!(vii. 97. 6:
p. sah&-sufktavdkah)and sa&ntardey&ah
(ix. 5. 37: p. sa-antardefah): patakrato is also added, but apparently only by a blunder; or rather, the
reading is probably false and corrupt, as the metre helps to show.
Verse 9 prescribes the mode of combination in such a case as purushe
'dhi sam&'hit&h(x. 7. 15), where an unaccented preposition stands between two others, both of which have their proper accent. The next
verse takes for its example sam saubhutyd(iii. 14. 1), where two accented
prepositions precede an unaccented noun, and the former of them is to
be made independent. Verse 11 has no example, and, although easily
enough translated, its meaning is to me obscure. We are then told
what combinations are possible: verbs are not compounded with verbs
or with nouns; but nouns with nouns and with prepositions. A verse
and a half follows, denying the enclitic forms of the first and second
personal pronouns the capability of entering into compounds, and citing
as instances manm dnu prd te (iii. 18. 6) and prd vamn (e. g. vii. 73. 5):
and three additional lines extend the same exception to the enclitic demonstrative pronouns, and give the examples brhann esham (iv. 16. 1),
yd en'm vaninzm
dynti (xii. 4. 11), pdry en&n (ix. 2. 5), and pdry asya
(xv. 12. 7). The sixteenth verse declares an unaccented preposition
capable of composition with a following word, however accented, but
illustrates only their composition with a circumflexed word, as samsrdvyena (e. g. i. 15. 1), durarmanyah (xvi. 2. 1), and dcaryah (xi. 5. 3 etc.).
The subject now changes, and verses 17-19 give us a list of the twenty
prepositions and a definition of their accentuation. Finally, the last
verse (or prose passage) attempts to give a list of those words which
are treated as if they were prepositions, although properly belonging to
other classes. This list is a somewhat strange one, with regard both to
what it includes and what it omits. A part of the forms which it contains are in fiequent use, and familiarly known as bearing marked
analogies with the prepositions proper. Such are achu, tirah.,purah,
punah, hin, praduh, and frat. Others, as aram and astam, are more
remotely connected with the same class. Vashat, svdha, and vdti are
in the Atharvan compounded only with k&ra and krta, and hardly in
such a manner as should require their inclusion in the list. Svadhd
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and sruk form no other compounds than svadh&kdra and srukkdra (ix.
6. 22); phalt forms phalikarana (xi. 3. 6); ka.kajdforms kakajakrta (xi.
10. 25). Namas enters into namaskdra, namaskrta, and namaskrtya
(vii. 102.1), which last affords actually good ground for special treatment, as does hastagrhya (e. g. v. 14. 4), on account of which hasta is
ranked with the others. For ldnguila, kshiti, and ula, I can find nothing at all in the Atharvan: there is room in the case of the two last,
and especially of the third, to suspect corrupted readings. What may
be hidden in svaralald, I have not been able to discover, nor how the
last word in the extract, which apparently has to do with the accent of
the words treated of, is to be amended into intelligibility. There are
two words which we especially miss in this list of upasargavrttini, and
can hardly believe to have been originally absent from it: they are
antah and Avih: I cannot, however, find by emendation any place for
them in the text as it stands.
5. Correctionsand Emendations.
I add here a rectification of certain errors in the body of the work,
which have attracted my attention as I have been engaged in preparing
the indexes; as also, corrections of such errors of the press as I have
hitherto discovered.
At p. 355, rule i. 24, for furj read fiT.
At p. 371, rule i. 47, translation, for palatal read lingual.
At p. 378, 1. 16, for kdrpanyam read kdrpanyam.
At p. 409, in commenting upon ii. 15, 16, I failed to notice that the
implication in the former rule is of catavargdbhydm,' after palatal and
lingual mutes,' and mutes only: hence this rule has nothing to do with
any cases practically arising in the conversion of pada into sanhitd, and
rule 16 covers all the lingualizations of t and th after sh, whether in the
same or a different word.
At p. 419, rule ii. 29, at the end, for ?O lT4 read ?trT.

At p. 436, comm. to ii, 62, 1. 4, the hyphen representing the avagraha
has dropped out from vifvatah-panih.
At p. 436, comm. to ii, 62, 1. 28: another like instance of repetition
is found at xx. 132.12, where all the MSS. read punah punah.
At p. 437, rule ii. 64, translation: for is read does.
At p. 442, rule ii. 76, at the end, read oq- (broken letter).
At p. 448, under rule ii. 92, I was so heedless as to refer to vy dsthan
(xiii. 1. 5) as an anomalous form from sthd, forgetting for the moment
that it was, in fact, the irregular aorist of the root as, although I had
formerly interpreted and indexed it as such. The pada-reading is vi :
dsthan, as given by our manuscript; but it seems to require amendment
to vi dsthat, having rohitah as subject.
At p. 450, rule ii. 97, comm., 1. 3: for stusha u shu read stusha u shu.
At p. 456, comm. to iii. 5: a compound analogous with oshadhi-ja is
prthivi-sad (prthivishadbhyah: xviii. 4. 78), which has also a claim to
the attention of the Pratigakhya in this part Its sh was prescribed
by ii. 1.00,
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At p. 514, at the top, introductory note to chapter iv, I have expressed myself in a manner which misrepresents and does injustice to
the Vaj. Pr. Although that treatise does not make the restorations of
normal form in pada the subject of detailed treatment, yet its rules iii.
18, 19 (as pointed out in the note to iv. 74, above) virtually cover the
ground, with more or less completeness.
At p. 539, under rule iv. 53, I have omitted the reference belonging
to rksamabhyam: it is xiv. 1.11.
At p. 544, rule iv. 59 would have been more accurately translated "nor
is division made before any member having an inserted s as its initial,"
etc. Whether, however, there is any propriety in regarding the inserted
sibilant of tuvishtama, and of the other words cited, as the initial of
the second member of the compound, is very questionable.
At p. 583, 1. 32, for vavrdhdnah-iva read vavrdhdnah-iva.

The indexes call for but a few words of explanation.
Into the first I have admitted all distinct references to single passages
of the Atharva-Veda, made by either the text or the commentary of the
Pratiqakhya, distinguishing those of the latter always by an appended
c. Words or brief phrases found at two or more places in the Atharvan (and so referred in the notes to the first of them, with a prefixed
e. g.) are made no account of unless they are of peculiar and distinctive
character; and, when noticed, they are marked here also by an added
e. g., or, if found only in a series of passages occurring in the same connection (as in different verses of the same hymn), by an added etc. I have
also included in the index all passages to which important reference
has been made in the notes on the text, as for the purpose of amending
a reading, giving account of an emendation made in the edited text,
stating the manuscript authority favoring or opposing a given reading,
or the like: these are distinguished by an n affixed to the PratiCakhya
reference.
The second, or Sanskrit index, comprises, in the first place, the whole
vocabulary of the treatise itself, both its grammatical phraseology and
its citations from the Atharvan, the latter being denoted by a prefixed
a. I have added as much of the vocabulary of the commentary as
seemed to me worth the trouble, adding always a c to the reference.
The pseudo-citations of the commentator, or the illustrations which he
fabricates or derives from other sources than the Atharva-Veda, are also
(excepting the phrases given in the latter part of add. note 2) included
in the index, and marked with a prefixed q. This same indicatory
letter is set before the few words quoted in the text of the treatise which
are not found in the Atharvan.
In the third index it has not seemed to me worth while to make detailed references to the doctrines of the other treatises referred to in
the notes; they may always be found stated in connection with the
treatment of the related subject by our own Praticakhya.
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INDEXES.
1.

INDEX OF ATHARVAN

PASSAGES,

CITED OR REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT, COMMENTARY, AND NOTES.

An e. g. added to the Atharvan reference marks it as denoting one of two or more
passages where the word or phrase cited is found; an etc., as denoting the first
verse of a hymn or passage to which the reference applies. A c added to the

PrltitAkhya reference marks it as belonging to the commentary; an n, to the
editor's note. The passages of the commentary given in add, note 4 are indicated
by 4. IIL16 etc.
AV. 1.
29.3
30.3
31. 1
32.1
4
33.2

AV. ii.
ii. 55c.
30.3
31. 1
i. 3c etc.
i. 79c.
2
1 e. g. iL45c, 68c.
1.82, iv. 3c.
3
5
iv. 107c.
iv. 9c.
2.1
i. 47c, iii. 27c.
32.1
1 e. g. Wi.16.
3
18c.
iv.
iv.
ii.
3
90c.
ii. 32c,
lic,
49c,
iv. 33c.
33.1
50c.
iii. 16c.
4
5
iv. 31c.
H. 5c, iv. 16c.
34.4
a.1 e. g. iL5c.
6
i. 66c, iv. 31c.
5 e. g. iii. 34c.
1 etc.ii. 84c, iv. 75c,
ii. 84c.
34.3, 4 iL185.
35.4
78c.
ii. 67.
5
ii. 32c.
3
35.1
iv. 30.
AV.ii.
il. 90c.
8
2
ii. 31c, 85n.
ii. 2c.
1.1
4.1
iii. 18c, iv. 29c.
3
iv. 35c.
ii. 73c.
2
5.1
iiR.1Oc, iv. 78c,
ii. 57c.
36.4
ii. 94c.
4
79c.
8
ii. 33c.
iv. 5, 14c.
5
iv. 107c.
6.1
2.1
ii. 70c, iv. 34c.
iii. 70c.
4
AV. iii.
ii. 70c.
2
iv. lc.
7.2
1.1
ii. 57c.
WiL
9c.
4
7
ii. 27.
ii. bc, 17c, i.
3
1. 103c, ii. 38c, iv.
3.1
iv. Ic.
9.3
25c.
18c, iv. 29c.
10.1
Rii66.
iii. 27c.
2.3
ii. 5c.
4
3,5 ii. 40c, 40n.
91c.
3.2
iv.
70c.
ii.
ii.
5.2
106c.
ii.
11.1
48c,
iv. 56.
ii. 82c, iii. lc, 13c, 5.1
3
Hi.30.
2
5
iv.
20c.
iv. 70c.
ii. 40c.
12.1
7
iii. 76c.
i. 94n, iii. 38c,
4
2
1. 1O0c,iv. 79c.
13.1
Hii.60.
66c, iv. 113c, 6. 1 e.g. i. 27c, 53c, 83c, ii.
33c.
ii. 40c.
2
114c, 115c.
S
2
iii. 91c.
iii. 16n(to IIA4b).
ii. 30c.
14.3
8
iii. 80c.
iii. 18c, iv..29c.
7
ii. 40c, 62c.
4
ii. 98c.
7.1
ii. 14c.
6.2
15.1 e.g. iv. 3c, 4.II.16.
3
iii. 16n(to I. 1. b).
ii. 94c.
4
ii. -30c.
2
8.3
iii. 22, iv. 89.
7.' e.g. ii. 27c.
iv. lc.
3
5
iv. 55c.
2
i.78c, ii. 40c.
iii. 13c.
16.3
6(?) i. 99c.
iv. l6c.
9.2
ii. 98c.
18.4
iv.
29c.
46c.
ii.
9.4
10.
7
19.3 e. g. ii. 27c.
ii. 104c.
6
iii. 80n.
8
ii. 48c.
3
iv. 33c.
iiiW62c, 67c, 74c. 10.4
12.2
ii. 40c, iv. 56c.
4
5
ii. 63c.
iii. 62c, 67c, 74c.
3
iv. 92c.
20.2
ii. 72.
6
iiiW.Sc.
6
iv. 92c.
3
ii. 84n, iv. 107c.
10
ii. 15c.
13.2
ii. 27c.
4
ii. 92.
12
3
i. 28c, ii. 19c, iii.
1.28c, ii. 19c, 97c,
24.4
3
:11.
ii. 87c.
20c.
iii.4, 20c, iv.3c,
3, 4 iii. 64c.
15. 1 etc. iii. 16c.
98, 114c.
2
iii.
17c.
12.
1
44c.
ii.
25.
iii. 52.
25.2
7
ii. 106c.
iv. 37c.
26. 2
iv. 21c.
4
1
13.
iii. 59c, 65c.
27.5
i. 45c, 68c, iv. 41c,
26.4
ii. 91c, iv. 82c.
3
ii. 2c, 45c.
75c.
27.3
ii. 38c, iii. 13c.
ii.
44c.
6
iv.
26n.
28.3
3c.
iv.
28.1
7
ii. 44c.
ii. 84c.
4
29.1
iii.12c,13c,iv.75c.

AV. 1.

1.1

ii. 98c, iv. lc.

ii. 96c.

Hi.lOic.
iv. 72c.
iv. 57c.
iii. 12c.
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14.1
3
15.4
5
16.1
7
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AV. iv.
~1V.V.
ii. 32c, 4.1IL.10. 17.2
5. 9
ii. 91c, 103c, iv.
ii. 40n.
5
iii. 52c.
iiL31c, iii. 84c, iv.
82c, 124c,125c.
!v. 97c.
55c.
6.4
iv. 98c.
iv. 97c.
18.6 e.g. i., 66.
9 e. g. iv. 96.
ii. 48c.
19.2
iv. 83.
7.2
iv. lic 75c.
ill. 17c, 22c, iv.
7
L.47c.
6
i. 7.5 , ii. 22c, lii.
89c.
20. 2
ii. 39c.
33c, 56c.
17.1
ii. 55c.
5
7
ii. 59c, iv. lOOc.
ii. 53c.
18.1
iii. 6c.
5 e. g. ii. 63c.
8
iv. 30.
5
iv. 85c.
7
ii. 80c.
8.5
!v. lc.
6
4.IL 14.
21.4
iv. 58c.
7
ii. lic.
19.6
ii. 7c.
22.2
ii. 85c.
11.3
iv. 96.
20.6
i. 75c, ii. 22c, iii.
4
i 82c.
iii. 90c.
6
23.1
L 88c, !v. 36c.
7
33c,iv. 49c.
L.68c, ii. 29c.
10
ii. 103.
24.1
iliL 91c.
8
iv. ?.14c.
21.1
iii. 54c.
5
ii 23.
iv. 14c.
12. 2
2
ii. 40n.
25.3
L81c,iii.87c.
5
iW.71c.
5
iv. 4c.
5
i.74c.
6 etc. ii. 91c, iv. 82c.
6
ii. 64c.
6
8
iv. 65.
1: 8lc, ii. 40c.
22.5
iv. 48c.
27. 1
ill. 21n.
13.5
L.81c.
23.4
ii. 84.
4
Hi 68c.
6
L.68c, iH.42c, Mi.
6
ii. 7411.
6
iv. 69c.
23.
26.1 etc. Wi.65c.
29.1 2 iv. 18c.
8
ii. 72c.
4
iii. 3c.
5
iv. 67c.
9
iii. 3c.
28. 3
!v. 33c.
6
iv. 16c.
iii. 81.
14. 7
4
iv. 45c.
30. 4
iv. 57c.
11
ii. 104c.
5
6
ii. 35c.
iv. 11.
15. 2-4 L.27c, 53c, 83c, ii.
i. 63c, ii. 2c, iv. 31. 2
29.1
iM. 80n.
33c.
51c.
3
L.77n, 94c, iv. 26c.
6
ii. 39c.
3 etc. ii. 35c.
L sic'.
4
17.1 (?) iii. 53c, 55c.
5
iv. SOn.
32. 1
ii. 15, iv. 88.
4
ii. 61c.
30.1
iv. 56c.
3
ii. 56c.
5
ii. 2c.
5
ii. 32c.
5
ii. 47c, ii. 14, iv. 18.7
iv. 107c, 109c.
87.
11
iv. 96.
AY. iv.
6
i. 68c, 81c, ii. 29c.
12
ii. 55c.
1.1
ii. 44c, 103c.
7
L.69c.
19.1
iv. 22c.
3
ii. 5c, iv. 71c.
33. 2
iv. 12c, 30.
2
ii. 40c.
2.4
iv. 26c.
34. 1
4
iv. 4c.
ii. 105c.
41
iiH.56, iii. 6c, iv.
3
iii. 46c.
7
Wi.2c, iv. 94c.
75c.
S etc. iv. 38c.
8
iH.61c.
7
iii. 16n (to 1.4. b),
8
ii. 8On.
13
iii. 13c, iv. 84c.
iii. 46n.
36. 1
ii. 9c, ii. 18c.
20. 2
iv. 18c.
8
iv. 16c.
S
ii. 31c.
6
ii. 69c.
6.2
ii. 93c.
37.1
L.28c, ii. 19c, iii.
8
iH.7c.
3
iv. 86c.
20c.
9
iii. 89c, iv. 107c.
5
ii. 95.
4
ii. 59n, iv. 67c.
10
ii. 62.
8
ii. 84c.
38&5Se.g. ii. 35c, iv. 81c.
11
ii. 23, 82c, iii. lic
7. 3
ii. 62c, 85c.
39. 1 etc. ii. 49c.
iv. 70c.
5,6 iv. 86c.
2
iH.6c, 43c.
21. 8
Hi.42c.
6
ii. 84c.
2 etc. ii. 7.5.
22. 1
iH.83c.
86
ii. 94c.
4
ii. 20c.
5
i. 34c.
9. 9 c. g. ii. 67c.
9
ii. 62c.
6
ii. 85c.
10. 1
ii. 67c.
7
ii. 40c.
2
iv. Sc.
A-V. v.
9
iL46c.
4
ii. 62n.
1. 1
il. Sc.
14
Hi.llc.
11. 3
iv. 12c.
3
23. 7
L. 76c, 7711.
1.103c, ii. 38c, iv.
7
iii. 9c.
5
L 76c, ii. 97c, iii.
25c.
8
iv. 48c.
ii. 93c.
4c, 13c, iv. 98c. 24. 1
9
ii. 54c.
2.8
iiL 49.
25. 8
iH.104c.
12.4
i. 85c.
iv. M4n.
9
9
iv. 18c.
ii. 22c.
13. 2
3. 8
!v. 86c.
26. 8
iii. 3411.
5
iv. 53c.
9
iH. 70c.
27.6
iv. 45c.
14. 5
ii. 87c.
10 (?) Hi. 102c.
9
ii. 47c.
7
iv. 31c.
4.1
28. 14
iii. 38c, 66c.
iL71c, ii. 13c.
9
iv. 34c.
3
iv. 14c.
29. 2
iv. 15c.
iii. 38c, 66c.
15.11
8
iii. 27c.
2, 3 ii. 77.
15
i. 96, 9611, lOS.
10
11
iL 63c.
L.66c.
16.1
ii. Sc, iii. 34n,
5.3
iv. 99c.
30.9
iii. 7.
4.1IL.15.
4
Hi.65c.
10
iv. 96.
A 'VT

-
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4.1
3
8.1
9.3
11.1
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iv. 96.

i. 80c.
i. 74n.
i. 37c, ii. 85n, iv.
83.

77.2
78.8
79.1
81.3
82. 3
89.1
91.1
2
92. 2
3

ii. 5c.
ii. 65c.
iii. 80n.
ii. 44c.
iv. 19c.
ii. 40c, 66c.
iii. 2, iv. 94.
i. 17c.
iii. lc, iv. 61c.
iii. 56c.

AV. vii.
50.7
52.2
53.3
55.1
60.4
5
63.1
64.1
67.1
70.3
72.2
3
73.4

iv. 3fc.
ii. 18c.
ii. 46c.
iv. 30.
iv. 9c.
iii. 80n.
iii. 78c.

ii 74c, 74n, 80n.
iv. 77c.
iv. 38c.
ii. 48c.
iv. 93c.
iii. 18n.
i. 27c, 53c, 83c, ii 93.1
i. 88c, iv. 36c.
i. 79c, iv. 115c.
33c.
iii. 69c.
103.2, 3 ii. 46c.
2
i. 91c, iv. 125c.
3
i. 78c.
iii. 71c.
3
i. 39c, ii. 88, iv. 105.2
iii. 69c.
7
ii. 2c.
10
ii. 20c, iv. 78c.
iv. 64, 83.
83, 86c, 107c. 106.1
14.1
ii. 94c.
3
81.3
i. 69c.
ii. 65n, 65c.
2
iii. 60c.
107.3
iii. 61n.
ii. 48c, iv. 38c.
4
15.1 e.g. iv. 16c.
108.2
iv. 99c.
iii. 58c.
82.1
2
iv. 56c.
109.1
3
iii. 65n.
ii. 86.
16.2
2
i. 46c.
iii. 59c, 65c.
83.3
iv. 93c.
4
iv. 107c.
110.3
iii. 86c.
85.1
ii. 97c, iii. 4c.
17.1 etc. ii. 103c.
111.1
92.1
iii. 69c, iv. 84c.
ii. 48c, iv. 71c.
21.3
ii. 91c, iv. 82c.
112.2
iv. 50c.
93.1
ii. 107.
22.3
ii. 78.
3
94.1
ii. 65c.
ii. lOc.
23.2
iv. 124c.
113.3
iv. 13c.
95.2
iv. 96.
iv. 46c.
24.2
i. 88c, iv. 36c.
116.1
97.3
ii. 2c.
2
iii. 14c.
4
iii. 34n.
27.3
i. 74c.
iii. 95c.
6
28.2
iv. 12c, 4. I. 8.
117.1
iii. 61c.
li, iv.
7
3
i. 94n.
iii. 85c.
29.1
i. 47c.
2
iv. 56c
99.1
118.3
iv. 81c.
ii. 99c, 105c, iii.
119.8
75c.
30.2
iv. 72c.
i. 46c.
iii. 34n.
121.1 e.g. ii. 86, 86n,
104.1
iii. 93c.
31.2
ii. 48c.
122.2
i. 34c.
109.2
i. 85c.
32.1
125.1
iii. 58c.
33.1
ii. 40c.
3 (?) i. 99c.
3
6
iii. 96, iv. 59.
iv. 28c.
126,1
iv. 14c.
iv. 4c.
128.3
115.2
ii. 56.
34.4
ii. 51c, iv. 52c.
129.1
i. 85c.
4
iv. 77c.
iv. 32c.
35.2
, 66c.
117.1
iii. 43c.
36.1
iii. 24c, iv. 18c. 134.3
2
136.2
i. 71c.
i. 68c, ii. 29.
3
ii. 36c.
137.3
iv. 93c,
AV. viii.
139.1
iii. 59c.
1.20
iii. 82c.
37.2
iv. 78c.
141.2
2.6 e.g. iii. 6, 4. II. 7.
ii. 65.
39. 1
iv. 20c.
3
17
ii. 76.
iv. 16c.
ii. 65c.
3.1
40.3
AV. vii,
iii. 76c, 91c.
1.1
10
i. 74c.
iv. 34c.
45.1
ii. 28, 53c, 79.
14
ii. 32c.
iv. 55c.
5. 1
ii. 15c.
47.3
16
iii. 80c.
6.1
iv. 107c.
iv. 26c.
50.1
26
i. 28c, ii. 19c, iii.
2
ii...97c. 1iii. 4c.
iv. 86c.
51.3
.. ... iv, 20c.
ii. 26c.
98c.
53.1
3
iv. 56n.
iv. 75c.
4.1
ii. 32c.
54.3
4
ii. 41c.
6
ii. 37c, iv. 107c.
i. 82c,iii. 33n, 88c.
56.3
7
ii. 102e.
7.1
ii. 26c.
ii. 21c, 24c, iii.
60.1
77c.
9.2
iv.
8
iii. 21c, iv. 90c.
iv.
72c.
.5c,
18
3
iv. 34c.
2
i. 80c.
iii. 89c.
23
4
iv. 8.
iii. 24c.
ii. 31c.
62.1
5.9
iii. 63c.
10.1
ii. 72n.
ii. 44c.
63.4
11
14.1
iv. 39c, 4. II. 7.
iii. lOc.
iii. 61.
64.3
2
16
ii. 9n.
i. 65c.
iv. 67c.
65.1
17.1
ii. 71c.
6.1
iii. 84c.
ii. 15c.
67.2
4
iii. 84c.
18.1
iii. 52c.
3
iii. 56c, 65c.
5
iv. 25c.
iii. 94c.
ii. 15c, 21c, 24c, 21.1
68.1
9
iii. 35c, 38c, 66c. 26.1
iv. 18c.
iii. 16n(to II.4.b)
10
i. 52c.
7
iv. 18c.
3
iii. 56c,
28.1
12
ii. 35c.
iii. 76.
ii. 72c.
70. 2
13
31.1
iv.
22c.
ii.
58.
71.1 e.g. ii. 85c.
14
ii. 94.
38.5
2
iv. 84c.
iii. 5c.
16
iv. 56c.
46.1
ii. 40c.
i. 94n.
72.2
3
17
ii. 7c, iii. 52c.
iv. 55c.
iv. 60c.
75.1
18
49.1
ii. 40c.
iii. 3c, iv. 68c.
ii. 78c.
76.4
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AV. xi.
1. 20
iii. 94c.
29
i. 94n.
31
i. 94n.
iv. 42c.
34
35
iv. 58c.
36
8.19
iv. 2c, 7c.
iii. 76c, iv. 77c.
22
i. 87n.
2. 8
iv. 16c.
23
9
iv.
27c.
ii. 95.
9.1
12 etc. iii. 46c, 65c.
i. 50c.
8
ii. 2c.
13
iii. 65c.
AV. x.
14
iv. 49c.
iv. 99c.
1. 2
9
i. 77n, ii. 8c.
10
5
ii. 38c.
29
iv. 95c.
iv. 86c.
12
ii. 62.
3.1
9
iii. 65n.
iii. 51c.
14
ii. 96c.
iv. 91c.
26
i. 105, 105n.
13
15
i. 39c.
i. 38c.
14
26,27 iv. 6.
16
27
ii. 39c.
15
iii. 35n.
i. 105.
17
16
49
ii. 40c.
iii. 55n.
i. 23c, ii. 9c.
20
18
i. 94n.
4.10
iv. 57c.
ii. 4c, 40c.
21
iv. 94c.
22
26
iii. 18c.
iii. 2c. iv. 94c.
10. 4
iii. 46c, 64c.
29
ii. 18c.
23
iii. 70c.
21
iv. 21c.
5.2
i. 75c, iii. 33c.
ii. 8c.
2.1
29
iv. 55c.
3
iii. 69c.
3 etc. i. 17c, iii. 57c, 4.
8
iii. 72c.
II. 16.
AV. ix.
13
iv. 39c.
6.5
ii. 51c, iv. 52c.
1.1
ii. 68c.
20
iii. 19c.
14
i. 84c, ii. 34c, 89c.
3
i. 87c.
28
ii. 13c.
i. 70,97,105,105n, 7. 1
2.5
10
iii. 80c, 4. II. 15
ii. 62.
iv. 6, 120c,121c.
13
11
iv. 92n.
iv. 51c, 80.
31
iii. 2c, iv. 94c.
25
ii. 84c, iv. 33c.
12
3.2
iii. 80c.
ii. 50c.
3. 2
iii. 89c.
13
ii. 20c.
13
iv. 84c.
10 e. g. iv. 58c.
4.2
8. 1
i. 66c.
ii.21c,24c,iii.35c.
17
i. 4c, 61c.
5
4
iii. 60c.
iv. 42c.
21
iii. 2, iv. 94c.
iv. 49c.
7
iv. 15c.
16
22
ii. 45c.
28 (?) i. 65c.
17
iii. 59n.
4.4
21
iv. 107c.
iv. 30.
iii. lOc.
9.10
11
iii. 46c.
24
ii. 34c.
14
iii. 59c, 65c.
14
iv. 62c.
iv. 91c.
25
15
ii. 62, iii. 73c,76c,
17
ii. 70.
ii. 43c.
5.7
iv. 77c.
23
iii. 94c.
22 e.g. iv. 83.
10.8
iii. lOc.
5.4
i. 87n, ii. 47c, iv
29
iv. 72c.
16
ii. 42c.
36 e. g. ii. 92c.
19
19c.
iii. 76c, iv. 77c.
6
iv. 60c.
6.1
ii. 43c.
23
iii. 55n.
17
iii. 19c.
2
ii. 87c.
26
iv. 68c.

AV. viii.
6.19
23
26
7.2
8

ii. 52.
iv. 18c.
iv. 18c, 55c.
ii. 74ii.
iii. 82c.

19
iv. 34c.
32-36 iv. 44c.

37
6.1
2
4
5
11
14
18
40
46
53
54
7.19
8.14
15

16

9.2
10
15
16
22
VOL.

AV. ix.
10.1

i. 103c,ii. 38c, iv.
26c, 55c, 83.
12
iii. 60c.
19
ii 93c.
21 (?) i. 52c.
24
ii. 4c.
25
iv. 24c.
26
iv. 15c.

5 etc. iv. 40c.

iv. lOc.
19
iv. 12c, 4. II. 8.
20
ii. 43c.
31
ii. 65c.
i.84c, ii. 34c, 89c
ii. 105c, iii. 75c.
7. 6 e.g. iv. 123c.
iii. 79c.
15
4. II. 9.
iii. 79c.
25
iv. 5c.
iv. 42c.
33
iii. 82c.
i. 69c.
43
iii. 92c.
i. 52c, 62c, 105, 8.10
iii. 49c.
105n.
13
iii. 93c.
ii. 96c.
24
ii. 41c.
i. 58c, lOOc,ii
27
i. 4c.
41
iii. 74c.
41c, iii. 31c.
iv. 7c.
43
ii. 54c.
iv. 2c, 7c.
i. 66c.
9.3
ii. 42c.
12
ii. lOOc.
iii. 47c.
10.10
iii. 55n.
23
i. 20c.
iii. 47c.
29
iii. 47c.
iv. 13c.
iv. 5c.
iv. 93c.
iv. 99c.
iv. 19c.
ii. 102c.
VIT.

AV. xi.
1.1
2
5

iii. 51c, iv. 107c.
ii. 8c.
i. 45c.
76

AV. xii.
1.26

i. 85c.

33

iv. 4, 48c.

29

iv. 27c.

40
47
48
51
54

ii. 20n.
iv. 59c.
iii. 78c.
iv. 91c.
ii. 82c, iii. Ic, iv.
70c.
63
ii. 47c, 4. II. 5.
2.2
iv. 43c.
3
iv. 56c.
4
ii. lOOc.
4 e. g. iv. 95c.
8
iii. 88c.
9
i. 71c.
14
ii. 102c.
19
i. 94n.
26
iii. 73c.
45
51
3.10
21

ii. 76c.
iv. 40c.
ii. 20c.
ii. 32c.
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39
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AV. xiv.
AV. xviii.
ii. 68.
11
ii. 18c, iv. 62c.
i. 74c, i. 4Fv
1.32
iv. 26c.
3
iv. 35c.
33
ii. 17c.
ii. 18c.
8
i. 50c.
37
ii. 97c, iii. 4c, iv.
iii. 34.
11
98c.
iv. 53c.
iv. 91c.
12
iv. 24c.
39
i. 74c.
iv. 2c.
18
ii. 65c.
45 etc. ii. 59c, iv. 100c.
ii. 62c.
29
iv. 18c, 48c, 76c.
46
iv. 34c.
iii. 92c.
36
ii. 92.
i. 88c, iv. 36c.
49
i. 28c,ii. 19c, 20c,
41
ii. 64.
51
ii. lOOc.
iii. 20c.
43
ii. 91c, iv. 82c.
54 e. g. iii 83c.
52
iv. 40c.
44
ii. 36c, iii. 60c.
ii. 51c.
55
iv. 91c.
57 (?) i. 99c.
55
ii. 76.
2.3
2.2
55 etc. iv. 115c.
ii. 70.
4
iv. 86n.
12
ii. 31c, iii. 95c.
58
iii. 55n.
6
i. 103c,ii. 38c.
iii. 65n.
14
ii. 54c.
ii. 100c.
4.4
12
4. II. 15.
17
ii. 31c.
23
iii. 25c.
11
20
ii. 65c.
25
ii. 31c.
ii. 52c.
18
26
iii. 17c, 46n, iv.
iii. 60c.
31
29,30 i. 86c, 86n.
34
107c.
ii. 20c.
30
ii. 15n.
37
ii. 52c.
i. 76c.
32
35
iv. 37c.
41
iii. 60c
34
iv. 63c.
35
iii. 55n.
iv. 50c.
43
36
ii. 7c.
iii. 21, iv. 90.
36
44
ii. 31c.
46
iv. 39c.
41
iii. 59n.
91c.
54
105.
52
iv.
54n.
iv.
42
i. 97,
iii. 79c.
ii. 14c.
61
3.3
iii. 55n.
47
14
iii. 18c.
72
i. 80c.
ii. 4c.
5.7
15
iv. 67c.
ii. 102c.
20
16
iii. 9c, iv. 67c.
iii. 65n.
AV. xv.
21
21
iii. 25c, iv. 15c.
2.1 etc. i. 90c, ii. 25c.
34
iv. 62c.
38
i. 82c.
iii. 53c, 55c.
3. 2
ii. le.
44
42
4.11. 6.
i. 94n.
6.4
iii. 92c.
48
44
i. 80c, 84c, ii. 34c,
8.1
iii. 53c, 55c.
i. 105.
50
iii. 40c.
10. 7
89c, 96n.
46
iii. 12n.
iv. 62c.
12. 1
AV. xiii.
55
iii. lOc.
7
4. II. 15.
ii. 9n, 46c.
1.4
61
iv. 17c.
13.1
iii. 8c.
iii. 65n.
15
63
i. 94c, iii. 9c, 9n.
14. 3
iii. 55n.
i. 50c.
16
70
ii. 47c.
15.4
iii. 45n.
ii. 107c.
22
71
ii. 7c.
7
iv. 75c.
25
ii.21c,24c,iii.35c.
4.1
i. 94n, iii. 85c.
18.3
iii. 53c, 55c.
34 (?) i. 16c.
2
63c.
ii.
ii. 84c.
35
4
i. 74n.
AV. xvi.
iii. 55n.
48
5
ii. 35c.
1.1
ii. 102c.
iv. 5c.
2.3
15
iii. 55n.
4.II. 16.
ii. 91c, iv. 29c, 2.1
14
37
iii. 38c, 66c.
3.5
iii. 85c.
82c.
40
i. 38c, iv. 95c.
4. 3
iii. 55n.
iii. 27c.
20
iii. 79n, iv. 2c, 7c.
50
6. 6
ii. 71c.
ii. 62c.
26
51
i. 37c.
7.11
ii. 50c.
36 (?) iv. 7c.
iii. 9c, 9n.
54
ii. 69c.
37
56
i. 94n.
ii. 106c,iii. 87c. AV. xvii.
46
iii. 34n.
58
25
ii. 50c.
iv. 57c.
3. 3
59
i. 65c, ii. 10c, 17c.
ii. 9n.
6
60
iii. 86c.
AV. xviii.
iii. 17n.
10
67
ii. 99c.
i.
1.1
79c.
iii. 65n.
16
78
ii. 100c.
4
ii. 7c.
iv. 13c.
19
5
iii. 34c, 86c.
4.5
ii.21c,24c,ii.35c,
xix.
AV.
10
iii. 8c.
36c, iv. 116c.
ii. 22n.
ii. 97c, iii. 4c. iv. 6. 5
16
iv. 13c.
10
iv. 49c.
9.12
98c.
25(?) iii. 65c.
22n.
ii.
13.1
20
iii. 73c.
i. 74c.
28
ii. 67c.
39.1
21
iii. 25.
iii. 36c.
41
i. 77n.
40. 4
23
ii. 40c.
ii. 71.
47
iii. 65n.
44.8
30 (?) iii. 30c.
31
iv. 50c.
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2. SANSKRIT INDE~X.
A prefixed a marks a word or phiraseas a citation from the Atbarva-Veda; a
prefixed q, as a quotation in the text or commentary not taken from the Atharvan.
Other signs are used as in tlle preceding Index.
ay, iii. 40.
anupraddna, iL 12.
enusmdra, i. 26c.
ar, iii. 46.
ansishman, i. 94.
q. arkahs,i. 58c, iii. 31c.
9.2,Mi.13, 53, 55, 77.
aneke, iv. 2.
q. arecd,i. 58c, iii. 31c.
aeictekks/sara, iv. 15.
q. r. archs: updre/sati, pradrq. akcravans,iii. 53c, 55c.
ante, i. 8, '75, 80, 88, ii. 4 7,
chati, iii. 48c.
q. ak-s/atarrak, iii. 32c.
art ha, L.74,iv.107,108. cf.
99, iii. 1, 19, 53, 57, 77,
akcs/sara,i. I14,93. cf.ekca/c.,
anart ha, matvart ha.
'78,90, iv. 14, 5 S, 5 6, 69,
,ad/yak--,sam'nd/k-.
a. agni, ii. 96.
70, 91, 107, I11, 124. r. ardhs- drdhnuva , iv.
102c.
cf. paddnzta.
q. agni, iii. 40c.
q. a,qaicit, ii. 14c.
anta/pade, i. 83, ii. 33, iii. q. r. ard/s: updrdhsnoti,prair059,iv. 88c.
q. agrepitva, iv. 26c.
dltnoti, iii. 48c.
ag/sos/oa, i. 12, 13c, ii. 3, 4, antahist/Id, i. 30, ii. 32, iii. ard/ta, i. 101. cf. madtradr39, 58, iv. 107c.
dha.
25, 26, 40.
a tagata, iv. 112, 117.
ard/sarca, iii. '74c.
afige, iv. 16c.
a. ahgudi, i. 66.
r.
ars/s:
a. enter, ii. 48, 62.
q.
updrs/adti, pradrs/sdti, iii. 48c.
afigus/sthaparvamaitra, iv. antoddtta, iv. 26, 30c, 38c,
105c.
4.J 1i t9.
40.
iii.
av,
a. anigeb/styakpari, ii. 67.
ant ye, i. 63, 92.
a. ava, iv. 30.
aiicati (r. aiie), iv. 53.
asnya, i. 49, 52, 102, iv. 77. avaokrshta, i?43c.
r. oii]: ansvyanakcti, iv. anyaya/kta, iv. 3.
avagrhsya, iv. 42, 44, 49c,
107c.
S5c,108c, 117, 123.
anaoyoge, iv. 116c.
a. ape, ii. 95.
assumsdtrad,iii. 65.
avag-a/sa, L.45, iii. 64, 69,
tak,h i. 49.
'73, 740, 85, iv. intr. n.,
apanodana. iv. 108c.
iv. 7, 44-46c, 55c, '76c,
ati,rdyarn, iv. 16c.
api, i. 35, ii. 16, 63,89, 92,
a. atiskthispam, iv. 96.
93, iii. 59, 68,72,79, iv.
80, 123.
a, iv. 6.9.
a. akar, ii. 44.
akadra, i. 36, 101, ii. 53.

atra, ii. 39, 81.

2, 36, 77.

avati (r. av), iv. Ile.

avatta, iv. 10S.5c
q. atra, i. 56o, 78c, ii. 2c, 20c, aps2rnav,i. IlOc(4. I. 8).
iii. 39c.
apuirva, iii. 57.
q. avettam, iii. lIb, iv. 61ce.
adrs/4ta, iv. 109.
avani, iv. 105c.
apr/kta, i. 72, 7.9, iv. 113.
a. ads, iii. 25.
q. aprajd, aprajadta. iv. 56c.
avao-a, iii. 44, iv. 56.
adhere/cant ha, i. 19.
a. apreaydvan, iv. 56.
a. avarad,i. 97, lOS.
iv.
ad/haraushti a, i. 25.
107c.
apravnsa,
avadanna, i. 43c.
a. ad/si, ii. 104.
apluta, 1.97, iv. 120.
a. apsis, ii. 100.
ad/tikha,i. 10Sc.
avasanilea, avasita, i. 8c,
a. abib/saor,ii. 44.
ad/si/kre, iii. 96c.
9c.
adhsisparpamz,i. 9, ii. 24. a. abhi, ii. 104.
av~yaya. ii. 48, iv. 71.
ad/syeyana, iv. 101, 107, ab/tid/tadna, abh/id/seya, iv. a. as/ta, iii. 2, iv. 94.
108.
106c.
as/dtama, i. 102.
anati (r. an), iv. 39.
ab/hinid/sdia, i. 43, 44, 49c q. as14tddansJztra, iii. 2, iv.
anantara, iii. 74.
94C.
abhhiipdIta, i. 43c.
anart/se, iv. 3.
ab/sinis/httna, i.42, lO5c. q. ashtdiparrna,iii. 2, iv. 94c.
ana/tea, iv. 86.
abi/ini/tita, iii. 55 intr. n., r. as: samnasgate,iv. 1, 26c,
55, 65.
endr/sea, i. 8l.
27c, 46c, 4.If. 3 -7, 1 1a. ab/si vi teenu, iv. 3.
amiisga, iv. 12.
13,1iS; samastah, 4. 11.
a iligya, iv. 49c, 76c.
a. ab/si viparY,cimi, iv. 4.
16.
a. eb/si syldnsaprtanyatah, ii. asti (r. as). ii. 101.
anuecae, 4. If. 3.
107.
anuttam a, i. 99, ii. 2, 20.
asmad, 4. If. 2, 13.
a. ab/syag/sdyanti, iv. 96.
anudar9ana, i. 8c.
a. asme, i. 77.
anudditta, i. 15, 96, iii. 57,
ab/sydsa. ii. 91, 93, iii. 13, a. asydh, ii. 70.
iv. 82, 84.
58, 67, 71, 74, iv. 2.
asvara, iii. 74c.
anunta'sikca, i. 8c, lOc (4. a. a?ni',i. 78.
a. ahsan, ahtar, ii. 50, iHi.'77.
1.4), 11, 27, 53, 67, 69,~q. as aydvi, iv. 18c.
a. ahdtr, Hi.46.
83, ii. 35, iv. 119, 121. la. amna/h, ii. 52.
a. ahoraitre, iv. 52.
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d, iii. 95.
ihgya, iv. 44c, 76, 93c. cf. uvarna, iii. 45.
ushtrah,iii. 30c.
anihgya.
i. 35, 79, 96, ii. 22,
adkadra,
27, 55, Wi.38, iv. 14,115. ichid,,iii. 18, iv. 29.
i. 74, iii. 60.
uAkdra,
a. iddyal#,ii. 72.
dk..hipta,i. 16.
1*
40c.
iii.
tapye,
96,
i.
77,
70,
66,
iv.
39.
2,
ii. 38c.
iti,
8,
adkh.yad,
.
52.
97, 101, 105, ii. 23, 28, uid/iak,ii.i.
d,khydta,i. 1, iv. 1, 88c, 92,
10c, 31, 46, 68,
%ishmnan,
iv.
6,45,
29,
100,
39,45,
4.11.1, 4,12.
25, 26, 32,33. cf.
101.ii.
117.
96,
iv.
iii.
59,
Sc,
78,
dgama,
anP,sh-, 8o8h-.
a. iti, i. 72, 81, 82, 97.
126c.
ittva, i. 77c.
dcamana,iv. 107c.
ii. 99, iii. 85.
Tkd'ra,
tit, addanta,iii. I, iv. 70. a. idamiUishu, iii. 4, iv. 98.
a. iddsin,i. 105.
iii. 32c.
q. addarpah,
a..rta, iii. 24.
ddi, L.56, ii. 83, iii. 18, 28, a. iyadsm,i. 105.
Tti, i. lOic.
48, iv. 18, 29,50,58,59, a. iva, i. 82, iv. 41.
al.rtA'nr ut 8rjate vari, ii. 29.
61, 63, 107, 115 :-i. 65, iva za i. 21c, iii. 44.
rvarna, i. 20c, 37, 71, iii.
66, 82, 85, ii. 25, 27, 219, i/ha,i. 2.
46, 75.
30,569,67, 80,84, 85,98,
?kdra,i. 4.
103, Mi.4, 12, 16, 21-3, ikadra,i. 74, iii. 57c.
i. 20c, 39.
iyaat, i. 89.
(varn~a,
34, 47, 52, 76, 92, iv. 35, 28, 54, 56,90, 98-1 00. ishatsprshta, 1.30.
i.
40,
eka,
Hi.47,iii. 41.
dditah, i. 17.
108c.,126.
ddefa, i. 63, 77C, ii. 84, 4. ukadra,i. 63, 72, ii. 53, 60, eka,pada,iv.i. 59.
ekamdtra,
iii. 36, iv. I116,118.
IL 13. cf. ekddepa.
ucca, 4. IL 19. cf. anucca. ekarruti, iv. 107c.
ddya, iii. 213.
ekdikshara,iv. 15, 55, 56,
adyuddtta,iv. 38c, 4.II.11, ucedih, i. 14.
4. IL.18,19. cf. anek-.
uii (pairt.u), iii. 4.
18, 19.
i. 69, iii. 66, iv.
dkaddeVa,
ii.
5,
i.
11,
6,
99,
i.
95.
uttama,
dntarya,
114.
20. cf. anuttamna.
dnpada, iv. 74.
ekdra, i. 34, 76, 97, iii. 44,
Mi.74c.
uttara, iv. 123.
A4nyatareya,
50, 53, 55.
dpatti, i. 68, iii. 58. cf 8am- uttarapada,ii. 94c, iii. 23, eke,
1.33, 101.
iv. 50, 107c.
dpatti.
a. eta, iv. 48.
uttarar'a.a iii. 74c.
a. dpdka, ii. 94.
etd'vattva,ii. 28c, 44c.
i. 70, 97, a. ud. ii. 18, iv. 62.
a. d babhk'avd3n,
a. ena, Wi.80.
udaya, iii. 27c, 65.
105, iv. 6.
iii. 34.
dmantrita, i. 81, ii. 47, iv. uddtta, i. 14, 17,77, iii. 58, a. end'ehdkh,
65, 66. 67, 70, 74, iv. 1. eva, i. 10,3, Hi.33, iv. 36,
26c, 4. 11.2.
59, 80, 97, 116.
cf. anud-,antoad-,
ddyud-.
dmndna, iv. IOIC, 103c,
i. 2, 66, ii. 29.
126c.
uddttapruti, iii. 71, iv. a. evain,ii. 57.
esl/ta,
107c.
dmredita, ii. 62c, iv. 40.
uddharania,i. 48c, ii. 81c,
dy, iii. 40.
i. 41, iii. 50.
d'ikadra,
iv. 75c, 76c, 121c.
ii.75.
a. d~yuh,
62c.
iv.
q.
uddhiatah,
48.
iii.
dr,
okadra,1.34, 80, iii. 45, 51,
q. ud dhiaa, iii. 40c.
a. adrtni'
iva, i. 82.
53, 55, iv. 115.
upajana, iv. 109.
drsha. cf. andrsha.
a.
61.
upajdta, iv. 10, 12c, 46c, oyoht,iii. 105.
av, iii. 40.
a. odaudia'l,
i.
53c.
a. dvar, Hi.44.
6.
a. aviih,ii. 63.
upadaid, 1. 92, ii. 27, 29, a. oshadhti,iM. 5,
od4/ita. cf. ad/tardushthia.
42, 53, 55, 81, Hii.27.
a. drad,iv. 72AI.
upadhmdniya,i. 10c, 25c. oahihtya,i. 25.
a.pdi,-A,i. 105, iv. 6.
uaada, ii. 28c.
a. dsi3t,i. 105.
dukara, i. 41, iii. 51.
a. upabaddha.Hi.27.
.q.diste,iii. 27c.
a4lvtdpita,i. 48, iv. 125. a. upardhanti,iii. 47.
ka (ki),ii. 9, 62, 87.
48, 79, iv. 1, 35c, 37, 4. ka (suff.),iv. 25.
ahuh, ii. 39.
kant/ia. cf. adharakanth4a.
IL. 1, 5, 12,13,15,18,19.
r. i. cf. pretya, etc., etc.
upasa-rgavrtti,iv. lc, 2c,
iv.
r.
kam : kd'mayamdna,
4. 11.20.
ikd'ra, i. 96, iii. 56, iv. 69.
102.
r. inig: ikgyate, iv. 26c; upasrshta, iv. 36.
a. kar, ii. 44.
iAgita, iv. 49c; iizgya- upd'cdra,iv. 74.
karanza,i. 18, 18c, 25c, 29,
ubha, ii. 35.
mdna, iv. 76c.
50. cf. b/i takaran.a.
a. ubhaya, iv. 21.
iAhga.cf. anihga.
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q. chaddayati, ii. 26c.
q. khanati, i. 20c.
a. karat, Hi.65.
chtindasa, iv. 26c, 35c.
a. karamn,ii. 65.
.k-aroti (r. kar), iv. 27c, 58. q. gan, L.47c, ii. 9c.
gati, 4.11. 3,10,13,15, 16, r.jan: upajtdyeta, iv. 35c.
a. karna, Hi.65.
cf. upajana. upejdta.
18.
q. karir, i. 4c.
gemi (r. gem), i. 8 6.
japana, i. 43c.
karmian iv. 101c, 106c.
jara, iv. 53c.
a. gavd?n, Hi.70.
karmandman, iv. 29.
jar-at, iv. 53.
karmapravacaniyea, iv. 3. a. gavisl4i, ii. 23.
jahdii (r. h'd). Hi.46.
a. gave8han.a, H1.23.
karmearesha, iv. 101c.
gia,na, i. 1, l oc (4. I. 1, 2, 4, a. jaqdra. i v. 9 6.
karshan.a, ii. 39.
jadta, iii. 55 iDntr. n. cf. pa.
8, 10).
q. karshaili, Mi. 32c.
dajdta.
kavar,qa, i. 20c, ii. 40c, 87c. guru, i. 43c, 52.
8
q.dia,
q. goduh, i. 3c, etc., etc.
A:avi, Hii.65.
iii. 55 intr. n., 57, 65.
103.
ii.
a.
jadtye.
gosani,
q. kdimartah, iii. 46c.
r. grah: ava~grhyate etc., a. jdxpatya, iv. 64, 83.
a. kdm~ya,iv. 40.
iv. 35c, 38c, 50c, 56c, jihvd. cf. nadhyajihva.
kadritainta, iv. 91.
76c, 'Vie. cf. avagl,hya, jihvdgra, i. 22, 24.
q. kdrpw,nya, L.65c.
ihvadmu'la, i. 20c.
avagrahe.
kdla, ii. 39. cf. kramak-,
jh?) miyda, i. lOc,20, 20Oc.
grahana, i. 68c iip8.
padak-, parihadrak-.
a. jive, fi. 76.
a. ketru, ii. 65.
gldpi (r. gd), iv. 93.
jivantirn oshadhimn,iii. 6.
a. krotu, ii. 65.
ghosha, i. lOc (4. L. 3, 4). a.jihiidd'kern, iii. 14, iv. 87.
krt, iv. 26c, 27c, 35c, 45c.
r.jiid: pratijdinate, iii. 55
cf. aghoshe.
a. kr/i, ii. 65.
intr. ni. cf. pratijia etc.
gho8havant, i. 13, Hi.2, 11,
a. k'rtva, iv. 27.
jiidna, iv. 107.
43, 54.
a. krdhi, Hi.65.
iv. 102.
a. krd i.6.jyoti8htva,
krp,i.(r. kA) .61,i.8.
ia, i. 4 7, Hi.9, iii. 27.
inakdara,ii. 10.
kevala, iii. 3 6,338, iv. 1 13e.
ca, i. 2. 5, 9, 31, 32, 45, 48,
kerpave.shta,iii. 43c.
ta, ii. 9.
53, 54,57,58,60,63,68,
a. kesaraprdbandhdydhi, iv.
takdira, Hi.8.
80,81,
69,73,74,76,77,
96.
89-9 1, 104; Hi.3, 4, 14, tavarga, i. 22c, Hi.14, 26,
q. koshana,zm,iii. 75c.
39, Mi. 94.
23, 34, 37, 43,49, 54, 67.
q. kratva, iH.64c.
tavargiya, Hi.12.
69,7 1, 74,80,85, 91,9.5,
r. kram: anukrainishyd100, 103, 106; iii. 18, q. ~ikate, ii. 14c, 26c, 40c.
mnah,ii. SI c; anukrdanta,
tutva, iv. 74.
30, 33,34,47, 49,61,69,
Hi.8le; upakrainyate, L.
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73, 82, 87, 94, 95; iv. 5,

9, ii, 18, 22, 26, 28, 32, da, i. 29c.
kramna,i. 10c (4.15, 8), iv.
50,54, q. dayamadnarnz,H. Slc.
34,41,43,44,49,
78.
61, 63, 75, 82, 85, 100, q. qIiyate, Hi.12c, 14c.
kremakadla, iv. 109c, 117c,
109, 120, 1201,126.
123c.
qhae, i. 29c.
a. cakra, iHi.2.
kremeja, 1.58.
cateir, L.1.
kramn.pada, iv. 110, 122c.
Ova,iL47, ii. 9. iii. 27, 75.
caturthe, i. Ic, IlOl1Oc(4. 1.
kramavet, iv. 123.
s'zakdra,Hi.12.
3, 6), 101, 102i-,ii. 7.
kremndidhiyeyna. iv. 108.
nzatva, iv. 74.
a. catu2iratra,iv. 80.
kriyadvdcin, 4. Il. 1.
r. car: uicearya, 1.29c.
kriygiyoga. 4.1I1. 3, 18.
t, iii. 11.
carcd. iii. 96c, iv. 74, 114c,
q. kroslstar, Mi.OeOc.
ta, ii. 9.
123.
kvacit, iii. 54.
takadra, Hi.8, 13, 61, 83, iv.
r. kship: dkskipta. i. 16.
cavarga, i. 7, 21ce,Hi.14, 26,
47, 61.
3.9, iii. 94.
k8slihbna (r. kshuebh), iii.
tatahv,1. 35.
92.
eavargiya, ii. 11, lS5c.
a. tatas pern, ii. 66.
k8lldipra, Mi. 55 intr. n., q. cayakahv, iii. 40c.
q. tatra, ii. 26c.
q. cinoti, ii. 26c.
58, 65, iv. 1lc.
ted, i. 103. Hi.7, iS, 39, iii.
cet, Hi.38, iv. 39.
31, 65, iv. 36, 111, 125.
q. khatvendra, khatvodakamn, cyadvayati (r. eyu), iv. 91.
a. ted, Hi.85, iv. 48.
khatvdirakd, khatvdititaddhita, Hi.83, iv. 13, 26c,
kadyanah, iii. 44c, 45c, chakdra, Hi.17.
2 c., 45c, 55c.
a. chandas, ii. 62.
SOc.
tanindnin, iv. 29.
a. khan~vakhd3i, khadimd- ehandas, iv. intr. n., Ilc.
tame, iv. 16, 46.
35c, 126c.
kkdi3i, i. 98, 105.
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1a. didciya, iii. 22, iv. 89.
tara, iv. 16.
a. nara, ii. 9.
q. tarati, ii. 26c, iii. 37c.
dirqha, i. 38, 61, 73, 84, navati (r. nu), iii. 82.
tavarga, i. 24c, ii. 26, iii. 94.
iii. 1, 42, iv. 33, 50, 74, q. r. na9 : n.irnashetahe,paritavargiya, ii. 15, 17.
79, 114, 119.
nashetahz,pranasihtah,iii.
tdtil, iv. 20.
a. dirqhdy?etva, ii. 59, iv. 100.
90c.
a. ta,,,d,i. 10o5.
a. dub, ii. 60, 63.
nafi (r. na9), iii. 90.
a. tdn akqre,ii. 85.
q. dutrahnalh,iii. 77c.
naIda, i. 13, 43.
a. durndman, iii. 84.
tdlavyla, i. 21.
na'napada, ii. 16, iii. 79,
ti'kshnae,iii. 55 intr. n.
q. duriashtale, iii. 90c.
iv. 27.
a. dushtara, iv. 83.
tu, ii. 39.
namnan, 1. 1, iv. 125, 4.11.
tulyatd, i. IlOc (4.1I.1I0). q. dush-pitam, ii. 63c.
1-4, 7, 12, 13, 15. cf.
tulyalihga, i. 1Oc(4.I. 9). q. d@dabhak, ii. 60c.
karman-, 8arvan-.
tuya7yrtti, iii. 55 intr. n. q. dei'dhyahe,ii. 60c.
namin, ii. 29, 42, 81, 87,
a. tuvishtima, iii. 96, iv. 59. q. duind'Cah,ii. 60c.
iii. 11, 39.
drdha, iii. .55 intr. n.
a. ndraka, iii. 21, iv. 90.
q. tushtab, i. 98c.
a. ndrshada, iv. 83.
rtktya,i. 8. 1oc (4 L 30),ii. d~ri (r. dar9), i v. 69.
q. drskad, i. 3c, etc., etc.
2, Mi. 19, iv. I le.
ndsikd, i. 26. cf. mukdean-.
iii.
55 intr. devat I, iv. 49.
tdrvajana,
nadvikya, i. 26, 26c, 100.
62.
n., 56c,
dqiubhi,iv. 21.
nigarna, i. 77c.
a. ta'i.qtvamn,ii. 84.
a. dydule, ii. 74.
a. nih, ii. 63.
q. r. dru : a'idravati, pradraq. to4hanzain, iii. 75c.
nigqhdta, ii. 65, iv. 107c(?),
a. tyam., iii. 25.
vati. i. 56c.
109C.
tad v. 14.
a. drugheana. iii. 76.
nitya, 1.68c, iii. 56c.
tri. iv. 113.
dronika,1. 23.
v4desrfaea, 1.291c,98c, etc.
a. tin, ii. 98.
dvandoa, iv. 49, SOc.
nidhiana, iv. 105c.
a. trih, ii. 641.
a. deiiar,ii. 45.
ntipadta,1. 1, 719,80c, 4.11.
tridhdtva, ii. 65c.
dvi, iv. 110,I118.
1.6.
dvih, iii. 26.
tripada, iv. 98c, 114c.
nimnitta, iii. 76c, iv. 75,
t'rim.ditra,i. 62.
dvitiya, 1. 10, Iloc (4.1L.2,
178c,125c, 126c.
q.tri.el4etie. i. 3c, etc., etc.
3, 6, 7), ii. 6. Mi. 22.
q. nirah-nah,iii. 77c.
a. tredh.d,iv. 66.
deitva, i. 10Oc(4. 1.6,7).
,nirdefa, ii. 96c.
iv. 83.
a. trdiixhitublha,
dvipada,iv. 108c.
nirvcipa, iv. 105c.
dvineidtra, i. 61.
a. nivatas prnciti, Hi.78.
trdixvar~ya,iv. 107c.
a. trdihvdya#ea,iv. 83.
dvirukta, iv. 44.
nivdrana, i. I Oc (4.1. 6).
tva, iv. 26.
di)irbhadsa,iii. 27c.
L.
77.
a. tee,
dvirvacana, iv. 117, 123c,
reicahhi,i. 15, 4. 11.5.
I.26c.
q. t8aru, ii. 26c.
q. nittad, iii. 1 ic, iv. 6Gic.
i.
ii.
47.
dvivacanainta, 75,
q. nild, i. 4c.
tihd, iv. 15.
dvadilin'zqya,i. IlOc(4.1.10). q. nesletram, ii. 30c.
iv. 64c.
ndimnittika, iv. 125c, 126c.
~~~~~dvyakshara,
q. danshutra, iii. 2.
dicarma, iv. 101.
q. danydygram. iii. 42c.
pa, ii, 62.
d?zddti (r. dci), i v. 6 1.
a. pakshea, iii. 2.
d/earma,reshea,iv. 106c.
r. dhad: vidhiyate, iv. 27c. q.pahti, ii. 20c.
dad/ecti (r. died). iv. 63.
q. dadhei, 1.4c, etc., etc.
paificajana, iv. 106.
died, iv. 13.
q. dadleindrahe, ii. 42c.
poaiicapadi, i. 88, iii. 5, 59.
dantam?ula, 1. 28.
d/haitu, ii. 90, iii. 48, 79, iv. pa'iieama, 1. IOc (4. L. 4),
35c.
ii. 67.
dczntya, 1.24.
a. d/hi/h,iii. 25.
q.patujdti'ya, iv. 28c.
dar,rana, iv. 2 7, 7 3.
a. dara, i. 63.
r. path : pathet, 1.8c.
na (n), i. 47, ii. 9, 89, iii. paneati (r. pan), iv. 97.
dci, ii. Ii1.
a. dddhadra,iv. 96.
75.
27, 37,
q.pandlitajcitiya, iv. 28c.
na, i. 7, 8,41, 65, ii. 22, 30, a. patdcti, ii. 77.
q. ddn, i. 87.
36, 39, 51, 58, 102, iii. a. pathi, ii. 100.
ddni'm, iv. 23.
70, 86, iv. 33, 47, 94, r. pad: samdpadyate etc.,
ddrdhkya,iv. 108.
a. dd?a. i. 63, ii. 60.
iv. 84c, 88c; utpanna,
104, 112.
a. divah, iH.68.
iv. 76c ; pratipddita, iv.
nakadra, 1.67, ii. 10, 26, 34.
a. divi, ii. 100, 101.
neak-shatra,iv. 102c.
27c.
a. pada, ii. 72, iii. 2, 10.
q. nadimt, ii. 37c.
dip, iv. 72.
r. di9: nirdif?yate,iv. 126c. napunsaka, i. 84, ii. 52.
pada, i. 8c, iii. 95, iv. intr.
q. nayati, ii. Sc, Mi. 37c, 75c.
q. diddnusati, i. 87c.
n., 106c, 107c, 108, 109,
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110, 113, 123c. cf. an- a. punar, ii. 48.
q. prasahan am, ii. 82c, iii. Ic,
iv. 70a.
ta4p-, dnp-, uttarap-, punar, iv. 105, 115, 125.
ekap., kramap-, trip-, a. punar nzayadmasi,iii. 8 1.
prasadranea,iv. 37c.
dvip-, nadnap-, pu'rvap-, q.pumdd,na, ii. 25c.
prastir-tea, i. 24.
saindinap-.
pum, ii. 25.
prdkflishta, iii. 56c.
padakdla, iv. 109c, 123c.
pumans, 1.91.
pra'na, iv. 39.
a. purahi, i. 6 3.
a. pradnati, pr4dnanti, iv. 57.
padajadta, i. 1.
iv.
16c, 26c, 27c, a. purusha 4i babhu'va3n, i. a. prdtar, ii. 48.
padatva,
30c, 35c, 37k, 98.
70.
q. prdtar, iii. 75a.
iv.
107c.
pada,rah,
q.purus3hah, 1.20c, 25c.
prdtijiia, i. 1, 2a.
i:v.
38.
pada9distra, iv. 1 22c.
pdtranza,
prdtipadika, iii. 78.
padaddi, iii. 5 3, 5 5n, i v. 3 5c. a. purydsia, iii. 83.
pradti,2akhya, iv. 106a.
padddhya,yana, iv. 107.
pd'rva, i. 38, 5 6, 6 7, 6 9, 92,
prdpta, i. 2, 77a, iv. 35c.
padddhydayin, iv. 107c.
94, 104, ii. 7, 15, 38, iii. prdpti, i. lOc (4. I. 6, 7).
paddnta, i. 45, 54, ii. 2, 3,
36, 38, 41, 53, 57, iv. 4, a. pra',i3h, i. 105.
2 1, iii. 26, 55, 89, iv. 81.
7.12,121.
pra',lishta, iii. 55 intr. n.,
paddnt.ya, i. 3.
56, 65.
pzirvapada, ii. 94c, iii. '76,
iv. 75, 107c.
padyVa,i. 1, 3, 4, 57.
q. pra'sha4t,Ii 82c, iii. le, iv.
a. panishpada, iv. .96.
70a.
piirvardpa, i. 50, iii. 74c.
para, iSO5, 55, 71, 82, 101, q.psirvdhntah, i. 58c, 100c, q. prakshnah,i. 58c, lOO0c,ii.
ii. 13, 25, 26, 31, 40, 60,
11. 31C, 77c.
31k, 177.
66, 70, 76, 106, iii. 25, prkta is 10c. ef. aprkta.
pretya, iv. 101.
31, 41, 57, 70, 78, iv. a. psnatt i, H.78.
prepsu, iv. 29.
10,11.1,112.
prthak, L lOc(4.1.9, 10), q. plakshah, i. 98c.
i.
ii.
ii.
iv. 104.
99c,
53c,
paratah,
pluta, i. 38, 62, 105, iv. 6,
55.
a. prthivrn H. 68, 100.
120. ef. apluta.
a. parama, Hi.94.
a. p?rshtha, H 69.
pluti, i. 1lOSa.
a. pra, ii. 7 6 iii. 8 0.
parardpa, iii. 5 2.
a. parad, iii. 80.
a. babhd'va, iv. 6. cf. d baq. praka'rena ii. 64c.
a. pari, ii. 105, iii. 88, iv. 58. prakrti, ii 3 1c, iii. 33, 54,
bh4va.
a. paridhish pat dti, ii. 77.
iv. SOc,77c.
a. barhik, ii. 100.
paripd~ha, i. 105c.
prakrtidarfana, iv. 73.
bala, iii. 55 intr. n.
parihara, iii. 96c, iv. '74, prakrtisvara, 4.11. 2-4, 9, blahula, iii. 8, 13, 17, iv.
117.
35c, 67c, 126c.
pa?nihdrakdla, iv. 120c,
bahuvacana, i. 78, 84.
pragr'hya, i. 73, iii. 33, iv.
121c.
108c, 117, 123.
q. brhadbhihi, i. 44c.
parihadrya, iv. 116, 126.
a. bodhapriatibodhadu,iv. 96.
pratijiiaci,i. 101c.
q.parittih, iii. llc, iv. 61c.
a. brahmna,ii. 66.
prat&ijWana,i. 8, 9c.
a. brahmanvan-t, iv. 99.
paroksha', iv. 84.
prativeshtita, i. 22.
iii.
2.
q.parnsa,
pratishiddha, iv. 56.
br-ahmayajna, iv. 1o7c.
q.par,yahnah. iii. 77c.
pratishedha, iv. 16c, 18a, q. brahmdupagavahi, iii. Sice.
4 9c.
parvan, iv. 42c, 5 3, 77.
q.pavanam, iii. 40c.
pratishthita, iv. 105.
q. bhargahi, i. 58c, iii. 31c.
pavarga, i. 25c.
q. prattam, iii. I le, iv. 6 1c. q. bhavdn, ii. 12c, 26a.
a. pdnsu, i. 85.
a. bhdnu, iii. 87.
prat yak, i. 28a.
pdda, i. 93c, iv. 107c.
b/hih, iv. 3 1.
q. pratyale, ii. 9c, ii. 27c.
a. pddam aihgulimn,i. 66.
a. pratyaKicabm,i. 105.
a. bhuvah, ii. 52.
pt4davrtta, iii. 55 intr. n.,68. pratyaya, i. 50c, ii. 87, iii.
r. bh?d: bhavati, ii. 39.
a. pitar-, Hi. 72.
bhU`ta,ii. 82.
3, iv. I3a, 16c.
prathama, i. 6, 8, lOc (4.1I.
bhdtakarana, iii. 49.
q. pitrart ham, iii. 39c, 58c.
I, 4), iii. 21, 38.
a. bAyd
y4, 1. 105.
a. prathama, ii. 75.
q.pibati, i. 25c.
bhyau, iv. 31.
a. prapanea, iv. .97.
pibati (r. p4), iv. 26c.
b/hydnz iv. 31.
prapdiha, iv. 126c.
q. bhrdshtram, iii. 30c.
pidlana, i. 29c.
iv.
85.
prabh?-ti,
q. pumydnia. ii. 25c.
prayatna, i. 27c, 29a.
ma, ii. 37.
iv.
pumli/iga, iv. 46c.
114,119.
prayojana,
makdra, i. 67, ii. 25, 31.
q. punvea ,ii. 25.
i.
39c.
iii. 55 intr. n.
mandala,
pra,rlishta,
q. punt9cora,punska'ma, punprasamdhadna,iv. 7 8c, 1 11,
mYatu,iii. 17, iv. 1'7.
122.
sputra, pun&kshura, ii.
matvart ha, iv. 8c, 47.
25c.
q. madhu, i. 4a, etc., etc.
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iii. 42c.
yushmad,Hi.84, iv. 26c, 4 varga, Hi.38. cf. can-,fav-,
q. madhuishnzam,
tan-.
H1.2, 13.
madhya, iv. II13,117.
q. yu8htme,i. 77.
vargadntya,i. 13c.
i. 21.
mnadhyajihva,
a. yoga, iii. 2.
vargottama,i. 26c.
madhyarna,iv. 42.
a. yonadvadhy adirayanta,iv, vargiya. cf. can-,tan-,tan-.
a. manas pdpa, ii. 79.
5.
varja, Hi.67, 68, 70, 84,1iii.
manishin, i. IlOc(4.1. 1),
25, iv. 56, 59.
iv. 35c.
ra, 1.68, Hii.20.
varjijla,iii. 195.
a. manushyat, iv. 65.
varnia,i. 25-28c, 37c, 40,
mantra, iv. 101c, 107c. q. rathamtara,Hi.51.
'92. cf. an-, iv-, un., tv-,q.rathe, i. 49c.
maya, iv. 24.
rajati (r. rdj), Hi.36.
?v,san-.
q. mahan, ii. 12c, 26c.
a. narta, ii. 12.
a. rdtri, ii. 51, Mi.8.
a. mansa, 1.85.
a. rdyagposha, Hi.80.
q. nartah,1. 68c, iii. 31c.
iv. 22.
a. madtra,
86.
iv.
rishi
vasu, i. 88, iv. 35.
rish),
(r.
58c.
mdtrart
R9c,
ifi.
ham),
q.
a. vasu, iii. 9, iv. 30, 45.
i. 38. cf. anum-, ruttva,iv. 35c.
madtrad,
iv. 45.
it. vasRudhadtarah,
rupi (r. rup), iv. 86.
ekam , trim-, dvimn-.
vastutaht, iv. 35c.
rd'dhi,iv. 16c.
i. 17, 50.
mdtradrdha,
iii.
i.
57, iv. 27.
rdpa. cf. parar-, purnar-. na, 102,
man (r. man), i. 87.
a. rdpa,i.5.
q. vdtak, Hi.28c.
mdtlendrah, niadlodakam,
mala'irakd, madlditikd- repha,i. 28, 37,589,64,66, Vdtsya, ii. 6c.
71, 101, iH.19, 29, 42 vana, Hii.24r.
yanak, Mi.44c, 45c, 50c.
87, 106, Mi.31, 75.
q. v Yu, 1.4c, Mi.40c.
a. mitra, Mi.9.
A.var, ii. 45.
rau, ii. 47.
,mithah,iv. 113c.
it. vdvrdhdn,a,iv. 85.
minditi (r. mi), Hii.86.
a. vi, i:v.39.
la, i. 39c, Mi.193.
lakd'ra,i. 5, 39, 46, 64, 66,. nikampita, ii. 65.
iv. 96.
a. mnimd'ya,
vikalpa, iv. 27c.
Hi.13, 35.
mukha, i. 18.
laksihan~a,1. 94c, iv. 12c, nikrta, iv. 81.
mukhandsika,i. 27.
vihrshita, iv. 12c.
122c, 126c.
mw-hi (r. mush), Hi.76.
laghu, 1.Si.
nigfhya, iv. 78.
7nurdhan,i. 22c.
vigraha, iv. intr. n., iv. 3,
miirdha'nya,i. 22, 28c, 63, q. lananam,Mi.40c.
27c, 107c, 4.11. 9, 10.
ldkshana, iii. 55 intr. n.
ii. 60.
vighadta,i. 104, iv. 107c.
mu'la.cf. dantam-,hanum..q. idyakah, iii. 40c.
vidi (r. nid), i. 90.
linga, i. lOc (4.1. 9).
mrdu etc., iii. 55 intr. n.
r. lup: lupyate, iv. 16c, a. vidma, Hii.16.
mrdujdtiya, iv. 28c.
vidhadna,i. 4 Ic, iv. 122c.
60c, 64c, 65c.
mrduprayatna,i. 29c.
i. 43, 43c.
q. lidham, i. lc.
vidhadranas,
q. me, i. 77.
vidhi, 1.41.
lep,avrtti,Ri.24.
q. mekhaladvi,iv. 18c.
vinata, iv. 82.
loka, iv. 105, 106.
q. medhdvi, iv. 18c.
lopa, 1. 67, Hi.18, 32, 55 vindma, iv. 34, 114.
89, ii. 20, 35, 91, iv viparita, Hi.38c.
ya, 1.68, iH.21, Mi.35, 57,
viparyaya, ii. 38.
21c, 74.
iv. 29.
niprakar8ha,Hi.39.
yakdra, Hi.41, Mi.18.
va, i. 25c, ii. 21, ii. 35, 57 vibhakta, iv. 107c.
q. yajushtaram,Hi.83c.
vakadra,ii. 22, 28, 37, iv vibhakti, i. 77c, ii. 51, Mi.
q. yajus8dt,Hi.83c.
78, iv. 30c.
18, 37.
yajn1a,iv. 105.
1.2, iv. 126c.
vacana, i. 10ic, iv. 124, 4 vibhd8had,
ati, iv. 104.
yajnhat
II. 2. cf. dvirv-, dviv-, viyat, iv. 105c.
i 99, iv. 103, 122.
yathAd,,
q. viradj, i. 3c, etc., etc.
bahuv-.
yad, 1. 71, iv. 50.
nirdma, iR.38, iv. 79.
vatu, iv. 48.
a. yad, iv. 48.
r. vad: vadanti, Mi. 65 a. vi var, Hi.44.
yama, 1. 13c, 14, 26c, 99.
apa vadati,ii. 63c, 101c, vivrta, i. 31, 34.
yami (r. yam), iv. 93.
nitTtti, Mi.63, 74c.
iM.60c.
a. yas patih, iU.70.
vani (r. van), iv. 93.
virc.sha,i. 18, iv. 12c.
yd, iv. 30.
a. vandane 'va vrk8ham, ii a. virpjati,vippatni, iv. 60.
yajiiika, iv. 101c, 103.
a. vipva, iii. 9, iv. 23.
56.
q. yati, 1.49c.
q. vapu8htaram,vapusadt,ii visarjaniya, i. 5, 42, Hi.25,
a. ya'tumdvat,iv. 8.
26, 40, iii. 29.
83c.
ydvayati (r. yu), iv. 92.
q. vittd',ii. I1ic, iv. 61k.
yukta, Mi.89. cf. anya- q. vayati, i. 49c.
vip8a, iv. 19.
q. vaya's,Hi.28c.
yukta.
q. nrksha,1.98c, Hi.28c, 40c.
varn,Mi.24.
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a. vfkshdn vandni, ii. 28.
sha, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 90.
shakdra,i. 22c, 23, ii. 16,
vrtti, i. 8, 8c, 9c, 40, 41c,
81, iii. 75.
95. cf. tulyavrtti, lepaa. shat, i. 63.
vrtti.
vrddha, iv. 55.
q. shande, i. 49c, ii. 6c, 9c.
vrddhimant, iv. 55c.
q. shannavati, ii. 16c.
shatva, iv. 74.
a. vrdha, iii. 24.
shashthi,i, . 71, iv. 45c.
veda, iv. 104.
a. shoda9in, iv. 51.
vedddhyayana, iv. 101.
vdiydkarana, i. Ic.
sa, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 93.
vyanjaka, i. 103c.
sah, iii. 55, iv. 126.
vyanjana, i. 43, 55, 60, 98,

iv. 73, '4, 15c,
samdpatti,iv-16,14,15c,
samdpattt,
etc.
ete.

ddya, iv. 117, 124.
samap'
samdpddya,
iv. 103.
samdrmndta,
samdinndta,
sam
iv.
H.
ii. 62, 62c,
63, iv.
6.."c,63,
samasa,
samdsa,
sainudra, 62,
intr. n.,
intr.
43,
35c, 43,
n., 9, 27,
27, 35c,
45c.
44c, 45c.
44c,
q. samidbhih, i. 44c.
a. samudra, iv. 54.
a. sam dirayan ta, ii. 30.
q. sarpishtaram, sarpissdt, ii.
q-sarpishtaram,
83c.
sarva, iv. 59.
8arvajv-b9102, ii. 57, iii. 26, 62, a. sah, ii. 57.
iii. 60.
sarvatra, Hi.
iv. 25, 50.
samyuk'a, i. 49, 50c.
samyogz, i. Oc (4. I. 5, 8), sarvandman, ii. 44, iv. 69.
v/yatyaya,iv. 13c, 126c.
L 27c,
W. 42,
iv.
27c, iii.
42, iv.
savarna, i.
51.56,94c, 98,102c, 104, savarna,
r. vyadh: pratividhya, iv.
iii. 28, 57.
56c, 84c.
56c,S4c.
53c.
savidha, iii. 64.
vyadhi (r. vyadh), iii. 3, samrrta, i. 36.
ii. 95.
iv. 68.
samgaya,iv. 2c, 106c. a. savya, H.
I.
I Oc (4.
oc, 1Oc
aastAdna,
aasthdna,i. 1I Oc,
(4. IL
samsprshta, i. 37, 37c, 40,
vyavadhana, i. 99c, lOOc.
M.
H. 13,
15, 31,
31, 40,
40, iii.
13, 15,
41c.
6), ii.
6),
vyava.sthita, iv. 27c.
30.
30.
vyavdya, ii. 92, 93, iii. 93. sanhitd, ii. 1, iii. 96c, iv.
ii. 68.
58.
a. sas padishta, H.
107c, 108, 109.
vyavdyin, ii. 38c.
i. iole.
10i1c.
sasvara, i.
vyaveta, i. 98, 101c, iii. sanhitdvat, iv. 124.
sahcwrasdtama,
sahasra, sahasrasdtama,
62.
sanhitika, iv. 107c, 114c. a. sahm-tra,
iv. 45.
sakdra, ii. 8, 1S, 62, 87, iv.
vydkarana, i. 2c.
ii. 82, 92, M.
iii.
sahi
,sahi
59.
(r. sah), H.
24, 47, 58,
vydsa, iii. 68, 72.
iv. 70,
88c.
1, iv.
70, 88c.
1,
saakhyd, i. 99, iv. 27c.
ii. 82.
sat, H.
sdt,
sacati (r. sac), ii. 68.
pa, ii. 6, 9, iii. 32, 93.
a. sddha, iii. 7.
a. fakalyeshin, iii. 52.
sanjid, i. 13c,48c, iv. 16c, a.sdha,
a. sa'trdsa'ha,
sdtrdsdha, iii. 23.
67, 125c, 126c.
fakd, iv. 105c.
a. sadhu,
sddhu, iv. 30.
sattva, 4. 1.9, 10, II. 1.
pakdra,ii. 10, 13, 17.
oc (4.
I. 9),
sdm dnya, i. 2, 1lOc
r. sa sasnna, i. 43, 43c: sdmdnya,
(4. I.9),
a. paci, ii. 71.
9-OC.
93c.
avasanna, i. 43c; parifatdudana, iv. 101c.
ii. 6c, 9e.
9c.
shanna, iv. 126c.
8d'ye, i. 49c, H.
q. sdye,
fabda, iv. 8c, lc, 16c,27c
a. sa'hydma,
sadi (r. sad), ii. 99.
sdhydma, iii. 15, iv. 88.
etc., 107.
sici (r. sic), ii. 92.
a. sadyah, ii. 62.
q. fami, i. 78c.
ii. 90c.
sincati, hi.27c.
san, i. 86.
a. fara, iii. 16.
q. 8ificati,
ttiddhatva,
siddhatva, iv. 6.
a. sanutar, ii. 48.
a.s, iv. 19.
a.
simanta, iii. 43.
sandeha, iv. 51, 108c.
Qakatdyana, ii. 6c, 24, iv.
,iwndnta, iii. 43c.
intr. n., 30c.
sandhdna, iv. 114c, 122c. q. kindnta,
-sugan,
iv. 32.
32.
cf. prasandhdna.
Su, iv.
su,
!Vdkalya, iv. 49c.
sugan, iii. 27c.
sandhi, i. 1Oc (4. 1.5), 49c, lq.
q. mii.
fdkhd, i. 2c.
ii. 97.
iii. 55 intr. n., 74c, iv. sun. H.
dinkhamitri, i. 93c, ii. 6c,
1.
iv. 111.
a. supr
iii. 74c.
'vyd, iv107c, 114.
suprdvyd,
a. subUshaktama,
subhishaktama, iv. 46.
q. fdn (r. pd), i. 87.
sandhija, iii. 56c.
:0.
snmnna,iv. %0.
fdstra, iv. I lOc, 122, 126c.
sandhya, i. 1, ii. 37, 38c, a. sninna,
iv. 101c.
iii. 96c,
lOlc.
8u'tra, iii.
sutra,
96c, iv.
iii. 37.
q. ?irdn7sati, i. 87c.
ii. 102.
(r. sarj). H.
srji
s.rji (r.sarj),
sandhyakshara, i. 25c, 40,
puddha, iv. 113c, 121.
ii. 102.
iii. 40.
a. run, ii. 61, iii. 10.
srpi
wrpi (r. xarp), H.
%rshtdh, i. 105.
a. .,rshtd
sanrta, i. 43, 43c.
q. fete, i. 49c, ii. 6c, 9c.
a. somna,ii. 96.
a-voma,
a. fepaharshanim, ii. 56.
santwipdta, ii. 38c.
q. somrsut, ii. 14c.
q.somasut,
,nbhana, iv. 46c.
saptami, i. 74.
soshimar, i. 10, 94.
sosh-maw,
a. saw, ii. 36, iv. 39, 58.
q. fobhanqajdtiya, iv. 28c.
ii. 104.
skand-i
skandi (r. xkand),
a. sarnanta, iv. 38.
skand), H.
Qdunaka, i. 8, 9e.
18.
8ta?nbh (r.), ii. IS.
stamtbh
samartha, 4. I1. 3.
'rathi (r. frath), iv. 93.
stambhi (r. stam-bh),
stambh), iv. 62,
samdna, i. 14, 27c, 50.
friti. cf. ekaf-, uddttaf-.
ii. 105.
strniti (r. star), H.
,str,zdti
a. creyah, ii. 62.
samdnapada, i. 99, ii. 15,
ii. 86.
a. sirta,
iii. 68, 72, 75.
strta, H.
q. fvayanam, iii. 40c.
samdndkshara, i. 105c, iii. a. stoma, ii. 96.
fvdsa, i. 12, 43.
vL- orhishu',ya.
83.
a.
88, iv. 93.
42.
strdishuya, ii. 88.
VOL.
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sthd(r.),ii. 18, 92, 93, iv.
39, 91,'v. 6, 29, 55, 107,, hanti (r. han), iii. 91, iv..
62.
62.
109, 114.
sthadna,i. 18c.,22c, 25-28c, svarabhakti,i. 101, 101c. r. har: udadharetetc., iv.
41, 43c.
svaravanzt,Wi.74c.
76c, 7Th,124c, 4.1IL.7,
avarati (r. gavr),ii. 102.
athiti, i. loc.
14; pariharet, etc., iv.
i.
iH.
sv'arita, i. 16, 17, iHi.57.
sparpa, 6, 29, 44, 99,
120c, 121c, 123c, 126c.
20, 25, 31, iii. 89. cf.
cf. uddharanza,parihd65, 70, 71, 74.
svargakdmnoaghdiyatdm, ra, parihdrya.
adkisparpam.
iv.
harati
103c.
102.
101c,
(r. har), iv. 62.
spiTi (r. 8parr),iH.
a. svarshd'h, .49
a. havih, ii. 63.
spr8hta, 1.29, 30, 33.
a. hi, Hi.101.
sp/dfrji(r. 8ph4lrj),Hi.102. svdra, iii. 55 intr. n.
i. 103, Hi.38.
savdrt
hinioti(r. hi), iii. 88, iv. 95.
ha, L.10O5c.
asphot~ana,
emarati(r. mnar),ii. 102. svadhadkaran~a,
iv. 1O5c.
hina, i. 43, 43c.
a. sva, Hi.86.
q. hotfeyah, Wi.42c.
ha, 1. 13c.
evapi(r. svap), Hi.86.
q. r. hnu: apa hnute, vi
a. avaprna,iv. 30.
hakdra, i. lOc (4.1.6). 47.
hnzute,i. 58c, 100c, iii.
r. 8var: svaryate etc., 1.
31c.
58, 100, ii. 7, iii. 31, iv,
63.
9.3c, iii. 56c, 67, iv. lic.
q. r. hmal : apa hmalayati,
hani (r. han), i. 86.
a. avar,ii. 48.
vi hmalayati, i. 58c,
r. han : ni hanyeta, iv,
q. svar, iii. 75c.
lOOc,iAi 31c.
evara, 1.4, 13, 32, 55, 931,
10Th; vi hanyate, i. hrasva, i. 51, 59%83, iii.
lOIc.
98, 101, 104, Hi.2, 21,
27,43, iv. 35.
i. 20, 28c.
27,41, Wi.27, 28, 32,36, hanum?21a,
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GENERAL INDEX.

The references are as in the preceding Indexes.
and r, iii. 49; its interposition does not
,,d: are throat-sounds, i. 19n; utterance
of a, i. 35 ; obscure utterance of a, i. 36;
always prevent lingualization of the
initial s of a root, ii. 92.
finial v retainted after a, ii. 2'2; d be
tween two vowels, how combined, iii. Avagraha, pause dividing the parts of a
38 ; combinationls of a and a final witli
compound: its length, iii. 74n; rules
for its use in pada-text, iv. 7-72; do.
initial vowels, iii. 42-52 ; initial a abin pada-repetitions, iv. 123; whether
sorbed by final e or o, iii. 53, 54; full
to be used in k^rama-repetitions, iv.
exposition of the Atharvan usage in
123n.
this respect, iii. 54n; resulting circumflex accent, iii. 55.
Abhiiidhana: defined, i. 43; when ap- 6, a labial mute, i. 25n.
plied, i.44-47; also called dsthdpita,i.48. bh, a labial mute, i. 25n.
Abhhinihita circumflex, iii. 55; its com- Bharadvaja,quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 7n.
parative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.
Accents: general definition, i. 14-17 ; ac- c, a palatal mute, i. 21n.
cents resulting from euphonic combina- p: a palatal spirant, i. 21n, 31n ; its photion and construction of sentence, iii. netic value, i. 21n; its combination,
when initial, with preceding final t and
55-74;
conmprehensive exposition of
accentual theory, iii. 65n ; modes of desn, ii. 10, 13, 17.
ignating accenlt in the manuscripts, iii. (aityayana, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 7n.
65n; special case of accent, i. 96 :-see Qakala,(akalya, quoted by Rik Pr., Vaj.
also Acute, Circumflex, Grave.
Pr.,and Panini,i.81n, ii. 17n,40n, iii. 26n.
Acute acceint defined, i. 14; acute tone of (akalya, quoted in commentary,iv. 49n.
glrave syllables following a circumflex, Qakatayana: quoted in text, ii. 24; in
iii. 71.
commentary, ii. 6n, iv. intr. n., iv. 30n;
Agnivecya, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 40n.
by Rik Pr., Vaj. Pr., and Panini, i. 8n,
40n, ii. 24n, 32n, 40n, iii. 30n.
di: palatal diphtliong, i. 21n; its pronunciation, i, 40n, 41; its combination (ankhamitri,quoted in commentary,i. 93n,
witlh following vowel, iii. 40, ii. 21.
ii. 6n, iii. 74n.
Alterant vowels, ii. 29i.
Case-endings,when separablefrom theme
in pada-text, iv. 31-34.
Anudttta:-see
Grave.
Anusvjra, not a constituent of the spoken 9aunaka: quoted in text, i. 8; in commentary, i. 9n; by Vaj. Pr., ii. 6n;
alphabet acknowledged by the Pratihis -relationto the Pratigakhya,intr. n.,
akhlya, i. lln.
a(ld. n. 1.
Anvyatareya, quoted in commentary, iii.
Cerebralmutes:-see Lingual.
74n.
Aspirate mutes, i. 10, 10n; become non- ch: a palatal mute, i. 21n; conversionof
initial p into, after final dentals, ii. 17.
aspirate before aspirates, i. 94.
Atharva-Veda, existing text of: its rela- Circumflex accent defined, i. 16, 14-16n,
tion to the Praticakhya, add. n. 2; man17; kinds of independent circumflex,
iii. 55-61; vikampita modification beusci-ipts of, intr. n. ; their mode of desfore acute or circumflex.iv. 65; kinds
ignating accent, iii. 65n.
of enclitic circunlflex, iii. 62-64; ocAtharva-Veda Prati9aklvya: its distinctive
name, manuscript mnaterial, chalracter currenceof enclitic circumflex,iii. 67of its commentary, etc., intr. n.; its
70; comparative tone of differentkinds
of circunflex, iii. 55 intr. n.
scope, as defined,.ay itself, i. 1, 2 ; school
its
contents Commentaryon the Praticakhya,characto which it befongs, i. 2n;
ter of, intr. n.; characterof its last secanalvzed and compared with those of
the other Pratioakhyas, add. tn. 1 re- tion, iv. 101 intr. n.
lation of the Atharvan text which it Compounds and secondary derivatives:
when divisible by a!apraha in padacontemplates to the existing AtharvaVeda, add. n. 2.
text, iv. 8-72; treatment of double,
du: labial diphthliong, i. 25n; its pronuntriple, etc. compounds, iv. 10-12, 42ciation, i. 40n, 41; combination with
46; compoundsnot divisible, iv. 47-72;
list of Atharvan compounds left undifollowing vowel, iii. 40, ii. 22.
Augment, combination of, with initial i
vided, iv. 54n.
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Conjunction of consonants, i. 49, 98 ; as- of Atharvan usage in this respect, iii.
similation of formnerto latter constitu- 54n; resulting circumiflex.iii. 55.
ent, i. 60; hiow dividedI betwveensylla- Elision of sounds:-see Omissions.
bles, i. 656,68 ; conjunctioninot dissolved by euphionicinsertions, i. 104 ; Finals, possible, i. 3-9; final mutes, i. 6duplication in consonantal groups, iii. 9, ii. 3; whether surd or sonant, i. 8n;
28, 30-32; complete list of Athiarvan sufferabhinidhcina,i. 45; belong,to precomnbinationsof consonants, anIl exhii- cedfingvowel, i. 57 ; changes of in sganbition of their theoretical phonetic liitd',general rules, ii. 2-6; final cons0nant duplicated, iii. 26.
form, add. n. 3.
Consoniants:classificationand descriptionFinal vowvels,possible, i. 4; whienexempt
of, i. 10-13, 19-31 ; belong to what syl- from euphonic comibination,iii. 33-36 ;
lables, L 55-58; quantity of, i. 60; prolongrationof final vowels, iii. 4, 16,
grouips or comibinationsof:-see Con- 19, 20, 25.
Final syllables heavy, i. 54.
junction of consonants.
Contact of orgmans,
degr-ee of, in forming Forms of declension: their final vowels
the differentclasses of sounds, i. 29-36. whien prolonged, iii. I 9n ; when divisiCunversionof sounds made to their next ble in pada-text, iv. 31-304.
of kin, i. 95.
g, a guttural mute, i. 20n.
d, a dental mute, i. 24n.
Gan~as,-part of the 'PrAtigAkhbya's
gramd:a lingu.al mute, i. 22n; softened be- matical systemn,intr. n., 1. 65n.
tween vowels, i. 29n.
Gfirgyta,quotediby Itik Pr., i. 8ni.
D&lbhiya.quoted by Vaj. Pr., ii. 9n.
GAutama,quoted by Thitt. Pr., ii. 7n.
Dentals (t, th, d, dh, is, t, s): how formed,gh., a guttuiralmiute,i. 20o).
i. 24; assimilated after palatal andiGrammariansquoted by name in the text,
ling-ual miutesin the same word, ii. 15; i. 8, ii. 24. add. n. 1; in the commentado. alftershsin all cases, ii. 16; change ry, i. 9n, 9-3n,ii. 6ui,iii. 74n, iv. ibar. n.,
a ftollowingyp to chi, ii. 17 ; 8 insqerted iv. 30ii, 49ni; inithe other IlifAtigAikhyas:
afterfinal it befoiresurd dlentals,ii. 26, -see their names in this Inidex.
30; anomralouschange of dental to litii Gr-aveaccent defined,.i 1.5; a grave sylgual. in certainwordIs,i. 63, ii. 60; tes- lable receives enclitic circumiflexwhen,
toration (of (lental in pada-text, iv. 74 iii. 67-70; when pronounicedat pitch
etc. See also thiediffer-entletters.
of acute, iii. 71-744.
Derivatives, secondairy,when divisible in Groups of consonants-.-see Conjunction
of consonants.
pada-text :-see Compound(s.
Desideratives, cer-tain tobrmsof, exhibit Gutturals (k, k/i,.g, gh, A, x, , 1),li.ow
formedl,i. 20. See also tlhe different
long nasal vowels, i. 86, 87.
letters.
d/i, a dental mute, i. 24n.
dIh: a lingual mute, i. 22n; softened between vowels, i. 29n;- found written h: a thiroat-sound,i. 19n; a spirant, i.
double in Atharvan MSS., i. 94n.
310; its phonieticcharacter,andi value
Diphithongs(e, adi,o, adu):chiaracterof, i as a sonant, i. 13n; nasal mutes suffer
combinations
whien
euphonic,
of,
40,41 ;
abhintidhadna
before, i. 47s; nsdsikyainfinal, iii. 40, ii. 21, 22, iii. 35; do. when serted after, i. 100; combiniationof iniinitial, withi a and d,,iii. 50-62. See tial h with precedinigfinal mnute,ii. 7 ;
also the diffe!rentletters.
not doubled, but causes duplication,as
Duplication of final consonants,iii. 26, 27, first of a group, iii. 31.
29; of constituents of a group, iii. 28. Heavy syllables, i. 62-54.
30-32; product of duplication after r
and h b)elong,sto what syllable. 1.58; i, i': palatal vowels, i. 21n; pradflishtacirduplication not observed iii Atbarvan cumflex producediby fusioniof two i's,
iii. 56; u's pragrh.yaas endingrof locamanuscripts,iii. 32n.
tive.case, i. 74; do. of dual, i. 75 ; do.
*e: a palatal diphthong, i. 21n; pronun- of ami',i. 78.
ciation of, I. 34, 4.0n; a pragr'kya as Insertions in groups of consonants,i. 99dual termination,i. 76; do. as termina- 102, ii. 38; do. in making,combinations
tion of certain pronomiinalforms, i. 77; of consonarnts.
ii. 8, 9, 17, 25-30.
its comnbinationwith followvingy
initial Instrumental.case, final vowel sometimnes
vowel, iii. 40, Ui.21; absorbssoimetimies prolong,ed,iii. 19.
,an initial a, ii. 53-54; full exposition Irregularand anomalouscombinationsand
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fmbstitutions, i. 63-66, ii. 60, 61, ii. 43;
bow formed, i. 25. See also the differdo. accent, i. 96; do. form, iii. 7.
ent letters.
iti: 'used in pada-text after a pragrh10a, i. Light syllables, i. 51.
72, 74n ; in repetitionsA of kraina and Linguals (t, th, d., A, ns,sh.): how formed,
pada texts, iv. 117, 118, 119, 123; its
i. 22, 23; anomalouisly substituted for
comibination witli iva, i. 82 ; do. with a
dentals in certain words , i, 63, ii. 60;
i.
97.
protracted vowel,
lingualize precedling anandl t, ii. 12, 14;
iva : treated in pada-text as forming comling,ualize following denital, ii. 15 ; s
inserted after finial ns before, ii. 26
pountd withi precedingy word, iv. 41 ; its
comibination withi iti after a pragrhuga, comtbinationi of final linigual an(i iniitial
i. 82 ; its ir-regulair comnbinationi withi palatal, ii. 39; restoration of dlental for
lingual in pada and kr-ama texts, iv. 74
preceding finial syllable in Atharvan,
ii. 56n.
etc. See also the differ-ent letters.
Locative case: i and ui are pragr-hya as
j:a palatal mute, i. -)In; converts preending- of, i. '74.
ce(iinig or following n to A, ii 11, 15.
Long vowels,, i. 61 --and see Prolongation
Jatya circumnflex,iii. 57; its comparative
of -vowels in sanhitd.
tone, iii. 55 intr. n.
jh: a palatal muitte,
i. 21n; not found in 7n: a labial nasal mute, i. "A1,25n; nasalAtharvan, i. 10On.
izationi of a vowel after tihe loss or coniJihvfnmCdliya(x): a guttural spirant, i. 20t1, version of, i. 67, 68; mnconverted into
31in; visarjcni?,ya conver-tedi into it be.
vixarjaniya, ii. 25; assimilated to a folfor-e surd gaiturals, ii. 40; thiss rule
lowing nmute, ii. 31 lost before semninot observed ini MSS.'-and edited text,
voiwels anid spirants, ii. 32, 33; befoire
ii. 40n ; a f, w times written Nvith sAhin
I, beconies nasal I, ii 95; this change
Athiarvan MSS., iv. '77ii.
disregarded by tile. MSS. and edlited
text, ii. 3511 whiell retainedl uncielanged
k:a guttural munite,
i. 20n; inserted after
before r and a' ii. 36, 37 ; whien not
Ai before a sibilant, ii. 9 ; vixarjaniya
liaible to faittiler alteration, Hii. 397.
converted to *sor- sh before, ~vflen hink MLicAkiya,
quotted by TAitt. Pr., ii. 21n.
tial, ii. 62-81 ; converts s of suffix to MAndukeya, quoted hy Ri3k Pr., iii. 5On.
si,i.i 8 7.
of Atliarva-Veda:--see Athar,
Mlanusceripts
va Veda..
K49yapa. quoted by Vd.j. Pr.. ii. 32n.
K(tndalmlyzuia. quioted by Taditt.Pr., ii.40n. MitnAnanmkas,
quioted by TAitt. Pr., ii. '7n.
Karshana, resuilt (of combination of final Mora, mieasure of quaintitv, i. 59ni.
linguall andI iniitiailpalatal, ii. 399.
Mutes: produced by, aimil Ilanied from,
Kiulialiputra, quiotedi by ThAitt.
1r., ii. '70. compTlete conltact of organs, iL29; parKauindiiiya, sthavira-Kaundna
tiCUlar nlode (of formiation amid designaquoted
b 'thitt. Pr.. ii. 7ni.
.d n
tionl of tile (differeilt series and their
i.
ki,a guttural muitte, 20n.
conustituenlts, i. 6ni, 10-1 3. 20-22), 124,25;
Xramna.text: recommendation of stuidy of.
whiceh (of tliern are allowed as finals. i.
iv. 108-109 ; mode of construction of,
6-9. ii. 3; suffe-r a6luiauiAdha wvhen foliv. 110-1 26; rest4orations, of normal
lowved b)y alliotlier Olute or wvhenfinial, i.
form in, iv. 74 etc. ; special points re44.45; take .sphotana or kcarslzanawhien
biting to, i. '70, 97.
eonmbimiedin iniverted order of ser-ies,
Kr:mma-word, hiowcomposed, iv. 110o,113,
ii. 38, 39. See also the differenit series
126.
and letters.
KshA.ipra circumnflex, iii. 58-61 ; its occurretice in (ieclensiomi, iii. 59-61; its as: a dental nasal mute, i. 1l, 24n; sufcomparative tone, iii. 55 intr. n.
fers abhinidhidna befor-e h. i. 47; nasalizatioll of a vowel after the loss or conI: a dental semivowel, i. 24n, 30n; a pos-- version of, i. 67, 68; t inserted after it
s-ible finial. i. 5 ; enter-s inito I i. 39 ; sufbefoire a sibilaint, ii. 9; coniver-ted to ii
ens abhinidhida7a before spir-ants, i. 46;
befor-e p and j, ii. 10, 11; followinig p
certain
exchanges withi r- inl
words, i.
becomes ch, ii. 17; combination of ns
64-66; assimila-tes preceding t, ii. 1 3;
with linguals, ii. 12, 15, 16; coniverted,
changes precedinig m and n'to niasal1, when final, to vis,.arjaniya (1. e. has a sib.
ii. 35.
ilant inserted after it), ii. 26-28, 30;
a guttural vowel, i. 20n; contains 4, conver-ted to r, ii. 29; these combhinai 39.
tions historical, not plionietic, iR. 26n;
Labials (p, ph, 6, bh, m, v, TYu, a1,o, du,),
lost before spirants, ii. 34; converted
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before I to nasal 1, ii. 35 ; this conver- vocative in pada-text, i. 81 ; its comsion not always made in the MSS. and bintationwith following, initial vowel,
to o,ii. 53. 54;
edited text, ii 35n; when duplicatedibe- iii. 40, ii. 21 ; ahconverted
tween vowels, iii. 27; when not liable absorbs initial a, iii. 53, 54; full exlhibito farthier euphionicchang~e,iii. 37'; n tion of Atharvan usage in this respect,
chian-edto ns.iii. 75-95; phionetic thie- iii. 54ni; resulting circumiflex,iii. 55.
ory of the change. iii. 94n- restoration Omiss,ions: of initial .s,ii. 18; of r before
of n in pada anidkramnatexts, iv. 74 etc. r, ii. 19; of a non-nasal miute after a
I:a guttural nas-al mute, i. 11, 200i; in nasal before a non-nasal,ii. 20; of final
what wordsfounrdas final, i. 6n; suffers, y and v, al'ter a vowel, ii. 21-24; of m
abluinid/tcinabefore it, l. 47 ; ktinserted and n, before sem-ivowelsand spirants,
after it before a sibilant, ii. 9; Nvhien ii. 32-34; of final visarjaniya, ii. 5559; restoration of omitted sounids in
duplicated between vowels, iii. 27.
,A: a palatal nasal miute, i. ii, 21n; n pada and krama texts, iv. 714etc.
changedIto, before p and sonant pala- Organsemploy,edin pr-oducingarticulate
tal, ii. 10, I I; do. after a palatal, ii. 15. sounds, i. 18-28; their distinction in
-i: a lingual nasal mute, i. 11. 22n; whien each case as passive anti active organ,
a final.i. 6ni; suffersabhinid/tdnabefore i. I 8n ; degree of their cointact in the
different classes, i. 29-36.
it, i. 47;- t. inserted after it before a sib
ilanit.Ui.9 : n converted inito,before and
after a lingual mutte,ii. 12, 15, 16; when p : a labial mute, i. 25n; visarjani.ia conduplicatedbetween vowels.,iii.27; other verted to s or s/t before, when initial,
conversionsof n to n, iii. 75-95; r-econ- ii. 62-81.
verted into n in pada~and krama texts, Pada-text: its importance, iv. 107; conliv. 74 etc.; n retained as final in pada- struction of, iv. 1-100; compoundlingof
verb and propositioniin, iv. 1-6; do. of
text, iv. 99.
Nasal mutes (h, ii, ii, a, in): how formed, these and othierparts of.speech, add.
1. 11, 27; yaie and nasikya inserted n. 4. IL 2-16 ; use or omi'ssionof avabefore, i. 99, 100; duplication of, be- gra/ta in comnpounds,iv. 7-72 ; differtween vowels, iii. 127; fnal surd mutes ences in this re.pact between dlifferent
become nasals before them, ii. 5; after pada-texts, iv. 12n, 13n, 26n, 39n, 54n,
a nasal, a noni-nasaldropped before a 56n, 58n ; restorationof natural forms
of words, iv. 74-100; repetition of dinon-nasal, ii. 20.
visible pr-agrhtyas,iv. 123; wliethier, in
Nasal semivowel (1), i. 2-7,ii. .35.
Nasal vowels, i. 27; make- a hieavysylla- this respect, thlepada-text of the treatagree, iv. 74n ;
ble, i. 53 ; result from loss or 'conver- isa and that of the M'vSS.
sion of m and a, andifrornicomtbination enclitic accent in pada-text, iii. 64, 68,
with a nasalized vowel, i. 67-69; spa- 69, 72, 73 ; treatment of particle u in,
yes, i. 74n; vocial case of niasal protracted vowel, i. i. 72, 73; do. of prcagrh
70; its treatmient in krama, iv. 1t21; cative in o is pragrhtyain, i. 81 ; combithe particle it nasal in pada-text, i. 72; nation of iti and iva in, i. 82.
characterof r- and j~when nasal, i. 71 ; P'adavrttaenceliticcircumflex, iii. 63-64;
tone, iii. 55 intr. n.
nasal vowels in interior of words u-mal- its comparmative
ly short, i. 8.3; when long, i. 84-9,1; Palatals (a, cit,j,j/t,n-y, V. i, i, e, di) : how
mode of transliterating them in this formed, i. 21 ; probable phonetic value,
i. 21n, ii. 17n; not foundias finals, i, 7;
work. ii. 85n.
Nasalization of a vowel, when made, i. nand t before palatals, ii. 10, 11, 13,
14; dental after palatal becomes pa67-69.
NAsikya. a nose -sound, i. 2 6n; when in- latal, ii. 15 ; f iniserted after a before
surd palatal, ii. 26 -,final lingual before
serted, i. 100.
Negattive compounds, treatment of in palatal catises karshane, ii. 39.4
Paninean indicatoiry letters and symbols
pdac-text, iv. 56.
used in Prati~ikhya, iv. 16c; Paninean
Nos,e-sounds(ndsikya, yamas), i. 26.
Nouin, i. 1, ii. 44n, add. n. 4. 11. I ; com- examnplesandIillus-trationsgiven in composition withiother parts of speech,add. mentary, add. n. 2.
Paninii: hiisrules cited in commentary,i.
n. . LI.2-15.
In. 2n, iv. I 08n ; hiisdoctrinescompared
passim.
0: a labial diphthong, i. 25n; pronuncia- with those of the PrAti~Akhya,
tion of, i. 34, 40n; is pragrhiyaas par- Particle, i. I, add. n. 4. IIL1 ; comlposition
ticle, i. 79 ; do. as termination com- with other parts of speech, add. n. 4. 11.
pounded with particle u, i. 80; do. of 6-8,
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Parts of speech, i. In, add. n. 4.1I. 1; Quantityof syllables, i. 51-54; of vowels,
their variouscombinations,formingcori. 59-62; of nasalized vowels, i. 83-91.
pound words, add. n. 4. II. 2-16.
Pauses in recitationof Veda, their length, r: a semivowel, i. 30n; how formed, i.
iii. 74n.
28; different views as to tie classificaPaushkarasadi,quoted in vdrttika to Pan- tion of, i. 28n; enters into r anti r. i.
ini and by Taitt. Pr., ii. 6n, 7n, 17n.
37, 38; exchanges with I in certain
Perlultimate letter of a word styled upa- words, i. 64-66; is followed by svarai.
bhakti
before any other consonant,i.
92.
dhd,
101, 102 ; is lost before r, and the preph, a labial mute, i. 25n.
quoted hy Taitt. Pr., ii. 40n. ceding vowel lengthened, ii. 19, iii. 20;
PlakshWlyana,
inserted after final n bef,re a vowel, ii.
Plakshi, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 7n, 40n.
Pluta:-see Protracted.
29; m when retained before, ii. 36;
Pracaya cr pracita accent, iii. 71n.
visarjaniya converted into, ii. 42, 43;
Praiilishtacircumflex,iii. 56; its compar- do. in certain words after a and a, ii.
ative tone, iii. 55 iitr. n.
44-52; not doubled as first in a group,
Pragrhya: import of the term, i. 73n; but causes duplication, iii. 31; converts
what finals are pragrh.ya, i. 73-81;
8 of suffix to sh, ii. 87; converts suchow treated in pada-text,i. 74n. iv. 123, ceeding n to n, iii. 75 etc.
74n; do. in krama-text, iv. 117; they r, r: guttural vowels, i. 20n; contain r, i.
are exempt fronl euphonic combination 37, 38; phonetic value of, i. 37n; how
in sanhitd, iii. 33.
nasalized, i. 71; mode of combination
Praticakhya :-see Atharva-Veda, Rik, with preceding final a and d, iii. 46-49;
Taittiriya,and Vajasaneyi Pratigakhyas. discordant usage in this respect of PraPratihata enclitic circumflexof Taitt. Pr., ticakhya, MSS., and edited text exiii. 62n.
plained, iii. 46n; convert succeeding n
Prepositions, i. 1; list of, add. n. 4. II. to n, iii. 75 etc.
17-19; other words construed like, Reduplication: initial s of root converted
add. n. 4. II. 20, iv. In, 2n; preposi- to sh after, ii. 91 ; do. notwithstanding
tions lingualize initial sibilant of root, the interpositionof, ii. 93; prolongation
ii. 90; exceptions, ii. 102-107; their of vowel of, iii. 13; restored to its norcombination with initial r or T of root, mal quantity in pada and kramatexts,
iii. 47, 48; they lingualize n of root, iv. 82, 84-87, 89, 96.
iii. 79; exceptions, iii. 79n; when sep- Repeated words, treatment of in padaarated from or compoundedwith verbs, text, ii. 62n, iv. 40, 44.
iv. 1-7, 36-39; their independent use Repetitions in pada and krama texts of
and construction,iv. 3n.
words having certain peculiarities:
Prolongation of vowels in sanhitd: of when made in krama,iv. 117; do. in
final of first member of a compound, pada, iv. 123; different usage of the
iii. 1-3, 9-12, 12n, 24; of final of a differentpada-texts in this respect, iv.
theme in declension,iii. 5, 6, 8; do. be- 74n; restoration of normal form in
fore suffixes, iii. 17, 18; of final of a case of repetition, iv. 74 etc.
word, iii. 16, 19, 25; full and system- Restoration of normal forms of words in
atic exposition of Atharvan usage in pada and krama texts, iv. 73 etc.
this respect, iii. 16n; prolongation of Rik Praticakhya: editions of, intr. n.;
first syllable of a word, iii. 15, 21; of mode of citing it here followed, intr.
reduplication,iii. 13, 14; of particle u, n.; general comparisonwith the presiii. 4; other cases, iii. 7, 22, 23; prolon- ent work, add. n. 1 ; its doctrines cited
gation very rare except of a, iii. 16n; or referred to, passim.
restoration in pada and krama texts
of a lengthened vowel, iv. 74 etc.
s: a dental spirant, i. 24n, 31n; t inserted
after t before, ii. 8 ; initial s of certain
Pronoun,name for, ii. 44n.
Protracted (pluta) vowel: has three mo- roots lost after ud, ii. 18; visarjaniya
ras, i. 62; list of protracted vowels in converted into, before kand , ii. 62-80;
Atharva-Veda, i. 105; kinds, accent- s converted into sh before k and p, ii.
and designation in MSS., i. 105n; pro- 81; do. in other ca.es, whether final,
traction when omitted in pada and medial, or initial, ii. 82-101; even
krama texts, i. 97, 105n, iv. 120; pro- when an auglnent or reduplication intraction of vikampita circumflex sylla- tervenes after the cause of conversion,
ii. 92, 93; exceptions, ii. 102-107; irbles, iii. 65n.
regular case of insertion of, iii. 96; its
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insertionprevents division in pada-text, t: a dental mute, i. 24n; inserted after'
iv. 58, 59; e restored from sh in pada before s, ii. 8; do. after a before sibi.
and krama texts, iv. 74 etc. See also lants, Hi.9 ; mode of combinationwith
Sibilants and Spirants.
p anid1, ii. 13, 17; the combination of
Sanhitfi-text: its construction the subject tand V how made in the MSS. and ed.
of chapters ii. and iii., ii. 1.
itedI text, Ii 17n; do. with precedling
or following palatals and linguals, ii.
S.im'krtya,quoted b~yMhtt.Pr.,ii. 21n.
14, 15.
Seinivowvels (si, r, 1,v): hiowformied, i. 30;
omnitted ~:alingual mute, i. 22n ; when a final,
meaninigof the name, i. 30n; mn
before, ii. 32; alterant vowels befor-e i. 6ui; t inserted before $ after, ii. 8;
vowels converted inito,iii. 39; inisertedafter n before sihilauts, ii. 9.
dissimilniar
enclitic circumiflexof VAij.Pr.,
circuimflex,iW.58-6 1. rP'irovirAma
resulting kqkdipora
iii. 62n.
See also thiedifferentletters.
h:a lingual spir-ant,i. 2'2n,31n; special Tflirovyafljnnaenclitic circumflex,iii. 62;
mo(le of its formation, i. 23 ; phionetic its comnparativetone, iii. 55 intr.n.
value, i. 23n; dental mute becomes Tfiittiriya PritigAkhya: mode of citingyit
6 ; s coniverted into. here followed, intr. n.; general comnlinguial after, ii. 11
before k and p. ii. 81 ; ini other cases, parison with the present work, add. n.
Ii.82-101 ;exceptions, ii. 102-107; con- 1; its doctrines cited or referred to,
verts succeeding n to n, iii. 75 etc; re- passim.
enclitic cir-cumflexof VAj.
conver-ted inito a in pada and krama TathfibhiAvya,
Pr., iii. 69n.
texts, iv. 74 etc.
th., a (dentalmute, i. 24n.
Shor-tvowels, i. 59.
Sibilants (V~.
%h, 8): aspiration of tinal h,a lingual miute,i. 22n.
mutes before, ii. 6 ; great discordanceThlroat-sounids
(a, a-, Ii,h), i. 19.
of authorities upon this point, ii. 6n;
after Ai,n, and n, k, t, and t inisertedu, tU: labial vowels, i. 25ni; ti a pragrhya
before, ii. 9; sibilart4s iniserted after as locative ending, i. 74; do. as dual
final n, ii. 26 ;historical groundiof this endling,i. 75.
insertion, ii. 26n; precedingvisarj'aniyau (particle): technical designation of, iv.
assimnilatedi
to, ii. 40; this rule not fol- 16n ; how treated in pada-text, i. 72,
lowed in MSS. and edited text, ii. 40n; 73 ; finals compounded withi are pranot duplicatedl after r andl k, if fol- g?-kya, i. 79, 80; wvhat words are so
lowed by vowels, iii. 32. See also Spi- compounded in Atharva-Veda, i. 80n;
when prolonged in sanhitad,iii. 4; whien
ranits,anidthe (liffer-entletters.
not liable.to euphionic coinhination in
Similar or homiogeneous
sounds, i. 27n.
Sonant letters: defined, i. 13; list of, i. 8anhitd, iii. 36; treatmenitof in krarnatext, iv. 113, 114. 116, 118, 119.
13ni.
Sphotana: defined, i. 103; when it takes UJdAtta. see Acute.
Pr., ii. 21n.
Ukhiya,quiotedby Thditt.
place, ii. 38.
Spiants (A,x. V, 8h, 8, p, h): how formed, Upadhmfiniya(~p): labial spirant, i. 25n,
i. 31 ; I suffers abhinidhdna before, i. 3mn;visarj'aniya conver-tedinto it be46; longer 8eerabhaktiinserted before, fore surdilabials, ii. 40ni; this rule not
after r, i. 101 ; loss of ra and n before, observed in MSS. anid edited text. ii.
ii. 3,2-34; final visarjeaiya before ini- 40on; a few timies written -with sh in
tial surd converted into, ii. 40; partial MSS., iv. I5n, 77n.
of this rule by MSS. indiUpalekha: edition of, iv. 74n; its docdlisobedliencee
edited text of Atharvan, ii. 4t0n. See trines cited, iv. 78 etc., etc.
also Sihilants, and the different letters.
v : labial semivowel, i. 25n, 30n; its proStr-ongcases, namiefor, i. 88.
i. 25n -,dropped when finial
Suffixes, peculiar namiesof cer-tain,i. 88, nuniciationi,
iii. 17, iv. 16n, 20, 21, 48; final vowel after any vowel but 6, ii. 21, 22 ; exof themielenth-lened before, iii. 17, 18; ceptions, ii. 23; or it hatsattenuated utwhen separable or not separable fromi terance, iH.24; danonce made nasal 6,
before it, ii. 28; m when retained unthem-eby aeagraha-,iv. 13-72.
chianigedbefoireit, ii. 37.
Surd consonantsdefined, i. 112.
Svarabhakti: what, and when inserted, i. Vfidabhikfira.quoted by TAitt.Pr., ii. 6n.
edition of, initr.
Vkiasaneyi PrAitigAkikya:
101, 102.
n. ; general comipar-isonwithi the presSvarita :-see Circumiflex.
Syllables, i. 93; quiantity of, i. 5 1-54; enit work, add. n. 1; its doctrines cited
or referred to, pas8im.
mode of division of, i. 55-58, 104.
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Valmiki, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 17n, 40n. converted to o, ii. 53, 54; it is droppe d
Varnakrama:--see Duplication of conso- after a, ii. 55; do. in sal and eshah, ii.
nants.
57, 58; do. in special cases, ii. 56, 59;
Vatsapra, quoted by Taitt. Pr., ii. 21n, anomalous combinations of, ii. 60, 61;
converted to s or sh before k and p, ii.
24n.
62-81; not duplicated, iii. 29; restored
Vatsya, quoted in commentary,ii. 6n.
Veda: its study recommended,iv. 101- from s or sh, and restored to n, in krama and pada texts, iv. 74 etc.
106.
Vocatives in o, pragrhya only in padaVedamitra, quoted by Rik Pr., i. 29n.
Verb, i. 1, add. n. 4. II. 1; its composition text, i. 81.
with modifying prepositions, iv. 1-7. Vowels (a, a, i, i, u, u, r, ?,I, e, di, o, du):
Vikampita modification of independent belong to various classes of sounds, i.
circumflex,iii. 65; mode of designating, 19n-21n, 25n; degree of contact of oriii. 65n; occasional protraction of vi- gans in production of, i. 32-36; nasal
vowels, i. 27n; quantity of vowels, i.
katmpitasyllable in MSS., iii. 65n.
Visarjaniya(Ai): a throat-sound,i. 19n; a 59-62; combinationsof vowels, iii. 39spirant, i. 31n; a possible final, i. 5; 54; resulting accent, iii. 55-61, 65, 66.
called abhinishtdcna,i. 42; conversion See also the differentletters, also Nasal
of m to, ii. 25; do. of n to, ii. 26-28, vowels, and Diphthongs.
30; historical origin of this combina-Vriddhi derivatives from compounds,how
tion, ii. 26n; assimilation of to follow- treated in pada-text, iv. 55.
ing surd, ii. 40; disagreement of the
grammariansupon this point, ii. 40n; y: palatal semivowel, i. 21n, 30n; drop.
discordancewith this rule of the prac- ped when final after a vowel, ii. 21;
tice of MSS. and edited text, ii. 40n; or has attenuated utterance, ii. 24;
dropped in edition before sibilant fol- visarjaniya before a vowel converted
lowed by surd mute, ii. 40n; becomes into, ii. 41.
y before a vowel, ii. 41; and the y is Yamas: in part sonant, i. 13n; are nosedropped, ii. 21; but becomes r after an sounds, i. 26n; when inserted, i. 99;
alterant vowel, ii. 42, 43; and, in cer- their phonetic value, i. 99n; how writtain words, after a and a, ii, 44-52; ah ten in the commentary, i. 99n.

